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This Final Prospectus relates to the offer and sale of up to 60,000,000 cumulative, non- voting, nonparticipating, non-convertible, redeemable, non-reissuable Philippine peso-denominated perpetual
preferred shares with a par value of Fifty Centavos (₱0.50) per share (the “Preferred Shares” or
“Shares”) of EEI Corporation (“EEI” or the “Company” or the “Issuer”), a corporation incorporated
and existing under Philippine laws (the “Offer”). The Offer is for a total of up to 60,000,000 Preferred
Shares (the “Offer Shares”) with a base offer of 40,000,000 Preferred Shares (the “Firm Shares”). In the
event of an oversubscription, the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners, with the consent of the
Company, reserve the right but not the obligation to increase the size of the Offer by up to an additional
20,000,000 Preferred Shares (the “Oversubscription Option“) and the Preferred Shares pertaining to such
option, the “Oversubscription Option Shares”), subject to the registration requirements of the Securities
and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). The Offer Shares are to be issued in 2 series: Series A Preferred Shares
and Series B Preferred Shares, at a subscription price of ₱100.00 per share (the “Offer Price”). As of June
30, 2021, the Company has no issued Preferred Shares. The Offer Shares will be issued by the Company
from its 240,000,000 unissued cumulative, non-voting, non-participating, non-convertible, redeemable,
non-reissuable Philippine peso-denominated perpetual preferred shares.
The distribution and sale of the Offer Shares shall be made solely in the Philippines through RCBC Capital
Corporation (“RCBC Capital” or the “Sole Issue Manager”) and SB Capital Investment Corporation (“SB
Capital”) (RCBC Capital and SB Capital each a “Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner”, and collectively,
the “Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners”), and the Selling Agents named herein who shall sell and
distribute the Preferred Shares to third party buyers/investors at the Offer Price.
In the event that Oversubscription Option is exercised, the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners, in
consultation with the Company, have the discretion to allocate the Oversubscription Option Shares in
either Series A Preferred Shares or Series B Preferred Shares at the end of the Offer Period based on
actual demand.
On September 9, 2021, the Company filed with the SEC a registration statement (the “Registration
Statement”) for the registration of the Offer Shares. On November 18, 2021, the SEC approved the
Registration Statement and issued a Pre-Effective Letter dated November 18, 2021. Upon compliance
with the requirements of the Pre-Effective Letter, the Company expects the SEC to issue the Order of
Registration and Certificate of Permit to Offer Securities for Sale (the “Permit to Sell”). The issuance of
the Permit to Sell is merely permissive and does not constitute a recommendation or endorsement by
the SEC of the Offer Shares.
The listing of the Offer Shares is subject to the approval of The Philippine Stock Exchange, Inc. (“PSE”).
On September 24, 2021, the Company filed its application for the listing and trading of the Offer Shares.
On December 1, 2021, the Company received a Notice of Approval from the PSE dated December 1,
2021, subject to fulfillment of certain listing conditions by the Company. The PSE’s approval of the listing
is permissive only and does not constitute a recommendation or endorsement by the PSE of the Offer
Shares. The PSE assumes no responsibility for the correctness of any of the statements made or opinions
expressed in this Prospectus. The PSE makes no representation as to the completeness and expressly
disclaims any liability whatsoever for any loss arising from or in reliance upon the whole or any part of
the contents of this Prospectus.
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The Offer Shares will be listed on the Main Board of the PSE on December 23, 2021, (the “Listing Date”)
under the trading symbol “EEIPA” for the Series A Preferred Shares and “EEIPB” for the Series B Preferred
Shares.
Following the Offer, and assuming the Oversubscription Option is exercised in full, the Company will have
1,036,281,485 outstanding common shares, which is net of 119,901 common shares held in treasury, and
60,000,000 Preferred Shares.
The Company does not have a specific dividend policy for its common shares but the Company aims to
regularly declare dividends to its holders of common shares with the objective of maximizing
shareholder’s wealth provided financial position and cash flow of the Company are not adversely
affected. The holders of Preferred Shares of each and any series, on the other hand, shall be entitled to
receive as and when declared by the Board of Directors cash dividends of such rate or amount and period
as may be fixed by the Board for each series.
The holders of the Offer Shares do not have identical rights and privileges with holders of the existing
common shares of the Company. Any and all Preferred Shares of the Company shall have preference
over common shares in dividend distribution and in case of liquidation or dissolution. For further
discussion, please refer to “Description of Shares”.
The declaration and payment of dividends on the Offer Shares on each Dividend Payment Date will be
subject to the sole and absolute discretion of the Company‘s Board of Directors (the “Board”), to the
extent permitted by law and subject to the covenants (financial or otherwise) in the loans and credit
agreements to which the Company is a party and the requirements under applicable laws and regulations.
The declaration and payment of dividends (except stock dividends) do not require any further approval
from the shareholders.
As and if declared by the Board, dividends on the Series A Preferred Shares shall be at a fixed rate of
5.7641% per annum, and 6.9394% per annum for Series B Preferred Shares, in all cases calculated in
respect of each share by reference to the Offer Price thereof for each Dividend Period (as defined below)
(each, the “Initial Dividend Rate” for the relevant subseries). The Initial Dividend Rate was determined
through a bookbuilding process and discussions among the Company and the Joint Lead Underwriters
and Bookrunners. The Initial Dividend Rate was computed based on the prevailing benchmark rate and
a spread. Factors considered in determining the spread include the ability of the Company to generate
earnings and cash flow for the dividend payments, the level of demand from institutional investors, and
the recent preferred shares offerings in the market. Subject to the limitations described in this Final
Prospectus, cash dividends on the Preferred Shares will be payable on a quarterly basis in arrears on a
Dividend Period (as defined herein).
Unless the Offer Shares have not been redeemed by the Company on, in respect of the Series A Preferred
Shares, 3.5 years from the Listing Date (the “Series A First Optional Redemption Date”) and in respect of
the Series B Preferred Shares, 5.5 years from the Listing Date (the “Series B First Optional Redemption
Date”) or on the next Business Day in case each of the First Optional Redemption Date falls on a nonBusiness Day, the dividends on each subseries will be adjusted as follows:
(a) For the Series A First Optional Redemption Date, the higher of (a) the sum of (i) the simple average
of the closing per annum rates of 5-year BVAL rate, or the interpolated 5-year BVAL rate, if the 5-year
BVAL rate is not available or cannot be determined, or if such interpolated 5-year BVAL rate is not
available or cannot be determined, any such successor rate generally accepted by the Bankers
Association of the Philippines (“BAP”) or the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (“BSP”), as shown on the
PDEX page (or such successor page) of Bloomberg (or such successor electronic service provider for
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3 consecutive days ending on (and including) the day 3.5 years from Listing Date and (ii) 4.00% or (b)
the floor rate of 8.00% (the “EEIPA Step Up Rate”) and;
(b) For the Series B First Optional Redemption Date, the higher of (a) the sum of (i) the simple average
of the closing per annum rates of the 7-year BVAL rate, or the interpolated 7-year BVAL rate, or if the
7-year BVAL rate is not available or cannot be determined, or if such interpolated 7-year BVAL rate is
not available or cannot be determined, any such successor rate generally accepted by the BAP or the
BSP, as shown on the PDEX page (or such successor page) of Bloomberg (or such successor electronic
service provider for 3 consecutive days ending on (and including) the day 5.5 years from Listing Date
and (ii) 4.00% or (b) the floor rate of 8.00% (the “EEIPB Step Up Rate”);
Provided, that in the event the relevant Series A or Series B First Optional Redemption Date falls on day
that is not a Business Day:
(a) the rate setting will be done on the immediately succeeding Business Day using the average of the
relevant BVAL rates for the 3 consecutive Business Days preceding and inclusive of the said rate
setting date; and
(b) the applicable Step-Up Rate will be applied commencing on the Step-Up Date (which is the 3.5 years
from the Listing Date of the Series A Preferred Shares, and 5.5 years from the Listing Date of the
Series B Preferred Shares).
(each of the EEIPA Step Up Rate and the EEIPB Step Up Rate, a “Step Up Rate”). Please see “Summary of
the Offering”.
Dividends on the Offer Shares will be cumulative. If for any reason the Company‘s Board does not declare
a dividend on the Offer Shares for a Dividend Period, the Company will not pay a dividend on the Dividend
Payment Date for that Dividend Period. However, on any future Dividend Payment Date on which
dividends are declared, holders of the Offer Shares as of record date of such dividends must receive the
dividends due them on such Dividend Payment Date as well as all dividends due and payable or dividends
in arrears in respect of prior Dividend Periods (”Dividends in Arrears”) (see “Description of the Shares”).
As and if declared by the Board, the Company may redeem the Offer Shares as follows:
(a) in whole (not in part), the Series A Preferred Shares on the Series A First Optional Redemption Date
or on any Dividend Payment Date thereafter (each of the Series A First Optional Redemption Date
and the Dividend Periods thereafter, a “Series A Optional Redemption Date”; and
(b) in whole (not in part), the Series B Preferred Shares on the Series B First Optional Redemption Date
or on any Dividend Payment Date thereafter (each of the Series B First Optional Redemption Date
and the Dividend Periods thereafter, a “Series B Optional Redemption Date”
(each Series A Optional Redemption Date and Series B Optional Redemption Date, an “Optional
Redemption Date”)
after giving not less than 30 nor more than 60 calendar days prior written notice to the intended date of
redemption, at a redemption price equal to the relevant Offer Price of the Offer Shares plus all dividends
due them on such Optional Redemption Date as well as all Dividends in Arrears after deduction of transfer
costs customarily chargeable to stockholders, as applicable, to effect the redemption (the “Redemption
Price”). Such notice to redeem shall be deemed irrevocable upon issuance thereof.
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For the avoidance of doubt, on the applicable Optional Redemption Date, the Company has the option to
redeem, in whole but not in part, any or both of the subseries.
In the event an Optional Redemption Date which the Company has chosen as the date to redeem any or
both of the subseries falls on a day that is not a Business Day, the redemption shall be made on the next
succeeding day that is a Business Day, without adjustment as to the Redemption Price and the amounts
of dividends to be paid.
The Company may also redeem the Offer Shares in whole but not in part, at any time prior to any Optional
Redemption Date if an Accounting Event or a Tax Event (each as defined below) has occurred and is
continuing, having given not less than 30 nor more than 60 calendar days’ notice prior to the intended
date of redemption. The redemption due to an Accounting Event or a Tax Event shall be made by the
Issuer at the Redemption Price which shall be paid within 5 Business Days after the exercise of the right
to redeem the Preferred Shares.
Each Offer Share has a liquidation right equal to the Offer Price of the Offer Share plus an amount equal
to any dividends declared but unpaid in respect of the previous dividend period and any accrued and
unpaid dividends for the then current dividend period to (and including) the date of commencement of
the Company’s winding up or the date of any such other return of capital, as the case may be (the
“Liquidation Right”).
Upon listing on the PSE, EEI may purchase the Offer Shares at any time in the open market or by public
tender or by private contract at any price through the PSE. The Offer Shares so purchased may either be
redeemed (pursuant to their terms and conditions as set out in the Prospectus) and cancelled, or kept as
treasury shares.
All payments in respect of the Offer Shares are to be made free and clear of any deductions or withholding
for or on account of any present or future taxes or duties imposed by or on behalf of the Government of
the Republic of the Philippines (the “Government”), including but not limited to, stamp, issue,
registration, documentary, value added or any similar tax or other taxes and duties, including interest
and penalties. If such taxes or duties are imposed, the Company will pay additional amounts so that
holders of Offer Shares will receive the full amount of the relevant payment which otherwise would have
been due and payable, provided, however, that the Company shall not be liable for (a) the final
withholding tax applicable on dividends earned on the Offer Shares, (b) as applicable, any income tax
(whether or not subject to withholding), percentage tax (such as stock transaction tax), and documentary
stamp tax on the redemption or buy back of the Offer Shares or on the liquidating distributions as may
be received by a holder of Offer Shares, (c) expanded value added tax which may be payable by any holder
of the Offer Shares on any amount to be received from the Company under the Offer, (d) any withholding
tax on any amount payable to any holder of Offer Shares or any entity which is a non-resident foreign
corporation and (e) applicable taxes to any subsequent sale or transfer of the Offer Shares by any holder
of the Offer Shares which shall be for the account of the said holder (or the buyer in case such buyer shall
have agreed to be responsible for the payment of such taxes). If payments become subject to additional
withholding or any new tax as a result of certain changes in law, rule or regulation, or in the interpretation
thereof, and such tax cannot be avoided by use of reasonable measures available to the Company, the
Company may redeem the Offer Shares in whole, but not in part, on any Dividend Payment Date (having
given not more than 30 nor less than 60 days‘ notice) at the Redemption Price (Please see “Summary of
the Offer”; the taxes applicable on the Preferred Shares are discussed in the section on “Taxation”).
Documentary stamp tax for the primary issue of the Offer Shares and the documentation, if any, shall be
for the Company’s account.
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The Offer Shares will constitute direct and unsecured subordinated obligations of the Company ranking
at least pari passu in all respects and rateably without preference or priority among themselves and with
all other preferred shares issued or to be issued by the Company.
The Offer Shares will be issued in scripless form. Title to the Offer Shares shall pass by endorsement and
delivery to the transferee and registration in the registry of shareholders to be maintained by the
Registrar and Depository Agent (as defined herein). Settlement of the Preferred Shares in respect of such
transfer or change of title to the Offer Shares shall be similar to the transfer of title and settlement
procedures for listed securities in the PSE (see “Summary of the Offer”).
Through the Offer and based on the Offer Price set forth above, the Company expects to raise gross
proceeds of approximately ₱4,000,000,000.00, or if the Oversubscription Option is exercised in full,
₱6,000,000,000.00. The net proceeds from the Offer, estimated to be at ₱3,959,077,720.00 or if the
Oversubscription Option is exercised in full ₱5,948,461,920.00, determined by deducting from the gross
proceeds the SEC Registration fees, PSE Listing fees, underwriting and selling fees, documentary stamp
taxes and other related fees and out-of-pocket expenses, will be used by the Company primarily to
partially finance its current projects, to pay existing short-term loans, for capital expenditure for new
equipment, and for general and working capital requirements (See “Use of Proceeds”).
RCBC Capital acting as Sole Issue Manager, and RCBC Capital and SB Capital, acting together as Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners, shall receive underwriting and selling fees equivalent to 0.50% of the
gross proceeds of the Offer, inclusive of amounts to be paid to the Selling Agents, if any. The commissions
to be paid to the Selling Agent, which shall be equivalent to 0.125% of the total proceeds of the sale of
Preferred Shares by such Selling Agent, shall be inclusive of VAT, and will be paid to the Selling Agent less
any applicable withholding tax.
No dealer, salesman, or any other person has been authorized to give any information or to make any
representation not contained in this Final Prospectus. If given or made, any such information or
representation must not be relied upon as having been authorized by the Company, and the Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners. The distribution of this Final Prospectus and the offer and sale of the
Preferred Shares may, in certain jurisdictions, be restricted by law. The Company and Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners require persons into whose possession this Final Prospectus come, to
inform them of and observe all such restrictions. This Final Prospectus does not constitute an offer of
any securities, or any offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy any securities of the Company in
any jurisdiction, to or from any person to whom it is unlawful to make such offer in such jurisdiction.
Unless otherwise stated, the information contained in this Final Prospectus has been supplied by the
Company to the best of its knowledge and belief. The Company (which has taken all reasonable care to
ensure that such is the case) confirms that the information contained in this Final Prospectus is correct,
and that there is no material statement or omission of fact which would make any statement in this Final
Prospectus misleading in any material respect. The Company hereby accepts full and sole responsibility
for the accuracy of the information contained in this Final Prospectus. The Company and the Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners have exercised due diligence in ascertaining that all material
representations contained in the Final Prospectus, its amendments and supplements, are true and
correct, and that no material information was omitted which was necessary in order to make the
statements contained in the aforementioned documents not misleading. The Joint Lead Underwriters
and Bookrunners confirm that they have exerted reasonable efforts to verify the information contained
herein but do not make any representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the
materials contained herein. The Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners, having made all reasonable
enquiries, confirm that this document contains all information with respect to the Company, the Joint
Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners, and the Offer Shares which is material in the context of the issue
and offering of the Offer Shares, that the information contained herein is true and accurate in all material
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respects and is not misleading, that the opinions and intentions expressed herein are honestly held and
have been reached after considering all relevant circumstances and are based on reasonable
assumptions, that there are no other facts, the omission of which would, in the context of the issue and
offering of the Offer Shares, make this document as a whole or any of such information or the expression
of any such opinions or intentions misleading in any material respect and that all reasonable enquiries
have been made by the Company to verify the accuracy of such information. The Company accepts
responsibility accordingly.
Unless otherwise indicated, all information in this Final Prospectus is as of date hereof. Neither the
delivery of this Final Prospectus nor any sale made pursuant to this Final Prospectus shall, under any
circumstances, create any implication that the information contained herein is correct as of any date
subsequent to the date hereof or that there has been no change in the affairs of the Company and its
subsidiaries since such date. Market data and certain industry forecasts used throughout this Final
Prospectus were obtained from internal surveys, market research, publicly available information and
industry publications. Industry publications generally state that the information contained therein has
been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that the accuracy and completeness of such
information is not guaranteed. Similarly, internal surveys, industry forecasts and market research, while
believed to be reliable, have not been independently verified, and none of the Company, the Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners makes any representation as to the accuracy of such information. Each
person contemplating an investment in the Preferred Shares should make his own independent
investigation and analysis of the creditworthiness of EEI and his own determination of the suitability of
any such investment. The risk disclosure herein does not purport to disclose all the risks and other
significant aspects of investing in the Preferred Shares. A person contemplating an investment in the
Preferred Shares should seek professional advice if he or she is uncertain of, or has not understood any
aspect of the securities to invest in or the nature of risks involved in trading of securities, especially those
high-risk securities. Investing in the Preferred Shares involves a higher degree of risk compared to debt
instruments. For a discussion of certain factors to be considered in respect of an investment in the
Preferred Shares, see the section entitled “Risk Factors”.
EEI is incorporated under the laws of the Philippines. Its principal office address is at No. 12 Manggahan
Street, Bagumbayan, Quezon City, Metro Manila, Philippines, with telephone number +632 8334 2677
(or +632 8EEICORP).

ALL REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS HAVE BEEN MET AND ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED IS
TRUE AND CURRENT.
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EEI CORPORATION
By:

ROBERTO JOSE L. CASTILLO
President and CEO

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this December 3, 2021 at Quezon City, Philippines, by affiant
who is personally known to me and exhibited to me his Philippine Passport P7670165B issued on
September 23, 2021 at DFA NCR South, valid until September 22, 2031.
Doc. No.: 235
Page No.: 48
Book No.: II
Series of 2021
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
Unless otherwise specified, the following words or expressions shall have the following meanings:
AAAA rating or Quadruple-A …………………….Highest rating for contractors issued by the Philippine
Contractors Accreditation Board
ACS.................................................................... Authorized Capital Stock
ARCC……………………………………………………………… Al Rushaid Construction Company, Ltd.
Affiliate ............................................................. A corporation that directly or indirectly, through one or more
intermediaries, controls, is controlled by, or is under the
common control of, another corporation
Applicant........................................................... A person, whether natural or juridical, who seeks to
subscribe to the Offer Shares by submitting an Application
under the terms and conditions prescribed in this Final
Prospectus
Application........................................................ An application to subscribe for Offer Shares pursuant to the
Offer
Application Form .............................................. The Application to Subscribe and Purchase Form
Banking Day ...................................................... A day (except Saturdays, Sundays and holidays) on which
banks in the Philippines are open for business in Metro
Manila, Philippines
BAP…………………………………………………………………Bankers Association of the Philippines
BEIPI .................................................................. Bagumbayan Equipment & Industrial Products, Inc.
BEO DMC…………………………………………………………BEO Distribution and Marketing Corporation
BIR .................................................................... Bureau of Internal Revenue
Board or Board of Directors ............................. The Board of Directors of the Company
BOT ................................................................... Build-Operate-Transfer Program
BSP .................................................................... Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (the Central Bank of the
Philippines)
CBA ................................................................... Collective Bargaining Agreement
Construction Order Book .................................. The value of construction contracts awarded to the Company
during a specified period
CORTT……………………………………………………………..Certificate of Resident for Tax Treaty Relief
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COVID-19 .......................................................... A disease caused by a new strain of coronavirus. Formerly,
this disease was referred to as ‘2019 novel coronavirus’ or
‘2019-nCoV’
CREATE Act ....................................................... Corporate Recovery and Tax Incentives for Enterprises Act
DENR ................................................................. Department of Environment and Natural Resources
DOTC ................................................................. Department of Transportation and Communication
DPWH ............................................................... Department of Public Works and Highways
DTA………………………………………………………………..Deferred Tax Assets
DTI……………………………………………….…………………Department of Trade and Industry
ECC.................................................................... Environmental Compliance Certificate
ECW .................................................................. ECW Joint Venture, Inc.
ECQ ................................................................... Enhanced Community Quarantine
EE ...................................................................... Equipment Engineers, Inc.
EEI or the Company .......................................... EEI Corporation
EEI BVI............................................................... EEI (BVI) Limited
EEI Carga………………………………………………………..EEI Carga Digital Logstics Corporation
EEI Marine ........................................................ EEI Construction and Marine Inc.
EEI Power .......................................................... EEI Power Corporation
EEI Realty .......................................................... EEI Realty Corporation
EEIPWU-NAFLU ................................................. EEI Progressive Workers Union affiliated with the National
Federation of Labor Unions
EEISSEU ............................................................. EEI Supervisory/Staff Employees Union
Eligible Investors ............................................... Applicants who are qualified to subscribe to the Offer Shares
EPC .................................................................... Engineering, procurement, and construction
FIA ..................................................................... Republic Act 7042 or the Foreign Investments Act
Final Prospectus................................................ This Final Prospectus together with all its annexes,
appendices and amendments, if any
Firm Shares ....................................................... 40,000,000 Preferred Shares each with a par value of ₱0.50
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GAIC .................................................................. Gulf Asia International Corporation
GAMSI …………………………………………………………….GAIC Manpower Services, Inc.
GCQ ……………………………………………………………….General Community Quarantine
GDP ................................................................... Gross Domestic Product, or the monetary value of all the
finished goods and services produced within a country’s
borders, calculated on an annual basis
General Engineering Contractor……………………. A person whose principal contracting business is in
connection with fixed works requiring specialized
engineering knowledge and skill, including the following
divisions or subjects: irrigation, drainage, water power,
water supply, flood control, inland waterways, harbors,
docks and wharves, shipyards and ports, dams, hydroelectric
projects, levees, river control and reclamation works,
railroads, highways, streets and roads, tunnels, airports and
airways, waste reduction plants, bridges, overpasses,
underpasses and other similar works, pipelines and other
system for the transmission of petroleum and other liquid or
gaseous substances, land leveling and earth moving projects,
excavating, grading, trenching, paving and surfacing work.
GNP ................................................................... Gross National Product
Government ..................................................... The Government of the Republic of the Philippines
Gross Profit Margin .......................................... Means gross profit divided by total revenues
HI ...................................................................... House of Investments, Inc., a publicly-listed holding company
controlled by the Yuchengco Family
HLURB ............................................................... Housing and Land Use Regulatory Board, which has been
reconstituted into the newly created Department of Human
Settlements and Urban Development or DHSUD since 2019
by virtue of Republic Act 11201
IATF ………………………………………………………………..Inter-Agency Task Force for the Management of Emerging
Infectious Diseases
ISO ………………………………………………………………… International Organization for Standardization
Joint Lead Underwriters
and Bookrunners .............................................. RCBC Capital Corporation and SB Capital Investment
Corporation
Listing Date ....................................................... December 23, 2021, the date on which the listing and trading
of the Offer Shares on the PSE is expected to commence
MCRP ……………………………………………………………. Malolos Clark Railway Project
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MMSP ............................................................... Metro Manila Subway Project
NFCC ................................................................. Net Financial Contracting Capacity
NIRC .................................................................. Philippine National Internal Revenue Code
Offer ................................................................. The offer for subscription of 40,000,000 Preferred Shares
plus an additional oversubscription option of up to
20,000,000 Preferred Shares, if exercised, to Eligible
Investors subject to the terms and conditions in this Final
Prospectus and in the Application
Offer Period ...................................................... The period commencing 9:00 a.m. on December 9, 2021 and
ending at 12:00 p.m. on December 15, 2021 within which the
Eligible Investors may subscribe to the Offer Shares
Offer Price ........................................................ ₱100.00
Offer Shares ...................................................... Up to 60,000,000 Preferred Shares each with a par value of
₱0.50
Oversubscription Option Shares ....................... Up to 20,000,000 Preferred Shares each with a par value of
₱0.50
₱ or P ................................................................ Philippine Pesos, the lawful currency of the Republic of the
Philippines
PCAB ................................................................. Philippine Contractors Accreditation Board
PCC ……………………………………………………………….. Philippine Competition Commission
PCD ................................................................... The Philippine Central Depository
PCD Nominee.................................................... PCD Nominee Corporation, a corporation wholly owned by
the PDTC
P.D. No. 1746 .................................................... Presidential Decree No. 1746, entitled “Creating the
Construction Industry Authority of the Philippines”, as
amended by R.A. No. 4566
PDS ................................................................... The Philippine Dealing System
PDTC ................................................................. The Philippine Depository and Trust Corporation, the central
securities depositary of, among others, securities listed and
traded on the PSE
PGEC ……………………………………………………………… PetroGreen Energy Corporation
PIFITA ................................................................ Passive Income and Financial Intermediary Taxation Act
PFRS .................................................................. Philippine Financial Reporting Standards
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Philippine Nationals .......................................... Pursuant to the FIA, any of the following:
(a) a citizen of the Philippines; or
(b) a domestic partnership or association wholly owned by

citizens of the Philippines; or
(c) a corporation organized under the laws of the
Philippines of which at least 60% of the capital stock
outstanding and entitled to vote is owned and held by
citizens of the Philippines; or
(d) a corporation organized abroad and registered as doing
business in the Philippines under the Corporation Code
of which 100% of the capital stock outstanding and
entitled to vote is wholly owned by Filipinos; or
(e) a trustee of funds for pension or other employee
retirement or separation benefits, where the trustee is
a Philippine national and at least 60% of the fund will
accrue to the benefit of the Philippine nationals. Where
a corporation and its non-Filipino stockholders own
stocks in an SEC-registered enterprise, at least 60% of
the capital stock outstanding and entitled to vote of
both corporations must be owned and held by citizens
of the Philippines and at least 60% of the members of
the Board of Directors of both corporations must be
citizens of the Philippines, in order that the corporations
shall be considered a Philippine national
Pursuant to SEC Memorandum Circular No. 8, Series of
2013, which generally applies to all corporations engaged
in identified areas of activities or enterprises specifically
reserved, wholly or partly, to Philippine nationals by the
Philippine Constitution, the FIA and other existing laws,
amendments thereto, and implementing rules and
regulations of said laws, for purposes of determining
compliance with the constitutional or statutory ownership
requirement, the required percentage of Filipino
ownership shall be applied to both:
(i) the total number of outstanding shares of stock
entitled to vote in the election of directors; and
(ii) the total number of outstanding shares of stock,
whether or not entitled to vote in the election of
directors.
Philippines ........................................................ The Republic of the Philippines
POCB ................................................................. The Philippine Overseas Construction Board
POEA ................................................................. The Philippine Overseas Employment Administration
Preferred Shares ............................................... The Company‘s preferred shares, each with a par value of
₱0.50
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PSE .................................................................... The Philippine Stock Exchange, Inc.
PSE EDGE ………………………………………………………..PSE Electronic Disclosure Generation Technology
PWEI ………………………………………………………………Petro Wind Energy, Inc.
QIB .................................................................... Qualified Institutional Buyer
Any of the following: mutual funds, pension or retirement
funds, commercial or universal banks, trust companies,
investment houses, insurance companies, investment
companies, finance companies, venture capital firms,
government financial institutions, trust departments of
commercial or universal banks, non-bank quasi banking
institutions, Trading Participants of the PSE for their dealer
accounts, non-stock savings and loan associations,
educational assistance funds, and any other juridical persons
that possesses at the time of registration with an authorized
registrar:
(a) have gross assets of at least One Hundred Million Pesos
(₱100,000,000.00) or
(b) a total portfolio investment in securities registered with
the SEC or financial instruments issued by the
government of at least Sixty Million Pesos
(₱60,000,000.00).
R.A. ................................................................... Republic Act
R.A. No. 4566 .................................................... Republic Act No. 4566 or the “Contractor‘s License Law”
RCBC ................................................................. Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation, a YGC member
Receiving Agent ................................................ Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation - Trust and
Investments Group
Revised Corporation Code ................................ Republic Act 11232 or the Revised Corporation Code of the
Philippines
SCM ………………………………………………………………. Supply Chain Management
SCRP ……………………………………………………………… South Commuter Railway Project
SEC .................................................................... The Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission
Steel Fabrication Plant…………….……………………..EEI’s world class in-house steel fabrication plant located in
Bauan, Batangas with an annual rated production capacity of
30,000 metric tons
Sole Issue Manager........................................... RCBC Capital Corporation
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SRC .................................................................... Republic Act No. 8799, or the Securities Regulation Code
Subsidiary ......................................................... A corporation which is controlled, directly or indirectly, by
another corporation which thereby becomes its parent
TESDA ……………………………………………………………. Technical Education and Skills Development Authority
Total Debt ......................................................... Interest bearing loans of the Company and is computed by
adding bank loans, current portion of long-term debt, and
long-term debt – net of current portion
Trading Day....................................................... Any day on which trading is allowed in the PSE
TUV SUD ……………………………………………………….Technical Inspection Association for safety, security and
sustainability solutions
Underwriting Agreement ................................. The agreement entered into by and between the Company
and the Underwriters, indicating the terms and conditions of
the Offer and providing that the Offer shall be fully
underwritten by the Underwriters
U.S. Dollar or US$ ............................................. the lawful currency of the United States of America
VAT ................................................................... Value Added Tax
YGC ................................................................... Yuchengco Group of Companies, which is a conglomerate
composed of companies primarily engaged in banking,
insurance, financial services, education, property
development, and construction related services
Yuchengco Family ............................................. The Yuchengco Family is the family behind YGC and has
majority control over the Company
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FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
This Final Prospectus contains “forward-looking statements” that are, by their nature, subject to significant
risks and uncertainties. These forward-looking statements include, without limitation, statements relating
to:
•
•
•

known and unknown risks;
uncertainties and other factors which may cause EEI’s actual results, performance or achievements to
deviate significantly from any future results; and
performance or achievements expressed or implied by forward-looking statements.

These forward-looking statements generally can be identified by use of statements that include words or
phrases such as EEI or its management “anticipates”, “believes”, “can”, “could”, “estimates”, “expects”,
“foresees”, “intends”, “may”, “plans”, “should”, ”will”, “would”, or other similar words. Similarly,
statements that describe EEI’s objectives, plans or goals are also forward-looking statements. In addition,
all statements other than statements of historical facts included in this Final Prospectus are forward-looking.
All such forward-looking statements are subject to certain risks and uncertainties that could cause actual
results to differ materially from those contemplated by the relevant forward-looking statement. Important
factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from the expectations of EEI include, among
others:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EEI’s ability to successfully implement its strategies including submission of proposals or planned
participation in future projects;
EEI’s ability to successfully manage its growth, overall future business, financial condition, results of
operations, financial position and/or cash flow;
General economic and business conditions in the Philippines and other countries or regions where EEI
operates or will operate;
Intensive capital requirements of subsidiaries and affiliates of EEI in the course of business;
Increasing competition in the industries in which the subsidiaries and affiliates of EEI operate;
Industry risk in the areas in which EEI’s subsidiaries and affiliates operate;
Changes in law and regulations that apply to the segments or industries in which EEI, its subsidiaries,
and affiliates operate;
Changes in political conditions in the Philippines and other countries or regions where EEI operates or
will operate;
Changes in foreign exchange control regulations in the Philippines; and
Changes in the value of the Peso.

Such forward-looking statements are based on numerous assumptions regarding the Company’s present
and future business strategies and the environment in which the Company will operate in the future.
Important factors that could cause some or all of the assumptions not to occur or cause actual results,
performance or achievements to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements include,
but are not limited to, those disclosed under “Risk Factors”. These forward-looking statements speak
only as of the date of this Final Prospectus. The Company and the Joint Lead Underwriters expressly disclaim
any obligation or undertaking to release, publicly or otherwise, any updates or revisions to any forwardlooking statement contained herein to reflect any change in EEI’s expectations with regard thereto or any
change in events, conditions, assumptions or circumstances on which any statement is based. In the light
of all the risks, uncertainties and assumptions associated with forward-looking statements, investors should
be aware that the forward-looking events and circumstances discussed in this Final Prospectus might not
occur in the way the Company expects or even at all. Investors should not place undue reliance on any
forward-looking information.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The following summary is qualified in its entirety by the more detailed information, including the Company’s
consolidated financial statements and the notes relating thereto, attached as Annex A to this Final
Prospectus. Prospective purchasers of the Preferred Shares must read the entire Final Prospectus carefully,
including the section on “Risk Factors”. Capitalized terms not defined in this summary are defined in the
section “Definition of Terms”.
COMPANY OVERVIEW
EEI Corporation (“EEI”), a member of the Yuchengco Group of Companies (“YGC”), is one of the leading
construction companies in the Philippines and is celebrating its 90th year this 2021. The Company offers a
broad range of construction and engineering services, with expertise in the construction of infrastructure,
buildings, and industrial and electromechanical facilities.
EEI takes pride in its quadruple-A rating as a General Engineering Contractor, the highest rating for
contractors issued by the Philippine Contractors Accreditation Board (“PCAB”) under the Department of
Trade and Industry (“DTI”).
Long years of contracting and collaborating with global contractors, particularly those from the Middle East
and Asia Pacific countries, have enabled EEI to achieve world-caliber project management expertise and
competencies in all fields and disciplines of construction.
Over the years, the Company has successfully contributed to the country’s nation-building especially with
its present participation in the Philippine Government’s Build, Build, Build program. Some of EEI’s current
major projects in the country include the Metro Rail Transit Line 7 (MRT-7), Metro Manila Subway, Metro
Manila Skyway, Malolos-Clark Railway Line, and New Bohol Airport.
The Company also obtained ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015, and ISO45001:2018 certifications from TUV
SUD Asia Pacific for management quality, environment management, and occupational health and safety
standards, respectively. The Company is also currently obtaining certification attestation for management
system ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 45001:2018 from Bureau Veritas in 2021 S.A..
The Company stays abreast with the latest developments in technology, materials engineering, and
construction methodologies while including its own innovation in the application of its work, making it a
highly-qualified provider of construction services to global EPC companies.
The Company is continuously looking for opportunities to be more cost effective, improve quality, and
deliver its services faster. EEI has embraced technology and digitization in many areas of its operations while
continuously adopting new construction methodologies that enable improvements.
The Company, currently listed at the Main Board of The Philippine Stock Exchange, Inc. under trading symbol
‘EEI’, was initially listed on July 21, 1975
COMPETITIVE STRENGTHS
The Company’s competitive strengths include the following:
•
•
•

EPC excellence in large scale electromechanical and infrastructure projects
Quadruple A rating and Large B contractor’s license
Strong overseas experience and partnership with foreign engineering firms for technology and best
practice transfer
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•
•
•
•

World-class Steel Fabrication Plant
Diversified portfolio of business
Strong brand equity
Experienced construction management team and strong construction support organization

For a discussion of these strengths, please refer to “Competitive Strengths” of this Prospectus.
BUSINESS STRATEGY
The Company’s business strategies include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Human resource management
Leveraging decades of industry experience to maximize value for clients
Maximizing value proposition through EPC contracts
Pursuit of overseas opportunities
Developing recurring sources of revenue
Diversifying risk through development of non-construction subsidiaries

For a discussion of these strategies, please refer to “Business Strategy” of this Prospectus.
RISK FACTORS
Before making an investment decision, investors should carefully consider the risks associated with an
investment in the Preferred Shares. These risks include:
a. Risks relating to the Company and its business
i. The Company’s business is highly capital intensive
ii. The Company faces intense competition in the construction industry
iii. A group of customers contribute a significant portion to the Company’s revenues
iv. The Company’s business is highly dependent on the continued service of skilled labor force
v. The Company’s operations could materially and adversely be affected by any deterioration in the
Company’s employee relations (unions, etc.)
vi. Independent subcontractors may not always be available, and once hired by the Company, may not
be able to meet the Company’s quality standards or may not complete projects on time and within
budget
vii. The Company may be subject to suits and liability claims arising out of construction and other
building-related defects
viii. The Company is exposed to credit risk on its receivables
ix. The Company is exposed to potential construction contract deferrals and/or cancellation
x. The availability and volatility in the price of construction materials could affect the Company‘s
profitability and projects
xi. The Company’s reputation will be adversely affected if its projects are not completed on time, or if
projects do not meet customer requirements
xii. The Company may be exposed to liquidity risk from delayed payments of progress billings or
collection risk from overdue receivables or outstanding claim
xiii. The issuance of the Offer Shares may have an adverse impact on the Company’s cash flow
xiv. The Company may fail to fulfill the terms and conditions of licenses, permits and other
authorizations, or fail to renew them on expiration
xv. The Company has a number of related-party transactions with affiliated companies
b. Risks relating to the Offer Shares
i. The Offer Shares may not be a suitable investment for all investors
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ii. The market price of the Offer Shares may be volatile, which could cause the value of investors’
investments in the Offer Shares to decline
iii. The dividends on the Offer Shares may not be paid in full or in part
iv. The Offer Shares are subordinate to the Company’s other indebtedness
v. There may be insufficient distributions upon liquidation
vi. The ability to make payments to the holders of Offer Shares is limited by the terms of the Company’s
other indebtedness
vii. The Offer Shares have no fixed maturity date and Company’s sole right to redemption
viii. There may be a lack of public market for the Offer Shares
ix. There may be a limited market for the Offer Shares so there may be limited liquidity in the market
x. Non-payment of dividends may affect the trading price of the Offer Shares
xi. Holders of the Offer Shares may not be able to reinvest at a similar return on investment
xii. The Offer Shares have no voting rights
xiii. There are restrictions on ownership of EEI shares by Non-Philippines Nationals
xiv. The Preferred Shares may be affected by the Passive Income and Financial Intermediary Taxation
Act (“PIFITA”)
xv. There can be no guarantee that the Offer Shares will be listed on the PSE
xvi. The Company’s management has broad discretion to determine how to use the proceeds received
from the Offer, and may use them in ways that may not enhance the Company’s operating results
or the price of the Company’s Offer Shares
c. Risks Relating to the Philippines
i. The on-going situation of the COVID-19 pandemic could have negative effects on the Company’s
business operations
ii. The Company’s business may be negatively affected by slowdown in the Philippine and global
economy
iii. Political or social instability, acts of terrorism or military conflict or changes in laws and policies could
adversely affect the financial results of the Company
iv. The Company may also be affected by introduction of new laws and regulations that could impact
the Company’s business
v. If foreign exchange controls were to be imposed, the Company’s ability to access foreign currency
to purchase raw materials and equipment and to service foreign currency denominated debt
obligations could be adversely affected
vi. Volatility in the value of the Peso against the U.S dollar and other currencies as well as in the global
financial and capital markets could adversely affect the Company’s businesses
vii. The occurrence of natural catastrophes or man-made catastrophes or electricity blackouts may
materially disrupt the Company’s business
viii. The credit ratings of the Philippines may restrict the access to capital of Philippine companies,
including the Company
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INVESTORS RELATIONS OFFICE AND COMPLIANCE OFFICER

The Investor Relations Office is tasked with (a) the creation and implementation of an investor relations
program that reaches out to all shareholders and informs them of corporate activities and (b) the
formulation of a clear policy for accurately, effectively and sufficiently communicating and relating relevant
information to the Company’s stakeholders as well as to the broader investor community.
Atty. George Ryan Hipolito, the Company’s Investor Relations Officer (“IRO”), serves as the Company’s
designated investor relations manager and head of the Company’s Investor Relations Office. The IRO is
responsible for ensuring that the Company’s shareholders have timely and uniform access to official
announcements, disclosures and market-sensitive information relating to the Company. As the Company’s
officially designated spokesperson, the IRO will be responsible for receiving and responding to investor and
shareholder queries. In addition, the IRO oversees most aspects of the Company’s shareholder meetings,
press conferences, investor briefings, management of the investor relations portion of the Company’s
website and the preparation of its annual reports. The IRO is also responsible for conveying information such
as the Company’s policy on corporate governance and corporate social responsibility, as well as other
qualitative aspects of the Company’s operations and performance.
The Company’s Investor Relations Office is located at the 3rd Floor EEI Head Office, No. 12 Manggahan Street,
Brgy. Bagumbayan, Quezon City, Metro Manila.
CORPORATE INFORMATION
The Company has its principal place of business at No. 12 Manggahan Street, Brgy. Bagumbayan, Quezon
City, Metro Manila. Information on the Company may be obtained at www.eei.com.ph.
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SUMMARY FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The following tables set forth the summary financial information of the Company and were derived from
EEI’s audited consolidated financial statements as of and for the years ended December 31, 2020, 2019
and 2018, which were prepared in accordance with Philippine Financial Reporting Standards (“PFRS”) and
were audited by Sycip Gorres Velayo & Co. (“SGV”) and from the unaudited consolidated financial
statements for the six months ended June 30, 2021 and 2020, which were prepared in accordance with
PFRS.
The summary consolidated financial information below is not necessarily indicative of the results of future
operations. The information set out below should be read in conjunction with the consolidated financial
statements and notes thereto contained in this Final Prospectus and the section entitled “Management’s
Discussion & Analysis of Results of Operation and Financial Condition” and other financial information
included herein.
June 30
In Thousand Pesos Except Earnings Per Share

December 31

2021
(Unaudited)

2020

2019
(Audited)

2018

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents

₱1,065,259

₱1,332,363

₱1,156,206

₱1,036,673

Receivables – net

2,501,122

3,614,064

4,245,889

3,563,310

Contract assets – net

9,138,709

7,605,270

9,483,494

4,966,435

Inventories

1,446,762

1,415,137

1,743,758

1,700,869

118,449

65,614

82,712

185,555

1,026,870

1,905,386

1,510,662

1,082,857

15,297,173

15,937,834

18,222,722

12,535,699

Investments in associates and joint ventures

3,099,166

2,890,075

2,654,533

2,254,714

Equity investments at fair value through other
comprehensive income (FVOCI)

1,075,028

1,031,570

1,055,688

926,557

Due from related parties
Other current assets
Total Current Assets
Noncurrent Assets

Investment properties
Property and equipment
Right-of-use assets
Retirement assets
Deferred tax assets - net

14,496

14,562

15,231

15,699

3,553,440

3,718,889

4,423,325

4,878,224

633,168

695,475

809,684

-

-

-

-

16,049

1,286,053

1,471,146

116,760

70,329

Contract assets - net of current portion

988,047

978,481

493,848

1,150,483

Other noncurrent assets

935,382

154,507

254,998

606,743

11,584,781

10,954,706

9,824,068

9,918,800

₱26,881,953

₱26,892,540

₱28,046,790

₱22,454,498

₱6,470,739

₱6,742,428

₱6,664,628

₱5,421,753

Bank loans

5,767,250

5,015,000

5,905,000

6,240,000

Current portion of long-term debt

2,236,411

2,302,998

1,285,714

674,603

Current portion of lease liabilities

100,830

99,583

95,244

-

Current portion of contract liabilities

708,439

190,194

903,831

-

Total Noncurrent Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable and other current liabilities
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June 30
In Thousand Pesos Except Earnings Per Share

December 31

23,444

2019
(Audited)
42,615

1,580

-

126,417

149,544

15,315,774

14,373,648

15,023,450

12,513,532

3,132,670

3,245,029

1,436,071

1,920,635

Retirement liabilities

387,142

373,757

299,857

89,766

Deferred tax liabilities

99,823

90,388

93,015

76,458

Income tax payable

2021
(Unaudited)
30,525

Due to related parties
Total Current Liabilities

2020

2018
27,632

Noncurrent Liabilities
Long-term debt - net of current portion

Lease liabilities - net of current portion

421,061

469,983

559,093

-

Contract liabilities - net of current portion

564,099

1,658,680

1,820,243

-

Other noncurrent liabilities

210,996

273,601

210,283

142,164

4,815,790

6,111,438

4,418,563

2,229,023

20,131,564

20,485,085

19,442,013

14,742,554

1,036,401
477,037

1,036,401
477,037

1,036,401
477,037

1,036,401
477,037

Total Noncurrent Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Equity
Capital stock - ₱1 par value
Authorized - 2,000,000,000 shares
Issued and outstanding - 1,036,401,386 shares
Additional paid-in capital
Treasury stock
Other comprehensive income - net

(3,721)

(3,721)

(3,721)

(3,721)

441,601

422,725

547,759

632,761

4,789,629

4,460,458

2,506,518

1,557,444

-

-

4,000,000

4,000,000

6,740,949

6,392,901

8,563,995

7,699,923

Retained earnings
Unappropriated
Appropriated
Non-controlling interests

9,441

14,554

40,782

12,021

6,750,389

6,407,455

8,604,777

7,711,944

₱26,881,953

₱26,892,540

₱28,046,790

₱22,454,498

Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
*Differences in totals are due to rounding off.
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In Thousand Pesos Except Earnings Per Share

Six Months
Ended June 30
2021
2020

2020

(Unaudited)
REVENUE FROM CONTRACTS WITH CUSTOMERS

Years Ended
December 31
2019

2018

(Audited)

₱8,545,486

₱6,976,863

₱13,881,319

₱23,581,877

₱22,147,421

COSTS OF SALES AND SERVICE

7,511,858

7,523,226

16,093,667

20,600,292

19,298,755

GROSS PROFIT (LOSS)

1,033,628

(546,363)

(2,212,348)

2,981,586

2,848,666

EQUITY IN NET EARNINGS (LOSSES) OF
ASSOCIATES AND JOINT VENTURES

390,420

356,680

980,867

346,253

(126,507)

SELLING AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

700,097

697,854

1,696,612

1,446,652

1,575,764

Interest expense

247,481

249,147

466,243

564,166

299,520

Foreign exchange gains losses (gains) – net

(15,566)

14,988

46,584

35,357

(53,132)

231,916

264,136

512,826

599,523

246,388

FINANCE COSTS AND OTHER EXPENSES - Net

INTEREST INCOME
OTHER INCOME
INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE INCOME TAX

3,904

8,701

16,955

27,618

34,982

30,358

10,587

66,405

189,254

28,950

526,298

(1,132,385)

(3,357,558)

1,498,535

963,938

PROVISION FOR (BENEFIT FROM) INCOME TAX
Current

37,506

-

44,352

320,421

402,239

Deferred

164,733

(431,827)

(1,329,743)

22,786

32,728

202,239

(431,827)

(1,285,391)

343,207

434,967

₱324,059

(₱700,558)

(₱2,072,166)

₱1,155,328

₱528,971

₱329,171

(₱691,330)

(₱2,046,060)

₱1,156,330

₱532,748

(5,113)

(9,228)

(26,107)

(1,002)

(3,776)

₱324,059

(₱700,558)

(₱2,072,166)

₱1,155,328

₱528,971

₱0.3176

(₱0.6671)

(₱1.9742)

₱1.1158

₱0.5141

NET INCOME (LOSS)
Net income (loss) attributable to:
Equity holders of the Parent Company
Non-controlling interests

Earnings (Loss) Per Share – Basic and Diluted
*Differences in totals are due to rounding off.
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SUMMARY OF THE OFFER
The following do not purport to be a complete listing of all the rights, obligations and privileges of the
Preferred Shares. Some rights, obligations or privileges may be further limited or restricted by other
documents and subject to final documentation. Prospective shareholders are enjoined to perform their
own independent investigation and analysis of the Company and the Preferred Shares. Each prospective
shareholder must rely on its own appraisal of the Company and the proposed financing and its own
independent verification of the information contained herein and any other investigation it may deem
appropriate for the purpose of determining whether to participate in the proposed financing and must not
rely solely on any statement or the significance, adequacy or accuracy of any information contained herein.
The information and data contained herein are not a substitute for the prospective shareholder’s
independent evaluation and analysis.
The following overview should be read as an introduction to, and is qualified in its entirety by reference to,
the more detailed information in this Final Prospectus. This overview may not contain all of the
information that prospective investors should consider before deciding to invest in the Preferred Shares.
Accordingly, any decision by a prospective investor to invest in the Preferred Shares should be based on a
consideration of this Final Prospectus as a whole. Should there be any inconsistency between the summary
below and the final documentation, the final documentation shall prevail.
Issuer

EEI Corporation (“EEI” or the “Company”)

Instrument

Cumulative,
non-voting,
non-participating,
non-convertible,
redeemable, non-reissuable, Philippine Peso denominated perpetual
Preferred Shares consisting of 40,000,000 Preferred Shares, and in case
the oversubscription option is exercised, up to an additional 20,000,000
Preferred Shares (collectively, the “Offer Shares”)

Offer Size

40,000,000 Preferred Shares (“Firm Shares”) (subject to the
Oversubscription Option as provided below), to be issued in two (2)
subseries: 10,000,000 Series A Preferred Shares and 30,000,000 Series B
Preferred Shares.

Oversubscription Option

In the event of oversubscription, the Joint Lead Underwriters and
Bookrunners, in consultation with the Company, reserve the right, but
do not have the obligation, to increase the Offer Size by up to 20,000,000
Preferred Shares, consisting of 5,000,000 Series A Preferred Shares and
15,000,000 Series B Preferred Shares.
In the event that Oversubscription Option is exercised, the Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners, in consultation with the Company, have
the discretion to allocate the Oversubscription Option of up to
20,000,000 Preferred Shares at the end of the Offer Period.
The Oversubscription Option will only be exercised if during the Offer
Period, the amount of subscriptions exceeds the base offer of 40,000,000
Preferred Shares.
In case the Oversubscription Option is partly exercised or not exercised
at all at the end of the Offer Period for the Offer Shares, the portion that
will not be taken up or exercised during the Offer Period will remain
unsubscribed.
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Registration and Listing

To be registered with the SEC and listed on the PSE subject to compliance
with SEC regulations and PSE listing rules. Upon listing, the Series A
Preferred Shares and Series B Preferred Shares shall be traded under the
symbols “EEIPA” and “EEIPB”, respectively.

Sole Issue Manager

RCBC Capital Corporation (“RCBC Capital”)

Joint Lead Underwriters
and Bookrunners

RCBC Capital Corporation (“RCBC Capital”)
SB Capital Investment Corporation (“SB Capital”)

Use of Proceeds

The net proceeds of the Offer shall be used to partially fund the
Company’s future projects, to pay existing short-term loans, for capital
expenditure for new equipment, and for general and working capital
requirements. For further discussion, please refer to the section on “Use
of Proceeds” of this Final Prospectus.

Par Value

₱0.50 per share

Offer Price

₱100.00 per share

Offer Period

The Offer period shall commence at 9:00 a.m. on December 9, 2021 and
end at 12:00 p.m on December 15, 2021. The Company and the, Joint
Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners reserve the right to extend or
terminate the Offer Period with the approval of the SEC and the PSE, as
applicable.

Listing Date

On December 23, 2021, or such other date when the Preferred Shares
are listed on the PSE.

Dividend Rate

The Offer Shares shall, subject to the Conditions for the Declaration and
Payment of Dividends, bear cumulative non-participating cash dividends
based on the Issue Price, payable quarterly in arrears every Dividend
Payment Date, at the Dividend Rate per annum from Listing Date.
Dividends will be calculated on a 30/360-day basis.
The term (”Dividend Rate”) means (a) from the Listing Date up to the
Step Up Date, the Initial Dividend Rate, and (b) from the Step Up Date,
the applicable Step Up Rate. (Please see below relevant definitions).

Initial Dividend Rate

The initial dividend rate shall be at the fixed rate of:
•
•

Series A Preferred Shares: 5.7641% per annum;
Series B Preferred Shares: 6.9394% per annum;

in all cases calculated for each share by reference to the Offer Price
thereof in respect of each Dividend Period (each, the ”Initial Dividend
Rate” for the relevant series).
Dividend Payment Dates

Cash dividends will be payable on March 23, June 23, September 23, and
December 23 of each year (each a “Dividend Payment Date”), being the
last day of each 3-month period (a “Dividend Period”, as and if declared
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by the Board of Directors in accordance with the terms and conditions of
the Offer Shares.
If the Dividend Payment Date is not a Banking Day, dividends will be paid
on the next succeeding Banking Day, without adjustment as to the
amount of dividends to be paid.
A “Banking Day” means a day, except Saturday or Sunday or legal
holidays, in which facilities of the Philippine banking system are open and
available for clearing and the banks are open for business in Metro
Manila, Philippines.
Conditions on Declaration
and Payment of Cash
Dividends

The declaration and payment of cash dividends on each Dividend
Payment Date will be subject to the discretion of the Board of Directors,
the covenants (financial or otherwise) in the loans and credit agreements
to which the Issuer is a party and the requirements under applicable laws
and regulations.
If the profits available for distribution as cash dividends are, in the
opinion of the Board of Directors, not sufficient to enable the Company
to pay in full cash dividends on the Offer Shares and cash dividends that
are scheduled to be paid on or before the same date on shares that have
an equal right to dividends as the Offer Shares (“Comparable Shares”),
the Company is required to pay cash dividends on the Offer Shares and
any Comparable Shares pro rata to the amount of the cash dividends
scheduled to be paid to the Offer Shares and the Comparable Shares,
respectively. For purposes of this paragraph, the amount scheduled to
be paid shall include all dividends due on such Dividend Payment Date as
well as all accumulated dividends due and payable or dividends in arrears
in respect of prior Dividend Periods (“Dividends in Arrears”).
The profits available for distribution are, in general and with some
adjustments pursuant to applicable laws and regulations, equal to the
accumulated, realized profits of the Company less accumulated, realized
loss.

Optional Redemption and
Purchase

As and if declared by the Board of Directors of the Company and subject
to the requirements of applicable laws and regulations, the Company
may, at its sole option, redeem in whole (but not part), any subseries of
the Offer Shares as follows:
a. in respect of Series A Preferred Shares, 3.5 years from the Listing
Date (the “Series A First Optional Redemption Date or on any
Dividend Payment Date occurring thereafter (each of the Series A
First Optional Redemption Date and the Dividend Payment Dates
thereafter, a “Series A Optional Redemption Date”), and
b. in respect of Series B Preferred Shares, 5.5 years from the Listing
Date (the “Series B First Optional Redemption Date or on any
Dividend Payment Date occurring thereafter (each of the Series B
First Optional Redemption Date and the Dividend Payment Dates
thereafter, a “Series B Optional Redemption Date”)
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(each Series A Optional Redemption Date and Series B Optional
Redemption Date, an “Optional Redemption Date”)
at a redemption price equal to the Issue Price of the Preferred Shares
plus all dividends due on such Optional Redemption Date as well as all
Dividends in Arrears (“Redemption Price”). The Company shall give not
less than 30 nor more than 60 calendar days prior written notice of its
intention to redeem the Offer Shares, which notice shall be irrevocable
and binding upon the Company to effect such early redemption of the
Offer Shares at the Optional Redemption Date stated in such notice.
The Company may also redeem the Offer Shares, in whole but not in part,
any or both of the subseries, at any time if an Accounting Event or a Tax
Event (each as defined below) has occurred and is continuing, having
given not less than 30 nor more than 60 calendar days‘ written notice
prior to the intended date of redemption, which notice shall be
irrevocable and binding upon the Company to effect such redemption of
the Preferred Shares at the redemption date stated in such notice. The
redemption due to an Accounting Event or a Tax Event shall be made by
the Company at the Redemption Price, which shall be paid within 5
Banking Days of the exercise of the right to redeem the Offer Shares on
the date of redemption set out in the notice.
Upon listing on the PSE, the Company may purchase the Offer Shares at
any time in the open market or by public tender or by private contract at
any price through the PSE. The Offer Shares so purchased may either be
redeemed (pursuant to their terms and conditions as set out in the
Prospectus) and cancelled, or kept as treasury shares, as applicable.
Once redeemed, the Offer Shares shall be considered retired and can no
longer be re-issued.
Dividend Rate Step Up

If the Offer Shares shall not have been redeemed by the Company on
the Series A First Optional Redemption Date for the Series A Preferred
Shares and on the Series B First Optional Redemption Date for the Series
B Preferred Shares the Initial Dividend Rate shall be adjusted as follows:
a. for Series A Preferred Shares, the higher of (a) the simple average of
the closing per annum rate of 5-year BVAL or if the 5-year BVAL rate
is not available or cannot be determined, any successor rate as
determined by the Bankers Association of the Philippines (“BAP”) or
the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (“BSP”), as shown on the PDEX page
(or such successor page of Bloomberg (or such successor electronic
service provided) for the 3 consecutive Business Days preceding and
inclusive of the rate setting date, plus 4.00%; or (b) the floor rate of
8.00%; and
b. for Series B Preferred Shares, the higher of (a) the simple average of
the closing per annum rate of the 7-year BVAL or if the 7-year BVAL
rate is not available or cannot be determined, any successor rate as
determined by the BAP or the BSP, as shown on the PDEX page (or
such successor page of Bloomberg (or such successor electronic
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service provided) for the 3 consecutive Business Days preceding and
inclusive of the rate setting date, plus 4.00% or (b) the floor rate of
8.00%.
The date of the listing of Series A Preferred Shares and the Series B
Preferred Shares is referred to as the “Listing Date”. The date 3.5 years
from the Listing Date referred to in (a) and the date 5.5 years from the
Listing Date referred to in (b) are each referred to as a “Step Up Date”.
The adjusted rates referred to in (a) and (b) are each referred to as a
“Step Up Rate”.
In the event the relevant Step-up Date falls on a day that is not a
Business Day,
a. the rate setting will be done on the immediately succeeding
Business Day using the average of the relevant BVAL rates for the 3
consecutive Business Days preceding and inclusive of the said rate
setting date, and
b. the higher of the applicable Initial Dividend Rate and the applicable
Step-Up Rate will be applied commencing on the Step-Up Date
(which is 3.5 years from the Listing Date of the Series A Preferred
Shares and 5.5 years from the Listing Date of the Series B Preferred
Shares).
In the event that BVAL is replaced by a new benchmark rate as
determined by the BAP or the BSP, such new benchmark rate shall be
adopted for purposes of determining the Dividend Rate (the “New
Benchmark Rate”). In the absence of such new replacement benchmark
rate as determined by the BAP or the BSP and there is a mandatory
directive by the BAP or the BSP to no longer use of apply BVAL, the
Company and the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners shall
negotiate to adopt an alternative rate that will serve as the New
Benchmark Rate.
No Sinking Fund

The Company is not legally required to establish, has not established, and
currently has no plans to establish, a sinking fund for the redemption of
the Preferred Shares.

Redemption by reason of an In the event an opinion of a recognized accountancy firm authorized to
Accounting Event
perform auditing services in the Republic of the Philippines has been
delivered to the Company stating that the Offer Shares may no longer be
recorded as equity in the audited consolidated financial statements of
the Company prepared in accordance with PFRS, or such other
accounting standards which succeed PFRS as adopted by the Company
for the preparation of its audited consolidated financial statements for
the relevant financial year, and such event cannot be avoided by use of
reasonable measures available to the Company, the Company having
given not more than 60 nor less than 30 calendar days’ notice, may
redeem any subseries of the Offer Shares in whole, but not in part at the
Redemption Price. See “Summary of the Offering” and “Description of the
Preferred Shares” of this Final Prospectus.
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Redemption by reason of a
Tax Event

In the event payments in respect of the Offer Shares become subject to
additional withholding or any new tax as a result of certain changes in
law, rule or regulation, or in the interpretation thereof, and such tax
cannot be avoided by use of reasonable measures available to the
Company, the Company having given not more than 60 nor less than 30
calendar days’ notice, may redeem any subseries of the Offer Shares at
any time in whole but not in part, at the Redemption Price. See
“Summary of the Offering” and “Description of the Preferred Shares” of
this Final Prospectus.

Taxation

All payments in respect of the Offer Shares are to be made free and clear
of any deductions or withholding for or on account of any future taxes or
duties imposed by or on behalf of Republic of the Philippines, including
but not limited to, stamp, issue, registration, documentary, value added
or any similar tax or other taxes and duties, including interest and
penalties. If such taxes or duties are imposed, the Company will pay
additional amounts so that holders of the Offer Shares will receive the
full amount of the relevant payment which otherwise would have been
due and payable. Provided, however, that the Company shall not be
liable for, and the foregoing payment undertaking of the Company shall
not apply to:
(a) the final withholding tax applicable on dividends earned on the

Offer Shares,

(b) as applicable, any income tax (whether or not subject to

withholding), percentage tax (such as stock transaction tax) and
documentary stamp tax on the redemption of the Preferred Shares
or on the liquidating distributions as may be received by a holder of
Offer Shares,

(c) any expanded value added tax which may be payable by any holder

of the Offer Shares on any amount to be received from the
Company under the terms and conditions of the Preferred Shares,

(d) any withholding tax on any amount payable to any holder of Offer

Shares or any entity which is a non-resident foreign corporation,
and

(e) applicable taxes to any subsequent sale or transfer of the Offer

Shares by any holder of the Preferred Shares which shall be for the
account of the said holder (or the buyer in case such buyer shall
have agreed to be responsible for the payment of such taxes).

All sums payable by the Company to tax-exempt entries shall be paid in
full without deductions for taxes, duties, assessments or governmental
charges provided said entities present sufficient proof of such taxexempt status from the tax authorities.
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Documentary stamp tax and all other costs and expenses for the
issuance of the Preferred Shares and the documentation, if any, shall be
for the account of the Company.
Form, Title and Registration The Offer Shares will be issued in scripless form through the electronic
of the Preferred Shares
book-entry system of Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation - Trust and
Investments Group as Registrar for the Offer, and lodged with Philippine
Depository and Trust Corporation as Depository Agent on Listing Date
through PSE Trading Participants respectively nominated by the
applicants. For this purpose, applicants shall indicate in the proper space
provided for in the Application Form the name of a PSE Trading
Participant under whose name their shares will be registered.
After Listing Date, holders of the Offer Shares (the “Shareholders”) may
request the Registrar, through their respective nominated PSE Trading
Participants, to (a) open a scripless registry account and have their
holdings of the Offer Shares registered under their name, or (b) issue
stock certificates evidencing their investment in the Offer Shares. Any
expense that will be incurred in relation to such registration or issuance
shall be for the account of the requesting shareholder.
Legal title to the Offer Shares will be shown in an electronic register of
shareholders (“Registry of Shareholders”) which shall be maintained by
the Registrar. The Registrar shall send a transaction confirmation advice
confirming every receipt or transfer of the Offer Shares that is effected
in the Registry of Shareholders (at the cost of the requesting
shareholder). The Registrar shall send (at the cost of the Company) at
least once every quarter a statement of account to all shareholders
named in the Registry of Shareholders, except certificated shareholders
and depository participants, confirming the number of shares held by
each shareholder on record in the Registry of Shareholders. Such
statement of account shall serve as evidence of ownership of the
relevant shareholder as of the given date thereof. Any request by
shareholders for certifications, reports or other documents from the
Registrar, except as provided herein, shall be for the account of the
requesting shareholder.
Selling and Transfer
Restrictions

Initial placement and subsequent transfers of interests in the Offer
Shares shall be subject to normal selling restrictions for listed securities
as may prevail in the Philippines from time to time.

Governing Law

The Preferred Shares will be issued pursuant to the laws of the Republic
of the Philippines.

Features of the Offer Shares
Status
The Offer Shares rank or shall rank at least pari passu in all respects and
rateably without preference of priority among themselves and with all
other Preferred Shares issued or to be issued by the Company.
The obligations of the Company in respect of the Offer Shares are
subordinated to all indebtedness of the Company.
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The obligations of the Company under the Offer Shares are unsecured
and will, in the event of the winding-up of the Company in rank junior in
right of payment to all indebtedness of the Company and claims against
the Company which rank or are expressed to rank senior to the Offer
Shares. Accordingly, the obligations of the Company under the Offer
Shares will not be satisfied unless the Company can satisfy in full all of its
other obligations ranking senior to the Offer Shares.
There is no agreement or instrument that limits the ability of the
Company to issue Preferred Shares or other securities that rank pari
passu with the Preferred Shares.
Cumulative Dividends

Dividends on the Offer Shares will be cumulative. If for any reason the
Board of Directors of the Company does not declare a dividend on the
Offer Shares for a Dividend Period, the Company will not pay a dividend
on the Dividend Payment Date for that Dividend Period. However, on
any future Dividend Payment Date on which dividends is declared,
holders of the Offer Shares shall receive the dividends due them on such
Dividend Payment Date as well as all Dividends in Arrears. Holders of the
Offer Shares shall not be entitled to participate in any other or further
dividends, cash, property or stock, beyond the dividends specifically
payable on the Preferred Shares.
The Company covenants that, in the event (for any reason):
(a)

any cash dividends due with respect to any Offer Shares then
outstanding for any period are not declared and paid in full when
due,

(b)

where there remains Dividends in Arrears on the Offer Shares, or

(c)

any other amounts payable in respect of the Offer Shares pursuant
to the terms and conditions of the Offer Shares, are not paid in full
when due,

then the Company will not:
(i)

declare or pay any dividends or other distributions in respect of
shares ranking pari passu with or junior to the Offer Shares (unless
such payment in respect of shares ranking pari passu with the
Preferred Shares shall be in accordance with “Conditions on
Declaration and Payment of Cash Dividends”), or

(ii)

repurchase or redeem, securities ranking pari passu with, or junior
to, the Offer Shares (or contribute any moneys to a sinking fund
for the redemption of any securities ranking pari passu with, or
junior to, the Preferred Shares),

until any and all the amounts described in (a), (b) and (c) have been paid
in full to the holders of the Offer Shares.
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No Voting Rights

Holders of the Offer Shares will not be entitled to vote at the Company‘s
stockholders‘ meetings, except as otherwise provided by law.

Non-Participating

Holders of the Offer Shares shall not be entitled to participate in any
other or future dividends beyond the cash dividends specifically payable
on the Offer Shares.

Non-Convertible

Holders of the Offer Shares shall have no right to convert the Offer Shares
into any other Preferred Shares or common shares of the Company.

No Pre-emptive Rights

Holders of the Offer Shares will have no pre-emptive rights to subscribe
to any shares (including, without limitation, treasury shares) that will be
issued by the Company.

Liquidation Rights

In the event of a return of capital in respect of the liquidation, dissolution
or winding up of the affairs of the Company but not on a redemption or
purchase by the Company of any of its share capital, the holders of the
Offer Shares at the time outstanding will be entitled to receive, in
Philippine Pesos out of the assets of the Company available for
distribution to shareholders, together with the holders of any other
shares of the Company ranking, as regards repayment of capital, pari
passu with the Offer Shares and before any distribution of assets is made
to holders of any class of shares of the Company ranking after the Offer
Shares as regards repayment of capital, liquidating distributions in an
amount equal to the Redemption Price as of (and including) the date of
commencement of the winding up of the Company or the date of any
such other return of capital, as the case may be. If, upon any return of
capital in the winding up of the Company, the amount payable with
respect to the Offer Shares and any other shares of the Company ranking
as to any such distribution pari passu with the Offer Shares are not paid
in full, the holders of the Offer Shares and of such other shares will share
proportionately in any such distribution of the assets of the Company in
proportion to the full respective preferential amounts to which they are
entitled. After payment of the full amount of the liquidating distribution
to which they are entitled, the holders of the Offer Shares will have no
right or claim to any of the remaining assets of the Company and will not
be entitled to any further participation or return of capital in a winding
up.

Other Terms of the Offer
Minimum Subscription

Each Application shall be for a minimum of 500 Offer Shares, and
thereafter, in multiples of 100 Offer Shares. No Application for multiples
of any other number of Offer Shares will be considered.

Eligible Investors

The Offer Shares may be owned or subscribed to by any person,
partnership, association or corporation regardless of nationality (except
U.S. Persons as defined below), provided that the Company may reject
an Application or reduce the number of Offer Shares applied for
subscription or purchase for purposes of complying with any applicable
constitutional or statutory nationality requirement.
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In determining compliance with such nationality requirement, the
required percentage of Filipino ownership shall be applied to both (a) the
total number of outstanding shares of stock entitled to vote in the
election of directors, and (b) the total number of outstanding shares of
stock, whether or not entitled to vote in the election of directors, as set
out in applicable regulations. In the case of the Offer Shares, since these
are non-voting, its determination of the compliance with the required
percentage on nationality requirement will be based on test (b), the total
number of outstanding shares of stock, whether or not entitled to vote
in the election of directors.
The Offer Shares shall not be sold to persons classified as U.S. Persons
under the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act of the United States, as
this may be amended from time to time. “U.S. Persons” means any of
the following: (i) a U.S. citizen (including dual citizen); (ii) a U.S. resident
alien for U.S. tax purposes; (iii) a US partnership; (iv) a U.S. corporation;
(v) any U.S. estate; (v) any U.S. trust if: (y) a court within the United
States is able to exercise primary supervision over the administration of
the trust; or (z) one of more U.S. persons have the authority to control
all substantial decisions of the trust; and (vi) any other person that is not
a non-US person.
Law may restrict subscription to the Offer Shares in certain jurisdictions.
Foreign investors interested in subscribing for or purchasing the Offer
Shares should inform themselves of the applicable legal requirements
under the laws and regulations of the countries of their nationality,
residence or domicile, and as to any relevant tax or foreign exchange
control laws and regulations affecting them personally. Foreign
investors, both corporate and individual, shall warrant that their
purchase of the Offer Shares will not violate the laws of their jurisdiction
and that they are allowed to acquire, purchase and hold the Preferred
Shares.
Procedure for Application

Application for the subscription of Offer Shares may be obtained from
any of the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners or Selling Agents.
All applications shall be evidenced by the Application form, duly
executed in each case by an authorized signatory of the applicant and
accompanied by 2 completed signature cards, the corresponding
payment for the Offer Shares covered by the Application and all other
required documents including documents required for registry with the
registrar and depository agent. The duly executed Application and
required documents should be submitted to the Joint Lead Underwriters
and Bookrunners or Selling Agents on or prior to the deadline for
submission of Applications for Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners
and Selling Agents, respectively.
If the applicant is a corporation, partnership, or trust account, the
Application must be accompanied by the following documents:
a. a certified true copy of the applicant‘s latest articles of incorporation

and by-laws and other constitutive documents, each as amended to
date, duly certified by the corporate secretary (or equivalent officer);
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b. a certified true copy of the applicant’s SEC certificate of registration,

duly certified by the corporate secretary (or equivalent officer);

c.

a duly notarized corporate secretary‘s certificate setting forth the
resolution of the applicant‘s board of directors or equivalent body
authorizing (i) the purchase of the Preferred Shares indicated in the
Application, and (ii) the designated signatories for the purpose,
including their respective specimen signatures

d. 2 specimen signature cards fully completed and signed by the

applicant, and certified by the corporate secretary (or equivalent
officer); and

e. a government issued identification card (“ID”) of an individual

applicant or signatories for a corporation

If the applicant is an individual, 2 specimen signature cards duly
authenticated by Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners or the Selling
Agent which forwarded the Application. Individual applicants must also
submit a photocopy of any 1 of the following IDs: passport/driver's
license, company ID, Social Security System/Government Service and
Insurance System ID and/or Senior Citizen's ID or such other ID and
documents as may be required by or acceptable to the Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners or Selling Agent.
An Applicant who is exempt from or is not subject to withholding tax or
who claims reduced tax treaty rates must indicate such exemption or
entitlement in the Application and also submit additional documents as
may be required by the Issuer, including but not limited to, the
documents described on page 75 of this Final Prospectus.
Payment for the Offer
Shares

The Offer Shares shall be paid for in full upon submission of the
Application. The purchase price must be paid in full in Pesos upon the
submission of the duly completed and signed Application and signature
cards together with the requisite attachments.
Payment for the Offer Shares being subscribed for shall be made either
by: (i) personal or corporate check drawn against an account with a
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (“BSP”) authorized bank at any of its
branches located in Metro Manila, or (ii) manager’s or cashier’s check
drawn against any of such authorized bank at any of its branches located
in Metro Manila. The check shall be made to the order of “EEI Preferred
Shares Offer”. The check must be dated on or about (but not later than)
the date of the submission of the Application and crossed “For Payee‘s
Account Only”. Applications and the related payments shall be received
by the Receiving Agent at its offices or other designated places during
the Offer Period.
Applicants directly submitting their Application to the Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners may also remit payment for their
Preferred Shares through the RTGS facility of the BSP to the Joint Lead
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Underwriter to whom such Application was submitted or via direct debit
to their deposit account maintained with such Joint Lead Underwriters
and Bookrunners. Applications and the related payments shall be
received at any of the offices of the Joint Lead Underwriters and
Bookrunners.
Should an Applicant elect to pay through RTGS, the Application should
be accompanied by an instruction issued by the Applicant to effect
payment through RTGS in an amount equal to the total Offer Price of
the Offer Shares applied for, to be effected and fully funded not later
than 12:00 p.m. on December 15, 2021.
Should an Applicant elect to pay by a debit memo or instruction, the
Application should be accompanied by a debit memo or instruction
issued by the Applicant in an amount equal to the total Offer Price
applied for in favor of the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners to
whom the Application is submitted, to be effected no later than 12:00
p.m. on December 15, 2021.
Acceptance/Rejection of
Applications

The actual number of Offer Shares that an Applicant will be allowed to
subscribe for is subject to the confirmation of the Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners. The Company in consultation with Joint
Underwriters and Bookrunners reserve the right to accept or reject, in
whole or in part, or to reduce any application due to any grounds
specified in the underwriting agreement to be entered into by the
Company and the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners.
Applications which were unpaid or where payments were insufficient
and those that do not comply with the terms of the Offer shall be
rejected. Moreover, any payment received pursuant to the Application
does not constitute as approval or acceptance by the Company of the
Application.
An Application, when accepted, shall constitute an agreement between
the Applicant and the Company for the subscription to the Offer Shares
at the time, in the manner and subject to terms and conditions set forth
in the Application and those described in the Final Prospectus.
Notwithstanding the acceptance of any Application by the Company, the
actual subscription by the applicant for the Offer Shares will become
effective only upon listing of the Offer Shares on the PSE and upon the
obligations of the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners under the
issue management and underwriting agreement/s becoming
unconditional and not being suspended, terminated or cancelled, on or
before the Listing Date, in accordance with the provision of the said
agreement/s. If such conditions have not been fulfilled on or before the
periods provided above, all payments received will be returned to the
Applicants without interest.

Refunds for Rejected
Applications

In the event that the number of Offer Shares to be allotted to an
Applicant, as confirmed by Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners or
Selling Agent, is less than the number covered by its Application, or if an
Application is wholly or partially rejected by the Company, then the
Company shall refund, without interest, within 5 Banking Days from the
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end of the Offer Period, all or a portion of the payment corresponding
to the number of Offer Shares wholly or partially rejected. All refunds
shall be made through the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners or
Selling Agent with whom the Applicant has filed the Application at the
Applicant‘s risk.
Should the refund be made via a check, an Applicant may retrieve such
check refund at the office of the relevant Joint Lead Underwriters and
Bookrunners or Selling Agent with whom the Applicant has filed the
Application. Refund checks that remained unclaimed after 30 days from
the date such checks are made available for pick-up shall be delivered
through registered mail, at the Applicant’s risk, to the address specified
by the Applicant in the Application.
Distribution to the TPs

The Company plans to make available 8,000,000 or 20% of the Firm
Shares for distribution to the respective clients of the 125 TPs of the PSE.
Each TP will be allocated a total of 64,000 Firm Shares (computed by
dividing the Firm Shares allocated to the TPs by 125).
The allocation per TP shall be split between the Series A Preferred Shares
and the Series B Preferred Shares based on the series split of the Firm
Shares. Each TP shall be allocated 16,000 Series A Preferred Shares and
48,000 Series B Preferred Shares.

Process of distributing TP
allocation between the
Series A Preferred Shares
and the Series B Preferred
Shares

Mechanics of Distribution
1. Upon preparation of the Firm Undertaking report, the Sole Issue
Manager, Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners shall input the
number of Offer Shares requested by each TP in a spreadsheet
designed for the reservation and allocation of the Offer Shares.
2. The spreadsheet shall distribute the total number of Offer Shares to
be allocated to each Participating TP in accordance with the
following process:
a) If the total number of Offer Shares requested by a Participating
TP, based on its Firm Undertaking, does not exceed the
allocation per TP, the Sole Issue Manager, Joint Lead
Underwriter and Bookrunner shall fully satisfy the request of
such Participating TP who signified its commitment to purchase
Offer Shares less than or equal to the TP Allocation. The
balance, if any, shall be re-distributed among those who have
signified a commitment to purchase more than the Allocation
per TP in their Firm Undertaking until all the Offer Shares
allotted for distribution are fully allocated.
b) If the total number of Offer Shares requested by a Participating
TP exceeds the allocation per TP, Additional Shares may be
sourced from the Offer Shares not taken up by other TPs. The
Sole Issue Manager, Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner
shall allocate the Offer Shares to Participating TPs by: (i) fully
satisfying the orders to those TPs who have Firm Orders that are
less than or equal to the allocation per TP, and (ii) distributing
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equitably the remaining TP Allocation to other TPs with orders
for Additional Shares, but only up to their respective Firm Order.
c) The allocation will be done based on the total number of shares.
d) In no case shall any Participating TP be awarded more than the
shares indicated in its Firm Undertaking.
e) If the aggregate number of Offer Shares requested by all
Participating TPs is less than the TP Allocation, the balance shall
be returned to the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners.
3. Unless otherwise determined by the Company, the final TP
allocation shall be distributed between Series A and Series B in the
same proportion as each Series bears to the TP’s aggregate Firm
Undertaking, rounded to the prescribed board lot requirement. The
allotment per series will be based on actual demand.
4. The PSE Listings department will confirm and verify the final TP
allocation report via email.
5. All deadlines indicated in these procedures shall be strictly followed.
Expected Timetable

The timetable of the Offer is expected to be as follows:
SEC en Banc approval and issuance of
Pre-effective letter
Date of Receipt of Notice of Approval
Dividend Rate Setting
Dividend Rate Announcement
Issuance of Permit to Sell and Order of
Registration
Offer Period
PSE Trading Participants’ Submission of
Firm Undertaking
PSE Trading Participants’ Allocation
Listing Date and commencement of
trading on the PSE

November 18, 2021
December 1, 2021
December 2, 2021
December 3, 2021
December 6, 2021
December 9 - 15, 2021
December 13, 2021
December 14, 2021
December 23, 2021

If, for any reason, any day of the above periods or dates is a not a Banking
Day, then such period or date may be extended or moved, as the case
may be, to the next immediately succeeding Banking Day, or such other
date as may be agreed upon by the Issuer and the Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners. Notice of any adjustment to the Listing
Date shall be made by publication by the Issuer in 2 newspapers of
general circulation. Any change in the dates included above may be
subject to approval of the SEC and PSE, as applicable and other
conditions.
Depository Agent

Philippine Depository and Trust Corporation

Registrar

Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation - Stock Transfer Department
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Receiving and Paying Agent

Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation - Trust and Investments Group

Selling Agents

PSE Trading Participants

Counsel to the Issuer

Martinez Vergara Gonzalez & Serrano

Counsel to the Joint Lead
Underwriters and
Bookrunners

Picazo Buyco Tan Fider & Santos
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DESCRIPTION OF PREFFERED SHARES
Set forth below is the information relating to the Preferred Shares. The description is qualified by reference
to Philippine law and the Company’s Amended Articles of Incorporation (“AOI”) and By-Laws (“BLs”), both
as amended, copies of which are available at the SEC, and the Application to Purchase.
THE COMPANY’S SHARE CAPITAL
A Philippine corporation may issue common or preferred shares, or such other classes of shares with such
rights, privileges or restrictions as may be provided for in the articles of incorporation and the by-laws of
the corporation.
EEI has an authorized capital stock of ₱2,120,000,000.00, divided into 2,000,000,000 common shares with
a par value of ₱1.00 per common share, and 240,000,000 Preferred Shares with a par value of ₱0.50 per
preferred share. As of June 30, 2021, the Company has 1,036,281,485 common shares outstanding and
fully paid and 119,901 treasury shares. The Company does not have any Preferred Shares issued and
outstanding.
Following the Offer, and assuming the Oversubscription Option is exercised in full, the Company will have
1,036,281,485 outstanding common shares, 60,000,000 outstanding Preferred Shares and 119,901
treasury shares.
Issuance of the Preferred Shares
Under the Company’s Amended Articles of Incorporation, the Preferred Shares shall have the following
features, rights and privileges:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Preferred Shares shall have a par value of ₱0.50 per share.
The holders of Preferred Shares shall be entitled to receive as and when declared by the Board of
Directors cash dividends of such rate or amount and period as maybe fixed in the resolutions to
be adopted by the Board of Directors for each series.
The dividends to be received by holders of Preferred Shares shall be cumulative.
Preferred Shares shall be non-participating in any other or future dividends after dividend
payments shall have been made on the Preferred Shares.
The holders of Preferred Shares shall not be entitled to vote except in those cases expressly
provided by law.
The holders of Preferred Shares shall have preference over holders of common shares in the
distribution of the assets of the Company in the event of liquidation, dissolution, bankruptcy or
winding up of the affairs of the Company, except in cases of mergers or consolidation.

Based on the Company’s Amended Articles of Incorporation, the Preferred Shares may be issued from
time to time in one or more series as the Board of Directors may determine, and authority was expressly
granted to the Board of Directors to establish and designate, to the extent not set forth in said Amended
Articles of Incorporation, each particular series of Preferred Shares, to fix the number of shares to be
included in each of such series, and to determine, among others, the price, cash dividend rate, amount or
period, and the manner of redemption of shares for each series.
Pursuant to such authority, on July 15, 2021, the Board of Directors of the Company approved the
issuance, offer and listing of the Offer Shares under the terms and conditions provided in this Final
Prospectus.
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Offer Price
The Preferred Shares shall be offered at a price of ₱100.00 per share (the “Issue Price”).
The Company has filed an application for the listing of the Offer Shares on the PSE. Once the Preferred
Shares are listed on the PSE, EEI may purchase the Preferred Shares, then tradable at that time, at any
time in the open market or by public tender or by private contract at any price through the PSE.
Under the Amended Articles of Incorporation, the Preferred Shares have a par value of ₱0.50 per share
and with the following features, rights and privileges:
Dividend Policy in Respect of the Offer Shares
The Offer Shares shall, subject to the Conditions for the Declaration and Payment of Dividends, bear
cumulative non-participating cash dividends based on the Issue Price, payable quarterly in arrears every
Dividend Payment Date, at the Dividend Rate per annum from Listing Date. Dividends will be calculated on
a 30/360-day basis.
The term (”Dividend Rate”) means (a) from the Listing Date up to the Step Up Date, the Initial Dividend
Rate, and (b) from the Step Up Date, the applicable Step Up Rate. (Please see below relevant definitions).
The initial dividend rate shall be at the fixed rate of:
•
•

Series A Preferred Shares: 5.7641% per annum;
Series B Preferred Shares: 6.9394% per annum;

in all cases calculated for each share by reference to the Offer Price thereof in respect of each Dividend
Period (each, the ”Initial Dividend Rate” for the relevant series).
Cash dividends will be payable on March 23, June 23, September 23, and December 23 of each year (each
a “Dividend Payment Date”), being the last day of each 3-month period (a “Dividend Period”, as and if
declared by the Board of Directors in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Offer Shares. If the
Dividend Payment Date is not a Banking Day, dividends will be paid on the next succeeding Banking Day,
without adjustment as to the amount of dividends to be paid.
The declaration and payment of cash dividends on each Dividend Payment Date will be subject to the
discretion of the Board of Directors, the covenants (financial or otherwise) in the loans and credit
agreements to which the Issuer is a party and the requirements under applicable laws and regulations.
If the profits available for distribution as cash dividends are, in the opinion of the Board of Directors, not
sufficient to enable the Company to pay in full cash dividends on the Offer Shares and cash dividends that
are scheduled to be paid on or before the same date on shares that have an equal right to dividends as
the Offer Shares (“Comparable Shares”), the Company is required to pay cash dividends on the Offer
Shares and any Comparable Shares pro rata to the amount of the cash dividends scheduled to be paid to
the Offer Shares and the Comparable Shares, respectively. For purposes of this paragraph, the amount
scheduled to be paid shall include all dividends due on such Dividend Payment Date as well as all
accumulated dividends due and payable or dividends in arrears in respect of prior Dividend Periods
(“Dividends in Arrears”).
The profits available for distribution are, in general and with some adjustments pursuant to applicable laws
and regulations, equal to the accumulated, realized profits of the Company less accumulated, realized loss.
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If the Offer Shares shall not have been redeemed by the Company on the Series A First Optional
Redemption Date for the Series A Preferred Shares and on the Series B First Optional Redemption Date
for the Series B Preferred Shares the Initial Dividend Rate shall be adjusted as follows:
a. for Series A Preferred Shares, the higher of (a) the simple average of the closing per annum rate of 5year BVAL or if the 5-year BVAL rate is not available or cannot be determined, any successor rate as
determined by the Bankers Association of the Philippines (“BAP”) or the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas
(“BSP”), as shown on the PDEX page (or such successor page of Bloomberg (or such successor
electronic service provided) for the 3 consecutive Business Days preceding and inclusive of the rate
setting date, plus 4.00%; or (b) the floor rate of 8.00%; and
b. for Series B Preferred Shares, the higher of (a) the simple average of the closing per annum rate of the
7-year BVAL or if the 7-year BVAL rate is not available or cannot be determined, any successor rate as
determined by the BAP or the BSP, as shown on the PDEX page (or such successor page of Bloomberg
(or such successor electronic service provided) for the 3 consecutive Business Days preceding and
inclusive of the rate setting date, plus 4.00% or (b) the floor rate of 8.00%
The date of the listing of Series A Preferred Shares and the Series B Preferred Shares is referred to as the
“Listing Date”. The date 3.5 years from the Listing Date referred to in (a) and the date 5.5 years from the
Listing Date referred to in (b) are each referred to as a “Step Up Date”. The adjusted rates referred to in
(a) and (b) are each referred to as a “Step Up Rate”.
In the event the relevant Step-up Date falls on a day that is not a Business Day,
a. the rate setting will be done on the immediately succeeding Business Day using the average of the
relevant BVAL rates for the 3 consecutive Business Days preceding and inclusive of the said rate setting
date, and
b. the higher of the applicable Initial Dividend Rate and the applicable Step-Up Rate will be applied
commencing on the Step-Up Date (which is 3.5 years from the Listing Date of the Series A Preferred
Shares and 5.5 years from the Listing Date of the Series B Preferred Shares).
In the event that BVAL is replaced by a new benchmark rate as determined by the BAP or the BSP, such
new benchmark rate shall be adopted for purposes of determining the Dividend Rate (the “New
Benchmark Rate”). In the absence of such new replacement benchmark rate as determined by the BAP or
the BSP and there is a mandatory directive by the BAP or the BSP to no longer use of apply BVAL, the
Company and the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners shall negotiate to adopt an alternative rate
that will serve as the New Benchmark Rate.
Non-Conversion
Holders of the Preferred Shares shall have no right to convert the Preferred Shares to any other preferred
shares or common shares of the Company.
Redemption (Non-reissuable) of the Offer Shares
As and if declared by the Board of Directors of the Company and subject to the requirements of applicable
laws and regulations, the Company may, at its sole option, redeem in whole (but not part), any subseries
of the Offer Shares as follows:
a. in respect of Series A Preferred Shares, 3.5 years from the Listing Date (the “Series A First Optional
Redemption Date or on any Dividend Payment Date occurring thereafter (each of the Series A
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First Optional Redemption Date and the Dividend Payment Dates thereafter, a “Series A Optional
Redemption Date”), and
b. in respect of Series B Preferred Shares, 5.5 years from the Listing Date (the “Series B First Optional
Redemption Date or on any Dividend Payment Date occurring thereafter (each of the Series B First
Optional Redemption Date and the Dividend Payment Dates thereafter, a “Series B Optional
Redemption Date”)
(each Series A Optional Redemption Date and Series B Optional Redemption Date, an “Optional
Redemption Date”)
at a redemption price equal to the Issue Price of the Preferred Shares plus all dividends due on such
Optional Redemption Date as well as all Dividends in Arrears (“Redemption Price”). The Company shall
give not less than 30 nor more than 60 calendar days prior written notice of its intention to redeem the
Offer Shares, which notice shall be irrevocable and binding upon the Company to effect such early
redemption of the Offer Shares at the Optional Redemption Date stated in such notice.
The Company may also redeem the Offer Shares, in whole but not in part, any or both of the subseries, at
any time if an Accounting Event or a Tax Event (each as defined below) has occurred and is continuing,
having given not less than 30 nor more than 60 calendar days‘ written notice prior to the intended date of
redemption, which notice shall be irrevocable and binding upon the Company to effect such redemption
of the Preferred Shares at the redemption date stated in such notice. The redemption due to an
Accounting Event or a Tax Event shall be made by the Company at the Redemption Price, which shall be
paid within 5 Banking Days of the exercise of the right to redeem the Offer Shares on the date of
redemption set out in the notice.
Upon listing on the PSE, the Company may purchase the Offer Shares at any time in the open market or by
public tender or by private contract at any price through the PSE. The Offer Shares so purchased may
either be redeemed (pursuant to their terms and conditions as set out in the Prospectus) and cancelled,
or kept as treasury shares, as applicable. Once redeemed, the Offer Shares shall be considered retired and
can no longer be re-issued.
Redemption by Reason of an Accounting Event
In the event an opinion of a recognized accountancy firm authorized to perform auditing services in the
Republic of the Philippines has been delivered to the Company stating that the Offer Shares may no longer
be recorded as equity in the audited consolidated financial statements of the Company prepared in
accordance with PFRS, or such other accounting standards which succeed PFRS as adopted by the Company
for the preparation of its audited consolidated financial statements for the relevant financial year, and such
event cannot be avoided by use of reasonable measures available to the Company, the Company having
given not more than 60 nor less than 30 days’ notice, may redeem any subseries of the Offer Shares in whole,
but not in part at the Redemption Price. See “Summary of the Offering” and “Description of the Preferred
Shares” of this Final Prospectus.
Redemption by Reason of a Tax Event
In the event payments in respect of the Offer Shares become subject to additional withholding or any new
tax as a result of certain changes in law, rule or regulation, or in the interpretation thereof, and such tax
cannot be avoided by use of reasonable measures available to the Company, the Company having given not
more than 60 nor less than 30 days’ notice, may redeem any subseries of the Offer Shares at any time in
whole but not in part, at the Redemption Price. See “Summary of the Offering” and “Description of the
Preferred Shares” of this Final Prospectus.
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Sinking Fund
The Company is not legally required to establish, has not established, and currently has no plans to establish,
a sinking fund for the redemption of the Preferred Shares.
Liquidation Rights
In the event of a return of capital in respect of the liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the affairs of
the Company but not on a redemption or purchase by the Company of any of its share capital, the holders
of the Offer Shares at the time outstanding will be entitled to receive, in Philippine Pesos out of the assets
of the Company available for distribution to shareholders, together with the holders of any other shares
of the Company ranking, as regards repayment of capital, pari passu with the Preferred Shares and before
any distribution of assets is made to holders of any class of shares of the Company ranking after the
Preferred Shares as regards repayment of capital, liquidating distributions in an amount equal to the
Redemption Price as of (and including) the date of commencement of the winding up of the Company or
the date of any such other return of capital, as the case may be. If, upon any return of capital in the winding
up of the Company, the amount payable with respect to the Offer Shares and any other shares of the
Company ranking as to any such distribution pari passu with the Preferred Shares are not paid in full, the
holders of the Preferred Shares and of such other shares will share proportionately in any such distribution
of the assets of the Company in proportion to the full respective preferential amounts to which they are
entitled. After payment of the full amount of the liquidating distribution to which they are entitled, the
holders of the Preferred Shares will have no right or claim to any of the remaining assets of the Company
and will not be entitled to any further participation or return of capital in a winding up.
Voting Rights
Holders of the Preferred Shares shall have no voting rights except as specifically provided by law. Thus,
holders of the Preferred Shares shall not be eligible, for example, to vote for or elect the Company‘s
Directors or to vote for or against the issuance of a stock dividend.
Holders of Preferred Shares, however, may vote on matters which the Revised Corporation Code considers
significant corporate acts that may be implemented only with the approval of shareholders, including
those holding shares denominated as non-voting in the articles of incorporation. These matters, which
require the approval of shareholders representing at least two-thirds of the issued and outstanding capital
stock of the Company in a meeting duly called for the purpose, are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amendment of the Articles of Incorporation;
Adoption and amendment of the Company‘s By-laws;
Sale, lease, exchange, mortgage, pledge or other disposition of all or substantially all of the Company‘s
assets;
Incurring, creating or increasing bonded indebtedness;
Increase or decrease of authorized capital stock;
Merger or consolidation of the Company with another corporation or other corporations;
Investment of corporate funds in another corporation or business or for any purpose other than the
primary purpose for which the Company was organized; and
Dissolution of the Company.
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No Pre-emptive Rights
The Amended Articles of Incorporation currently deny pre-emptive rights to all the holders of the Company‘s
shares.
Other Rights and Incidents Relating to the Preferred Shares
Following are other rights and incidents relating to the Preferred Shares, which may also apply to other
classes of shares of EEI are as follows:
Derivative Suit
Philippine law recognizes the right of a shareholder to institute, under certain circumstances, proceedings
on behalf of a corporation in a derivative action in circumstances where the corporation itself is unable or
unwilling to institute the necessary proceedings to redress wrongs committed against the corporation or to
vindicate corporate rights, as for example, where the directors themselves are the malefactors.
Appraisal Rights
The Revised Corporation Code grants a shareholder a right of appraisal in certain circumstances where he
has dissented and voted against a proposed corporate action, including:
•
•
•
•
•

an amendment of the articles of incorporation which has the effect of changing or restricting the rights
of any stockholder or class of shares, or of authorizing preferences in any respect superior to those of
outstanding shares of any class, or of extending or shortening the term of corporate existence;
the sale, lease, exchange, transfer, mortgage, pledge or other disposal of all or substantially all of the
corporate property and assets of the corporation;
the extension of corporate term;
the investment of corporate funds for any purpose other than the primary purpose of the corporation;
and
a merger or consolidation.

In these circumstances, the dissenting shareholder may require the corporation to purchase his shares at a
fair value which, in default of agreement, is determined by 3 disinterested persons, one of whom shall be
named by the stockholder, one by the corporation, and the third by the two thus chosen. The SEC will, in
the event of a dispute, determine any question about whether a dissenting shareholder is entitled to this
right of appraisal. The dissenting stockholder will be paid if the corporate action in question is implemented
and the corporation has unrestricted retained earnings sufficient to support the purchase of the shares of
the dissenting shareholders.
Shareholders’ Meeting
At the annual meeting or at any special meeting of the Company‘s shareholders, the latter may be asked to
approve actions requiring shareholder approval under Philippine law.
The Revised Corporation Code requires all Philippine corporations to hold an annual meeting of shareholders
for corporate purposes, one of which is the election of directors. The By-laws of the Company provide for
annual meetings on the 3rd Friday of June of each year or if the said day be legal holiday then on the business
day following or any other day as may be determined by the Board of Directors.
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Special meetings of shareholders, for any purpose or purposes, may at any time be called by the Board of
Directors, or upon the written request of the registered holders of at least 25% of the outstanding capital
stock of the Company entitled to vote.
Quorum
The Revised Corporation Code provides that, except in instances where the assent of shareholders
representing 2/3 of the outstanding capital stock is required to approve a corporate act (usually involving
the significant corporate acts where even non-voting shares may vote, as identified above) or where the bylaws provide otherwise, a quorum for a meeting of shareholders will exist if shareholders representing a
majority of the capital stock are present in person or by proxy.
Fixing Record Dates
The Company’s stock and transfer book shall not be closed for the purpose of annual and special meetings
of the stockholders or for the purpose of the declaration and payment of dividends. However, the Board
shall set the record date for shareholders upon which all registered stockholders as of the said record date
shall be entitled to vote at any annual or special meeting of the stockholders or shall be entitled to dividend
declared, as the case may be.
Issuance of Shares
Subject to applicable limitations, the Company may issue additional shares to any person for consideration
deemed fair by the Board, provided that such consideration shall not be less than the par value of the issued
shares. No share certificates shall be issued to a subscriber until the full amount of the subscription together with
interest and expenses (in case of delinquent common shares) has been paid and proof of payment of the
applicable taxes shall have been submitted to the Company’s Corporate Secretary. Under the PSE Rules, only
fully-paid shares may be listed on the PSE.
Change in Control
There is no provision in the Company‘s Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws, as amended, which may delay,
deter, or prevent a change in control in the Company. However, there may be provisions in credit
agreements to which the Company is or shall be party which may delay, deter or prevent a change in control
in the Company.
Mandatory Tender Offers
Any person or group of persons acting in concert, who intends to acquire 15% of equity securities in a public
company in one or more transactions within a period of 12 months, shall file a declaration to that effect with
the SEC.
Any person or group of persons acting in concert, who intends to acquire 35% of the outstanding voting
shares or such outstanding voting shares that are sufficient to gain control of the board in a public company
through the PSE trading system shall not be required to make a tender offer even if such person or group of
persons acting in concert acquire the remainder through a block sale if, after acquisition through the PSE
trading system, they fail to acquire their target of 35% or such outstanding voting shares that is sufficient to
gain control of the board.
Any person or group of persons acting in concert, who intends to acquire 35% or more of the outstanding
voting shares or such outstanding voting shares that are sufficient to gain control of the board in a public
company in one or more transactions within a period of 12 months, shall be required to make a tender offer
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to all holders of such class for the number of shares so acquired within the said period. If the tender offer
is oversubscribed, the aggregate amount of securities to be acquired at the close of such tender offer shall
be proportionately distributed across selling shareholders with whom the acquirer may have been in private
negotiations and other shareholders.
Any person or group of persons acting in concert, who intends to acquire 35% of the outstanding voting
shares or such outstanding voting shares that are sufficient to gain control of the board in a public company
directly from one or more stockholders shall be required to make a tender offer for all the outstanding voting
shares. The sale of shares pursuant to the private transaction or block sale shall not be completed prior to
the closing and completion of the tender offer.
If any acquisition of even less than 35% would result in ownership of over 50% of the total outstanding
equity securities of a public company, the acquirer shall be required to make a tender offer for all the
outstanding equity securities to all remaining stockholders of the said company at a price supported by a
fairness opinion provided by an independent financial advisor or equivalent third party. The acquirer in such
a tender offer shall be required to accept any and all securities thus tendered.
The term “public company” refers to: (i) a corporation with a class of securities listed on an exchange, such
as the PSE; or (ii) a corporation with assets of at least ₱50 million and having 200 or more shareholders with
at least 100 shares each.
When the securities tendered pursuant to such an offer exceed the number of shares that the acquiring
person or group of persons is willing to acquire, the securities shall be purchased from each tendering
shareholder on a pro rata basis according to the number of securities tendered by each security holder. In
the event that the tender offer is oversubscribed, the aggregate amount of securities to be acquired at the
close of such tender offer shall be proportionately distributed to both the selling shareholders with whom
the acquirer may have been in private negotiations with and the minority shareholders.
In a mandatory tender offer, the acquirer must offer the highest price paid by him for such shares during
the past 6 months. Where the offer involves payment by transfer or allotment of securities, such securities
must be valued on an equitable basis. However, if any acquisition of even less than 35% would result in
ownership of 51% of the total outstanding equity, the acquirer shall make a tender offer for all the
outstanding equity securities to all remaining shareholders of the said corporation at a price supported by a
fairness opinion provided by an independent financial adviser or equivalent third party. The acquirer in such
tender offer shall accept any and all securities thus tendered.
No mandatory tender is required in:
• purchases of shares from unissued capital shares unless it will result in a 50% or more ownership of
shares by the purchaser;
• purchases from an increase in the authorized capital shares of the target company;
• purchases in connection with a foreclosure proceeding involving a pledge or security where the
acquisition is made by a debtor or creditor;
• purchases in connection with a privatization undertaken by the government of the Philippines;
• purchases in connection with corporate rehabilitation under court supervision;
• purchases through an open market at the prevailing market price; or
• purchases resulting from a merger or consolidation.
Accounting and Auditing Requirements / Rights of Inspection
Philippine stock corporations are required to file copies of their annual financial statements with the SEC.
Corporations whose shares are listed on the PSE are also required to file quarterly and annual reports with
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the SEC and the PSE. Shareholders are entitled to request copies of the most recent financial statements of
the corporation which include a balance sheet as of the end of the most recent tax year and a profit and loss
statement for that year. Shareholders are also entitled to inspect and examine the books and records that
the corporation is required by law to maintain.
The Board is required to present to shareholders at every annual meeting a financial report of the operations
of the corporation for the preceding year. This report is required to include audited financial statements.
Restrictions on Ownership of EEI’s Shares by Non-Philippine Nationals
Under the Philippine Constitution, no franchise, certificate, or any other form of authorization for the
operation of public utility shall be granted except to citizen of the Philippines or to corporations or
associations organized under the laws of the Philippines at least 60% of whose capital is owned by such
citizens. The Philippine Constitution also limits ownership of land in the Philippines to Filipino citizens or to
corporations the outstanding capital stock of which is at least 60% owned by Philippine Nationals. While
the Philippine Constitution prescribes nationality restrictions on land ownership, there is generally no
prohibition against foreigners owning building and other permanent structures. However, with respect to
condominium developments, the foreign ownership of units in such developments is limited to 40%.
Accordingly, the Preferred Shares and EEI‘s other shares may be owned or subscribed by or transferred to
any person, partnership, association or corporation regardless of nationality, provided that it complies with
the nationality requirement under the Philippine constitution and other applicable laws. Pursuant to SEC
Memorandum Circular No. 8, Series of 2013, which generally applies to all corporations engaged in identified
areas of activities or enterprises specifically reserved, wholly or partly, to Philippine nationals by the
Philippine Constitution, the Foreign Investment Act of 1991 (“FIA”) and other existing laws, amendments
thereto, and implementing rules and regulations of said laws, for purposes of determining compliance with
the constitutional or statutory ownership requirement, the required percentage of Filipino ownership shall
be applied to both.
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RISK FACTORS
An investment in the Offer Shares, as described in this Final Prospectus, involves a certain number of risks.
The price of securities can and does fluctuate, and any individual security may experience upward or
downward movements and may even become valueless. There is an inherent risk that losses may be incurred
rather than profit made, as a result of buying and selling securities. Past performance is not a guide to future
performance and there may be a large difference between the buying price and the selling price of these
securities. There may be a large difference between the buying price and the selling price of the Preferred
Shares. For investors that deal in a range of investments, each investment carries a different level of risk.
Investors should carefully consider all the information contained in this Final Prospectus, including the risk
factors described below, before deciding to invest in the Preferred Shares. The occurrence of any of the
following events, or other events not currently anticipated, may have an adverse effect on our business,
financial condition, results of operations, the market price of the Offer Shares and our ability to make
dividend distributions to our shareholders. All or part of an investment in the Offer Shares may be lost.
This section entitled “Risk Factors” does not purport to disclose all of the risks and other significant aspects
of investing in these securities. The occurrence of any of the events discussed below and any additional risks
and uncertainties not presently known to the Company or that are currently considered immaterial could
have a material adverse effect on the Company’s business, results of operations, financial condition and
prospects and on the Preferred Shares and the investors may lose all or part of their investment. Prospective
investors may request publicly available information on the Offer Shares and the Company from the SEC.
Prospective investors should undertake independent research and study the trading of these securities before
commencing any trading activity. Prospective investors should seek professional advice if he or she is
uncertain of, or has not understood any aspect of the Offer or the nature of risks involved in purchasing,
holding and trading the Preferred Shares. Each potential investor should consult its own counsel, accountant
and other advisors as to legal, tax, business, financial and related aspects of an investment in the Offer
Shares.
The risk factors discussed in this section are separated into categories for ease of reference, and within each
category, are discussed in order of importance.
RISKS RELATING TO THE COMPANY AND ITS BUSINESS
The Company’s business is highly capital intensive
The capital required for construction projects comprise not only the capital expenditure for equipment but
also for working capital needed to pay labor, purchase materials, consumables, services as well as to pay for
project administration overhead.
Generally, a contractor collects downpayment ranging from 10% to 20% of the project cost at the start of
the project. This is usually utilized for mobilization expenses as well as bridging the gap between
disbursements and collection. Thereafter, billings on most contracts are normally on a monthly basis while
contracts with a two-month billing period generally requires a bigger downpayment of 15% to 20%.
The Company usually collects its first billing before the downpayment is depleted. If the Company is unable
to collect on time due to unexpected delays in the project schedule, it will need to advance the working
capital requirements of the project. This financing gap between disbursement and collection is normally
equivalent to 5-10% of the project cost. In such cases, the Company’s cashflow gets tied up which may result
to the Company’s cash reserves being exhausted as well. Consequently, the Company will have to borrow
short term loan to bridge the cashflow gap for certain projects, and to fund the working capital requirements
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of new and existing projects. Such bridge financing may negatively affect the results and operations of the
Company.
To mitigate the risk of cashflow being tied up pending collection, the Company tries to be proactive in
reconciling and resolving any issues with the clients as early as possible, submits billings on a timely basis
and collects as soon as possible. The Company can also adjusts its disbursements to focus on critical
expenditures that are necessary to prevent delays in the overall schedule. Proper planning and timing of
project completion schedules and reallocating resources from nearby projects are also being implemented
by the Company to address this risk.
The Company’s capability to bid for big government projects may also be adversely affected should cashflow
constraints will eventually result to additional short term borrowings for the Company. The National
Procurement Policy Board has developed the criteria for companies bidding for government projects called
the Net Financial Contracting Capacity (“NFCC”). NFCC is defined as current assets less current liabilities,
multiplied by a factor depending on project duration, less the value of all outstanding or uncompleted
portions of the projects under ongoing contracts. Any increase in the current liabilities of the Company will
result to a decline in its NFCC. To address this, the Company is looking at sourcing long term financing to
reduce reliance on short term funding and align its financing requirements with the tenor of its projects. In
addition, the proceeds of the Offer will be used to finance the capital requirement of the new projects.
Lastly, in lieu of the NFCC some project proponents would accept a credit line commitment or a credit line
certification issued by the contractor’s bank to show proof that the contractor can financially support the
project on its own or through financing.
The Company faces intense competition in the construction industry
The construction sector is composed of companies that provide technical and engineering services in the
preparation of land and the construction of buildings, infrastructures, and other land improvements. It also
includes companies that conduct repair, retrofitting, renovation, rehabilitation, alteration, maintenance,
and demolition of such structures.
When construction companies have the same specialization and serve the same segments, competition is
largely influenced by factors such as the contractor’s competencies and experience, its reputation for quality
work, its reliability in the timely completion of projects, its management and financial capabilities, and its
complement of skilled labor and equipment.
EEI is recognized as one of the leading construction companies in the Philippines, known for the quality of
its work and the excellence of its workforce. It has a broad range of construction and engineering services,
with expertise in the construction of large-scale heavy and light industrial projects, infrastructure, and
property development projects all over the world. The Company is quadruple-A rated as a General
Engineering Contractor. This is the highest rating for contractors issued by the PCAB. The Company also
obtained ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015 and ISO45001:2018 certifications from TUV SUD Asia Pacific for
management quality, environment management, and occupational health and safety standards,
respectively. The Company is also currently obtaining certification attestation for management system ISO
14001:2015 and ISO 45001:2018 from Bureau Veritas S.A..
Because of all these qualities, EEI is one of the few contractors of scale that can work on large projects in
the Philippines. It is also considered an attractive partner for foreign contractors who wish to do business in
the Philippines with an experienced local counterpart.
The Company intends to continue honing its expertise and competencies to give it an edge over its
competitors even as it diversifies and undertake activities that it believes are complementary to its business
and operations. Further, EEI believes that its exposure to projects abroad gives it a competitive advantage
with regard to new construction methodologies and best practices.
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A group of customers contribute a significant portion to the Company’s revenues
The Company has a strong and relatively large and diversified customer base. However, as of June 30, 2021,
in terms of revenues, San Miguel Corporation, the SM Group (SM Prime Holdings and SM Development
Corporation combined) and Federal Land Inc. each account for more than 10% of the Company’s total
construction revenues. While the Company believes that it maintains good relationship with each of the key
customers, any disagreement, contract cancellation, material claims or non-payment from any of foregoing
could adversely affect the business and financial condition of the Company.
In order to manage the risk, the Company submits billings on a timely basis and collects as soon as possible.
The Company likewise continues to diversify and bid for projects from different clients. Finally, the Company,
through the subsidiaries, also continues to look for business opportunities both within and outside the
construction business in order to broaden its business and revenues.
The Company’s business is highly dependent on the continued service of skilled labor force
The Company’s ability to plan, design, and execute current and future projects depends on its ability to
attract, train, and retain highly skilled labor force, including architects, engineers, among others. A shortage
of skilled manpower in the Philippines is primarily due to the significant demand for such professionals not
only from competitors within the Philippines, but also from companies abroad. The Company’s inability to
attract and retain these qualified personnel could adversely affect its ability to undertake future projects
and could require the Company to incur additional costs by having to engage third parties to perform the
required functions.
While EEI is affected by this industry phenomenon, the Company believes it is able to attract and retain such
skilled professionals by providing a competitive compensation and benefits package, providing for trainings
to hone and advance their personnel’s skills, while maintaining a positive relationship with its workforce.
Due to the number of projects being worked on simultaneously, the Company makes sure workers are not
demobilized but rather redeployed to other construction projects. This ensures that the skilled workers do
not seek employment elsewhere and can be redeployed to another project quickly. A number of these
workers are also sent to the Company’s technical skills training facility in San Ildefonso, Bulacan to hone
their skills while waiting for remobilization.
The Company’s operations could materially and adversely be affected by any deterioration in the
Company’s employee relations (unions, etc.)
The Company’s rank and file employees belong to the EEI Progressive Workers Union affiliated with the
National Federation of Labor Unions (“EEIPWU-NAFLU”). Established in 1979, this labor union is the certified
exclusive bargaining agent of the rank and file employees. Another labor union, the EEI Supervisory/Staff
Employees Union (“EEISSEU”), an independent union which was established in 1993, is the bargaining agent
of the staff level and supervisory employees.
In 2018, EEI renewed the Collective Bargaining Agreements (CBA) for both Unions. The CBA for the EEI
Progressive Workers Union (EEIPWU-NAFLU) expired on May 30, 2021 and is automatically extended on a
yearly basis unless a notice of intention to renegotiate is given at least 60 days prior to the expiration of the
3-year original term. The CBA for the EEI Supervisory/Staff Employees Union (EEISSEU) was effective until
April 30, 2020. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic and in accordance with the advisories of the
national government, CBA negotiations were deferred with the concurrence of both the Unions and
Management. The Company believes it maintains a good relationship with both unions through constant
dialogue with them.
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Although the Company has had, and continues to have, labor-related complaints and cases filed against it,
the Company believes that cases of this nature are not unique to the Company and is in fact experienced by
other businesses in the ordinary course of operations. However, should the employees’ grievances escalate
to such a degree that a strike or work stoppage occurs, the Company’s operations and financial performance
could be negatively affected. The Company believes that it has maintained, and intends to continue to
maintain good relations, with its employees, and has not experienced any strike or work stoppage for more
than four (4) decades or since 1977.
Independent subcontractors may not always be available, and once hired by the Company, may not be
able to meet the Company’s quality standards or may not complete projects on time and within budget.
For certain works, the Company relies on independent subcontractors to provide fulfill certain portion of its
construction contracts. These include excavation and ground works, foundations work, non-specialized
electrical works, insulation and fire protection. The Company selects independent contractors principally by
conducting tenders and taking into consideration factors such as the contractors’ experience, its financial
and construction resources, any previous relationship with the Company, its reputation for quality and its
track record. While the Company has more than a sufficient number of subcontractor relationships, there is
always a risk in certain projects that there may be issues with subcontractor selection or performance, both
of could result in costs increases or project delays.
The project owners normally mandate owner nominated subcontractors, managed by EEI, for finishings and
the like. The Company carefully selects and accredits only qualified suppliers to provide cost and budgetary
estimates, and supply of materials to be used for developing the properties. The Company also appoints
contractors based on a number of qualifications such as experience in the project area, past project
performance, and contract price, among others. It also maintains an accreditation, rating and evaluation
system for these subcontractors to make sure that they perform within EEI’s standards. Finally, the Company
is ready to take over any scope left behind by subcontractors.
The Company may be subject to suits and liability claims arising out of construction and other buildingrelated defects
The Company may, from time to time, be involved in disputes with various parties involved in the
construction of its projects, including contractual disputes with owner organizations, developers,
subcontractors, suppliers and construction workers in relation to the scope, time for completion, and
building-related defects, among others. These disputes may lead to legal or other proceedings, which may
result to incurrence of substantial costs, delay in the development schedule, delay to incoming payments,
and diversion of resources and management’s attention. Further, the Company may be subject to suits and
liability claims and its reputation will be negatively affected if any of its projects experience construction or
infrastructure failures, design flaws, significant project delays, or quality control issues. Any of these may
consequently make it more difficult for the Company to book new projects or qualify for construction bid
awards. Any of these may affect the Company’s cashflows and expected profitability on such relevant years
and will adversely affect the Company’s results of operations and financial performance.
To the extent possible, the Company proactively manages the projects so as to prevent disagreements from
becoming disputes. Where disputes arise, the Company will seek to amicably settle the dispute through
negotiation and exhaustion of all avenues of resolution. This takes precedence before resorting to litigation.
Further, the Company, at times, procures warranty insurance to mitigate defects related claims. Personnel
are on standby to address defects within the defects notification period or defects liability period which
usually lasts for one year.
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The Company is exposed to credit risk on its receivables
For on-going construction projects, EEI is exposed to credit risk if project owners are unable to fully settle
the unpaid balance of receivables under construction contracts, and other claims owed to EEI.
Credit risk is mitigated by the EEI’s contractor’s lien on the project. Pursuant to Article 2242 (e) of the Civil
Code of the Philippines, a contractor’s lien is the claim of a contractor engaged in the construction,
reconstruction or repair of buildings, canals or other works, upon said buildings, canals or other works.
Furthermore, client related credit risk is managed in accordance with EEI’s credit risk policy, which requires
the evaluation of the creditworthiness of the project owners by engaging the service of an accredited thirdparty credit analyst.
The Company is exposed to potential construction contract deferrals and/or cancellation
The difficult economic conditions during these times of the pandemic can cause cancellations or deferrals
of projects which adversely affect the business operations and financial condition of the Company,
depending on the size of such projects. Projects relying on consumption and face to face interaction are
also at risk. Examples are commercial and recreational developments that are put on hold or may be
cancelled. The work-from-home arrangements adopted by a lot of companies has affected office space
demand as well as residential developments close to areas of work. Foreign funding for infrastructure
projects may dry up if the pandemic persists and governments tighten belts to focus money domestically.
The Company has established a Contracts and Commercial Department to ensure cancellations are settled
amicably with our clients and all receivables, claims and change orders are collected fairly. Even before
reaching this point, the Company’s cost and planning engineers ensure that the Company adjust costs and
resources accordingly to mitigate the impact of cancellation and all inputs are accounted completely and
accurately for final settlement with the client.
The availability and volatility in the price of construction materials could affect the Company‘s profitability
and projects
The Company’s projects and operations are highly dependent on the price and procurement of the raw
materials such as rebars, flats, plates products, steel, cement, fuel, and aggregates & sand. Non-availability
of raw materials will result to the Company having to source its raw materials from other sellers, prices of
which products may be higher than the Company’s regular set of suppliers. In addition, should there be any
price deviation in construction materials, there is no assurance that EEI will be able to pass on to its
customers any increase in the price of construction materials. Unless these are owner-supplied materials,
all these will negatively affect the Company’s project cost, which in turn may adversely affect its financial
performance and results of operations. To mitigate this risk, EEI diversifies its source of raw materials by
purchasing from multiple principle suppliers who have undergone a stringent accreditation process. This
provides more comfort in terms of availability and stable pricing of the raw materials for its construction
projects. Furthermore, there are certain contracts negotiated with clients with adequate provisions on
escalation and/or price protection on certain construction materials especially if the Company provided a
discount. To the extent that the carrying cost does not exceed the potential savings or price protection, the
Company also considers forward buying / hedging.
Rebars – 1) Steel Asia Manufacturing Corp., 2) Pag-asa Steel Works, Inc., 3) Filipino Metals Corporation, and
4) Universal Steel Smelting Company, Inc.
Flats and Plate products – From major local traders and stockists, most notably Remington Industrial
Corporation and Regan Industrial Sales, Inc. for its structural steel requirements. The sources are reputable
steel mills mostly from China, South Korea, Indonesia, Japan, Thailand and Vietnam.
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Steel - Korea (POSCO, Dongkuk & Hyundai), Japan (Nippon Steel & JFE Steel), Thailand (Siam Yamato Steel),
and Sweden (Outokumpu). The Company has also established business relationships with big foreign
stockists like American International Industries (AII) Pte. Ltd., Igawara Services and Trading Pte. Ltd., E-Steel,
and Steelasia Distribution Pte. Ltd.
Fuel - The Company has contracts with Petron Corporation, Phoenix Petroleum Philippines, Inc., Pilipinas
Shell, and Unioil
Aggregates & Sand - From big companies like Holcim Aggregates, as well as from other sources in the
Montalban, Bulacan, Antipolo, and Batangas. Additional suppliers have also been developed in the
Pangasinan, Tarlac, Zambales and Quezon areas so projects in these and adjacent areas will not have any
problems on supply
The Company’s reputation will be adversely affected if its projects are not completed ontime, or if
projects do not meet customer requirements.
The Company’s brand equity may be damaged it fails to deliver the project on time or based on
specifications. In addition, the required safety guidelines under the new normal may affect productivity and
project timelines.
As a safeguard, EEI has a project management team composed of well-trained and experienced technical
managers that implement measures to supervise the project’s progress, schedules, and quality and ensure
a smooth workflow. Despite the delays in operations caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, the Company’s
construction backlog was preserved and will be realized as construction works resume. EEI expects an overall
better performance from its domestic operations driven by the current buildings, infrastructure,
electromechanical, and industrial projects in its pipeline as production continues to pick-up.
The Company may be exposed to liquidity risk from delayed payments of progress billings or collection
risk from overdue receivables or outstanding claims.
The natural pace of how construction projects are being executed tends to create temporary negative cash
flows in the middle of project implementation. Moreover, the use of progress billing in the construction
business exposes EEI to the risk of delayed collection in the payment of receivables. Any delay in the
collection of progress billings from its customers may cause liquidity and cash flow challenges to the
Company.
The complex dynamics of construction, where each progress goes through rigorous testing, quality control
and validation from both clients, their representatives and other parties including government agencies for
infrastructure projects, sometimes makes for a prolonged reconciliation process for each progress billing. In
some cases, there are back and forth discussions between the Company and its clients and client
representatives to substantiate progress. There are other instances where the Company files a claim,
oftentimes due to a variation order, which will be subject to negotiation and agreement with its clients and
client representatives.
Aside from variation orders, there are prolongation / delay cost claims for events not within the control of
the Company such as delays in relation to the acquisition of right of way which is usually a deliverable of the
client. This is typical for large infrastructure projects including the Malolos Clark Railway, Skyway, and MRT7.
Because of this, the Company and its clients are in constant discussion with respect to extension of time
claims due to delays.
To mitigate this risk, the Company has a dedicated team of contract and commercial specialists with
extensive experience abroad in terms of contract negotiation, documentation, and construction contract
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conventions. The Company also has engaged independent foreign quantity surveyors to substantiate its
claims.
In addition, the Company has protocols to submit progress billings on the first week of every succeeding
month. In November 2020, it implemented an internal policy where new variation orders are to be
documented with each client.
The Company mitigates liquidity risk by closely monitoring project cash flows and ensuring prompt follow
ups on billing. Furthermore, the Company has developed cash flow projection models to determine the
ample pace of its projects to minimize these temporary negative cash flows without compromising
contractual commitments.
To cover its short-term and long-term funding requirements, the Company intends to use internally
generated funds and available short-term and long-term credit facilities. Credit lines are obtained from
Board-designated banks at amounts based on financial forecasts approved by the Board.
The issuance of the Offer Shares may have an adverse impact on the Company’s cash flow
The Offer Shares shall bear cumulative non-participating cash dividends based on the Issue Price, payable
quarterly in arrears every Dividend Payment Date. The declaration and payment of cash dividends on each
Dividend Payment Date may adversely affect the Company’s cash flow if it is unable to generate sufficient
revenues and cash from its operations to cover all its working capital requirements and other obligations, if
any. If the Company’s cashflows is not sufficient to satisfy its other obligations, the Company may need to
obtain additional equity or debt financing or renegotiate the terms and conditions of its debt obligations,
which may further negatively impact the Company’s cash flow and financial condition. The Company
believes its ongoing and pipeline projects within the next few years which are anticipated to generate
revenues and profit for the Company to will allow the Company to cover dividend payments on the Offer
Shares as well as its other obligations. In addition, the Offer Shares will be subject to the Conditions for the
Declaration of Dividends, where the declaration and payment of cash dividends is subject to the discretion
of the Board of Directors, the covenants (financial or otherwise) in the loans and credit agreements to which
the Company is a party and the requirements under applicable laws and regulations.
The Company may fail to fulfill the terms and conditions of licenses, permits and other authorizations, or
fail to renew them on expiration
The Company is required to maintain business licenses, permits and other authorizations for construction
and other related activities and is also required to obtain and renew various permits, including business
permits and permits concerning, for example, health and safety, environmental standards. The Company’s
licenses, permits and other authorizations contain various requirements that must be complied with to keep
such licenses, permits and other authorizations valid. If the Company fails to meet the terms and conditions
of any of its licenses, permits or other authorizations necessary for its operations, these may be suspended
or terminated, leading to temporary or potentially permanent termination or suspension of construction
activities or other adverse consequences. In addition, there is no certainty that any given license, permit or
authorization will be deemed sufficient by the relevant governmental authorities to fully cover activities
conducted in reliance on such license, permit or authorization.
There can be no assurance that the Company will continue to be able to timely renew or renew the necessary
licenses, permits and other authorizations for its properties as necessary or that such licenses, permits and
other authorizations will not be revoked. If the Company is unable to obtain or renew them or is only able
to do so on unfavorable terms, this could have an adverse effect on its business, financial condition and
results of operations. In order to prevent or lessens the occurrence of such violations or non-renewal, the
Company has a compliance department that formulates and implements processes to monitor compliance
with such licenses, permits and other authorizations.
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The Company has a number of related-party transactions with affiliated companies.
The companies controlled by the Yuchengco Family have a number of transactions with the Company. The
Company’s practice has been to enter into contracts with these affiliate companies on commercial terms
which are at least as favorable as the terms available to or from non-affiliated parties.
The Company expects that it will continue to enter into transactions with companies directly or indirectly
controlled by or associated with HI and the Yuchengco Family. These transactions may involve potential
conflicts of interest which could be detrimental to the Company and/or its shareholders. Conflicts of interest
may also arise among HI, the Yuchengco Family, and the Company in a number of other areas relating to its
businesses, including:
•
•
•

major business combinations involving the Company and its subsidiaries;
plans to develop the respective businesses of the Company and its subsidiaries; and
business opportunities that may be attractive to HI, the Yuchengco Family and the Company.

The Company can provide no assurance that its related-party transactions will not have a material adverse
effect on its business or results of operations.
Dealings of the Company with its affiliated companies are made at terms and prices agreed upon by the
respective parties, on an arms-length basis. Major decisions are subject to Board approval which includes
independent directors, and the Company has a manual on corporate governance which it adheres to. The
Company also ensures compliance with the SEC’s Rules on Material Related Party Transaction for Publiclylisted Companies or SEC Memorandum Circular No. 10 series of 2019.
RISKS RELATING TO THE OFFER SHARES
The Offer Shares may not be a suitable investment for all investors.
Each potential investor in the Offer Shares must determine the suitability of that investment given its own
features and circumstances. In particular, each potential investor should:
•
•
•
•
•

have sufficient knowledge and experience to make an evaluation of the Preferred Shares, the merits
and risks of relating to Preferred Shares and the information contained in the Final Prospectus;
have sufficient financial resources and liquidity to bear all of the risks of an investment inthe Preferred
Shares;
understand thoroughly the terms of the Preferred Shares and be familiar with the behavior of any
relevant financial markets;
have access to and knowledge of, appropriate tools to evaluate an investment in the Preferred Shares
and the impact the Preferred Shares will have on itsoverall investment portfolio; and
be able to evaluate (either alone or with the help of a financial adviser) possible scenariosfor economic,
interest rate, foreign exchange rate and other factors that may affect its investment and its ability to
bear the applicable risks.

The market price of the Offer Shares may be volatile, which could cause the value of investors’
investments in the Offer Shares to decline.
The market price of the Offer Shares may be affected by multiple factors, including:
•
•

volatility in stock market prices and volume;
fluctuations in our revenue, cash flow and earnings;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

general market, political and economic conditions;
changes in earnings estimates and recommendations by financial analysts;
changes in market valuations of listed stocks in general and other stocks in similarindustries;
the market value of our assets;
changes to government policies, legislation or regulations; and
general operational and business risks.

In addition, many of the risks described in this section of the Final Prospectus could adversely affect the
market price of the Offer Shares. As a result of recent global economic downturns,the global equity markets
have historically experienced price and volume volatility that has affected the share prices of many
companies. Share prices for many companies have experienced wide fluctuations that have often been
unrelated to the operating performance of those companies. Fluctuations such as these could adversely
affect the market price of the Offer Shares.
The Dividends on the Offer Shares may not be paid in full or in part.
Dividends on the Offer Shares may not be paid in full or in part. Under the terms and conditions governing
the Offer Shares, the Company may pay no dividends or less than full dividends on a Dividend Payment Date.
Holders of the Offer Shares will not receive dividends on a Dividend Payment Date or for any period during
which the Company does not have unrestricted retained earnings out of which the dividends will be paid.
If the profits available for distribution as cash dividends are, in the opinion of the Board of Directors, not
sufficient to enable EEI to pay in full cash dividends on the Offer Shares and cash dividends that are
scheduled to be paid on or before the same date on Comparable Shares, EEI is required to pay cash dividends
on the Offer Shares and any Comparable Shares pro rata to the amount of the cash dividends scheduled to
be paid to the Offer Shares and the Comparable Shares, respectively. For purposes of this paragraph, the
amount scheduled to be paid shall include all dividends due on such Dividend Payment Date as well as all
Dividends in Arrears.
To mitigate this, the Company has a number of ongoing and pipeline projects within the next few years
which are anticipated to generate revenues and profit for the Company to allow for dividend distribution to
the holders of the Offer Shares. In addition, the Company continues to diversify and look at opportunities
outside the construction business that will bring in steady income for the Company.
The Offer Shares are subordinate to the Company’s other Indebtedness.
EEI’s obligations in respect of the Offer Shares are subordinated to all of the Company‘s indebtedness, and
it will not make any payments under the Offer Shares unless it can satisfy in full all of its other obligations
that rank senior to the Offer Shares.
The Company’s obligations under the Offer Shares are unsecured and will, in the eventof the winding-up of
the Company, rank junior in right of payment to all indebtedness of the Company and junior in right of
payment to securities of, or claims against, the Company which rank or are expressed to rank senior to the
Offer Shares. Accordingly, EEI‘sobligations under the Offer Shares will not be satisfied unless EEI can satisfy
in full all of its other obligations ranking senior to the Offer Shares.
There are no terms in the Offer Shares that limit EEI‘s ability to incur additional indebtedness, including
indebtedness that ranks senior to or pari passu with the Offer Shares.
There may be insufficient distributions upon liquidation.
In the event of liquidation, the Offer Shares shall rank ahead of the common shares.
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Upon any voluntary or involuntary dissolution, liquidation or winding up of EEI, holders of the Offer Shares
will be entitled only to the available assets of the Company remaining after the Company’s indebtedness is
satisfied. If any such assets are insufficient to pay the full amount due to the holders of the Offer Shares,
then holders of Offer Shares shall share ratably in any such distribution of assets in proportion to the full
distributions to which they would otherwise be respectively entitled.
The ability to make payments to the holders of Offer Shares is limited by the terms of EEI’s Other
Indebtedness.
Under the Revised Corporation Code, the board of directors of a stock corporation may declare dividends
out of the unrestricted retained earnings of such corporation. The SEC has issued regulations defining the
term unrestricted retained earnings. Under such regulations, unrestricted retained earnings means the
amount of accumulated profits and gains realized out of the normal and continuous operations of the
company after deducting therefrom distributions to stockholders and transfer to capital stock or other
accounts, and which is: (1) not appropriated by its Board ofDirectors for corporate expansion projects or
programs; (2) not covered by a restriction for dividend declaration under a loan agreement; and (3) not
required to be retained under special circumstances obtaining in the corporation such as when there is a
need for a special reserve forprobable contingencies.
In relation to item (2) of the preceding paragraph, EEI has and will continue to have a certain amount of
outstanding indebtedness. The current terms of EEI‘s financing agreements contain provisions that could
limit the ability of the Company to make payments on the Offer Shares. For example, if EEI is in default on
its payment obligationsto one or more of its lenders, or if it is non-compliant with certain covenants and
such non- compliance is uncured for a period of thirty (30) days, the Company may be prohibited from
making cash payments in respect of the Offer Shares. Also, EEI may in the future, directly or indirectly
through its subsidiaries, enter into other financing agreements which may restrict or prohibit the ability of
the Company to make payments on the Offer Shares. There can be no assurance that existing or future
financing arrangements will not adversely affect EEI‘s ability to make payments on the Offer Shares.
The Offer Shares have no fixed Maturity Date and EEI has the Sole Right to Redemption.
The Offer Shares have no fixed maturity date, and the Offer Shares are not repayable in cash unless the
Company, at its sole discretion, redeems them for cash. Furthermore, holders of the Offer Shares have no
right to require the Company to redeem the Offer Shares. The Preferred Shares are only redeemable at the
option of the Company on the Optional Redemption Date, or at any time, if an Accounting Event or Tax Event
has occurred and is continuing. Accordingly, if an Offer Share holder wishes to obtain the cash value of the
investment, the holder will have to sell the Offer Shares in the secondary market.
There may be a lack of public market for the Offer Shares.
The Philippine securities markets are substantially less liquid and more volatile than major securities markets
in other jurisdictions and are not as highly regulated or supervised as some ofthese other markets. The
Company cannot guarantee that the market for the Offer Shares will always be active or liquid upon
commencement of their trading on the PSE. The nationality restriction on ownership of the Offer Shares
may also restrict the trading and liquidity of the Offer Shares.
There may be a limited market for the Offer Shares so there may be limited liquidity in the market.
The Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners are not obligated to create a trading market for the Offer
Shares and any such market making will be subject to the limits imposed by applicable law, and may be
interrupted or discontinued at any time without notice. Accordingly, the Company cannot predict whether
an active or liquid trading market for the Offer Shares will develop or if such a market develops, if it can be
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sustained. Consequently, a holder may be required to hold his/her Offer Shares for an indefinite period of
time or sell them for an amount less than the Offer Price.
Non-payment of Dividends may affect the Trading Price of the Offer Shares.
If dividends on the Offer Shares are not paid in full, or at all, the Offer Shares may trade at a lower price than
they might otherwise have traded if dividends had been paid. The sale of Offer Shares during such a period
by a holder of Offer Shares may result in such holder receiving lower returns on the investment than a holder
who continues to hold the Offer Shares until dividend payments resume. In addition, because of the dividend
limitations, the market price for the Offer Shares may be more volatile than that of other securities that do
not have these limitations.
Holders of the Offer Shares may not be able to reinvest at a similar return on investment
On the Step-Up Date, or any Dividend Payment Date thereafter, or at any time redemption due to a Tax
Event occurs, EEI may redeem the Preferred Shares for cash at the redemption price, as described in
“Description of the Shares”. At the time of redemption, interestrates may be lower than at the time of the
issuance of the Preferred Shares and, consequently, the holders of the Preferred Shares may not be able to
reinvest the proceeds at a comparable rate of return or purchase securities otherwise comparable to the
Preferred Shares.
The Offer Shares have no voting rights.
Holders of the Offer Shares will not be entitled to elect the Directors of the Company. Except as provided by
Philippine law, holders of the Preferred Shares will have no voting rights (see “Description of the Shares‘‘).
There are restrictions on ownership of EEI’s shares by Non-Philippine Nationals.
Under Philippine law, no franchise, certificate, or any other form of authorization for the operationof public
utility shall be granted except to citizen of the Philippines or to corporations or associations organized under
the laws of the Philippines at least 60% of whose capital is owned by such citizens. The Philippine
Constitution also limits ownership of land in the Philippines to Filipino citizens or to corporations the
outstanding capital stock of which is at least sixty percent (60%) owned by Philippine Nationals. While the
Philippine Constitution prescribes nationality restrictions on land ownership, there is generally no prohibition
against foreigners owning buildings and other permanent structures. However, with respect to
condominium developments, the foreign ownership of units in such developments is limited to forty percent
(40%). Accordingly, the Offer Shares may be owned or subscribed by or transferred to any person,
partnership, association or corporation regardless of nationality, provided that at any time at least 60% of
the Company‘s outstanding capital stock shall be owned by citizens of the Philippines orby partnerships,
associations or corporations, 60% of the voting stock or voting power, and 60% of the total number of
outstanding shares of stock, of which is owned and controlled by citizens of the Philippines as set out in
applicable regulations.
Moreover, as provided in the Eleventh Regular Foreign Investment Negative List promulgated on October 29,
2018, contracts for the construction and repair of locally funded public works shall beundertaken by Filipino
individuals, or corporations, partnerships or associations, the capital of which is 60% owned by citizens of
the Philippines, except (a) infrastructure/development projects covered in Republic Act 7718 (which
amended Republic Act No. Build-Operate-Transfer (“BOT”) Law), and (b) projects that are foreign funded or
assisted and required to undergo international competitive bidding (Section 2(a) of Republic Act No. 7718).
Finally, to the extent that one or more of the Company’s subsidiaries are engaged or will engagein partly
nationalized activities (such as ownership of private land or engagement in the businessof a public utility), at
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least 60% of our outstanding capital stock must be owned by Philippine nationals for our Company and such
subsidiary or subsidiaries to be considered a Philippine national.
EEI’s businesses accordingly subject it to foreign ownership limitations in our issued and outstanding capital
stock. As such, EEI cannot allow the issuance or transfer its Shares to persons other than Philippine nationals,
and cannot record transfers in its books, if such issuance or transfer would result in the Company ceasing to
be a Philippine National for purposes of complying with the applicable nationality requirements. For more
information, please refer to the section entitled “Regulatory and Environmental Matters” of this Final
Prospectus.
The Preferred Shares may be affected by the Passive Income and Financial Intermediary Taxation Act
(PIFITA).
On September 9, 2019, the House of Representatives passed House Bill 304 or the Passive Income and
Financial Intermediary Taxation Act. The PIFITA delivers the fourth part of the Government’s comprehensive
tax reform package. PIFITA aims to make passive income and financial intermediary taxes simpler, fairer,
more efficient, and more competitive regionally. PIFITA is already approved by the House of Representative
and is currently undergoing committee hearings in the Senate.
In case PIFITA is signed into law in its current form whereby taxes on dividends and interest will be
harmonized at 15%, the prospective individual investors will see their net dividends decrease as a result of
increase in dividend tax rate (from 10% to 15%). Further, while said increase in dividend tax is categorized as
a Tax Event, the prospective investors cannot be assured that the Offer Shares will be redeemed by the
Company, as redemption is deemed optional on the part of the Company.
Furthermore, Package 2: Corporate Recovery and Tax Incentives for Enterprises (“CREATE”) Act,will have a
favorable impact to the Company’s financial performance due to the reduction in the corporate income tax
rate. Package 3: Real Property Valuation Reform, on the other hand, will have minimal impact on the
Company’s financial position considering that the Company’s major business interests discussed in this Final
Prospectus do not require significant or have limited real estate ownership. However, the amendments have
also rendered a part of the Company’s deferred tax assets useless and, as such, must be written-off. More
details are discussed on the “Philippine Taxation” section of this Final Prospectus.
There can be no guarantee that the Offer Shares will be listed on the PSE.
Purchasers of the Offer Shares will be required to pay for such Offer Shares on the Offer Period expected to
be between December 9, 2021 to December 15, 2021. There can be no guarantee that listing will occur on
the anticipated Listing Date or at all. Delays in the admission and the commencement of trading in shares on
the PSE have occurred in the past. If the PSE does not admit the Offer Shares onto the PSE, the market for
the Offer Shares would be illiquid and shareholders will not be able to trade the Offer Shares on the PSE.
This may materially and adversely affect the value of the Offer Shares.
The Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners, together with the Issuer, will coordinate closely with the PSE
to meet the target listing date. However, if unforeseen events occur, the Joint Lead Underwriters and
Bookrunners will work to list the Offer Shares as soon as practicable.
The Company’s management has broad discretion to determine how to use the proceeds received from
the Offer, and may use them in ways that may not enhance the Company’s operating results or the price
of the Company’s Offer Shares.
The Company intends to use the net proceeds of this offering in accordance with and as described under
“Use of Proceeds”. The Company’s management, however, will have broad discretion over the use and
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investment of the net proceeds of the Offer, and accordingly investors will need to rely upon the judgment
of the Company’s management with respect to the use of proceeds with only limited information concerning
management’s specific intentions.
The PSE has imposed stringent measures to protect the interest of the investing public. The Company will be
required to inform the SEC, PSE and its shareholders of any substantial deviation, adjustment or reallocation
in the planned use of proceeds before such deviation, adjustment or reallocation is implemented and
disclose the same on the PSE’s online disclosure system, and disclose any disbursements made in connection
with the planned use of proceeds from the Offer.
RISKS RELATING TO THE PHILIPPINES
The on-going situation of the COVID-19 pandemic could have negative effects on the Company’s
business operations.
The COVID-19 pandemic made a huge impact across industries in 2020 up to the present. To continue
operations after the lockdown, majority of businesses had to adapt to the various health guidelines and
protocols to ensure the safety of their stakeholders. The construction industry was also affected greatly as
projects had to completely stop operations for a period of time or limit the number of employees working
at the sites.
EEI experienced the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic as operations were put into a halt during the first
Enhanced Community Quarantine (“ECQ”) period in 2020. Production was deferred for three (3) months,
which resulted to delayed production amounting to ₱4.5 billion. Since the lockdown, the Company has
begun adopting the following mitigating measures:
•

Implementation and compliance with the Inter-Agency Task Force for the Management of Emerging
Infectious Diseases (“IATF") guidelines on new occupational health and safety protocols in construction
sites, such as establishment of barracks,prior COVID-19 testing, and stay-in policy for workers, among
others, to ensure the safety of the project site and its employees;

•

Willingness of clients to share with the cost of Covid-19 safety measures is a positive factor;

•

The Company’s initiative to have its own vaccination program (including purchase of Covid-19 vaccines)
to complement the government’s own program;

•

The exploration of new programs to take care of the mental health of the Company’s workers; and

•

The expected rewards of new infrastructure projects from that was brought about by the backlog caused
by the quarantine lockdowns that is seen to make up for any shortfall in the other portfolios. This is
mainly driven by the government’s infrastructure spending as part of its effort to stimulate the economy
and EEI’s reputation as a trusted partner in infrastructure construction.

The Company’s business may be negatively affected by slowdown in the Philippine and global economy.
In the past, the Philippine economy and securities of Philippine companies have been influenced to varying
degrees by economic and market conditions in other countries especially in Southeast Asia, as well as
investors’ responses to those conditions. The uncertainty surrounding the global economic outlook could
cause economic conditions in the Philippines to deteriorate. Any downturn can negatively impact consumer
sentiment and general business conditions,
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This risk is beyond the control of EEI but due to its infrastructure business segments, the effect of a weak
economy is mitigated. Moreover, there can be no assurance that current or future Philippine government
policies will continue to be conducive to sustaining economic growth.
Political or social instability, acts of terrorism or military conflict or changes in laws and policies could
adversely affect the financial results of the Company.
From time to time, the Philippines has experienced political and military instability. In recent years, there
are public and military protests arising from alleged misconduct from the previous and current
administrations. There can be no assurance that acts of political violence will not occur in the future and
such events could negatively impact the Philippine economy. An unstable political environment whether
due to the impeachment of government officials, imposition of emergency executive rule, martial law or
widespread popular demonstrations or rioting could negatively affect the general economic conditions and
operating environment in the Philippines, which could have a material adverse effect on the business,
operations and financial condition of the Company.
The Philippines has been subject to a number of terrorist attacks. The army has been in conflict with various
extremist groups which are responsible for terrorist activities in the country. An increase in the frequency,
severity or geographic reach of these terrorist attacks, violent crimes, bombings and similar events could
have a material adverse effect on investment and confidence in and the performance of, the Philippine
economy. Any such destabilization could cause interruption to parts of the Company’s businesses and
materially and adversely affect its financial conditions, results of operations and prospects.
To mitigate this, the Company obtains and maintains customary insurance coverages for all its projects.
There is no assurance that the insurance coverage the Company maintains for these risks will adequately
compensate it for all damages and economic losses and any material uninsured loss could materially and
adversely affect the Company’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
The Philippines will hold its presidential election on May 9, 2022 and election-related violence and issues
may happen during the campaign period and on election day. There is no assurance that the incoming
administration will continue to implement the social and economic policies of the current administration.
Major deviation from the policies of the current administration or fundamental change of direction, including
with respect to the country’s foreign policies, may lead to an increase in political or social uncertainty and
instability.
The Company may also be affected by changes in government policies in the Philippines. Such regulatory
changes may include (but are not limited to) the introduction of new laws and regulations that could impact
the Company’s business.
An unstable political environment, whether due to the imposition of emergency executive rule, martial law
or widespread popular demonstrations or rioting or election-related violence, could negatively affect the
general economic conditions and operating environment in the Philippines, which could have a material
adverse effect on the business, operations, and financial condition of the Company.
There is no assurance that the political environment in the Philippines will be stable or that the current or
any future government will adopt economic policies that are conducive to sustained economic growth or
which do not materially and adversely impact the current regulatory environment for the
telecommunications and other companies. An unstable political or social environment in the Philippines
could negatively affect the general economic conditions and business environment in the Philippines which,
in turn, could have a material and adverse impact on the Company’s business, financial position and financial
performance.
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The Company may also be affected by introduction of new laws and regulations that could impact the
Company’s business.
The construction industry is regulated by the Philippine Government through the Philippine Contractors
Accreditation Board (PCAB). Pursuant to PCAB Resolution No. 333, Series of 2013, foreign construction firms
with more than 40% foreign equity may qualify for a regular AAAA license if such firms comply with the
certain requirements including a minimum capitalization of ₱1.0 billion and limiting such foreign firms
projects to private domestic construction projects with contract cost of at least ₱1.0 billion, among others.
A foreign contractor who is not able to meet the ₱1.0 billion capitalization may be granted a special license
to engage in the construction of a specific project or undertaking with a project cost of at least ₱1.0 billion
if there is limited local capability in technology as determined by the Philippine Domestic Construction
Board.
Furthermore, on 27 March 2017, PCAB issued Resolution No. 079, Series of 2017 which categorizes AAAA
license into two types: (i) AAAA Platinum which may be granted to locally-owned contractors with at least
₱1.0 billion minimum capitalization and (ii) AAAA Gold which may be granted to foreign-owned domestic
corporations with at least ₱1.0 billion minimum capitalization.
AAAA Gold contractors may undertake private projects under the following contract costs: (1) minimum
contract cost of ₱5.0 billion for vertical projects; and (2) minimum contract cost of ₱3.0 billion for horizontal
projects. AAAA Platinum contractors may undertake government and private projects of any contract cost.
On the other hand, a special license is issued to a joint venture, a consortium, a foreign constructor, or a
project owner who authorizes the licensee to engage only in the construction of a single, specific
project/undertaking and is cancelled by PCAB upon completion of the single specific undertaking/project
authorized by the license.
However, in Philippine Contractors Accreditation Board vs. Manila Water Company, Inc., G.R. No. 217590,
10 March 2020, the Supreme Court affirmed the Regional Trial Court’s decision declaring the portions of
Section 3.1, Rule 3 of the Revised Rules and Regulations Governing Licensing and Accreditation of
Constructors in the Philippines, that imposes the foreign ownership restriction for construction firms
securing a regular and/or special license, as void. Consequently, Section 12.7 of Rule 12 of said Rules was
also nullified. The nullified provision provides for the automatic invalidation of a regular license of a
construction firm if its foreign equity exceeds 30%. To date, PCAB has not released any issuance as regards
the implementation of the discussed decision of the Supreme Court.
Similarly, on August 11, 2020, House Bill No. HB07337 was filed, seeking to revise Republic Act No. 4566, to
amend the definition of a “person” applying for license with PCAB as an “individual, firm, partnership,
corporation, association or other organization, or any combination thereof, regardless of nationality or
citizenship”, explicitly removing the nationality restriction imposed upon those who secure licenses with
PCAB. This has been referred to the House Committee on Trade and Industry since its filing.
Ahead of the passage of a law similar to the intention of House Bill No. HB07337, the Supreme Court decision
has the effect of opening up the construction to foreign participation which would increase EEI’s competitors
which in turn may negatively affect its operations and financial performance.
EEI intends to continue partnering with these foreign construction firms rather than just competing with
them. For example the Company, the Company has a joint venture with Hyundai Rotem for the MRT7
project, a joint venture with Shimizu- Takenaka-Fujita on the Manila Subway Project. It has also formed a
joint venture with Acciona of Spain on the Malolos Clark Railway Project and has partnered with other
foreign firms on the bidding for Packages in the South Commuter Railway Project.
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Even if these foreign firms are awarded the construction contracts, it sometimes is more cost-efficient to
subcontract locally than bring in their own people and equipment from abroad. EEI has made good business
being the subcontractor of the main contractor, for example in the Panglao Airport for the Chiyoda
Mitsubishi joint venture.
Hence, while competition is unavoidable, the Company believes that is has, over the years, built its
reputation for quality work and has sustained good relationships with customers and suppliers alike. The
Company also intends to continue partnering with foreign firms and investing in its people and technology
development in order to keep its competitive edge.
If foreign exchange controls were to be imposed, the Company’s ability to access foreign currency to
purchase raw materials and equipment and to service foreign currency denominated debt obligations
could be adversely affected.
Generally, Philippine residents may freely dispose of their foreign exchange receipts and foreign exchange
may be freely sold and purchased outside the Philippine banking system. The Monetary Board of the BSP,
with the approval of the President of the Philippines, has statutory authority in the imminence of or during
a foreign exchange crisis or in times of national emergency to: (i) suspend temporarily or restrict sales of
foreign exchange; (ii) require licensing of foreign exchange transactions; or (iii) require delivery of foreign
exchange to the BSP or its designee banks. The Philippine government has, in the past, instituted restrictions
on the conversion of Pesos into foreign currency and the use of foreign exchange received by Philippine
residents to pay foreign currency obligations.
Any foreign exchange policy that may be imposed by the Government has minimal financial effect to the
Company because it mainly operates in the Philippines. The Company only has equity exposure with respect
to Al Rushd Construction Company which it owns 49%. There is no operational exposure and there is no
mismatch between collection currency and disbursement currency.
Volatility in the value of the Peso against the U.S. dollar and other currencies as well as in the global
financial and capital markets could adversely affect the Company’s businesses.
The Philippine economy has experienced volatility in the value of the Peso and also limitations to the
availability of foreign exchange. In July 1997, the BSP announced that the Peso can be traded and valued
freely on the market. As a result, the value of the Peso underwent significant fluctuations between July 1997
and December 2004 and the Peso declined from approximately ₱29.00 to U.S.$1.00 in July 1997 to ₱56.18
to U.S.$1.00 by December 2004.
While the value of the Peso has recovered since 2010, its valuation may be adversely affected by certain
events and circumstances such as the strengthening of the U.S. economy, the rise of the interest rates in the
U.S. and other events affecting the global markets or the Philippines, causing investors to move their
investment portfolios from the riskier emerging markets such as the Philippines. Consequently, an outflow
of funds and capital from the Philippines may occur and may result in increasing volatility in the value of the
Peso against the U.S. Dollar and other currencies. As of December 31, 2020, according to BSP data, the Peso
has depreciated by 5.34% to ₱48.0360 per U.S.$1.00 from ₱50.7440 per U.S.$1.00 at the end of 2019. As of
June 30, 2021, the Peso was at ₱48.54 against the U.S. dollar.
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The occurrence of natural catastrophes or man-made catastrophes or electricity blackouts may materially
disrupt the Company’s business.
Natural catastrophes may disrupt the Company ability to deliver its services and impair the economic
conditions in the affected areas, as well as the overall Philippine economy. The Philippines has also
experienced power outages from power generation shortages and transmission problems, and from
disruptions such as typhoons and floods. These types of events may materially disrupt and adversely affect
EEI’s business and operations. Prospective investors cannot be assured that the insurance coverage
maintained by EEI will adequately compensate for all damages and economic losses resulting from such
natural catastrophes, blackouts or possible business interruptions. Any material uninsured loss could
materially and adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations.
To mitigate this, the Company obtains and maintains customary insurance coverages for all its projects.
There is no assurance that the insurance coverage the Company maintains for these risks will adequately
compensate it for all damages and economic losses from these calamaties. Any material uninsured loss could
materially and adversely affect the Company’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
The credit ratings of the Philippines may restrict the access to capital of Philippines companies, including
the Company.
Historically, the Philippines’ sovereign debt has been rated non-investment grade by international credit
rating agencies. In 2019, the Philippines’ long-term foreign currency-denominated debt was upgraded by
S&P Global (“S&P”), to BBB+ with stable outlook, while Fitch Ratings (“Fitch”), and Moody’s Investors Service
(“Moody’s”), affirmed the Philippines’ long-term foreign currency-denominated debt to the investmentgrade rating of BBB and Baa2, respectively, with a stable outlook. On February 28, 2020, Fitch revised its
rating of Philippines long-term foreign currency-denominated debt to BBB, with a positive outlook, following
its expectation that sound macroeconomic management will continue to support high growth rates with
stable inflation while ongoing tax reforms were expected to improve fiscal finances. On May 7, 2020, Fitch
affirmed its rating of Philippines long-term foreign currency-denominated debt to BBB, but revised the
outlook to stable. However, on July 12, 2021, Fitch further revised the outlook from stable to negative,
although its long-term foreign-currency issuer default rating remained at BBB, to reflect increasing risks to
the credit profile from the impact of the pandemic and its aftermath on policy-making as well as on economic
and fiscal out-turns. In May 2021, S&P and Moody’s affirmed its rating of BBB+ and Baa2, with stable outlook,
respectively, for the Philippines’ long-term foreign currency-denominated debt, and also affirmed its A-2
short-term credit rating for the Philippines.
The Philippine Government’s credit ratings directly affect companies domiciled in the Philippines as
international credit rating agencies issue credit ratings by reference to that of the sovereign. No assurance
can be given that Fitch, Moody’s, S&P, or any other international credit rating agency will not downgrade
the credit ratings of the Philippine Government in the future and, therefore, Philippine companies. As a
systemic risk, the Company cannot provide assurance of effective mitigation. Any such downgrade could
have a material adverse impact on the liquidity in the Philippine financial markets, the ability of the Philippine
Government and Philippine companies, including the Company, to raise additional financing, and the interest
rates and other commercial terms at which such additional financing is available.
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USE OF PROCEEDS
EEI expects to raise gross proceeds amounting to ₱4,000,000,000.00 from the Offer. In the event that the
Oversubscription Option is exercised in full, the Company expects to raise gross proceeds from the Offer of
₱6,000,000,000.00.
The following are the estimated expenses to be incurred in relation to the Offer:
Without
Oversubscription
(in ₱ )
1,580,680.00

With
Oversubscription
(in ₱)
2,085,680.00

6,720,000.00

6,720,000.00

200,000.00
11,500,000.00

300,000.00
17,250,000.00

Selling Fees

8,500,000.00

12,750,000.00

Legal Fees

5,400,000.00

5,400,000.00

External Auditor Fees

5,900,000.00

5,900,000.00

Receiving Agency Fees

550,000.00

550,000.00

Stock Transfer Fees

200,000.00

200,000.00

71,600.00

82,400.00

300,000.00

300,000.00

40,922,280.00

51,538,080.00

SEC Registration and Listing Fees
PSE Filing Fees
Documentary Stamp Tax
Underwriting and Selling Fees

PCD Fees
Publication, Printing and IC Application Fees
Total Estimated Expenses

EEI expects to use the net proceeds from the Offer, estimated to be ₱3,959,077,720.00 or ₱5,948,461,920.00
assuming the Oversubscription Option is fully exercised, after deducting the above expenses.
The net proceeds from the Offer Shares will be used (a) to partially finance the Company’s future projects;
(b) to pay existing short-term loans; (c) for capital expenditure for new equipment; and (d) for general
corporate and working capital requirements. The table below provides a further breakdown of the use of
the net proceeds.
Use of Proceeds
Partially finance the
Company’s future
projects
Payment of short
term loans
Capital expenditure
for new equipment
General corporate
and working capital
purposes
TOTAL

Without
Oversubscription
(in ₱ )

Percentage
to Total

With
Oversubscription
(in ₱)

Percentage
to Total

Timing of
Disbursement

1,584,819,950

40%

2,379,071,630

40%

2022-2024

1,185,642,808

30%

1,785,086,568

30%

Q4 2021Q1 2022

792,409,975

20%

1,189,535,815

20%

2022-2024

396,204,987

10%

594,767,907

10%

2022-2024

3,959,077,720

100%

5,948,461,920

100%
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In the event that the net proceeds from the sale of Offer Shares is less than the expected amount, the
Company intends to allocate the proceeds in order of priority as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Partially finance the Company’s future projects
Payment of short term loans
Capital expenditure for new equipment
General corporate and working capital requirements

Partially finance the Company’s future projects
The Company was jointly awarded with Shimizu Corporation, Fujita Corporation and Takenaka Civil
Engineering for the Metro Manila Subway Project’s Package CP 101. Aside from its role as the local joint
venture partner, the Company anticipates that a substantial portion of the project will be undertaken by EEI
as a subcontractor. With the total project cost amounting to P355.6 Billion, and project schedule estimated
to run for more than 7 years, the Company expects that a significant amount of working capital is required
to support the subcontracting works.
The Malolos Clark Railway Project (“MCRP”) Package 4, with a project cost of P21.4 Billion was awarded to
the joint venture of Acciona Construction Philippines, Inc. and EEI. Aside from being a joint venture partner,
EEI also expects to play a significant role as a subcontractor of MCRP Package 4. For the same MCRP line,
EEI was also appointed as a subcontractor in one of the packages that was awarded to a different
consortium. Finally, the Company expects to be awarded more subcontracting jobs in other packages along
the MCRP rail line.
In partnership with foreign construction firms, EEI has participated in the bidding for several packages of the
South Commuter Railway Project (“SCRP”) with the hope of being awarded with at least one of the packages.
Aside from its own joint venture bid, EEI is likewise aiming to be appointed with a subcontractor service
contract in other SCRP packages.
There are several other roads, expressways, railways, bridges, airports and piers that the Company plans to
participate in as part of the government’s Build Build Build Program. Participation may be done through
direct bidding, joint ventures, consortiums, and/or being appointed as subcontractor by the winning bidder.
Aside from these infrastructure projects, the Company also has in its pipeline several other
electromechanical and building projects of various entities in the private sector. These projects will include
some EPC contracts that would likewise require financing.
Typically, the float between spending for construction inputs and money coming in through billing
collections ranges from P250Mn to P500Mn for big infrastructure projects and usually has a 30 to 45-day
cycle. The funds raised from this Offer will be used to partially finance these projects.
Payment of short term loans
Around 30.00% of the net proceeds shall be apportioned by the Company to settle several short-term bank
loans. As of June 30, 2021, the Company’s outstanding short-term bank loans amounted to
Php5,767,250,000 availed from various major local banks. These loans carry interest rates ranging from
2.90% to 4.00% per annum with tenors from 30 to 90 days. These short term loans were secured to cover
short term working capital requirements of the Company (i.e. to fund the financing gap between
disbursements and collections).
The partial payment of short-term bank loans aims to improve the Company’s Net Financial Contracting
Capacity defined as current assets less current liabilities, multiplied by a factor depending on project
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duration, less the value of all outstanding or uncompleted portions of the projects under ongoing contracts.
All else being equal, decreasing current liabilities by reducing short-term bank loans will directly result to an
improvement in the Company’s NFCC. An adequate NFCC will provide the Company more headroom to bid
for new and more mega infrastructure projects. The NFCC is used by the Philippine government agencies as
criteria to determine a bidder’s financing capacity to bid in big government projects.
No amount of the net proceeds shall be used by the Company to settle any obligation in favor of Rizal
Commercial Banking Corporation and Security Bank, the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners’ parent
companies.
Capital expenditure for new equipment
As EEI moves to work on mega infrastructure projects, it expects that majority of the capex budget will be
spent on earth moving and heavy lifting equipment. The decision to acquire such equipment is based on a
thorough cost benefit analysis conducted by the Company. Given that the duration of these infrastructure
projects will range from 5 to 9 years, it would be more beneficial and cost effective for EEI to own such
equipment rather than to rent.
The Company will allocate the following amounts for capital expenditure:
Without
Oversubscription

Particulars / Amounts in P' Millions
Building and Lease Improvements
Machinery, tools & equipment

With
Oversubscription

73,229
397,447

100,079
576,289

Steel fabrication/cutting equipment

98,667

146,700

Transportation & service equipment

87,455

149,155

Software and IT related equipment

135,612

217,312

Total

792,410

1,189,535

Earth moving equipment consists of bulldozers, payloaders, heavy dump trucks, excavators, motor graders,
compactors and scrapers. With the number of ongoing and pipeline projects happening at the same time,
the Company anticipates that its existing fleet may not be sufficient to serve all projects. In addition, the
Company’s existing fleet, while still properly working, might need to be replaced or overhauled, to ensure
its efficient and cost effective operation. This would entail acquisition of an additional fleet or a major capex
maintenance by the Company.
Heavy lifting equipment consists of lifting cranes of various capacities. These also include tower cranes for
our vertical projects. For the same reasons as above, an additional fleet is necessary.
Aside from earth moving and heavy lifting equipment, other support equipment is necessary such as
batching plants on some locations not serviced by any plant nearby, transport trucks and trailers,
prefabricated facilities, surveying equipment and other testing equipment.
The Company also plans to capitalize on its Steel Fabrication Plant to supply the fabricated steel elements
for these projects. Part of the capex will be used to upgrade outdated equipment and add new ones that
will reduce cycle time, increase accuracy/tolerances and provide consistent quality.
These mega infrastructure projects cannot be managed the way small scale projects are usually managed.
With the sheer amount of information and activities going on simultaneously, it is easy to lose track of costs,
schedules and resource loading. Hence, the Company will invest in the latest construction software to better
manage project cost, schedules and resources. One component is the project management software that
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will be linked to the Company’s Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and accounting software. This will allow
better monitoring of costs, better resource loading in terms of labor, materials and specialized services and
better procurement. Another will be an investment in Building Information Modeling (BIM) software to
better integrate planning, design, construction and execution of the projects as the Company offers more
EPC service contracts to its clients.
General corporate and working capital purposes
The balance of the net proceeds shall be used for general corporate purposes including working capital
requirements, administrative expenses and other costs shouldered by Company in the ordinary and normal
course of its business operations, which is not specifically related to any single project.
While awaiting disbursements, the Company may deposit the funds in time deposits or special deposit
accounts and/or invest the same in Philippine government Peso-denominated securities. The Company will
not use any portion of the proceeds to discharge any debt (other than as provided above) nor to reimburse
any of its officers, directors, employees or shareholders for services rendered, asset previously transferred,
or money loaned or advanced. Other than the fees relating to the issue management, underwriting and
selling of the Company’s Offer, it will not use the proceeds to pay any financial obligations with the Joint
Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners and its affiliates.
The foregoing discussion represents a best estimate of the use of proceeds of the Offer based on the
Company‘s current plans and anticipated expenditures. In the event that there is any change in the
Company‘s development plan, including force majeure and circumstances, such as (1) failure or delay to
obtain requisite approvals, and (2) changes in government policies that would render any of the above plans
not commercially viable, the Company will carefully evaluate the situation and may reallocate the proceeds
for future investments and/or hold such funds on short term deposit whichever is better for the Company‘s
and its shareholders‘ interest taken as a whole. In such event, the Company will issue a public disclosure if
there is any change in the above proposed use of proceeds and shall accordingly inform the SEC, the PSE
and its shareholders at least 30 days prior to its implementation.
In the event that the actual expenses are more than the estimates, or the actual net proceeds are less than
the projected net proceeds, the Company will utilize said net proceeds based on their order of priority and
will use internally generated funds and bank loans to finance the shortfall, or delay or abandon one or more
of the components of its plans. In such an event, the Company shall inform the SEC, the PSE and its
shareholders at least 30 days prior to its implementation.
In the event of any significant deviation, material adjustment or reallocation in the planned use of proceeds,
the Company will secure the approval of its Board of Directors for such deviation, adjustment or reallocation
and promptly make the appropriate disclosures to the SEC and the PSE. The Company shall regularly disclose
to the PSE, through the PSE Electronic Disclosure Generation Technology (“PSE EDGE”), any disbursements
from the proceeds generated from the Offer. In addition, the Company shall likewise submit via the PSE
EDGE the following disclosure to ensure transparency in the use of proceeds:
Any material disbursements made in connection with the planned use of proceeds from the Offer;
Quarterly Progress Report on the application of the proceeds from the Offer on or before the first fifteen
(15) days of the following quarter;
c. Annual Summary of the application of proceeds on or before January 31 of the year following the initial
public offering;
d. Approval by the Company‘s Board of Directors of any reallocation on the planned use of proceeds, or of
any change in the work program. The actual disbursement or implementation of such reallocation will
be disclosed by the Company at least thirty (30) days prior to the said actual disbursement or
implementation; and
a.
b.
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e.

Certification by the Company‘s Chief Financial Officer or Treasurer and of an external auditor on the
accuracy of the information reported by the Company to the PSE in the quarterly and annual reports.
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PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION
EEI plans to issue the Offer Shares to institutional and retail investors through a public offering to be
conducted through the Sole Issue Manager, Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners.
THE OFFER
The offer by the Company of the Offer Shares is purely domestic and will not include an international
offering. RCBC Capital and SB Capital have been appointed by the Company to act as Joint Lead Underwriters
and Bookrunners for the Offer. The Trading Participants, who are member-brokers of the PSE, shall act as
Selling Agents for the Offer, pursuant to the PSE’s rules and regulations.
However, there can be no assurance in respect of: (i) whether EEI would issue such equity securities at all;
(ii) the size or timing of any individual issuance or the total issuance of such equity securities; or (iii) the
specific terms and conditions of such issuance. Any decision by EEI to offer such equity securities will depend
on a number of factors at the relevant time, many of which are not within EEI’s control, including but not
limited to: prevailing interest rates, the financing requirements of EEI’s business and prospects, market
liquidity and the state of the domestic capital market, and the Philippine, regional and global economies in
general.
OBLIGATIONS OF THE JOINT LEAD UNDERWRITERS AND BOOKRUNNERS AND SELLING AGENTS
In accordance with the Underwriting Agreement to be entered into with EEI, the Joint Lead Underwriters
and Bookrunners have agreed to underwrite 40,000,000 Firm Shares at the Offer Price on a firm basis, and
to distribute and sell the Firm Shares in the Offer, subject to the satisfaction of certain conditions, in
consideration for certain fees and expenses.
The Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners and Co-Lead Underwriters have committed to underwrite the
Offer up to the amount indicated below
RCBC Capital
SB Capital
Total

₱ 2,000,000,000.00
₱ 2,000,000,000.00
₱ 4,000,000,000.00

The underwriting and selling fees to be paid by the Company to the Sole Issue Manager and Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners in relation to the Offer shall be equivalent to 0.50% of the gross proceeds of
the Offer. This shall be inclusive of commissions to be paid to the Trading Participants of the PSE, which
shall be equivalent to 0.125% of the total proceeds of the sale of Preferred Shares by such Trading
Participant. The 0.125% commissions of the Trading Participant shall be Inclusive of VAT and will be paid to
the Trading Participants less any applicable withholding tax.
The Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners are duly licensed by the SEC to engage in underwriting or
distribution of the Preferred Shares. The Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners may, from time to time,
engage in transactions with and perform services in the ordinary course of its business for EEI or any of its
subsidiaries.
Except for RCBC Capital which is a member of YGC, the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners have no
direct relations with EEI in terms of ownership by either of their respective major stockholders, and have no
right to designate or nominate any member of the Board of Directors of EEI. The Joint Lead Underwriters
and Bookrunners do not have any direct or indirect interest in the Company or in any securities thereof
including options, warrants or rights thereto.
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The Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners have no contract or other arrangement with EEI by which it
may return to EEI any unsold Offer Shares.
The Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners may enter into other sub-underwriting agreements with other
underwriters who may want to participate in the issuance. EEI further grants the Joint Lead Underwriters
and Bookrunner an option, exercisable within the Offer Period, to subscribe, on a firm basis, up to an
additional 20,000,000 Oversubscription Option Shares, on the same terms and conditions set forth in this
FinalProspectus, solely to cover oversubscriptions, if any. In the event the Oversubscription Option is not
exercised, it is deemed cancelled and the filing fee for that over-subscription is forfeited.
Sole Issue Manager, Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner
RCBC Capital is a licensed investment house providing a complete range of capital raising and financial
advisory services. Established in 1974, RCBC Capital has over 46 years of experience in the underwriting of
equity, quasi-equity and debt securities, as well as in managing and arranging the syndication of loans, and
in financial advisory. RCBC Capital is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation
and a part of YGC, one of the country‘s largest fully integrated financial services conglomerates.
RCBC Capital, in its capacity as Sole Issue Manager, assisted the Company in (i) determining the most
appropriate and suitable fund raising structuring for its business plans; (ii) in the selection of the parties that
may be required to deliver the necessary support services to the Offer; (iii) in the requisite preparations for
the Offer;(iv) in organizing the syndicate of joint lead underwriters and bookrunners for the purpose of the
Offer; (v) managing the overall transaction.
Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner
SB Capital is a Philippine corporation organized in October 1995 as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Security
Bank Corporation. It obtained its license to operate as an investment house in 1996 and is licensed by the
SEC to engage in underwriting and distribution of securities to the public. SB Capital provides a wide range
of investment banking services including underwriting of debt and equity securities, project finance, loan
syndications, mergers and acquisitions, and other corporate/financial advisory services. SB Capital is also
involved in equity trading through its wholly-owned stock brokerage subsidiary, SB Equities, Inc. Its senior
executives have extensive experience in the capital markets and were involved in a lead role in a substantial
number of major debt and equity issues.
Prior approval from the SEC is required to effect a termination of the Underwriting Agreement.
SALE AND DISTRIBUTION
The distribution and sale of the Preferred Shares shall be undertaken by the Joint Lead Underwriters and
Bookrunners who shall sell and distribute the Preferred Shares to third party buyers/investors. The Joint
Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners are authorized to organize a syndicate of sub-underwriters, soliciting
dealers and/or agents for the purpose of the Offer.
Of the 40,000,000 Firm Shares to be offered, 80% or 32,000,000 shares are being offered through the Joint
Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners for subscription and sale to Qualified Institutional Buyers and the
general public. The Company plans to make available 20% or 8,000,000 Firm Shares for distribution to the
respective clients of the 125 Trading Participants of the PSE, acting as Selling Agents. Each Trading
Participant shall be allocated 64,000 shares (computed by dividing the Firm Shares allocated to the Trading
Participants by 125), subject to reallocation as may be determined by the Receiving Agent. The balance, if
any, shall be allocated by the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners among the Trading Participants with
unserved demand after the allocation process. The Allocation per Trading Participant shall be split between
the Series A Preferred Shares and the Series B Preferred Shares based on the series split of the Firm Shares.
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As such, each Trading Participant shall be allocated 16,000 Series A Preferred Shares and 48,000 Series B
Preferred Shares. Trading Participants may undertake to purchase more than their allocation of 64,000 Firm
Shares. Any requests for shares in excess of 64,000 shares may be satisfied via the reallocation of any Firm
Shares not taken up by other Trading Participants. Each participating Trading Participant shall accept the
terms and conditions of the Offer as set out in this Final Prospectus.
There will be no allocation to Local Small Investors under the proposed offering.
Prior to the close of the Offer Period, any Preferred Shares not taken up by the Trading Participants shall be
distributed by the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners directly to their clients and the general public.
All Offer Shares not taken up by the Trading Participants, general public and the Joint Lead Underwriters
and Bookrunners’ clients shall be purchased by the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners pursuant to
the terms and conditions of the Underwriting Agreement. Nothing herein or in the Underwriting Agreement
shall limit the rights of the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners from purchasing the Preferred Shares
for their own respective accounts.
The Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners commit to underwrite, jointly and not solidarily, the Firm
Shares and nothing in the Underwriting Agreement shall be deemed to create a partnership or joint venture
between and among any of the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners. Unless otherwise expressly
provided in the Underwriting Agreement, the failure by any Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner to carry
out its obligations thereunder shall not relieve any other Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner of its
obligations thereunder, nor shall any Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner be responsible for the
obligations of any other Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner thereunder.
TERM OF APPOINTMENT
The engagement of the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners shall subsist so long as the SEC‘s permit
to sell the Offer Shares remains valid, unless otherwise terminated by the Company and the Joint Lead
Underwriters and Bookrunners pursuant to the Underwriting Agreement.
The underwriting and selling fees to be paid by the Company to the Joint Lead Underwriters and
Bookrunners in relation to the Offer shall be equivalent to 0.50% of the gross proceeds of the Offer. This
shall be inclusive of commissions to be paid to the Trading Participants of the PSE, which shall be equivalent
to 0.125% of the total proceeds of the sale of Preferred Shares by such Trading Participant. The 0.125%
commissions of the Trading Participant shall be inclusive of VAT and will be paid to the Trading Participants
less any applicable withholding tax.
The Underwriting Agreement may be terminated by the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners prior to
the end of the Offer Period under certain circumstances such as (a) a cancellation order from a Government
authority, (b) a change or an impending change of law that would materially and adversely affect EEI‘s
profitability or (c) financial, political or economic conditions in the Philippines which would materially and
adversely affect the Offer.
TRADING PARTICIPANTS ALLOCATION PROCESS
Mechanics of Distribution
1. Upon preparation of the Firm Undertaking report, the Sole Issue Manager, Joint Lead Underwriters and
Bookrunners shall input the number of Offer Shares requested by each TP in a spreadsheet designed for
the reservation and allocation of the Offer Shares.
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2. The spreadsheet shall distribute the total number of Offer Shares to be allocated to each Participating
TP in accordance with the following process:
a. If the total number of Offer Shares requested by a Participating TP, based on its Firm Undertaking,
does not exceed the allocation per TP, the Sole Issue Manager, Joint Lead Underwriter and
Bookrunner shall fully satisfy the request of such participating TP who signified its commitment to
purchase Offer Shares less than or equal to the TP Allocation. The balance, if any, shall be redistributed among those who have signified a commitment to purchase more than the Allocation
per TP in their Firm Undertaking until all the Offer Shares allotted for distribution are fully allocated.
b. If the total number of Offer Shares requested by a Participating TP exceeds the allocation per TP,
additional Shares may be sourced from the Offer Shares not taken up by the other TPs. The Sole
Issue Manager, Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner shall allocate the Offer Shares to
Participating TPs by: (i) fully satisfying the orders to those TPs who have Firm Orders that are less
than or equal to the allocation per TP; and (ii) distributing equitably the remaining TP Allocation to
other TPs with orders for additional Shares, but only up to their respective Firm Order.
c. The allocation will be done based on the total number of shares.
d. In no case shall any Participating TP be awarded more than the shares indicated in its Firm
Undertaking.
e. If the aggregate number of Offer Shares requested by Participating TPs who submitted a Firm
Undertaking is less than the total Offer Shares allotted for distribution through the TPs, the balance
shall be returned to the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners.
3. Unless otherwise determined by the Company, the final TP allocation shall be distributed between Series
A and Series B in the same proportion as each Series bears to the TPs aggregate Firm Undertaking,
rounded to the prescribed board lot requirement. The allotment per series will be based on actual
demand.
4. The PSE Listings department will confirm and verity the final TP allocation report via email.
5. All deadlines indicated in these procedures shall be strictly followed.
The Sole Issue Manager and Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners shall, at their discretion, determine
the manner by which proposals for subscriptions to, and issuances of, Preferred Shares shall be solicited,
with the primary sale of the Preferred Shares to be effected only through the Joint Lead Underwriters and
Bookrunners and Selling Agents. No shares are designated to be sold to specific persons.
APPLICATION TO SUBSCRIBE
All applications to subscribe to the Offer Shares shall be evidenced by a duly completed and signed
Application, together with 2 fully executed specimen signature cards authenticated by the Corporate
Secretary with respect to corporate and institutional investors. The purchase price must be paid in full in
Pesos upon the submission of the duly completed and signed Application and specimen signature card
together with requisite attachments. Payment for the Offer Shares shall be made by manager’s
check/cashier’s check, corporate check or personal check drawn against any BSP authorized bank or any
branch thereof. All checks should be made payable to EEI Preferred Shares, crossed “Payee’s Account Only”
and dated on or before the date of the submission of the Application. Checks should be deposited to any
RCBC branch. The soft copies of the Applications and the related proof of payments shall be received via
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email and hard copies shall be submitted to the office of the Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation – Trust
and Investments Group within 30 calendar days from Listing Date.
Should the Applicant elect to pay through RTGS, the Application should be accompanied by a proof of
payment through RTGS in an amount equal to the total Offer Price of the Offer Shares applied for.
Corporate and institutional purchases must also submit a copy of the SEC Certificate of Registration, Articles
of Incorporation and By-laws, General Information Sheet or such other relevant organizational or charter
documents duly certified as true and correct by the SEC and the original signed and notarized Secretary’s
certificate confirming the resolution of the board of directors and/or committees or bodies authorizing the
subscription to the Offer Shares and designating the authorized signatory/ies therefor. Individual Applicants
must also submit a photocopy of any one of the following IDs: passport/driver’s license, company ID, Social
Security System/Government Service and Insurance System ID and/or Senior Citizen’s ID or such other ID
and documents as may be required by or acceptable to the selling bank.
An Applicant who is exempt from or is subject to withholding tax or who claims reduced tax rates under the
Philippine National Internal Revenue Code, as amended (“NIRC”) or tax treaty shall, in addition, be required
to submit the following requirements to the relevant Joint Lead Underwriter and Bookrunner (together with
their Applications) who shall then forward the same to the Registrar and Depository Agent, subject to
acceptance by the Company as being sufficient in form and substance: (i) in the case of tax exemption, a
certified true copy of the original tax exemption certificate, ruling or opinion on tax exemption issued by the
BIR addressed to the Applicant as certified by its duly authorized officer; (ii) with respect to reduced tax
rates if tax sparing applies, (a) an authenticated certification issued by the foreign tax authority that the
dividends received by the non-resident foreign corporation from the domestic corporation were not among
the items considered in arriving at the income tax due from the non-resident foreign corporation; (b) the
income tax return of the non-resident foreign corporation for the taxable year when the dividends were
received; and (c) an authenticated document issued by the foreign tax authority showing that the foreign
Government allowed a credit on the tax deemed paid in the Philippines or did not impose any tax on the
dividends; or (d) proof of filing of an application for ruling with the BIR; and (iii.) with respect to tax treaty
relief, (a) prior to initial dividend payment, 3 original copies of a duly accomplished Certificate of Residence
for Tax Treaty Relief (“CORTT”) Form or the prescribed certificate of residence of their country together with
the CORTT Form as required under BIR Revenue Memorandum Order No. 8-2017 and 3 originals of the duly
notarized and consularized, if executed outside of the Philippines, Special Order of Attorney executed by
the Applicant in favor of its authorized representative (if the CORTT Form and other documents are
accomplished by an authorized representative) and confirmation acceptable to the Issuer that the Applicant
to the Company no later than the 1st day of the month when such subsequent dividends fall due and, if
applicable, including any clarification, supplement or amendment thereto; (iii) an original of the undertaking
to immediately notify the Company and the Registrar and Depository Agent of any suspension or revocation
of its tax exempt status and agreeing to indemnify and hold the Company, the Registrar and Depository
Agent and the Paying Agent free and harmless against any claims, actions, suits and liabilities resulting from
the non-withholding or reduced withholding of the required tax; and (iv) such other documentary
requirements as may be required under the applicable regulations of the relevant taxing or other
authorities.
The Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners shall be responsible for accepting or rejecting any Application
or scaling down the amount of Offer Shares applied for. The Application, once accepted, shall constitute
the duly executed purchase agreement covering the amount of Preferred Shares so accepted and shall be
valid and binding on the Company and the Applicant. On the Business Day following the Closing Date, the
Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners shall advise all the Selling Agents, if any of any Applications that
were rejected and/or scaled-down, with copy to the Company.
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MINIMUM PURCHASE
A minimum purchase of 500 Offer Shares shall be considered for acceptance. Purchases in excess of the
minimum shall be in multiples of 100 Offer Shares.
OFFER PERIOD
The Offer Period shall commence at 9:00 a.m. on December 9, 2021 and end at 12:00 p.m. on December
15, 2021. The Company and the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners reserve the right to extend or
terminate the Offer Period with the approval of the SEC and the PSE.
REFUNDS
In the event an Application is rejected or the amount of Offer Shares applied for is scaled down, the Joint
Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners, upon receipt of such rejected and/or scaled down Application shall
notify the Applicant concerned that his Application has been rejected or the amount of Offer Shares applied
is scaled down. All refunds, without interest, shall be made through the Joint Lead Underwriters and
Bookrunners with whom the Applicant has filed the Application within 5 Business Days from the end of Offer
Period.
SECONDARY MARKET
EEI may purchase the Offer Shares at any time without any obligation to make pro rata purchases of
Preferred Shares from all Shareholders.
REGISTRY OF SHAREHOLDERS
The Offer Shares will be issued in scripless form through the electronic book-entry system of Rizal
Commercial Banking Corporation – Stock Transfer Department as Registrar for the Offer, and lodged with
PDTC as Depository Agent on Listing Date through PSE Trading Participants nominated by the Applicants.
Applicants shall indicate in the proper space provided for in the Application the name of the PSE Trading
Participant under whose name their Offer Shares will be registered and the relevant PSE Trading Participants
shall sign the Application on the space provided therefor.
The legal title to the Offer Shares will be shown in an electronic register of shareholders (the “Registry of
Shareholders”) which shall be maintained by the Registrar. The Registrar shall send a transaction
confirmation advice confirming every receipt or transfer of the Offer Shares that is effected in the Registry
of Shareholders (at the cost of the requesting Shareholder). The Registrar shall send (at the cost of the
Company) at least once every quarter a Statement of Account to all Shareholders named in the Registry of
Shareholders. Such Statement of Account shall service as evidence of ownership of the relevant Shareholder
as of a given date thereof. Any request by Shareholders for certifications, reports or other documents from
the Registrar, except as provided herein, shall be for the account of the requesting Shareholder.
EXPENSES
All out-of-pocket expenses, including, but not limited to, registration with the SEC, printing, publication,
communication and signing expenses incurred by the Sole Issue Manager, Joint Lead Underwriters and
Bookrunners in the negotiation and execution of the transaction will be for EEI’s account irrespective of
whether the transaction contemplated herein is completed. Such expenses are to be reimbursed upon
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presentation of a composite statement of account. See “Use of Proceeds” of the Prospectus for details of
expenses.
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CAPITALIZATION
The following table sets out the unaudited consolidated debt and capitalization of the Company and its
subsidiaries as of June 30, 2021 and as adjusted to give effect to the issuance of the Preferred Shares. This
table should be read in conjunction the Company’s and its subsidiaries’ unaudited interim condensed
consolidated financial statements and the related notes attached to this Final Prospectus.

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
(Amounts in ₱ thousands)

Assuming
Assuming
₱4 Billion Offer
₱6 Billion Offer
Actual as of
As Adjusted
As Adjusted
June 30, 2021
after giving
after giving
Adjustments
Adjustments
effect to the
effect to the
Offer
Offer

LIABILITIES
Bank loans
Current portion of longterm debt
Long-term debt – net of
current portion
Total Interest-bearing loans
and borrowings
EQUITY

5,767,250

-

5,767,250

-

5,767,250

2,236,411

-

2,236,411

-

2,236,411

3,132,670

-

3,132,670

-

3,132,670

11,136,331

-

11,136,331

-

11,136,331

Common shares

1,036,401

-

1,036,401

-

1,036,401

Preferred shares

-

20,000

20,000

30,000

30,000

Additional paid-in capital

477,037

3,945,869

4,422,906

5,925,264

6,402,301

Treasury Stock
Other Comprehensive
Income - net
Retained earnings

(3,721)

-

(3,721)

-

(3,721)

441,601

-

441,601

-

441,601

4,789,629

(6,792)

4,782,837

(6,802)

4,782,827

9,441

-

9,441

-

9,441

Total Equity

6,750,389

3,959,077

10,709,466

5,948,462

12,698,851

Total Capitalization

17,886,720

Non-Controlling Interests

21,845,797
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23,835,182

DILUTION
The Company is offering to the public 40,000,000 Preferred Shares, with an Oversubscription Option of up
to an additional 20,000,000 Preferred Shares with a par value of ₱0.50 per share to be issued from unissued
Non-Voting Preferred Share Capital.
The issuance of the Preferred Shares will not have any dilutive effect on the earnings per common share
(“EPS”) of the Company, since the Preferred Shares are not convertible to common shares. Therefore, the
outstanding number of common shares that will be used in computing the EPS will not change.
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DETERMINATION OF THE OFFER PRICE
The Offer Price of ₱100.00 per Offer Share is at a premium to the Preferred Shares’ par value per share of
₱0.50. The Offer Price was arrived at by dividing the desired gross proceeds of up to ₱6,000,000,000 by the
target Offer Shares of 60,000,000 (inclusive of the Oversubscription Option Shares).
In addition, the Sole Issue Manager, in consultation with the Company, also took into consideration the offer
prices of preferred shares recently issued and listed in the PSE within the past 12 months. These preferred
shares were offered at ₱100.00 per Offer Share.
With regard to the Initial Dividend Rate, the rate was determined through a bookbuilding process and
discussions among the Company and the Joint Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners. The Initial Dividend Rate
was computed based on the prevailing benchmark rate and a spread. Factors considered in determining the
spread include the ability of the Company to generate earnings and cash flow for the dividend payments, the
level of demand from institutional investors, and the recent preferred shares offerings in the market.
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DIVIDEND POLICY
LIMITATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
Under Philippine law, a corporation can only declare dividends to the extent that it has Unrestricted
Retained Earnings that represent the undistributed earnings of the corporation which have not been
allocated for any managerial, contractual or legal purpose and which are free for distribution to the
shareholders as dividends. The amount of retained earnings available for declaration as dividends may be
determined pursuant to regulations issued by the SEC.
A corporation may pay dividends in cash, by distribution of property, or by issuance of shares. Stock
dividends may only be declared and paid with the approval of shareholders representing at least two-thirds
of the outstanding capital stock of the corporation voting at a shareholders’ meeting duly called for the
purpose.
The Revised Corporation Code generally requires a Philippine corporation with retained earnings in excess
of 100% of its paid-in capital to declare and distribute as dividends the amount of such surplus.
Notwithstanding this general requirement, a Philippine corporation may retain all or any portion of such
surplus in the following cases: (i) when justified by definite expansion plans approved by the board of
directors of the corporation; (ii) when the required consent of any financing institution or creditor to such
distribution has not been secured; (iii) when retention is necessary under special circumstances, such as
when there is a need for special reserves for probable contingencies; or (iv) when the non-distribution of
dividends is consistent with the policy or requirement of a Government office.
In the Company’s Loan Agreement with the Bank of the Philippine Islands dated March 21, 2021, it
undertook that, without the prior written consent of the bank, it shall not declare or pay any dividends or
make any other income or any capital distribution or any distribution in specie to its stockholders or any of
them if it is in default under the agreement. The requirement of prior written consent from the bank applies
after an event of default, as defined in the said agreement, has occurred and is continuing.
DIVIDEND HISTORY AND POLICY
The Company does not have a specific dividend policy for its common shares but the Company aims to
regularly declare dividends to its holders of common shares with the objective of maximizing shareholder’s
wealth provided financial position and cash flow of the Company are not adversely affected. In the last four
(4) years, it has declared dividends to its stockholders as follows:
Date of
Approval

March 4,
2016

June 7,
2019
March
13, 2020

Record Date

Payment Date

Amount

Type

April 8, 2016

April 29, 2016

Cash

September 1,
2016

September 26,
2016

July 1, 2019

July 22, 2019

• Php0.10 per share (with September 26, 2016
payment date for a total of – Php0.20 per share or
Php207.3 million)
• Php0.10 per share (with April 29, 2016 payment date
– for a total of - Php0.20 per share or Php207.3
million)
• Php0.20 per share or Php207.2 million

-

-

• Php0.40 per share or Php414.51 million
• Cancelled on April 23, 2020

Cash

Cash

Cash

The dividend declaration on March 13, 2020 was subsequently cancelled by the Board of Directors on April
23, 2020 to ensure the Company’s liquidity which will enable it to deal with the difficulties of the anticipated
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recession due to COVID-19 pandemic and also ultimately protect the best interest of the stockholders and
the Company’s employees.
The holders of Preferred Shares of each and any series shall be entitled to receive as and when declared by
the Board of Directors cash dividends of such rate or amount and period as may be fixed by the Board for
each series.
RECENT SALES OF UNREGISTERED OR EXEMPT SECURITIES
EEI has not sold any unregistered securities within the past 3 years.
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DESCRIPTION OF BUSINESS
OVERVIEW OF THE COMPANY
EEI Corporation was founded in 1931 as a machinery and mills supply house for the mining industry. Over
the past 88 years, aside from broadening the range of industrial machinery and systems it distributes, the
Company also expanded into construction services, and in the supply of manpower in the Philippines and
overseas. Today, EEI is one of the country’s leading construction companies, with a reputable track record
in general contracting and specialty works. It is a member of YGC, one of the country’s most diversified
conglomerates with interests in banking, education, financial services, property development, and
renewable energy.
Through its long years of working and collaborating with global contractors, EEI has achieved world class
caliber project management and execution expertise with the use of better technologies in all disciplines of
the construction industry. For instance, the Company works closely with Mitsubishi Heavy Industries for the
Saudi oil refineries, Chiyoda-Mitsubishi for the Panglao Airport, Rotem for MRT7, Spain’s Acciona S.A. for
Malolos Clark Railway and Korean firms Daelim Corporation and Hyundai Corporation for power plants.
It has been involved in the installation, construction, and erection of power generating facilities; oil
refineries; chemical production plants; cement plants; food and beverage manufacturing facilities;
semiconductor assembly plants; roads, bridges, railroads, ports, airports, elevated expressways, metro rail
transit system and other infrastructure; high rise residential and office towers, and hotel buildings. The
Company also operates one of the country’s modern steel fabrication plants.
Driven by a commitment to Philippine development and to have greater presence in the economy, EEI
continues to expand its core business to a wide array of construction competencies. The Company has also
been engaged in doing construction projects overseas for more than forty years.
HISTORY AND MILESTONES
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

1931 – The Company was established as Engineering Equipment and Supply Company, Inc. It began
principally as a trading establishment with distributorships in the Philippines for manufacturers of
industrial equipment, including tools, materials, and machines used by the local gold mining industry.
1950s – EEI ventured into power development, and further developed its engineering shop facilities and
began fabricating storage tanks for oil companies.
1964 – The Company changed its name to Engineering Equipment, Inc.
1974 – The Company expanded into three main operating divisions – Construction, Machinery, and
Foundry, then established its Overseas Division to work on projects in the Middle East and Southeast
Asia. From that time until the early 1990s, construction operations in the Middle East contributed the
large part of the Company’s construction revenues.
1975 – Shares of the Company were listed on the Manila and Makati Stock Exchanges.
1980s – Several subsidiaries were formed – EEI Construction & Marine (ECMI) in 1982 and Gulf Asia
International Corporation (GAIC) in 1984.
1992 – The Company was renamed to EEI Corporation
1993 – Al-Rushaid Construction Co. Ltd. (ARCC) was established in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia through
a joint venture with Al-Rushaid Petroleum Investment Company (ARPIC). Also in the same year, Benguet
Corporation sold its remaining 33.1% shareholdings to International Container Terminal Services (ICTSI)
and the House of Investments, Inc., as part of Benguet Corp.’s debt restructuring program.
1994 – EEI entered the real estate market with the establishment of EEI Realty Corporation.
1995 – House of Investments, Inc. became majority shareholder of the Company.
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•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

1999 – EEI restructured its machinery division and spun it off as an autonomous subsidiary, which is now
called Equipment Engineers, Inc.
2000s – The ARCC continued to acquire major project in Saudi Arabia while in the domestic scene, EEI’s
Steel Fabrication Plant constructed pressure vessels and module assemblies for overseas clients.
2015 – EEI Power Corporation (EEIPC) moved into the power generation business as it forayed into
renewable energy through its investments in wind power and solar power. EEIPC acquired 10% of
PetroEnergy’s share in PetroGreen, leaving PetroEnergy with 90% share in PetroGreen.
2017 – JP Systems Asia was created through the joint venture of Equipment Engineers, Sansin Sangyo
Co., Ltd., and KYC Machine Industry Co., Ltd. This subsidiary provides scaffolding, shoring, and
formworks products and services.
2018 – EEI acquired a 60% equity stake in Biotech JP Corp., a biotech company involved in the
manufacture of precooked packed rice products.
2019 – EEI Corporation, in partnership with Showa Leasing Co., a Japan-based leasing company of the
Shinsei Bank Group, and Saiga Co., a Japan-based crane rental company with operations worldwide,
created a joint venture company, ShinBayanihan Heavy Equipment Corporation (SHEC). This company
manages the rental of new and second-hand heavy construction equipment with the vision to expand
its services in Southeast Asia
2019 – LearnJP Corp. was incorporated. This company operates a human resource development center
that provides services for the improvement in language proficiency, such as in English, Filipino, Japanese
and other foreign languages, and related academic or non-academic areas including skills development
and cultural, orientation to foreigners, locals and other interested individuals
2021 – The Company is in the process of incorporating EEI Carga Digital Logistics Corporation (eCarga)
to start its operations in 2021. eCarga is envisioned to be an online logistics solutions provider that has
digital platforms available to shippers and truckers, making their delivery transactions convenient and
efficient

AWARDS AND CITATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2010
o Presidential Award of Excellence – Philippine Overseas Employment Administration (POEA)
o Best of Asia in Corporate Governance 2010 – Corporate Governance Asia
2011
o Most Admired ASEAN Enterprise Employment Category – ASEAN Business Awards
o Best of Asia in Corporate Governance 2011 – Corporate Governance Asia
2012
o Best of Asia in Corporate Governance 2012 – Corporate Governance Asia
o Asia’s Best Companies 2012 – Finance Asia
2013
o Best of Asia in Corporate Governance 2013 – Corporate Governance Asia
o Asia’s Best Companies 2013 – Finance Asia
2014
o Best of Asia in Corporate Governance 2014 – Corporate Governance Asia
o Asia’s Best Companies 2014 – Finance Asia
2015
o Asia’s Best Companies 2015 – Finance Asia
2016
o Services Innovation Excellence – Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)
2017
o Asia’s Best CEO 2017 (Investor Relations) – Corporate Governance Asia
o Pillar and Pioneer in the Construction Industry – Department of Trade and Industry
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COMPETITIVE STRENGTHS
EEI Corporation believes that its principal strengths are the following:
EPC Excellence in Large Scale Electromechanical and Infrastructure Projects
EEI has proven capabilities and solid track record in large scale electromechanical and infrastructure
projects. It continues to provide construction and engineering services to oil, petroleum, gas, cement,
mining, and power producing companies. It has been involved in the erection and installation of
transmission and sub-station systems. Its capability spans civil works, structural construction, fabrication,
erection and installation of boilers, generators and turbines for coal-fired, diesel, bunker fuel, geothermal,
gas, turbine, hydroelectric, wind power, combined cycle, and nuclear-powered generating facilities. EEI has
been involved in the construction of roads, bridges, skyways, flyovers, mass transport and railways, as well
as civil works and site development of industrial parks, airports, runways, seaports, and other gateway
facilities, and construction of pumping stations for water facilities.
Quadruple-A Rating and Large B Contractor’s License
EEI has a quadruple-A contractor’s license as a General Engineering Contractor from the Philippine
Construction Accreditation Board (PCAB), which is the highest category for a construction company in the
Philippines. This license allows EEI to bid for construction projects without any limits on the contract value.
The Company also has a Large B classification which allows it to participate in large infrastructure projects
such as roads, highways, railways, airports, bridges, waterworks, structural steel works, electrical works, and
mechanical works.
Strong Overseas Experience and Partnership with Foreign Engineering Firms for Technology and Best
Practice Transfer
EEI has been undertaking construction operations overseas, particularly in the Middle East and Southeast
Asia, for almost 40 years. The Company first ventured in the United Arab Emirates and the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia and has since won major contracts in Kuwait, Algeria, Brunei, Qatar, Malaysia, New Caledonia, and
Singapore.
World-class Steel Fabrication Plant
EEI operates an in-house steel fabrication plant - the first to be ISO 9001 Certified - and is the leader in the
fabrication of mechanical and structural steel structures in the Philippines. The Company has been building
silos, pressure vessels, tanks, exchangers, boiler parts, and other steel structures for industrial installations
including food and beverage plants, breweries, petroleum refineries, power plants, chemical plants, cement
plants, sugar mills, and other manufacturing facilities. The Steel Fabrication Plant, located in Bauan,
Batangas, has been operating for more than 30 years. It has an annual rated production capacity of 30,000
metric tons and is equipped with some of the latest process tools and machines such as bending, rolling,
and welding equipment. It is equipped as well with heat treatment ovens, blasting and painting lines, and
has its own power sub-station, slipways, and jetty. In-house, non-destructive testing facilities and strict
quality control procedures under ISO 9001 Certified Quality Assurance Program assures clients of the highest
quality and customer.
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Diversified Portfolio of Business
EEI currently has seven active direct subsidiaries operating on other industries such as real estate, renewable
energy, and food biotechnology. It also has six joint ventures with local and international companies, the
largest of which is its 49% stake in Al Rushaid Construction Company Ltd. (ARCC), a construction company
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Strong Brand Equity
EEI has the broadest range of construction and engineering services, with expertise in the construction of
large-scale infrastructure, heavy and light industrial projects, and property development projects all over
the world. The Company is the preferred contractor of its clients with its quality work and safety records.
Experienced Construction Management Team and Strong Construction Support Organization
EEI’s Senior Management leads teams of talented people – the lifeblood of the Company – whose tireless
efforts elevate EEI on both the local and global stage. EEI invests heavily in personnel development and skills
training to ensure that its workers are well-equipped to perform their functions competently and at worldclass standards. The Company runs training programs that develop new engineering graduates to become
well-rounded and proficient engineers. With its broad range of civil, infrastructure, building and industrial
projects, graduates obtain the best in-class training and mentorship not only in technical expertise, but also
in areas such as engineering and design, planning, quality assurance, project management, and contracts
administration.
BUSINESS STRATEGY
Human Resource Management
EEI considers its human resource as its biggest competitive strength. While the Company keeps abreast of
the latest advancement in construction technology, it believes that it is important that to keep its people’s
skills and competencies in stride or even ahead of these advancements. It views these advancements as
enablers of its people to do the best possible work for the clients. This is why the Company invests and will
continue to invest heavily in training and development. It has a training facility in San Rafael, Bulacan which
is certified by the Technical Education and Skills Development Authority (“TESDA”) to train skilled workers
like welders, pipe fitters and riggers. When possible, the Company sends its engineers for overseas
assignment and training to hone their skills and bring home new knowledge they could apply to our local
and foreign projects. The Company’s partnerships and joint ventures with foreign engineering design and
construction firms also serves to it keep it abreast of best and latest construction practices.
Leveraging Decades of Industry Experience to Maximize Value for Clients
Having been in existence for 90 years, the Company has taken on a sensible and pragmatic approach to the
latest in construction technology and believes that the latest is not necessarily the best in all situations. The
Company invests in these technologies for research and development and tries them out in small scale
applications and will only adopt these for client use when it has passed the Company’s test of safety,
reliability, structural integrity, suitability, quality and cost-effectiveness. This way, the Company’s clients
can be assured that it only uses tried and true materials and techniques in their projects. Even if some clients
specify a certain material or technique to be applied to their projects, the Company does value engineering
and advises our client so that they can weigh this vis-a-vis what their consultants have prescribed. In the
end, the client has the final decision having considered the Company’s inputs.
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Maximizing Value Proposition through EPC Contracts
As a result of its experience with partnering with foreign engineering firms, the Company plans to offer more
EPC contracts. Harnessing the capabilities of its designers, estimators, buyers, project managers and field
construction managers under one common collaborative data environment can provide the best possible
value to the clients in terms of efficiency, cost-effectiveness, soundness of design and seamless execution.
The Company has invested in and tested the latest project management and building information modeling
software to ensure effective collaboration is done from estimation and design to execution and intends to
roll out the software to substantially all its other projects to ensure effective collaboration is done from
estimation and design to execution.
Pursuit of Overseas Opportunities
Although domestic construction will remain a big part of the business, the Company will be aggressively
pursuing overseas opportunities through direct contracts, joint ventures or partnerships. This is to spread
the construction industry risk over a wider geographic area.
Developing Recurring Sources of Revenue
As construction is a cyclical industry, the company is looking into stable sources of revenue such as
specialized manpower services in multiyear contracts (such as maintenance, commissioning, hook-up,
turnaround and field engineering services). The company plans to fully utilize its fabrication facility in Bauan,
Batangas to provide vertical integration supply to its projects as well as to fabricate and export
electromechanical plant modules.
Diversifying Risk Through Development of Non-construction Subsidiaries
All of the non-construction diversification efforts are being launched off the subsidiaries. These range from
alternative power generation, electrical building retrofit, industrial equipment and supply trading, logistics,
manpower supply and biotechnology. The business development for non-construction is housed in the
subsidiaries to develop new businesses. The Company targets the subsidiaries to have a bigger share of net
income. The ultimate goal is for all subsidiaries to have a 40% to 50% share of the consolidated revenues.
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
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SUBSIDIARIES & ASSOCIATES
EEI’s subsidiaries and associates as of June 30, 2021 are as follows:
Subsidiaries
Name of Subsidiary
EEI Limited (formerly EEI BVI Limited)
EEI Construction and Marine, Inc. (ECMI)
EEI Power Corporation (EPC)
EEI Realty Corporation (ERC)
Equipment Engineers, Inc. (EE)
Gulf Asia International Corporation (GAIC)
BiotechJP Corporation
EEI Corporation (Guam), Inc.
EEI Subic Corporation
Bagumbayan Equipment & Industrial Plant, Inc. (BEIPI)
Philrock Construction and Services, Inc. (PCSI)
Philmark, Inc.

Percentage of
Ownership
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
60%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Status
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Non-Operating
Non-Operating
Non-Operating
Non-Operating
Non-Operating

Of the foregoing 12 direct subsidiaries, 5 are currently not operating and will not be operating in the
foreseeable future. In addition, EEI also has several indirect subsidiaries, EEI Energy Solutions Corporation,
JP System Asia, Inc., LearnJP Corp., GAIC Manpower Services, Inc., GAIC Professional Services, Inc., EEI Carga
Digital Logistics Corporation. These direct and indirect subsidiaries are briefly described below.
EEI Limited
With Company Number 200501 EEI Limited was formed under British Virgin Island laws on September 25,
1996 and was re-registered in the British Virgin Islands under the British Virgin Island Business Companies
Act 2044 on January 1, 2007. It is engaged in labor supply and project management and supervision services.
It also holds interest in joint-venture companies outside the Philippines. EEI Limited holds 49% of ARCC and
non-operating offshore companies Clear Jewel Investments, Ltd., Nimaridge Investments, Limited and EEI
(PNG) Limited.
EEI Construction and Marine, Inc. (“ECMI”)
ECMI offers construction and repair of VCR Storage Tanks, Tank Cleaning & Degassing, Tank Relocation and
Dismantling, Construction of Gas Service Stations, Fabrication of aboveground and underground steel tanks,
Piping, Structural and Civil Works. ECMI was incorporated on November 11, 1983, with SEC Registration No.
117378.
EEI Power Corporation (“EEI Power”)
EEI Power owns investments in renewable energy power projects. EEI Power also offers power-related
products and solutions and looking at various energy storage solutions and technologies. Incorporated on
August 10, 1993, with SEC Registration No. ASO93-006133. EEI Power has one wholly-owned subsidiary, EEI
Enegery Solutions Corporation.
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EEI Energy Solutions Corporation (“EESC”)
Engages in the business of retail electricity supply. Incorporated in February 14, 2020 with SEC Registration
No.CS202002258.
EEI Realty Corporation (“ERC”)
ERC develops and sells housing developments. ERC also manages the different real estate properties of the
group. ERC is also currently working on various housing solutions. Incorporated on May 15, 1995, with SEC
Registration No. ASO95-004658.
Equipment Engineers, Inc. (“EE Trading”)
EE Trading is EEI’s main trading company and has expansive product lines covering industrial equipment and
systems to serve varied groups in the construction space: heavy industries, oil and petroleum companies,
manufacturing enterprises and other construction firms. Incorporated on January 05, 1972, with SEC
Registration No. 46252. EE Trading has 2 subsidiaries:
JP System Asia, Inc. (“JP System”)
JP System is a partnership between EE and two Japanese companies, KYC Machinery and Sansin Sangyo.
The company is engaged in sales and rental of scaffolding and formworks products. Incorporated last
December 2017 with SEC Reg. No CS201729433
LearnJP Corp. (“LearnJP")
LearnJP is authorized to operate a human resource development center that provides services for the
improvement in language proficiency, such as in English, Filipino, Japanese and other foreign languages,
and related academic or non-academic areas including skills development and cultural orientation to
foreigners, locals and other interested individuals. Incorporated on October 28, 2019 with SEC Registration
No. CS201918135.
Gulf Asia International Corporation (“GAIC”)
GAIC provides manpower, professional and skilled workers alike, to international contractors and
companies. GAIC is a Private Recruitment Agency duly licensed by the POEA to recruit, process and deploy
Filipino workers for overseas land-based jobs. Incorporated on March 08, 1984 with SEC Registration No.
119508. GAIC has 2 wholly of GAIC Manpower Services, Inc. and GAIC Professional Services, Inc.
GAC Manpower Services, Inc. (“GAMSI”)
GAMSI is a duly registered DOLE Department Order 174 manpower services company in business primarily
to cater to the local labor market. Like GAIC it also provides manpower, professional and skilled workers
but caters to local companies. It was established in August 27, 1986 with SEC Registration No. 134701.
GAIC Professional Services, Inc. (GAPSI)
GAPSI was organized to engage in the business of recruitment, placement, manpower supply, service
contracting and outsourcing services for local employment. It was established in April 15, 2002 with SEC
Registration No. A200206071. It is currently non-operational.
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EEI Carga Digital Logstics Corporation (“EEI Carga”)
EEI Carga was incorporated on May 14, 2021 with SEC Registration No. 2021050013803-00. Under its Articles
of Incorporation, its primary purpose is to own and operate a digital logistics platform that enables shippers
to deliver their products through various transportations options available in the platform.
BiotechJP Corporation (“BiotechJP”)
BiotechJP is authorized to engage in the business of manufacturing specialized food products. Incorporated
in April 6, 2015 with SEC Registration No. CS201506746.
EEI Corporation (Guam), Inc. (“EEI Guam”)
EEI Guam was organized to engage in construction, construction service, trading of construction materials
and equipment, maintenance and operations of industrial facilities, and construction equipment rental,
repair and maintenance. It was incorporated on August 25, 2009 under the laws of Guam but has not started
commercial operations since incorporation.
EEI Subic Corporation (“EEI Subic”)
EEI Subic was organized to engage in general contracting and specialty construction services, fabrication and
production of equipment systems for building, property development and infrastructure sectors.
Incorporated on September 14, 2009 with SEC Registration No. CS200914058. It has not started commercial
operations since incorporation.
Bagumbayan Equipment & Industrial Plant, Inc. (“BEIPI”)
BEIPI was organized to engage in consultancy and management services. Incorporated on October 08, 2001
with SEC Registration No. 196568, it has not started commercial operations since its incorporation.
Philrock Construction and Services, Inc. (“PCSI”)
PCSI is authorized to provide manpower services. Incorporated on July 04, 2001 with SEC Registration No.
A2001-09600, it suspended regular business operations beginning 2010.
Philmark, Inc. (“Philmark”)
Philmark is authorized to engage in general construction and sale of supplies and materials. Incorporated
on March 27, 1996 with SEC Registration No. 30009, it suspended business operations beginning year 2011.
On July 21, 2014, the Board of Directors and shareholders approved the closure and dissolution of Philmark,
Inc. Clearance with City Hall and BIR already acquired. SEC documentation/submissions for dissolution ongoing.
Associates
Company

Percentage of Ownership

Al Rushaid Construction Company Ltd. (ARCC)
Petro Solar Corporation
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49%
44%

Al Rushaid Construction Company Ltd.
Joint venture construction company for construction projects in Saudi Arabia. The Company is a Saudi
Arabian limited company registered in Al-Khobar on July 17, 1993 under commercial Registration No.
2051018887.
Petro Solar Corporation
Incorporated on June 17, 2015 with SEC Reg. No. CS201511802 by PetroGreen Energy Corporation (PGEC)
together with EEI Power Corporation to operate the 50MW Tarlac Solar Power Project (TSPP) in Tarlac City.
Incorporated Joint Ventures
Company

Percentage of Ownership

ShinBayanihan Heavy Equipment Corporation
Petro Wind Energy, Inc. (PWEI)

40%
20%

ShinBayanihan Heavy Equipment Corporation
Engages in the business of rental, wholesale, import and export of used and new construction equipment.
Incorporated on July 26, 2019 with SEC Registration No. CS201912579.
Petro Wind Energy, Inc. (“PWEI”)
Engages in the general business of generating, transmitting and/or distributing power derived from
renewable energy sources such as, but not limited to wind, biomass, hydro, solar, geothermal, ocean, wave
and such other renewable sources of power. Incorporated on March 06, 2013 with SEC Reg. No.
CS201304226.
Unincorporated Joint Ventures and Consortiums
In addition to the foregoing companies, EEI participated in the following joint venture to undertake specific
infrastructure projects:
SFTE JV
Unincorporated joint venture formed with Shimizu Corporation, Fujita Corporation, Takenaka Civil
Engineering & Construction Co. Ltd. to contract with the Department of Transportation (DOTr) of the
Republic of the Philippines for the Metro Manila Subway Project (MMSP)-Phase 1, Contract Package 101.
Acciona-EEI JV
Unincorporated joint venture formed with Acciona Construction Philippines, Inc. to undertake the
construction of the Malolos-Clark Railway Project-Package No. CP N-04.
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Rotem-EEI Consortium
The Company is undertaking the MRT7 project through a consortium with Hyundai Rotem of Korea. EEI’s
scope include the civil works for the elevated guideway, stations and support structures. Rotem will provide
the rolling stock, control systems and auxiliary equipment.
BEO Distribution and Marketing Corporation (BEO DMC) JV
In 2020, BiotechJP acquired a 30% Stake in BEO DMC and was accounted as a joint venture. It was
incorporated on September 20,2019 primarily to engage in the business of distributing and marketing goods,
products and items of commerce without engaging in retail activity.
PRINCIPAL PRODUCTS/SERVICES
Infrastructure
Through the years, EEI has been involved in the construction of roads, bridges, skyways, flyovers, mass
transport and railways, as well as civil works and site development of industrial parks, airports, runways,
seaports, and other gateway facilities, and construction of pumping stations for water facilities.
Buildings
EEI has completed a variety of commercial, residential, and building projects as a general contractor or as a
specialty contractor. It has undertaken the construction of high-rise office buildings, condominiums, hotelservice apartments, mixed-use commercial developments and malls, educational institutions, hospitals, and
recreational facilities. EEI promotes the worldwide endeavor in energy and environmental conservation
through its support of and participation in Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) projects.
Electromechanical
EEI provides construction and engineering services to oil, petroleum, gas, cement, mining, and powerproducing companies. It has been involved in the erection and installation of transmission and sub-station
systems. Its capability spans civil works, structural construction, fabrication, erection and installation of
boilers, generators and turbines for coal-fired, diesel, bunker fuel, geothermal, gas, turbine, hydroelectric,
wind power, combined cycle, and nuclear-powered generating facilities.
Steel Fabrication
EEI Corporation operates an in-house Steel Fabrication Plant - the first to be ISO 9001 Certified - and is the
leader in the fabrication of mechanical and structural steel structures in the Philippines. The steel fabrication
division of EEI has been building silos, pressure vessels, tanks, exchangers, boiler parts, and other steel
structures for industrial installations including food and beverage plants, breweries, petroleum refineries,
power plants, chemical plants, cement plants, sugar mills, and other manufacturing facilities.
TECHNOLOGY
EEI employs modern technology not only in construction but also in construction management. It employs
digital collaboration tools and Building Information Modeling (BIM) which is a highly collaborative process
that allows architects, engineers, contractors, consultants and other construction professionals to plan,
design and construct a structure within one 3d model. It is not only supported by software but also a team
of highly skilled and trained professionals in construction and project management.
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The schedule and resource system is connected to the accounting system for proper cost monitoring, proper
inventory tracking and cost effective and timely procurement.
The Company has also employed robotic welding machines as well as surveying drones as part of its
automation efforts.
The Company also has acquired modern construction methodologies as a result of its partnership with
foreign engineering firms. These include pre-fabricated segments, modular building structures and new
building materials.
The Company’s management continues to support these new technologies to have a competitive edge.
MARKETS AND INDUSTRIES SERVED
EEI’s specialty is on electromechanical projects. The Company’s major clients are in conventional and
renewable energy, oil refining, cement manufacture, food and beverage product manufacture.
Major projects in terms of contract amount is in infrastructure specifically on mega infrastructure projects
like Skyway, MRT7, Panglao Airport, Subway and railways. In terms of revenue, San Miguel Corporation, SM
Corporation (SM Prime and SM Development Corporation combined) and Federal Land each account for
more than 10% of the Company’s total construction revenues.
In terms of number of projects, the Company has been capturing the high end of the building projects as
well as the BPO sector. Most developers award contracts for mixed use commercial / residential township
developments.
On the other hand, the Steel Fabrication Plant caters to the same markets as all three disciplines of
electromechanical / industrial, infrastructure and buildings and also caters to foreign orders for modular
plant sections shipped from the facility in Bauan, Batangas.
Finally, the Company’s subsidiaries range from trading of industrial products, medium scale construction
related to the gasoline distribution, manpower supply, power and energy trading and installation.
SUPPLIERS
To ensure continuous supply and competitive prices for its major raw material requirements, the Company
makes it a point to have several suppliers for its raw material requirements; hence, it is not dependent on
any one supplier for any raw material.
Rebars
The Company regularly purchases reinforcing bars from four of the biggest companies in the country,
namely: Steel Asia Manufacturing Corp., Pag-asa Steel Works, Inc., Filipino Metals and Universal Steel
Smelting Company, Inc. while a fifth supplier has already been accredited and ready to do business with us.
All these suppliers have undergone a stringent accreditation process and are ISO-certified so they can
consistently meet the industry-prescribed quality standards. They also have the capability to produce and
deliver all rebar requirements anywhere in the country.
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Flats and Plate products
The Company deals with major local traders and stockists, most notably Remington Industrial Corporation
and Regan Industrial Sales, Inc. for its structural steel requirements. The sources are reputable steel mills
mostly from China, South Korea, Indonesia, Japan, Thailand and Vietnam.
Steel procurement is dependent on the required application and origin restriction of the client. For bulk
requirements, especially for plates and special steel products, the Company’s Supply Chain Management
(SCM) Group buys from big steel producers from Korea (POSCO, Dongkuk & Hyundai), Japan (Nippon Steel
& JFE Steel), Thailand (Siam Yamato Steel), and Sweden (Outokumpu). The SCM Group has also established
business relationships with big foreign stockists like American International Industries (AII) Pte. Ltd., Igawara
Services and Trading Pte. Ltd., E-Steel, and Steelasia Distribution Pte. Ltd., to name a few. The Supply Chain
Management team is capable of multi-country sourcing and buying, depending on the approved sources of
the client, the required timeline of the projects, and taking into consideration the situation of the steel
market.
Cement
The Company has existing contracts with the country’s biggest manufacturers like LafargeHolcim Philippines
Inc., CRH Republic, Cemex Philippines, Inc. and Eagle Cement. All suppliers are ISO certified and comply with
the industry-prescribed quality standards, including Type II cement, and have the capability to provide the
volumes typically required by the Company. The nationwide distribution network of these cement suppliers
ensures that even projects in remote locations of the country can be supplied with its requirements.
Fuel
The Company has contracts with Petron Corporation, Phoenix Petroleum Philippines, Inc., Pilipinas Shell,
and Unioil for the various fuel and lubricants requirements of its various project sites across the country. For
the fuel requirements of service vehicles and other light and heavy equipment, the Company uses fleet cards
from Petron and Pilipinas Shell.
Aggregates & sand
The company procures its aggregates and sand requirements from big companies like Holcim Aggregates,
as well as from other sources in the Montalban, Bulacan and Antipolo areas, as well as in Batangas.
Additional suppliers have also been developed in the Pangasinan, Tarlac, Zambales and Quezon areas so
projects in these and adjacent areas will not have any problems on supply.
ONGOING PROJECTS
The Company has projects in infrastructure, electromechanical, industrial and buildings ongoing at any point
in time. It allows the company to maintain efficient utilization of its workforce while at the same time
maintaining their skill level at their peak and allowing cross training in related disciplines such as among
building and infrastructure. This also reduces demobilization time of its workers making them ready for
redeployment and less likely seek other employment opportunities.
The following are the Company’s on-going infrastructure and building projects as of June 30, 2021:
MRT7 - A 22.8 kilometer elevated railway that has 14 stations connecting the town of San Jose Del Monte,
Bulacan to the North Triangle Common Station in North Avenue, Quezon City where it will connect to MRT3.
The Company is undertaking the project through a joint venture with Hyudai Rotem of Korea. EEI’s scope
include the civil works for the elevated guideway, stations and support structures. Rotem will provide the
rolling stock, control systems and auxiliary equipment.
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Metro Manila Subway Project (MMSP) - A 36 kilometer underground rapid transit consisting of 15 stations
traversing Valenzuela, Quezon City, Pasig, Makati, Taguig, Parañaque and Pasay. The Company is
undertaking the project through a joint venture between Shimizu, Takenaka, Fujita and EEI. The entire
length is composed of several packages. For Phase 1, the joint venture was awarded the Quirino HighwayMindanao Avenue Station, Tandang Sora Station and North Avenue Station.
Malolos Clark Railway Project MCRP) Package 4 - A part of the Philippine National Railways North-South
Commuter Railway Project (NSCR) – Clark Phase 2 which will connect Malolos, Bulacan to Clark International
Airport in Mabalacat, Pampanga. Package 4 covers the Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) of
the NSCR Clark Depot in Mabalacat covering around 33 hectares.
The Seasons Residences - Located at 8th Ave. corner 36th St., Grand Central Park, North BGC Taguig City. It
is a Japanese themed residential – commercial building with the four storey podium housing the first
Mitsukoshi Mall in the country. It has a total of 45 floors, 304 units and covering a land area of 14,792 square
meters.
Grand Hyatt Manila Gold Residences - Located at 8th Avenue corner 35th Street, North BGC, Taguig City is a
50 floor, 188 unit luxury condominium covering a land area of 3,209 square meters.
IMET Building - Located in Diosdado Macapagal Avenue, Pasay City is a 12 storey PEZA Registered BPO Office
building with a gross leasable area of 21,300 square meters and 2,030 square meter floor plate.
Midori Ortigas - Located in the Exchange Road, Ortigas Center, Pasig is a 5,090 square meter, 810 unit two
tower condominium featuring another Japanese inspired architecture and design.
Air Residences - The Air Residences Project of SMDC is a 59-storey Premier Residential Building composed
of 3 basement Levels, 6 podium levels, 1 amenity level, 49 tower levels, and a roofdeck level. It has a gross
floor area of 189,819 sq. m. with 3,642 residential units
Light 2 Residences and Glam Residence - Located along EDSA corner Madison Street in Mandaluyong City
is a 55 floor two tower mixed use building with commercial areas in a first two floors and residential
amenities and units on the upper floors. It covers a 10,936 square meter area right in the middle of
Mandaluyong’s commercial and office district.
In the electromechanical and industrial space, the company is currently working on plant rehabilitation and
expansion in the cement, oil refining, paper milling, beverage, food ingredients, steel manufacture,
semiconductor and power generation sectors. Notable clients are Petron, San Miguel Brewery, Northern
Cement, United Pulp and Paper Company, D & L, Steel Asia, Analog Devices and Integrated Synergy. The
company’s affiliate in Saudi Arabia, Al Rushaid Construction Company, is heavily involved in the oil refining,
water treatment, gas and chemical plant industries. These offshore projects provide a training ground for
the workers and engineers which they can eventually apply to local projects.
SIGNIFICANT COMPLETED PROJECTS
Skyway Stage 2A, 3 & 4 - An elevated highway from Ramon Magsaysay Avenue going to Quezon Avenue
then on to Balintawak before connecting to the North Luzon Expressway.
Bohol-Panglao International Airport - The first eco-airport in the Philippines. EEI is the subcontractor to the
main contractors Chiyoda-Mitsubushi Joint Venture.
Caticlan Airport (Godofredo P. Ramos Airport) - One of two gateways to Boracay and is classified as a Class
2 Principal airport by the Civil Aviation Authority. Was developed in partnership with Transaire Corporation.
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Misamis Oriental Power Station - A 2 X 135MW conventional power plant owned by Filinvest Development
Corporation. The main contractor is First Northeast Electric Power Engineering Corp with EEI as the
subcontractor.
Therma Visayas Power Plant - A 300MW conventional power plant located in Toledo, Cebu that is owned
jointly through an Aboitiz Power Corp. – Vivant Corp partnership. Hyundai Engineering Co., Ltd and Galing
Power Energy Co. as the main contractors with EEI as the subcontractor.
Nabas Wind Project in Aklan - A 36MW combined capacity facility consisting of 18 giant wind turbines
spread out across the landscape supplying clean electricity to the Western Visayas grid.
The Bayshore Residential Resort - Bayshore Residential Resort is the first development of Megaword in their
100 hectare property in the Entertainment City, Manila. This project has a total Gross Floor Area of
approximately 266,000 square meters composed of nine parking levels and eight residential levels. EEI’s
scope of work for the General Construction Works will have a duration of thirty six months.
The Coast Residences - The Coast Residences Project, owned by SM Development Corporation (SMDC) is
located at Roxas Blvd., corner Dapitan St., Pasay City. This Project is a 39-storey Premier Residential Building
composed of 6 podium levels, 1 amenity level, 33 residential tower levels and 1 roof deck level. It has a gross
floor area of 110,264 sq. m. with 2,204 residential units. EEI’s scope of works are Civil, Structural, Masonry
Works and Exterior Precast Walls which will be completed within 28 calendar months from August 15, 2015
to December 15, 2018.
SM Four Ecom Center Building - The Four eCom Center of SM Prime Holdings is located at the Mall of Asia
Complex, Pasay City, beside the Three and Five eCom Centers. It is a LEED – Gold Version 3 Certified structure.
This project is a 14-storey Office Building composed of 1 Basement level, 5 podium levels, three 10-storey
office towers with 1 roof deck level. It has a total gross floor area of 194,025.44 sq. m. situated at lot area of
20,173 sq. m. EEI’s scope of works are Civil, Structural and Architectural Works which will be completed
within 26 calendar months from November 28, 2016 to January 28, 2019.
Finance Center Building - The Finance Center Project, owned by Daichi Properties, Inc. is located at 25th
Street corner 9th Avenue corner 26th Street, Bonifacio Global City in Taguig City. With a total floor area of
126,560 square meters and height of 180.23 meters, the building is composed of 5 basement levels, 2 retail
levels, 5 podium parking levels, 2 mechanical levels, 32 office floors, and 3 mechanical deck floors. The
general construction works include the civil, structural, and architectural works. The project s construction
duration is 36 months.
Other renewable energy projects pursued by the Company include the installations of solar panel farms for
Petro Solar spread out across the archipelago. Work has also been done at the Maibarara Geothermal Power
Plant for Maibarara Geothermal, Inc., a 20MW geothermal power facility in Santo Tomas, Batangas. The
Company has also built solar farm in Tarlac and wind farms in Ilocos and Aklan.
Aside from renewable energy, EEI is also involved in industry and manufacturing. Recent projects include
the construction of a facility for Natura Aeropack Corporation and D&L Premium Foods Corporation. A new
paper machine was also installed at the United Pulp and Paper Co., Inc. Harnessing the strength of its Steel
Fabrication Plant, the Company has fabricated and installed various LPG and Propylene pressure spheres for
Petron Corporation. The Steel Fabrication Plant has fabricated modular water treatment plant section which
were exported to Singapore.
PROSPECTS AND OUTLOOK
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Notwithstanding the challenging year that was, the Company remains bullish with respect to its short and
medium-term prospects for a number of reasons.
First, the Company’s backlog of projects under contracts remains healthy. At the end of 2020, EEI
Corporation’s unworked portion of existing contracts stood at ₱60.4 billion, including ARCC’s backlog of
₱17.38 billion.
The Company considers this backlog of projects as strong and sustainable. EEI expects an overall better
performance from its domestic operations driven by the current buildings, infrastructure,
electromechanical, and industrial projects in its pipeline as production continues to pick-up. Despite the
delays in operations caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, the backlog was preserved and will be realized as
construction works resume.
Second, the Company is poised to benefit as the Philippine Government continues to roll out more
infrastructure projects under its Build, Build, Build Program, and where the company is uniquely positioned
as one of the few local firms with a quadruple-A license from the PCAB and with the expertise to participate
in large infrastructure projects.
The country’s infrastructure sector is greatly influenced by the current economic and political landscape;
approximately ₱100-150 billion worth of infrastructure projects are expected to be rolled out within the
next three years as these developments are crucial for the country’s drive towards job creation, continued
employment, and sustainable growth. In addition to the government’s Build Build Build program, there is
also the ₱393-billion Metro Manila Subway Project, dubbed as the Philippines’ “Project of the Century”,
which EEI has already won the contract to build the first three underground stations and depot. This,
alongside private sector funded building and electromechanical projects ensure that the Company will have
much work ahead for both priority government projects as well as private sector initiatives in the country.
Internationally, Al Rushaid Construction Company, Ltd. (ARCC), EEI’s joint venture in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, had robust construction activities in 2020. This is expected to be maintained as ARCC continues to
win more contracts from major Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPC) companies.
Finally, the Company has taken the opportunity brought about by the pandemic to embrace innovation as
well as expand in new areas. EEI has begun to digitize its processes and increase its operational efficiency.
The development of 3D modelling and 4D planning will help projects build structures virtually beforehand,
thus minimizing design conflicts, mitigating risks and realizing cost savings. The Company continues to
explore businesses outside of construction, and has taken steps to participate in areas such as digital
logistics, which has been thriving even before the pandemic hit. EEI is looking forward to launching these
new business ventures in 2021 and beyond. Along with the other existing subsidiaries, these diversification
efforts are expected to bring new growth potential and help future-proof the Company.
With this outlook, EEI looks forward to a steady recovery in 2021 as it ensures the safety and well-being of
its employees, while continuing to deliver value to its clients.
Equipment Engineers (EE Trading)
EE Trading further expanded its product portfolio to include 6 new products, increasing its offerings to 30
stock keeping units (SKU); 12 for waterproofing, 4 for civil and roadworks, 3 architectural offerings, 2
construction equipment brands, 2 paint & coatings, 1 in fuel system and 6 assortments on other
merchandise. This product expansion together with an enhanced focus on marketing give EE Trading the
opportunity of increasing its revenue in the coming years.
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EEI Realty
EEI Realty continues to monitor the economic landscape and is poised to benefit from any appreciation due
to its sizeable landholdings. The most significant holdings are approximately 54 hectares of vacant land in
Cavite. This, alongside EEI Realty’s plans for JVs with property developers for its other land holdings, ensure
EEI Realty as a source of growth for the future.
GAIC AND GAMSI
The Company’s clients are slowly bringing back the employees that have been temporarily laid off; major
prospects in the manufacturing and industrial sectors are being aggressively pursued and the general
cleaning and disinfection services will continue to have high demand. GAMSI will also launch in early 2022
its specialized delivery services to augment its existing line of services.
With the vaccination program rolled out, it is expected that there will be major overseas markets that will
demand for manpower particularly in the healthcare industry, such as medical staff, doctors, nurses,
technicians, and caregivers. Demand for these personnel will come from Germany, UK, Japan, and the
Middle East. Construction projects that were put on hold and new projects resumed and commenced in
2021. The EEI projects that have started to mobilize workers to growing construction jobs in the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia are expected to bring in substantial revenues for GAIC this year.
While the challenges and difficult conditions will remain, GAIC and GAMSI expect a gradual recovery and
active operations in 2021. As of June 2021, GAMSI manpower has increased to 2,335 from 1,858 in 2020.
GAIC has also started to deploy 1,202 for the six months period January to June 2021.
COMPETITION
The construction sector is composed of companies that provide technical and engineering services in the
preparation of land and the construction of buildings, infrastructures, and other land improvements. It also
includes companies that conduct repair, retrofitting, renovation, rehabilitation, alteration, maintenance,
and demolition of such structures.
Because of the variety of trades involved, many construction companies complement rather than compete
with each other. Companies differ based on the services that they offer and on the industry segments that
they serve, such as high-rise buildings, infrastructure projects, industrial projects, and residential projects.
When construction companies have the same specialization and serve the same segments, competition is
largely influenced by factors such as the contractor’s competencies and experience, its reputation for quality
work, its reliability in the timely completion of projects, its management and financial capabilities, and its
complement of skilled labor and equipment.
The construction industry in the Philippines is subject to regulation by the Philippine Government.
Contractors are required to maintain a regular contractor’s license from the PCAB to conduct its business.
The PCAB, which is under the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) classifies industry players according
to their capability to undertake projects based on financial capacity, equipment capacity, experience, and
technical personnel. EEI has a quadruple-A rating as a General Engineering Contractor. This is the highest
rating for local contractors and it gives EEI an edge among its competitors. Companies that serve similar
industries, have the same specialization, and the “AAAA” rating by the PCAB are considered as EEI’s
competitors. These also include foreign contractors who participate mostly in infrastructure projects in the
Philippines.
Since the pandemic, digitalization is shaping various industries - construction sector included. EEI is
continuously improving in every component of its value chain with digitalization, innovative technologies
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and new techniques of construction such as Building Information Modelling (BIM), smart building
technologies and new building materials to attain a greater maturity towards sustainability. These new
innovations will significantly improve the efficiency of the various process during the engineering and design
aspect of the projects.1
Competitors in the Industry
The following are the major competitiors of the Company:
•
•

•
•

•

Altantic Gulf & Pacific Company of Manila, Incorporated, with line of business in modular
construction, and heavy-lift and logistics;
DM Consuji, Inc., with over a thousand projects, having involvement in Buildings, energy,
infrastructure, utilities and plants, concrete products, equipment management, and steel
fabrication;
First Balfour Incorporated, which is involved in buildings, power and energy, and infrastructures;
Makati Development Corporation, with portfolio in residential and commercial development,
industrial estate development, government infrastructure, water supply and wastewater projects,
precast products and equipment operations; and
Megawide Construction Corporation, with portfolios in engineering, procurement, construction,
airport infrastructure, and transport-oriented Development"

EEI regards them to be among its competitors because of the similarities of the specialization, the industry
segments being served, and the “AAAA” rating by the PCAB. The Company believes, however, that it has
an advantage over its competitors since it is an end-to-end construction company which constructs all
aspects of a construction project primarily using its in-house capabilities. These include civil and structural,
as well as electromechanical and fabrication work. In this respect, it is uniquely positioned against its peers
who typically outsource the non-civil components of any project.
Also, EEI has benefited from gaining technical knowledge by virtue of its work overseas. Through its decades
of experience in the Middle East, EEI is able to transfer knowledge from its international projects and bring
back the construction know-how and various capabilities to its clients in the Philippine market.
PROPERTIES
EEI and its Subsidiaries own land located in the areas enumerated below.
Location
EEI Corporation
Manggahan Village
Kingswood Tower
Robinsons Place, Manila
Bauan, Batangas
EEI Construction and Marine, Inc
Silang Cavite
EEI Realty Corporation
Tanza, Cavite

Area (sqm)

Type

256
179
Unit 63.63
118,522

Residential
Residential
Commercial
Fabrication Shop

21,197

Fabrication Shop

540,000

Residential

None of the foregoing properties is encumbered. The Company has no plans to acquire any real estate
property in the next 12 months.

1

2020 Sustainability Report, EEI Corporation.
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EEI and its Subsidiaries also own construction equipment and transportation and service equipment which
comprise 48% and 10%, respectively, of the Company’s Property Plant and Equipment or PPE in terms of net
book value. The Company has a dedicated facility in Tanza, Cavite where these equipment are maintained
and kept in good operating condition while not deployed to various project sites. All of these are Company
owned and maintained and are not encumbered.
In the next 12 months, the Company intends to acquire (i) machinery, tools and equipment worth P162
Million and about P 29 Million in transportation and service equipment, using a portion of the proceeds
from the Offer. These are intended to directly support EEI’s various projects that are on going, newly
awarded and potentially being awarded within 2022.
Leased Properties
The Company's headquarters is located on a 8,305 sqm land leased from EEI Retirement Fund Inc. On April
6, 2021, the Company and EEI Retirement Fund Inc. renewed the contract effective until December 31, 2021
subject to annual renewal at the option of the Company provided that for each and every renewal the
monthly rental shall be increased by 5% or such rate as may be agreed by the parties. The current monthly
rental for the leased premises is ₱6,205,312.85, inclusive of VAT.
The Company is also leasing a parcel of land in Tanza Cavite having an area of 95,102.84 sqm from EEI Realty
Corporation, The lease is valid for 3 years or until June 30, 2022, renewable for another 3 years at the option
of the EEI Realty Corporation. The monthly rental rate is ₱951,028.40, subject to an annual escalation at the
rate of 5% stating July 1, 2022 and every year thereafter. The leased premises is used by the Company for
purposes of storage and maintenance of machinery, heavy equipment and tools.
In addition to the foregoing, the Company also leases plots of land for some of its projects for temporary
field offices, lay down area and/ or workers’ barracks.
DEPENDENCE ON CUSTOMERS
The Company has a strong and relatively large and diversified customer base. However, as of June 30, 2021,
in terms of revenues San Miguel Corporation, the SM Group (SM Prime Holdings and SM Development
Corporation combined) and Federal Land Inc. each account for more than 10% of the Company’s total
construction revenues. While the Company believes that it maintains good relationship with each of the key
customers, any disagreement, contract cancellation, material claims or non-payment from any of foregoing
could adversely affect the business and financial condition of the Company.
However, while the Company may be adversely affected by the loss of any one of the key customers, it is
not dependent on any single customer or just a few customers for its business. Any person, natural or
juridical, who wants to build a plant, infrastructure, building, or any such similar structure, is a potential
customer. The Company does not exclusivity agreements with any customer and it treats all potential
customers the same way a valued customer should be treated.
INSURANCE
The nature of EEI’s business require it to secure and maintain multiple surety bonds, performance bonds,
contractor’s all risk insurance (CARI) and guarantee bonds simultaneously in compliance with contractual
requirements. In most of the contracts, proof of compliance is required prior to the issuance of a notice to
proceed.
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In general, a surety bond is secured to guarantee the repayment of the down payment, while a performance
bond is required to guarantee that EEI will perform the work as specified by the contract. The coverage of
these bonds is normally reduced as the project progresses and obligations are met. On the other hand,
subject to the customary deductibles and exclusions, the Company‘s CARI policy includes coverage for,
among other things, third party liability to the public and construction works and a guarantee bond is posted
to guarantee any defects, except those from ordinary wear and tear or not attributable to the Company,
that may occur within one (1) year from acceptance. A guarantee bond is obtained after complete turnover
of the project.
Aside from the foregoing, the Company has sufficient insurance coverage that is required by Philippine
regulations for real and personal property. It is, however, not covered by any business interruption
insurance.
The Company also has existing insurance coverage for its directors and officers for alleged wrongful acts in
their capacity as directors and officers. The directors and officers insurance is provided so that competent
professionals can serve as supervisors of organizations without fear of personal financial loss.
EMPLOYEES
As of June 30, 2021, the Company’s manpower count stands at:
Manpower
Officer
Manager
Staff/Supervisory
Rank and File - Monthly
Rank and File - Daily
Total

Regular

Project based

Total

41
236
1,859
246
385

16
92
1,900
682
14,229

57
328
3,759
928
14,614

2,767

16,919

19,686

The Company expects to hire approximately 1,961 employees within the next 12 months with the
breakdown as follows:
Manpower
Officer
Manager
Staff/Supervisory
Rank and File - Monthly
Rank and File - Daily
Total

Regular

Project based
0
0
0
375
0
375

0
0
0
0
1,586
1,586

Total
0
0
0
375
1,586
1,961

The Company’s rank and file employees belong to the EEI Progressive Workers Union affiliated with the
National Federation of Labor Unions (EEIPWU-NAFLU). Established in 1979, this labor union is the certified
exclusive bargaining agent of the Company’s rank and file employees. Another labor union, the EEI
Supervisory/Staff Employees Union (EEISSEU), an independent union which was established in 1993, is the
bargaining agent of the staff level and supervisory employees.
In 2018, EEI renewed the Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) for both Unions. The CBA for EEIPWUNAFLU was effective until May 30, 2021 while the CBA for the EEISSEU was effective until April 30, 2020.
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However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic and in accordance with the advisories of the national government,
CBA negotiations were deferred with the concurrence of both the Unions and Management.
The Company’s management has maintained good relations with its employees, and has not experienced
any strike or work stoppage for more than four (4) decades or since 1977.
The Company complies with the minimum employment benefits standards pursuant to Philippine labor
laws. As supplemental benefits, vacation leaves, sick leaves, bereavement leaves, burial assistance,
maternity assistance, annual cash gift, group life insurance, group personal accident insurance, educational
assistance, and retirement benefits are provided to employees, among others, subject to the Company’s
policies and procedures. In addition, the Company contracted Maxicare Healthcare Corporation, a health
maintenance organization, to address the healthcare needs of the Company’s officers, employees and their
dependents, if any. The contract has a term of one year, and is valid until November 10, 2021.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
As of the date of this Prospectus, the Company and its Subsidiaries owns the following trademark:
Registrant

Design mark/
logo

Registration No.

Trademark/
Intellectual
Property
EEI CORPORATION
1931 A YGC
MEMBER THE
POWER OF
SYNERGY

Status

Date of
application

Expiration
Date

Registered
April 4, 2021

June 2, 2020

April 4,
2031

EEI
Corporation

4/2020/00504976

EEI
Construction
& Marine, Inc.

4/2020/00504966

EEI CONSTRUCTION
& MARINE, INC.

Registered
April 4, 2021

June 2, 2020

April 4,
2031

EEI
Power
Corporation

4/2020/00504978

EEI POWER CORP
1993

Registered
Feb. 19, 2021

June 2, 2020

Feb. 19,
2031

Equipment
Engineers, Inc.

4/2020/00504968

EQUIPMENT
ENGINEERS, INC.

Registered
Feb. 19, 2021

June 2, 2020

Feb. 19,
2031

JP
Systems
Asia, Inc.

4/2020/00504974

JP SYSTEMS ASIA,
INC.

Registered
Feb. 5, 2021

June 2, 2020

Feb. 5, 2031

Gulf Asia
International
Corporation

4/2020/005049
71

GAIC

Registered
Dec. 18, 2020

June 2, 2020

Dec. 18,
2030

BiotechJP

4/2020/00504972

BIOTECHJP

Registered
Feb. 5, 2021

June 3, 2020

Feb. 5, 2031
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GAIC
Manpower
Services
Incorporated

4/2020/00504967

GAMSI

Registered
Feb. 19, 2021

June 1, 2020

Feb. 19,
2031

Equipment
Engineers,
Inc.

4/2021/00512183

No verbal elements

Registered
July 30, 2021

May 25, 2021

July 30,
2031

EEI Realty
Corporation

4/2020/00504965

EEI REALTY

For validation

June 3, 2020

n/a

EEI Energy
Solutions
Corporation

4/2021/00511985

EEI ENERGY
SOLUTIONS
CORPORATION

For validation

May 21, 2021

n/a

LearnJP

4/2020/00504975

LEARNJP

June 3, 2021

Feb 5, 2031

Shinbayaniha
n Heavy
Equipment
Corporation
(SHEC)

4/2020/00504977

SHINBAYANIHAN
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION

Registered
on Feb. 5,
2021
Registered
December
18, 2020

June 2, 2020

December
18, 2030

-

4/2021/00512394

ECARGA

Pending

May 26, 2021

n/a

-

4/2021/00512397

E-CARGA

Pending

May 26, 2021

n/a

-

4/2021/00512192

CARGA

Pending

May 25, 2021

n/a

Equipment
Engineers,
Inc.
Equipment
Engineers,
Inc.
Equipment
Engineers,
Inc.

The Company is also the owner of one domain name: https://www.eei.com.ph
The Company does not believe that its operations are dependent on any patent, trademark, copyright,
license, franchise, concession or royalty agreement.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
The Company constantly researches on the developments in construction and allied industries; undertakes
programs; studies new methodologies; and invests in innovative technologies, tools, equipment and
software, to improve its construction operations, business processes, and customer service.
Through its subsidiary, Equipment Engineers, Inc., EEI is also able to look into its supply chain and explore
possibilities of integrating upstream and downstream services into its operations, with the intention of
improving its product offering, and increasing productivity to better satisfy its clients. By scanning the
business landscape, the Company is also able to explore potential business opportunities in industries
outside of construction, such as digital logistics, renewable energy, and biotechnology. This aims to diversify
the EEI’s portfolio and make the Company recession-proof.
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The Company’s research and development expenses are not significant or material relative to the total costs
and revenues of the Company, and accounts for less than 1% of the revenue for the past three (3) years.
GOVERNMENT APPROVAL AND PERMITS
The Company has obtained and will obtain all such necessary and desirable government permits, consents,
and authorizations that may be required for the conduct and continuance of its business. The Company and
its Subsidiaries intend to continue to comply, in all material respects, with applicable regulations and law
which govern its various businesses.
At present, the licenses and permits of the Company and its Subsidiaries are:
EEI Corporation
License/Permit
Regular
Contractor’s
License
Business Permit
Permit to Use
Computerized
Accounting System
Environmental
Clearance
Certificate of
Registration
Certificate of
Registration
Certificate of
Registration
Certificate of
Membership
Mayor’s Permit

Issuing Regulatory
Body
Philippine Contractors
Accreditation Board
Quezon City
Bureau of Internal
Revenue
Task Force on Solid
Waste Collection
Cleaning and Disposal
Services Management
Bureau of Internal
Revenue
Pag-IBIG Fund (Home
Development Mutual
Fund)
Philippine Health
Insurance
Corporation
Social Security System

Business Permit

Municipality of Bauan,
Batangas
Makati City

Business Permit

City of Manila

Business Permit

Muntinlupa City

Mayor’s Permit

Municipality of Sison,
Pamgasinan
Municipality of Limay,
Bataan
Municipality of
Pullilan, Bulacan

Business Permit
Mayor’s Permit

License/
Permit No.
00333

Issue Date

Expiry Date

1 July 2021

30 June 2022

97-063108
1902_0124_
PTU_CAS_
000460
04-21-18942

3 May 2021
1 March 2019

31 December 2021
29 February 2024

30 April 2021

30 April 2022

TIN #
000-391-438
Pag-ibig ID#
201185930004

16 June 1994

n/a

29 May 2013

n/a

PHIC#
200474302363

09 May 2019

n/a

SSS#
03-0049100-5
MP# 1536

21 May 2004

n/a

20 January
2021
26 January
2021
29 January
2021
1 February
2021
4 February
2021
8 February
2021
2 February
2021

31 December 2021

BP# 07458
BP#2021016407
BP#2021-0010452
BP#2021-1131
BP#2021030806000-1100
MP# 2021-00655
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31 December 2021
31 December 2021
31 December 2021
31 December 2021
31 December 2021
31 December 2021

Mayor’s Permit

Business Permit
Mayor’s Permit

Municipality of
Tanauan, Batangas
Municipality of San
Ildefonso, Bulacan
Pasay City
Cebu City

Business Permit

Taguig City

Mayor’s Permit

MP# 21-2374

16 April 2021

31 December 2021

MP#2021-1408

19 July 2021

31 December 2021

OR#7554789
OR#2004776

16 July 2021
20 January
2021
19 July 2021

31 December 2021
31 December 2021

OR#A5241888

31 December 2021

EEI Limited
License/Permit
Business Permit

Issuing Regulatory
Body
British Virgin Islands

License/
Permit No.
200501

Issue Date

Expiry Date

25 September
1996

November 30,
2021

EEI Construction and Marine, Inc.
License/Permit
Business Permit

Issuing Regulatory
Body
Municipality of Silang

License/
Permit No.
2021-000884

Issue Date

Expiry Date

15 January 2021

Regular
Contractor’s
License

Philippine
Contractors
Accreditation Board

42285

31 May 2021

31 December
2021
30 June 2022

Issuing Regulatory
Body
Quezon City

License/Permit
No.
97-071877

Issue Date

Expiry Date

24 May 2021

31 December
2021

Issuing Regulatory
Body
Quezon City

License/Permit
No.
97-062277

Issue Date

Expiry Date

24 May 2021

Housing and Land
Use Regulatory Board

033045
(The Royal Parks at
Grosvenor Place)

10 January 2018

31 December
2021
n/a

License/Permit
No.
97-071944

Issue Date

Expiry Date

31 May 2021

31 December
2021

EEI Power Corporation
License/Permit
Business Permit
EEI Realty Corporation
License/Permit
Business Permit
License to Sell

Equipment Engineers, Inc.
License/Permit
Business Permit

Issuing Regulatory
Body
Quezon City
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JP Systems Asia, Inc.
License/Permit
Business Permit

Issuing Regulatory
Body
Quezon City

License/Permit
No.
17-002280

Issue Date

Expiry Date

19 May 2021

31 December
2021

Issuing Regulatory
Body
Quezon City

License/Permit
No.
20-001348

Issue Date

Expiry Date

19 May 2021

31 December
2021

Issue Date

Expiry Date

07 August 2018

06 August 2022

License/Permit
No.

Issue Date

Expiry Date

NCR-QCFO-DO1742021-05-0194

25 May 2021

May 25, 2023

Issuing Regulatory
Body
Quezon City

License/Permit
No.
20-008259

Issue Date

Expiry Date

08 February
2021

31 December
2021

Issuing Regulatory
Body
Philippine Economic
Zone Authority

License/Permit
No.
Cert# 16-014

Issue Date

Expiry Date

13 March 2020

n/a

LearnJP Corp.
License/Permit
Business Permit

Gulf Asia International Corporation
License/Permit
POEA License

Issuing Regulatory
Body
POEA

License/Permit
No.
POEA-198-LB092718-R

GAIC Manpower Services, Inc.
License/Permit
Certificate of
Registration

Issuing Regulatory
Body
Department of Labor
and EmploymentNCR

EEI Energy Solutions Corporation
License/Permit
Business Permit
BiotechJP Corporation
License/Permit
PEZA Registration

COST AND EFFECTS OF COMPLIANCE WITH ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS
EEI’s commitment to comply with environmental laws in 2020 was highlighted by its battle against COVID19. Since the onset of the pandemic, policies and protocols more aggressive than government prescriptions
have been researched, implemented, iterated and enhanced, all towards preventing the entry and
controlling the spread of the virus in the workplace, especially in locations and job sites where staff and
workers are accommodated. The Company did not scrimp on administrative and engineering interventions
necessary to protect the health and welfare of all employees.
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Due to government restrictions on business and construction activities, as well as general and localized
lockdowns imposed during the pandemic, general construction wastes, hazardous wastes, carbon emissions
and noise pollution were radically reduced. On the other hand, a different type of waste, such as medical
wastes, disinfectants, used face masks/shields, gloves, and untreated wastes materials emerged.
Despite the unfamiliar challenges posed by COVID-19, EEI steadfastly upheld and applied the principles
behind its Environmental Management System ISO 14001:2015. Compliance the standards of the
Department of Environment and Natural Resources – Environment Management Bureau (DENR-EMB), the
Laguna Lake Development Authority (LLDA) and other environmental agencies was never compromised.
The Company recognizes that environmental compliance has direct impact on its operations. In this regard,
it has appointed Pollution Control Officers to ensure that strict compliance with all environmental standards
and mitigate the environmental impact of construction activities. On an annual basis, operating expenses
incurred by the Company to comply with environmental laws are not significant or material relative to the
total revenue of the Company.
LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
As of June 30, 2021, the Company is a party to approximately 140 legal proceedings. Of these, about 66% to
73% are labor claims in various stages before the relevant and quasi-judicial and judicial tribunals. In general,
these cases are for illegal dismissal and other money claims which are not material. The Company is also a
party to several criminal cases. Most are criminal cases filed against employees and third-parties for theft,
qualified theft, estafa, reckless imprudence resulting to damages and the like but the Company’s directors
and/or officers are also a respondents in criminal cases such as syndicated estafa. In addition, the Company
is also involved in several civil cases such as for collections/sum of money and claims for damages. The
Company believes that these proceedings arose out of the ordinary course of business. As such, the Company
is of the opinion that they are not material to an evaluation of the ability or integrity of any of the directors
or executive officers involved.
Apart from the proceedings discussed above, to the best of the Company’s knowledge and belief, none of
the Company’s directors, nominees for election as director, or executive officers have in the five-year period
prior to the date of this Prospectus:(1) had any petition filed by or against any business of which such person
was a general partner or executive officer either at the time of the bankruptcy or within a two-year period
of that time; (2) have been convicted by final judgment in a criminal proceeding, domestic or foreign, or
have been subjected to a pending judicial proceeding of a criminal nature, domestic or foreign, excluding
traffic violations and other minor offenses; (3) have been the subject of any order, judgment, or decree, not
subsequently reversed, suspended or vacated, of any court of competent jurisdiction, domestic or foreign,
permanently or temporarily enjoining, barring, suspending or otherwise limiting their involvement in any
type of business, securities, commodities or banking activities; or (4) have been found by a domestic or
foreign court of competent jurisdiction (in a civil action), the SEC or comparable foreign body, or a domestic
or foreign exchange or other organized trading market or self-regulatory organization, to have violated a
securities or commodities law or regulation, such judgment having not been reversed, suspended, or
vacated.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Monitoring and evaluating compliance with the Revised Manual on Corporate Governance is a continuing
mandate and direction of the Corporation. Management continues to apprise itself of any relevant changes
in the Rules on Corporate Governance, and the company continues to amend its own internal Revised
Manual on Corporate Governance to reflect the changes and practices of the Corporation.
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The Corporation continues to adhere with all Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) directives as well
as all relevant Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE) circulars on corporate governance regulations. The Company
Revised Rules on Corporate Governance may be viewed at https://www.eei.com.ph/content/corporategovernance/governance.php#manual-on-cg. It has also established the Audit Committee, Corporate
Governance Committee, Risk Management Committee, Nominations Committee, Executive Committee,
Compensation & Stock Option Committee and Personnel Evaluation & Review Committee with the following
composition:
Audit Committee

Gregorio T. Yu
Medel T. Nera
Wilfrido E. Sanchez
Roberto F. De Ocampo
Juan Kevin G. Belmonte

Chairperson
Member
Member
Member
Member

Corporate Governance Committee

Renato C. Valencia
Gregorio T. Yu
Roberto F. De Ocampo

Chairperson
Member
Member

Risk Management Committee

Roberto F. De Ocampo
Juan Kevin G. Belmonte
Roberto Jose L. Castillo

Chairperson
Member
Member

Renato C. Valencia
Lorenzo V. Tan
Nominations Committee

Roberto Jose L. Castillo
Gregorio T. Yu
Wilfrido E. Sanchez

Executive Committee

Helen Y. Dee
Roberto F. De Ocampo
Medel T. Nera
Roberto Jose L. Castillo
Lorenzo V. Tan
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Member
Member
Chairperson
Member
Member
Chairperson
Member
Member
Member
Member

Compensation & Stock Option
Committee

Personnel Evaluation & Review
Committee

Helen Y. Dee

Chairperson

Roberto Jose L. Castillo
Medel T. Nera

Member
Member

Roberto F. De Ocampo

Member

Wilfrido E. Sanchez
Medel T. Nera
Gregorio T. Yu
Roberto Jose L. Castillo
Reynaldo J. Dizon

Chairperson
Member
Member
Member
Member

The Corporation also adheres to international principles on good corporate governance and practices, and
adopts a self-rating assessment and performance evaluation to determine the effectivity of its management.
In order to ensure transparency and full disclosure, the Corporation also included its Integrated Annual
Corporate Governance Report (IACGR) in its website, which may be viewed at
https://www.eei.com.ph/content/corporate-governance/governance.php#annual-cg.
Management continues to undertake regular conference and learning seminars in order to apprise itself of
the changes in governance and challenges being faced in the changing corporate landscape. All efforts
undertaken by the Corporation to ensure that its management are well informed and governance practices
are up to date are reflected in the IACGR.
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION
The following management’s discussion and analysis of the Company’s results of operations and financial
condition should be read in conjunction with the consolidated financial statements as of and for the year ended
December 31, 2020, 2019, 2018 and 2017 and unaudited interim condensed consolidated financial statements
of EEI Corporation and Subsidiaries as of and for six months ended June 30, 2021 and 2020.
The information below is not necessarily indicative of the results of future operations or financial condition of the
Company. In evaluating the Company’s business, investors should carefully consider all of the information
contained in “Risk Factors”.
On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization has declared COVID-19 outbreak a global pandemic. In a
move to contain the COVID-19 outbreak in the Philippines, the Office of the President of the Philippines issued
on March 13, 2020 a Memorandum directive to impose stringent social distancing measures in the National
Capital Region (“NCR”) effective March 15, 2020. On March 16, 2020, Presidential Proclamation No. 929 was
issued, declaring a State of Calamity throughout the Philippines for a period of six (6) months and imposed an
enhanced community quarantine (“ECQ”) throughout the island of Luzon until May 15, 2020.
The severity of the ECQ lockdown led to limitations in transportation and in-person gatherings, thereby causing
widespread disruptions in majority of companies. Like almost all affected businesses, EEI experienced a halt in
operations as construction activities were stopped for a period of time and the number of employees allowed
on site was limited. From the beginning of ECQ to the present, the government has been relegating the NCR
under community quarantine measures of varying severity depending on the number of new cases being closely
monitored daily. With the ongoing rollout of the national vaccination program that began on the first quarter
of 2021, it is expected that market activities in the Philippines will gradually improve throughout the year.
Six (6)-months’ ended June 30, 2021 vs. Six (6)-months’ ended June 30, 2020
Six Months
Ended June 30
In Thousand Pesos
2021

2020

Horizontal Analysis
Increase (Decrease)
Amount

%

Vertical Analysis
2021

2020

REVENUE FROM CONTRACTS WITH CUSTOMERS

8,545,486

6,976,863

1,568,623

22.5%

100.0%

100.0%

Construction contracts

7,917,262

6,464,578

1,452,684

22.5%

92.6%

92.7%

Services

359,654

420,800

(61,146)

-14.5%

4.2%

6.0%

Merchandise sales

261,537

88,409

173,128

195.8%

3.1%

1.3%

3,957

128.6%

0.1%

0.0%

Real estate sales
COSTS OF SALES AND SERVICE

7,033

3,076

7,511,858

7,523,226

(11,368)

-0.2%

87.9%

107.8%

GROSS PROFIT (LOSS)

1,033,628

(546,363)

1,579,991

-289.2%

12.1%

-7.8%

EQUITY IN NET EARNINGS (LOSSES) OF ASSOCIATES AND
JOINT VENTURES

390,420

356,680

33,740

9.4%

4.6%

5.1%

SELLING AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

700,097

697,854

2,243

0.3%

8.2%

10.0%

Interest expense

247,481

249,147

(1,666)

-0.7%

2.9%

3.6%

Foreign exchange gains losses (gains) – net

(15,566)

14,988

(30,554)

-203.9%

-0.2%

0.2%

231,916

264,136

(32,220)

-12.2%

2.7%

3.8%

FINANCE COSTS AND OTHER EXPENSES - Net
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Six Months
Ended June 30

Horizontal Analysis

In Thousand Pesos
2021
INTEREST INCOME

Increase (Decrease)

2020

Amount

%

Vertical Analysis
2021

2020

3,904

8,701

(4,797)

-55.2%

0.0%

0.1%

30,358

10,587

19,771

186.7%

0.4%

0.2%

526,298

(1,132,385)

1,658,683

-146.5%

6.2%

-16.2%

Current

37,506

-

37,506

100.0%

0.4%

0.0%

Deferred

164,733

(431,827)

596,560

-138.1%

1.9%

-6.2%

202,239

(431,827)

634,066

-146.8%

2.4%

-6.2%

324,059

(700,558)

1,024,617

-146.3%

3.8%

-10.0%

OTHER INCOME
INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE INCOME TAX
PROVISION FOR (BENEFIT FROM) INCOME TAX

NET INCOME (LOSS)

Results of Operations
During the second quarter of 2021, businesses began to gradually reopen and operations started to normalize.
This was brought about by the loosening of quarantine measures through the implementation of the more
lenient General Community (GCQ). The alarming increase in positive COVID-19 cases during the last week of
March 2021 had initially led to the enforcement of the strict Enhanced Community Quarantine (ECQ) in the NCR
and surrounding provinces. The ECQ persisted from March 29 until April 11, however unlike previous iterations
of the measure in 2020, some industries such as construction activities are allowed to operate under skeletal
work arrangements.
EEI’s construction activities are slowly picking up from the work stoppages and disruptions that it encountered
in 2020 due to the varying quarantine measures imposed by the government to contain the COVID-19 pandemic.
EEI and its subsidiaries continue to monitor the health of its employees and makes sure that the safety protocols
are implemented in the workplaces to minimize the transmission of the virus.
While not directly related to the Company’s current operating results but reflected in the bottom line, EEI had to
systematically write off P170.0 million of Deferred Tax Assets (“DTA”) due to the enactment of certain provisions
of the CREATE bill which reduced corporate income tax from 30% to 25%. This necessitated the adjustment in the
Company’s DTA and subsequent reduction in the Company’s PFRS Net Profit After Tax. The normalized effect
excluding this adjustment is a Net Profit After Tax of P 476.0 million for the period.
Revenues
EEI and its subsidiaries generated consolidated revenues amounting to ₱8.55 billion for the first half of 2021.
This is a 22.5% increase from consolidated revenues during the same period of 2020. The breakdown of the
consolidated revenues is presented in the table below.
Amounts in P’millions

Q2 2020

Q2 2021

Inc./(Dec.)

Construction contracts

6,465

7,917

1,452

421

360

(61)

88

262

174

3

7

4

6,977

8,546

1,568

Services
Merchandise sales
Real estate sales
Total Consolidated Revenues
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•

•
•
•

Revenue from construction contracts accounted for 92.6% of consolidated revenues, increased by 22.5% to
₱7.9 billion as operations began picking up as quarantine measures gradually loosened from the stringent
Modified Enhanced Community Quarantine at the end of March 2021 to the more lenient General Community
Quarantine beginning on May 13, 2021.
Revenue from services contributed 4.2% of consolidated revenues, decreased by 14.5% to ₱359.7 million due
to the decline in (1) the services rendered by EEI Power Corporation during the first 6 months of 2021, and (2)
the loss of sales from power generation resulting from the disposal of the Tagum power plant in 2020.
Revenue from merchandise sales accounted for 3.1% of consolidated revenues grew by 195.8% to ₱261.5
million as a result of the higher sales generated by EEI Power from the supply of electrical equipment to
subcontractors.
Revenue from real estate sales by EEI Realty accounted for 0.1% of consolidated revenues, which increased
mainly due to more sales of its housing projects.

Cost of sales and services
EEI's costs and expenses as of June 2021 were maintained at almost the same level as in the same period in 2020.
A minimal decrease of 0.2% was noted from ₱7.52 billion in the first half of 2020 to ₱7.51 billion as of the second
quarter of 2021. Movements in costs and expenses are mostly attributable to the movements in the revenues,
except for cost from construction contracts which declined despite the growth in revenues due to timing
difference between cost incurrence and recognition of revenues. The breakdown of costs and expenses are
presented below.
•
•
•
•

Costs from construction contracts slightly decreased by 1.4% to ₱7.0 billion from ₱7.1 billion.
Costs related to services decreased by 15.0% to ₱305.9 million from ₱359.7 million;
Costs related to merchandise sales increased by 182.3% to ₱226.1 million; and
Costs of Real Estate Sales increased by 129.4% to ₱3.9 million from ₱1.7 million.

Gross Profit and Gross Profit Margin
The Company registered a gross profit of ₱1.0 billion for the first half of 2021 owing to the higher revenues
brought about by the gradual opening of the economy due to the transition to less restrictive quarantine
measures used to contain the COVID-19 pandemic in contrast to the Enhanced Community Quarantine that was
applied for majority of the second quarter of 2020 which imposed strict restrictions in the
mobility/transportation of personnel and supplies. For comparison, EEI registered a gross loss of ₱546.4 million
for the first half of 2020.
Equity in net earnings of associates and joint venture
As of June 30, 2021, EEI registered equity in net earnings of associates and joint venture amounting to ₱390.4
million. This represents a 9.4% increase from ₱356.7 million in June 2020. EEI’s Equity Share in net earnings of
associates as of June 30, 2021 is presented in the table below.

Associate/ Joint Venture –
% Ownership
Associates
ARCC – 49%
PetroSolar – 44%
Joint Ventures
PetroWind – 20%

Equity in Net Earning (Loss) (in
=millions)
P
June 30, 2020
June 30, 2021

Inc/(Dec)

253.4
72.7

271.6
86.7

18.2
14.0

31.5

30.7

(0.8)
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SHEC – 40%
BEO DMC – 30%
SFTE JV (Subway) – 5%
Total

(1.0)
358.6

(0.0)
(0.0)
1.5
390.4

0.1
(0.0)
1.5
33.7

Selling and Administrative Expenses
Selling and administrative expenses remained at the same level as the previous year, only increasing by 0.3% to
₱700.1 million from ₱697.9 million as of June 30, 2020. The minimal increase is attributable to higher personnel
expenses, repairs and maintenance, supplies and others, which was partially offset by the decreases in
depreciation and amortization, taxes and licenses, professional fees, outside services, among others.
Finance Cost and Other Expenses - Net
This is composed of interest expense amounting to ₱247.5 million and foreign exchange gains - net of ₱15.6
million for the first half of 2021. The decrease in interest expense was minimal, declining by only ₱1.7 million or
0.7% compared to the same period in 2020. The decrease was due to lower interest rates on short-term bank
loans, which slightly offset increase in interest expense on long-term loans. Foreign exchange gains - net was
booked in June 2021 compared to the loss it incurred in June 2020 of ₱15.0 million owing to the volatility of
foreign exchange rates in 2020.
Interest income
Interest income in the first half of 2021 amounted to ₱3.9 million from ₱8.7 million in the same period last year.
The net decrease of ₱4.8 million or 55.2% was mainly due to the decline in the balance of interest-bearing
receivables.
Other income – net
Other income - net amounted to ₱30.4 million in June 2021 from ₱10.6 million in June 2020. The increase is
partially attributable to the dividend income from equity investments at FVOCI amounting to ₱22.9 million.
Income (Loss) Before Income Tax
For the first half of 2021, the Company registered an Income Before Income Tax equivalent to ₱526.3 million,
which is an improvement from the loss in the first half of 2020 of ₱1.1 billion.
Provision for (Benefit from) income tax
Due to the increased earnings by the Company as of June 30, 2021, EEI recognized a provision for income tax
amounting to ₱ 202.2 million, a sharp contrast to the ₱ 431.8 million benefit from income tax it booked in the
same period in 2020.
Net Income
Following the results of operations of the Company and its subsidiaries, the consolidated net income of ₱ 324.1
million was registered for the first 6 months of 2021, which is an improvement from the loss incurred in the first
6 months of 2020 of ₱ 700.6 million. This is equivalent to earnings per share of ₱0.32 for the first half of 2021.
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Financial Condition
June 30

December 31

Horizontal Analysis

2021

2020

Increase (Decrease)
Amount
%

In Thousand Pesos

Vertical Analysis
June 30 December 31
2021

2020

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents

1,065,259

1,332,363

(267,104)

-20.0%

4.0%

5.0%

Receivables – net

2,501,122

3,614,064

(1,112,942)

-30.8%

9.3%

13.4%

Contract assets – net

9,138,709

7,605,270

1,533,439

20.2%

34.0%

28.3%

Inventories

1,446,762

1,415,137

31,625

2.2%

5.4%

5.3%

Due from related parties

118,449

65,614

52,835

80.5%

0.4%

0.2%

1,026,870

1,905,386

(878,516)

-46.1%

3.8%

7.1%

15,297,173

15,937,834

(640,661)

-4.0%

56.9%

59.3%

Investments in associates and joint ventures

3,099,166

2,890,075

209,091

7.2%

11.5%

10.7%

Equity investments at fair value through other
comprehensive income (FVOCI)

1,075,028

1,031,570

43,458

4.2%

4.0%

3.8%

14,496

14,562

(66)

-0.5%

0.1%

0.1%

3,553,440

3,718,889

(165,449)

-4.4%

13.2%

13.8%

633,168

695,475

(62,307)

-9.0%

2.4%

2.6%

Other current assets
Total Current Assets
Noncurrent Assets

Investment properties
Property and equipment
Right-of-use assets
Deferred tax assets - net

1,286,053

1,471,146

(185,093)

-12.6%

4.8%

5.5%

Contract assets - net of current portion

988,047

978,481

9,566

1.0%

3.7%

3.6%

Other noncurrent assets

935,382

154,507

780,875

505.4%

3.5%

0.6%

11,584,781

10,954,706

630,075

5.8%

43.1%

40.7%

26,881,953

26,892,540

(10,587)

0.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Accounts payable and other current liabilities

6,470,739

6,742,428

(271,689)

-4.0%

24.1%

25.1%

Bank loans

5,767,250

5,015,000

752,250

15.0%

21.5%

18.6%

Current portion of long-term debt

2,236,411

2,302,998

(66,587)

-2.9%

8.3%

8.6%

Current portion of lease liabilities

100,830

99,583

1,247

1.3%

0.4%

0.4%

Current portion of contract liabilities

708,439

190,194

518,245

272.5%

2.6%

0.7%

30,525

23,444

7,081

30.2%

0.1%

0.1%

1,580

-

1,580

100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

15,315,774

14,373,648

942,126

6.6%

57.0%

53.4%

3,132,670

3,245,029

(112,359)

-3.5%

11.7%

12.1%

387,142

373,757

13,385

3.6%

1.4%

1.4%

Total Noncurrent Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current Liabilities

Income tax payable
Due to related parties
Total Current Liabilities
Noncurrent Liabilities
Long-term debt - net of current portion
Retirement liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities

99,823

90,388

9,435

10.4%

0.4%

0.3%

Lease liabilities - net of current portion

421,061

469,983

(48,922)

-10.4%

1.6%

1.7%

Contract liabilities - net of current portion

564,099

1,658,680

(1,094,581)

-66.0%

2.1%

6.2%

Other noncurrent liabilities

210,996

273,601

(62,605)

-22.9%

0.8%

1.0%

4,815,790

6,111,438

(1,295,648)

-21.2%

17.9%

22.7%

20,131,564

20,485,085

(353,521)

-1.7%

74.9%

76.2%

Total Noncurrent Liabilities
Total Liabilities
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June 30

December 31

Horizontal Analysis

2021

2020

Increase (Decrease)
Amount
%

In Thousand Pesos

Vertical Analysis
June 30 December 31
2021

2020

Equity
Capital stock

1,036,401

1,036,401

-

0.0%

3.9%

3.9%

Additional paid-in capital
Treasury stock

477,037
(3,721)

477,037
(3,721)

-

0.0%
0.0%

1.8%
0.0%

1.8%
0.0%

Other comprehensive income - net

441,601

422,725

18,876

4.5%

1.6%

1.6%

4,789,629

4,460,458

329,171

7.4%

17.8%

16.6%

6,740,949

6,392,901

348,048

5.4%

25.1%

23.8%

9,441

14,553

(5,112)

-35.1%

0.0%

0.1%

6,750,389

6,407,455

342,936

5.4%

25.1%

23.8%

26,881,953

26,892,540

(10,587)

0.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Retained earnings
Non-controlling interests
Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

In Thousand Pesos

Jun 2021

Dec 2020

Total assets

26,881,953

26,892,540

Less: Total liabilities

20,131,564

20,485,085

Net assets

6,750,389

6,407,455

Divide by: Issued common shares

1,036,401

1,036,401

6.51

6.18

Book value per share

The following are the material changes in account balances as of June 30, 2021 compared to full year December
31, 2020:
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents decreased by ₱267.1 million or by 20.0% due to the payment of maturing loans and
various suppliers and subcontractors.
Receivables - net
Receivables decreased by ₱1.1 billion or by 30.8% due to the collection of trade receivables from various
customers.
Contract assets - net
Contract assets – net is composed of unbilled production and retention receivables net of the contract deposits
on construction contracts. Contract assets - net increased by ₱1.5 billion or by 20.2%, the increase of which is
largely caused by construction works already performed by EEI owing to the level of improvement in the level of
production of the Company and its subsidiaries during the first half 2021.
Due from related parties
Due from related parties grew by ₱52.8 million or by 80.5% as a result of higher billings for services rendered by
EEI and subsidiaries to various companies under YGC.
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Other current assets
Other current assets decreased by ₱878.5 million or by 46.1% primarily due to the decrease in advances to
suppliers and subcontractors and creditable withholding taxes.
Investment in associates and joint ventures
Investment in associates and joint ventures increased by ₱209.1 million or by 7.2%. The increase is mainly
attributable to the Company’s share in net earnings from ARCC, PetroSolar, PetroWind, and SFTE of ₱271.6
million, ₱86.7 million, ₱30.7 million, and ₱1.5 million, respectively and cumulative translation adjustments of
₱79.0 million on ARCC. This was partially offset by a return on investment from ARCC of ₱190.5 million.
Right-of-use assets
Right-of-use assets decreased by ₱62.3 million or by 9.0% due to amortization of the right-of-use asset.
Deferred tax assets - net
Deferred tax assets - net decreased by ₱185.0 million or by 12.6%. This is primarily due to the remeasurement of
deferred tax assets following the enactment of certain provisions of the CREATE bill which reduced corporate
income tax rate from 30.0% to 25.0%.
Other noncurrent assets
Other noncurrent assets increased by ₱780.9 million or by 505.4% primarily due to the increase in creditable
withholding taxes.
Bank loans
Bank loans increased by ₱752.3 million or by 15.0% due to the net effect of new availments of ₱5.4 billion and
payments of ₱4.6 billion.
Current portion of contract liabilities
The increase in the current portion of contract liability by ₱518.2 million or by 272.5% was due to the
reclassification of noncurrent contract liabilities to current for projects that are expected to be completed within
12 months from the balance sheet date of June 30, 2021.
Income tax payable
Income tax payable increased by ₱7.1 million or by 30.2% due to higher taxable income.
Due to related parties
Due to related parties increased by ₱1.6 million or by 100.0% due to services rendered by related parties to EEI
and subsidiaries.
Deferred tax liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities increased by ₱9.4 million or by 10.4%. The increase was attributable to the tax effect of fair
value gain on equity investments at FVOCI.
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Lease liabilities – net of current portion
Lease liability - net of current portion decreased by ₱48.9 million or by 10.4% due to the amortization of the
liability as a result of passage of time.
Contract liabilities – net of current portion
Contract liabilities - net of current portion decreased by ₱1.1 billion or by 66.0% primarily due to the application
of contract deposits against progress billings, and due to reclassification of noncurrent contract liability to current
for projects that are expected to be completed within 12 months from the balance sheet date of June 30, 2021.
Other noncurrent liabilities
Other noncurrent liabilities decreased by ₱62.6 million or by 22.9% due to the reclassification of retention payable
to current portion.
Retained earnings
Retained earnings increased by ₱329.1 million or by 7.4% due to the higher income realized during the period by
the Company and its subsidiaries.
Non-controlling interests
Non-controlling interests decreased by ₱5.1 million or by 35.1% due to the share in the results of operations
attributable to Non-controlling interests.
Twelve-months’ ended December 31, 2020 vs. Twelve-months’ ended December 31, 2019
Years Ended December 31
In Thousand Pesos

2020

2019

Horizontal Analysis

Vertical Analysis

Increase (Decrease)
Amount
%

2020

2019

REVENUE FROM CONTRACTS WITH CUSTOMERS

13,881,319

23,581,877

(9,700,558)

-41.1%

100.0%

100.0%

Construction contracts

12,940,917

21,866,831

(8,925,914)

-40.8%

93.2%

92.7%

Services

595,986

669,812

(73,825)

-11.0%

4.3%

2.8%

Merchandise sales

187,976

476,827

(288,851)

-60.6%

1.4%

2.0%

Power generation

13,991

348,841

(334,850)

-96.0%

0.1%

1.5%

32,735

87,900

(55,164)

-62.8%

0.2%

0.4%

Others
COSTS OF SALES AND SERVICE

109,714

131,667

(21,953)

-16.7%

0.8%

0.6%

16,093,667

20,600,292

(4,506,625)

-21.8%

115.9%

87.4%

GROSS PROFIT (LOSS)

(2,212,348)

2,981,586

(5,193,934)

-174.2%

-15.9%

12.6%

980,867

346,253

634,614

183.3%

7.1%

1.5%

1,696,612

1,446,652

249,960

17.3%

12.2%

6.1%

466,243
46,584

564,166
35,357

(97,923)
11,227

-17.4%
31.8%

3.4%
0.3%

2.4%
0.1%

512,826

599,523

(86,697)

-14.5%

3.7%

2.5%

Real estate sales

EQUITY IN NET EARNINGS (LOSSES) OF ASSOCIATES
AND JOINT VENTURES
SELLING AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
FINANCE COSTS AND OTHER EXPENSES - Net
Interest expense
Foreign exchange gains losses (gains) – net
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Years Ended December 31
In Thousand Pesos
INTEREST INCOME
OTHER INCOME
INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE INCOME TAX
PROVISION FOR (BENEFIT FROM) INCOME TAX
Current
Deferred
NET INCOME (LOSS)

2020

Horizontal Analysis
Increase (Decrease)
Amount
%
(10,663)
-38.6%
(122,849)
-64.9%

2019

16,955
66,405

27,618
189,254

(3,357,558)

1,498,535

(4,856,093)

44,352
(1,329,743)
(1,285,391)

320,421
22,786
343,207

(2,072,166)

1,155,328

Vertical Analysis
2020

2019

0.1%
0.5%

0.1%
0.8%

-324.1%

-24.2%

6.4%

(276,069)
(1,352,529)
(1,628,598)

-86.2%
-5935.8%
-474.5%

0.3%
-9.6%
-9.3%

1.4%
0.1%
1.5%

(3,227,494)

-279.4%

-14.9%

4.9%

Results of Operations
As the Philippine government implemented quarantine measures to contain the spread of the COVID-19 virus,
majority of industries had to adopt stringent health guidelines and protocols to ensure the safety of their
stakeholders and resume their business activities.
Like most other companies in the construction industry, EEI’s operations were greatly affected as projects were
put on hold and operations were completely halted during the ECQ period that was initially implemented in
March 2020. Much of the ECQ lockdown was concentrated in the NCR area and in the surrounding province
wherein EEI’s headquarters and majority of its infrastructure projects are located. During this window,
manpower in constructions sites was curtailed given the universal social-distancing measures. Because of this,
EEI’s production was deferred for three months resulting to delayed construction activities during the period.
Although operations slowly normalized when it resumed in June under General Community Quarantine (“GCQ”)
guidelines, the Company’s operating capacity at its projects hovered only within the 50% to 70% range.
To address the uncertainty brought about by the implementation of ECQ to EEI’s employees and workers, the
Company decided to invest in the health and well-being of its workforce by paying salaries to all its workers and
personnel and building facilities to house its project workers during the lockdown period. To ensure the safety
of its personnel in all of its worksites, EEI has pledged to observe and continue the various health measures it
had initially put in place until the threat of COVID-19 is eradicated.
Below is the discussion of the Company’s financial performance for the year ended December 31, 2020 versus
December 31, 2019.
Revenue
Amidst the work stoppages and challenges brought about by the pandemic, EEI and its subsidiaries generated
consolidated revenues amounting to ₱13.9 billion in 2020. This however, is a 41.1% decline from 2019
consolidated revenues of ₱23.6 billion. The breakdown of the consolidated revenues is presented in the table
below.
Amounts in P’millions
Construction contracts
Manpower services
Merchandise sales
Power generation
Real estate sales
Others
Total Consolidated Revenues

2019
21,867
670
477
349
88
132
23,583
118

2020
12,941
596
188
14
33
110
13,882

Inc./(Dec.)
(8,926)
(74)
(289)
(335)
(55)
(22)
(9,701)

•
•
•
•

•
•

Revenue from construction contracts accounted for 93.2% of consolidated revenues, decreased by 40.8% to
₱12.9 billion as operations slowed down due to the lockdowns and limited maximum working capacity.
Revenue from manpower services contributed 4.3% of consolidated revenues, likewise decreased by 11.0%
to ₱596.0 million due to the decrease in sales from manpower operations of Gulf Asia International
Corporation (“GAIC”).
Revenue from merchandise sales accounted for 1.4% of consolidated revenues, shrank by 60.6% to ₱188.0
million as a result of the decrease in sales of EEI's trading subsidiary, Equipment Engineers, Inc. (“EE”), to
the construction sector.
Revenues from power generation dropped to ₱14.0 million from ₱348.8 million due to (a) lower energy
services offered by EEI Power Corporation, and (b) the divestment of its wholly owned 15MW Heavy Fuel
Oil Peaking Power Plant in Tagum Davao del Norte sometime in February 2020. This is in line with EEI Power
Corporation’s commitment towards environmental stewardship through the utilization and deployment of
clean and sustainable energy.
Revenue from real estate sales by EEI Realty accounted for 0.2% of consolidated revenues, decreased by
62.8% to ₱32.7 million mainly due to the decline in sales in its housing projects.
Lastly, Others pertain to specialty works of EE, and rental, supply, design, assembly of scaffolds by JPSAI, and
agency fees earned from deploying manpower overseas. Others went down by 16.7% due to reduction in
service fees of EE.

Cost of sales and services
EEI's costs and expenses decreased by 21.8% from ₱20.6 billion in 2019 to ₱16.1 billion in 2020, with all
categories closely matching the corresponding decreases in revenue.
•

Costs of services decreased by 21.5% to ₱15.9 billion. This includes costs relating to construction contracts.
The decrease in costs of services is attributable to lower personnel expenses, materials, depreciation and
amortization, and others. Below is the breakdown of cost of services:
Amounts in P millions
Personnel expenses
Equipment costs and others
Materials
Depreciation and amortization
Others
Total

•
•

2019
6,912
5,445
7,248
622
33
20,259

2020
3,182
7,313
4,837
556
14
15,902

Costs related to merchandise sales decreased by 39.7% to ₱168.8 million; and
Costs of Real Estate Sales decreased by 63.1% to ₱22.5 million.

For 2020, EEI continued to incur fixed project overheads such as depreciation & amortization expenses and
rental expenses during the ECQ period, which amounted to ₱ 95.1 million and 223.4 million.
Gross Profit (Loss)
The Company registered a gross loss of ₱2.2 billion for the year as a result of the lower revenues brought about
by the Covid-19 pandemic in contrast to the fixed project overhead expenses incurred by the Company during
the year.
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Equity in net earnings of associates and joint venture
In 2020, EEI registered equity in net earnings of associates and joint venture amounting to ₱980.9 million from
investments in associates and joint ventures. This represents a 183.3% increase from 2019 income of ₱346.3
million. EEI’s Equity Share in net earnings of associates from 2019 to 2020 is presented in the table below.
Associate/ Joint Venture

Equity in Net Earnings (Loss) (in
=millions)
P
2019
2020

Associates
ARCC
PetroSolar
Joint Ventures
PetroWind
SFTE JV (Subway)
Others
Total

Inc/(Dec)

213.1
87.6

740.8
182.0

527.7
94.4

46.4
(0.8)
346.3

55.4
4.2
(1.5)
980.9

9
4.2
(2.3)
633.6

The Company recorded ₱182 million and ₱55.4 million equity share in net earnings from its investments in
PetroSolar Corporation (“PetroSolar”) and PetroWind Energy Inc. (“PetroWind”), respectively in 2020. On the
other hand, equity in earnings of Al Rushaid Construction Company, Ltd. (“ARCC”) in Saudi Arabia amounted to
₱740.8 million in 2020, a 248% increase from the ₱213.1 million in 2019 due to continued robust construction
activities and the acquisition of contracts from major Engineering, Procurement, and Construction companies.
Others include Shinbayanihan Heavy Equipment Corporation (“SHEC”), and BEO Distribution and Marketing
Corporation (“BEO DMC”).
Selling and administrative expenses
Selling and administrative expenses increased by 17.3% to ₱1.7 billion for the year ended December 31, 2020
due to a rise in personnel related expenses as a result of incremental manpower headcount and retirement
expenses, provision for expected credit losses and higher depreciation expense. This increase was partially
offset by a reduction in expenses in transportation & travelling, training and office supplies driven by fewer
corporate activities as a result of lockdowns that limited mobility and office arrangements.
EEI and subsidiaries’ lockdown-related costs in 2020 for the year amounted to ₱1.027 billion.
Finance Costs and Other Expenses - Net
This is composed of interest expense amounting to ₱466.2 million, and foreign exchange losses amounting to
₱46.6 million for the year ended December 31, 2020. The decrease in interest expense of =P97.9 million or
17.4% compared to last year was due to lower borrowing rates in 2020 of 3.5%-5.5% compared to the 2019
rates of 3.4%-6.25%. Foreign exchange losses, on the other hand, increased by ₱11.2 million from ₱35.4 million
in 2019.
Interest income
Interest income in 2020 amounted to P
=17.0 million from P
=27.6 million in the same period last year. The net
decrease of P
=10.7 million or 38.6% was mainly due to the decline in interest-bearing trade receivables from
clients and lower average balance of the loan owed by EEI Retirement Fund Inc.
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Other income - net
Other income consists of gain or losses on disposal of investment properties and property and equipment, rent
income, gain on sale of scrap, tax refund/discount, dividend income, among others. For the year ended December
31, 2020, other income decreased by P
=122.8 million or 64.9% mainly due to lower gain on sale of fixed assets
from P
=97.4 million in 2019 to P
=7.3 million in 2020 and decrease in dividend income from P
=53.4 million in 2019
to P
=37.1 million in 2020.
Income (Loss) Before Income Tax
In 2020, the Company registered a Loss Before Income Tax equivalent to P
=3.4 billion.
Provision for (Benefit from) income tax
Due to the loss incurred by the Company during the year, EEI booked a benefit from income tax amounting to P
=1.3
billion in 2020.
Net Income (Loss)
The Company registered a consolidated net loss of ₱2.1 billion for the year ended December 31, 2020 due to the
hampered performance of EEI’s domestic operations brought about by the Covid-19 pandemic. EEI registered a
loss per share of ₱1.97 for the year ended December 31, 2020.
Financial Condition
December 31
In Thousand Pesos

Horizontal Analysis
Increase (Decrease)
Amount
%

Vertical Analysis

2020

2019

2020

2019

Cash and cash equivalents

1,332,363

1,156,206

176,157

15.2%

5.0%

4.1%

Receivables – net

3,614,064

4,245,889

(631,825)

-14.9%

13.4%

15.1%

Contract assets – net

7,605,270

9,483,494

(1,878,224)

-19.8%

28.3%

33.8%

Inventories

1,415,137

1,743,758

(328,621)

-18.8%

5.3%

6.2%

ASSETS
Current Assets

Due from related parties

65,614

82,712

(17,098)

-20.7%

0.2%

0.3%

1,905,386

1,510,662

394,724

26.1%

7.1%

5.4%

15,937,834

18,222,722

(2,284,888)

-12.5%

59.3%

65.0%

Investments in associates and joint ventures

2,890,075

2,654,533

235,542

8.9%

10.7%

9.5%

Equity investments at fair value through other
comprehensive income (FVOCI)

1,031,570

1,055,688

(24,118)

-2.3%

3.8%

3.8%

Other current assets
Total Current Assets
Noncurrent Assets

Investment properties
Property and equipment
Right-of-use assets

14,562

15,231

(669)

-4.4%

0.1%

0.1%

3,718,889

4,423,325

(704,436)

-15.9%

13.8%

15.8%

695,475

809,684

(114,209)

-14.1%

2.6%

2.9%

1,471,146

116,760

1,354,386

1160.0%

5.5%

0.4%

Contract assets - net of current portion

978,481

493,848

484,633

98.1%

3.6%

1.8%

Other noncurrent assets

154,507

254,998

(100,491)

-39.4%

0.6%

0.9%

10,954,706

9,824,068

1,130,638

11.5%

40.7%

35.0%

26,892,540

28,046,790

(1,154,250)

-4.1%

100.0%

100.0%

Deferred tax assets - net

Total Noncurrent Assets
TOTAL ASSETS
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December 31
In Thousand Pesos

Horizontal Analysis
Increase (Decrease)

2020

2019

Accounts payable and other current liabilities

6,742,428

6,664,628

77,800

Bank loans

5,015,000

5,905,000

Current portion of long-term debt

2,302,998

Current portion of lease liabilities

99,583

Vertical Analysis
2020

2019

1.2%

25.1%

23.8%

(890,000)

-15.1%

18.6%

21.1%

1,285,714

1,017,284

79.1%

8.6%

4.6%

95,244

4,339

4.6%

0.4%

0.3%

190,194

903,831

(713,637)

-79.0%

0.7%

3.2%

23,444

42,615

(19,171)

-45.0%

0.1%

0.2%

-

126,417

(126,417)

-100.0%

0.0%

0.5%

14,373,648

15,023,450

(649,802)

-4.3%

53.4%

53.6%

3,245,029

1,436,071

1,808,958

126.0%

12.1%

5.1%

Retirement liabilities

373,757

299,857

73,900

24.6%

1.4%

1.1%

Deferred tax liabilities

90,388

93,015

(2,627)

-2.8%

0.3%

0.3%

Amount

%

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current Liabilities

Current portion of contract liabilities
Income tax payable
Due to related parties
Total Current Liabilities
Noncurrent Liabilities
Long-term debt - net of current portion

Lease liabilities - net of current portion
Contract liabilities - net of current portion
Other noncurrent liabilities
Total Noncurrent Liabilities
Total Liabilities

469,983

559,093

(89,110)

-15.9%

1.7%

2.0%

1,658,680

1,820,243

(161,563)

-8.9%

6.2%

6.5%

273,601

210,283

63,318

30.1%

1.0%

0.7%

6,111,438

4,418,563

1,692,875

38.3%

22.7%

15.8%

20,485,085

19,442,013

1,043,072

5.4%

76.2%

69.3%

1,036,401

1,036,401

-

0.0%

3.9%

3.7%

477,037

477,037

-

0.0%

1.8%

1.7%

Equity
Capital stock
Additional paid-in capital
Treasury stock
Other comprehensive income - net
Retained earnings
Non-controlling interests
Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

(3,721)

(3,721)

-

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

422,725

547,759

(125,034)

-22.8%

1.6%

2.0%

4,460,458

6,506,518

(2,046,060)

-31.4%

16.6%

23.2%

6,392,901

8,563,995

(2,171,094)

-25.4%

23.8%

30.5%

14,553

40,782

(26,229)

-64.3%

0.1%

0.1%

6,407,455

8,604,777

(2,197,324)

-25.5%

23.8%

30.7%

26,892,540

28,046,790

(1,154,250)

-4.1%

100.0%

100.0%

As of December 31, 2020, EEI's total assets stood at ₱26.9 billion, 4.1% lower than its 2019 year-end position
of ₱28.0 billion. Current Assets accounted for 59.3% of Total Assets, which declined by 12.5% from ₱18.2
billion in 2019 to ₱15.9 billion in 2020. The decline in Current Assets was due to the lower contract assets,
receivables and inventories as a result of the stoppage in operations brought about by the lockdown and
quarantine measures implemented in 2020 to address the Covid-19 pandemic. Noncurrent Assets on the other
hand grew in 2020 to ₱11.0 billion from ₱9.8 billion in 2019. The increase in Noncurrent Assets was
attributable to increase in investments in associates and JVs, deferred tax assets, and other noncurrent assets,
which offset decreases in property and equipment and right of use assets.
In 2020, EEI’s total liabilities increased by 5.4% to ₱20.5 billion from ₱19.4 billion in 2019. Current Liabilities
accounted for 70.2% of Total Liabilities, which declined by 4.3% in 2020. The decrease in Current Liabilities
was attributable to the decrease in bank loans and current portion of contract liability, which offset the
increases in current portion of long-term debt and account payable and other current liabilities. Noncurrent
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Liabilities on the other hand increased by 38.3% in 2020 primarily due to the new availments of long-term
debt.
As of December 31, 2020, the Company’s Total Equity decreased by 25.5% to ₱6.4 billion from ₱8.6 billion in
2019, which was mainly attributed to the net loss incurred in 2020. For the year 2020, the Company's book
value per share was computed at ₱6.18, lower than the computed book value per share in 2019 of ₱8.30.
In Thousand Pesos

2020

Total assets
Less: Total liabilities

2019

26,892,540
20,485,085

28,046,790
19,442,013

Net assets

6,407,455

8,604,777

Divide by: Issued common shares

1,036,401

1,036,401

6.18

8.30

Book value per share

The following discussion presents the material changes in EEI’s balance sheet account balances:
Cash and cash equivalents
The net increase of ₱176.2 million or 15.2% was largely due to the net proceeds from the availments of
bank loans and collection of trade receivables from various clients.
Receivables - net
The decrease of ₱631.8 million or 14.9% was due to collected receivables from various customers from
infrastructure and electromechanical projects. EEI and its subsidiaries also processed lower billings for all local
projects as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic that affected their production activities.
Contract assets - net
Contract assets – net is composed of unbilled production and retention receivables net of the contract deposits
on construction contracts. The 19.8% decrease in this account from ₱9.5 billion in 2019 to ₱7.6 billion in 2020
was largely caused by low production in construction works due to the Covid-19 pandemic restrictions and
changes in the estimate of the variable component of the transaction price of contracts.
Inventories
Inventories went down by ₱328.6 million or 18.8% due to limited production activities and lower purchases of
construction materials compared to the previous year.
Due from related parties
The net decrease of ₱17.1 million or 20.7% from ₱82.7 million in 2019 to ₱65.6 million in 2020 was a result of
the reduction in the volume of services rendered by EEI and subsidiaries to various companies under YGC .
Other current assets
Other current assets grew by 26.1% in 2020 to ₱1.9 billion from ₱1.5 billion in 2019. The net growth in other
current assets was primarily due to the increase in unused creditable withholding taxes with a balance at the end
of the year of ₱685.6 million compared to ₱349.2 million in 2019.
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Investments in associates and joint ventures
Investments in associates and joint ventures increased to ₱2.9 billion in 2020 from ₱2.7 billion in 2019 as a result
of the stable and improving performance of EEI’s diversified business ventures, particularly ARCC, PetroSolar
(“PSOC”) and PetroWind (“PWEI”). Below presents the breakdown of the movements in investments in
associates and joint ventures as of December 31, 2020:
(Amounts in ₱ millions )

PWEI

SHEC

182.0

55.4

(1.3)

(0.3)

4.2

980.9

-

(55.0)

(20.0)

-

-

-

(75.0)

Other comprehensive income
Additional investment

(14.2)
-

(0.2)
-

0.1
-

-

0. 5

-

(14.3)
0. 5

Return of investment
Equity in cumulative translation
adjustment

(576.0)

-

-

-

-

(576.0)

63.2

-

-

-

-

63.2

Equity share in net earnings (losses)
Dividends

ARCC

PSOC

740.8

-

BEO

SFTE JV

Total

Property and equipment – net
Property and equipment – net amounted to ₱3.7 billion in 2020, a decrease of ₱704.4 million or 15.9% from
₱4.4 billion in 2019. The decrease was due to the combined effect of lower amount of machinery tools and
construction equipment, and depreciation, which offset the increases in other PPE accounts. The Company
disposed some of its machinery, tools, construction and transportation equipment during the year.
Right-of-use asset
Right-of-use asset pertains to amount of lease liabilities recognized, initial direct costs incurred and lease
payments made for leased properties, and office spaces. It declined by ₱114.2million or 14.1% in 2020 resulting
from the net effect of additional leases amounting to ₱19.3 million and amortization totalling ₱133.5 million in
2020.
Deferred tax assets - net
The significant increase in deferred tax assets-net was mainly driven by the recognition of DTA from NOLCO
amountingto ₱1.3 billion in 2020. As of December 31, 2020, deferred tax assets – net amounted to ₱1.5 billion
from ₱116.8 million as of December 31, 2019.
Contracts assets – net of current portion
The spike of ₱484.6 million or 98.1% in contracts assets – net of current portion in 2020 is mainly
attributed to the retention receivables from major infrastructure projects such as MRT 7 and Skyway projects.
As of December 31, 2020, contract assets – net of current portion amounted to ₱978.5 million
Other noncurrent assets
Other noncurrent assets declined by ₱100.5 million or 39.4% in 2020 due to the amortization of deferred input
VAT amounting to ₱30.9 million and the conversion to current assets of interest-bearing receivables nearing
maturity totaling ₱71.7 million.
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Although, bank loans declined by 15% to ₱5.0 billion in 2020 as more repayments were made, the current
portion of long-term debt increased by 79% to ₱2.3 billion in 2020as loan availments exceeded the payments.
The noncurrent portion of long-term debt increased by 126% as a result of the availment of new loans, while
the noncurrent portion of contract liabilities decreased by 8.9% to ₱1.7 billion. The Company’s Total debt as a
whole rose to ₱ 10.56 billion (composed of bank loans of ₱5.02 billion, current portion of long term debt of ₱
2.30 billion and long term debt net of current portion of ₱3.24 billion as at December 31, 2020), a 22.4% increase
equivalent to ₱ 1.94 billion.
Bank loans
Bank loans declined by ₱890 million or 15.1% to ₱5.0 billion in 2020 from ₱5.9 b illion in 2019 as the Company
paid off short term debt.
Current portion of long-term debt
The current portion of long-term debt amounted to ₱2.3 billion in 2020, an increase of ₱1.0 billion or 79.1% as
the Company made loan availments amounting to ₱1.4 billion, which is partially offset by the payments
amounting to ₱0.4 billion.
Current portion of lease liability
The increase in current portion of lease liability of ₱4.3 million or 4.6% in 2020 was driven mainly by the addition
of new lease contracts.
Current portion of contract liability
Current portion of contract liability dropped by ₱713.6 million or 79.0% in 2020 due to the application of
contract deposits against progress billings for work done during the year.
Income tax payable
Income tax payable decreased by 45.0% as a result of lower taxable income for 2020 compared to the taxable
income in 2019.
Due to related parties
The decrease of ₱126.4 million or 100% in due to related parties in 2020 was mainly due to the settlement of
the liability of EEI Limited to ARCC.
Long-term debt – net of current portion
The increase in long-term debt – net of current portion of ₱1.8 billion or 126.0% in 2020 is due to the net
impact of the ₱2.7 billion loan availment and ₱0.9 billion payment of maturing loans.
Retirement liabilities
The increase ₱73.9 million or 24.6% in 2020 in retirement liabilities was the combined effect of retirement
expense for the year 2020 amounting to ₱138.3 million and remeasurement losses of ₱82.1 million, net of the
contributions to the fund amounting to ₱146.5 million.
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Lease liability – net of current portion
The lease liability – net of current portion decreased by ₱89.1 million or 15.9% in 2020 due to the amortization
of lease liability for Manggahan, Tanza, and various project lease contracts.
Contract liabilities – net of current portion
The contract liabilities – net of current portion are composed primarily of advance payments received for
projects with completion dates beyond one year after balance sheet date. This account decreased by ₱161.6
million or 8.9% to ₱1.7 billion in 2020 due to contract liabilities being reclassified as current.
Other noncurrent liabilities
Other noncurrent liabilities pertain to non-current retention payables. The increase of ₱63.3 million or 30.1%
in 2020 was due to additional retention on progress billings of subcontractors.
Other Comprehensive Income
The decline in other comprehensive income of 22.8% (or ₱125.0 million) in 2020 was due to decreases in (a)
remeasurement losses on retirement liability of ₱71.7 million, (b) cumulative translation adjustment of ₱41.8
million, and (c) fair value reserve of equity investments at FVOCI of ₱11.6 million. Remeasurement losses on
retirement liability pertains to actuarial losses on the valuation of the retirement obligation, net of tax.
Cumulative transaction adjustments pertain to translation adjustment of EEI Limited whose functional
currency is USD.
Retained Earnings
The significant decrease of ₱2 billion or 31% in 2020 in retained earnings was due to the net loss incurred.
Twelve-months’ ended December 31, 2019 vs. Twelve-months’ ended December 31, 2018
Results of Operations
Years Ended December 31
In Thousand Pesos

Horizontal Analysis
Increase (Decrease)
Amount
%

Vertical Analysis
2019

2018

2019

2018

REVENUE FROM CONTRACTS WITH CUSTOMERS

23,581,877

22,147,421

1,434,456

6.5%

100.0%

100.0%

Construction contracts

21,866,831

20,660,734

1,206,097

5.8%

92.7%

93.3%

Services

669,812

625,827

43,985

7.0%

2.8%

2.8%

Merchandise sales

476,827

209,575

267,253

127.5%

2.0%

0.9%

Power generation

348,841

411,113

(62,272)

-15.1%

1.5%

1.9%

Real estate sales
Others
COSTS OF SALES AND SERVICE
GROSS PROFIT (LOSS)
EQUITY IN NET EARNINGS (LOSSES) OF ASSOCIATES
AND JOINT VENTURES
SELLING AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

87,900

63,238

24,662

39.0%

0.4%

0.3%

131,667

176,934

(45,267)

-25.6%

0.6%

0.8%

20,600,292

19,298,755

1,301,537

6.7%

87.4%

87.1%

2,981,586

2,848,666

132,920

4.7%

12.6%

12.9%

346,253

(126,507)

472,760

-373.7%

1.5%

-0.6%

1,446,652

1,575,764

(129,112)

-8.2%

6.1%

7.1%
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Years Ended December 31
In Thousand Pesos

Horizontal Analysis
Increase (Decrease)
Amount
%

Vertical Analysis

2019

2018

2019

2018

564,166

299,520

264,646

88.4%

2.4%

1.4%

35,357

(53,132)

88,489

-166.5%

0.1%

-0.2%

599,523

246,388

353,135

143.3%

2.5%

1.1%

27,618

34,982

(7,364)

-21.1%

0.1%

0.2%

189,254

28,950

160,304

553.7%

0.8%

0.1%

1,498,535

963,938

534,597

55.5%

6.4%

4.4%

Current

320,421

402,239

(81,818)

-20.3%

1.4%

1.8%

Deferred

22,786

32,728

(9,942)

-30.4%

0.1%

0.1%

343,207

434,967

(91,760)

-21.1%

1.5%

2.0%

1,155,328

528,971

626,357

118.4%

4.9%

2.4%

FINANCE COSTS AND OTHER EXPENSES - Net
Interest expense
Foreign exchange gains losses (gains) – net

INTEREST INCOME
OTHER INCOME
INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE INCOME TAX
PROVISION FOR (BENEFIT FROM) INCOME TAX

NET INCOME (LOSS)

Revenue
In 2019, EEI’s consolidated revenues reached ₱23.6 billion, 6.8% higher than the ₱22.1 billion generated in 2018.
The ₱1.4 billion increase in consolidated revenues is presented in the below table.
Amounts in P’millions
Construction contracts
Manpower services
Merchandise sales
Power generation
Real estate sales
Others
Total Consolidated Revenues
•
•

•

•
•
•

2018
20,661
626
210
411
63
177
22,148

2019
21,867
670
477
349
88
132
23,583

Inc./(Dec.)
1,206
44
267
(62)
25
(45)
1,435

Revenue from construction contracts accounted for 92.7% of consolidated revenues increased by 5.8% to
₱21.9 billion in 2019 from ₱20.7 billion in 2018 driven by the robust production levels of infrastructure
projects.
Revenue from manpower services supplied by the group of GAIC reached ₱669.8 million, an increase of 7.0%
from ₱625.8 million in 2018. The increase is mainly due to (a) higher revenues from traditional accounts in
the Middle East, Equatorial Guinea, Papua New Guinea, Libya, and Malaysia; (b) new accounts opened in
New Zealand, Japan, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and Malaysia; and (c) in-house account (EEI overseas and domestic
projects). This accounted for 2.8% of total consolidated revenues.
Revenue from merchandise sales contributing 2.0% of total consolidated revenues, more than doubled at
₱476.8 million from ₱209.6 million in 2019 due to higher trading sales achieved by EE within the year. This
is mainly driven by the supply and installation of various construction products such as waterproofing and
paint products, as well as fueling systems for various petroleum companies.
Revenue from power generation amounted to ₱348.8 million in 2019, 15.1% lower than ₱411.1 million in
2018, accounted for 1.5% of total consolidated revenues. The decrease is due to the decline in sales from
the Tagum power plant.
Real estate sales increased by 39.0% to ₱87.9 million in 2019 due to sale by EEI Realty of its housing units in
Marikina and Cavite, parcels in Laguna, among others.
Lastly, other revenues fell in 2019 to ₱131.7 million, a 25.6% decrease from ₱176.9 million due to decline in
the number of EE service contracts during the year.
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Cost of sales and services
Total costs of sales and services incurred by the Company totaled to ₱20.6 billion in 2019, a 6.7% increase from
the ₱19.3 billion in 2018.
•
•
•
•

Cost from construction contracts increased by 6.2% to ₱19.6 billion in 2019 following the increase in
revenues due to infrastructure projects. This accounts for 95.2% of total costs incurred by the Company and
its subsidiaries;
Cost of services also increased by 5.5% to ₱655.3 million in 2019;
Costs related to merchandise sales increased to ₱280.1 million in 2019 from ₱173.8 million in 2018; and
Costs on real estate sales amounted to ₱60.9 million in 2019.

Gross Profit and Gross Profit Margin
The Company’s gross profit in 2019 increased by 4.7% to ₱2.98 billion from ₱2.8 billion in 2018. EEI’s gross profit
margin in 2019 stood at 12.6% (computed as ratio of gross profit of ₱2.98 billion and revenue of ₱23.6 billion),
lower than the 12.9% gross profit margin (computed as ratio of gross profit of ₱2.85 billion and revenue of
₱22.15 billion) recorded in the previous year.
Equity in net earnings of associates and joint venture
EEI booked equity in net earnings of associates and joint ventures in the amount of ₱346.3 million in 2019 from
equity in net loss of associates and joint ventures in 2018 amounting to ₱126.5 million. The breakdown is
presented as follows.
Associate/ Joint Venture
Associates
ARCC
PetroSolar
Joint Ventures
PetroWind
SHEC*
Total

Equity Share in Net Earnings (Loss)
(in P
=millions)
2018
2019

Inc/(Dec)

(289.2)
102.2

213.1
87.6

502.3
(14.6)

60.5
(126.5)

46.4
(0.8)
346.3

(14.1)
(0.8)
472.8

Selling and administrative expenses
Selling and administrative expenses decreased by 8.2% to ₱1.4 billion because of lower write-offs in 2019 vs.
bad debt in 2018 of ₱323.6 million and provision for credit losses of ₱5.9 million, and savings on certain expenses
such as lower rent, professional fees, outside services, utilities, training, among others. These decreases were
slightly offset by the increases in personnel costs due to higher manpower requirements resulting to higher
production, travel and transportation, repairs and maintenance, provision for inventory obsolescence.
Finance Costs and Other Expenses - Net
In 2019, interest expense amounted to ₱564.2 million and foreign exchange losses of ₱35.4 million. Interest
expense grew by 88.4% due to higher short-term borrowings of ₱14.0 billion to finance operations with an
average interest rate of 3.40% to 6.25% compared to 2018’s ₱12.0 billion borrowings with an average interest
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rate of 4.82% to 6.13%. Foreign exchange losses for 2019 was due to conversion difference of payables account
with a foreign subsidiary.
Interest income
Interest Income in 2019 amounted to ₱27.6 million, a decrease of ₱7.4 million from ₱35.0 million in 2018 mainly
due to the collection of interest-bearing receivables, particularly coming from retirement fund and sale of
investment property.
Other income – net
Other income – net grew to ₱189.3 million in 2019, 553.7% higher than 2018 of ₱29.0 million. The significant
increase was due to a gain on t h e sale of the Majada, Laguna Property amounting to ₱97.4 million and total
dividend income of from ₱53.4 million (₱45.0 million of which was received from Hermoza Ecozone
Development Corporation).
Income (Loss) Before Income Tax
The Company posted an Income Before Income Tax for 2019 of ₱1.5 billion, a 55.5% increase versus 2018’s
₱963.9 million.
Provision for (Benefit from) income tax
Provision for income tax decreased by ₱91.8 million to ₱343.2 million in 2019 from ₱435.0 million in 2018 as a
result of lower effective tax rate at 23%, where corporate income tax rate is reduced by final tax on dividends
and equity in earnings of associates.
Net Income (Loss)
Given the improvement in the results of operations of the Company and its subsidiaries in 2019, consolidated
Net Income amounted to ₱1.2 billion in 2019, more than double the ₱529.0 million earned in 2018.
Earnings (Loss) per Share
2019 earnings per share increased by 119.6%, from ₱0.51 in 2018 to ₱1.12 in 2019.
Financial Condition
December 31
In Thousand Pesos

2019

2018

Cash and cash equivalents

1,156,206

1,036,673

Receivables – net

4,245,889

Contract assets – net

9,483,494

Inventories

1,743,758

1,700,869

82,712

185,555

1,510,662

1,082,857

18,222,722

12,535,699

Horizontal Analysis
Increase (Decrease)
Amount

%

Vertical Analysis
2019

2018

ASSETS
Current Assets

Due from related parties
Other current assets
Total Current Assets
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119,533

11.5%

4.1%

4.6%

3,563,310

682,579

19.2%

15.1%

15.9%

4,966,435

4,517,059

91.0%

33.8%

22.1%

42,889

2.5%

6.2%

7.6%

(102,843)

-55.4%

0.3%

0.8%

427,805

39.5%

5.4%

4.8%

5,687,023

45.4%

65.0%

55.8%

December 31
In Thousand Pesos

Horizontal Analysis
Increase (Decrease)
Amount
%

Vertical Analysis

2019

2018

2019

2018

Investments in associates and joint ventures

2,654,533

2,254,714

399,819

17.7%

9.5%

10.0%

Equity investments at fair value through other
comprehensive income (FVOCI)

1,055,688

926,557

129,131

13.9%

3.8%

4.1%

15,231

15,699

(468)

-3.0%

0.1%

0.1%

4,423,325

4,878,224

(454,899)

-9.3%

15.8%

21.7%

809,684

-

809,684

100.0%

2.9%

0.0%

Noncurrent Assets

Investment properties
Property and equipment
Right-of-use assets
Retirement assets

-

16,049

(16,049)

-100.0%

0.0%

0.1%

Deferred tax assets - net

116,760

70,329

46,431

66.0%

0.4%

0.3%

Contract assets - net of current portion

493,848

1,150,483

(656,635)

-57.1%

1.8%

5.1%

Other noncurrent assets

254,998

606,743

(351,745)

-58.0%

0.9%

2.7%

9,824,068

9,918,800

(94,732)

-1.0%

35.0%

44.2%

28,046,790

22,454,498

5,592,292

24.9%

100.0%

100.0%

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable and other current liabilities

6,664,628

5,421,753

1,242,875

22.9%

23.8%

24.1%

Bank loans

5,905,000

6,240,000

(335,000)

-5.4%

21.1%

27.8%

Current portion of long-term debt

1,285,714

674,603

611,111

90.6%

4.6%

3.0%

Current portion of lease liabilities

95,244

-

95,244

100.0%

0.3%

0.0%

903,831

-

903,831

100.0%

3.2%

0.0%

42,615

27,632

14,983

54.2%

0.2%

0.1%

126,417

149,544

(23,127)

-15.5%

0.5%

0.7%

15,023,450

12,513,532

2,509,918

20.1%

53.6%

55.7%

Total Noncurrent Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

Current portion of contract liabilities
Income tax payable
Due to related parties
Total Current Liabilities
Noncurrent Liabilities
Long-term debt - net of current portion

1,436,071

1,920,635

(484,564)

-25.2%

5.1%

8.6%

Retirement liabilities

299,857

89,766

210,091

234.0%

1.1%

0.4%

Deferred tax liabilities

93,015

76,458

16,557

21.7%

0.3%

0.3%

Lease liabilities - net of current portion
Contract liabilities - net of current portion
Other noncurrent liabilities
Total Noncurrent Liabilities
Total Liabilities

559,093

-

559,093

100.0%

2.0%

0.0%

1,820,243

-

1,820,243

100.0%

6.5%

0.0%

210,283

142,164

68,119

47.9%

0.7%

0.6%

4,418,563

2,229,023

2,189,540

98.2%

15.8%

9.9%

19,442,013

14,742,554

4,699,459

31.9%

69.3%

65.7%

Equity
Capital stock
Additional paid-in capital
Treasury stock
Other comprehensive income - net

1,036,401
477,037
(3,721)
547,759

1,036,401
477,037
(3,721)
632,761

(85,002)

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-13.4%

3.7%
1.7%
0.0%
2.0%

4.6%
2.1%
0.0%
2.8%

Retained earnings

6,506,518

5,557,444

949,074

17.1%

23.2%

24.7%

Non-controlling interests

8,563,995
40,782

7,699,923
12,021

864,072
28,761

11.2%
239.3%

30.5%
0.1%

34.3%
0.1%

8,604,777

7,711,944

892,833

11.6%

30.7%

34.3%

28,046,790

22,454,498

5,592,292

24.9%

100.0%

100.0%

Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
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As of December 31, 2019, EEI’s total assets increased by 24.9% to ₱28.0 billion from 2018’s ₱22.5 billion. Current
Assets accounted for 65.0% of Total Assets, which grew to ₱18.2 billion in 2019 from ₱12.5 billion in 2018. The
increase in Current Assets was due to the higher contract assets, receivables and inventories as a result of the
higher production and revenues generated during the year. Noncurrent Assets on the other hand minimally
declined in 2019 to ₱9.8 billion from ₱9.9 billion in 2018. The decrease in Noncurrent Assets was attributable
to lower property and equipment, contract assets – net of current portion, and other noncurrent assets, which
offset the increases in right of use assets, investments in associates and JVs, and equity investments at FVOCI
and AFS financial assets.
In 2019, EEI’s total liabilities stood at ₱19.4 billion, a 32.0% increase from ₱14.7 billion in the previous year.
Current Liabilities accounted for 77.3% of Total Liabilities, which grew by 20.0% in 2019. The increase in Current
Liabilities was attributable to the increase in accounts payable and other current liabilities, current portion of
long-term debt, additional lease liability – current and contract liability – current. These were slightly offset by
the decline in bank loans. Noncurrent Liabilities likewise increased primarily due to the new availments of lease
liability and contract liability during the year.
EEI’s total equity amounted to ₱8.6 billion in 2019, an increase of 11.6% from ₱7.7 billion in 2018 primarily
attributable to the net income generated in 2019. The Company’s book value per share increased from ₱7.4 in
2018 to ₱8.3 in 2019.
In Thousand Pesos

2019

2018

Total assets

28,046,790

22,454,498

Less: Total liabilities
Net assets

19,442,013
8,604,777

14,742,554
7,711,944

1,036,401
8.30

1,036,401
7.44

Divide by: Issued common shares
Book value per share

The following is the discussion on the material changes in EEI’s balance sheet account balances:
Cash and cash equivalents
The increase of ₱119.5 million or 11.5% in 2019 in cash and cash equivalents was mainly due to collection of
progress billings and retention receivables from various completed domestic projects of EEI Construction and
Marine, Inc. a local subsidiary.
Receivables – net
The net increase of ₱682.6 million or 19.2% in 2019 in receivables-net was mainly due to billed trade receivables
of ₱855.9 million, which was partially offset by a reduction a reduction in the receivable from sale of investment
properties by ₱100 million due to the collection of current-portion from sale of investment property located in
Lemery, Batangas by the Company.
Contract Assets – net
The net increase of ₱4.5 billion or 91.0% in 2019 in contract assets-net can be attributed to higher
construction activities, thus generating higher progress accomplishments by the Company. This account is
composed of unbilled production and retention receivables, reduced by contract deposits on construction
contracts.
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Due from related parties
The net decrease of ₱102.9 million or 55.4% from ₱185.6 million in 2018 to ₱82.7 million in 2019 was mainly
attributable to collections for services rendered by the Company to ARCC amounting to ₱93.7 million.
Other current assets
Other current assets grew by ₱427.8 million or 39.5% to ₱1.5 billion in 2019 from ₱1.1 billion in 2018. The
increase was primarily due to the increase advances to suppliers and contractors, creditable withholding taxes
and miscellaneous utility deposits.
Investments in associates and joint ventures
Investments in associates and joint ventures increased by ₱399.8 million or 17.7% to ₱2.7 billion in 2019 from
₱2.3 billion in 2018. The increase in mainly attributable to the improvements on Company’s share in net
earnings from ARCC of ₱213 million and net additional investment of ₱148 million by EEI Power Corporation in
Petro Solar Corporation and was partially offset by the dividends received from Petro Wind and Petro Solar.
Equity investments at fair value through other comprehensive income
Equity investments at FVOCI increased by ₱129.1 million or 13.9% in 2019 due to impact on the valuation of
unquoted shares with Hermosa Ecozone Development Corporation increasing by ₱148 million, which was
partially offset by the decline of valuation of investment in Petro Green Energy Corporation amounting ₱20
million.
Property and equipment
Property and equipment – net decreased by ₱454.9 million or 9.3% from ₱4.9 billion in 2018 to ₱4.4 billion
in 2019. The decrease was mainly due to the higher accumulated depreciation in 2019 vs. 2018. The Company
also disposed of some of its machinery, tools and construction equipment, transportation and service
equipment, and furniture, fixtures and office equipment, which offset the additional equipment during the year.
Right-of-use asset
The Company booked right-of-use asset amounting to ₱809.7 million in 2019 as a result of the adoption of new
accounting standard on leases which requires recording of operating leases on the balance sheet of the
Company.
Retirement Assets
The decrease of ₱16 million or 100.0% in retirement assets was due to the change in financial assumption on
discount rate ranging from 5.02% and 7.33%-7.37% in 2019 and 2018, respectively
Deferred tax assets – net
The net increase of ₱46.5 million or 66.0% i n 2 0 1 9 i n d e f e r r e d t a x a s s e t s - n e t was mainly driven by
the remeasurement loss on defined benefit plans of ₱59.6 million. As of December 31, 2019, deferred tax
assets – net amounted to ₱116.8 million from ₱70.3 million as of December 31, 2018.
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Contracts assets – net of current portion
The decline of ₱656.7 million or 57.1% in 2019 in the noncurrent portion of contract assets was due to the
billing and collection of retention receivables in 2019. As of December 31, 2019, contract assets – net of current
portion amounted to ₱493.8 million.
Other noncurrent assets
Other noncurrent assets decrease by ₱351.7 million or 58.0% from ₱606.7 million in 2018 to ₱255.0 million in
2019. The decrease was mainly due to collection of the outstanding balance from sale of the Company’s
investment property located in Lemery, Batangas last November 2017, the application of the deposits for
future subscription of the 60% share of the Company in Biotech, and the collection of receivables from the
Company’s retirement fund..
The Company invested in BiotechJP to help in promoting the local rice production in the Philippines. The total
amount of investment is ₱81.0 million which is 0.0030% of the Company’s total assets. The fair value of the net
assets acquired amounted to ₱35.5 million, which is equivalent to 60% of the net assets derived from the below
table:
Account
Cash
Trade and other receivables
Inventories and other current assets
Total current assets
Property and equipment
Security deposit
Total noncurrent assets
Accrued expenses and other payables
Total current liabilities
Long term loans
Deferred tax liability
Total noncurrent liabilities

Amounts (in ₱’ millions)
60.2
0.1
2.5
62.8
33.4
2.8
36.2
4.6
4.6
35.1
0.7
35.8

The intangible assets identified from the acquisition amounted to ₱14.2 million. As such, the resulting goodwill
amounted to ₱31.27 million based on final valuation. The fair value of the assets and liabilities acquired, the
identified intangible assets and goodwill is below 1% of the Company’s total current assets, total noncurrent
assets, total current liabilities and total noncurrent liabilities. Accordingly, the Company assessed that the impact
of the acquisition of BiotechJP to the Company’s consolidated audited financial statement/CAFS is not material
and, therefore, need not be disclosed in the Notes to CAFS.
Accounts payable and other current liabilities
Accounts payable and other current liabilities increase by ₱1.2 billion or 22.9% to ₱6.7 billion in 2019 from ₱5.4
billion in 2018. The increase was mainly due to the increased production activities which incurred higher billings
and retention from subcontractors and suppliers.
Bank loans
Bank loans declined by ₱335 million or 5.4% from ₱6.2 billion in 2018 to ₱5.9 billion in 2019. The decrease was
due to payment made for several shot-term loans that matured in 2019.
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Current portion of long-term debt
Current portion of long-term debt increased by ₱611.1 million or 90.6% to ₱1.3 billion in 2019 from ₱674.6 million
in 2018. The increase was mainly driven by the transfer of long term debt noncurrent to current portion
amounting to ₱611.1 million during the year.
Current portion of lease liability
The Company booked current portion of lease liability amounting to ₱95.2 million due to the adoption of new
accounting standard on leases which requires recording of operating leases on the balance sheet of the
Company.
Current portion of contract liability
EEI booked contract liabilities of ₱903.8 million in 2019 mainly due to contract deposits received from newly
awarded contracts which majority are buildings and infrastructure projects.
Income tax payable
Income tax payable increased by ₱15.0 million or 54.2% to ₱42.6 million in 2019 from ₱27.6 million in 2018
driven by higher taxable income in 2019.
Due to related parties
Due to related parties decreased by ₱23.1 million or 15.5% from ₱149.5 million in 2018 to ₱126.4 million in 2019.
The decrease was mainly due to the settlement of related party liabilities amounting to ₱18.0 million, and foreign
translation adjustment relating to the ARCC account amounting to ₱5.0 million.
Long-term debt – net of current portion
Long-term debt – net of current portion decreased by ₱484.5 million or 25.2% from ₱1.9 billion in 2018 to ₱1.4
billion in 2019. Higher portion of its noncurrent long-term debt was transferred to current portion during the
year compared to new availments of ₱126.5 million.
Retirement liabilities
The increase of ₱210.1 million or 234.0% in 2019 in retirement liabilities was due to the combination of
retirement expense in 2019 amounting to ₱87.6 million and remeasurement loss, net of the contributions to the
fund amounting to ₱138.5 million.
Deferred tax liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities increased by ₱16.6 million or 21.7% to ₱93 million in 2019 from ₱76.5 million in 2018.
The increase is attributable to the tax effect on the revaluation of equity share at Hermoza Ecozone Development
Corporation and Brightnote Assets Corporation
Lease liability – net of current portion
The Company booked noncurrent portion of lease liability amounting to ₱559.1 million which is due to
the adoption of the new accounting standard on leases which requires operating leases to be recorded on the
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balance sheet of the Company. This represents the present values of Manggahan and Tanza properties and
various project sites.
Contract liabilities – net of current portion
EEI booked contract liabilities – net of current portion amounting to ₱1.8 billion i n 2 0 1 9 which pertains to
contract obligations of the Company for the projects with completion date beyond one year after balance sheet
date.
Other noncurrent liabilities
The increase of ₱68.1 million or 47.9% in 2019 in other noncurrent liabilities is due to the increase
in the company’s noncurrent retention payables. As of December 31, 2019, other noncurrent
liabilities amounted to ₱210.3 million as of December 31, 2019 from ₱142.2 million as of December 31,
2018
Other comprehensive income – net
The decrease in other comprehensive income – net of ₱85.0 million or 13.4% in 2019 was due to increase in the
remeasurement losses on retirement liability amounting to ₱200.4 million and decrease in cumulative
translation adjustments amounting to ₱43.9 million, which was partially offset by the increase in the fair value
reserve of equity investments at FVOCI amounting to ₱93.7million. Fair value reserve of equity investments at
FVOCI pertains mainly to the increase in fair market value of investments in two unquoted shares.
Retained Earnings
Retained earnings increased by ₱949.1 million or 16.1% to ₱6.5 billion in 2019 from ₱5.6 billion in 2018 primarily
attributable to the higher income realized during the year by the Company and its subsidiaries with a total
of ₱1.2 billion, reduced by ₱207 million dividend declaration and payment on June 2019 and July 2019,
respectively.
Non-controlling Interests
Non-controlling interests increased by ₱28.8 million or 239.9% main due to the recognition of non-controlling
interest in Learn JP and BiotechJP, which were acquired in 2019.
Twelve-months’ ended December 31, 2018 vs. Twelve-months’ ended December 31, 2017
Results of Operations
Years Ended December 31
In Thousand Pesos

2018

2017

Horizontal Analysis

Vertical Analysis

Increase (Decrease)
Amount
%

2018

2017

REVENUE FROM CONTRACTS WITH CUSTOMERS

22,147,421

14,920,819

7,226,602

48.4%

100.0%

100.0%

Construction contracts

20,660,734

13,698,016

6,962,718

50.8%

93.3%

91.8%

1,213,874

985,253

228,621

23.3%

5.5%

6.6%

209,574

193,941

15,633

8.1%

0.9%

1.3%

63,238

43,609

19,629

45.0%

0.3%

0.3%

19,298,755

13,096,805

6,201,950

47.4%

87.1%

87.8%

2,848,666

1,824,015

1,024,651

56.2%

12.9%

12.2%

Services
Merchandise sales
Real estate sales
COSTS OF SALES AND SERVICE
GROSS PROFIT (LOSS)
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In Thousand Pesos

Years Ended December 31
2018

2017

Horizontal Analysis

Vertical Analysis

Increase (Decrease)

2018

2017

EQUITY IN NET EARNINGS (LOSSES) OF ASSOCIATES
AND JOINT VENTURES

(126,507)

118,183

(244,690)

-207.0%

-0.6%

0.8%

SELLING AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

1,575,764

1,138,416

437,348

38.4%

7.1%

7.6%

Interest expense

299,520

162,299

137,221

84.5%

1.4%

1.1%

Foreign exchange gains losses (gains) – net

(53,132)

12,448

(65,580)

-526.8%

-0.2%

0.1%

246,388

174,746

71,642

41.0%

1.1%

1.2%

INTEREST INCOME

34,982

55,914

(20,932)

-37.4%

0.2%

0.4%

OTHER INCOME

28,950

401,761

(372,811)

-92.8%

0.1%

2.7%

963,938

1,086,710

(122,772)

-11.3%

4.4%

7.3%

Current

402,239

242,259

159,980

66.0%

1.8%

1.6%

Deferred

32,728

12,698

2,030

157.7%

0.1%

0.1%

434,967

254,956

180,011

70.6%

2.0%

1.7%

528,971

831,753

(302,782)

-36.4%

2.4%

5.6%

FINANCE COSTS AND OTHER EXPENSES - Net

INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE INCOME TAX
PROVISION FOR (BENEFIT FROM) INCOME TAX

NET INCOME (LOSS)

Revenue
EEI Corporation generated consolidated revenues of ₱22.1 billion in 2018, 48% higher than the ₱14.9 billion in
2017. The ₱7.2 billion increase in consolidated revenues is presented in the table below.
Amounts in P’millions
Construction contracts
Services
Merchandise sales
Real estate sales
Total Consolidated Revenues
•
•

•
•

2017
13,698
985
194
44
14,921

2018
20,661
1,214
210
63
22,147

Inc./(Dec.)
6,963
229
16
19
7,226

Revenue from construction contracts accounted for 93.3% of consolidated revenues increased by 50.8% to
₱20.7 billion in 2018 from ₱13.7 billion in 2017 driven by the robust production levels of infrastructure
projects.
Revenue from services reached ₱1.2 billion, an increase of 23.3% from ₱985.3 million in 2017. The increase
is mainly due to (a) Manpower supplied by Gulf Asia International Corporation; (b) growth in power supplied
by EEI Power Corporation; and (c) increase in formworks and shoring services provided by JP Systems Asia,
Inc.
Revenue from merchandise sales contributing 1.0% of total consolidated revenues increased by 17.0% to
₱226.9 million in 2018 from ₱193.9 million in 2017 due to higher trading sales achieved by EE within the
year.
Real estate sales increased by 43.2% to ₱63.2 million in 2018 due to sale by EEI Realty of its socialized housing
development projects, among others.
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Cost of sales and services
EEI's costs and expenses to ₱19.3 billion in 2018, a 47.4% increase from the ₱13.1 billion in 2017, with all
categories closely matching the corresponding increases in revenue.
•

Cost of services increased by 47.8% to ₱19.1 billion in 2018. This account includes costs to construction
contracts. The increase is attributable to higher personnel expenses and materials due to the increase in
projects. Below is the breakdown of cost and services:
Amounts in P millions
Personnel expenses
Equipment costs and others
Materials
Depreciation and amortization
Others
Total

•
•

2017
5,193
5,123
2,023
531
47
12,917

2018
9,230
4,218
5,018
582
40
19,087

Costs related to merchandise sales increased by 13.6% to ₱173.8 million; and
Costs of Real Estate Sales increased by 41.2% to ₱38.3 million.

Gross Profit
The Company’s gross profit increased by 56.2% to ₱2.8 billion in 2018 from ₱1.8 billion in 2017. Gross profit
margin in 2018 stood at 12.9% (computed as ratio of gross profit of ₱2.8 billion and revenue of ₱22.1 billion),
higher than the 12.2% gross profit margin (computed as ratio of gross profit of ₱1.8 billion and revenue of ₱14.9
billion) recorded in the previous year.
Equity in net earnings (losses) of associates and joint venture
EEI booked equity in net loss of associates and joint ventures amounting to ₱126.5 million in 2018 from equity
in net earnings of associates and joint ventures in 2017 amounting to ₱118.2 million. The breakdown is
presented as follows.
Associate/ Joint Venture –
% Ownership
Associates
ARCC – 49%
PetroSolar – 44%
Joint Ventures
PetroWind – 20%
Total

Equity in Net Earning (Loss) (in
=millions)
P
2017
2018

Inc/(Dec)

(14.5)
93.2

(289.2)
102.2

(274.7)
9.0

39.4
118.2

60.5
(126.5)

21.1
(244.7)

The Company recorded ₱102.2 million and ₱60.5 equity share in net earnings from its investments in PetroSolar
Corporation (“PetroSolar”) and PetroWind Energy Inc. (“PetroWind”), respectively in 2018. On the other hand,
equity in net losses of Al Rushaid Construction Company, Ltd. (“ARCC”) in Saudi Arabia, further increased to ₱289.2
million in 2018 mainly due to delays, disruptions and work variations relating to a specific project.
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Selling and administrative expenses
Selling and administrative expenses increased by 38.4% by ₱437.3 million in 2018 due to the bad debt incurred
as a result of the write-off of receivables account by EEI Limited, as well as increases in personnel related expenses,
professional fees and skills training expenses.
Finance Costs and Other Expenses - Net
This is composed of interest expense amounting to ₱299.5 million, and foreign exchange gains amounting to
₱53.1 million for the year ended December 31, 2018. The increase in interest expense of ₱137.2 million or 84.5%
compared to 2017 was due to an increase in short and long-term loan availments along with higher borrowing
rates in 2018 of 4.8%-6.1% compared to the 2017 rates of 2.5%-3.1%. The Company, on the other hand, recorded
a foreign exchange gains in 2018 from a foreign exchange loss amounting to ₱12.4 million in 2017. This is due to
conversion difference of a US dollar denominated receivable from a foreign subsidiary.
Interest income
Interest income in 2018 amounted to P
=35.0 million from P
=55.9 million in the same period last year. The net
decrease of P
=20.9 million or 37.4% was mainly due to the decline in the principal balance of interest-bearing
trade receivables from clients.
Other income - net
Other income consists of gain or losses on disposal of investment properties and property and equipment, rent
income, gain on sale of scrap, tax refund/discount, dividend income, among others. For the year ended December
31, 2018, other income decreased by P
=372.8 million or 92.8% mainly due to lower gain on sale of an investment
property and property and equipment from P
=283.0 million in 2017 to P
=8.0 million in 2018.
Income (Loss) Before Income Tax
The Company posted an Income Before Income Tax for 2018 of ₱963.9 million, a 11.3% decrease versus 2017’s
₱1,086.7 million.
Provision for (Benefit from) income tax
Provision for income tax increased by ₱180.0 million to ₱435.0 million in 2018 from ₱255.0 million in 2017 as
a result of higher taxable income posted by the Company during the year.
Net Income (Loss)
The Company registered a consolidated net income of ₱529.0 million for the year ended December 31, 2018,
which is lower compared to a consolidated net income of ₱831.8 million the year prior. This is primarily due to
the equity in net losses of associates incurred, increase in interest expense and decline in other income.
Earnings (Loss) per Share
2018 earnings per share decreased by 36.3%, from ₱0.81 in 2017 to ₱0.51 in 2018.
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Financial Condition
December31
In Thousand Pesos

2018

2017

Horizontal Analysis

Vertical Analysis

Increase (Decrease)
Amount
%

2018

2017

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents

1,036,673

667,151

369,522

55.4%

4.6%

3.1%

Receivables – net

3,563,310

7,378,224

(3,814,914)

-51.7%

15.9%

34.5%

Contract assets – net

4,966,435

-

4,966,435

100.0%

22.1%

0.0%

-

3,753,208

(3,753,208)

-100.0%

0.0%

17.5%

Costs and estimated earnings in excess of billings on
uncompleted contracts
Due from related parties

185,555

189,327

(3,772)

-2.0%

0.8%

0.9%

Inventories

1,700,869

516,864

1,184,005

229.1%

7.6%

2.4%

Other current assets

1,082,857

1,073,525

9,332

0.9%

4.8%

5.0%

12,535,699

13,578,299

(1,042,600)

-7.7%

55.8%

63.5%

2,254,714

2,177,004

77,710

3.6%

10.0%

10.2%

926,557

-

926,557

100.0%

4.1%

0.0%

Total Current Assets
Noncurrent Assets
Investments in associates and joint ventures
Equity investments at fair value through other
comprehensive income (FVOCI)
Available-for-sale (AFS) financial assets
Investment properties
Property and equipment
Retirement assets

-

390,531

(390,531)

-100.0%

0.0%

1.8%

15,699

14,381

1,318

9.2%

0.1%

0.1%

4,878,224

4,369,070

509,154

11.7%

21.7%

20.4%

16,049

15,325

724

4.7%

0.1%

0.1%

Deferred tax assets - net

70,329

78,608

(8,279)

-10.5%

0.3%

0.4%

Other noncurrent assets

1,757,226

769,097

988,129

128.5%

7.8%

3.6%

9,918,800

7,814,017

2,104,783

26.9%

44.2%

36.5%

22,454,498

21,392,317

1,062,181

5.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Bank loans

6,240,000

5,040,000

1,200,000

23.8%

27.8%

23.6%

Accounts payable and other current liabilities

5,421,753

3,971,539

1,450,214

36.5%

24.1%

18.6%

27,632

12,724

14,908

117.2%

0.1%

0.1%

Current portion of long-term debt

674,603

285,714

388,889

136.1%

3.0%

1.3%

Due to related parties

149,544

141,827

7,717

5.4%

0.7%

0.7%

Billings in excess of costs and estimated earnings on
uncompleted contracts

-

4,085,078

(4,085,078)

-100.0%

0.0%

19.1%

Customers' deposits

-

18,187

(18,187)

-100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

12,513,532

13,555,069

(1,041,537)

-7.7%

55.7%

63.4%

1,920,635

928,571

992,064

106.8%

8.6%

4.3%

Retirement liabilities

89,766

74,836

14,930

19.9%

0.4%

0.3%

Deferred tax liabilities

76,458

-

76,458

100.0%

0.3%

0.0%

Total Noncurrent Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current Liabilities

Income tax payable

Total Current Liabilities
Noncurrent Liabilities
Long-term debt - net of current portion
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December 31
In Thousand Pesos

Other noncurrent liabilities
Total Noncurrent Liabilities
Total Liabilities

Horizontal Analysis
Increase (Decrease)

2018

2017

142,164

158,415

(16,251)

2,229,023

1,161,822

14,742,554

Vertical Analysis
2018

2017

-10.3%

0.6%

0.7%

1,067,201

91.9%

9.9%

5.4%

14,716,892

25,662

0.2%

65.7%

68.8%

1,036,401
477,037

1,036,401
477,037

-

0.0%
0.0%

4.6%
2.1%

4.8%
2.2%

(3,721)

(3,721)

-

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

%

Amount

Equity
Capital stock
Additional paid-in capital
Treasury stock
Other comprehensive income - net
Retained earnings
Non-controlling interests
Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

632,761

167,376

465,385

278.0%

2.8%

0.8%

5,557,444

4,982,608

574,836

11.5%

24.7%

23.3%

7,699,923

6,659,703

1,040,220

15.6%

34.3%

31.1%

12,021

15,722

(3,701)

-23.5%

0.1%

0.1%

7,711,944

6,675,425

1,036,519

15.5%

34.3%

31.2%

22,454,498

21,392,317

1,062,181

5.0%

100.0%

100.0%

As of December 31, 2018, EEI’s total assets increased to ₱22.5 billion from ₱21.4 billion as of 2017. Current
Assets accounted for 55.8% of Total Assets, which declined by 8.1% from ₱13.6 billion in 2017 to ₱12.5 billion in
2018. The decrease in Current Assets was mainly due to the decrease in the Company’s receivables and cost and
estimated earnings in excess of billings on uncompleted contracts, which was partially offset by the increase in
contract assets and inventories. Noncurrent Assets, on the other hand grew in 2018 to ₱9.9 billion from ₱7.8
billion in 2017. The increase in Noncurrent Assets was mainly attributable to the increase in Equity Investments
at Fair Value through other comprehensive income, Property and Equipment and Contract Assets – net.
EEI’s total liabilities were maintained at ₱14.7 billion in 2018 and 2017. Current Liabilities accounted for 84.9%
of Total Liabilities, which declined by 7.7% in 2018. The decrease in Current Liabilities was attributable to the
decrease in Billings in excess of costs and estimated earnings on uncompleted contracts, which offset the
increases in Bank loans, Accounts payable and accrued expenses and current portion of long-term debt.
Noncurrent Liabilities on the other hand increased by 91.9% in 2018 primarily due to the new availments of longterm debt.
As of December 31, 2018, the Company’s Total Equity increased by 15.5% to ₱7.7 billion from ₱6.7 billion in
2017, which was mainly attributable to the increase in Other comprehensive income – net and net income
generated during the year. For the year 2018, the Company's book value per share was computed at ₱7.44,
higher than the computed book value per share in 2017 of ₱6.44.
In Thousand Pesos

2018

2017

Total assets

22,454,498

21,392,317

Less: Total liabilities

14,742,554

14,716,892

Net assets

7,711,944

6,675,425

Divide by: Issued common shares

1,036,401

1,036,401

7.44

6.44

Book value per share
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The following discussion presents the material changes in EEI’s balance sheet account balances:
Cash and cash equivalents
The increase of ₱369.5 million or 55.4% in 2018 in cash and cash equivalents was mainly due to collection of
progress billings as well as down payments received from new domestic projects.
Receivables - net
The decrease of ₱3.8 billion or by 51.7% was due to the reclassification of retention receivables to Contract
assets account from various customers.
Cost and Estimated Earnings In Excess of Billings on uncompleted contracts/ Contract Assets
The decrease of ₱3.8 billion or 100% was attributable to the adoption of new accounting standard, PFRS 15
Revenue from Contracts with Customers, which actualizes the cost of construction contracts and reclassifies
unbilled production to Contract Assets account and frontloaded materials to Inventories account.
The Contract assets of ₱5.0 billion is net of contract liabilities amounting to ₱5.8 billion which pertains to the
unrecouped portion of downpayments from customers on construction contracts and current portion of
retention receivables.
Inventories
The increase of ₱1.2 billion or 229.1% in Inventories was mainly due to reclassification of frontloaded materials
under Jobs in Process to Inventories account to comply with PFRS 15.
Equity investments at Fair value through other comprehensive income (FVOCI) and Available-for-sale (AFS)
financial assets
The net increase of ₱536.0 million or 137% was due to the adoption of new accounting standard PFRS 9 Financial
Instruments on the revaluation of equity share at Hermoza Ecozone Development Corporation amounting to
₱304.9 million by the Parent Company and Petrogreen Energy Corporation amounting to ₱225.8 million by EEI
Power Corporation, a local subsidiary, using the adjusted net asset method and discounted cash flow approach
respectively, from the old accounting standard of using acquisition cost.
Investment properties
The increase of ₱1.3 million or 9.2% was due to the additional land property acquired in Bulacan.
Property and equipment
Property and equipment increased by ₱509.1 million or 11.7%. The increase was mainly due to the acquisition
of machinery tools and equipment intended for newly awarded and on-going projects of the Company.
Retirement Assets
The net increase of ₱0.7 million or 4.7% was due to the additional fund set aside for the retiring employees of
Equipment Engineers Inc., EEI Construction and Marine Inc. and EEI Realty Inc., all local subsidiaries of EEI
Corporation
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Deferred tax assets – net
The decrease of ₱8.3 million or 10.5% was due to the tax effect on recognition of allowance of allowance for
impairment on receivables in compliance to PFRS 9.
Other noncurrent assets
The net increase of ₱988.1 million or 128.5% was due to reclassification of Contract assets net of current portion
amounting to ₱1.2 billion, which was partially offset by the decrease of ₱93.4 million on receivable from a sale
of the Company’s investment property.
Bank loans
The increase of ₱1.2 billion or 23.8% in Bank loans was due to additional loan availments made to finance
working capital requirements.
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Accounts payable and accrued expenses increased by ₱1.5 billion or 36.5% to ₱5.4 billion in 2018 from ₱4.0
billion in 2017. The increase was mainly due to the increased production activities, which resulted in higher
billings from various subcontractors and suppliers; as well as purchase of machinery and equipment.
Income tax payable
Income tax payable increased by ₱14.9 million or 117.2% to ₱27.6 million in 2018 from ₱12.7 million in 2017
driven by higher taxable income in 2018.
Current portion of long-term debt
Current portion of long-term debt increased by ₱388.9 million or 136.1% to ₱674.6 billion in 2018 from ₱285.7
million in 2017. The increase was mainly driven by the transfer of long term debt noncurrent to current portion
Due to related parties
Due to related parties increased by ₱7.7 million or 5.4% to ₱149.5 million in 2018 from ₱141.8 million in 2018.
The increase is attributable to the account payable to ARCC by EEI Limited.
Billings In Excess of Costs and Estimated Earnings on uncompleted contracts
The decrease of ₱4.1 billion or 100% was due to the reclassification of the account to contract liabilities, which is
applied against Contract assets.
Customers’ deposits
Customers’ deposits decreased by 18.2 million or by 100% due to the adoption of PFRS 15, where this account
was reclassified to Contract Liabilities.
Long-term debt – net of current portion
The increase in long-term debt – net of current portion of ₱992.0 million or 106.8% in 2018 was due to the loan
availment made during the period.
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Retirement liabilities
The increase in Retirement liabilities of ₱14.9 million or 20.0% in 2018 was due to the increase in current service
cost and interest cost.
Deferred tax liabilities – net
The increase of ₱76.5 million or 100% pertains to the tax effect on revaluation of the Company’s equity share at
Hermoza Ecozone Development Corporation and EEI Power Corporations’s equity share in Petrogreen, due to
adoption of PFRS 9.
Other non-current liabilities
The decrease of ₱16.3 million or 10.3% was due to reclassification of deferred VAT output to the accounts
payables and accrued expenses account.
Other comprehensive income – net
The net increase of ₱465.4 million or 278.0% is due to the cumulative translation adjustments and fair value
adjustment on unrealized gains on AFS financial assets net of deferred tax due to adoption of PFRS 9.
Retained earnings
The increase of ₱574.8 million or 11.5% was due to the income from domestic operations during the year as well
as the impact of the initial adoption of PFRS 9 and 15 amounting to ₱42.1 million.
Non-controlling interests
Non-controlling interests decreased by ₱3.7 million or 23.5% mainly due to the share in the results of operations
attributable to Non-controlling interests.
Material Events and Uncertainties
Other than the impact of COVID-19 pandemic and the quarantine measures being implemented by the Philippine
government, which has been discussed in this Prospectus, and other delaying factors encountered by the
Company in the normal course of business as discussed in the section “Risk Factors”, the Company is not aware
or does not anticipate the following circumstances to occur:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Any known trends, demands, commitments, events or uncertainties that will result in or that are reasonably
likely to result in the Company’s liquidity increasing or decreasing any material way;
Any cash flow or liquidity problems within the next 12 months from the date of this Prospectus;
Any default or breach of any note, loan, lease, or other indebtedness or financing arrangement requiring the
Company to make payments;
Any significant amount of trade payables that have not been paid within the stated terms;
Any event that will trigger direct or contingent financial obligation that is material to the Company, including
any default or acceleration of an obligation;
Any material commitments for capital expenditures other than the ones discussed in the section “Use of
Proceeds”;
Any known trends, events or uncertainties that have had or that are reasonably expected to have a material
favorable or unfavourable impact on net revenues or income from continuing operations;
Any significant elements of income or loss that did not arise from the Company’s continuing operations.
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With regard to internal and external sources of liquidity, the Company’s funding is sourced from internally
generated cash flows, short and long term borrowings or available credit facilities from local commercial banks
and other financial institutions.
Key Performance Indicators
Below are the KPI’s used to measure the financial performance of EEI and its subsidiaries for the three months
ended June 30, 2021 and 2020 and for the years ended December 31, 2020, 2019 and 2018.

2020
15,937,833,970
14,373,647,508
1.11

December 31
2019
18,222,721,743
15,023,449,965
1.21

2018
12,535,698,560
12,513,531,615
1.00

Divided by: Total liabilities
Solvency Ratio

324,058,650
321,114,325
645,172,975
20,131,564,042
0.03

(2,072,166,490)
766,098,997
(1,306,067,493)
20,485,085,495
(0.06)

1,155,328,463
808,786,418
1,964,114,881
19,442,012,827
0.10

528,971,436
707,778,497
1,236,749,933
14,742,554,377
0.08

Total liabilities
Divide by: Total Equity
Debt to Equity Ratio

20,131,564,042
6,750,389,147
2.98

20,485,085,495
6,407,454,608
3.20

19,442,012,827
8,604,776,735
2.26

14,742,554,377
7,711,944,092
1.91

Total Assets
Divide by: Total Equity
Asset to Equity Ratio

26,881,953,189
6,750,389,147
3.98

26,892,540,103
6,407,454,608
4.20

28,046,789,562
8,604,776,735
3.26

22,454,498,469
7,711,944,092
2.91

Net income (loss)
Divide by: Average Total Assets
Return on Assets

324,058,650
26,887,246,646
1.21%

(2,072,166,490)
27,469,664,833
(7.54%)

1,155,328,463
25,250,644,016
4.58%

528,971,436
21,923,407,524
2.41%

Net income
Divided by: Average Total Equity
Return on Equity

324,058,650
6,578,921,878
4.93%

(2,072,166,490)
7,506,115,672
(27.61%)

1,155,328,463
8,158,360,414
14.16%

528,971,436
7,193,684,458
7.35%

Current asset
Divide by: Current liabilities
Current Ratio
Net income (loss)
Add: Depreciation

June 30,
2021
15,297,172,672
15,315,773,796
1.00
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THE PHILIPPINE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
The information in this section has been derived from various government and private publications, and
unless otherwise indicated, has not been prepared or independently verified by the Company or the Joint
Lead Underwriters and Bookrunners or any of their respective affiliates or advisors. Please refer to the section
“Regulatory and Environmental Matters” on page 166 of this Final Prospectus.
Regulated Industry
The Philippine Contractors Association Board (PCAB) is a government agency attached to the Department
of Trade and Industry and is one of the implementing Boards in the Construction Industry Authority of the
Philippines (CIAP). R.A. No. 4566 as amended by PD No. 1746 provides that no contractor can engage in the
business of contracting without first having secured from PCAB either a regular or a special license to
conduct business. In order to ensure the qualification and reliability of contractors, all architects and
engineers preparing plans and specifications and all public or private agencies or entities conducting
biddings and/or letting out contracts for construction work to be contracted in the Philippines, shall include
in their invitation to bidders and other bidding documents conveyed to every bidder, whether a resident of
the Philippines or not, the information that it will be necessary for him to have a license before his bid is
considered.
Classification and Categorization
Constructors are classified into three main contracting classifications, based on capability and specialization:
Classification
General Engineering
Construction
General Building Construction

Specialty Construction

Areas of Specialization
a.) Road, highway, pavement and bridge
b.) Irrigation and flood control
c.) Dam, reservoir and tunneling
d.) Port, harbor and offshore engineering
a.) Building and industrial plant
b.) Sewerage and sewage treatment/disposal plant and system
c.) Water treatment plant and system
d.) Park, playground and recreational work
a.) Foundation work
b.) Structural steel work
c.) Concrete pre-casting and pre-stressing
d.) Plumbing and sanitary work
e.) Electrical work
f.) Mechanical work
g.) Mechanical work (ventilation-refrigeration)
h.) Mechanical work (elevator-conveyor)
i.) Fire protection work
j.) Waterproofing work
k.) Painting work

Source: Rules and Regulations Governing Licensing and Accreditation of Constructors in the Philippines
https://ciap.dti.gov.ph/sites/default/files/Rules%20and%20Regulation%20Governing%20Licensing%20of%20Constructos.pdf

In addition, each constructor is evaluated, graded and assigned a category based on the following criteria
and quantified by equivalent credit points:
1) financial capacity measured in terms of net worth;
2) equipment capacity in terms of the book value;
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3) experience of the company in terms of aggregate number of years in which the firm has actively engaged
in construction contracting and operation and average annual value of work completed during the past
three (3) years; and
4) experience of the technical personnel
Class

Category

Minimum Qualification requirements
Financial Capacity

General
Engineering

General
Building

Specialty

Specialty –
Trade

AAAA
AAA
AA
A
B
C
D
AAAA
AAA
AA
A
B
C
D
AAAA
AAA
AA
A
B
C
D
E

Equity (in
million ₱)
1,000.00
180.00
90.00
30.00
10.50
6.00
2.00
1,000.00
180.00
90.00
30.00
10.50
6.00
2.00
1,000.00
180.00
90.00
30.00
10.50
6.00
2.00
0.10

CPR (1)
10,000.00
1,800.00
900.00
300.00
100.00
60.00
20.00
10,000.00
1,800.00
900.00
300.00
100.00
60.00
20.00
10,000.00
1,800.00
900.00
300.00
100.00
60.00
20.00
1.00

Overall
CPR (2)

Construction Experience
Requirement
Individual Aggregate Minimum
CPR
10
60
300.00
10
60
300.00
10
50
250.00
7
21
105.00
5
10
50.00
3
3
15.00
3
3
15.00
10
60
300.00
10
60
300.00
10
50
250.00
7
21
105.00
5
10
50.00
3
3
15.00
3
3
15.00
10
60
300.00
10
60
300.00
10
50
250.00
7
21
105.00
5
10
50.00
3
3
15.00
3
3
15.00
none
none
none

10,300.00
2,850.00
1,365.15
475.00
177.50
105.50
35.00
10,300.00
2,810.00
1,345.00
471.00
175.50
96.50
35.00
10,300.00
2,410.00
1,145.00
421.00
165.50
90.50
35.00
1

Source: CIAP
Notes:
1CPR – Credit Points required
2overall credit points inclusive of Equipment Capacity (10point/₱100,00); Experience of Firm (10points/year) of active existence and
1point/₱100,000 of 3-year average annual volume of work accomplished; and COMTCP points if STEs are COMTCP certified

Construction Licenses Issued
For 2019 to 2020, PCAB approved 22,406 applications of all types (new licenses, renewal, license
amendments & upgrading, and special licenses). Of these, 3,891 is for contracting fiscal year (CFY) 20182019 and 18,516 is for CFY 2019-2020:
No. of Contractor Applications
Approved
New Licenses
Renewals
Amendments & Uprading

CFY 2018 - 2019

CFY 2019 -2020

TOTAL

1,082
446
442

1,173
11,116
838

2,255
11,562
1,280
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Special Licenses (Foreign & Joint
Venture)
Sub-total
Registration
(government
contractors)
a. Registration
b. Re-registration
c. Amendments
Sub-total
Grand total

953

1,790

2,743

2,924

14,917

17,840

678
65
224
967
3,891

842
2,293
464
3,599
18,516

1,520
2,358
688
4,566
22,406

Source:
Philippine
Contractors
Accreditation
https://ciap.dti.gov.ph/sites/default/files/publications/NARRATIVE%202019%20ACCOMPLISHMENT.pdf

Board

-

The PCAB issues two (2) kinds of licenses, a regular or a special license, Under the implementing Rules and
Regulations (“PCAB IRR”) of Republic Act No. 4566, otherwise known as “Contractors’ License law” (“PCAB
Law”), a PCAB regular License may only be issued by the PCAB to construction firms of Filipino sole
proprietorship, or partnerships or corporations with at least 60% percent Filipino equity participation and
duly organized and existing under Philippine law.
However, the Supreme Court, in the case of Philippine Contractors Accreditation Board v. Manila Water
Co., Inc. (G.R. No. 217590, March 10, 2020) has recently ruled that foreigners can obtain regular licenses
from the PCAB. It ruled that the construction industry is not one which the Constitution has reserved
exclusively for Filipinos. There is also no prohibition in the law for foreigners to enter into the same projects
as Filipinos. There is no prohibition in the law for foreigners to enter into the same projects as Filipinos in
the field of construction. “Private domestic construction contracts” has also been removed from the Foreign
investments negative List since 1998. Thus, the provision requiring foreigners to obtain a special license has
been declared null and void, along with the provision limiting the regular license to construction firms at
least 60% of which is owned by Filipinos. In light of this ruling, foreigners can now obtain regular licenses
from the PCAB.
PCAB conducted clarification hearings and resolved a total of 39 cases in violation of Sec. 28 of RA 4566.
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY PERFORMANCE
SELECTED MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS
At Constant Prices, Base Year = 2000
In Billion Pesos except amounts in %
(2017 - 2018)
Indicators
Gross
Domestic
Product
(GDP)

Investment

Total GDP (in Billion Php)
GVA or Peso Contribution of
Construction Industry
to GDP (in Billion Php)
% Share of Construction to GDP
Total Investment or Gross Capital
Formation (GCF) (in Billion Php)
Investments (GV) in Construction (in
Billion Php)
Public (in Billion Php)
Private (in Billion Php)
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2017

2018

8,665.7
539.3

9,203.1
625.2

Growth Rate
(%increase/
decrease)
6.2%
15.9%

6.2%
2,504.5

6.8%
2,852.3

13.9%

840.0

966.4

15.1%

214.2
625.8

259.7
706.7

21.2%
12.9%

Employment

% Share of Construction to total
investment or GCF
Total Domestic Employment
(In thousand workers)
Average Construction Employment
(In thousand workers)
% Share of Construction to Total
Employment

33.5%

33.9%

-

40,335

41,103

-

3,537

3,848

-

8.8%

9.4%

-

Source: Construction Industry Authority of the Philippines
https://ciap.dti.gov.ph/sites/default/files/publications/2018%20CIPP.pdf

CONSTRUCTION DEMAND
Approved Building Permits for All Types of Construction (in number of applicants)
Segment
Residential building
Non-Residential building
Additions, Alterations, repairs
Total

1Q 2020

1Q 2021
21,992
6,126
5,055
33,173

23,364
5,297
4,966
33,627

Source: Philippine Statistics Authority
https://psa.gov.ph/content/construction-statistics-approved-building-permits-first-quarter-2021

The number of constructions in the first quarter of 2021 recorded a total of 33,627, indicating an annual
expansion of 1.4 percent. This increase was in contrast with the previous quarter’s annual drop of -11.3
percent. In the first quarter of 2020, the number of constructions decreased by -23.0 percent annually.
Total Value of Construction (In ₱Millions)
Segment
Residential building
Non-Residential building
Additions, Alterations, repairs
Total

1Q 2020

1Q 2021
38,754
46,646
5,645
91,044

46,217
29,082
4,720
80,018

Source: Philippine Statistics Authority
https://psa.gov.ph/content/construction-statistics-approved-building-permits-first-quarter-2021

In the first quarter of 2021, the total value of constructions was PhP 80.0 billion, which represents an annual
decline of -12.1 percent. The value of constructions also dropped at an annual rate of -40.3 percent in the
previous quarter and -20.4 percent in the first quarter of 2020.
PROSPECTS
The Philippine Construction industry suffered from the COVID-19 pandemic, contracting by 25.7 percent in
20202 from the 7.8 percent growth in 2019. Despite this, various economic and data analytic firms sees that
the industry will bounce back in 2021 with the ongoing vaccine deployment in the country and the
resumption of construction work that were halted during the lockdown. Furthermore, the construction
sector is also expected to be the main driver of the economy’s recovery and growth.

2

Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas 2020 Annual Report (p.2) https://www.bsp.gov.ph/Media_And_Research/Annual%20Report/annrep2020.pdf
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In its August 20, 2020 note, data and analytics firm GlobalData forecasted that the Philippine Construction
Industry will bounce back in 2021 with an average annual growth rate of 8.3 percent until 2024 with an
estimated value of Php3.6 trillion that year. Moreover, GlobalData construction analyst Dhananjay Sharma
said that with the increased allocation for infrastructure investment, the construction industry will rebound
and grow by 11.1 percent in 20213. On the other hand, Fitch Solutions, a unit of the Fitch Group, expects that
the Philippine Construction Industry will have a double digit growth of 13% percent in 2021, assuming that
the country will be able to contain the spread of COVID-19 and normal construction activity will resume. The
government plans to bolster infrastructure spending in the coming years, with a minimum target of 5% of
GDP vs. the average 2% in previous administrations.
The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), through the Construction Industry Authority of the Philippines
(CIAP), and the Philippine Contractors Association (PCA) released the Philippine Construction Industry
Roadmap 2020-2030 in 2019. The roadmap aims to boost the construction industry’s cumulative
contribution to the economy to Php130 trillion in 2030 from Php2.3 trillion in 2018 by using the Php8-billion
Build Build Build Program as a catalyst. Moreover, its implementation is also expected to increase job
opportunities for construction workforce from 4 million in 2018 to 7 million in 2030. The roadmap will ensure
the sustainability of the construction industry’s growth and its competitiveness.
BUILD BUILD BUILD PROJECTS
The Build Build Build Program of the government is a nation-wide infrastructure development project that
aims to sustain inclusive economic growth, generate new jobs, and improve the quality of life in both urban
and rural communities. The BBB program has a Php8.4 trillion budget for six years until 2022. It consists of
112 projects nationwide – involving roads, airports, trains and railways, skyways, and bridges, among others.
The Build, Build, Build (BBB) Program of the government is a nation-wide infrastructure development project
that aims to sustain inclusive economic growth, generate new jobs, and improve the quality of life in both
urban and rural communities. The BBB program has a Php8.4 trillion budget for six years until 2022. It
consists of 112 major projects nationwide – involving roads, airports, trains and railways, skyways, dams,
and bridges, among others. Out of the total number projects, 29 of these worth Php238.5 billion are
expected to be completed before the end of the current administration’s term in 2022, while 51 projects
worth Php3.3 trillion are to be completed in 2023 and beyond.
The Philippine Government has a budget of Php1.07 trillion for public infrastructure projects, which is almost
25 percent of the Php4.5 trillion spending plan for 2021. This is expected to support the major flagship
projects under BBB, such as the Metro Manila Subway Project Phase 1 and North-South Commuter Railway
System, which have been allocated this year with Php11.2 billion and Php21.1 billion, respectively. In
addition, the detailed design of the Bataan-Cavite Interlink Bridge Project is expected to come out this year
according to DPWH. This Php175.7-billion project will have a 32.15-km four-lane span over Manila Bay and
Corregidor Island, and will connect Mariveles, Bataan and Naic, Cavite, reducing the travel time from five
hours to 20 to 30 minutes. These transport infrastructures, particularly road and rail, are vital to the
economy’s recovery and rapid development as these will decongest the cities and connect Metro Manila to
other areas in Luzon.
Below is the list of notable Build Build Build projects:

1

3

Project
Transportation and Mobility
New Manila International Airport

https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/asean-business/philippines-construction-to-bounce-back-in-2021-report
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Cost (₱ millions)
735,634.00

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21

North South Commuter Railway Extension (PNR North 2, PNR South
Commuter
Metro Manila Subway Project Phase 1
Bataan-Cavite Interlink Bridge
PNR South Long Haul
North South Commuter Railway (PNR North 1)
Ninoy Aquino International Airport
Mindanao Rail Project Phase 1
Panay – Gumaras Negros Bridge
Quezon – Bicol Expressway
C5 MRT 10 Project
Cebu Monorail System
MRT 11
MRT 7
Manila Metro Line 1 Cavite Extension (Baclaran – Niog, Bacoor) aka LRT 1
Cavite Extension Program
Water
Kanan Dam Project
Kabulnan-2 Multipurpose Irrifation and Power Project
Urban Development and Renewal
Ambal Simuay River and Rio Grande de Minadanao River Floor Control
Projects
Pasig-Marikina River Channel Improvement Phase IV
New Clark City Phase 1a
Power
Angus-Pulangi Rehabilitation Project

628,421.00
356,964.17
187,000.00
175,300.00
149,130.00
101,850.00
97,400.00
97,300.00
89,296.00
81,470.00
78,890.00
71,110.00
70,800.00
64,900.00

56,000.00
31,220.93
39,219.68
33,097.00
18,000.00
20,000.00

Source: NEDA Infracom- ICC-CC

As one of the leading construction companies in the Philippines, EEI Corp. sees the “Build Build Build
Program” as a promising opportunity for the Company to engage in more mega-infrastructure projects.
Aside from infrastructure, there are also other opportunities in the construction sector and related
industries:
a. The rising popularity of remote working environment and the rapid urbanization of Metro
Manila’s neighboring regions can increase the demand for (and construction of) more
residential and office buildings outside NCR.
b. The construction of airports and other infrastructure works leads to the development of other
major metropolitan areas such as Cebu and Davao, increasing the demand for the construction
of buildings and other establishments
c. The Republic Act (RA) No. 11534, otherwise known as the Corporate Recovery and Tax
Incentives for Enterprises (CREATE) Act was signed into law on March 26, 2021. The corporate
income tax (CIT) rates for domestic corporations and resident foreign corporations (RFCs) under
the CREATE Act will be reduced from the current 30% to 25%, which may encourage investors
to do business in less developed regions and increase the demand for construction services for
their facilities.
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MARKET INFORMATION
The common shares of the Company are traded on the PSE under the symbol “EEI”. The shares were listed
on the PSE on July 21, 1975. The following table sets out, for the periods indicated, the high and low closing
prices for the Company‘s shares as reported on the PSE:
2018

High

Low

First Quarter

13.60

10.50

Second Quarter

12.38

10.50

Third Quarter

11.00

8.40

Fourth Quarter

9.16

7.75

First Quarter

10.10

7.95

Second Quarter

11.30

8.76

Third Quarter

11.40

9.10

Fourth Quarter

10.92

9.39

First Quarter

9.80

5.00

Second Quarter

5.94

4.31

Third Quarter

6.98

4.81

Fourth Quarter

8.20

6.51

First Quarter

8.99

7.11

Second Quarter

7.80

6.70

2019

2020

2021

On September 30, 2021, the closing price of the Company‘s common shares on the PSE was ₱6.99 per share.
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MANAGEMENT AND CERTAIN SHAREHOLDERS
DIRECTORS AND SENIOR MANAGEMENT
The Directors of the Company are elected at the annual stockholders meeting to hold office until the next
succeeding Annual Meeting or until their respective successors have been elected and qualified. None of
the members of the Board of Directors and Officers of the Company own more than 10% EEI’s shares.
The business experience of each of the Company‘s directors and officers covering the past five years are
described below.
Board of Directors
The incumbent Directors of the Company are as follows:
Name of Director

Age

Citizenship

Position

Helen Y. Dee
Roberto Jose L. Castillo

77
67

Filipino
Filipino

Juan Kevin G. Belmonte
Wilfrido E. Sanchez
Medel T. Nera
Lorenzo V. Tan
Roberto F. de Ocampo
Gregorio T. Yu
Renato C. Valencia

56
84
66
60
75
63
79

Filipino
Filipino
Filipino
Filipino
Filipino
Filipino
Filipino

Chairperson
Director, President and
CEO
Director
Director
Director
Director
Independent Director
Independent Director
Independent Director

Date Appointed/
Term of Office
June 16, 2017
Jan 01, 2006
June 19, 2009
March 16, 2005
July 15, 2011
June 16, 2017
March 16, 2005
June 18, 2021
Sept. 8, 2015

The following is a brief description of the business experience of each of the Directors:
HELEN Y. DEE – She has been Chairperson of the Board since June 16, 2017 to present. She has been a
Director of the Company from 2002 to 2005, 2006 to 2017 and was elected Vice Chairman of the Board from
2011 to 2017. She is the Chairperson of House of Investments, Petro Energy Resources Corporation, Rizal
Commercial Banking Corporation, all of which are PSE-listed companies. She is the Chairperson, Vice
Chairperson or a director of several companies engaged in banking, insurance and real property businesses.
Ms. Dee received her Master’s Degree in Business Administration from De La Salle University.
ROBERTO JOSE L. CASTILLO - He has been a Member of the Board since April 15, 2005 and has been serving
as President and Chief Executive Officer of the Company since January 1, 2006 to present. He also serves as
Chairman & President of Equipment Engineers, Inc., EEI Power Corporation, EEI Construction & Marine, Inc.,
Philrock Construction and Services, Inc. and EEI Realty Corporation. He is the Chairman of Gulf Asia
International Corporation, GAIC Manpower Services, Inc., GAIC Professional Services, Inc., EEI Limited, JP
Systems Asia, Inc., Biotech JP Corp., Seafront Resources Corporation, Carmelray Industrial Corporation
Advisory Board, and CJC Corporation. He is a Director of Al Rushaid Construction Corporation, PetroWind
Energy, Inc., PetroGreen Energy Corporation, PetroSolar Energy Corporation, Brightnote Assets Corporation,
Hermoza Ecozone Development Estate, Kubota-Kasui Philippines Corporation, SQ Resources, Inc., SN
Resources, Inc., Somerset Hospitality Holdings Philippines, Inc., Ascott Hospitality Holdings Philippines, Inc.,
LearnJP Corp., ShinBayanihan Heavy Equipment Corporation, and Tong Hsing Electronics Philippines, Inc. He
obtained an MBA degree from the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania in 1979. He is an
alumnus of the University of Santo Tomas with degrees in Bachelor of Arts (1974) and Bachelor of Science
in Commerce (1975). Mr. Castillo is a Certified Public Accountant.
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ROBERTO F. DE OCAMPO – He has been an Independent Director from March 16, 2005 to present. He is
the former Secretary of Finance. He is also the Chairman of the British Alumni Association, Philippine
Veterans Bank, Philam Asset Management, and Foundation for Economic Freedom. Chairman and/or Board
member of Alaska Milk Corporation, Centennial Asia Advisors Pte. Ltd. (Singapore), Centennial Group
(Washington, D.C.), EEI Corporation, Investment & Capital Corporation of the Philippines (ICCP) Group of
Companies, Philam Asset Management Inc., Phinma Corporation, Robinson’s Land Corporation, Chairman
of the Board of Advisers of the RFO Center for Public Finance & Regional Economic Cooperation, which is an
ADB Regional Knowledge Hub; Co-Vice Chairman of the Makati Business Club; Founding Partner of a Global
Advisory Group (Centennial Group), Washington, D.C.; Founding Director of Global Economic Forum: The
Emerging Markets Forum; Emeritus Member of the Financial Executives of the Philippines (FINEX); Board of
Advisers of the Conference Board, New York. His past experiences are: Chairman and CEO of Development
Bank of the Philippines; Chairman, Land Bank of the Philippines, former member of Board of Governors of
World Bank, Asian Development Bank (ADB), and International Monetary Fund. President of Asian Institute
of Management, President, Management Association of the Philippines (MAP); Member of AIM Board of
Trustees
JUAN KEVIN G. BELMONTE - He was elected Director of the Company since June 19, 2009 to present. He is
also the President and Chief Executive Officer of Philstar.com, the leading Filipino mega-portal which brings
to the net the best news, infotainment and e-commerce content designed specifically for the Filipino global
community. Concurrently, he is the Vice Chairman of Nuvoland Philippines, a real estate firm; Director of
Philstar Daily, Inc., IP Ventures, Inc., Coal Asia, CasaEurope, Inc. (which distributes Porcelonosa products in
the Philippines), Nationwide Development Corporation (NADECOR), and People Asia. His past experiences
are: President of Nuvoland Philippines and People Asia; Director of IPVG, a listed firm, IP E-Games and
Development Bank of the Philippines; Partner in-charge of the Revenue Enhancement and Strategy Services
Practice of the SGV Business Consulting Division; Member and former President of Northwestern Alumni
Association.
WILFRIDO E. SANCHEZ - He has been a Director of the Company since March 16, 2005 to present. He is also
Director in Adventure International Tours, Inc., Amon Trading Corp., Asia Brewery, Inc., Asian Institute of
Management (AIM), Center for Leadership & Change, Inc., Eton Properties Phils., Inc., House of Investments,
Inc., EMCOR, Inc., Gokongwei Brothers Foundation, Inc., J-DEL Investment and Management Corp., JVR
Foundation, Inc., Kawasaki Motor Corp., K - Servico, Inc., LT Group, Inc., Magellan Capital Holdings
Corporation; Transnational Diversified Corp., Tanduay Distillers, Inc., Transnational Financial Services, Inc.,
Transnational Plans, Inc., and Universal Robina Corp.; Tax Counsel of Quiason Makalintal Barot Torres lbarra
Sison and Damaso Law Firm (QMBTISD). His past business experiences are: Managing Director & Head, Tax
Division of SGV & Co.; Director of APEX (Phils.), Equities Corp., Grepalife Asset Management Corp., Grepalife
Bond Fund Corp., Grepalife Fixed Income Fund Corp., Omico Corporation, PET Plans, Inc., PetNet Inc., Rizal
Commercial Banking Corp. and Wodel, Inc.
GREGORIO T. YU – He was elected as an Independent Director of EEI Corporation last June 18, 2021. He is
currently holding office as Chairman of the Board of Auto Nation Group (General Philippine Distributor of
Mercedes-Benz, Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge, Ram), CATS Automobile Corporation and American Motorcycles, Inc.;
Vice-Chairman of the Board of Sterling Bank of Asia; Director of CATS Asian Car, Inc. (Mazda Greenhills),
Philippine Bank of Communications, Philippine Airlines, PAL Holdings, Inc., Vantage Equitirs, Inc., Vantage
Financial Corporation (formerly eBusiness Services, Inc.), Alphaland Corporation, DITO CME Holdings
Corporation (formerly ISM Communications Corporation), Apo Agua Infrastructura, Inc., Philequity
Management, Inc., Unistar Credit and Finance Corporation, Glyph Studios, Inc. Prople BPO, Inc. (formerly
Summersault, Inc.), Wordtext Systems, Inc., Jupiter Systems, Inc., and Glacier Megafridge, Incorporated;
Board member of Ballet Philippines, and Manila Symphony Orchestra; and President of Domestic Satellite
Corporation of the Philippines. His past business experiences are: Chairman and Director of Nexus
Technologies, Inc.; Chairman of CATS Motors, Inc.; Director of iRemit, inc., Philippine National Reinsurance
Corporation, Yehey, Inc. and iRipple; Trustee of the Government Service Insurance System.
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MEDEL T. NERA - He has been a Director of the Company since July 15, 2011 to present. Mr. Nera is presently
a Director of House of Investment; He is also a Director of iPeople inc., Seafront Resources Corp., National
Reinsurance Corporation and Generika Group. His past experiences include: President & CEO of House of
Investments, Inc.; President of Honda Cars Kalookan, Inc., Director and President of RCBC Realty Corp.;
Chairman of the Board of Greyhounds Security & Investigation Agency Corp., Zamboanga Industrial Finance
Corporation, EEI Realty Corp., Hi- Eisai Pharmaceuticals Inc., Investments Manager Inc., Landev Corp.,
Malayan Colleges Laguna, Inc., Manila Memorial Park Cemetery Inc., YGC Corporate Services, Director and
Chairman of Risk Committee of Rizal Commercial Banking Corp.; Director and Treasurer of CRIBS Foundation,
Inc., and Senior Partner at Sycip Gorres Velayo & Co.
RENATO C. VALENCIA - He has been an Independent Director of the Company since September 08, 2015 to
present. He is also Chairman/Independent Director of i-People, Inc.; Chairman and Director of Omnipay, Inc.;
Lead Independent Director, GT Capital Holdings, Inc., Independent Director, Anglo Philippine Holdings
Corporation, and Malayan Insurance Company, Inc. His past experiences are: CEO: Social Security System
(SSS); Roxas Holdings, Inc. and Union Bank of the Philippines; Independent Director: Metropolitan Bank and
Trust Company, Roxas and Company, Inc., House of Investments, Inc., and Philippine Veterans Bank.
LORENZO V. TAN – He was elected as Director of the Company on June 16, 2017. Mr. Tan is presently the
President and CEO of House of Investments, Inc.; Vice Chairman of Pan Malayan Management Incorporation.
He is a former Managing Director of Primeiro Partners and Director of Philrealty Holdings and Investment
Corporation. Mr. Tan was the President, Chief Executive Officer and Director of Rizal Commercial Banking
Corp. until May 2016. He served as Chairman of the Asian Bankers Association from 2012 to 2014, President
of the Bankers Association of the Philippines (BAP) from 2013 to March 14, 2016. As BAP President, he lead
the Association in representing the BAP in the ASEAN Bankers Association (ABA), composed of the national
banking associations from the 10-member countries in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).
He is also a Director at Smart Communications, Digitel Telecommunications, House of Investments, iPeople,
Malayan Insurance Company Inc., Sunlife Grepa, Manila Memorial Park Cemetery, Inc, HI-Eisai
Pharmaceutical and Board of Trustees at De La Salle Zobel, and Vice Chairman TOYM Foundation. Mr. Tan is
a Certified Public Accountant in Pennsylvania, USA and in the Philippines. Mr. Tan graduated from De La
Salle University with a Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting and Commerce, and holds a Master in
Management degree from the J.L. Kellog Graduate School of Management, Northwestern University.
Key Officers
The incumbent key officers of the Company are as follows:
Name of Key Officer

Age

Citizenship

Position

Roberto Jose L. Castillo
Norman K. Macapagal

67
67

Filipino
Filipino

Angelito D. Bermudo
Cris Noel E. Torres

61
44

Filipino
Filipino

Oscar D. Mercado

69

Filipino

Glenn F. Villasenor

46

Filipino

Jose T. Tan, Jr.

52

Filipino

Director, President and CEO
Executive Vice President for
Construction Division
Executive Vice President
Senior Vice President &
Chief Financial Officer
Senior Vice President for
Marketing and Engineering
of Construction Division
Senior Vice President for
Business Transformation
Senior Vice President and
Chief Audit Executive for
Internal Audit
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Date of
Appointment
Jan. 1, 2006
Jan. 1, 2020
Sept. 3, 2019
April 1, 2020
June 26, 2013
Sept. 19, 2016
Dec. 10, 2018

Manfred Richter

69

Austrian

Earl Jason R. Vistro

49

Filipino

Ferdinand M. Del Prado

61

Filipino

Reynaldo J. Dizon

64

Filipino

Andres P. Tumbokon III

55

Filipino

Hipolito P. Punzalan

69

Filipino

Lauro Felicisimo C.
Matias
Raymundo H. Marras,
Jr.
Marietta R. Velasco

59

Filipino

40

Filipino

69

Filipino

Victor G. Perez
Manuel A. Payawal

49
48

Filipino
Filipino

Kenneth B. Samson

47

Filipino

Romualdo Canlas

55

Filipino

George Ryan T. Hipolito

42

Filipino

Senior Vice President for
Infrastructure Operations
and Special Adviser
Senior Vice President for
Supply Chain Management
and Logistics
Senior Vice President for
Marketing and Sales
Vice President for Human
Resources Management
Vice President for Building
Operations
Vice President for
Electromechanical and
Industrial Operations
Vice President for
Information Technology
Vice President & Finance
Controller
Vice President for Legal
Services
Vice President for Treasury
Project Director (VP) for
Railway Project
Vice President for Sales and
Marketing
Vice President for
Engineering
AVP Compliance Officer and
Asst. Corporate Secretary

Dec. 10, 2018
March 09, 2020
Sept. 24, 2019
March 1, 2010
June 16, 2017
July 4, 2014
Sept. 1, 2017
Sept. 16, 2019
June 26, 2013
April 01, 2016
Feb. 26, 2020
Sept. 24, 2019
Sept. 24 2019
June 16, 2017

ROBERTO JOSE L. CASTILLO – see above description.
NORMAN K. MACAPAGAL - He is the Executive Vice President for Construction Division of the Company.
He was previously based in Saudi Arabia as Senior Vice President and General Manager of Al-Rushaid
Construction Company Ltd. He serves as Director of Equipment Engineers, Inc., Gulf Asia International
Corporation, GAIC Manpower Services, Inc., GAIC Professional Services, Inc., and Equipment Engineers, Inc.
He also serves as President of EEI Limited. He graduated from the University of the Philippines with a
Bachelor of Science degree in Industrial Engineering and Masters Degree in Business Administration in
Ateneo De Manila. He is also a member of the Philippine Construction Association and JCI Mandaluyong,
Inc.
ANGELITO D. BERMUDO - He is an Executive Vice President of the Company. Mr. Bermudo has over 30
years of experience in the construction industry. As the former President and CEO of AG&P Company of
Manila, he brings to the table an institutional memory of AG&P's proud 119-year history. He also has had
prior engagements with AG&P's former owner, DMCI, by serving as Director of several affiliated companies.
Prior to AG&P and DMCI, Lito worked with Linde Arabian Contracting Co. Ltd. in a number of key roles,
including Marketing and Business Development, Senior Contracts Manager and subsequently Middle East
operations. He is a licensed mechanical engineer and a graduate of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineer from the University of the Philippines in Diliman, Quezon City. He also holds a Masters degree in
Business Management from the Asian Institute of Management in Makati City.
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CRIS NOEL E. TORRES - He is the Senior Vice President & Chief Financial Officer of the Company. Before
moving to EEI, he was with First Pacific Group for 9 years. Started as Assistant Vice President for Metro
Pacific Investments Corporation. Then Vice President of Group Corporate Development for First Pacific
Company Ltd. Then Managing Director for First Pacific Myanmar Ltd with a concurrent role as Vice President
for First Pacific Southeast Asia Ltd. and lastly as Head of Business Development for Manila Electric Company
(Meralco). Started his professional career at Nestle Philippines as Project Manager, then moved to
Hupomone Capital (China) then to FBR Capital (San Francisco, USA), both as an Investment Associate. He
graduated as a Mechanical Engineer at UP Diliman, with an MBA, Major in Finance from Wharton University
of Pennsylvania, USA.
OSCAR D. MERCADO - He is the Senior Vice President for Marketing and Engineering of Construction
Division. He serves as Director of Gulf Asia International Corporation, GAIC Manpower Services, Inc., GAIC
Professional Services, Inc., Equipment Engineers, Inc. and EEI Construction and Marine, Inc.; Chairman and
President of EEI Retirement Fund Inc. and a Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering graduate from Mapua
Institute of Technology. He is also a Board member of the Philippine Constructors Association (PCA) and
Philippine Overseas Construction Board (POCB).
GLENN F. VILLASENOR - He is the Senior Vice President for Business Transformation of the Company,
heading Corporate Development, Planning, Information Technology and Innovation groups. He also serves
as a Director of Equipment Engineers, Inc., EEI Power Corporation, EEI Construction & Marine, Inc., EEI Realty
Corporation, Gulf Asia International Corporation and Philrock Construction and Services Inc. Prior to EEI, he
served as Vice President for Aircraft Base Technical Support of Lufthansa Technik Philippines (LTP) which is
responsible for Planning, Facilities Management, Tools and Equipment Engineering. He also held several key
leadership positions in LTP in the fields of Information Technology (IT), Human Resources (HR), Lean
Management and Corporate Development. Mr. Villasenor ls an alumnus of Mapua Institute of Technology,
graduating with a degree of Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering. A certified Six Sigma practitioner
and a graduate of a Lufthansa Management Development program, he holds an MBA degree and a Career
Executive Service Officer (CESO) eligibility as well.
JOSE T. TAN, JR. - He is the Senior Vice President and Chief Audit Executive for Internal Audit of the
Company. He also serves as a retained Consultant and Treasurer of Beam Suntory Philippines, Inc., as a
Shareholder and Director of KPS Outsourcing, Inc., and a Shareholder and Director of a start-up company,
Driven Solutions, Inc. He is a part time professor in Accounting Information System at San Sebastian College.
His past work experiences include: Principal for Forensic Accounting of LECG Hong Kong Ltd., Senior Vice
President of Hill & Associates Philippines, Director of Business and Financial Advisory Services of KMPG Laya
Mananghaya & Co., and Director of Business Risk Services and Business Fraud Investigation Services of Sycip,
Gorres, Velayo and Co. He is a Certified Public Accountant (CPA), a Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE) and a
Certified Forensic Accountant (CrFA). As such, he is a member of the Philippine Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (PICPA), Institute of Internal Auditors Philippines (IIAP), Association of Certified Fraud
Examiners (ACFE), Institute of Certified Forensic Accountants Philippines, and a co-founder of the ACFE
Philippines Chapter. A graduate of Bachelor of Science in Commerce major in Accounting (Cum Laude), he
was awarded as one of the distinguished business graduates by San Sebastian College.
MANFRED RICHTER – He joined the company in December 2018 as Senior Vice President for Infrastructure
Operations and Special Adviser reporting directly to the President and CEO of the Company. He took up
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering and Construction Management in Germany, followed by a Masters
Degree in Architecture from Wits University, Johannesburg, South Africa. In addition, he also obtained his
Masters Degree in Construction Law and Arbitration in the UK. His expertise within Construction
Management, Operations and Administration was gathered during his top management engagements in the
Middle East, Switzerland, Canada, South Africa, among other countries. His project portfolio includes
airports, large high rise developments (King Abdullah Financial District, Riyadh), numerous international
hotels and resorts, as well as royal palaces to name a few.
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EARL JASON R. VISTRO - He is the Senior Vice President for Supply Chain Management and Logistics of the
Company. He has previously worked for Globe Packing & Rubber Corporation, Intel Corporation, Chevron
Philippines, Energy Development Corporation, National Grid Corporation, Megawide Construction
Corporation, and latest with Joy-Nostalg Group as SVP and Head for Supply Chain Management.
FERDINAND M. DEL PRADO - He is the Senior Vice President for Marketing and Sales of the Company. He
also serves as the Treasurer of EEI Retirement Fund, Inc. He holds a Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
degree from the Mapua Institute of Technology.
REYNALDO J. DIZON - He is the Vice President for Human Resources Management of the Company. He also
serves as Director of Equipment Engineers, Inc., EEI Power Corporation, EEI Construction & Marine, Inc., EEI
Realty Corporation, and Philrock Construction and Services, Inc. His previous experiences are: Site HRM and
Country HR Director of STMicroelectronics Philippines, Inc. (formerly NXP Semiconductors Philippines, Inc.,
formerly Philips Semiconductors Philippines, Inc.) and a Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
graduate from the University of the Philippines, and he took up his Masters of Science in Information
Management (MSIM) graduate program at the Ateneo Computer Technology Center in Makati City.
ANDRES P. TUMBOKON III - He is the Vice President for Building Operations of the Company. He serves as
a trustee of the EEI Retirement Fund, Inc. He is a Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering graduate from the
University of Santo Tomas in Manila.
HIPOLITO P. PUNZALAN - He is the Vice President for Electromechanical and Industrial Operations of the
Company and is a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering graduate from Manuel L. Quezon University
in Manila.
LAURO FELICISIMO C. MATIAS - He is the Vice President for Information Technology of the Company. Prior
to this, he held leadership roles as CIO at Starbucks Philippines and Jollibee Foods Corporation, as well as
Vice President and Chief IT Advisor in the Sinarmas Group based in Jakarta, Indonesia, and as Regional VP IT
for Lafarge Boral Group JV based in Shanghai, China. Lauro is a Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
graduate from the Rizal Technological University in Mandaluyong.
RAYMUNDO H. MARRAS, JR. - He is the Vice President & Finance Controller of the Company. He brings with
him deep experience in finance and accounting functions, having previously worked in managerial roles at
Price Waterhouse Cooper in Dublin and Ernst & Young in Sydney, and Manila offices. Before joining EEI
Corporation, Mr. Marras served as Vice President for Finance at St. Luke’s Medical Center in Bonifacio Global
City. He is a Philippine Certified Public Accountant and a graduate of De La Salle University – Manila.
MARIETTA R. VELASCO - She is the Vice President for Legal Services of the Company. She serves as
Corporate Secretary of Equipment Engineers, Inc., EEI Power Corporation, EEI Construction & Marine, Inc.,
Bagumbayan Equipment & Industrial Products, Inc. and EEI Foundation, Inc. She graduated with a Bachelor
of Arts degree majoring in Economics - Mathematics from Maryknoll College, Quezon City, and a Bachelor
of Laws degree from the Ateneo de Manila University, Professional Schools, Makati, Metro Manila. She is a
Member of the Philippine Bar and the Integrated Bar of the Philippines.
VICTOR G. PEREZ - He is the Vice President for Treasury of the Company. He is also the Treasurer of
Equipment Engineers, Inc., EEI Power Corporation, EEI Construction & Marine, Inc., EEI Realty Corporation,
Gulf Asia International Corporation, GAIC Manpower Services, Inc., Philrock Construction and Services, Inc.,
and Bagumbayan Equipment & Industrial Products, Inc. He spent seventeen (17) years in the banking
industry before joining EEI.
MANUEL A. PAYAWAL - He is the Project Director (VP) for Railway Project of the Company. Before joining
in EEI, he has worked in Ireland, Asia, Africa and the Middle East, through the following construction
companies: SYSTRA, Hitachi Ltd., EGIS Rail, SIAC Construction Ltd., Kumagai Gumi Ltd. etc.
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KENNETH B. SAMSON – He is Vice President for Sales and Marketing of the Company and a Bachelor of
Science in Civil Engineering graduate from the Mapua Institute of Technology.
ROMUALDO CANLAS – He is the Vice President for Engineering of the Company and a Bachelor of Science
in Civil Engineering graduate from the Tarlac State University.
GEORGE RYAN T. HIPOLITO - He is the AVP Compliance Officer and Asst. Corporate Secretary of the
Company. He also serves as Corporate Secretary for EEI Realty Corporation, Gulf Asia International
Corporation, GAIC Manpower Services, Inc., GAPSI, Philrock Construction and Services, Inc., and JPSAI, Inc. A
litigator since 2005, holding office at the DOJ, DENR, and partner at MJH Law Offices. Served as VP Legal for
AMA Holdings Group prior to joining EEI Corporation.
SIGNIFICANT EMPLOYEE
No single person is expected to make a significant contribution to the business since EEI considers the
collective efforts of all its employees as instrumental to the overall success of its performance.
FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
None of the directors are related to each other by consanguinity or affinity.
INVOLVEMENT IN CERTAIN LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
During the past 5 years, EEI is not aware of the occurrence of any of the following events that are material
to the evaluation of the ability or integrity of any director or executive officer:
1. Any bankruptcy petition filed by or against any director, or any business of a director, nominee for
election as director, or executive officer who was a director, general partner or executive officer of said
business either at the time of the bankruptcy or within 2 years prior to that time;
2. Any director, nominee for election as director, or executive officer being convicted by final judgment in
a criminal proceeding, domestic or foreign, or being subject to a pending criminal proceeding, domestic
or foreign, excluding traffic violations and other minor offenses;
3. Any director, nominee for election as director, or executive officer being subject to any order, judgment,
or decree, not subsequently reversed, suspended or vacated, of any court of competent jurisdiction,
domestic or foreign, permanently or temporarily enjoining, barring, suspending or otherwise limiting his
involvement in any type of business, securities, commodities or banking activities; and
4. Any director, nominee for election as director, or executive officer being found by a domestic or foreign
court of competent jurisdiction (in a civil action), the SEC or comparable foreign body, or a domestic or
foreign exchange or other organized trading market or self-regulatory organization, to have violated a
securities or commodities law or regulation, and the judgment has not been reversed, suspended, or
vacated.
COMPENSATION OF DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS
The compensation of top 5 highest paid directors and senior officers is included in the compensation table
below.
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Name and Position
CEO & Most Highly
Compensated Executive
Officers
Robert Jose L. Castillo
President & CEO

Annual Salary
(in millions)
P 39.73

Per Diem

Bonus
(in millions)

NA

NA

Other
Compensation
(in millions)
P 6.63

2020
Actual

P 39.73

NA

P 0.96

P 6.32

2019
Actual

P 40.42

NA

P 5.49

P 4.43

2021
Estimate

P 173.87

P 1.26

NA

P 26.78

2020
Actual

P 175.46

P 2.00

P 5.69

P 26.25

2019
Actual

P 83.81

P 1.75

P 12.88

P 19.63

Fiscal
Year
2021
Estimate

Angelito D. Bermudo

Executive Vice President

Norma K. Macapagal

EVP- Construction Division

Manfred Richter

SVP-Infrastructure Operations
and Special Adviser

Cris Noel E. Torres

SVP- Chief Financial Officer

Aggregate compensation
paid to all other officers and
directors as a group
unnamed

Compensation of Directors
The members of the Board of Directors, except those holding management positions in the Company, are
entitled to P30,000 per diem for attendance in any regular or special meeting, and a per diem ranging from
P10,000 to P15,000 for attending meetings of the Board committee.
Standard Arrangements and Other Arrangements
There are no other arrangements for compensation either by way of payments for committee participation
or special assignments other than reasonable per diem. There are also no outstanding warrants or options
held by EEI’s CEO, other officers and/or directors.
Employment Contracts, Termination of Employment, Change-in-Control Arrangements
The directors of the Company do not have employment contracts, Termination of employment or changein-control arrangement.
Warrants and Options
The Company has set aside 35,000,000 common shares for distribution under the Company’s amended stock
option plan available to all regular employees, officers and directors of EEI and its Subsidiaries. Under the
amended plan, the option or subscription price must be equal to the book value of the EEI’s common stock
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but not less than 80% of the average market price quoted in PSE for five (5) trading days immediately
preceding the grant, but in no case less than the par value. The option or subscription price should be paid
over a period of five (5) years in 120 equal semi-monthly installments. Shares acquired under the amended
stock option Plan are subject to a holding period of one year.
As of June 30, 2021, a total of 30,252,003 shares have been subscribed and there are no outstanding
warrants and options held by any of EEI’s directors and executive officers.
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SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN RECORD AND BENEFICIAL SHAREHOLDERS
Top 20 Shareholders
The following are the top 20 stockholders of the Company as of September 30, 2021:
Title of
Class

Name

Citizenship

Number of
Shares

Percentage
to total

1

Common

PCD Nominee Corp - Filipino

Filipino

486,044,905

46.90%

2

Common

House of Investments, Inc.

Filipino

459,326,448

44.32%

3

Common

PCD Nominee Corp – Non-Filipino

Non-Filipino

69,447,598

6.70%

4

Common

Hydee Management &
Resources Corporation

Filipino

1,170,500

0.11%

5

Common

Lucio W. Yan &/or Clara Yan

Filipino

1,002,472

0.10%

6

Common

Mercury Drug Group of
Companies, Inc.

Filipino

620,000

0.06%

7

Common

Enrique M. Zalamea, Jr.

Filipino

600,000

0.06%

8

Common

Horacio Rodriguez

Filipino

576,662

0.06%

9

Common

Divina F. Munji

Filipino

382,992

0.04%

10

Common

Seafront Resources Corporation

Filipino

372,500

0.04%

11

Common

Perry Y. Uy

Filipino

310,930

0.03%

12

Common

EEI Account #1

Filipino

310,500

0.03%

13

Common

Alberto Mendoza &/or
Jeanie C. Mendoza

Filipino

305,000

0.03%

14

Common

Raymond M. Chu

Filipino

300,000

0.03%

15

Common

Alfredo S. Paguio

Filipino

264,000

0.03%

16

Common

Aladin S. Bautista

Filipino

249,560

0.02%

17

Common

Irene V. Roces

Filipino

229,500

0.02%

18

Common

Walter A. Beam, Jr.

American

220,308

0.02%

19

Common

Roberto Jose L. Castillo

Filipino

200,005

0.02%

20

Common

Johnny Tan

Filipino

200,000

0.02%

As of September 30,2021, 6.83% of the Company‘s outstanding capital stock is owned by foreign nationals.
Security Ownership of Directors and Management
As of June 30,2021, the following table sets forth security ownership of the Company‘s Directors and
Officers:
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Title of
Class

Number of
shares

Nature of
ownership

Citizenship

%

151,564,300

Direct
Indirect

Filipino

0.15%

Common Roberto Jose L. Castillo

200,005

Direct

Filipino

0.02%

Common Juan Kevin G. Belmonte

1,500,000

Indirect

Filipino

0.14%

Common Robert F. de Ocampo

54,005

Indirect

Filipino

0.01%

Common Gregorio T. Yu

1,035

Direct

Filipino

Nil

Common Renato C. Valencia

15

Direct

Filipino

Nil

Common Wilfrido E. Sanchez

5

Direct

Filipino

Nil

Common Medel T. Nera

2

Direct

Filipino

Nil

Common Lorenzo V. Tan

3

Direct

Filipino

Nil

Name of Beneficial Owner

Common Helen Y. Dee

There is no director or key officer of EEI owns at least 10% of EEI‘s issued and outstanding shares of common
stock.
Security Ownership of Record and Beneficial Owners:
Owners of record of more than 5% of EEI’s shares of common stock as of June 30, 2021 are as follows:

Title of
Class

Name of
Name, Address of Record Beneficial Owner
Citizenship
Owner & Relationship with & Relationship
the Company
with Record
Owner

Number of
Shares

Percentage
to total

Filipino

573,463,646*

55.33%

Common PCD Nominee Corp
No person owns more than
5%

Filipino

480,224,732

46.34%

Common PCD Nominee Corp
No person owns more than
5%

Non-Filipino

75,241,455

7.26%

Common

House of Investments*
(Parent Company)
2/F, Grepalife Building 221
Sen. Gil Puyat Ave., Makati
City

Helen Y. Dee
Chairperson of
the Board

The Chairperson of the
Board, Ms. Helen Y. Dee,
upon authority of the Board
directs voting and
disposition of the shares.

* Indirect ownership of shares included.
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Voting Trust Holders of 5% or More
There is no voting trust arrangement executed among the holders of 5% or more of the issued and
outstanding shares of common stock of EEI.
Change in Control
There are no arrangements entered into by EEI or any of its stockholders which may result in a change of
control of EEI. For information on Changes in Control, see the section “Description of Shares” of this Final
Prospectus.
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RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

There is no director, executive officer, nominee for director, beneficial holder, or any family member
involved in any business transaction with EEI and subsidiaries. The Company and its Subsidiaries, in their
ordinary course of business, engage in transactions with related parties and affiliates.
These transactions are detailed in the Company’s June 30, 2021 unaudited interim consolidated financial
statement, as follows:
(In Thousands of Philippine Peso)
Related party
Parent
company
Associate

Transaction
Rendering of janitorial services
Purchase of management services
Rendering of services

Amount /
Volume
₱5,366
(1,071)
‒

Extension of advances
Entities under
the common
control

Other related
parties

Bank deposits

−
2,137

Revenue from construction
services
Revenue from service contract

44,842

Rendering of janitorial services

186,876

Revenue from construction
services
Lease of property
Sale of property

Interest income
Extension of advances
Extension of advances
Due from related parties
Due to related parties

10,591

144
(37,232)
342
136
−
−

(In Thousands of Philippine Peso)
Related party
Parent company
Associate
Entities under
the common
control

Transaction
Rendering of janitorial services

Amount /
Volume
₱7,163

Rendering of services

‒

Bank deposits

3,946

Revenue from construction services

9,534

Extension of advances

Other related
parties

Rendering of janitorial services
Lease of property

‒
225,921
(70,918)

Sale of property

3,238

Interest income
Due from related parties
Due to related parties

5,153
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June 30, 2021
(Unaudited)
Outstanding
Receivable/
(Payable)
Terms
₱11,137
Non-interest
(2,000)
bearing
18,373
Non-interest
bearing
(259)
Non-interest
bearing
804,974
Interest bearing;
0.125%
-0.5625% per
annum
51,024
Non-interest
bearing
20,818
Non-interest
bearing
83,352
Non-interest
bearing
−
Interest bearing,
5% per annum
−
Non-interest
bearing
−
‒
(1,321)
5,587
₱118,449
(₱1,580)

Interest bearing,
5% per annum
‒
‒
‒

December 31, 2020
(Audited)
Outstanding
Receivable/
(Payable)
Terms
₱8,165
Non-interest
bearing
33,357
Non-interest
bearing
1,193,073
Interest bearing;
0.20%
-0.25% per annum
99,791
Non-interest
bearing
24,092
Non-interest
bearing
6,995
−
−
Non-interest
bearing
38,000 Interest bearing, 5%
per annum
‒
₱65,614
₱–

Conditions
Unsecured,
no impairment
Unsecured
Unsecured
Unsecured,
no impairment
Unsecured
Unsecured,
no impairment
Unsecured,
no impairment
Unsecured
Unsecured
Unsecured
‒
‒
‒

Conditions
Unsecured,
no impairment
Unsecured
Unsecured,
no impairment
Unsecured
Unsecured,
no impairment
−
Unsecured
Unsecured

There are no material transactions which were negotiated by the Company with parties whose relationship
with the Company fall outside the definition of “related parties” under Philippine Accounting Standards 24,
Related Party Disclosures, but with whom the Company has relationship that enables such parties to
negotiate terms that may not be available from other, more clearly independent parties on an arm’s length
basis.
In 2019, EPC was contracted by RCBC Realty Corporation, for the Supply of Labor, Tools and Materials and
Installation of the Additional Low Voltage Switchgear and Busway System for Phase 2 Electrical System
Upgrade which commenced in April 2019 with contract price amounted to ₱260.39 million. The outstanding
trade receivables amounted to ₱20.82 million and nil as of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020,
respectively.
In 2018, the Parent Company was contracted by Malayan Education Systems, Inc. for the General
Construction Works, Excavation, Structural, Civil, Architectural, MEPF Works and Attendance of Mapua
Makati Building with contract price amounted to ₱891.0 million. The project was completed on February
28, 2021. The outstanding receivables amounted to ₱49.7 million and ₱93.4 million, including retention
receivables of ₱49.7 million and ₱90.81 million as of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively.
In 2019, the Company was contracted by Malayan Colleges Laguna for the construction of Mapua School
basketball court with contract price amounting to ₱38.2 million. The project was completed on July 15, 2020.
The outstanding receivables amounted to ₱1.3 million and ₱6.4 million as of June 30, 2021 and December
31, 2020, respectively.
In 2013, the Company was contracted by PWEI for the construction of 18 units WTG foundations, roadways
and temporary landing pad intended for the 36MW Nabas Wind Power Project (NWPP) in Nabas, Aklan for
₱1,100.0 million. The project was completed on April 30, 2015. There are no remaining receivables as of June
30, 2021 and ₱31.1 million as of December 31, 2020.
In 2006, the Company sold parcels of land to EEI-RFI, a trustee of the Company employees retirement fund
(the Fund). The Fund is managed by RCBC Trust and Investment Division. The parcels of land sold are located
in Manggahan, Quezon City and Bauan, Batangas. The receivables bear interest of 5% per annum in 2021,
2020 and 2019.
Starting January 2007, the Company and EEI-RFI entered into operating lease agreements for the said land
and improvements. The lease terms are for one year and renewable every year with 5% increase effective
January 1, 2014.
In 2013, the receivable from the EEI-RFI amounting to ₱390.0 million was restructured and reclassified to
other noncurrent assets with fixed 5% interest rate per annum. In 2016, the Parent Company and the Fund
agreed to extend the term of the payment until April 30, 2021. There are no remaining receivables as of
June 30, 2021 and ₱38.0 million as of December 31, 2020. Interest income earned from receivable from EEIRFI amounted to ₱0.3 million and ₱3.2 million for the periods ended June 30, 2021, December 31, 2020,
respectively.
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REGULATORY AND ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS
Contractor’s License Law
R.A. No. 4566, as amended by PD No. 1746, requires a construction company seeking to operate in the
Philippines to obtain either a regular or a special license from the PCAB. A regular license is issued to a
domestic construction firm (a Filipino sole-proprietorship or a partnership/corporation with at least 60%
Filipino equity) and is renewed annually, on or before June 30 of each year. PCAB has issued Resolution No.
333, Series of 2013 allowing foreign construction firms with more than 40% foreign equity to qualify for a
regular AAAA license provided that such firms comply with the following requirements:
a. ₱1.0 billion minimum capitalization;
b. Compliance with SEC registration and equity requirements;
c. Engagement is limited to private domestic construction projects with contract cost of at least ₱1.0

billion;

d. Procurement of civil liability insurance;
e. Compliance with Philippine laws; and
f. Provided there is compliance with the PCAB qualification standards for a Filipino authorized managing

officer, such firms may hire a foreign authorized managing officer.

A foreign contractor who is not able to meet the ₱1.0 billion capitalization may be granted a special license
to engage in the construction of a specific project or undertaking with a project cost of at least ₱1.0 billion
if there is limited local capability in technology as determined by the Philippine Domestic Construction
Board.
Furthermore, on 27 March 2017, PCAB issued Resolution No. 079, Series of 2017 which categorizes AAAA
license into two types:
(a) AAAA Platinum – This may be granted to locally-owned contractors with at least ₱1.0 billion minimum

capitalization; and

(b) AAAA Gold – This may be granted to foreign-owned domestic corporations with at least ₱1.0 billion

minimum capitalization.

AAAA Gold contractors may undertake private projects under the following contract costs: (1) minimum
contract cost of ₱5.0 billion for vertical projects; and (2) minimum contract cost of ₱3.0 billion for horizontal
projects.
AAAA Platinum contractors may undertake government and private projects of any contract cost.
On the other hand, a special license is issued to a joint venture, a consortium, a foreign constructor, or a
project owner who authorizes the licensee to engage only in the construction of a single, specific
project/undertaking and is cancelled by PCAB upon completion of the single specific undertaking/project
authorized by the license.
However, in Philippine Contractors Accreditation Board vs. Manila Water Company, Inc., G.R. No. 217590,
10 March 2020, the Supreme Court affirmed the Regional Trial Court’s decision declaring the portions of
Section 3.1, Rule 3 of the Revised Rules and Regulations Governing Licensing and Accreditation of
Constructors in the Philippines, that imposes the foreign ownership restriction for construction firms
securing a regular and/or special license, as void. Consequently, Section 12.7 of Rule 12 of said Rules was
also nullified. The nullified provision provides for the automatic invalidation of a regular license of a
construction firm if its foreign equity exceeds 30%. To date, PCAB has not released any issuance as regards
the implementation of the discussed decision of the Supreme Court.
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Similarly, on 11 August 2020, House Bill No. HB07337 was filed, seeking to revise Republic Act No. 4566, to
amend the definition of a “person” applying for license with PCAB as an “individual, firm, partnership,
corporation, association or other organization, or any combination thereof, regardless of nationality or
citizenship”, explicitly removing the nationality restriction imposed upon those who secure licenses with
PCAB. This has been referred to the House Committee on Trade and Industry since its filing.
In order to enforce the licensing requirements, all architects and engineers preparing plans and
specifications and all public or private agencies or entities conducting biddings and/or letting out contracts
for construction work to be contracted and undertaken in the Philippines, shall include in their invitation to
bidders and other bidding documents necessary stipulations to convey to every bidder, whether he is a
resident of the Philippines or not, the information that it will be necessary for him to have a license before
his bid is considered.
Moreover, PCAB is authorized to institute the proper action in court and secure a writ of injunction without
bond, restraining any person or firm not licensed, or whose license is under suspension or has expired or
been revoked, from engaging or attempting to engage in the business of construction contracting and it shall
be the duty of all duly constituted law enforcement officers of the national, provincial, city and municipal
government or any political subdivision thereof, to enforce the provisions of the said law and to report to
PCAB any violation of the same.
Classification and Categorization
For the purpose of a more accurate evaluation of a constructor's capability, regular licensees are further
classified as those engaged in (a) general engineering construction, (b) general building construction and (c)
specialty construction and the classification of a constructor shall be determined by the training and
experience of the constructor or of his Sustaining Technical Employee. A constructor may apply for and be
issued more than one classification; provided that one of which shall be designated by the applicant as his
principal classification. The rest shall be considered as other classification(s). A licensed constructor shall
operate within the classification(s) that he is authorized, by his license, to engage in. A regular license
constructor shall, however, be allowed to undertake an extra classification work, if it is incidental and/or
supplementary to a project under his contract and to be undertaken in conjunction with the implementation
of the said project.
In addition to classification, every constructor shall be graded and assigned a category as an adjunct to his
licensing. Evaluation of category shall be based on the following criteria quantified by equivalent credit
points in scales as determined by the Board:
a) financial capacity measured in terms of net worth or paid up capital if a newly-organized partnership

or corporation;

b) equipment capacity in terms of the book value;
c) experience of the company in terms of aggregate number of years in which the firm has actively

engaged in construction contracting and operation and average annual value of work completed
during the past three (3) years; and
d) experience of the technical personnel.
General Engineering and General Building constructors shall be categorized based on a scale of seven grades,
namely: AAAA (Platinum)/AAAA (Gold), AAA, AA, A, B, C, and D.
EEI is principally classified as General Building (“GB”) 1 for building and industrial plant construction
with general engineering construction as its “other classification” and is categorized as AAAA.
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Building Permits
Presidential Decree No. 1096 or the National Building Code provides that in order for a person or corporation
to erect, construct, alter, repair, move, convert, or demolish any building or structure, a building permit
must first be secured from the Building Official assigned at the place where the building work is to be done.
A building permit is a written authorization granted by the building official to an applicant allowing him to
proceed with the construction of a building after plans, specifications and other pertinent documents
required for the construction of the structure have been found to be in conformity with the Building Code.
Permits supplementary to a building permit shall be applied for and issued by the building official. These
include Ancillary and the Accessory Permits. Under the Implementing Rules and Regulations of the National
Building Code of the Philippines, the building permit is null and void if not accompanied by the Ancillary
Permits.
Referral to Arbitration
Executive Order No.1008 vests the Construction Industry Arbitration Commission (“CIAC”) with original and
exclusive jurisdiction over disputes arising from, or connected with, contracts entered into by parties
involved in construction in the Philippines, whether the dispute arises before or after the completion of the
contract, or after the abandonment or breach thereof. These disputes may involve government or private
contracts. The jurisdiction of the CIAC may include, but is not limited, to violation of specifications for
materials and workmanship; violation of the terms of agreement; interpretation and/or application of
contractual time and delays; maintenance and defects; payment, default of employer or contractor and
changes in contract cost.
The CIAC may acquire jurisdiction in two ways, either by providing an arbitration clause in the contract
between the parties, or by agreement of the parties to submit the dispute to CIAC. Thus, the fact that the
parties incorporated an arbitration clause in their contract is sufficient to vest the CIAC with jurisdiction over
any construction controversy, notwithstanding any reference made to another arbitral body. CIAC‘s
jurisdiction over construction disputes is conferred by law; as such, it may not be waived by mere agreement
of the parties.
Liability of Engineers, Architects and Contractors
Under the Civil Code, the engineer or architect who drew up the plans and specifications for a building is
liable for damages if within 15 years from the completion of the structure, the same should collapse by
reason of a defect in those plans and specifications, or due to the defects in the ground. The contractor is
likewise responsible for the damages if the edifice falls, within the same period, on account of defects in the
construction or the use of materials of inferior quality furnished by him, or due to any violation of the terms
of the contract. If the engineer or architect supervises the construction, he shall be solitarily liable with the
contractor. The acceptance of the building, after completion, does not imply waiver of any of the causes of
action by reason of any of the foregoing defects. The action arising therefrom must be brought within 10
years following the collapse of the building.
NATIONALITY RESTRICTION
The Company owns land, hence, Philippine laws limit foreign shareholdings in the Company to a maximum
of 40% of its issued and outstanding capital stock. Any subsequent transfer of the Company‘s Shares by
Filipinos to non-Filipinos will also be subject to the limitation that any such transfers will not cause foreign
shareholdings in the Company to exceed 40% of the Company‘s issued and outstanding capital stock. In the
event that foreign ownership of the Company‘s issued and outstanding capital stock will exceed 40%, the
Company has the right to reject a transfer request by persons to persons other than Philippine Nationals. In
addition, under the implementing rules and regulations of Executive Order No. 146 dated 13 November
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2013, a corporation applying for land reclamation must submit proof that it is 60% owned by Philippine
nationals.
Further, in order to maintain its PCAB license, the Company, pursuant to the Implementing Rules and
Regulations of P.D. No. 1746, must maintain its Filipino shareholding to at least 60% of the issued and
outstanding capital stock. However, in Philippine Contractors Accreditation Board vs. Manila Water
Company, Inc., G.R. No. 217590, 10 March 2020, the Supreme Court has nullified the provision in the Revised
Rules and Regulations Governing Licensing and Accreditation of Constructors in the Philippines that calls for
the automatic invalidation of a regular license of a construction firm if its foreign equity exceeds 30%.
In addition, should the Company decide to engage in the construction and repair of locally funded public
works, it shall maintain 60% Filipino ownership in accordance with Executive Order No. 65 promulgating the
Eleventh Regular Foreign Investment Negative List, except with respect to (a) infrastructure or development
projects covered in R.A. No. 7718 (which amended R.A. No. 6957 or the Build-Operate-Transfer Law; and (b)
projects that are foreign funded or assisted and required to undergo international competitive bidding
(Section 2(a) of R.A. No. 7718).
Partnerships with the Government
Republic Act No.6957 or the Build-Operate-Transfer Law (“BOT Law”), as amended, governs the conduct
of bidding in infrastructure projects. The BOT Law allows private sector participation in large infrastructure
projects, power plants, highways, ports, airports, canals, dams, hydropower projects, water supply,
irrigation, telecommunications, railroads and railways, transport systems, land reclamation, housing,
government buildings, tourism projects, markets, slaughter houses, warehouses, solid waste management,
information technology networks and database infrastructure, education and health facilities, sewerage,
drainage, dredging and other projects as may be authorized by the appropriate government agency. It
recognizes various kinds of contractual arrangements, including build-operate- and-transfer, build-andtransfer, build-own-and-operate, build-lease-and-transfer, build-transfer-and- operate, contract-add-andoperate, develop-operate-and-transfer, rehabilitate-operate-and-transfer and rehabilitate-own-andoperate.
The BOT Law provides that these projects must be awarded through the conduct of a public bidding. Such
public bidding must be done by publishing a notice inviting prospective project investors once a week for
three consecutive weeks in at least two newspapers of general circulation and one local newspaper in the
place where the project is to be constructed. The public bidding must be conducted under a twoenvelope/two-stage system: the first envelope to contain the technical, operational, environmental, and
financing viability of the proposal and the second envelope to contain the financial proposal.
Depending on the type of arrangement, as in the case of a build-operate-and-transfer arrangement, for
instance, the contract shall be awarded to the bidder who has satisfied the minimum financial, technical,
organizational and legal standards required, and has submitted the lowest bid and most favorable terms for
the project, and shall be granted the franchise to operate and maintain the facility. In the case of a buildand-transfer, or a build-lease-and-transfer, the law provides that a Filipino contractor who submits an
equally advantageous bid with exactly the same price and technical specifications as those of a foreign
contractor shall be given preference.
Before the submission of actual bids, the bidder must first submit proof that it is legally, technically and
financially qualified to undertake the project. The legal requirements include proof showing compliance with
the nationality requirements, if the project will involve a public utility franchise and where the project
proponent and Facility Operator are one and the same entity. If the bidder is an unincorporated consortium,
the identity of each of the members must be disclosed and must also undergo the pre-qualification process.
Moreover, the members shall submit an undertaking binding themselves to be solidarily liable for the
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obligations under the contract. If the consortium is a duly registered corporation with the SEC, the
corporation must be the one to execute such undertaking. Lastly, the prospective bidder must indicate the
contractor it seeks to engage once the contract is awarded to it. The contractor must be duly licensed and
accredited by the PCAB, if a Filipino, or its equivalent in a foreign country, if a foreigner.
Aside from the legal requirements, the prospective bidder must also show that it has the technical expertise
and has successfully undertaken project(s) similar or related to the subject infrastructure/development
project. For this purpose, the consortium must submit a business plan, which shall include the identity of its
members, the equity interest/contribution of each member of the consortium, their prospective
contractor(s), capacity of the consortium to undertake the project, and the description and respective roles
of each member and the contractor.
Lastly, it must also demonstrate that it has the minimum amount of equity to the project measured in terms
of the net worth of the company, or in the case of consortium, the net worth of the lead member or the
combined net worth of members, or a set-aside deposit equivalent to the minimum equity required.
Moreover, a letter testimonial from a domestic universal/commercial bank or an international bank with a
subsidiary/branch in the Philippines or any international bank recognized by the BSP certifying that the
bidder is an account holder, is in good financial standing and is able to obtain credit accommodations from
such banks to finance the project.
Law on Public Utilities
The operation of an airport terminal is within the definition of a public utility as the use thereof is held out
generally to the public. Thus, it is subject to the requirements of the Philippine Constitution which provides
that franchises, privileges and other authority to operate a public utility shall be given to corporations,
associations or firms at least 60 percent of capital of which is owned by Filipino citizens.
However, House Bill No. 78 (“New Public Service Act”) was recently approved by the House on 3 March
2020. Currently, the counterpart Senate Bill No. 2094 is in Second Reading. If approved by the Senate, it
would limit the term “public utility” to apply only to distribution of electricity, transmission of electricity,
water pipeline distribution, and sewerage pipeline. The National Economic and Development Authority
(“NEDA”), in consultation with the Philippine Competition Commission (“PCC”) and the concerned
administrative agencies, can also recommend to Congress the classification of a public service as a public
utility when certain criteria are met. Operation of an airport terminal is not among the enumerated activities
considered to be a public utility in the proposed New Public Service Act. Accordingly, it will not be subject
to the Constitutional restrictions on foreign ownership
ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS
Development projects that are classified by law as environmentally critical or projects within statutorily
defined environmentally critical areas are required to obtain an Environmental Compliance Certificate
(“ECC‘‘) prior to commencement. The DENR, through its regional offices or through the Environmental
Management Bureau (“EMB‘‘), determines whether a project is environmentally critical or located in an
environmentally critical area. As a requisite for the issuance of an ECC, an environmentally critical project is
required to submit an Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS‘‘) to the EMB while a project in an
environmentally critical area are generally required to submit an Initial Environmental Examination (“IEE‘‘)
to the proper DENR regional office. In the case of an environmentally critical project within an
environmentally critical area, an EIS is required. The construction of major roads and bridges are considered
environmentally critical projects for which EISs and ECCs are mandated.
The EIS refers to both the document and the study of a project‘s environmental impact, including a
discussion of the direct and indirect consequences to human welfare and ecological as well as environmental
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integrity. The IEE refers to the document and the study describing the environmental impact, including
mitigation and enhancement measures, for projects in environmentally critical areas EIS or an IEE may vary
from project to project, as a minimum; it contains all relevant information regarding the projects‘
environmental effects. The entire process of organization, administration and assessment of the effects of
any project on the quality of the physical, biological and socio-economic environment as well as the design
of appropriate preventive, mitigating and enhancement measures is known as the EIS System. The EIS
System successfully culminates in the issuance of an ECC. The issuance of an ECC is a Government
certification that the proposed project or undertaking will not cause a significant negative environmental
impact; that the proponent has complied with all the requirements of the EIS System; and that the
proponent is committed to implement its approved environmental management plan in the EIS or, if an IEE
was required, that it shall comply with the mitigation measures provided therein.
Project proponents that prepare an EIS are required to establish an Environmental Guarantee Fund (“EGF‘‘)
when the ECC is issued to projects determined by the DENR to pose a significant public risk to life, health,
property and the environment or where the project requires rehabilitation or restoration. The EGF is
intended to answer for damages caused by such a project as well as any rehabilitation and restoration
measures.
Project proponents that prepare an EIS are mandated to include a commitment to establish an
Environmental Monitoring Fund (“EMF‘‘) when an ECC is eventually issued. The EMF shall be used to support
the activities of a multi-partite monitoring team which will be organized to monitor compliance with the ECC
and applicable laws, rules and regulations.
Aside from the EIS and IEE, engineering geological and geo-hazard assessments are also required for ECC
applications covering subdivisions, housing and other land development and infrastructure projects.
Although the obligation to obtain the ECC is normally with the project owner, there are instances when the
project owner requests the Company assist in securing the ECC. The Company incurs expenses for the
purposes of complying with environmental laws that consist primarily of payments for Government
regulatory fees. Such fees are standard in the industry and are minimal.
Discharge Permit
Development projects, installations and activities that discharge liquid waste into and pose a threat to the
environment of the Laguna de Bay Region are also required to obtain a discharge permit from the Laguna
Lake Development Authority.
Other Environmental Laws
Other regulatory environmental laws and regulations applicable to EEI‘s business includes the following:
Toxic Substances and Hazardous and Nuclear Wastes Control Act
DENR, through its authority granted by Republic Act No. 6969, or the Toxic Substances and Hazardous and
Nuclear Wastes Act, is mandated to regulate, restrict or prohibit the importation, manufacture, processing,
sale, distribution, use and disposal of chemical substances and mixtures that present unreasonable risk
and/or injury to health or the environment. Entities that generate or produce hazardous wastes must
register as Hazardous Waste Generators with the EMB Regional Office having jurisdiction over the location
of the waste generator and submit quarterly reports to DENR specifying the type and quantity of hazardous
waste generated, produced or transported outside, and such other information as may be required.
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Ecological Solid Waste Management
Ecological Solid Waste Management Act of 2000, which provides for the proper management of solid waste
which includes, discarded commercial waste and non-hazardous institutional and industrial waste. The said
law prohibits, among others, the transporting and dumping of collected solid wastes in areas other than
prescribed centers and facilities. The National Solid Waste Management Commission, together with other
government agencies and the different local government units, are responsible for the implementation and
enforcement of the said law.
Philippine Clean Air Act
Philippine Clean Air Act of 1999 (the “Clean Air Act”) provides for specific emission standards for stationary
sources of air pollution, for motor vehicles and other sources. It also sets specifications for fuel and fuelrelated substances; bans incineration; provides for phasing-out of ozone-depleting substances; reduction
and elimination of greenhouse gas emissions and persistent organic pollutants; and proper handling of
radioactive emissions. To implement the foregoing, the Clean Air Act requires establishments with
machinery or equipment that are sources of regulated air pollutants to obtain a permit to operate from the
EMB. This permit is valid for one year, renewable at least 30 days prior to its expiration date. The permits
issued by DENR shall state the limitations for regulated air pollutants to achieve and maintain air quality
standards.
Philippine Clear Water Act
Philippine Clean Water Act of 2004 applies to water quality management in all bodies of water.
DENR implements a wastewater charge system in all management areas. DENR requires owners or operators
of facilities that discharge regulated effluents to secure a permit to discharge. This permit for the discharge
of effluents shall state the quality and quantity of effluent that the facilities are allowed to discharge into a
particular body of water, compliance schedule and monitoring requirement.
The EMB, in partnership with other Philippine government agencies and the respective local government
units, is tasked by the Implementing Rules of the Clean Water Act to identify existing sources of water
pollutants and strictly monitor pollution sources which are not in compliance with the effluent standards
provided in the law. In addition, they have the right to (a) enter any premises or have access to documents
and relevant materials; (b) inspect any pollution or waste source, control device, monitoring equipment or
method required; and (c) test any discharge. If there is fish kill, the Department of Agriculture may also enter
the establishment reported to have caused the incident.
LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT
The Philippine Constitution
The Philippine Constitution provides that the State shall regulate the relations between workers and
employers, recognizing the right of labor to its just share in the fruits of production and the right of
enterprises to reasonable returns on investments, and to expansion and growth. The seven basic rights that
are specifically guaranteed by the Philippine Constitution are as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Right to organize;
Right to conduct collective bargaining or negotiation with management;
Right to engage in peaceful concerted activities, including strikes in accordance with law;
Right to enjoy security of tenure;
Right to work under humane conditions;
Right to receive a living wage; and
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(g)

Right to participate in policy and decision-making processes affecting their rights and benefits as may
be provided by law.

Labor Code of the Philippines
Presidential Decree No. 442, as amended, or the Labor Code of the Philippines (“Labor Code”) seeks to
protect labor, promote full employment, ensure equal opportunities regardless of sex, race or creed and
regulate the relations between workers and employers. All doubts in the implementation and interpretation
of the provisions of the Labor Code shall be resolved in favor of labor.
The Department of Labor and Employment (“DOLE”) is the lead agency in the enforcement of labor laws.
The DOLE has exclusive authority in the administration and enforcement of labor and employment laws such
as the Labor Code and the Occupational Safety and Health Standards, as amended, and such other laws as
specifically assigned to it or to the Secretary of the DOLE.
The Labor Code and other statutory laws specify the minimum statutory benefits that employers are
required to grant to their employees.
DOLE Mandated Work-Related Programs
Under Republic Act No. 9165 or the Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act, a national drug abuse prevention
program implemented by the DOLE must be adopted by private companies with ten or more employees.
For this purpose, employers must adopt and establish company policies and programs against drug use in
the workplace in close consultation and coordination with the DOLE, labor and employer organizations,
human resource development managers and other such private sector organizations. DOLE Department
Order No. 053-03 sets out the guidelines for the implementation of Drug-Free Workplace policies and
programs for the private sector.
The employer or the head of the work-related, educational or training environment or institution also has
the duty to prevent or deter the commission of acts of sexual harassment and to provide the procedures for
the resolution, settlement or prosecution of such cases. Under the Anti-Sexual Harassment Act, the
employer will be solidarily liable for damages arising from the acts of sexual harassment committed in the
workplace if the employer is informed of such acts by the offended party and no immediate action is taken.
Notwithstanding, the victim of sexual harassment is not precluded from instituting a separate and
independent action for damages and other affirmative relief. Any person who violates the provisions of this
law shall, upon conviction, be penalized by imprisonment of not less than one month nor more than six
months, or a fine of not less than P10,000 nor more than P20,000, or both such fine and imprisonment, at
the discretion of the court. Any action arising from the violation of the provisions of this law shall prescribe
in three years.
Moreover, Department Order No. 102-10 requires all private workplaces to have a policy on HIV and AIDS
and to implement a workplace program in accordance with the Philippines AIDS Prevention and Control Act.
The workplace policies aim to manage sensitive issues, such as confidentiality of medical information and
continuation of employment for HIV-positive staff, and to avoid discrimination against any employee due to
HIV/AIDS. Any HIV/AIDS-related information about workers should be kept strictly confidential and kept only
on medical files, whereby access to it is strictly limited to medical personnel.
All private workplaces are also required to establish policies and programs on solo parenting, Hepatitis B,
and tuberculosis prevention and control.
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Retirement Benefits
All employees are entitled to receive retirement benefits that they have earned upon retirement under
existing laws or collective bargaining agreements. An employee’s retirement benefits under a collective
bargaining agreement and other agreements must not be less than those provided under the Labor Code.
In the absence of a retirement plan or agreement providing for retirement benefits of employees, an
employee, upon reaching the age of 60 years or more, but not beyond 65 years, who has served at least five
years in the establishment, may retire and shall be entitled to retirement pay equivalent to at least 1⁄2
month salary for every year of service.
DOLE Department Order No. 174-17 was issued on 17 March 2017. It implemented Articles 106-109 of the
Labor Code, particularly governing contracting and subcontracting arrangements. "Contracting" or
"Subcontracting" refers to an arrangement whereby a principal agrees to farm out to a contractor the
performance or completion of a specific job or work within a definite or predetermined period, regardless
of whether such job or work is to be performed or completed within or outside the premises of the principal.
It imposes an absolute prohibition on Labor-only contracting which refers to an arrangement where the
contractor or subcontractor merely recruits, supplies or places workers to perform a job or work for a
principal and the elements enumerated in the law are present.
However, said Department Order does not apply to contracting or subcontracting arrangements in the
Construction Industry, under the licensing coverage of the PCAB. These shall continue to be governed by
Department Order No. 19, Series of 1993 (Guidelines Governing the Employment of Workers in the
Construction Industry) and Department Order No. 13, Series of 1998 (Guidelines Governing the Occupational
Safety and Health in the Construction Industry); and DOLE-DPWH-DILG-DTI and PCAB Memorandum of
Agreement-Joint Administrative Order No. 1, Series of 2011 (on coordination and harmonization of policies
and programs on occupational safety and health in the construction industry).
Section 2, Subparagraph 2.5 of Department Order No. 19, Series of 1993, provides:
"Contracting and subcontracting. — The practice of contracting out certain phases of a construction project
is recognized by law, particularly wage legislations and wage orders, and by industry practices. The Labor
Code and its Implementing Regulations allow the contracting out of jobs under certain conditions. Where
such job contracting is permissible, the construction workers are generally considered as employees of the
contractor or subcontractor, as the case may be, subject to Article 109 of the Labor Code , as amended."
Pursuant to Presidential Decree No. 1746 Series of 1980, licensing and the exercise of regulatory powers
over the construction industry is lodged with the PCAB of the Construction Industry Authority of the
Philippines (“CIAP”).
The PCAB registers all types of contractors in the construction industry and regulates the same by ensuring
compliance with DOLE issuances. Thus, the DOLE through its Regional Offices shall not require contractors
licensed by PCAB to register under D.O. 174, Series of 2017. However, findings of violation/s on labor
standards and occupational health and safety standards shall be coordinated with PCAB for its appropriate
action, including possible cancellation/suspension of the contractor's license.
Social Security System, PhilHealth and the Pag-IBIG Fund
An employer, or any person who uses the services of another person in business, trade, industry or any
undertaking is required under the Social Security Act of 1997 to ensure coverage of employees following
procedures set out by the law and the Social Security System (“SSS”). Under the said law, an employer must
deduct from its employees their monthly contributions based on a given schedule, pay its share of
contribution and remit these to the SSS within a period set by law and/or SSS regulations.
Employers are likewise required to ensure enrollment of its employees in a National Health Program
administered by the Philippine Health Insurance Corporation (“PhilHealth”), a government corporation
attached to the DOH tasked with ensuring sustainable, affordable and progressive social health insurance
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pursuant to the provisions of the National Health Insurance Act of 1995. Under the Home Development
Mutual Fund Law of 2009, all employees who are covered by the Social Security Act of 1997 must also be
registered with and covered by the Home Development Mutual Fund, more commonly referred to as the
Pag-IBIG Fund.
Workers’ Health and Safety
The Rules for Occupational Safety and Health Standards (“OSHS”) issued by the Bureau of Working
Conditions of the DOLE establishes the threshold limit values (“TLV”) for toxic and carcinogenic
substances which may be present in the atmosphere of the work environment. The TLV refer to airborne
concentration of substances and represent the conditions under which it is believed that nearly all workers
may be repeatedly exposed daily without adverse effect. The TLV refers to the time weighted concentrations
for an eight-hour workday and a total of 48 work hours per week.
The employees‘ exposure to the substances identified in the OSHS must be limited to the ceiling value given
for the relevant substance in the OSHS or must not exceed the 8-hour time weighted average limit given for
that substance in the OSHS, as the case may be.
To protect the employees, an employer is required to furnish its workers with protective equipment for the
eyes, face, hands, and feet as well as protective shields and barriers, whenever necessary, by reason of the
hazardous nature of the process or environment, chemical or radiological or other mechanical irritants or
hazards capable of causing injury or impairment in the function of any part of the body through absorption,
inhalation or physical contact. The employer is responsible for ensuring the adequacy and proper
maintenance of personal protective equipment used in its workplace.
To ensure compliance with the OSHS, every establishment or place of employment will be inspected at least
once a year. Special inspection visits may be authorized by the Regional Labor Office to investigate accidents,
occupational illnesses or dangerous occurrences, especially those resulting in permanent total disability or
death, to conduct surveys of working conditions for the purpose of evaluating and assessing environmental
contaminants and physical conditions, or to conduct investigations, inspections or follow-up inspections
upon request of an employer, worker or a labor union of the establishment.
Any violation of the provisions of the OSHS will be subject to the applicable penalties provided in the Labor
Code. The Labor Code imposes a fine of not less than ₱1,000.00 nor more than ₱ 10,000.00 or imprisonment
of not less than three months nor more than three years, or both such fine and imprisonment, at the
discretion of the court. If the offense is committed by a corporation, the penalty will be imposed upon the
guilty officers of such corporation.
Depending on the size of the workforce and the nature of the work place as either hazardous or nonhazardous, an employer is obliged to provide certain free medical and dental attendance and facilities. For
large-scale industries where the number of workers is from 200 to 600, the employer is required to provide
the services of a part-time occupational health physician and a part-time dentist, each of whom is required
to stay in the premises of the workplace at least four hours a day, six times a week, and each working in
alternate periods with the other. It is also required to provide the services of a full-time occupational health
nurse and a full-time first aider. The employer must further maintain an emergency clinic, unless there is a
hospital or dental clinic which can be reached in 25 minutes of travel, and it has facilities readily available
for transporting its workers to the hospital or clinic in case of emergency.
Under the OSHS, every place of employment is required to have a health and safety committee. Further, the
employer has the duty to write administrative policies on safety in conformity with OSHS. It must report to
the DOLE copies of the policies adopted and the health and safety organization established to carry out the
program on safety and health within one month after the organization or reorganization of the health and
safety committee.
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DOLE released Department Order No. 198-18 which implemented Section 32 of Republic Act No. 11058. It
aims to protect every worker against injury, sickness or death through safe and healthful working conditions.
It characterizes the workplaces in the construction industry as high risk establishments. It assures the right
of workers to report accidents, to have personal protective equipment, to have safety signages and devices
and the like.
It mandates the Company to create an Occupational Safety and Health Program which needs to be approved
by DOLE prior to construction. Any willful failure or refusal of an employer, contractor or subcontractor to
comply with the following OSH standards or with a compliance order issued by the Secretary of Labor and
Employment or his/her authorized representative shall be penalized with administrative fines.
Moreover, Republic Act No. 7877 makes it the duty of every employer to create a committee on decorum
and investigation of sexual harassment cases. Such committee must be composed of at least one
representative each from management, the union, the employees from the supervisory rank, and the rankand-file employees. In addition, it is likewise the duty of the employer to promulgate rules and regulations
prescribing the procedure for the investigation of sexual harassment cases and the administrative sanctions
therefor, which rules must be formulated in consultation with and later jointly approved by the employees.
Under the DOLE Labor Advisory No. 04, series of 2019 (Guide for Compliance of Establishments to D.O.
198), the establishment concerned shall be responsible for determining its own level of classification (low,
medium or high risk) based on Hazards Identification and Risk Assessment Control conducted by the
company.
Local Government Code
Republic Act No. 7160, otherwise known as the Local Government Code of 1991 (LGC) establishes the system
and powers of provincial, city, municipal, and barangay governments in the country. The LGC general welfare
clause states that every local government unit (LGU) shall exercise the powers expressly granted, those
necessarily implied, as well as powers necessary, appropriate, or incidental for its efficient and effective
governance, and those which are essential to the promotion of the general welfare.
The power to tax and police power are exercised by the LGU through their respective legislative bodies.
Specifically, the LGU, through its legislative body, has the authority to enact such ordinances as it may deem
necessary and proper for sanitation and safety, the furtherance of the prosperity, and the promotion of the
morality, peace, good order, comfort, convenience, and general welfare of the locality and its inhabitants.
Ordinances can reclassify land, impose real property taxes, order the closure of business establishments,
and require permits and licenses from businesses operating within the territorial jurisdiction of the LGU.
Businesses are required to obtain a local business permit from the local government unit having jurisdiction
over the territory where an entity seeks to operate before commencement of actual operations. A local
business permit is issued only after compliance with certain local government requirements, including, but
not limited to, a Sanitary Permit, Certificate of Electrical Inspection, Fire Safety Inspection, Locational
Clearance, Barangay Business Clearance and payment of the required fees. These ancillary permits are valid
for one year and must be renewed before the local business permit is issued. Failure to obtain a local
business permit may expose an entity to fines and penalties, and even suspension or closure of its business.
Under the implementing rules and regulations of the Food Safety Act, LGUs must issue business permits to
food business operators (FBOs) indicating compliance with the LGU’s sanitation code and such other food
safety requirements that may be prescribed by the LGU. Such permit authorizes FBOs to market their
products within the territorial jurisdiction of the LGU.
Revised Corporation Code
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Republic Act No. 11232, also known as the Revised Corporation Code, was signed into law on February 20,
2019 and took effect on February 23, 2019. Among the salient features of the Revised Corporation Code are:
•

Corporations are granted perpetual existence, unless the articles of incorporation provide otherwise.
Perpetual existence shall also benefit corporations whose certificates of incorporation were issued
before the effectivity of the Revised Corporation Code, unless a corporation, upon a vote of majority
of the stockholders of the outstanding capital stock notifies the Philippine SEC that it elects to retain
its specific corporate term under its current Articles of Incorporation.

•

A corporation vested with public interest must submit to its shareholders and to the Philippine SEC an
annual report of the total compensation of each of its directors or trustees, and a director or trustee
appraisal or performance report and the standards or criteria used to assess each director, or trustee.

•

Corporations vested with public interest must have at least 20.0% independent directors in the Board,
in accordance with the Securities and Regulation Code.

•

The Revised Corporation Code allows the creation of a “One Person Corporation”. However, it
expressly prohibits public and publicly-listed companies, among others, from being incorporated as
such. This restriction also applies with respect to incorporations as a Close Corporation.

•

Material contracts between corporations vested with public interests and their own directors, trustees,
officers, or their spouses and relatives within the fourth civil degree of consanguinity or affinity must
be approved by at least two-thirds (2/3) of the entire membership of the Board, with at least a majority
of the independent directors voting to approve the same.

•

The right of stockholders to vote in the election of directors or trustees, or in shareholders meetings,
may now be done through remote communication or in absentia if authorized by the corporate bylaws. However, as to corporations vested with public interest, these votes are deemed available, even
if not expressly stated in the corporate by-laws. The shareholders who participate through remote
communication or in absentia are deemed present for purposes of quorum. When attendance,
participation and voting are allowed by remote communication or in absentia, the notice of meetings
to the stockholders must state the requirements and procedures to be followed when a stockholder
or member elects either option.

•

As to the filing of the by-laws and any amendments made to the by-laws of any corporation governed
by special laws, the Revised Corporation Code requires that a prior certificate of the appropriate
government agency to the effect that such bylaws or amendments are in accordance with law, must
be submitted.

•

A favorable recommendation by the appropriate government agency is likewise required for
corporations governed by special laws, before the Philippine SEC approves any merger or
consolidation; or any voluntary dissolution.

•

In case of transfer of shares of listed companies, the Philippine SEC may require that these corporations
whose securities are traded in trading markets and which can reasonably demonstrate their capability
to do so, to issue their securities or shares of stock in uncertificated or scripless form in accordance
with the Rules of the Philippine SEC.

The Revised Corporation Code refers to the Philippine Competition Act in case of covered transactions under
said law involving the sale, lease, exchange, mortgage, pledge, or disposition of properties or assets; increase
or decrease in the capital stock, incurring creating or increasing bonded indebtedness; or mergers or
consolidations covered by the Philippine Competition Act thresholds.
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DATA PRIVACY LAWS
Data Privacy Act
The Philippines government enacted legislation with the aim to protect the fundamental human right to
privacy while ensuring the free flow of information. Republic Act No. 10173, or the “Data Privacy Act of
2012” applies to processing of all types of information, whether that be of individuals or legal entities, except
for publicly available information, or those required for public functions. The law provides that when an
entity collects personal data, the purpose and extent of processing of such information collected must be
legitimate and declared specifically to the owner of the personal information (i.e. whether such information
will be used for marketing, data-sharing and the like), and that consent must be obtained from the owner.
This requirement applies to all data collectors and data processors. The term “data collectors” refers to a
natural or juridical person who controls or supervises the person collecting, storing, or processing the
relevant personal information, while the term data processors refers to a natural or juridical person who
processes the information, whether or not outsourced by the data collector.
Personal information that is collected must be retained only for a reasonable period of time. Such a
reasonable period of time is the reasonable amount of time the collector needs the information for its
purposes, and the collector must notify the owner of the personal information of that duration. The data
collector must implement appropriate measures for the storage and protection of the collected personal
information from accidental alteration, destruction, disclosure and unlawful processing. Furthermore, the
data controller must assign compliance officer(s) to ensure compliance with the provisions of the data
privacy law and its accompanying implementing rules and regulations.
ANTITRUST LAWS
Philippine Competition Act and Implementing Rules and Regulations
Republic Act No. 10667 or the Philippine Competition Act (the “PCA”) came into effect August 5, 2015 and
is the primary competition law in the Philippines. It aims to enhance economic efficiency and promote free
and fair competition in trade, industry and all commercial activities. To implement its objectives, the PCA
created the Philippine Competition Commission (“PCC”), an independent quasi-judicial agency with powers
to conduct investigations, issue subpoenas, conduct administrative proceedings, and impose administrative
fines and penalties. To conduct a search and seizure, the PCC must apply for a warrant with the relevant
court. It aims to enhance economic efficiency and promote free and fair competition in trade, industry and
all commercial economic activities.
The PCA prohibits and imposes sanctions on:
(a)

Anti-competitive agreements between or amongst competitors that restrict competition as to price or
other terms of trade and those fixing price at an auction or in any form of bidding including cover
bidding, bid suppression, bid rotation and market allocation and other analogous practices of bid
manipulation; and those which have the object or effect of substantially preventing, restricting or
lessening competition;

(b) Practices which are regarded as abuse of dominant position by engaging in conduct that would
substantially prevent, restrict or lessen competition; and
(c) Mergers or acquisitions which substantially prevent, restrict or lessen competition in the relevant
market or in the market for goods or services, or breach the thresholds provided in the PCA-IRR without
notice to the PCC.
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On February 11, 2020, the PCC issued PCC Commission Resolution No. 02-2-2020, effective March 1, 2020,
amending the thresholds for notification such that parties to a merger or acquisition are required to provide
notification when: (a) the aggregate annual gross revenues in, into or from the Philippines, or value of the
assets in the Philippines of the ultimate parent entity of at least one of the acquiring or acquired entities,
including that of all entities that the ultimate parent entity controls, directly or indirectly, exceed ₱6.0
billion; and (b) the value of the transaction exceeds ₱2.4 billion, as determined in the PCA-IRR; while parties
to a joint venture transaction shall be subject to the notification requirement if either (a) the aggregate
value of the assets will be combined in the Philippines or contributed into the proposed joint venture
exceeds ₱2.4 billion; or (b) the gross revenues generated in the Philippines by assets to be combined in the
Philippines or contributed into the proposed joint venture exceed ₱2.4 billion.
On November 22, 2017, the PCC published the Merger Rules which provides the procedure for the review
or investigation of mergers and acquisition pursuant to the Philippine Competition Act. The Merger Rules
provides, among others, that parties to a merger that meets the thresholds in Section 3 of Rule 4 of the
PCA-IRR are required to notify the PCC within 30 days from the signing of definitive agreements relating to
the notifiable merger.
Subsequently, in response to the pandemic, Congress passed Republic Act No. 11494 or the “Bayanihan to
Recover as One Act” which took effect on September 15, 2020. It included a provision exempting all mergers
and acquisitions with transaction values below ₱50 billion from (a) compulsory notification under the PCA if
entered into within a period of two years from the effectivity of the Act; and (b) from the PCC’s power to
review mergers and acquisitions motu proprio for a period of one year from the effectivity of the Act.
Under the PCA and the PCA-IRR, a transaction that meets the thresholds and does not comply with the
notification requirements and waiting periods shall be considered void and will subject the parties to an
administrative fine of 1.0% to 5.0% of the value of the transaction. Criminal penalties for entities that enter
into these defined anti-competitive agreements include: (i) a fine of not less than ₱50 million but not more
than ₱250 million; and (ii) imprisonment for two to seven years for directors and management personnel
who knowingly and willfully participate in such criminal offences. Administrative fines of ₱100 million to
₱250 million may be imposed on entities found violating prohibitions against anti-competitive agreements
and abuse of dominant position. Treble damages may be imposed by the PCC or the courts, as the case may
be, where the violation involves the trade or movement of basic necessities and prime commodities.
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MATERIAL CONTRACTS
The Company‘s principal contracts generally consist of construction contracts for its projects, operating and
finance lease commitment, contracts for the lease of its office spaces, motor pools and equipment yards,
surety arrangement and guarantees, and joint venture agreements. The Company also has existing loan
agreements. Other than these, the Company is not a party to any contract of any material importance and
outside the usual course of business, and the Directors do not know of any such contract involving the
Company.
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS
The Company has the following ongoing contracts as of June 30, 2021:
Client
Buildings
Sunshine Fort North
Bonifacio Realty
Development
Corporation
North Bonifacio
Landmark Realty &
Development Inc.
Federal Land,
Incorporated

SM Development
Corp
102 E. Delos Santos
Realty Co.
Cyberzone Properties
Inc.
Filinvest Land Inc.
Torre Lorenzo
Development Corp
Cebu Landmasters,
Inc.
Electromechanical
San Miguel Northern
Cement
United Pulp & Paper
Co., Inc./SGC
Petron Corporation
San Miguel Brewery
Oro Cemento

Project Name

Location

Target Completion
Date*

The Seasons Residences

Bonifacio North District,
Taguig

April 14, 2024

Grand Hyatt Manila Gold Residences
Tower 2

BGC Taguig

March 31, 2022

Big Apple Block B – Park Avenue
IMET
Midori Ortigas (Substructure)
Four Seasons Riviera & Tower 3: CSA
Works
Air Residences
SM Glam Residences
ICE Tower/ICE Tower Reso
SM Light 2 Residences Phase 1 & 2

BGC Taguig
Bay Area CBD Pasay
Ortigas Center
Binondo Manila

Dec 9, 2021
March 19, 2022
May 2024
May 31, 2024

Ayala Ave, Makati
Diliman QC
Pasay City
Mandaluyong City

Dec 31, 2021
Feb 17, 2023
Newly Awarded
Feb 28, 2025

Cebu Cyberzone Tower 3 &4

Lahug, Cebu

March 23, 2022

Clark Mimosa Lifestyle Mall PH 1 and
PH2
3 Torre Lorenzo
Torre Lorenzo – Malate
Torre Lorenzo - Loyola
Masters Tower Cebu

Angeles City

Oct 17, 2022

Malate, Manila
Malate, Manila
Katipunan, QC
Cebu Business Park

Aug 14, 2021
Aug 12, 2021
July 17, 2022
Newly Awarded

Plant Rehabilitation
SMNCI Line A Expansion
UPPC Expansion – Electrification
Works
Petron Bataan Refinery
Civil Works Packages 1 & 2 – Bacolod
Brewery Corporation
Oro Cemento – Cement Grinding
Installation of Steel Silos and
Mechanical Equipment

Pangasinan
Pangasinan
Calumpit, Bulacan

July 31, 2021
Dec 31, 2021
Oct 18, 2021

Bataan
Bacolod

July 18, 2021
July 31, 2021

Davao Del Sur

July 31, 2021
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D&L Industries,
Incorporated
Natura Aeropack
Corporation
Compostela Inc.
Integrated Synergy
Construction
Corporation

Analog Devices, Inc.
Infrastructure
Universal LRT
Corporation Limited
SMC Skyway Stage 3
Corporation /Citra
Central Expressway
Corp.

NLEX
Department of
Transportation
Acciona-EEI JV

POSCO Engineering
and Construction
Shimizu-FujitaTakenaka-EEI JV

Department of
Transportation

National Grid
Corporation of the
Philippines
DM Consunji Inc.

Southern Star – CP02

Batangas

Sept 30, 2021

Fabrication of 2 Units Reactors and 2
Units Drop
Compostela Inc. Foundation Works
Temporary Works for Atimonan
Power Plant Project

Batangas

Newly Awarded

Compostela Cebu
Atimonan, Quezon

Nov 5, 2021
Newly Awarded

Integrated Synergy Construction –
Site Preparation Work (Zones 3 & 4)
at the Atimonan Power Plant Project
Analog Devices General Trias, inc.
Analog B3 South Project

Atimonan, Quezon

Newly Awarded

General Trias, Cavite

Dec 16, 2021

MRT 7 Project

QC-Bulacan

Dec 31, 2022

Metro Manila Skyway 3 Project,
Section 3 &4
MM Skyway Stages 3, Section 4 – C3
A. Bonifacio Interchange
Skyway
Extension
(Balintawak
Flyover)
MM Skyway Stage 2 Sucat – Alabang
Improvement
NLEX Meycauayan and Bigaa Bridge
Strengthening Project
Malolos Clark Railway Project CPN 04
(JV Portion with Acciona)
MCRP CPN-04 Subcon Package – RC
Works Underground and Viaduct
Structures
MCRP CPN-04 Structural BR 107 Steel
Through Girder
MCRP CPN-05 Site Development and
Retaining Wall (POSCO of Korea)
Metro Manila Subway – Phase 1
MMSCP-CP101 – North Avenue
Station
(NAS)
Pre-construction
Works for the Metro Manila Subway
Project
MMSCP-CP101 Phase – NAS Site PreConstruction Works (JV Portion with
Shimizu-Fujita Takenaka-EEI JV)
MMSCP-CP101 – Cut and Cover
Package (JV Portion with ShimizuFujita Takenaka-EEI JV)
Affected Transmission Facilities
(Skyway 3)

Quezon City

July 31, 2021

Quezon City

Oct 15, 2021

Quezon City

Oct 31, 2021

Alabang

Dec 31, 2021

Bulacan

Sept 19, 2021

Malolos-Angeles
Pampanga
Malolos-Angeles
Pampanga

Dec 2023
Newly Awarded

Malolos-Angeles
Pampanga
Malolos-Angeles
Pampanga
Valenzuela – Quezon City
Valenzuela – Quezon City

Newly Awarded

Valenzuela – Quezon City

Aug 27, 2021

Valenzuela – Quezon City

Newly Awarded

Quezon City

Dec 31, 2021
Newly Awarded
June 30, 2021

Aug 6, 2021

NLEX-SLEX Connector Road Section 1 Quezon City
Newly Awarded
(CR3-1 to CR-4 and P-95 to P-96)Supply Fabrication and Delivery of
Structural Steel Boz Girder
Freyfil Corp
Quirino Bridge
Cotabato City
Newly Awarded
*For projects whose Target Completion Date have already lapsed, the Company has ongoing reconciliation process with
the relevant client taking into account various factors that affect the construction process including but not limited to
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Government quarantine classification applicable in the relevant local government unit, variation orders, transport
restrictions, and such other factors.

EEI expects that these can sustain the Company until 2024. The Company is continually bidding on new
infrastructure projects that are part of the government’s Build Build Build Program. It is also bidding on new
electromechanical projects in the oil refining, cement manufacture, food and beverage processing and
power generation from private corporations. Considering the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, there are
still a few building projects that are lined up. This continuous bidding activity ensures that as existing
projects are finished, new ones will come in to replace it. At any point in time, the Company’s inventory of
ongoing and newly awarded contracts ranges from P37Bn to P50Bn.
LEASED PROPERTIES
The Company's headquarters is located on a 8,305 sqm land leased from EEI Retirement Fund Inc. On April
6, 2021, the Company and EEI Retirement Fund Inc. renewed the contract effective until December 31, 2021
subject to annual renewal at the option of the Company provided that for each and every renewal the
monthly rental shall be increased by 5% or such rate as may be agreed by the parties. The current monthly
rental for the leased premises is ₱6,205,312.85, inclusive of VAT.
The Company is also leasing a parcel of land in Tanza Cavite having an area of 95,102.84 sqm from EEI Realty
Corporation, The lease is valid for 3 years or until June 30, 2022, renewable for another 3 years at the option
of the EEI Realty Corporation. The monthly rental rate is ₱951,028.40, subject to an annual escalation at the
rate of 5% stating July 1, 2022 and every year thereafter. The leased premises is used by the Company for
purposes of storage and maintenance of machinery, heavy equipment and tools.
In addition to the foregoing, the Company also leases plots of land for some of its projects for temporary
field offices, lay down area and/ or workers’ barracks.
LOAN AGREEMENTS
The Company is a party to the following unsecured long term loan agreements with several major banks:
Execution Date

Lender

March 21, 2021

Bank of the Philippine Islands

November 11,
2020
October 9, 2020

Development Bank of the
Philippines
Landbank of the Philippines

April 30, 2019

Development Bank of the
Philippines

Drawdown
Date
March 22,
2021
Nov 23,
2020
Oct. 15,
2020
Nov 11,
2019

Principal Amount

Maturity Date

₱1,500,000,000

3 years

₱1,000,000,000

3 years

₱3,000,000,000

3 years

₱1,000,000,000

3 years

Other terms and conditions of the above credit facilities include the customary covenants on financial ratios,
change of ownership and/or management, sale of assets, incurrence of additional debt and the like.
In addition to the foregoing, the Company has short-term loans from several banks with maturity date of
less than 1 year amounting to a total of ₱ 5,767,250,000 as of June 30, 2021. The Company normally uses
the proceeds of these short-term loans to bridge the gap between fund collection and disbursements.
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SECURITY AGREEMENT
On April 1, 2021 and February 24, 2020, EEI Corporation, as 49% owner of ARCC, executed corporate
guarantees in favor of Banque Saudi Fransi (“BSF”) and Saudi British Bank (“SABB”), respectively. The
Company’s share in the guarantee amounted to SAR129.85 million and SAR172.43 million for BSF and SABB,
respectively.
OTHER AGREEMENTS
Amended Consortium Agreement between Hyundai Rotem Company and EEI Corporation
On January 21, 2016, Hyundai Rotem Company and EEI (the “Consortium”) executed an Amended
Consortium Agreement to define their rights and obligations with respect to the works to be undertaken on
the MRT 7 Project that was awarded by Universal LRT Corporation as the owner of the MRT 7 Project to the
Consortium.
Under the Agreement, (i) civil works including depot, stations, ITT, guideways, elevators and escalators and
(ii) system engineering and system for civil works will be performed by EEI while ROTEM as the Consortium
Lead will handle (i) electric and mechanical (E&M) systems including trackworks, signalling, power supply
and distribution system, third rail system, communication system, automatic fare collection system, depot
maintenance equipment, (ii) rolling stock and (iii) system engineering and system integration for E&M
systems and rolling stock (collectively, the “Works”). Overall project management and overall system
integration shall be jointly performed by both Rotem and the Company. The parties agreed to constitute a
steering committee composed of four members (two from each Consortium member) and tasked with the
overall control of the operations of the Consortium and the formulation of policies and guidance with respect
to the execution of the Works. The Consortium also established a Project Management Group for
implementing the Works, ensuring smooth coordination and communication between the parties and
resolving interface and coordination issues between the parties. Finally, except for expenses considered as
consortium expenses which will be shared by the parties in accordance with their respective proportionate
share, each party shall be solely responsible for its own direct and indirect costs and expenses in carrying out
their respective Works.
Joint Venture Agreement between Acciona Construction Philippines Inc. and EEI Corporation
On October 13, 2019, EEI and Acciona Construction Philippines Inc. (“Acciona”) entered into a joint venture
agreement for the purpose of bidding for and, if awarded, undertaking, the Malolos to Clark Railway Project
– Package No. CP N-04 (“Acciona JVA”). Pursuant to the Acciona JVA, the parties agreed to establish an
unincorporated and fully integrated joint venture for purposes of bidding, and if successful, the delivery of
Building and Civil Engineering Works on the Malolos Clark Railway Project – Package No. CP N-04 for the
Department of Transportation. The Building and Civil Engineering Works will be for approximately
6.5kilometers of Railway Track Structure including the underground station at Clark International Airport.
Joint Venture Agreement among Shimizu Corporation, Fujita Corporation, Takenaka Civil Engineering &
Construction Co., Ltd. and EEI Corporation
On September 4, 2019, Shimizu Corporation (“Shimizu”), Fujita Corporation (“Fujita”), Takenaka Civil
Engineering & Construction Co., Ltd. (“Takenaka”) and the Company entered into a joint venture agreement
to form a joint venture for the purpose of bidding for and undertaking Package CP101: Three Underground
Stations (Quirino Highway, Tandang Sora, North Avenue), Tunnels and Depot Construction, Depot Equipment
and Buildings (the “Project”). Under the agreement, the parties agreed that Shimizu, with its 50%
participation, shall be designated as the leader of the joint venture. The percentage interest of Fujita,
Takenaka and EEI are at 30%, 15% and 5%, respectively. Responsibility for the Project shall be joint and
several.
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Joint Venture Agreement among Siaga Co., Ltd., EEI Corporation and Showa Leasing Co., Ltd.
On June 26, 2019, the Siaga Co. (“Saiga”), Ltd., EEI and Showa Leasing Co., Ltd. (“Showa”) entered into an
agreement for the purpose of incorporating a company to manage the operation of used and new
construction equipment, rental of used and new construction equipment, wholesale business in the
Philippines, and import and export of used and new construction equipment. Pursuant to such agreement,
Shinbayanihan Heavy Equipment Corporation (“SHEC”) was registered with the Securities and Exchange
Commission on July 26, 2019. Under the agreement, the parties cannot, for a period of seven years from
the agreement, transfer their shares to any party without the consent of the other parties. It also contained
transfer restrictions such as right of first refusal and tag-along rights.
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INTEREST OF EXPERTS AND COUNSEL
LEGAL MATTERS
The validity of the Offer Shares and other legal matters concerning the Offer and the tax implications thereof
were reviewed for EEI by DC Law Offices, the independent legal and tax counsel of the Company. The said
independent counsel has no shareholdings or any interest, direct or indirect, in the Company, or any right,
whether legally enforceable or not to nominate persons or to subscribe to the securities of the Company in
accordance with the standards on independence required in the Code of Professional Responsibility and as
prescribed by the Supreme Court of the Philippines.
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
The audited consolidated financial statements (“AFS”) of the Company, for the years ended December 31,
2020, December 31, 2019, and December 31, 2018 appearing as Annex A in this Final Prospectus have been
audited by SGV, independent auditor (or external auditor), as set forth in their reports in the AFS.
The aggregate fees billed by SGV for each of the years ended December 31, 2020, December 31, 2019, and
December 31, 2018 for professional services rendered to the Company and its subsidiaries, excluding fees
directly related to the Offer, are the following (amounts in ₱):

Audit Fees

Dec 2020
12,447,351

Dec 2019
11,524,908

Dec 2018
10,138,885

The fees presented above include out-of-pocket expenses incidental to the services of the foregoing
independent auditors.
Except for the abovementioned services, the independent auditors provided no other type of services.
The Company has no disagreements with its independent auditors on any matter of accounting principles
or practices, financial statements disclosure, or auditing scope or procedure.
Pursuant to the Company’s Manual on Corporate Governance, its Board of Directors (“Board”) has
established an Audit and Compliance Committee (“ACC”), which is composed of at least three (3) NonExecutive Directors, majority of whom, including its Chairman, shall be Independent Directors. All the
members shall have relevant background, knowledge, skills, and/or experience in the areas of accounting,
audit, and/or finance, and are able to read and understand financial statements.
In accordance with its charter, the ACC has the following roles and responsibilities with respect to the
independent auditors of the Company:
a. Perform oversight activities over the Company’s external and internal auditors. The ACC shall ensure

that the internal and external auditors act independently from each other, and that both auditors are
given unrestricted access to all records, properties, and personnel to enable them to objectively perform
their respective audit functions. The ACC shall further guarantee that the internal and external auditors
shall be free from interference by outside parties in carrying out their work and duties.

b. Recommend and approve the appointment, reappointment, removal, and fees of the external auditor

which shall be approved by the Board and ratified by the shareholders.
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c.

Assess, oversee, review and monitor the external auditor’s independence, integrity and objectivity and
shall ensure that the external auditor has adequate quality control procedures. The ACC shall review the
external auditor’s suitability and effectiveness on an annual basis and shall implement a policy of
rotating the external auditor’s lead audit partner every five (5) years.

d. Ensure that the external auditor is credible, competent and has the ability to understand complex

related party transactions, its counterparties, and valuations of such transactions.

e. Review the reports submitted by the internal and external auditors. Evaluate and monitor

management’s responsiveness to the internal and external auditors’ findings and recommendations.

f.

Prior to the commencement of the audit, discuss with the external auditors the nature, scope and
expenses of the audit, and ensure coordination, if more than one audit firm is involved in the activity,
to secure proper coverage and minimize duplication of efforts.

Evaluate and determine the non-audit work, if any, of the external auditor, and review periodically the nonaudit fees paid to the external auditor in relation to their significance to the total annual income of the
external auditor and to the Company’s overall consultancy expenses. The ACC shall disallow any non-audit
work that will conflict with the external auditor’s duties or may pose a threat to his independence. The nonaudit work, if allowed, should be disclosed in the annual report of the Company.
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PHILIPPINE STOCK MARKET
The information presented in this section has been extracted from publicly available documents which have
not been prepared or independently verified by the Company or the Sole Issue Manager or any of their
respective affiliates or advisors in connection with sale of the Offer Shares.
BRIEF HISTORY
The Philippines initially had two stock exchanges, the Manila Stock Exchange, which was organized in 1927,
and the Makati Stock Exchange, which began operations in 1965. Each exchange was self- regulating,
governed by its respective Board of Governors elected annually by its members.
Several steps initiated by the Government have resulted in the unification of the two bourses into the PSE.
The PSE was incorporated in 1992 by officers of both the Makati and the Manila Stock Exchanges. In March
1994, the licenses of the two exchanges were revoked. While the PSE maintains two trading floors, one in
Makati City and the other in Pasig City, these floors are linked by an automated trading system, which
integrates all bids, and ask quotations from the bourses.
In June 1998, the Philippine SEC granted the Self-Regulatory Organization‖ status to the PSE, allowing
it to impose rules as well as implement penalties on erring trading participants and listed companies. On
August 8, 2001, the PSE completed its demutualization, converting from a non-stock member- governed
institution into a stock corporation in compliance with the requirements of the Philippine Securities
Regulation Code. The PSE has an authorized capital stock of 120 million shares, of which, of which
82,579,794 shares are subscribed and fully paid up as of 25 November 2019. Each of the 184 memberbrokers was granted 50,000 common shares of the new PSE at a par value of ₱1.00 per share. In addition,
a trading right evidenced by a Trading Participant Certificate‖ was immediately conferred on each
member broker allowing the use of the PSE‘s trading facilities. As a result of the demutualization, the
composition of the PSE Board of Governors was changed, requiring the inclusion of seven brokers and eight
non-brokers, one of whom is the President.
On December 15, 2003, the PSE listed its shares by way of introduction at its own bourse as part of a series
of reforms aimed at strengthening the Philippine securities industry.
Classified into financial, industrial, holding firms, property, services, and mining and oil sectors, companies
are listed either on the PSE’s Main Board or the Small, Medium and Emerging Board. Previously, the
PSE allowed listing on the First Board, Second Board or the Small, Medium and Enterprises Board. As a result
of the issuance by the PSE of Memorandum No. CN-No. 2013-0023 dated June 6, 2013, revisions to the PSE
Listing Rules were made. Among such changes are the removal of the Second Board listing and the
requirement that lock-up rules be embodied in the articles of the incorporation of the issuer. Each index
represents the numerical average of the prices of component shares. The PSE has an index, referred to as
the PHISIX, which as at the date thereof reflects the price movements of selected shares listed on the PSE,
based on traded prices of shares from the various sectors. The PSE shifted from full market capitalization to
free float market capitalization effective April 3, 2006, simultaneous with the migration to the free float
index and the renaming of the PHISIX to PSEi. The PSEi is composed of shares of 30 selected companies listed
on the PSE. On July 26, 2010, the PSE’s new trading system, now known as PSE Trade, was launched. In June
2015, the PSE Trade system was replaced by PSE Trade XTS.
With the increasing calls for good corporate governance, the PSE has adopted an online daily disclosure
system to improve the transparency of listed companies and to protect the investing public. In 2005, the
Online Disclosure System (“ODiSy”) was implemented, which provided for online system access for the
submission and announcement of all types of disclosures. In 2013, the ODiSy was replaced by the PSE
Electronic Disclosure Generation Technology (“EDGE”). The PSE EDGE is equipped with a variety of features
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to further standardize the disclosure reporting process of listed companies on the PSE, improve investors’
disclosure searching and viewing experience, and enhance overall issuer transparency in the market. The
PSE also launched its Corporate Governance Guidebook in November 2010 as another initiative of the PSE
to promote good governance among listed companies. It is composed of ten guidelines embodying principles
of good business practice and based on internationally recognized corporate governance codes and best
practices.
In 2018, the PSE moved its corporate offices to PSE Tower in Bonifacio Global City, Taguig City, which
currently houses the unified trading floors in Makati City and Pasig City. On 22 March 2018, the PSE
completed a stock rights offering of 11,500,000 common shares offered at the price of ₱252.00 per share,
or a total of ₱2,898,000,000. The proceeds of the stock rights offering will be used to fund the acquisition of
PDS and the product and technology development initiatives of the PSE of the date of this Prospectus, the
PSE has an authorized capital stock of ₱120 million, of which 85,164,091 are issued. Out of this total,
81,650,137 are outstanding and 3,513,954 are treasury shares
SELECTED STOCK EXCHANGE DATA
The table below sets forth movements in the composite index from 1995 to 2020, and shows the number
of listed companies, market capitalization, and value of shares traded for the same period:

Year

Composite
Index at Closing

Number of
Listed
Companies

Aggregate Market
Capitalization
(in ₱ billions)

1995
2,594.2
205
1,545.7
1996
3,170.6
216
2,121.1
1997
1,869.2
221
1,251.3
1998
1,928.8
221
1,373.7
1999
2,142.9
222
1,936.5
2000
1,494.5
225
2,576.5
2001
1,168.1
229
2,141.4
2002
1,014.4
231
2,083.2
2003
1,442.4
234
2,973.8
2004
1,822.8
236
4,766.3
2005
2,096.0
237
5,948.4
2006
2,982.5
239
7,173.2
2007
3,621.6
244
7,977.6
2008
1,872.9
246
4,069.2
2009
3,052.7
248
6,029.1
2010
4,201.1
253
8,866.1
2011
4,372.0
245
8,697.0
2012
5,812.7
254
10,952.7
2013
5,889.8
257
11,931.3
2014
7,230.6
263
14,251.7
2015
6,952.1
265
13,465.2
2016
7,796.2
268
14,438.8
2017
8,558.4
267
17,583.1
2018
7,466.0
267
16,150
2019
7,815.3
271
16,710
2020
7,139.71
274
15,888.92
Source: Philippine Stock Exchange, Inc. and PSE Annual Reports
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Combined Value
of Turnover
(in ₱ billions)
379.0
668.8
586.2
408.7
781.0
357.7
159.6
159.7
145.4
206.6
383.5
572.6
1,338.3
763.9
994.2
1,207.4
1,422.6
1,771.7
2,546.3
2,130.1
2,151.4
1,929.5
1,958.4
1,740.0
1,770.0
1,770.90

TRADING
The PSE is a double auction market. Buyers and sellers are each represented by stockbrokers. To trade, bid
or ask prices are posted on the PSE‘s electronic trading system. A buy (or sell) order that matches the lowest
asked (or highest bid) price is automatically executed. Buy and sell orders received by one broker at the
same price are crossed at the PSE at the indicated price. Payment of purchases of listed securities must be
made by the buyer on or before the third trading day (the settlement date) after the trade.
On regular days, wholesale trading on the PSE starts at 9:30 a.m. and ends at 3:30 p.m., with trading recess
from 12:00 nn to 1:30 p.m. There is also a provision for ten-minute extensions during which transactions
may be conducted, provided that they are executed at the last traded price and are only for the purpose of
completing unfinished orders. The PSE may effect changes to the hours and schedule of a trading day, as
the circumstance warrants. Trading days are Monday to Friday, except legal and special holidays, days when
the BSP is closed for various reasons, and such other days as may otherwise be declared by the SEC or the
PSE, through its President or other duly authorized representative, to be a non-trading day. During the
pandemic, trading hours for the PSE starts at 9:30 p.m. and ends at 1:00 p.m., with no trading recess.
Minimum trading lots range from five (5) to one million (1,000,000) shares depending on the price range
and nature of the security traded. Odd-sized lots are traded by brokers on a board specifically designed for
odd lot trading.
To maintain stability in the stock market, daily price swings are monitored and regulated. Under current PSE
regulations, whenever the price of an order breaches the trading threshold of a security during any trading
day, the trading of that security will be frozen. Orders cannot be posted, modified or cancelled for a security
that is frozen. In cases where an order has been partially matched, only the portion of the order that will
result to a breach of the trading threshold will be frozen. Where the order results in a breach of the trading
threshold, the following procedures shall apply:
(i) In case the static threshold is breached, the PSE will accept the order, provided the price is within the
allowable percentage price difference under the implementing guidelines of the revised trading rules
(i.e., 50% of the previous day’s reference or closing price, or the last adjusted closing price); otherwise,
such order will be rejected. In cases where the order is accepted, the PSE will adjust the static threshold
to 60%.All orders breaching the 60% static threshold will be rejected by the PSE.
(ii) In case the dynamic threshold is breached, the PSE will accept the order if the price is within the
allowable percentage price difference under existing regulations (i.e., 20% for security cluster A and
newly-listed securities, 15% for security cluster B and 10% for security cluster C); otherwise, such order
will be rejected by the PSE.
NON-RESIDENT TRANSACTIONS
When the purchase/sale of Philippine shares of stock involves a non-resident, whether the transaction is
effected in the domestic or foreign market, it shall be the responsibility of the securities dealer/broker to
register the transaction with the BSP. The local securities dealer/broker shall file with the BSP, within three
business days from the transaction date, an application in the prescribed registration form. After compliance
with other required undertakings, the BSP shall issue a Certificate of Registration. Under BSP rules, all
registered foreign investments in Philippine securities including profits and dividends, net of taxes and
charges, may be repatriated.
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SCRIPLESS TRADING
In 1995, the PDTC (formerly the Philippine Central Depository, Inc.), was organized to establish a central
depository in the Philippines and introduce scripless or book-entry trading in the Philippines. On December
16, 1996, the PDTC was granted a provisional license by the Philippine SEC to act as a central securities
depository.
All listed securities at the PSE have been converted into book-entry settlement in the PDTC. The depository
service of the PDTC provides the infrastructure for lodgment (deposit) and upliftment (withdrawal) of
securities, pledge of securities, securities lending and borrowing and corporate actions including
shareholders‘ meetings, dividend declarations and rights offerings. The PDTC also provides depository and
settlement services for non-PSE trades of listed equity securities. For transactions on the PSE, the security
element of the trade will be settled through the book-entry system, while the cash element will be settled
through the current settlement banks.
In order to benefit from the book-entry system, securities must be immobilized into the PDTC system
through a process called lodgment. Lodgment is the process by which shareholders transfer legal title (but
not beneficial title) over their shares of stock in favor of the PCD Nominee Corporation (“PCD Nominee”), a
corporation wholly-owned by the PDTC, whose sole purpose is to act as nominee and legal title holder of all
shares of stock lodged in the PDTC. Immobilization is the process by which the warrant or share certificates
of lodging holders are canceled by the transfer agent and the corresponding transfer of beneficial ownership
of the immobilized shares in the account of the PCD Nominee through the PDTC participant will be recorded
in the issuing corporation‘s registry. This trust arrangement between the participants and PDTC through the
PCD Nominee is established by and explained in the PDTC Rules and Operating Procedures approved by the
Philippine SEC. No consideration is paid for the transfer of legal title to the PCD Nominee. Once lodged,
transfers of beneficial title of the securities are accomplished via book-entry settlement.
Thus, each beneficial owner of shares, through his participant, will be the beneficial owner to the extent of
the number of shares held by such participant in the records of the PCD Nominee. All lodgments, trades and
uplifts on these shares will have to be coursed through a participant. Ownership and transfers of beneficial
interests in the shares will be reflected, with respect to the participant‘s aggregate holdings, in the PDTC
system, and with respect to each beneficial owner‘s holdings, in the records of the participants. Beneficial
owners are thus advised that in order to exercise their rights as beneficial owners of the lodged shares, they
must rely on their participant-brokers and/or participant custodians.
Any beneficial owner of shares who wishes to trade his interests in the shares must course the trade through
a participant. The participant can execute PSE trades and non-PSE trades of lodged equity securities through
the PDTC system. All matched transactions in the PSE trading system will be fed through the SCCP, and into
the PDTC system. Once it is determined on the settlement date (trading date plus three trading days) that
there are adequate securities in the securities settlement account of the participant-seller and adequate
cleared funds in the settlement bank account of the participant-buyer, the PSE trades are automatically
settled in the SCCP Central Clearing and Central Settlement system, in accordance with the SCCP and PDTC
Rules and Operating Procedures. Once settled, the beneficial ownership of the securities is transferred from
the participant-seller to the participant-buyer without the physical transfer of stock certificates covering the
traded securities.
If a shareholder wishes to withdraw his stockholdings from the PDTC system, the PDTC has a procedure of
upliftment under which PCD Nominee will transfer back to the shareholder the legal title to the shares
lodged. The uplifting shareholder shall follow the Rules and Operating Procedures of the PDTC for the
upliftment of the shares lodged under the name of the PCD Nominee. The transfer agent shall prepare and
send a Registry Confirmation Advice to the PDTC covering the new number of shares lodged under the PCD
Nominee. The expenses for upliftment are for the account of the uplifting shareholder.
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The difference between the depository and the registry would be on the recording of ownership of the
shares in the issuing corporations‘ books. In the depository set-up, shares are simply immobilized, wherein
customers‘ certificates are canceled and a confirmation advice is issued in the name of PCD Nominee to
confirm new balances of the shares lodged with the PDTC. Transfers among/between broker and/or
custodian accounts, as the case may be, will only be made within the book-entry system of the PDTC.
However, as far as the issuing corporation is concerned, the underlying certificates are in the PCD Nominee‘s
name. In the registry set-up, settlement and recording of ownership of traded securities will already be
directly made in the corresponding issuing company‘s transfer agents‘ books or system. Likewise, recording
will already be at the beneficiary level (whether it be a client or a registered custodian holding securities for
its clients), thereby removing from the broker its current de facto custodianship role.
AMENDED RULE ON LODGEMENT
On June 24, 2009, the PSE apprised all listed companies and market participants through Memorandum No.
2009-0320 that, beginning July 1, 2009, as a condition for the listing and trading of the securities of an
applicant company, the applicant company shall electronically lodge its registered securities with the PDTC
or any other entity duly authorized by the SEC, without any jumbo or mother certificate in compliance with
the requirements of Section 43 of the Securities Regulation Code. In compliance with the foregoing
requirement, actual listing and trading of securities on the scheduled listing date shall take effect only after
submission by the applicant company of the documentary requirements stated in Article III Part A of the
Revised Listing Rules.
Further, the PSE apprised all listed companies and market participants on May 21, 2010, through
Memorandum No. 2010-0246, that the Amended Rule on Lodgment of Securities under Section 16 of Article
III, Part A of the Revised Listing Rules of the Exchange shall apply to all securities that are lodged with the
PDTC or any other entity duly authorized by the SEC.
For listing applications, the amended rule on lodgment of securities is applicable to:
a) The offer shares/securities of the applicant company in the case of an initial public offering;
b) The shares/securities that are lodged with the PDTC, or any other entity duly authorized by the

Commission in the case of a listing by way of introduction;

c) New securities to be offered and applied for listing by an existing listed company; and
d) Additional listing of securities of an existing listed company.

Pursuant to the said amendment, the PDTC issued an implementing procedure in support thereof to wit:
a) For new companies to be listed at the PSE as of July 1, 2009 the usual procedure will be observed but
the Transfer Agent on the companies shall no longer issue a certificate to PCD Nominee Corp but shall
issue a Registry Confirmation Advice, which shall be the basis for the PDTC to credit the holdings of the
Depository Participants on listing date.
b) For existing listed companies, the PDTC shall wait for the advice of the Transfer Agents that it is ready
to accept surrender of PCNC jumbo certificates and upon such advice the PDTC shall surrender all PCNC
jumbo certificates to the Transfer Agents for cancellation. The Transfer Agents shall issue a Registry
Confirmation Advice to PCNC evidencing the total number of shares registered in the name of PCNC in
the Issuer’s registry as of confirmation date.
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SETTLEMENT
The Securities Clearing Corporation of the Philippines (“SCCP”) is a wholly owned subsidiary of the PSE, and
was organized primarily as a clearance and settlement agency for SCCP-eligible trades executed through the
facilities of the PSE. SCCP received its permanent license to operate on January 17, 2002. It is responsible
for:
•
•
•

Synchronizing the settlement of funds and the transfer of securities through Delivery versus Payment
clearing and settlement of transactions of Clearing Members, who are also Trading Participants of the
PSE;
Guaranteeing the settlement of trades in the event of a Trading Participant‘s default through the
implementation of its Fails Management System and administration of the Clearing and trade Guaranty
Fund; and
Performance of Risk Management and Monitoring to ensure final and irrevocable settlement.

SCCP settles PSE trades on a 3-day rolling settlement environment, which means that settlement of trades
takes place three (3) Business Days after transaction date (T+3). The deadline for settlement of trades is
12:00 noon of T+3. Securities sold should be in scripless form and lodged under the PDTCs book entry
system. Each Trading Participant maintains a Cash Settlement Account with one of the four existing
Settlement Banks of SCCP which are BDO Unibank, Inc., Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation, Metropolitan
Bank & Trust Company and Deutsche Bank AG (Manila Branch), Union Bank of the Philippines, the Hongkong
and Shanghai Banking Corporation (Manila), Asia United Bank Corporation, Maybank Philippines, Inc., and
Chinabank Philippines. Payment for securities bought should be in good, cleared funds and should be final
and irrevocable. Settlement is presently on a broker level.
SCCP implemented the CCCS last May 29, 2006. CCCS employs multilateral netting whereby the system
automatically offsets “buy” and “sell” transactions on a per issue and a per flag basis to arrive at a net receipt
or a net delivery security position for each Clearing Member. All cash debits and credits are also netted into
a single net cash position for each Clearing Member. Novation of the original PSE trade contracts occurs,
and SCCP stands between the original trading parties and becomes the Central Counterparty to each PSEEligible trade cleared through it.
ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATED SHARES
On or after the listing or re-issuance of the shares on the PSE, any beneficial owner of the shares may apply
to the PDTC through his broker or custodian-participant for a withdrawal from the book- entry system and
return to the conventional paper-based settlement. If a stockholder wishes to withdraw his stockholdings
from the PDTC System, the PDTC has a procedure of upliftment under which PCD Nominee will transfer back
to the stockholder the legal title to the shares lodged. The uplifting shareholder shall follow the Rules and
Operating Procedures of the PDTC for the upliftment of shares lodged under the name of PCD Nominee. The
transfer agent shall prepare and send a Registry Confirmation Advice to the PDTC covering the new number
of shares lodged under PCD Nominee. The expenses for upliftment are for the account of the uplifting
shareholder.
Upon the issuance of certificated shares in the name of the person applying for upliftment, such shares shall
be deemed to be withdrawn from the PDTC book-entry settlement system, and trading on such shares will
follow the normal process for settlement of certificated securities. The expenses for upliftment of beneficial
ownership in the shares to certificated securities will be charged to the person applying for upliftment. Such
shares cannot be traded on the PSE without lodging them once again in the depository, in accordance with
existing PSE and PDTC rules that were approved by the SEC. Pending completion of the upliftment process,
the beneficial interest in the shares covered by the application for upliftment is frozen and no trading and
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book-entry settlement will be permitted until certificated shares shall have been issued by the relevant
company’s transfer agent.
AMENDED RULE ON MINIMUM PUBLIC OWNERSHIP
Under the PSE Amended Rule on Minimum Public Ownership (“MPO”), listed companies are required, at all
times, to maintain a minimum percentage of listed securities held by the public of 10% of the listed
companies’ total issued and outstanding shares (i.e., exclusive of treasury shares), or at such percentage
that may be prescribed by the PSE. The determination of whether shareholdings are considered public or
non-public is based on: a) amount of shareholdings and its significant to the total outstanding shares; b)
purpose of investment; and c) extent of involvement in the management of the company.
For purposes of determining compliance with the MPO, shares held by the following are generally
considered “held by the public”: (i) individuals (as long as the shares held are not of a significant size (i.e.,
less than 10%) and are non-strategic in nature; (ii) trading participants (as long as the shares held are nonstrategic in nature); (iii) investment and mutual funds; (iv) pension funds; (v) PCD nominees if the relevant
account constitutes a number of shareholders, none of which has significant holdings (provided that if an
owner of shares under the PCD Nominee has a shareholding that is 10% or more of the total issued and
outstanding shares, then the shareholder is considered a principal stockholder); and (vi) social security
funds.
If an investment in a listed company is meant to partake of sizable shares for the purpose of gaining
substantial influence on how the company is being managed, then the shareholdings of such investor are
considered non-public. Ownership of 10% or more of the total issued and outstanding shares of a listed
company is considered significant holding and therefore non-public.
Listed companies which become non-compliant with the MPO on or after January 1, 2013 will be suspended
from trading for a period of not more than six (6) months and will automatically be delisted if they remain
non-compliant with the MPO after the lapse of the suspension period. Suspended or delisted shares will not
be traded on the exchange. In addition, sales of shares of listed companies that do not maintain the MPO
are not considered publicly listed for taxation purposes and should, therefore, be subjected to capital gains
tax and documentary stamp tax.
The SEC also issued its Rules and Regulations on Minimum Public Ownership on Initial Public Offerings (SEC
Memorandum Circular No. 13, series of 2017) (the “Memorandum Circular”). Under this Memorandum
Circular, any company applying for the registration of its shares of stocks for the purpose of conducting an
initial public offering and listing of its shares in an exchange (the “Covered Company”) must have a public
float that meets the 20% MPO requirement. The Covered Company shall, at all times, maintain the 20%
MPO. Public float refers to the portion of the issued and outstanding shares that are freely available and
tradable in the market and are non-strategic in nature or those not meant for the purpose of gaining
substantial influence on the management of the company. The rules consider significant shareholdings of
10% or more of the total issued and outstanding shares of the company as strategic and thus excluded from
the public float of the Covered Company.
In the event a Covered Company’s MPO falls below 20%, at any time after registration, it is obligated to bring
its public float back to at least 20% within a maximum period of 12 months from the date of such fall.
Covered Companies shall establish and implement an internal policy and procedure to monitor its MPO and
shall immediately report to the SEC within the next business day if its MPO has fallen below 20%. The
Covered Company shall submit to the SEC (a) a time-bound business plan to bring back the public float to at
least 20% within a maximum period of 12 months from the date of such decline and (b) a public ownership
report and progress report on submitted business plan within 15 days after end of each month until such
time that its public float reaches the required level.
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The Memorandum Circular expressly provides that it is not meant to amend the existing rules or guidelines
of an exchange (e.g., PSE) on minimum public float that have been duly approved by the SEC.
The requirement of minimum public ownership shall also form part of the requirement for the registration
of securities. Non-compliance with these requirements shall subject publicly listed companies to
administrative sanctions, including suspension and revocation of their registration with the SEC.
As of date, the SEC is looking at increasing the MPO requirement of existing listed companies to 15.0%, such
proposed rules on MPO is yet to be issued by SEC for comments by the public.
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PHILIPPINE FOREIGN INVESTMENT, FOREIGN OWNERSHIP AND EXCHANGE CONTROLS
REGISTRATION OF FOREIGN INVESTMENTS AND EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Under current BSP regulations, a foreign investment in listed Philippine securities (such as common shares)
must be registered with the BSP if the foreign exchange needed to service the repatriation of capital and
the remittance of dividends, profits and earnings which accrue thereon will be sourced from the Philippine
banking system. If the foreign exchange required for servicing such capital repatriation or dividends, profits,
and earnings remittance will be sourced outside the banking system, registration with the BSP is not
required.
The application for registration must be filed by a stockbroker/dealer or an underwriter directly with a
custodian bank designated by the investor. A custodian bank may be any commercial bank or offshore
banking unit in the Philippines appointed by the investor to register the investment, hold shares for the
investor, and represent the investor in all necessary actions in connection with his investments in the
Philippines. Custodian banks are authorized to issue on behalf of the BSP a Bangko Sentral Registration
Document (“BSRD”). The original copy of the BSRD shall remain in the custody of the issuing custodian bank,
while the duplicate copy shall be submitted to the BSP accompanied by the following supporting documents:
(i) a purchase invoice, or subscription agreement and/or proof of listing in the PSE; (ii) the original Certificate
of Inward Remittance of foreign exchange and its conversion to pesos through an authorized agent bank
following the prescribed format by the BSP; and (iii) for annotation in the BSP registration document of stock
dividends which accrued to registered investments, the PSE Notice (Circular for Brokers) announcing the
stock dividend declaration.
Upon registration of the investment, proceeds of divestments, or dividends of registered investments are
repatriable or remittable immediately in full through the Philippine commercial banking system, net of
applicable tax, without need of BSP approval. Capital repatriation of investments in listed securities is
permitted upon presentation of the BSRD, or BSRD Letter Advice from the registering custodian bank and
the broker’s sales invoice, at the exchange rate applicable on the date of actual remittance. Remittance of
dividends is permitted upon presentation of: (i) the BSRD or BSRD Letter Advice; (ii) a photocopy of PSE-cash
dividends notice from the PSE and the PDTC (formerly the PCD) showing a printout of cash dividend payment
or computation of interest earned; (iii) a photocopy of the corporate secretary’s sworn statement attesting
to the board resolution covering the dividend declaration; (iv) a photocopy of the latest audited financial
statements or interim financial statements covering the dividend declaration period (for direct foreign
equity investments); (v) for direct foreign equity investments, a photocopy of clearance pertaining to the
investee firm from BSP-Supervision and Examination Sector (for non-PSE listed banks), Insurance
Commission (for insurance companies), Department of Energy or from the National Power Corporation (for
oil/gas/geothermal energy exploration companies); and (vi) a detailed computation of the amount applied
for in the format prescribed by the BSP. Pending repatriation or reinvestment, divestment proceeds, as well
as dividends of registered investments, may be lodged temporarily in interest- bearing deposit accounts
with any authorized agent bank. Interest earned thereon, net of taxes, is also remittable in full through any
authorized agent bank without prior BSP approval. Remittance of divestment proceeds of dividends of
registered investments may be reinvested in the Philippines if the investments are registered with the BSP
or the investor‘s custodian bank.
The foregoing is subject to the power of the BSP, through the Monetary Board, with the approval of the
President of the Philippines, to suspend temporarily, restrict the availability of foreign exchange, require
licensing of foreign exchange transactions or require delivery of foreign exchange to the BSP or its designee
during an exchange crisis, when an exchange crisis is imminent or in times of national emergency.
Furthermore, there can be no assurance that the foreign exchange regulations issued by the BSP will not be
made more restrictive in the future.
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The registration with the BSP of all foreign investments in the Offer Shares shall be the responsibility of the
foreign investor.
RESTRICTION ON FOREIGN OWNERSHIP
The Philippine Constitution and related statutes set forth restrictions on foreign ownership of companies
engaged in certain activities, among them ownership of private land. The Constitution, in relation to
Commonwealth Act No. 141, states that no private land shall be transferred or conveyed except to citizens
of the Philippines or to corporations or associations organized under the laws of the Philippines at least 60%
of whose capital is owned by such citizens.
Since the Company owns land, the Company must comply with the foregoing restrictions on foreign
ownership.
Moreover, as the Company engages in the construction of government projects, foreign equity should be
limited to 40% in accordance with Executive Order No. 65 promulgating the Eleventh Regular Foreign
Investment Negative List.
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PHILIPPINE TAXATION
The following is a general description of certain Philippine tax aspects of the investment in the Company.
This discussion is based upon laws, regulations, rulings, income tax conventions (treaties), administrative
practices and judicial decisions in effect at the date of this Final Prospectus. Subsequent legislative, judicial
or administrative changes or interpretations may be retroactive and could affect the tax consequences to
the prospective investor.
The tax treatment of a prospective investor may vary depending on such investor‘s particular situation and
certain investors may be subject to special rules not discussed below. This summary does not purport to
address all tax aspects that may be important to an investor. This general description does not purport to
be a comprehensive description of the Philippine tax aspects of the investments in shares and no
information is provided regarding the tax aspects of acquiring, owning, holding or disposing the shares under
applicable tax laws of other applicable jurisdictions and the specific tax consequence in light of particular
situations of acquiring, owning, holding and disposing the shares in such other jurisdictions. This summary
does not purport to address all tax aspects that may be important to a holder of the Preferred Shares.
EACH PROSPECTIVE HOLDER SHOULD CONSULT WITH HIS OWN TAX ADVISER AS TO THE PARTICULAR TAX
CONSEQUENCES TO SUCH HOLDER OF PURCHASING, OWNING AND DISPOSING OF THE OFFER SHARES,
INCLUDING THE APPLICABILITY AND EFFECT OF ANY LOCAL AND NATIONAL TAX LAWS.
CORPORATE INCOME TAX
The Duterte Administration’s Comprehensive Program (“CTRP”) seeks to create a simpler, fairer and more
efficient tax system. The first phase, Republic Act No. 10963 otherwise known as the Tax Reform for
Acceleration and Inclusion (“TRAIN Law”) took effect on January 1, 1988. It amended various provisions of
the Tax Code including provisions on DST, tax on income and other distributions, capital gains tax on the sale
and disposition of shares of stock, estate tax, and donor’s tax but not changes in corporate income taxation.
This was addressed in the second phase of the CTRP or Republic Act No. 11534 otherwise known as the
Corporate Recovery and Tax Incentives for Enterprises (“CREATE Act”) which was signed into law on March
26, 2021 and took effect on April 11, 2021.
Under the CREATE Act, a domestic corporation is subject to a tax of 25% of its taxable income from all
sources within and outside the Philippines beginning July 1, 2020, provided that domestic corporations with
next taxable income not exceeding ₱5,000,000.00 and with total assets not exceeding ₱ 100,000,000.00
(excluding land on which the particular business entity’s office, plant and equipment are situated during the
taxable year for which the tax is imposed). MSMEs shall be taxed at 20%. Taxable net income refers to items
of income specified under Section 32(a) of the Tax Code less the items of allowable deductions under Section
34 of the Tax Code or those allowed under special laws.
Any excess of the Minimum Corporate Income Tax (MCIT), beginning July 1, 2020 and until June 30, 2023,
shall be computed at 1% (from the previous 2%) of the gross income.
As clarified by the Philippine Financial Reporting Standards Council in its Philippine Interpretations
Committee Q&A No. 2020-07, the CREATE Act was not considered substantively enacted as of December 31,
2020 even though some of the provisions have retroactive effect to July 1, 2020. The passage of the CREATE
Act into law on March 26, 2011 is considered as a non-adjusting subsequent event. Accordingly, current and
deferred taxes as of and for the year ended December 31, 2020 continued to be computed and measured
using the applicable income tax rates as of December 31, 2020 (i.e., 30% RCIT / 2% MCIT) for financial
reporting purposes.
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Applying the provisions of the CREATE Act, the Company and its subsidiaries would have been subjected to
lower regular corporate income tax rate of 25% effective July 1, 2020. This will result in lower provision for
current income tax for the year ended December 31, 2020 and lower income tax payable as of December
31, 2020, which will be reflected in their 2020 annual income tax return but will only be recognized for
financial reporting purposes in its 2021 financial statements. This will result in lower deferred tax assets and
liabilities as of December 31, 2020 and provision for deferred tax for the year then ended by ₱245.2 million,
respectively. These reductions will be recognized in the 2021 financial statements.
TAX ON DIVIDENDS
Cash and property dividends received from a domestic corporation by individual shareholders who are
either citizens or residents of the Philippines are subject to income tax at the rate of 10%, which shall be
withheld by the Company. Cash and property dividends received by domestic corporations or resident
foreign corporations from a domestic corporation are not subject to tax.
Cash and property dividends received from a domestic corporation by non-resident alien individuals
engaged in trade or business in the Philippines are subject to a 20% tax on the gross amount thereof, while
cash and property dividends received by non-resident alien individuals not engaged in trade or business in
the Philippines are subject to tax at 25% of the gross amount, subject, however, to the applicable
preferential tax rates under tax treaties executed between the Philippines and the country of residence or
domicile of such non-resident foreign individuals. A non-resident alien who comes to the Philippines and
stays in the country for an aggregate period of more than 180 days during any calendar year will be deemed
a non-resident alien engaged in trade or business in the Philippines. A non-resident alien who comes to the
Philippines and stays in the country for an aggregate period of 180 days or less during any calendar year is
considered a non-resident alien not engaged in trade or business within the Philippines.
Cash and property dividends received from a domestic corporation by a non-resident foreign corporation
not engaged in trade or business in the Philippines are generally subject to tax at the rate of 25% effective
January 1, 2021 (previously 30%). Subject to requirements of the tax sparing rule under the Philippine Tax
Code, cash and property dividends received are subject to final withholding tax at the rate of 15%; provided
that the country in which the non- resident foreign corporation is domiciled (i) imposes no taxes on dividends
sourced from the Philippines or (ii) allows a credit against the tax due from the non-resident foreign
corporation taxes deemed to have been paid in the Philippines equivalent to 10%.
In order to avail of the 15.0% tax sparing rate, Revenue Memorandum Order No. 46-2020 (Guidelines and
Procedures for the Availment of the Reduced Rate of 15% on Intercompany Dividends Paid by a Domestic
Corporation to a Non-Resident Foreign Corporation Pursuant to Section 28(B)(5)(B) of the National Internal
Revenue Code of 1997, as amended dated December 23, 2020) states the following general requirements
that shall accompany the first application for the reduced dividend rate of 15% in a given taxable year:
(1) letter-request which shall provide a background of the transaction, the relief sought and the legal
basis;
(2) duly accomplished BIR Form No. 0901-TS;
(3) original copy of the apostilled/duly authenticated Tax Residence Certificate issued by the tax
authority of the country of the domicile;
(4) apostilled/duly authenticated copy of the NRFC’s articles of incorporation or proof of establishment
in its country of residence;
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(5) original copy of apostilled/duly authenticated Special Power of Attorney (SPA) issued by the NRFC to
its authorized representative;
(6) certified true copy of the Board of Directors’ resolution of the domestic corporation approving the
issuance of dividends, which shall include the amount of dividends, and dates of declaration, record and
payment, among others;
(7) original copy of the sworn statement executed by the corporate secretary of the domestic
corporation/custodian banks/depository account holders/broker dealers stating the legal and beneficial
owners, if applicable, of all issued and outstanding shares as of record date, their corresponding
subscriptions, date/s of acquisition, percentage of ownership and the allocation of dividend;
(8) certified true copy of the General Information Sheet (GIS) of the domestic corporation for the year
or period immediately preceding the date of declaration, whichever is more applicable
(9) certified true copy of the Audited Financial Statements (AFS) of the domestic corporation stamped
“received” by the BIR and Securities and Exchange Commission, which was used as the basis of such
dividend declaration; and
(10) proof of remittance of the dividend payments.
The abovementioned tax rates are without prejudice to applicable preferential tax rates under income tax
treaties in force between the Philippines and the country of domicile of the non-resident holder. (Please
see discussion on tax treaties below.)
The BIR recently revised its procedures for availment of tax treaty relief on dividends by issuing Revenue
Memorandum Order No. 14-2021 (Streamlining the Procedures and Documents for the Availment of Treaty
Benefits, dated March 31, 2021). The withholding agent/income payor may apply the preferential tax treaty
rate on the dividend income of the non-resident foreign shareholder by relying on the submission by such
shareholder of the following documents before the dividend income is paid: (a) an application form for
treaty purposes (BIR Form 0901-D for dividends), (b) an authenticated/apostilled tax residency certificate
duly issued by the relevant foreign tax authority in favor of the shareholder, and (c) the relevant provision
of the applicable tax treaty which prescribes the preferential tax treatment on dividend income. If the tax
treaty rate was applied by the withholding agent/income payor, it has to file with the BIR’s International
Tax Affairs Division (“ITAD”) a request for confirmation of the use of the tax treaty rate. The request for
confirmation has to be filed after the payment of the withholding tax and in no case later than the last day
of the fourth month following the close of the relevant taxable year. Revenue Memorandum Order No. 142021 prescribes additional documents that have to be submitted in support of the request for confirmation.
If the BIR determines that the withholding tax rate used is lower than the applicable tax rate that should
have been applied, or that the non-resident taxpayer is not entitled to treaty benefits, the request for
confirmation will be denied and it will require the withholding agent/income payor to pay the deficiency
taxes with penalties. In case the withholding agent/income payor used the regular rate under the Tax Code,
the non-resident foreign shareholder may file a tax treaty relief application (“TTRA”) with ITAD after it has
received the dividend income, which TTRA also has to be supported by the documents specified in Revenue
Memorandum Order No. 14-2021. If the BIR determines that the withholding tax rate applied is higher than
the rate that should have been applied, the BIR will issue a certificate confirming the non-resident income
recipient’s entitlement to treaty benefits, and the shareholder may apply for a refund of excess withholding
tax within the two-year period provided in Section 229 of the Tax Code. The claim for refund of the
shareholder may also be filed simultaneously with the TTRA.
Revenue Memorandum Circular No. 076-20 (Clarifying Certain Issues on the Filing of the Related Party
Transaction Form) clarifies that the TTRAs filed with the ITAD relative to payments made to related parties
must be indicated in the Related Party Transaction Form. The dividends itself between and among related
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parties (either paid or payable, received or receivable) should likewise be disclosed in the Related Party
Transaction Form. As proof of dividends payments to related parties, certain documents such as a notarized
board of directors’ resolution approving the issuance of dividends, a certification under oath by the
corporate secretary/custodian banks/depository account holders/broker dealers stating in detail the legal
and beneficial owners of all issued and outstanding shares as of record date, their corresponding
subscriptions, date/s of acquisition, percentage of ownership and the allocation of dividend, GIS for the
year immediately preceding the date of declaration, proof of payment of such dividends and proof of
payment of withholding tax must be maintained by the Company.
If the regular tax rate is withheld by the Company instead of the reduced rates applicable under an income
tax treaty, the non-resident holder of the shares may file a claim for refund from the BIR. However, because
the refund process in the Philippines requires the filing of an administrative claim and the submission of
supporting information, and may also involve the filing of a judicial appeal, it may be impractical to pursue
such a refund.
Transfer taxes (e.g. documentary stamp tax, local transfer tax) may be payable if the dividends declared are
property dividends, depending on the type of property distributed as dividends. Stock dividends distributed
pro rata to any holder of shares of stock are generally not subject to Philippine income tax. However, the
sale, exchange or disposition of shares received as stock dividends by the shareholder is subject to stock
transaction tax if the transfer is through a local stock exchange; or if the transfer is made outside of the
exchange, capital gains tax; and documentary stamp tax.
The following table lists some of the countries with which the Philippines has tax treaties and the tax rates
currently applicable to non-resident holders who are residents of those countries:
Stock transaction tax on
sale
or
disposition
effected through the PSE
(%)(9)
0.6
Exempt(10)
Exempt(11)
Exempt(12)
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

Capital gains tax due on
disposition of shares outside
the
PSE
(%)
May be exempt(13)
May be exempt(13)
May be exempt(13)
May be exempt(13)
May be exempt(13)
May be exempt(13)
Exempt(14)
May be exempt(13)

Dividends(%)
Canada
25(1)
China
15(2)
France
15(3)
Germany
15(4)
Japan
15(5)
Singapore
25(6)
United Kingdom
25(7)
United States
25(8)
_____________
Notes:
(1) 15% if the recipient company which is a resident of Canada controls at least 10% of the voting power of the company paying
the dividends; 25% in all other cases.
(2) 10% if the beneficial owner is a company which holds directly at least 10% of the capital of the company paying the dividends;
15% in all other cases.
(3) 10% if the recipient company (excluding a partnership) holds directly at least 10% of the voting shares of the company paying
the dividends; 15% in all other cases.
(4) 5% if the recipient company (excluding a partnership) holds directly at least 70% of the capital of the company paying the
dividends; 10% if the recipient company (excluding a partnership) holds directly at least 25% of the capital of the company
paying the dividends; 15% in all other cases.
(5) 10% if the recipient company holds directly at least 10% of either the voting shares of the company paying the dividends or of
the total shares issued by that company during the period of six months immediately preceding the date of payment of the
dividends; 15% in all other cases.
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(6) 15% if during the part of the taxable year of the paying company which precedes the date of payment of dividends and during
the whole of its prior taxable year at least 15% of the outstanding shares of the voting shares of the paying company were
owned by the recipient company; 25% in all other cases.
(7) 15% if the recipient company is a company which controls directly or indirectly at least 10% of the voting power of the company
paying the dividends; 25% in all other cases.
(8) 20% if during the part of the taxable year of the paying company which precedes the date of payment of dividends and during
the whole of its prior taxable year at least 10% of the outstanding shares of the voting shares of the paying corporation were
owned by the recipient corporation; 25% in other cases. Notwithstanding the rates provided under the Convention between the
Government of the Republic of the Philippines and the Government of the United States of America with respect to Taxes on
Income, corporations which are residents of the United States may avail of the 15% withholding tax rate under the tax-sparing
clause of the Philippine Tax Code provided certain conditions are met.
(9) If the stock transaction tax is not expressly included in the tax treaty, the income recipient will be subject to stock transaction
tax at the rate of 0.6% of the gross selling price as provided under Section 127 of the Tax Code as amended by Section 39 of the
TRAIN.
(10) Article 2(2)(b) of the Agreement between the Government of the Republic of the Philippines and the Government of the People’s
Republic of China for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income
was signed on November 18, 1999.
(11) Article 1 of the Protocol to the Tax Convention between the Government of the Republic of the Philippines and the Government
of the French Republic signed on January 9, 1976 was signed in Paris, France on June 26, 1995.
(12) Article 2 (3)(a) of Agreement between the Government of the Republic of the Philippines and the Federal Republic of Germany
for the Avoidance of Double Taxation with Respect to Taxes on Income and Capital signed on September 9, 2013.
(13) Capital gains are taxable only in the country where the seller is a resident, provided the shares are not those of a corporation,
the assets of which consist principally of real property situated in the Philippines, in which case the sale is subject to Philippine
taxes.
(14) Under the income tax treaty between the Philippines and the United Kingdom, capital gains on the sale of the shares of Philippine
corporations are subject to tax only in the country where the seller is a resident, irrespective of the nature of the assets of the
Philippine corporation.

When availing of capital gains tax exemption on the sale of shares of stock under an income tax treaty, a
certification from the BIR on the exemption from capital gains tax pursuant to the tax treaty shall be
necessary in order to completely implement the transfer. For sale of shares made outside the PSE, a
Certificate Authorizing Registration (“CAR”) from the BIR is required before the transfer is registered in the
stock and transfer book. The BIR issues the CAR only after verifying that the applicable taxes have been paid.
Thus, in lieu of proof of payment of capital gains tax, the tax treaty relief ruling should be submitted to the
BIR office processing the CAR.
The requirements for a tax treaty relief application in respect of capital gains tax or the stock transaction tax
on the sale of shares are set out in Revenue Memorandum Order No. 14-2021 (Streamlining the Procedures
and Documents for the Availment of Treaty Benefits dated March 31, 2021), BIR Form No. 0901-C, and other
BIR issuances. These include a Tax Residency Certificate (TRC) for the relevant period, duly issued by the tax
authority of the foreign country in which the income recipient is a resident. Non-resident legal person or
arrangements are also required to submit an authenticated copy of their Articles/Memorandum of
Incorporation/Association, Trust Agreement, or equivalent document confirming its establishment or
incorporation, with an English translation thereof if in foreign language and an original copy of the Certificate
of Non-Registration of Company or certified true copy of License to Do Business in the Philippines duly issued
by the SEC for legal persons and arrangements, or original copy of the Certificate of Business
Registration/Presence duly issued by the DTI for individuals.
In availing tax treaty benefits, the withholding agent may rely on the submitted BIR Form No. 0901
(Application Form for Treaty Purposes), TRC, and the relevant provision of the tax treaty on whether to apply
the treaty rates. If the withholding agent applied the treaty rates, he shall file with the International Tax
Affairs Division (ITAD) a request for confirmation on the correctness of the withholding tax rates applied on
the income. The request for confirmation shall be filed any time after the payment of withholding tax but
not shall not be later than the last day of the fourth (4th) month following the close of each taxable year.
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If the regular rates have been imposed on the income, the non-resident shall file a TTRA with ITAD to prove
its entitlement to treaty benefits. Failure to prove the same may result in the confirmation of the tax rate
previously applied on the income, and in the eventual denial of the TTRA.
If the BIR determines that the withholding tax rate applied is lower than the rate that should have been
applied on an item of income pursuant to the treaty, or that the non-resident taxpayer is not entitled to
treaty benefits, it will issue a BIR Ruling denying the request for confirmation or TTRA. Consequently,
the withholding agent shall pay the deficiency tax plus penalties
On the contrary, if the withholding tax rate applied is proper or higher than the rate that should have been
applied, the BIR will issue a certificate confirming the non-resident income recipient’s entitlement to treaty
benefits. In the latter case, the taxpayer may apply for a refund of excess withholding tax.
With respect to the availment of preferential rates for dividends under an income tax treaty, most tax
treaties to which the Philippines is a party provide for a reduced tax rate of 15% in cases where the dividend
arises in the Philippines and is paid to a resident of the other contracting state. Most income tax treaties
also provide that reduced withholding tax rates shall not apply if the recipient of the dividend, who is a
resident of the other contracting state, carries on business in the Philippines through a permanent
establishment and the holding of the relevant dividend-earning interest is effectively connected with such
permanent establishment.
SALE, EXCHANGE OR DISPOSITION OF SHARES
Capital Gains Tax, if sale was made outside the PSE
Capital gains realized by domestic corporations from the sale of shares of stock not traded in the stock
exchange are subject to a final tax at the rate of 15%. Net capital gains realized by a resident foreign
corporation during each taxable year from the sale, exchange or disposition of shares of stock outside the
facilities of the PSE, are subject to tax as follows: 5% on gains not exceeding ₱100,000.00 and 10% on gains
over ₱100,000.00. If an applicable tax treaty exempts such gains from tax or provides preferential rates, an
application for tax treaty relief must be filed with (and approved) by the Philippine tax authorities in order
to obtain an exemption or to apply a preferential rate under a tax treaty.
The transfer of shares shall not be recorded in the books of the domestic corporation, unless the BIR has
issued a Certificate Authorizing Registration (“CAR”). The BIR issues a CAR only after verifying that the
applicable taxes have been paid.
Stock Transaction Tax
A sale or other disposition of shares of stock through the facilities of the PSE by a resident or a non- resident
holder, other than a dealer in securities, is subject to a stock transaction tax at the rate of 0.60% of the gross
selling price or gross value in money of the shares of stock sold or otherwise disposed, unless an applicable
treaty exempts such sale from said tax. This tax is required to be collected by and paid to the Philippine
Government by the selling stockbroker on behalf of his client. The stock transaction tax is classified as a
percentage tax in lieu of a capital gains tax. Under certain tax treaties, the exemptions from capital gains tax
discussed herein may not be applicable to the stock transaction tax.
In addition, value added tax of 12% may generally be imposed on the gross income earned by dealers in
securities on the sale of shares and on the commission earned by the PSE-registered broker, which is
generally passed on to the client.
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On November 7, 2012, the BIR issued RR No. 16-2012 which provides that the sale, barter, transfer, and/or
assignment of shares of listed companies that fail to meet the MPO requirement after December 31, 2012
will be subject to capital gains tax and documentary stamp tax. The sale of such listed company’s shares
during the trading suspension may be effected only outside the trading system of the PSE.
DOCUMENTARY STAMP TAX
Under the Tax Code, certain documents, instruments, papers, acceptances, assignments, sales and transfers
of obligations, rights or property are subject to documentary stamp tax. Documentary stamp tax will be
levied, collected and paid for by the person making, signing, issuing, accepting or transferring the document,
wherever the document is made, signed, issued, accepted or transferred, when the relevant obligation or
right arises from a Philippine source or the relevant property is situated in the Philippines.
The original issue of shares of stock is subject to documentary stamp tax of ₱2.00 on each ₱200.00 par value,
or a fraction thereof, of the par value of the shares of stock issued. In case the original issue of shares of
stock are without par value, the amount of documentary stamp tax shall be based upon the actual
consideration for the issuance of such shares of stock. In the case of stock dividends, the documentary stamp
tax shall be based on the actual value represented by each share.
The secondary transfer of shares of stock outside of the facilities of the PSE by assignment in blank, by
delivery, by any paper or agreement, or memorandum or other evidence of transfer or sale (including
transfers to secure the future payment of money or for the future transfer of stock) is subject to a
documentary stamp tax of ₱1.50 on each ₱200.00 par value, or a fractional part thereof, of the par value of
share of stock transferred. In case of stock without par value, the amount of the documentary stamp tax
shall be equivalent to fifty percent (50%) of the documentary stamp tax paid upon the original issue of said
stock.
The sale, barter, or exchange of shares of stock listed and traded through the PSE is exempt from the DST.
In addition, the borrowing and lending of securities executed under the Securities Borrowing and Lending
Program of a registered exchange, or in accordance with regulations prescribed by the appropriate
regulatory authority, are likewise exempt from documentary stamp tax. However, the securities borrowing
and lending agreement should be duly covered by a master securities borrowing and lending agreement
acceptable to the appropriate regulatory authority, and should be duly registered and approved by the BIR.
ESTATE AND GIFT TAXES
Shares issued by a corporation organized under Philippine laws are deemed to have a Philippine situs, and
any transfer thereof by way of donation or succession, even if made by a non-resident decedent or donor
outside the Philippines, is subject to Philippine estate or donor‘s tax.
The transfer of shares of stock upon the death of an individual holder to his heirs by way of succession,
whether such holder was a citizen of the Philippines or an alien, regardless of residence, is subject to
Philippine estate tax at a flat rate of 6% of the value of the net estate.
On the other hand, individual and corporate holders, whether or not citizens or residents of the Philippines,
who transfer shares of stock by way of gift or donation are liable to pay Philippine donors‘ tax at a flat rate
of 6% of the total gifts or donations made during the calendar year in excess of ₱250,000. When property
(other than real property subject to capital gains tax) is transferred for less than an adequate and full
consideration in money or money’s worth, the amount by which the fair market value of the property
exceeded the value of the consideration shall be deemed a gift or donation subject to donors’ tax. However,
a sale, exchange, or other transfer of property made in the ordinary course of business, or a transaction
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made at arm’s length and free from donative intent, will be considered as made for an adequate and full
consideration in money or money’s worth, and will not be subject to donors’ tax.
Estate and donor‘s taxes, however, shall not be collected in respect of intangible personal property, such as
shares of stock: (a) if the decedent at the time of his death or the donor at the time of the donation was a
citizen and resident of a foreign country which at the time of his death or donation did not impose a transfer
tax of any character, in respect of intangible personal property of citizens of the Philippines not residing in
that foreign country, or (b) if the laws of the foreign country of which the decedent or donor was a citizen
and resident at the time of his death or donation allows a similar exemption from transfer or death taxes of
every character or description in respect of intangible personal property owned by citizens of the Philippines
not residing in that foreign country.
TAXATION OUTSIDE THE PHILIPPINES
Shares of stock in a domestic corporation are considered under Philippine law as situated in the Philippines
and the gain derived from their sale is entirely from Philippine sources; hence such gain is subject to
Philippine income tax and the transfer of such shares by gift (donation) or succession is subject to the donor‘s
or estate taxes stated above. The tax treatment of a non-resident holder of shares of stock in jurisdictions
outside the Philippines may vary depending on the tax laws applicable to such holder by reason of domicile
or business activities and such holder‘s particular situation. This Final Prospectus does not discuss the tax
considerations on non-resident holders of shares of stock under laws other than those of the Philippines.
CORPORATE RECOVERY AND TAX INCENTIVES ENTERPRISES ACT
The Corporate Recovery and Tax Incentives Enterprises Act (“CREATE”) was signed into law on March 26,
2021 and took effect on April 11, 2021. The salient provisions of CREATE include:
•

reduction in corporate income tax (CIT) from the current 30% to 20% for MSMEs and to 25% for other
corporate taxpayers by July 1, 2020;

•

reduction in the minimum corporate income tax rate to 1% effective July 1, 2020 until June 30, 2023;

•

effective July 1, 2020, a period of four to seven years during which export enterprises may enjoy the
5% special corporate income based on the gross income earned in lieu of all national and local taxes;

•

extension of the applicability of the net operating loss carryover for losses incurred during the first
three years from the start of commercial operation by registered projects or activities, from the current
three to five consecutive taxable years immediately following the year of such loss;

•

net capital gains derived by resident foreign corporations on the sale of shares of stock of domestic
corporations not traded on the Philippine stock exchange will be subject to a final tax of 15%, increased
from the current rate of 5% on the first ~US$2,000 and 10% on the excess thereof;

•

Regional Operating Headquarters will be subject to regular CIT rates effective January 1, 2022,
increased from the current 10% rate on taxable income;

•

Qualified Registered Business Enterprises (RBE) will be granted an income tax holiday for four to seven
years, depending on the assigned RBE category level. After the income tax holiday period, a special
corporate income tax rate of 5% beginning July 1, 2020 will be imposed on gross income earned in lieu
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of all national and local taxes. The duration of the special corporate income tax is five to ten years
depending on the assigned Registered Business Enterprises tier level; and
•

in lieu of the special corporate income tax, enhanced deductions may be granted for a period of five
to ten years depending on the assigned Registered Business Enterprises category level.
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FINANCIAL AND OTHER INFORMATION
1. Audited Financial Statements as of and for the year ended December 31, 2020, 2019, and 2018,
Annex A
2. Unaudited Interim Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements as at June 30, 2021 and for the
six month periods ended June 30, 2021 and 2020, Annex B
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

The Board of Directors and the Stockholders
EEI Corporation
No. 12 Manggahan Street
Bagumbayan, Quezon City
Opinion
We have audited the consolidated financial statements of EEI Corporation and its subsidiaries
(the Group), which comprise the consolidated statements of financial position as at December 31, 2020
and 2019, and the consolidated statements of income, consolidated statements of comprehensive income,
consolidated statements of changes in equity and consolidated statements of cash flows for each of the
three years in the period ended December 31, 2020, and notes to the consolidated financial statements,
including a summary of significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects,
the consolidated financial position of the Group as at December 31, 2020 and 2019, and its consolidated
financial performance and its consolidated cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended
December 31, 2020 in accordance with Philippine Financial Reporting Standards (PFRSs).
Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audits in accordance with Philippine Standards on Auditing (PSAs). Our
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit
of the Consolidated Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent of the Group in
accordance with the Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants in the Philippines (Code of Ethics)
together with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the consolidated financial
statements in the Philippines, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with
these requirements and the Code of Ethics. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Key Audit Matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in our
audit of the consolidated financial statements of the current period. These matters were addressed in the
context of our audit of the consolidated financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion
thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on these matters. For each matter below, our
description of how our audit addressed the matter is provided in that context.
We have fulfilled the responsibilities described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the
Consolidated Financial Statements section of our report, including in relation to these matters.
Accordingly, our audit included the performance of procedures designed to respond to our assessment of
the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements. The results of our audit
procedures, including the procedures performed to address the matters below, provide the basis for our
audit opinion on the accompanying consolidated financial statements.
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-2Recognition of revenue from construction contracts
The Group’s revenue from construction projects on electro-mechanical works, industrial, buildings and
infrastructure accounts more than 90% of the total revenue of the Group. Under PFRS 15, Revenue from
Contracts with Customers, the Group assessed that there is only one performance obligation for each
construction agreement that it has entered and that revenue arising from such agreements qualify for
recognition over time. The Group also recognized as part of its construction revenue, the effects of
variable considerations arising from various change orders and claims, to the extent that they reflect the
amounts the Group expects to be entitled to and to be received from the customers, provided that it is
highly probable that a significant reversal of the revenue recognized in connection with these variable
considerations will not occur in the future. The Group elected to use the input method to measure the
progress of the fulfilment of its performance obligation, which is based on the actual costs incurred to
date relative to the total estimated cost to complete the construction projects.
Aside from the significance of the amount involved, we consider this as a key audit matter because this
process involves significant judgment and estimates, particularly with respect to the estimation of the
variable considerations arising from the change orders and claims and calculation of estimated cost to
complete construction projects (i.e., determination of the quantity of the inputs such as materials, labor
and equipment needed to complete the construction), which requires the technical expertise of the
Group’s engineers.
The Group’s disclosures about construction revenue are included in Notes 4 and 20 to the consolidated
financial statements.
Audit response
We inspected sample contracts and supplemental agreements and reviewed management’s assessment on
the identification of performance obligation within the contract and the timing of revenue recognition.
For construction revenue which includes significant effects of the variable considerations, we obtained an
understanding and tested the relevant controls over the management’s process to estimate the amount of
consideration expected to be received from the customers. For change orders and claims of sampled
contracts, we compared the amounts recognized as revenue to the change orders and claims approved by
the customers and other relevant documentary evidences supporting the management’s estimate of
revenue recognized.
For the measurement of progress of the construction projects, we obtained an understanding of the
Group’s processes to accumulate actual costs incurred and to estimate the expected cost to complete and
tested the relevant controls. We also tested actual costs incurred by examining sample invoices and other
supporting third-party correspondences. We also considered the competence, capabilities and objectivity
of the Group’s cost engineers by referring to their qualifications, experience and reporting
responsibilities. We examined the approved total estimated completion costs, any revisions thereto, and
the cost variance analysis with supporting details. We conducted ocular inspections on selected projects
and discussed the status of the projects under construction with the Group’s engineers. We also inspected
the related project documentation and inquired about the significant deviations from the targeted
completion.
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-3Accounting for investment in Al-Rushaid Construction Company Ltd.
The Group owns 49% equity interest in Al-Rushaid Construction Company Ltd. (ARCC), associate
accounted for under the equity method. As of December 31, 2020, ARCC recognized deferred tax asset
on net operating loss carryover of =
P330.10 million. We consider the accounting for the investment in
ARCC as a key audit matter because the Group’s share in ARCC’s net earnings and the carrying value of
the investment represents 36% of the Group’s consolidated net loss and 5% of the Group’s total assets,
respectively. The Group’s share in ARCC’s net earnings is significantly affected by ARCC’s revenue
recognition from its construction contracts. In addition, management’s assessment process on the
recognition of deferred tax asset is based on assumptions, which are affected by expected future market or
economic conditions.
The Group’s disclosures about the investment in ARCC are included in Note 11 to the consolidated
financial statements.
Audit response
We sent instructions to statutory auditors of ARCC to perform an audit on the relevant financial
information of ARCC for the purpose of the Group’s consolidated financial statements. These audit
instructions cover their scope of work, risk assessment procedures, audit strategy and reporting
responsibilities. We discussed with ARCC’s statutory auditors about their key audit areas, planning and
execution of audit procedures, significant areas of estimation and judgment. We reviewed their working
papers, focusing on the procedures performed on ARCC’s revenue recognition, and obtained relevant
conclusion statements related to their audit procedures. Furthermore, we evaluated management’s
assumptions on the recognition of deferred tax assets and inquired with the Group’s management the
basis of the financial forecast. We also compared management’s forecast against historical performance
of ARCC.
We also obtained the financial information of ARCC for the year ended December 31, 2020 and
recomputed the Group’s share in net earnings for the year ended December 31, 2020.
Valuation of unquoted equity investments carried at fair value through other comprehensive income
The Group has unquoted equity investments classified as equity investments at fair value through other
comprehensive income (FVOCI) amounting to =
P1.0 billion. The valuation of these investments is
significant to our audit because it is inherently subjective as it involves the use of valuation inputs that are
not market observable. Management also applied judgment in selecting the valuation technique and the
assumptions to be used.
The Group’s disclosures about its unquoted equity investments are included in Notes 12 and 33 to the
consolidated financial statements.
Audit response
We evaluated the competence, capabilities and qualifications of the external valuers by considering their
qualifications, experience and reporting responsibilities. For the unquoted equity investment valued using
market approach, we inquired from the external appraiser the basis of the adjustments made to the sales
price. For the unquoted equity investment valued using earnings-based approach, we involved our internal
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-4specialist in the review of the methodology and assumptions used. The key assumptions used are the
revenue growth rate and discount rate. We evaluated the revenue growth rate by reference to historical
information and relevant market data. We tested the parameters used in the determination of the discount
rate against market data. We compared the fair value of the investment against a range of values
determined using earnings-based approach. We also reviewed the Group’s disclosures about those
assumptions to which the outcome of the valuation is most sensitive; specifically, those that have the most
significant effect on the determination of the fair value of the unquoted equity investments.
Other Information
Management is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the information
included in the SEC Form 20-IS (Definitive Information Statement), SEC Form 17-A and Annual Report
for the year ended December 31, 2020, but does not include the consolidated financial statements and our
auditor’s report thereon. The SEC Form 20-IS (Definitive Information Statement), SEC Form 17-A and
Annual Report for the year ended December 31, 2020 are expected to be made available to us after the
date of this auditor’s report.
Our opinion on the consolidated financial statements does not cover the other information and we will not
express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audits of the consolidated financial statements, our responsibility is to read the
other information identified above when it becomes available and, in doing so, consider whether the other
information is materially inconsistent with the consolidated financial statements or our knowledge
obtained in the audits, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated.
Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Consolidated
Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial
statements in accordance with PFRSs, and for such internal control as management determines is
necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Group’s
ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and
using the going concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the Group or to
cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.
Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Group’s financial reporting process.
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements as a
whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report
that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an
audit conducted in accordance with PSAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the
aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the
basis of these consolidated financial statements.
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-5As part of an audit in accordance with PSAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain
professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and
obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of
not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error,
as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of
internal control.
Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Group’s internal control.
Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by management.
Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and,
based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. If
we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s
report to the related disclosures in the consolidated financial statements or, if such disclosures are
inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to
the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Group to cease
to continue as a going concern.
Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements,
including the disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements represent the underlying
transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities or
business activities within the Group to express an opinion on the consolidated financial statements.
We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the audit. We remain solely
responsible for our audit opinion.
We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope
and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal
control that we identify during our audit.
We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with relevant
ethical requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other
matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related
safeguards.
From the matters communicated with those charged with governance, we determine those matters that
were of most significance in the audit of the consolidated financial statements of the current period and
are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditor’s report unless law or
regulation precludes public disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we
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-6determine that a matter should not be communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of
doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest benefits of such communication.
The engagement partner on the audit resulting in this independent auditor’s report is
Wenda Lynn M. Loyola.
SYCIP GORRES VELAYO & CO.

Wenda Lynn M. Loyola
Partner
CPA Certificate No. 109952
SEC Accreditation No. 1540-AR-1 (Group A),
January 10, 2019, valid until January 9, 2022
Tax Identification No. 242-019-387
BIR Accreditation No. 08-001998-117-2019,
January 28, 2019, valid until January 27, 2022
PTR No. 8534313, January 4, 2021, Makati City
April 23, 2021
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EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
December 31
ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents (Note 6)
Receivables - net (Note 7)
Contract assets - net (Note 8)
Inventories (Note 9)
Due from related parties (Note 26)
Other current assets (Note 10)
Total Current Assets
Noncurrent Assets
Investments in associates and joint ventures (Note 11)
Equity investments at fair value through other comprehensive income
(FVOCI) (Note 12)
Investment properties (Note 15)
Property and equipment (Note 13)
Right-of-use asset (Note 14)
Deferred tax assets - net (Note 25)
Contract assets - net of current portion (Note 8)
Other noncurrent assets (Note 16)
Total Noncurrent Assets

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable and other current liabilities (Note 18)
Bank loans (Note 17)
Current portion of long-term debt (Note 19)
Current portion of lease liability (Note 14)
Current portion of contract liability (Note 8)
Income tax payable
Due to related parties (Note 26)
Total Current Liabilities
Noncurrent Liabilities
Long-term debt - net of current portion (Note 19)
Retirement liabilities (Note 27)
Deferred tax liabilities (Note 25)
Lease liability - net of current portion (Note 14)
Contract liability - net of current portion (Note 8)
Other noncurrent liabilities (Note 18)
Total Noncurrent Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Equity
Capital stock - P
=1 par value (Note 29)
Authorized - 2,000,000,000 shares
Issued and outstanding - 1,036,401,386 shares
Additional paid-in capital
Treasury stock (Note 32)
Other comprehensive income - net (Notes 12 and 27)
Retained earnings (Note 30)
Unappropriated
Appropriated
Non-controlling interests
Total Equity

2020

2019

P
=1,332,363,040
3,614,063,617
7,605,270,420
1,415,137,210
65,613,972
1,905,385,711
15,937,833,970

P1,156,206,459
=
4,245,888,810
9,483,493,604
1,743,758,425
82,712,340
1,510,662,105
18,222,721,743

2,890,075,272

2,654,532,769

1,031,570,234
14,562,211
3,718,888,905
695,475,235
1,471,146,110
978,481,350
154,506,816
10,954,706,133
P
=26,892,540,103

1,055,688,160
15,231,211
4,423,324,976
809,683,974
116,760,173
493,848,199
254,998,357
9,824,067,819
=28,046,789,562
P

P
=6,742,428,383
5,015,000,000
2,302,998,099
99,582,705
190,194,001
23,444,320
‒
14,373,647,508

P6,664,628,148
=
5,905,000,000
1,285,714,285
95,243,839
903,831,183
42,615,335
126,417,175
15,023,449,965

3,245,029,226
373,757,488
90,388,276
469,982,718
1,658,679,655
273,600,624
6,111,437,987
20,485,085,495

1,436,071,434
299,856,922
93,015,056
559,093,302
1,820,243,384
210,282,764
4,418,562,862
19,442,012,827

1,036,401,386
477,037,443
(3,720,790)
422,725,295
4,460,457,934
‒
6,392,901,268
14,553,340
6,407,454,608
P
=26,892,540,103

1,036,401,386
477,037,443
(3,720,790)
547,758,932
2,506,517,848
4,000,000,000
8,563,994,819
40,781,916
8,604,776,735
=28,046,789,562
P

See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME

2020
REVENUE FROM CONTRACTS WITH CUSTOMERS
(Note 20)

For the Years Ended December 31
2019
2018

P
=13,881,319,022

=23,581,877,243
P

=22,147,420,822
P

COSTS OF SALES AND SERVICES* (Note 21)

16,093,666,815

20,600,291,523

19,298,755,306

GROSS PROFIT (LOSS)

(2,212,347,793)

2,981,585,720

2,848,665,516

980,867,002

346,252,663

1,696,611,510

1,446,651,519

466,242,665
46,583,668
512,826,333

564,165,927
35,357,259
599,523,186

299,520,232
(53,132,028)
246,388,204

INTEREST INCOME (Note 23)

16,955,390

27,618,043

34,981,525

OTHER INCOME - Net (Note 24)

66,405,380

189,253,743

28,949,751

(3,357,557,864)

1,498,535,464

963,938,262

44,351,618
(1,329,742,992)
(1,285,391,374)

320,421,488
22,785,513
343,207,001

402,239,129
32,727,697
434,966,826

(2,072,166,490)

=1,155,328,463
P

=528,971,436
P

(P
= 2,046,059,914)
(26,106,576)
(P
= 2,072,166,490)

=1,156,330,474
P
(1,002,011)
=1,155,328,463
P

=532,747,777
P
(3,776,341)
=528,971,436
P

EQUITY IN NET EARNINGS (LOSSES) OF
ASSOCIATES AND JOINT VENTURES (Note 11)
SELLING AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
(Note 22)
FINANCE COSTS AND OTHER EXPENSES - Net
Interest expense (Notes 14, 17 and 19)
Foreign exchange gains losses (gains) – net

INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE INCOME TAX
PROVISION FOR (BENEFIT FROM) INCOME TAX
(Note 25)
Current
Deferred

NET INCOME (LOSS)
Net income (loss) attributable to:
Equity holders of the Parent Company
Non-controlling interests

Earnings (Loss) Per Share – Basic and Diluted (Note 32)

(P
= 1.9744)

=1.1158
P

(126,506,596)
1,575,763,730

=0.5141
P

* Costs of sales and services includes =
P1.03 billion cost that the Group incurred during enhanced community quarantine where
all construction activities, both private and government projects, in entire island of Luzon were temporarily suspended. These
costs pertain to salaries and wages of its construction workers at project site during the period of suspension of construction
activities.
See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

2020
NET INCOME (LOSS)
OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS)
Items not to be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent
periods:
Fair value change on equity investments at FVOCI
(Note 12)
Share in OCI of an associate (Note 11)
Remeasurement losses on retirement liabilities
(Note 27)
Income tax effect relating to items that will not be
reclassified to profit or loss (Note 25)
Item to be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent
periods:
Cumulative translation adjustments

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS)
Total comprehensive income (loss) attributable to:
Equity holders of the Parent Company
Non-controlling interests

(P
= 2,072,166,490)

Years Ended December 31
2019
=1,155,328,463
P

2018

=528,971,436
P

(17,501,993)
(14,258,282)

110,253,055
(8,684,333)

3,932,740
(925,690)

(82,110,866)

(226,705,511)

(29,328,609)

30,539,541
(83,331,600)

51,468,919
(73,667,870)

9,098,876
(17,222,683)

(41,824,037)
(125,155,637)

(11,415,464)
(85,083,334)

49,421,403
32,198,720

(2,197,322,127)

=1,070,245,129
P

=561,170,156
P

(P
= 2,171,093,551)
(26,228,576)
(2,197,322,127)

=1,071,328,177
P
(1,083,048)
=1,070,245,129
P

=564,871,210
P
(3,701,054)
=561,170,156
P

See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Balances at December 31, 2018
Change in non-controlling interests
Net income
Other comprehensive income (loss)
Total comprehensive income (loss)
Cash dividend declared (Note 30)

Balances at January 1, 2018
Impact of initial adoption of
PFRS 9 and 15 (Note 3)
Balances as at January 1, 2018,
as restated
Appropriation of retained earnings
Net income
Other comprehensive income(loss)
Total comprehensive income(loss)

Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent Company
Other Comprehensive Income - Net of Deferred Tax Effect
Net Unrealized
Gain on
Fair Value
Reserve of
Available for
Equity
Sale
Financial
Investments
at FVOCI
Assets
(Note 12)
(Note 12)

Capital Stock
(Note 29)

‒

=
P477,037,443

Additional
Paid-In
Capital

(3,720,790)
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

(3,720,790)
‒
‒
‒
‒

‒

(310,518,436)

(143,221,282)
‒
‒
(167,297,154)
(167,297,154)
‒

(121,990,572)
‒
‒
(21,230,710)
(21,230,710)

‒

(P
=3,720,790) (P
=121,990,572)

‒
‒
(41,824,037)
(41,824,037)

321,683,554

333,099,018
‒
‒
(11,415,464)
(11,415,464)
‒

283,677,615
‒
‒
49,421,403
49,421,403

‒

=
P283,677,615

=
P‒

‒
‒
‒
‒

‒

−
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

(5,689,432)

=
P5,689,432

=
P525,034,702

‒
‒
(11,559,112)
(11,559,112)

536,593,814

442,883,493
‒
‒
93,710,321
93,710,321
‒

438,950,753
‒
‒
3,932,740
3,932,740

438,950,753

=
P‒

547,758,932

632,761,229
‒
‒
(85,002,297)
(85,002,297)
‒

1,557,443,671
‒
1,156,330,474
‒
1,156,330,474
(207,256,297)

600,637,796 5,024,695,894
‒ (4,000,000,000)
‒
532,747,777
32,123,433
‒
32,123,433
532,747,777

433,261,321

2,506,517,848

42,087,791

=
P167,376,475 =
P4,982,608,103

=
P‒ =
P6,392,901,268

‒ 4,000,000,000 (4,000,000,000)
‒
‒ (2,046,059,914)
‒ (2,046,059,914)
(125,033,637)
‒
‒
(125,033,637)
(125,033,637) (2,046,059,914)
‒ (2,171,093,551)

4,000,000,000

4,000,000,000
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

−
4,000,000,000
−
‒
−

8,563,994,819

7,699,922,939
‒
1,156,330,474
(85,002,297)
1,071,328,177
(207,256,297)

7,135,051,729
‒
532,747,777
32,123,433
564,871,210

475,349,112

=
P‒ =
P6,659,702,617

=
P14,553,340 =
P6,407,454,608

‒
‒
(26,106,576) (2,072,166,490)
(122,000)
(125,155,637)
(26,228,576) (2,197,322,127)

40,781,916

12,021,153
29,843,811
(1,002,011)
(81,037)
(1,083,048)
‒

15,722,207
‒
(3,776,341)
75,287
(3,701,054)

‒

8,604,776,735

7,711,944,092
29,843,811
1,155,328,463
(85,083,334)
1,070,245,129
(207,256,297)

7,150,773,936
‒
528,971,436
32,198,720
561,170,156

475,349,112

=
P422,725,295 =
P4,460,457,934

=
P15,722,207 =
P6,675,424,824

Total

=
P1,036,401,386

477,037,443
‒
‒
‒
‒

(3,720,790)

=
P279,859,517

Non-controlling
Interests

‒

477,037,443
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

‒
‒
(71,650,488)
(71,650,488)

Subtotal

1,036,401,386
‒
‒
‒
‒

477,037,443

‒
‒
‒
‒

Retained Earnings (Note 30)
Subtotal Unappropriated Appropriated

1,036,401,386
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

‒
‒
‒
‒

Cumulative
Translation
Adjustments
(Note 11)

1,036,401,386

=
P477,037,443

Remeasurement
Losses on
Retirement
Liability
(Note 27)

‒
‒
‒
‒

(P
=3,720,790) (P
=382,168,924)

=
P1,036,401,386

Treasury
Stock

FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2020, 2019 AND 2018

EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

Balances at December 31, 2019
Reversal of appropriation of retained
earnings (Note 29)
Net loss
Other comprehensive loss
Total comprehensive loss
Balances at December 31, 2020

See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

2020
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Income (loss) before income tax
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortization
(Notes 13, 14, 15, 21 and 22)
Interest expense (Notes 14, 17 and 19)
Unrealized foreign exchange loss (gain) - net
Gain on sale of investment properties (Notes 15 and 24)
Gain on sale of property and equipment (Note 24)
Movements in retirement assets and liabilities
Interest income (Note 23)
Dividend income (Note 24)
Equity in net losses (earnings) of associates and joint
ventures (Note 11)
Operating income (loss) before working capital changes
Decrease (increase) in:
Receivables
Contract assets
Due from related parties
Inventories
Other current assets
Other noncurrent assets
Increase (decrease) in:
Accounts payable and other current liabilities
Contract liabilities
Due to related parties
Customers’ deposits
Cash flows generated from (used in) operations
Interest received
Interest paid
Income taxes paid
Net cash flows provided by (used in) operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from disposals of:
Property and equipment
Equity investment at FVOCI (Note 12)
Investment properties
Acquisitions of:
Property and equipment (Note 13)
Investment in associates (Note 11)
Investment properties (Note 15)
Equity investment at FVOCI (Note 12)
Proceeds from return of investment (Note 11)
Dividends received (Notes 11, 12 and 24)
Deposit for future subscription of shares of
stock of a Company (Note 16)
Net cash flows provided by (used in) investing activities

(P
= 3,357,557,864)

Years Ended December 31
2019

=1,498,535,464
P

2018

=963,938,262
P

766,098,997
466,242,665
46,583,668
(204,500)
(7,316,671)
(8,256,584)
(16,955,390)
(37,058,954)

808,786,418
564,165,927
35,357,259
(111,500)
(97,426,071)
(1,770,037)
(27,618,043)
(53,417,279)

707,778,497
299,520,232
(44,023,436)
(7,923,123)
(75,489)
(15,198,031)
(34,981,525)
(606,541)

(980,867,002)
(3,129,291,635)

(346,252,663)
2,380,249,475

126,506,596
1,994,935,442

631,056,198
1,393,590,033
17,098,368
328,621,215
(394,723,607)
102,198,678

(680,463,624)
(3,860,423,624)
102,842,332
(42,888,998)
(270,951,613)
351,744,203

3,789,237,494
(5,919,630,367)
3,772,646
(1,184,005,425)
(41,055,988)
(907,128,613)

156,507,623
(875,200,911)
(126,417,175)
‒
(1,896,549,073)
17,724,385
(475,632,196)
(63,490,599)
(2,417,959,623)

1,313,741,720
2,724,074,567
(23,126,682)
‒
1,994,797,756
25,502,415
(566,913,324)
(462,277,377)
991,109,470

1,374,978,858
‒
7,717,294
(18,187,386)
(899,366,045)
34,902,801
(282,435,278)
(391,563,535)
(1,538,462,057)

568,685,883
9,900,000
873,500

159,351,531
‒
562,000

2,677,810
‒
154,877,235

(489,514,591)
(450,000)
‒
‒
575,959,275
112,058,954

(323,538,084)
(169,126,188)
‒
(18,877,857)
‒
116,417,279

(601,386,324)
(175,796,184)
(3,250,000)
(22,374,043)
‒
49,006,541

‒
965,666,665

(80,999,919)
(470,422,638)

‒
777,513,021

(Forward)
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2020
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Availment of:
Bank loans (Note 17)
Long-term debt (Note 19)
Payments of:
Bank loans (Note 17)
Long-term debt (Note 19)
Principal portion of lease liabilities (Note 14)
Cash dividends
Changes in non-controlling interests
Net cash flows provided by (used in) financing activities
EFFECTS OF EXCHANGE RATE CHANGES ON
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
NET INCREASE IN CASH AND
CASH EQUIVALENTS
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
AT BEGINNING OF YEAR
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT
END OF YEAR (Note 6)

Years Ended December 31
2019

2018

P
=11,602,000,000
4,082,880,748

=14,075,000,000
P
992,499,997

=12,190,000,000
P
1,815,476,193

(12,492,000,000)
(1,256,639,142)
(105,787,665)
(5,999,995)
‒
1,824,453,946

(14,410,000,000)
(865,952,374)
(247,603,606)
(207,256,297)
29,843,811
(633,468,469)

(10,990,000,000)
(434,523,811)
‒
‒
‒
2,580,952,382

(7,850,763)

(2,896,485)

4,276,370

176,156,581

119,533,197

369,521,811

1,156,206,459

1,036,673,262

667,151,451

P
=1,332,363,040

=1,156,206,459
P

=1,036,673,262
P

See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
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EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1. Corporate Information and Authorization for Issuance of Consolidated Financial Statements
EEI Corporation (the Parent Company) is a stock corporation incorporated on April 17, 1931 under
the laws of the Philippines. On July 15, 1980, the Parent Company’s corporate life was extended for
another fifty years starting April 17, 1981. The Parent Company is engaged in general contracting
and construction equipment rental. Its registered office address and principal place of business is No.
12 Manggahan Street, Bagumbayan, Quezon City.
The Parent Company’s shares of stock are publicly traded at the Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE). It
is a subsidiary of House of Investments, Inc., which is also incorporated in the Philippines. The
ultimate parent company of EEI Corporation is Pan Malayan Management and Investment
Corporation (PMMIC).
The consolidated financial statements were approved for issuance and filing by the Board of Directors
(BOD) on April 23, 2021.
2. Basis of Preparation and Statement of Compliance
Basis of Preparation
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis, except for equity
investments at FVOCI which have been measured at fair value. The accompanying consolidated
financial statements are presented in Philippine Peso (P
=), which is also the Parent Company’s
functional currency. Except as indicated, all amounts are rounded off to the nearest Peso.
Statement of Compliance
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in compliance with Philippine Financial
Reporting Standards (PFRSs).
Basis of Consolidation
The consolidated financial statements include the Parent Company and the following `companies
(collectively the Group) that it controls:

EEI Limited (formerly EEI BVI Ltd.)
Clear Jewel Investments, Ltd. (CJIL)
Nimaridge Investments, Limited
EEI (PNG), Ltd
EEI Corporation (Guam), Inc.
EEI Construction and Marine, Inc.
EEI Realty Corporation (EEI Realty)
EEI Subic Corporation
Equipment Engineers, Inc. (EE)
JP Systems Asia Inc. (JPSAI)
BiotechJP Corp.

Place of Incorporation Nature of Business
British Virgin Islands Holding company
British Virgin Islands Holding company
British Virgin Islands Holding company
Papua New Guinea Holding company
United States of
Construction
America
Philippines
Construction
Philippines
Real estate
Philippines
Construction
Philippines
Trading
Philippines
Rental of scaffolding
and formworks
Philippines
Manufacturing food
and therapeutic food

Percentage of Ownership
2020
2019
Direct Indirect Direct Indirect
100
‒
100
‒
‒
100
‒
100
‒
100
‒
100
−
100
−
100
100
‒
100
‒

Functional
Currency
US Dollar
US Dollar
US Dollar
US Dollar
US Dollar
Philippine Peso
Philippine Peso
Philippine Peso
Philippine Peso
Philippine Peso

100
100
100
100
‒

‒
‒
‒
‒
60

100
100
100
100
‒

‒
‒
‒
‒
60

Philippine Peso

60

‒

60

‒

(Forward)
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Learn JP Corp.

Percentage of Ownership
2019
2020
Functional
Currency
Direct Indirect Direct Indirect
Philippine Peso
‒
60
‒
60

Place of Incorporation Nature of Business
Philippines
Services for
improvement in
language proficiency
Philippines
Power generation
Philippine Peso
Philippines
Manpower services Philippine Peso

EEI Power Corporation (EPC)
89
11
89
11
Gulf Asia International Corporation
100
‒
100
‒
(GAIC)
GAIC Professional Services, Inc.
Philippines
Manpower services Philippine Peso
‒
100
‒
100
(GAPSI)
Philippines
Manpower services Philippine Peso
‒
100
‒
100
GAIC Manpower Services, Inc.
(GAMSI)
Bagumbayan Equipment & Industrial
Philippines
Consultancy services Philippine Peso
100
‒
100
‒
Products, Inc.
Philmark, Inc.
Philippines
Construction
Philippine Peso
100
‒
100
‒
Philrock Construction and Services, Inc.
Philippines
Manpower services Philippine Peso
100
‒
100
‒
EEI Energy Solutions Corporation
Philippines
Power generation
Philippine Peso
‒
100
‒
‒
(EESC)*
* On February 14, 2020, EESC was incorporated as a wholly owned subsidiary of EPC. EESC is engaged in the business of a retail
electricity supplier pursuant to Republic Act No. 9136, otherwise know as Electric Power Industry Reform Act of 2001. EESC’s financial
reporting period is December 31.

Control is achieved when the Group is exposed, or has rights, to variable returns from its involvement
with the investee and has the ability to affect those returns through its power over the investee.
Specifically, the Group controls an investee if and only if the Group has:
a) power over the investee (i.e. existing rights that give it the current ability to direct the
relevant activities of the investee);
b) exposure, or rights, to variable returns from its involvement with the investee; and
c) the ability to use its power over the investee to affect its returns.
Generally, there is a presumption that a majority of voting rights result in control. To support this
presumption and when the Group has less than a majority of the voting or similar rights of an
investee, the Group considers all relevant facts and circumstances in assessing whether it has power
over an investee, including:
a) the contractual arrangement with the other vote holders of the investee
b) rights arising from other contractual arrangements
c) the Group’s voting rights and potential voting rights
The Group re-assesses whether or not it controls an investee if facts and circumstances indicate that
there are changes to one or more of the three elements of control. Consolidation of a subsidiary
begins when the Group obtains control over the subsidiary and ceases when the Group loses control
of the subsidiary. Assets, liabilities, income and expenses of a subsidiary acquired or disposed of
during the year are included in the consolidated statements of income and consolidated statements of
comprehensive income from the date the Group gains control until the date the Group ceases to
control the subsidiary.
Subsidiaries are fully consolidated from the date of acquisition, being the date on which the Group
obtains control, and continue to be consolidated until the date when such control ceases.
The consolidated financial statements are prepared with the same financial reporting period as the
Parent Company using the consistent accounting policies. All significant intercompany balances and
transactions, intercompany profits and expenses and gains and losses are eliminated during
consolidation.
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-3A change in the ownership interest of a subsidiary, without a loss of control, is accounted for as an
equity transaction. If the Group loses control over a subsidiary, it:
derecognizes the assets (including goodwill) and liabilities of the subsidiary;
derecognizes the carrying amount of any non-controlling interests;
recognizes the fair value of the consideration received;
recognizes the fair value of any investment retained;
reclassifies to profit or loss, or transfer directly to retained earnings if required by other PFRSs,
the amounts recognized in other comprehensive income in relation to the subsidiary; and
recognizes any resulting difference as a gain or loss in profit or loss attributable to the Parent
Company.
Non-controlling interests (NCI) represent the portion of equity not attributable to the Parent
Company. Profit or loss and each component of other comprehensive income (OCI) are attributed to
the equity holders of the Parent Company and to the non-controlling interests, even if this results in
the non-controlling interests having a deficit balance. Non-controlling interests are presented
separately in the consolidated statements of comprehensive income and within the equity section of
the consolidated statements of financial position and consolidated statements of changes in equity,
separately from the equity attributable to equity holders of the Parent Company.

3. Changes in Accounting Policies
The accounting policies adopted are consistent with those of the previous financial year, except that
the Group has adopted the following new accounting pronouncements starting January 1, 2020.
Adoption of these pronouncements did not have any significant impact on the Group’s financial
statements unless otherwise indicated.
The Group did not early adopt any other standard, interpretation or amendment that has been issued
but is not yet effective. The adoption of these pronouncements does not have a significant impact on
the Group’s consolidated financial statements unless otherwise indicated.
Amendments to PFRS 3, Business Combinations, Definition of a Business
The amendments to PFRS 3 clarify the minimum requirements to be a business, remove the
assessment of a market participant’s ability to replace missing elements, and narrow the
definition of outputs. The amendments also add guidance to assess whether an acquired process
is substantive and add illustrative examples. An optional fair value concentration test is
introduced which permits a simplified assessment of whether an acquired set of activities and
assets is not a business.
Amendments to PAS 1, Presentation of Financial Statements, and PAS 8, Accounting Policies,
Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors, Definition of Material
The amendments refine the definition of material in PAS 1 and align the definitions used across
PFRSs and other pronouncements. They are intended to improve the understanding of the
existing requirements rather than to significantly impact an entity’s materiality judgements.
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-4Amendments to PFRS 7, Financial Instruments: Disclosures and PFRS 9, Financial Instruments,
Interest Rate Benchmark Reform
The amendments to PFRS 9 provide a number of reliefs, which apply to all hedging relationships
that are directly affected by the interest rate benchmark reform. A hedging relationship is
affected if the reform gives rise to uncertainties about the timing and or amount of benchmarkbased cash flows of the hedged item or the hedging instrument.
Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting issued on March 29, 2018
The Conceptual Framework is not a standard, and none of the concepts contained therein override
the concepts or requirements in any standard. The purpose of the Conceptual Framework is to
assist the standard-setters in developing standards, to help preparers develop consistent
accounting policies where there is no applicable standard in place and to assist all parties to
understand and interpret the standards.
The revised Conceptual Framework includes new concepts, provides updated definitions and
recognition criteria for assets and liabilities and clarifies some important concepts.
Amendments to PFRS 16, COVID-19-related Rent Concessions
The amendments provide relief to lessees from applying the PFRS 16 requirement on lease
modifications to rent concessions arising as a direct consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic. A
lessee may elect not to assess whether a rent concession from a lessor is a lease modification if it
meets all of the following criteria:
The rent concession is a direct consequence of COVID-19;
The change in lease payments results in a revised lease consideration that is substantially the
same as, or less than, the lease consideration immediately preceding the change;
Any reduction in lease payments affects only payments originally due on or before June 30,
2021; and
There is no substantive change to other terms and conditions of the lease.
Standards Issued But Not Yet Effective
Pronouncements issued but not yet effective are listed below. The Group intends to adopt the
following pronouncements when they become effective. The adoption of these pronouncements is
not expected to have a significant impact on the Group’s consolidated financial statements unless
otherwise indicated.
Effective beginning on or after January 1, 2021
Amendments to PFRS 9, PFRS 7, PFRS 4 and PFRS 16, Interest Rate Benchmark Reform –
Phase 2
The amendments provide the following temporary reliefs which address the financial reporting
effects when an interbank offered rate (IBOR) is replaced with an alternative nearly risk-free
interest rate (RFR):
o Practical expedient for changes in the basis for determining the contractual cash flows as
a result of IBOR reform
o Relief from discontinuing hedging relationships
o Relief from the separately identifiable requirement when an RFR instrument is
designated as a hedge of a risk component
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-5The Group shall also disclose information about:
o The about the nature and extent of risks to which the entity is exposed arising from
financial instruments subject to IBOR reform, and how the entity manages those risks;
and
o Their progress in completing the transition to alternative benchmark rates, and how the
entity is managing that transition
The amendments are effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after January 1, 2021
and apply retrospectively, however, the Group is not required to restate prior periods. The Group
is still assessing the impact of the amends to the consolidated financial statements.
Effective beginning on or after January 1, 2022
Amendments to PFRS 3, Reference to the Conceptual Framework
The amendments are intended to replace a reference to the Framework for the Preparation and
Presentation of Financial Statements, issued in 1989, with a reference to the Conceptual
Framework for Financial Reporting issued in March 2018 without significantly changing its
requirements. The amendments added an exception to the recognition principle of PFRS 3,
Business Combinations to avoid the issue of potential ‘day 2’gains or losses arising for liabilities
and contingent liabilities that would be within the scope of PAS 37, Provisions, Contingent
Liabilities and Contingent Assets or Philippine-IFRIC 21, Levies, if incurred separately.
At the same time, the amendments add a new paragraph to PFRS 3 to clarify that contingent
assets do not qualify for recognition at the acquisition date.
The amendments are effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after January 1 2022
and apply prospectively. The Group is still assessing the impact of the amends to the consolidated
financial statements.
Amendments to PAS 16 , Plant and Equipment: Proceeds before Intended Use
The amendments prohibit entities deducting from the cost of an item of property, plant and
equipment, any proceeds from selling items produced while bringing that asset to the location and
condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by management.
Instead, an entity recognizes the proceeds from selling such items, and the costs of producing
those items, in profit or loss.
The amendment is effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after January 1, 2022
and must be applied retrospectively to items of property, plant and equipment made available for
use on or after the beginning of the earliest period presented when the entity first applies the
amendment.
The amendments are not expected to have a material impact on the Group.
Amendments to PAS 37, Onerous Contracts – Costs of Fulfilling a Contract
The amendments specify which costs an entity needs to include when assessing whether a
contract is onerous or loss-making. The amendments apply a “directly related cost approach”.
The costs that relate directly to a contract to provide goods or services include both incremental
costs and an allocation of costs directly related to contract activities. General and administrative
costs do not relate directly to a contract and are excluded unless they are explicitly chargeable to
the counterparty under the contract.
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-6The amendments are effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after January 1, 2022.
The Group will apply these amendments to contracts for which it has not yet fulfilled all its
obligations at the beginning of the annual reporting period in which it first applies the
amendments.
The amendments are not expected to have a material impact on the Group.
Annual Improvements to PFRSs 2018-2020 Cycle
o

Amendments to PFRS 1, First-time Adoption of Philippines Financial Reporting Standards,
Subsidiary as a first-time adopter
The amendment permits a subsidiary that elects to apply paragraph D16(a) of PFRS 1 to
measure cumulative translation differences using the amounts reported by the parent, based
on the parent’s date of transition to PFRS. This amendment is also applied to an associate or
joint venture that elects to apply paragraph D16(a) of PFRS 1.
The amendment is effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after January 1,
2022 with earlier adoption permitted. The amendments are not expected to have a material
impact on the Group.

o

Amendments to PFRS 9, Financial Instruments, Fees in the ’10 per cent’ test for
derecognition of financial liabilities
The amendment clarifies the fees that an entity includes when assessing whether the terms of
a new or modified financial liability are substantially different from the terms of the original
financial liability. These fees include only those paid or received between the borrower and
the lender, including fees paid or received by either the borrower or lender on the other’s
behalf. An entity applies the amendment to financial liabilities that are modified or
exchanged on or after the beginning of the annual reporting period in which the entity first
applies the amendment.
The amendment is effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after January 1,
2022 with earlier adoption permitted. The Group will apply the amendments to financial
liabilities that are modified or exchanged on or after the beginning of the annual reporting
period in which the entity first applies the amendment. The amendments are not expected to
have a material impact on the Group. The Group is still assessing the impact of the amends to
the consolidated financial statements.

o

Amendments to PAS 41, Agriculture, Taxation in fair value measurements
The amendment removes the requirement in paragraph 22 of PAS 41 that entities exclude
cash flows for taxation when measuring the fair value of assets within the scope of
PAS 41.
An entity applies the amendment prospectively to fair value measurements on or after the
beginning of the first annual reporting period beginning on or after January 1, 2022 with
earlier adoption permitted. The amendments are not expected to have a material impact on the
Group.
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-7Effective beginning on or after January 1, 2023
Amendments to PAS 1, Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-current
The amendments clarify paragraphs 69 to 76 of PAS 1, Presentation of Financial Statements, to
specify the requirements for classifying liabilities as current or non-current. The amendments
clarify:
o What is meant by a right to defer settlement
o That a right to defer must exist at the end of the reporting period
o That classification is unaffected by the likelihood that an entity will exercise its deferral
right
o That only if an embedded derivative in a convertible liability is itself an equity instrument
would the terms of a liability not impact its classification
The amendments are effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after January 1, 2023
and must be applied retrospectively. The Group is currently assessing the impact the amendments
will have on current practice and whether existing loan agreements may require renegotiation.
PFRS 17, Insurance Contracts
PFRS 17 is a comprehensive new accounting standard for insurance contracts covering
recognition and measurement, presentation and disclosure. Once effective, PFRS 17 will replace
PFRS 4, Insurance Contracts. This new standard on insurance contracts applies to all types of
insurance contracts (i.e., life, non-life, direct insurance and re-insurance), regardless of the type of
entities that issue them, as well as to certain guarantees and financial instruments with
discretionary participation features. A few scope exceptions will apply.
The overall objective of PFRS 17 is to provide an accounting model for insurance contracts that
is more useful and consistent for insurers. In contrast to the requirements in PFRS 4, which are
largely based on grandfathering previous local accounting policies, PFRS 17 provides a
comprehensive model for insurance contracts, covering all relevant accounting aspects. The core
of PFRS 17 is the general model, supplemented by:
A specific adaptation for contracts with direct participation features (the variable fee
approach)
A simplified approach (the premium allocation approach) mainly for short-duration
contracts
PFRS 17 is effective for reporting periods beginning on or after January 1, 2021, with
comparative figures required. Early application is permitted. The amendments are not expected
to have a material impact on the Group.
Deferred Effectivity
Amendments to PFRS 10 and PAS 28, Sale or Contribution of Assets between an Investor and its
Associate or Joint Venture
The amendments address the conflict between PFRS 10 and PAS 28 in dealing with the loss of
control of a subsidiary that is sold or contributed to an associate or joint venture. The
amendments clarify that a full gain or loss is recognized when a transfer to an associate or joint
venture involves a business as defined in PFRS 3, Business Combinations. Any gain or loss
resulting from the sale or contribution of assets that does not constitute a business, however, is
recognized only to the extent of unrelated investors’ interests in the associate or joint venture.
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-8On January 13, 2016, the Financial Reporting Standards Council deferred the original effective
date of January 1, 2016 of the said amendments until the International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) completes its broader review of the research project on equity accounting that may
result in the simplification of accounting for such transactions and of other aspects of accounting
for associates and joint ventures.
4. Significant Accounting Policies
Leases - Group as a lessee, Effective starting January 1, 2019
The Group assesses at contract inception whether a contract is, or contains, a lease. That is, if the
contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified asset for a period of time in exchange for
consideration.
Group as a lessee
The Group applies a single recognition and measurement approach for all leases, except for shortterm leases and leases of low-value assets. The Group recognizes lease liabilities to make lease
payments and right-of-use assets representing the right to use the underlying assets.
Right-of-use assets
The Group recognizes right-of-use assets at the commencement date of the lease. Right-of-use assets
are measured at cost, less any accumulated depreciation and impairment losses, and adjusted for any
remeasurement of lease liabilities. The cost of right-of-use assets includes the amount of lease
liabilities recognized, initial direct costs incurred, and lease payments made at or before the
commencement date ease incentives received.
Right-of-use assets are depreciated on a straight-line basis over the shorter of the lease term and the
estimated useful lives of the assets, as follows:
Land
Building

EUL
10-66 years
2-10 years

Right-of-use assets are subject to impairment. Refer to the accounting policies in section impairment
of non-financial assets.
Lease liabilities
At the commencement date of the lease, the Group recognizes lease liabilities measured at the present
value of lease payments to be made over the lease term. The lease payments include fixed payments
(including in substance fixed payments) less any lease incentives receivable, variable lease payments
that depend on an index or a rate, and amounts expected to be paid under residual value guarantees.
The lease payments also include the exercise price of a purchase option reasonably certain to be
exercised by the Group and payments of penalties for terminating a lease, if the lease term reflects the
Group exercising the option to terminate. The variable lease payments that do not depend on an
index or a rate are recognized as expense in the period on which the event or condition that triggers
the payment occurs.
Lease liabilities that are expected to be settled for no more than 12 months after reporting period are
classified as current liabilities presented as current portion of lease liabilities. Otherwise, these are
classified as noncurrent liabilities.
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-9In calculating the present value of lease payments, the Group uses the incremental borrowing rate at
the lease commencement date if the interest rate implicit in the lease is not readily determinable.
After the commencement date, the amount of lease liabilities is increased to reflect the accretion of
interest and reduced for the lease payments made. In addition, the carrying amount of lease liabilities
is remeasured if there is a modification, a change in the lease term, a change in the in-substance fixed
lease payments or a change in the assessment to purchase the underlying asset.
Short-term leases and leases of low-value assets
The Group applies the short-term lease recognition exemption to its short-term leases of machinery
and equipment (i.e., those leases that have a lease term of 12 months or less from the commencement
date and do not contain a purchase option). It also applies the leases of low-value assets recognition
exemption to leases of property and equipment that are considered of low value. Lease payments on
short-term leases and leases of low-value assets are recognized as expense on a straight-line basis
over the lease term.
Group as a lessor
Leases in which the Group does not transfer substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to
ownership of an asset are classified as operating leases. Rental income arising is accounted for on a
straight-line basis over the lease terms and is included in revenue in the statement of profit or loss due
to its operating nature. Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating and arranging an operating lease are
added to the carrying amount of the leased asset and recognized over the lease term on the same basis
as rental income. Contingent rents are recognized as revenue in the period in which they are earned.
Leases - Company as a lessee, Prior to January 1, 2019
Operating Leases
Operating leases represent those leases under which substantially all risks and rewards of ownership
of the leased assets remain with the lessors. Lease receipts (payments) under operating lease
agreements are recognized as income (expense) on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease.
Revenue Recognition
Revenue from contracts with customers is recognized when control of the goods or services are
transferred to the customer at an amount that reflects the consideration to which the Group expects to
be entitled in exchange for those goods or services. The Group has generally concluded that it is the
principal in its revenue arrangements, because it typically controls the goods or services before
transferring them to the customer.
Revenue from construction contracts
The Group assessed that there is only one performance obligation for each construction agreement
that it has entered and that revenue arising from such agreements qualify for recognition over time
because the Group’s performance creates or enhances an asset that the customer controls as the asset
is created or enhanced by applying par. 35(b) of PFRS 15. Control of an asset refers to the ability to
direct the use of, and obtain substantially all of the remaining benefits from, the asset. The customer,
having the ability to specify the design (or any changes thereof) of the asset, controls the asset as it is
being constructed. Furthermore, the Group builds the asset on the customer’s land (or property
controlled by the customer), hence, the customer generally controls any work in progress arising from
the Group’s performance. The Group also recognized as part of its construction revenue, the effects
of variable considerations arising from various change orders and claims, to the extent that they
reflect the amounts the Group expects to be entitled to and to be received from the customers,
provided that it is highly probable that a significant reversal of the revenue recognized in connection
with these variable considerations will not occur in the future. For unpriced change orders and
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- 10 claims, the Group uses the “most likely amount” method to predict the amounts the Group expects to
be entitled to and to be received from the customers. The Group updates its estimate of the
transaction price at the end of each reporting period to reflect any changes in circumstances that
would result to changes in amount of variable consideration.
The Group elected to use the input method to measure the progress of the fulfilment of its
performance obligation, which is based on the actual costs incurred to date relative to the total
estimated cost to complete the construction projects because there is a direct relationship between the
Group’s effort (i.e., costs incurred) and the transfer of service to the customer. The Group excludes
the effect of any costs incurred that do not contribute to the Group’s performance in transferring
control of goods or services to the customer (such as unexpected amounts of wasted materials, labor
or other resources) and adjusts the input method for any costs incurred that are not proportionate to
the Group’s progress in satisfying the performance obligation (such as uninstalled materials).
Revenue from real estate sales
Sale of developed lots and residential units is accounted for using the full accrual method of
accounting. Under this method, the revenue is recognized when: (a) the collectability of the sales
price is reasonable assured; (b) the earnings process is virtually complete; and (c) the seller does not
have a substantial continuing involvement with the subject properties. The collectability of the sales
price is considered reasonably assured when; (a) the buyers have actually confirmed their acceptance
of the related loan application after the same have been delivered to and approved by either the banks
or other financing institutions for externally financed accounts; and (b) the down payment comprising
a substantial portion of the contract price is received and the capacity to pay and credit worthiness of
buyers have been reasonably established for sales under the deferred cash payment arrangement. If
any of the criteria under the full accrual method is not met, the deposit method is applied until all the
conditions for recording a sale are met. Pending recognition of sale, cash received from buyers is
recognized as deposit and the related real estate inventories continue to be reported in the statement of
financial position.
Revenue from power generation
The Group’s power supply agreement with its customer requires the Group to deliver certain units of
electricity (in kWh) to the customer per month. As delivery of electricity constitutes a series of
distinct good or services that are substantially the same and have the same pattern of transfer to the
customer (i.e., the good or service would be recognized over time using the same measure of
progress), this was treated by the Group as a single performance obligation. Because electricity is
simultaneously provided and consumed, the Group’s performance obligation to deliver electricity
qualifies for revenue recognition over time by applying par. 35(a) of PFRS 15. The Group recognizes
revenue from power generation by applying the “right to invoice” practical expedient since the
Group’s right to payment is for an amount that corresponds directly with the value to the customer of
the Group’s performance to date.
Revenue from manpower services
Under the Group’s service agreements with its customers, the Group is required to provide manpower
services (including but not limited to janitorial, messengerial and other allied services). As provision
of these services constitutes a series of distinct good or services that are substantially the same and
have the same pattern of transfer to the customer (i.e., the good or service would be recognized over
time using the same measure of progress), this was treated by the Group as a single performance
obligation. Because the services are simultaneously provided and consumed by the customer, the
Group’s performance obligation to render such services qualifies for revenue recognition over time
by applying par. 35(a) of PFRS 15. The Group recognizes revenue from manpower supply services
by applying the “right to invoice” practical expedient since the Group’s right to payment is for an
amount that corresponds directly with the value to the customer of the Group’s performance to date.
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- 11 Revenue from sale of merchandise
Revenue from sale of merchandise is recognized at a point in time when control of the asset is
transferred to the customer, generally on delivery and acceptance of the inventory item.
Onerous contracts
If the Group has a contract that is onerous, the present obligation under the contract is recognized and
measured as a provision. However, before a separate provision for an onerous contract is established,
the Group recognizes any impairment loss that has occurred on assets dedicated to that contract.
An onerous contract is a contract under which the unavoidable costs (i.e., the costs that the Group
cannot avoid because it has the contract) of meeting the obligations under the contract exceed the
economic benefits expected to be received under it. The unavoidable costs under a contract reflect
the least net cost of exiting from the contract, which is the lower of the cost of fulfilling it and any
compensation or penalties arising from failure to fulfil it. The cost of fulfilling a contract comprises
the costs that relate directly to the contract (i.e., both incremental costs and an allocation of costs
directly related to contract activities).
Dividend Income
Dividend income is recognized when the shareholders’ right to receive the payment is established.
Contract balances arising from revenue with customer contracts
Receivables
A receivable represents the Group’s right to an amount of consideration that is unconditional
(i.e., only the passage of time is required before payment of the consideration is due).
Contract assets
A contract asset is the right to consideration in exchange for goods or services transferred to the
customer. If the Group performs by transferring goods or services to a customer before the customer
pays consideration or before payment is due, a contract asset is recognized for the earned
consideration that is conditional.
Contract liabilities
A contract liability is the obligation to transfer goods or services to a customer for which the Group
has received consideration (or an amount of consideration is due) from the customer. If a customer
pays consideration before the Group transfers goods or services to the customer, a contract liability is
recognized when the payment is made or the payment is due (whichever is earlier). Contract
liabilities are recognized as revenue when the Group performs under the contract.
The Group presents each contract with customer in the consolidated statement of financial position
either as a contract asset or a contract liability.
Expenses
Expenses are recognized in the consolidated statement of income when decrease in future economic
benefits related to a decrease in an asset or an increase of a liability has arisen that can be measured
reliably.
Cost of sales and services
Cost of sales is recognized as an expense when the related goods are sold. Cost of services include all
direct materials and labor costs and those indirect costs related to contract performance which are
recognized as incurred.
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- 12 Cost of real estate sales is recognized consistent with the method of applied revenue recognition.
The cost of inventory recognized in the statement of income is determined with reference to the
specific costs incurred on the sold property, allocated based on the relative size of sold property over
the real estate corresponding project.
Selling and administrative expenses
Selling expenses are costs incurred to sell goods and services. Administrative expenses constitute
costs of administering the business. Selling and administrative expenses are expensed as incurred.
Current versus Non-current Classification
The Group presents assets and liabilities in statement of financial position based on
current/non-current classification. An asset as current when it is:
Expected to be realized or intended to be sold or consumed in normal operating cycle
Held primarily for the purpose of trading
Expected to be realized within twelve months after the reporting period or
Cash and cash equivalent unless restricted from being exchanged or used to settle a liability for at
least 12 months after the reporting period
All other assets are classified as non-current.
A liability is current when:
It is expected to be settled in normal operating cycle
It is held primarily for the purpose of trading
It is due to be settled within twelve months after the reporting period or
There is no unconditional right to defer the settlement of the liability for at least 12 months after
the reporting period
The Group classifies all other liabilities as non-current. Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities
are classified as non-current assets and liabilities.
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash includes cash on hand and in bank and cash equivalents. Cash equivalents are short-term,
highly liquid investments that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash with original
maturities of three (3) months or less and that are subject to an insignificant risk of change in value.
Fair Value Measurement
Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly
transaction between market participants at the measurement date. The fair value measurement is
based on the presumption that the transaction to sell the asset or transfer the liability takes place
either:
In the principal market for the asset or liability, or
In the absence of a principal market, in the most advantageous market for the asset or liability.
The principal or the most advantageous market must be accessible by the Group.
The fair value of an asset or a liability is measured using the assumptions that market participants
would use when pricing the asset or liability, assuming that market participants act in their economic
best interest.
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- 13 A fair value measurement of a non-financial asset takes into account a market participant's ability to
generate economic benefits by using the asset in its highest and best use or by selling it to another
market participant that would use the asset in its highest and best use.
The Group uses valuation techniques that are appropriate in the circumstances and for which
sufficient data are available to measure fair value, maximizing the use of relevant observable inputs
and minimizing the use of unobservable inputs.
All assets and liabilities for which fair value is measured or disclosed in the consolidated financial
statements are categorized within the fair value hierarchy, described as follows, based on the lowest
level input that is significant to the fair value measurement as a whole:
Level 1 - Quoted (unadjusted) market prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities
Level 2 - Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value
measurement is directly or indirectly observable
Level 3 - Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value
measurement is unobservable
For assets and liabilities that are recognized in the consolidated financial statements on a recurring
basis, the Group determines whether transfers have occurred between levels in the hierarchy by reassessing categorization (based on the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value
measurement as a whole) at the end of each financial reporting period.
For the purpose of fair value disclosures, the Group has determined classes of assets and liabilities on
the basis of the nature, characteristics and risks of the asset or liability and the level of the fair value
hierarchy as explained above.
Financial Instruments
The Group recognizes a financial asset or a financial liability in the consolidated statement of
financial position when it becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument. Purchases
or sales of financial assets that require delivery of assets within the time frame established by
regulation or convention in the marketplace are recognized on the settlement date. The Group
follows the settlement date accounting where an asset to be received and liability to be paid are
recognized on the settlement date and derecognition of an asset that is sold and the recognition of a
receivable from the buyer are recognized on the settlement date.
Financial Instruments - Initial Recognition and Subsequent Measurement
Initial recognition and measurement
Financial assets are classified, at initial recognition, as subsequently measured at amortized cost, fair
value through other comprehensive income (OCI), and fair value through profit or loss.
The classification of financial assets at initial recognition depends on the financial asset’s contractual
cash flow characteristics and the Group’s business model for managing them. With the exception of
trade receivables that do not contain a significant financing component, the Group initially measures
a financial asset at its fair value plus, in the case of a financial asset not at fair value through profit or
loss, transaction costs. Trade receivables that do not contain a significant financing component are
measured at the transaction price determined under PFRS 15.
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- 14 In order for a financial asset to be classified and measured at amortized cost or fair value through
OCI, it needs to give rise to cash flows that are ‘solely payments of principal and interest (SPPI)’ on
the principal amount outstanding. This assessment is referred to as the SPPI test and is performed at
an instrument level.
The Group’s business model for managing financial assets refers to how it manages its financial
assets in order to generate cash flows. The business model determines whether cash flows will result
from collecting contractual cash flows, selling the financial assets, or both.
Purchases or sales of financial assets that require delivery of assets within the time frame established
by regulation or convention in the marketplace are recognized on the settlement date.
Subsequent measurement
For purposes of subsequent measurement, financial assets are classified in four categories:
Financial assets at amortized cost (debt instruments)
Financial assets at fair value through OCI with recycling of cumulative gains and losses (debt
instruments)
Financial assets designated at fair value through OCI with no recycling of cumulative gains and
losses upon derecognition (equity instruments)
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Financial assets at amortized cost (debt instruments)
The Group measures financial assets at amortized cost if both of the following conditions are met:
The financial asset is held within a business model with the objective to hold financial assets in
order to collect contractual cash flows; and
The contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are
solely payments of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding
Financial assets at amortized cost are subsequently measured using the effective interest (EIR)
method and are subject to impairment. Gains and losses are recognized in profit or loss when the
asset is derecognized, modified or impaired.
The Group’s financial assets at amortized cost includes cash and cash equivalents, deposits,
receivables, and due from related parties.
Financial assets designated at fair value through OCI (equity instruments)
Upon initial recognition, the Group can elect to classify irrevocably its equity investments as equity
instruments designated at fair value through OCI when they meet the definition of equity under
PAS 32, Financial Instruments: Presentation, and are not held for trading. The classification is
determined on an instrument-by-instrument basis.
Gains and losses on these financial assets are never recycled to profit or loss. Dividends are
recognized as other income in the consolidated statement of income when the right of payment has
been established, except when the Group benefits from such proceeds as a recovery of part of the cost
of the financial asset, in which case, such gains are recorded in OCI. Equity instruments designated
at fair value through OCI are not subject to impairment assessment.
The Group elected to classify irrevocably all its equity investments under this category.
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- 15 The Group does not have any debt financial assets at fair value through OCI and financial assets at
fair value through profit or loss as of December 31, 2020 and 2019.
Impairment of financial assets
The Group recognizes an allowance for expected credit losses (ECLs) for all debt instruments not
held at fair value through profit or loss. ECLs are based on the difference between the contractual
cash flows due in accordance with the contract and all the cash flows that the Group expects to
receive, discounted at an approximation of the original effective interest rate. The expected cash
flows will include cash flows from the sale of collateral held or other credit enhancements that are
integral to the contractual terms.
ECLs are recognized in two stages. For credit exposures for which there has not been a significant
increase in credit risk since initial recognition, ECLs are provided for credit losses that result from
default events that are possible within the next 12-months (a 12-month ECL). For those credit
exposures for which there has been a significant increase in credit risk since initial recognition, a loss
allowance is required for credit losses expected over the remaining life of the exposure, irrespective
of the timing of the default (a lifetime ECL).
For trade receivables and contract assets, the Group applies a simplified approach in calculating
ECLs. Therefore, the Group does not track changes in credit risk, but instead recognizes a loss
allowance based on lifetime ECLs at each reporting date. The loss allowance was adjusted for
forward-looking factors specific to the debtors and the economic environment.
For other debt financial assets, the ECL is based on the 12-month ECL. The 12-month ECL is the
portion of lifetime ECLs that results from default events on a financial instrument that are possible
within 12 months after the reporting date. However, when there has been a significant increase in
credit risk since origination, the allowance will be based on the lifetime ECL.
The Group generally considers a financial asset in default when contractual payments are 90 days
past due. For a financial asset that arises from long-term construction contracts, the Group considers
the asset to be in default if contractual payments are not settled within 30 days from the completion of
the construction project. However, in certain cases, the Group may also consider a financial asset to
be in default when internal or external information indicates that the Group is unlikely to receive the
outstanding contractual amounts in full before taking into account any credit enhancements held by
the Group. A financial asset is written off when there is no reasonable expectation of recovering the
contractual cash flows.
Financial Liabilities
The accounting for the Group’s financial liabilities remains the same as it was under PAS 39. The
Group initially measures a financial liability at its fair value plus, in the case of a financial liability
not at fair value through profit or loss, transaction costs. The Group has no financial liabilities at
FVPL.
Subsequent to initial recognition, the Group’s financial liabilities are carried at amortized cost.
Amortized cost is calculated by taking into account any discount or premium on acquisition and fees
or costs that are an integral part of the EIR. The EIR amortization is included as finance costs in the
consolidated statement of income. Gains and losses are recognized in profit or loss when the
liabilities are derecognized as well as through the EIR amortization process.
This category generally applies to the Group’ accounts payable and other current liabilities, bank
loans, long-term debt, lease liabilities and due to related parties.
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- 16 Derecognition of Financial Instruments
Financial assets
A financial asset (or, where applicable a part of a financial asset or part of a group of similar financial
assets) is derecognized when: (a) the rights to receive cash flows from the asset have expired; or (b)
the Group has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from the asset or has assumed an obligation
to pay them in full without material delay to a third party under a
“pass-through” arrangement; and either (i) has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of
the asset, or (ii) has neither transferred nor retained substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset,
but has transferred control of the asset.
Where the Group has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from an asset and has neither
transferred nor retained substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset nor transferred control of
the asset, the asset is recognized to the extent of the Group’s continuing involvement in the asset.
Continuing involvement that takes the form of a guarantee over the transferred asset is measured at
the lower of the original carrying amount of the asset and the maximum amount of consideration that
the Group could be required to repay.
Financial liabilities
A financial liability is derecognized when the obligation under the liability is discharged or cancelled
or has expired. Where an existing financial liability is replaced by another from the same lender on
substantially different terms, or the terms of an existing liability are substantially modified, such an
exchange or modification is treated as a derecognition of the original liability and the recognition of a
new liability, and the difference in the respective carrying amounts is recognized in the consolidated
statement of income.
Offsetting of Financial Instruments
Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset and the net amount is reported in the consolidated
statements of financial position if there is a currently enforceable legal right to set off the recognized
amounts and there is intention to settle on a net basis, or to realize the asset and settle the liability
simultaneously. The Group assesses that it has a currently enforceable right of offset if the right is
not contingent on a future event, and is legally enforceable in the normal course of business, event of
default, and event of insolvency or bankruptcy of the Group and all of the counterparties.
Inventories
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost and net realizable value (NRV). Cost includes purchase
price and other costs directly attributable to its acquisition such as non-refundable taxes, handling and
transportation cost. The cost of real estate inventories includes (a) land cost; (b) freehold and
leasehold rights for land; (c) amounts paid to contractors for construction; (d) borrowing costs,
planning and design cost, cost of site preparation, professional fees, property taxes, construction
overheads and other related costs that are directly attributable in bringing the real estate inventories to
its intended condition.
Cost of inventories is generally determined using the moving-average method, except for land
inventory of EEI Realty which is accounted for using the specific identification method.
NRV is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of the business less the estimated costs
necessary to make the sale.
Materials issued but still uninstalled to construction projects are not considered as part of computation
for percentage of completion of projects.
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- 17 Prepaid Expenses
These are recorded as asset before they are utilized and apportioned over the period covered by the
payment and charged to the appropriate account in the consolidated statement of income when
incurred.
Advances to Suppliers and Subcontractors
Advances to suppliers and subcontractors represent advance payment for the purchase of various
construction materials and machineries and equipment and down payment to subcontractors for the
contract work to be performed.
Other Current Assets
Other current assets pertain to other resources controlled by the Group as a result of past events and
from which future economic benefits are expected to flow to the Group within the financial reporting
period.
Value-Added Tax (VAT)
Revenues, expenses, and assets are recognized net of the amount of VAT, if applicable.
When VAT from sales of goods and/or services (output VAT) exceeds VAT passed on from
purchases of goods or services (input VAT), the excess is recognized as payable in the consolidated
statement of financial position. When VAT passed on from purchases of goods or services (input
VAT) exceeds VAT from sales of goods and/or services (output VAT), the excess is recognized as an
asset in the consolidated statement of financial position up to the extent of the recoverable amount.
Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures
An associate is an entity in which the Group has significant influence. A joint venture is a joint
arrangement whereby the parties that have joint control of the arrangement have rights to the net
assets of the arrangement.
Investments in associates and joint venture are accounted for using the equity method of accounting.
Under this method, the investment amount is increased or decreased to recognize the Group’s share in
the profit or loss of the investee after the date of acquisition. Dividends received from the investee
reduces the carrying amount of the investment. Adjustments to the carrying amount may also be
necessary for changes in the Group’s proportionate interest in the investee arising from changes in the
investee’s other comprehensive income.
Gains and losses resulting from ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’ transactions between the Group and its
associate or joint venture are recognized in the consolidated financial statements only to the extent of
unrelated investors’ interests in the associate or joint venture.
The reporting dates and the accounting policies of the associates and joint venture conform to those
used by the Group for like transactions and events in similar circumstances.
Property and Equipment
Property and equipment, except for land, is stated at cost, less accumulated depreciation, amortization
and impairment in value, if any. Land is carried at cost less any impairment in value. The initial cost
of property and equipment consists of its purchase price, including import duties, taxes and any
directly attributable costs of bringing the asset to its working condition and location for its intended
use. Expenditures incurred after the assets have been put into operation, such as repairs and
maintenance, are normally charged to operations in the year in which the costs are incurred. In
situations where it can be clearly demonstrated that the expenditures have resulted in an increase in
the future economic benefits expected to be obtained from the use of an item of property and
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- 18 equipment beyond its originally assessed standard of performance, the expenditures are capitalized as
an additional cost of property and equipment.
Depreciation is computed using the straight-line method over the estimated useful lives of the assets.
The estimated useful lives of property and equipment of the Group are as follows:
Buildings and improvements
Machinery, tools and construction equipment
Furniture, fixtures and office equipment
Transportation and service equipment

Number of Years
10 - 20
2 - 20
3-5
5

Amortization of leasehold improvements is computed over the estimated useful life of the
improvement of 20 years or term of the lease, whichever is shorter.
The estimated useful lives and depreciation and amortization method are reviewed periodically to
ensure that the periods and method of depreciation and amortization are consistent with the expected
pattern of economic benefits from items of property and equipment.
Construction in progress represents property and equipment under construction and is stated at cost.
This includes cost of construction and other direct costs. Construction in progress are reclassified to
the appropriate class of property and equipment when construction of the asset is completed.
Property and equipment are written-off when either these are disposed of or when these are
permanently withdrawn from use and there is no more future economic benefits expected from its use
or disposal. Any gain or loss arising on derecognition of the asset (calculated as the difference
between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset) is included in the
consolidated statement of income in the year the asset is derecognized.
Investment Properties
Investment properties, except for land, are stated at cost, less accumulated depreciation and
impairment loss, if any, including transaction costs. Land is carried at cost less any impairment in
value, if any.
Investment properties are derecognized when either they have been disposed of or when the
investment property is permanently withdrawn from use and no future economic benefit is expected
from its disposal.
Transfers are made to or from investment property only when there is a change in use. For a transfer
from investment property to owner-occupied property, the deemed cost for subsequent accounting is
the carrying amount of the investment property transferred at the date of change in use. If owneroccupied property becomes an investment property, the group accounts for such property in
accordance with the policy stated under property and equipment up to the date of change in use.
Depreciation is computed using the straight-line method over the estimated useful life of fifteen
(15) to twenty (20) years.
Software Costs
Software costs are stated at cost less accumulated amortization and any impairment in value. Costs
related to software purchased by the Group for use in the operations are amortized on a straight-line
basis over a period of three (3) years.
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- 19 Impairment of Non-financial Assets
For property and equipment, right-of-use assets, software costs, investments in associates and joint
venture and investment properties, the Group assesses at each reporting date whether there is an
indication that an asset may be impaired. If any such indication exists, the Group makes an estimate
of the asset’s recoverable amount. An asset’s recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s or cashgenerating unit’s fair value less costs to sell and its value in use, and is determined for an individual
asset, unless the asset does not generate cash inflows that are largely independent of those from other
assets or groups of assets. Where the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount, the
asset is considered impaired and is written down to its recoverable amount. In assessing value in use,
the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present value using pre-tax discount rate that
reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset. In
determining fair value less cost to sell, recent market transactions are taken into account, if available.
If no such transaction can be identified, an appropriate valuation model is used.
An assessment is made at each reporting date as to whether there is any indication that previously
recognized impairment losses may no longer exist or may have decreased. If such indication exists,
the recoverable amount is estimated. A previously recognized impairment loss is reversed only if
there has been a change in the estimates used to determine the asset’s recoverable amount since the
last impairment loss was recognized. If that is the case, the carrying amount of the asset is increased
to its recoverable amount. That increased amount cannot exceed the carrying amount that would have
been determined, net of depreciation and amortization, had no impairment loss been recognized for
the asset in prior years. Such reversal is recognized in the consolidated statement of income.
Foreign Currency-denominated Transactions and Translation
Transactions denominated in foreign currencies are recorded using the applicable exchange rate at the
date of the transaction. Outstanding monetary assets and monetary liabilities denominated in foreign
currencies are retranslated using the applicable rate of exchange at the end of reporting period.
Foreign exchange gains or losses are recognized in the Group’s consolidated statement of income.
Nonmonetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost in foreign currency are translated
using the exchange rates as at the dates of initial transactions. Non-monetary items measured at fair
value in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates at the date when the fair value was
determined.
The functional currency of EEI Limited and Subsidiaries, the Group’s foreign subsidiaries, is United
States Dollar. As at reporting date, the assets and liabilities of foreign subsidiaries are translated into
the presentation currency of the Group (the Philippine Peso) at the closing rate as at the reporting
date, and the consolidated statements of income accounts are translated at monthly weighted average
exchange rate. The exchange differences arising on the translation of foreign subsidiaries are taken
directly to a separate component of equity under “Cumulative translation adjustments” account.
Upon disposal of a foreign subsidiary, the deferred cumulative amount recognized in other
comprehensive income relating to that particular foreign operation is recognized in the consolidated
statement of income.
Retirement Benefits
The net defined benefit liability or asset is the aggregate of the present value of the defined benefit
obligation at the end of the financial reporting period reduced by the fair value of plan assets (if any),
adjusted for any effect of limiting a net defined pension asset to the asset ceiling. The asset ceiling is
the present value of any economic benefits available in the form of refunds from the plan or
reductions in future contributions to the plan.
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- 20 The cost of providing benefits under the defined pension plans is actuarially determined using the
projected unit credit method.
Retirement expenses comprise the following:
a) Service cost
b) Net interest on the net defined benefit liability or asset
c) Remeasurements of net defined benefit liability or asset
Service costs which include current service costs, past service costs and gains or losses on nonroutine settlements are recognized as expense in profit or loss. Past service costs are recognized
when plan amendment or curtailment occurs. These amounts are calculated periodically by
independent qualified actuaries.
Net interest on the net defined benefit liability or asset is the change during the period in the net
defined benefit liability or asset that arises from the passage of time which is determined by applying
the discount rate based on government bonds to the net defined benefit liability or asset. Net interest
on the net defined benefit liability or asset is recognized as expense or income in profit or loss.
Remeasurements comprising actuarial gains and losses, return on plan assets and any change in the
effect of the asset ceiling (excluding net interest on defined benefit liability) are recognized
immediately in other comprehensive income in the period in which they arise. Remeasurements are
not reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods.
Fair value of plan assets is based on market price information. When no market price is available, the
fair value of plan assets is estimated by discounting expected future cash flows using a discount rate
that reflects both the risk associated with the plan assets and the maturity or expected disposal date of
those assets (or, if they have no maturity, the expected period until the settlement of the related
obligations). If the fair value of the plan assets is higher than the present value of the defined benefit
obligation, the measurement of the resulting defined benefit asset is limited to the present value of
economic benefits available in the form of refunds from the plan or reductions in future contributions
to the plan.
Plan assets are not available to the creditors of the Group, nor can they be paid directly to the Group.
Income Tax
Current tax
Current tax assets and liabilities for the current and prior periods are measured at the amount expected
to be recovered from or paid to the taxation authorities. The tax rates and the tax laws used to
compute the amount are those that are enacted or substantially enacted at reporting date.
Deferred tax
Deferred tax is provided using the liability method on temporary differences between the tax bases of
assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts for financial reporting purposes at the financial
reporting date. Deferred tax liabilities are recognized for all taxable temporary differences, except:
When the deferred tax liability arises from the initial recognition of goodwill or an asset or
liability in a transaction that is not a business combination and, at the time of the transaction,
affects neither the accounting profit nor taxable profit or loss
In respect of taxable temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, associates
and joint venture, when the timing of the reversal of the temporary differences can be controlled
and it is probable that the temporary differences will not reverse in the foreseeable future
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- 21 Deferred tax assets are recognized for all deductible temporary differences, the carry forward of
unused tax credits and any unused tax losses. Deferred tax assets are recognized to the extent that it
is probable that taxable profit will be available against which the deductible temporary differences,
and the carry forward of unused tax credits and unused tax losses can be utilized, except:
When the deferred tax asset relating to the deductible temporary difference arises from the initial
recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a business combination and, at the
time of the transaction, affects neither the accounting profit nor taxable profit or loss
In respect of deductible temporary differences associated with investments in associates and
interests in joint ventures, deferred tax assets are recognized only to the extent that it is probable
that the temporary differences will reverse in the foreseeable future and taxable profit will be
available against which the temporary differences can be utilized
The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each reporting date and reduced to the
extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow all or part of
the deferred tax asset to be used. Unrecognized deferred tax assets are re-assessed at each financial
reporting date and are recognized to the extent that it has become probable that future taxable profit
will allow the deferred tax assets to be recovered.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply to the year
when the asset is realized or the liability is settled, based on tax rates (and tax laws) that have been
enacted or substantially enacted at the financial reporting date.
Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are offset if a legally enforceable right exists to offset
current tax assets against current tax liabilities and the deferred taxes relate to the same entity and the
same taxation authority.
Current tax and deferred tax shall be recognized outside profit or loss if the tax relates to items that
are recognized outside profit or loss.
Provisions
Provisions are recognized when the Group has a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a result
of a past event, it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be
required to settle the obligation and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation.
If the effect of the time value of money is material, provisions are determined by discounting the
expected future cash flows at a pre-tax rate that reflects current market assessment of the time value
of money and, where appropriate, the risks specific to the liability. Where discounting is used, the
increase in the provision due to the passage of time is recognized as interest expense.
For contract with customer identified by the Group to be onerous (i.e., the unavoidable costs of
meeting the obligations under the contract exceed the economic benefits expected to be received
under it.), the Group records a provision for the loss it expects to make on such contract.
Contingencies
Contingent liabilities are not recognized in the consolidated financial statements but disclosed in the
notes to consolidated financial statements unless the possibility of an outflow of resources embodying
economic benefits is remote. Contingent assets are not recognized in the group financial statements
but disclosed in the notes to group financial statements when an inflow of economic benefits is
probable.
Stock Option Plan
No benefit expense is recognized relative to stock options granted. When the shares related to the
stock options plan are subscribed, these are treated as capital stock issuances. The stock option plan
is exempt from PFRS 2, Share-based Payment.
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- 22 Basic and Diluted Earnings per Share
Basic earnings per share is computed by dividing net income for the year attributable to equity
holders of the Parent Company by the weighted average number of common shares outstanding
during the year, after giving retroactive effect for any stock dividends, stock splits or reverse stock
splits.
Diluted earnings per share is computed by adjusting the net income for the year attributable to equity
holders of the Parent Company and the weighted average number of common shares outstanding
during the year after giving retroactive effect for any stock dividends, stock splits or reverse stock
splits and adjusted for the effects of all dilutive potential common shares.
Capital Stock
The Group records common stocks at par value and additional paid-in capital in excess of the total
contributions received over the aggregate par values of the equity shares. Incremental costs incurred
directly attributable to the issuance of new shares are shown in equity as a deduction from proceeds,
net of tax.
Treasury Stock
When the Group purchases its own shares of capital stock (treasury shares), the consideration paid,
including any attributable incremental costs, is deducted from equity until the shares are cancelled or
reissued of. Where such shares are subsequently sold or reissued, any consideration received, net of
any directly attributable incremental transaction costs and the related tax effects is included in equity.
Retained Earnings
Retained earnings represent the cumulative balance of periodic net income or loss, prior period
adjustments, effect of changes in accounting policy and other capital adjustments. Retained earnings
are restricted for dividend declaration to the extent of the cost of treasury shares.
Appropriated retained earnings are set aside for specific purpose as approved by the Board of
Directors.
Events After the Financial Reporting Date
Any post year-end events up to the date of auditor’s report that provide additional information about
the Group’s position at the reporting date (adjusting events) are reflected in the consolidated
financial statements. Post year-end events that are not adjusting events are disclosed when material,
in notes the consolidated financial statements.
5. Significant Accounting Judgments and Estimates
The preparation of the Group’s consolidated financial statements requires management to make
judgments, estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of revenue, expenses, assets
and liabilities, and the accompanying disclosures. Uncertainty about these assumptions and estimates
could result in outcomes that require a material adjustment to the carrying amount of assets or
liabilities affected in future periods. The effects of any changes in estimates will be reflected in the
consolidated financial statements as they become reasonably determinable. Judgments and estimates
are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other factors, including
expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances.
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- 23 The following presents a summary of these significant accounting judgments and estimates:
Judgments
Determination of functional currency
PAS 21, The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates, requires management to use its
judgment to determine the entity’s functional currency such that it most faithfully represents the
economic effects of the underlying transactions, events and conditions that are relevant to the entity.
In making this judgment, the Group considers the following:
The currency that mainly influences sales prices for financial instruments and services (this will
often be the currency in which sales prices for its financial instruments and services are
denominated and settled);
The currency in which funds from financing activities are generated; and
The currency in which receipts from operating activities are usually retained.
The Group assessed that its functional currency is Philippine peso.
Determination of lease term of contracts with renewal and termination options – Group as a lessee
The Group has several lease contracts that include extension and termination options. The Group
applies judgement in evaluating whether it is reasonably certain whether or not to exercise the option
to renew or terminate the lease. That is, it considers all relevant factors that create an economic
incentive for it to exercise either the renewal or termination. After the commencement date, the
Group reassesses the lease term if there is a significant event or change in circumstances that is within
its control and affects its ability to exercise or not to exercise the option to renew or to terminate (e.g.,
construction of significant leasehold improvements or significant customization to the leased asset).
The Group included the renewal period as part of the lease term for leases of land and office spaces
with shorter non-cancellable period (i.e., three to ten years). The Group typically exercises its option
to renew for these leases because there will be a significant negative effect on production if a
replacement asset is not readily available. The renewal periods for leases of land and office spaces
with longer non-cancellable periods are not included as part of the lease term as these are not
reasonably certain to be exercised (Note 14).
Recognition of revenue from construction contracts
Under PFRS 15, the Group assessed that there is only one performance obligation for each
construction agreement that it has entered and that revenue arising from such agreements qualify for
recognition over time. The Group elected to use the input method to measure the progress of the
fulfilment of its performance obligation, which is based on the actual costs incurred to date relative to
the total estimated cost to complete the construction projects. The Group believes that this method
faithfully depicts the Group’s performance towards satisfaction of its performance obligation because
there is a direct relationship between the Group’s effort (i.e., costs incurred) and the transfer of
service to the customer (Note 20).
Provisions and contingencies
The Group is involved in various claims in the ordinary course of business. Management and its legal
counsels believe that the Group has substantial legal and factual bases for its position. The Group’s
management believes that the outcome of these claims will not have a material adverse effect on the
Group’s financial position or operating results. It is possible, however, that future results of
operations could be materially affected by changes in estimates or in the effectiveness of the
strategies relating to these claims (Note 18).
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- 24 Assessment of joint control
Judgment is required to determine when the Group has joint control over an arrangement, which
requires an assessment of the relevant activities and when the decisions in relation to those activities
require unanimous consent. The Group assesses their rights and obligations arising from the
arrangement and specifically considers:
the structure of the joint arrangement - whether it is structured through a separate vehicle
when the arrangement is structured through a separate vehicle, the Group also considers the rights
and obligations arising from:
the legal form of the separate vehicle
the terms of the contractual arrangement other facts and circumstances, considered on a case by
case basis.
Refer to Note 11 for details of the Group’s investment in joint venture.
Estimates and Assumptions
The key assumptions concerning the future and other key sources of estimation uncertainty at the
reporting date, that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of
assets and liabilities within the next financial year, are described below. The Group based its
assumptions and estimates on parameters available when the financial statements were prepared.
Existing circumstances and assumptions about future developments, however, may change due to
market changes or circumstances arising that are beyond the control of the Group. Such changes are
reflected in the assumptions when they occur.
Leases - Estimating the incremental borrowing rate
The Group cannot readily determine the interest rate implicit in the lease, therefore, it uses its
incremental borrowing rate (IBR) to measure lease liabilities. The IBR is the rate of interest that the
Group would have to pay to borrow over a similar term, and with a similar security, the funds
necessary to obtain an asset of a similar value to the right-of-use asset in a similar economic
environment. The IBR therefore reflects what the Group ‘would have to pay’, which requires
estimation when no observable rates are available or when they need to be adjusted to reflect the
terms and conditions of the lease. The Group estimates the IBR using observable inputs (such as
market interest rates) when available and is required to make certain entity-specific estimates (such as
the subsidiary’s stand-alone credit rating).
The Group’s lease liabilities amounted to P
=0.6 billion and =
P0.7 billion as of December 31, 2020 and
2019, respectively (Note 14).
Estimating variable considerations arising from change orders and claims
The Group frequently agrees to change orders that modify the scope of its work previously agreed
with customers and regularly submits claims to customers when unanticipated additional costs are
incurred because of delays or changes in scope caused by the customers. PFRS 15 requires the Group
to recognize, as part of its revenue from construction contracts, the estimated amounts the Group
expects to be entitled to and to be received from customers due to these change orders and claims
(otherwise known as variable considerations), provided that it is highly probable that a significant
reversal of the revenue recognized in connection with these variable considerations will not occur in
the future. For these unpriced change orders and claims, the Group uses the “most likely amount”
method to predict the amount to which it will be entitled and expected to be received from the
customers. The Group also updates its estimate of the transaction price to reflect any changes in
circumstances that would result to changes in amount of variable considerations and corresponding
increase or decrease in the contract assets.
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- 25 The aggregate carrying values of receivables and contract assets arising from construction contracts
amounted to =
P12.2 and =
P14.2 billion as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively
(Notes 7 and 8).
Fair value measurement of unquoted equity investments at FVOCI
The Group uses valuation techniques such as discounted cash flow approach and adjusted net asset
method to estimate the fair value of investment in PetroGreen Energy Corporation (PGEC) and
Hermosa Ecozone Development Corporation (HEDC), respectively. These valuation techniques
require significant unobservable inputs to calculate the fair value of the Group’s unquoted equity
investments at FVOCI. These inputs include forecast cash flows assumptions, discount rates,
appraised value of real properties, among others. Changes in assumptions relating to these factors
could affect the reported fair value of these unquoted equity financial instruments. For the investment
in PGEC, the effects of COVID-19 were reflected in the discount rate used in the discounted cash
flow and were not accounted for separately. For the investment in HEDC, the valuation made by the
appraisers was based on sales comparison approach. The effects of COVID-19 were reflected in the
selling price of comparable listings of real estate properties and were not accounted for separately.
The fair value of unquoted equity investments amounted to =
P1.0 billion as of December 31, 2020 and
2019 (Note 12).
Provision for expected credit losses of trade receivables and contract assets
The Group uses the simplified approach in calculating the ECL of its trade receivables and contract
assets wherein the Group does not track changes in credit risk, but instead recognizes a loss
allowance based on lifetime ECLs at each reporting date. The model is based on the Group’s
historical observed default rates and adjusted to include forward looking information. At every
reporting date, the historical observed default rates are updated and changes in the forward-looking
estimates are analyzed.
The assessment of the correlation between historical observed default rates, forecast economic
conditions and ECLs is a significant estimate. The amount of ECLs is sensitive to changes in
circumstances and of forecast economic conditions. The Group’s historical credit loss experience and
forecast of economic conditions may also not be representative of customer’s actual default in the
future.
As of December 31, 2020 and 2019, the aggregate carrying values of receivables and contract assets
amounting to =
P12.2 billion and =
P14.2 billion, respectively, are disclosed in Notes 7 and 8 to the
consolidated financial statements.
Impairment of nonfinancial assets
The Group performs annual impairment review of nonfinancial assets (e.g. property and equipment,
right-of-use assets, investment properties and investment in associates and joint venture) when certain
impairment indicators are present. Determining the fair value of assets, which requires the
determination of future cash flows expected to be generated from the continued use and ultimate
disposition of such assets, requires the Group to make estimates and assumptions that can materially
affect the financial statements. Future events could cause the Group to conclude that the assets are
impaired. Any resulting impairment loss could have a material adverse impact on the Group’s
financial position and performance.
The aggregate carrying values of investments in associates and joint ventures, property and
equipment, investment properties, noncurrent portion of land and development and other noncurrent
assets (excluding time deposits) amounted to =
P7.3 billion and =
P7.9 billion as of December 31, 2020
and 2019, respectively (Notes 11, 13, 14 and 15).
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- 26 Estimation of retirement obligations
The determination of the obligation and retirement cost are dependent on certain assumptions used by
actuaries in calculating such amounts. Those assumptions include, among others, discount rates and
salary increase rates. While the Group believes that the assumptions are reasonable and appropriate,
significant differences in the actual experience or significant changes in the assumptions may
materially affect the retirement obligations.
Retirement liabilities amounted to =
P373.8 million and =
P299.9 million as of December 31, 2020 and
2019, respectively (Note 27).
Realizability of deferred tax assets
The Group reviews the carrying amounts of deferred taxes of each entity in the Group at each
reporting date and reduces deferred tax assets to the extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient
taxable profit will be available to allow all or part of the deferred tax assets to be utilized.
Deferred tax assets recognized by the Group are disclosed in Note 25 to the consolidated financial
statements.
Estimation of impact of coronavirus pandemic
The impact of coronavirus pandemic to the Group’s business operations relates to any potential
interruptions or disruptions. The Group ensure that the impact of COVID-19 pandemic is
appropriately reflected in its consolidated financial statements, and currently assessed the impact on
its assets, liabilities and revenue recognition as follows:
Collectability of accounts with customers continues to be closely monitored. A material change in
the provision for impairment of trade receivables has not been identified.
There were no onerous contracts or additional provisions that have been recognized resulting
from the direct impact of coronavirus pandemic.
Additional costs incurred by the Group due to COVID-19 pandemic that do not represent
satisfaction of performance obligation are excluded in the measurement of progress on the
Group’s construction contracts.
The Group has also considered the increased uncertainty in determining key assumptions within
the assessment of future taxable income of the Group upon which recognition of deferred tax
assets is assessed, including forecast of revenue and expenses, among others.
The Group continues to monitor the risks and the ongoing impacts of COVID-19 pandemic on its
business.

6. Cash and Cash Equivalents
This account consists of:
Cash on hand
Cash in banks
Cash equivalents

2020
P
=6,661,848
1,322,276,023
3,425,169
P
=1,332,363,040

2019
P7,657,530
=
1,144,443,976
4,104,953
=1,156,206,459
P
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- 27 Cash in banks earns interest at the respective bank deposit rates. Cash equivalents are made for
varying periods of up to three (3) months depending on the immediate cash requirements of the
Group and earn annual interest at the respective short-term investment rates.
Allowance for expected credit losses on cash in banks and cash equivalents amounted to =
P4,855 and
=1,848 as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.
P
Interest income from cash in banks and cash equivalents amounted to =
P6.3 million, =
P4.2 million and
=
P3.3 million in 2020, 2019 and 2018, respectively (Note 23).
7. Receivables
This account consists of:
Trade receivable
Non-interest bearing
Billed receivables
Unbilled receivables
Interest-bearing
Receivable from EEI RFI (Note 26)
Receivable from sale of investment properties
Other receivables
Less: Allowance for expected credit losses

2020

2019

P
=3,402,093,122
159,121,436
20,479,281
38,000,000
21,280,648
55,376,762
3,696,351,249
82,287,632
P
=3,614,063,617

=4,108,740,991
P
44,721,078
35,174,525
55,000,000
22,790,885
24,312,339
4,290,739,818
44,851,008
=4,245,888,810
P

Movements in the allowance for expected credit losses for the year ended December 31 follow:

Balances at beginning of year
Provision (Note 22)
Balances at end of year

Balances at beginning of year
Provision (Note 22)
Recoveries (Note 22)
Balances at end of year

2020
Non-interest
bearing Interest-bearing
trade receivables trade receivables
P
=33,078,046
P
=200,000
11,500,671
‒
P
=44,578,717
P
=200,000

Other
receivables
P
=11,572,962
25,935,953
P
=37,508,915

Total
P
=44,851,008
37,436,624
P
=82,287,632

2019
Non-interest
bearing Interest-bearing
trade receivables trade receivables
=41,458,811
P
P200,000
=
‒
‒
(8,380,765)
‒
=33,078,046
P
=200,000
P

Other
receivables
=4,857,947
P
6,715,015
‒
=11,572,962
P

Total
=46,516,758
P
6,715,015
(8,380,765)
=44,851,008
P

Trade receivables mainly pertain to amounts arising from construction contracts and are generally on
a 30-day credit term.
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- 28 Receivable from sale of investment properties
On December 11, 2017, the Parent Company sold a parcel of land located in Batangas for
=466.7 million. Both parties agreed the selling price will be settled in eight (8) semi-annual
P
installments and shall bear annual interest rate of 2%.
Receivable from EEI RFI
The Parent Company sold a parcel of land classified as investment property to EEI RFI, a trustee of
the Parent Company’s employee retirement fund in previous years. Both parties agreed the selling
price will be repaid in installments and shall bear annual interest rate of 5%. In 2016, the Parent
Company and EEI RFI agreed to extend the term of the payment of receivables based on scheduled
payments until April 30, 2021 (Note 26).
Interest-bearing trade receivables
In 2017, certain trade receivables were reclassified as interest-bearing trade receivables after the
Parent Company and the customers agreed to extend the credit terms. These receivables bear interest
of 5% per annum and will be repaid in five (5) years’ time.
Details of receivables from sales of investment properties, receivable from EEI RFI and interestbearing trade receivables follow:
Receivable from sale of investment properties
Current portion
Receivable from EEI RFI
Current portion
Noncurrent portion (Note 16)
Interest-bearing trade receivables
Current portion
Noncurrent portion (Note 16)

2020

2019

P
=21,280,648

=22,790,885
P

38,000,000
‒

55,000,000
23,000,000

20,479,281
2,768,265

35,174,525
51,479,840

Interest income from trade receivables amounted to =
P2.3 million, P
=10.6 million and =
P19.4 million in
2020, 2019 and 2018, respectively (Note 23).
8. Contract Assets and Liabilities
Contract Assets
The Group presents contract receivable and retentions withheld by customer as contract assets as the
Group’s right for consideration is conditioned on the lapse of the defect and liability period and the
receipt of customer certification that there are no defects on the constructed asset. These are
reclassified as receivables upon the lapse of the defect and liability period and final customer
acceptance.
The Group’s contract assets amounted to =
P8.6 billion and =
P10.0 billion as of December 31, 2020 and
2019, respectively. The decrease in this account is largely caused by low production in construction
works due to the Covid-19 pandemic restrictions and changes in the estimate of the variable
component of the transaction price of contracts amounting to P
=1.3 billion.
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- 29 Details of the Group’s contract assets as of December 31, 2020 and 2019 are shown below:

Contract asset
Less: Allowance for expected credit losses

Current
P
=7,642,055,723
36,785,303
P
=7,605,270,420

2020
Noncurrent
P
=993,635,397
15,154,047
P
=978,481,350

Total
P
=8,635,691,120
51,939,350
P
=8,583,751,770

Contract asset
Less: Allowance for expected credit losses

Current
=9,492,566,375
P
9,072,771
=9,483,493,604
P

2019
Noncurrent
=494,075,106
P
226,907
=493,848,199
P

Total
=9,986,641,481
P
9,299,678
=9,977,341,803
P

Movement in the allowance for expected credit losses for the years ended December 31, 2020 and
2019 follows:

Balances as at January 1
Provision (Note 22)
Balances as at December 31

Current
=9,072,771
P
27,712,532
=36,785,303
P

Balances as at January 1
Reclassification to current portion
Recoveries (Note 22)
Balances as at December 31

Current
=13,257,601
P
1,398,068
(5,582,898)
=9,072,771
P

2020
Noncurrent
=226,907
P
14,927,140
=15,154,047
P
2019
Noncurrent
=1,624,975
P
(1,398,068)
‒
=226,907
P

Total
P9,299,678
=
42,639,672
=51,939,350
P
Total
=14,882,576
P
‒
(5,582,898)
=9,299,678
P

Contract Liabilities
Contract liabilities mainly consist of down payments received in relation to construction contracts
that will be recognized as revenue in the future as the Group satisfies its performance obligations.
The Group’s contract liabilities amounted to P
=1.8 billion and =
P2.7 billion as of December 31, 2020
and 2019, respectively, after offsetting with contract asset.
2020
P
=1,848,873,656
190,194,001
P
=1,658,679,655

2019
=2,724,074,567
P
903,831,183
=1,820,243,384
P

2020
Construction materials
P
=1,042,419,432
Real estate:
Land and land development
151,725,741
Subdivision lots and condominium units for sale
36,460,877
Raw land
42,584,391

2019
=1,309,202,556
P

Total contract liabilities
Less current portion

9. Inventories
This account consists of:

152,110,988
44,305,060
43,121,391

(Forward)
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Merchandise
Spare parts and supplies
Less: Allowance for inventory obsolescence
Construction materials
Merchandise

2020
P
=115,955,903
72,729,483
1,461,875,827

2019
=127,119,104
P
108,306,374
1,784,165,473

21,874,203
24,864,414
46,738,617
P
=1,415,137,210

22,130,159
18,276,889
40,407,048
=1,743,758,425
P

Construction materials
Construction materials with cost of =
P21.9 million and =
P22.1 million were fully provided with
allowance for inventory obsolescence as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively. The Group
recognized loss on inventory obsolescence of =
P6.9 million and =
P21.8 million, in 2020 and 2019,
respectively (Note 22). In 2020, inventory amounting to =
P0.2 million was written-off against
allowance for inventory obsolescence as the Group assessed that inventories will not be able to be of
use in the future.
Real estate
A summary of the movement in real estate inventories is set out below:
Balances at beginning of year
Construction/development costs incurred
Cost of real estate sales (Note 21)
Balances at end of year

2020
P
=239,537,439
13,698,820
(22,465,250)
P
=230,771,009

2019
=274,748,124
P
25,703,794
(60,914,479)
=239,537,439
P

Merchandise inventories
Merchandise inventory with cost of =
P24.9 million and =
P18.3 million were fully provided with
allowance for inventory as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively. In 2020, the Group
recognized loss on inventory obsolescence of =
P6.3 million (nil in 2019).
Spare parts and supplies
This pertains to inventory items used in the repair and maintenance of the Group’s property and
equipment.

10. Other Current Assets
This account consists of:
Advances to suppliers and subcontractors
Creditable withholding taxes (CWTs)
Miscellaneous deposits
Advances to officers and employees
Prepaid expenses
Others
Less: Allowance for impairment

2020
P
=955,316,362
685,611,138
117,721,508
58,475,819
56,432,254
48,287,298
1,921,844,379
16,458,668
P
=1,905,385,711

2019
=925,755,735
P
349,204,708
108,700,012
51,264,303
48,627,410
32,019,975
1,515,572,143
4,910,038
=1,510,662,105
P
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- 31 CWTs pertain to unutilized creditable withholding tax which will be used as tax credit against income
taxes due. This will be used as tax credit against income taxes due. The Group determines that taxes
withheld can be recovered in future periods.
Miscellaneous deposits mainly represent the Group’s refundable rental, utilities and guarantee
deposits on various machinery and equipment items.
Movements in allowance for impairment for the years ended December 31 are shown below:
2020

Balances as at January 1
Provisions for ECL (Note 22)
Balances as at December 31

Balances as at January 1
Provisions for ECL (Note 22)
Recoveries (Note 22)
Balances as at December 31

Advances to
suppliers
and
subcontractors
P
=1,545,329
11,548,630
P
=13,093,959

Miscellaneous
deposits
P
=3,335,193
‒
P
=3,335,193

Advances to
officers
and employees
P
=29,516
‒
P
=29,516

Miscellaneous
deposits
=3,335,193
P
‒
‒
=3,335,193
P

2019
Advances to
Advances to
officers
suppliers and
and employees
subcontractors
=242,793
P
P‒
=
‒
1,545,329
(213,277)
‒
=29,516
P
=1,545,329
P

Total
P
=4,910,038
11,548,630
P
=16,458,668

Total
P3,577,986
=
1,545,329
(213,277)
=4,910,038
P

11. Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures
The investments relate to the following investee companies:
Place of
incorporation
Associates
Al-Rushaid Construction
Kingdom of Saudi
Company Limited (ARCC)
Arabia
PetroSolar Corporation (PSOC)
Philippines
Joint ventures
PetroWind Energy, Inc. (PWEI)
Philippines
Shinbayanihan Heavy Equipment
Corporation (SHEC)
Philippines
BEO Distribution and Marketing
Corporation (BEO DMC)
Philippines
Shimizu-Fujita-Takenaka-EEI
Joint Venture (SFTE)
Philippines
Acciona-EEI Joint Venture (AE)
Philippines

Nature of business

Percentage of ownership
2020
2019

Construction
Renewable energy

49
44

49
44

Renewable energy

20

20

Equipment rental
Distribution and
Marketing

40

40

30

−

Construction
Construction

5
30

−
−
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=
P1,626,046,536
‒
(575,959,275)
1,050,087,261

ARCC

266,935,700
181,963,225
(55,000,000)
393,898,925

=
P690,553,362
‒
‒
690,553,362

PSOC

−
107,379
107,379
−
=
P422,565,723

130,032,138
55,406,206
(20,000,000)
165,438,344

=
P257,020,000
‒
‒
257,020,000

PWEI

−
−
−
−
=
P18,751,845

(792,550)
(1,255,605)
‒
(2,048,155)

=
P20,800,000
‒
‒
20,800,000

SHEC

‒
‒
‒
‒
=
P164,201

‒
(285,799)
‒
(285,799)

=
P‒
450,000
‒
450,000

BEO DMC

‒
‒
‒
‒
=
P4,198,492

‒
4,198,492
‒
4,198,492

=
P‒
‒
‒
‒

SFTE

(7,758,642)
(14,258,282)
(22,016,925)
63,168,916
=
P2,890,075,272

(75,854,344)
980,867,002
(75,000,000)
830,012,658

=
P2,594,419,898
450,000
(575,959,275)
2,018,910,623

Total

2020

(472,029,632)
740,840,483
‒
268,810,851
−
(181,079)
(181,079)
−
=
P1,084,271,208

925,690
(8,684,333)
(7,758,643)
143,725,858
=1,289,984,119
P

(685,116,991)
213,087,359
−
(472,029,632)

=1,626,046,536
P
−
1,626,046,536

ARCC

−
−
−
−
=957,489,062
P

212,330,960
87,604,740
(33,000,000)
266,935,700

=542,227,174
P
148,326,188
690,553,362

PSOC

−
−
−
−
=387,052,138
P

113,679,024
46,353,114
(30,000,000)
130,032,138

=257,020,000
P
−
257,020,000

PWEI

−
−
−
−
=20,007,450
P

−
(792,550)
−
(792,550)

=−
P
20,800,000
20,800,000

SHEC

925,690
(8,684,333)
(7,758,643)
143,725,858
=2,654,532,769
P

(359,107,007)
346,252,663
(63,000,000)
(75,854,344)

=2,425,293,710
P
169,126,188
2,594,419,898

Total

2019

(7,758,643)
(14,184,582)
(21,943,225)
63,168,916
=
P1,360,123,803

Details of the Group’s material investments in associates and joint ventures follow:

Acquisition cost:
Balances as at January 1
Additions (Note 16)
Return of investment
Balances as at December 31
Accumulated equity in net earnings (losses):
Balances as at January 1
Equity in net earnings (losses)
Dividends
Balances as at December 31
Accumulated share in other comprehensive
income (loss)
Balances as at January 1
Additions
Balances as at December 31
Equity in cumulative translation adjustments

Acquisition cost:
Balances as at January 1
Additions
Balances as at December 31
Accumulated equity in net earnings (losses):
Balances as at January 1
Equity in net earnings (losses)
Dividends
Balances as at December 31
Accumulated share in other comprehensive income (loss)
Balances as at January 1
Additions
Balances as at December 31
Equity in cumulative translation adjustments
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In 2017, the stockholders of ARCC extended advances amounting to =
P1,620.8 million (SAR121.75
million) to ARCC to refinance the associate’s maturing bank loan and other funding requirements.
The amount of the extended loan is proportionate to the ownership interests of the stockholders.
Subsequently, the stockholders agreed to treat the =
P1,591.5 million (SAR121.75 million) loan as nonrefundable shareholders’ funding in the statement of equity of ARCC. Consequently, the
=794.2 million (SAR59.66 million) advances extended by the Group to ARCC was reclassified as
P
additional investment in ARCC.
EEI Limited made additional investment of =
P294.9 million in ARCC in 2016.
In 2020, ARCC repaid investment amounting to =
P576.0 million. The transaction did not result to a
change in the 49% ownership of EEI Limited over ARCC.
PSOC
In 2015, the EPC purchased 3.7 million shares from PSOC amounting to =
P366.43 million which
resulted to 44% ownership on the latter. PSOC was incorporated on June 17, 2015 primarily to carry
out the general business of generating, transmitting, and/or distributing power derived from
renewable energy resources. It has a 50-megawatt solar farm in Tarlac City.
In 2018, EPC made additional investment of =
P175.80 million in PSOC.
In 2019, EPC made an additional investment of =
P148.3 million in PSOC. This transaction did not
result to a change in the 44% ownership of EPC over PSOC.
PWEI
In 2013, EPC acquired 20% stake in PWEI for =
P118.75 million. PWEI was incorporated on
March 6, 2013, primarily to carry on the general business of generating, transmitting and/or
distributing power derived from renewable energy sources such as, but not limited to wind, biomass,
hydro, solar, geothermal, ocean, wave and such other renewable sources of power, and from
conventional sources such as coal, fossil fuel, natural gas, nuclear, and other viable or hybrid sources
of power corporation, public electric utilities, electric cooperative and markets. PWEI has a wind
energy project in Nabas, Aklan and has started construction activities on April 29, 2013.
On November 21, 2013, PetroGreen Energy Corporation (PGEC), CapAsia ASEAN Wind Holdings
Cooperative, U.A. (CapAsia) and EEI Power Corporation (EPC) entered into a Shareholders’
Agreement (SA). The SA will govern their relationship as the shareholders of PWEI as well as
containing their respective rights and obligations in relation to PWEI. Further, the SA contains
provisions regarding voting requirements for relevant activities that require unanimous consent of all
the parties. PGEC, CapAsia and EPC agree that their equity ownership ratio in PWEI is at 40%, 40%
and 20%, respectively.
Although the Share Purchase Agreement (SPA) and the SA were executed on November 21, 2013,
these did not result to PGEC’s loss of control over PWEI in 2013. The loss of control did not happen
until the Closing Date. On February 14, 2014, the Closing Date, the payment has been received from
sale of the shares as executed in the Deed of Assignment covering the transfer of shares from PGEC
to CapAsia and all the conditions precedent have been satisfactory completed. Hence, the transaction
made PWEI a joint venture among PGEC, CapAsia and EPC by virtue of the SA signed among the
three parties governing the manner of managing PWEI. PGEC lost control over PWEI while CapAsia
was given full voting and economic rights as a 40% shareholder.
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In 2019, the Group acquired 40% stake in Shinbayanihan Heavy Equipment Corporation (SHEC) and
was accounted as joint venture. SHEC was incorporated on July 26, 2019 primarily to engage in the
business of managing the operation of used and new construction equipment rental and used and new
construction equipment wholesale business in the Philippines and import and export of used and new
construction equipment without engaging in retail trading.
BEO DMC
In 2020, the Group acquired 30% stake in BEO Distribution and Marketing Corporation (BEO DMC)
and was accounted as joint venture. BEO DMC was incorporated on September 20, 2019 primarily to
engage in the business of distributing and marketing goods, products and items of commerce without
engaging in retail activity.
SFTE
On September 12, 2020, EEI entered into a joint venture agreement with Shimizu Corporation, Fujita
Corporation, Takenaka Civil Engineering & Construction Co. Ltd. (SFTE) to contract with the
Department of Transportation (DOTr) of the Republic of the Philippines for the Metro Manila
Subway Project (MMSP)-Phase 1, Contract Package 101. In the joint venture, EEI acquired a
proportionate share of 5% with regard to the assets, liabilities, costs, profits and losses arising out of
the execution of the Works as identified in the contract with DOTr. The joint venture agreement also
requires anonymous vote of all joint venture partners on the relevant activities of the joint venture.
AE
On October 13, 2020, EEI Corporation entered into a joint venture agreement with Acciona
Construction Philippines, Inc. to undertake the construction of the Malolos-Clark Railway ProjectPackage No. CP N-04. The Group’s participating interest in the joint venture is 30%. The Group has
no initial capital investment on the joint venture as it is an unincorporated joint venture. For the
period ended December 31, 2021, the joint venture is in a loss position.
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ARCC
=4,638,640,444
P
1,397,849,628
=6,036,490,072
P
=
P2,164,539,792
1,239,329,630
=3,403,869,422
P
P2,632,620,650
=

ARCC
=
P5,216,440,382
1,669,960,034
=
P6,886,400,416
=
P2,912,334,569
1,198,302,984
=
P4,110,637,553
=
P‒
=
P2,775,762,863

PSOC
=503,651,702
P
3,707,602,468
=4,211,254,170
P
=
P278,038,866
1,757,103,799
=2,035,142,665
P
P2,176,111,505
=

PSOC
=
P726,992,003
3,568,033,723
=
P4,295,025,726
=
P268,387,574
1,562,385,407
=
P1,830,772,981
=
P‒
=
P2,464,252,745

PWEI
=789,858,623
P
3,628,959,454
=4,418,818,077
P
=
P465,561,550
2,017,995,837
=2,483,557,387
P
P1,935,260,690
=

PWEI
=
P740,415,875
3,502,153,340
=
P4,242,569,215
=
P342,183,100
1,787,557,500
=
P2,129,740,600
=
P‒
=
P2,112,828,615

SHEC
=42,665,351
P
26,010,110
=68,675,461
P
=
P2,016,836
−
=2,016,836
P
P50,018,625
=

SHEC
=
P42,381,760
25,546,946
=
P67,928,706
=
P4,409,093
‒
=
P4,409,093
=
P16,640,000
=
P46,879,613

Below are the summarized financial information relating to the Group’s associates and joint venture:
2020:
Current assets
Noncurrent assets
Total assets
Current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities
Preferred stock
Net assets of the investee

2019:
Current assets
Noncurrent assets
Total assets
Current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities
Net assets of the investee

BEO DMC
=
P1,537,710
‒
1,537,710
=
P990,374
‒
=
P990,374
‒
=
P547,336

SFTE
=
P15,480,975,062
‒
15,480,975,062
=
P15,397,005,225
‒
=
P15,397,005,225
‒
=
P83,969,837

AE
=
P2,250,009,096
‒
2,250,009,096
=
P2,286,879,636
‒
=
P2,286,879,636
‒
(P
= 36,870,540)
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430,763,730
=543,590,203
P
108,718,042
=434,872,161
P

ARCC
=8,752,011,056
P
7,777,657,123
974,353,933

308,441,666
1,815,216,324
303,296,971
=
P1,511,919,353

ARCC
=
P11,093,477,338
8,969,819,348
2,123,657,990

316,139,740
=210,998,911
P
11,897,229
=199,101,682
P

PSOC
=642,109,228
P
114,970,577
527,138,651

163,858,036
447,120,476
33,567,692
=
P413,552,784

PSOC
=
P879,290,407
268,311,895
610,978,512

410,385,258
=231,765,568
P
−
=231,765,568
P

PWEI
=796,303,899
P
154,153,073
642,150,826

180,851,537
276,652,487
(378,543)
=
P277,031,030

PWEI
=
P807,759,507
350,255,483
457,504,024

2,006,004
(P
=1,981,375)
−
(P
=1,981,375)

SHEC
=24,629
P
−
24,629

4,171,274
(3,139,012)
‒
(P
= 3,139,012)

SHEC
=
P1,234,376
202,115
1,032,262

954,516
-952,662)
‒
(P
= 952,662)

BEO DMC
=
P1,854
‒
1,854

‒
83,969,837
‒
=
P83,969,837

SFTE
=
P83,969,837
‒
83,969,837

284,279,845
(132,348,741)
‒
(P
= 132,348,741)

AE
=
P199,670,205
47,739,101
151,931,104

Below are the summary of statements of comprehensive income (loss) of the Group’s associates and joint venture:
2020:
Revenue
Cost
Gross margin
Selling and administrative,
and other expenses
Pre-tax income (loss)
Income tax expense (benefit)
Net income (loss)

2019:
Revenue
Cost
Gross margin
Selling and administrative, and
other expenses
Pre-tax income (loss)
Income tax expense
Net income (loss)
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- 37 The table below shows the Group’s share in net earnings (loss) of its associates and joint ventures:
2020:
Net income (loss)
Proportionate
ownership in the
associates and
joint venture
Equity in net
earnings (losses)

December 31, 2020
PWEI
SHEC
P
= 277,031,030 (P
= 3,139,012)

ARCC
=
P1,511,919,353

PSOC
P
= 879,290,407

49%

44%

20%

=
P740,840,483

=
P181,963,225

P
= 55,406,206

40%

BEO DMC
(P
= 952,662)

SFTE
Total
P
= 83,969,837 P
= 2,749,071,606

30%

5%

‒

(P
= 285,799)

P
= 4,198,492

980,867,002

December 31, 2019
PSOC
PWEI
SHEC
=
P199,101,682 =
P231,765,568 (P
=1,981,375)

Total
P
=863,758,036

(P
= 1,255,605)

2019:
Net income (loss)
Proportionate
ownership in the
associates and
joint venture
Equity in net
earnings(losses)

ARCC
=
P434,872,161

49%

44%

20%

40%

−

=213,087,359
P

=87,604,740
P

=46,353,114
P

(P
=792,550)

=346,252,663
P

The Group’s share in the net income of ARCC is subject to 20% income tax rate in Saudi Arabia.
Other relevant financial information of PWEI are as follows:
Cash and cash equivalents
Current financial liabilities *
Noncurrent financial liabilities *
Depreciation and amortization
Interest income
Interest expense

2020
P
=146,374,970
235,934,771
1,787,557,500
199,496,579
6,792,292
(161,083,658)

2019
=359,036,098
P
240,000,000
1,998,726,542
192,496,481
17,931,614
205,142,642

*Excluding trade and other payables and provisions

Other relevant financial information of SHEC are as follows:
Cash and cash equivalents
Current financial liabilities *
Depreciation and amortization
Interest income

2020
P
=36,954,405
3,756,956
P
=1,457,940
44,801

2019
=42,654,519
P
1,428,916
=‒
P
24,629

*Excluding trade and other payables and provisions

Other relevant financial information of BEO are as follows:
Cash and cash equivalents
Current financial liabilities *
Interest income

2020
P
=1,501,854
672,106
1,854

Excluding trade and other payables and provisions
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- 38 Other relevant financial information of SFTE are as follows:
Cash and cash equivalents
Interest income

2020
P
=13,907,484,052
83,969,837

Other relevant financial information of AE are as follows:
Cash and cash equivalents
Current financial liabilities *
Depreciation and amortization

2020
P
=1,626,763,861
(605,001,690)
508,081

Excluding trade and other payables and provisions
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ARCC
=2,632,620,650
P

49%
P
=1,360,123,803

ARCC
P
=2,775,762,863

2019
PSOC
PWEI
=2,176,111,505
P
=1,935,260,690
P

44%
P
=1,084,271,208

20%
=
P422,565,723

2020
PSOC
PWEI
P
=2,464,252,745
P
=2,112,828,615

SHEC
=50,018,625
P

40%
=
P18,751,845

SHEC
P
=46,879,613

30%
P
=164,201

BEO
P
=547,336

5%
P
=4,198,492

SFTE
P
=83,969,837

44%
=957,489,062
P

40%
=20,007,450
P

49%
=1,289,984,119
P

20%
=387,052,138
P

The reconciliation of the net assets of the investees to the carrying amounts of the investments recognized in the consolidated financial statements
follows:
2020:

Net assets of the investee
Proportionate ownership in the
associate
Carrying value of investment

2019:

Net assets of the investee
Proportionate ownership in the
associate
Carrying value of investment
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This account consists of:
Quoted equity investments
Unquoted equity investments

2020
P
=23,510,829
1,008,059,405
P
=1,031,570,234

2019
P23,287,405
=
1,032,400,755
=1,055,688,160
P

The rollforward analyses of equity investments at FVOCI for the years ended December 31 follow:
At January 1
Additions
Disposals
Fair value changes
At December 31

2020
2019
P
=1,055,688,160
=926,557,248
P
−
18,877,857
(6,615,933)
−
(17,501,993)
110,253,055
P
=1,031,570,234 =
P1,055,688,160

In 2019, the Group invested additional =
P18.9 million in PGEC, an unquoted equity investment. This
transaction did not result to a change in the Group’s 10% equity interest in PGEC.
The unquoted equity investments consist of shares of the following companies:
PetroGreen Energy Corporation
Hermosa Ecozone Development Corporation
YGC Corporate Services, Inc.
Brightnote Assets Corporation
Others
At December 31

2020
P
=560,676,478
440,750,024
3,305,447
2,657,925
669,531
P
=1,008,059,405

2019
=464,163,308
P
552,641,700
3,305,447
11,620,769
669,531
=1,032,400,755
P

The Group elected to present the fair value changes of all its equity investments in other
comprehensive income because it does not intend to hold these investments for trading.
PGEC
The fair value of the Group’s investment in PGEC is determined by an independent third-party
professional services firm using the discounted cash flow model. The valuation requires certain
assumptions to be made, such as forecast cash flows, the discount rate, among others.
HEDC
The fair value of the Group’s investment in HEDC is determined using the adjusted net asset
approach wherein the assets of HEDC consisting mainly of parcels of land are adjusted from cost to
their fair value. The valuation was performed by an independent SEC-accredited appraiser as of
December 31, 2020.
Dividends earned from equity investments at FVOCI amounting to =
P37.1 million, =
P53.4 million, and
=0.6 million in 2020, 2019 and 2018, respectively (see Note 24).
P
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- 41 Presented below are the movements in fair value of equity investments at FVOCI (net of tax effect)
for the years ended December 31:
2020
P
=536,593,814
3,284,067
(14,843,179)
P
=525,034,702

At January 1
Disposal
Fair value changes
At December 31

2019
=442,883,493
P
−
93,710,321
=536,593,814
P

13. Property and Equipment
The rollforward analyses of this account follow:
`

Cost
At beginning of year
Additions
Retirements/disposals (see Note
24)
Reclassifications
At end of year
Accumulated depreciation and
amortization
At beginning of year
Depreciation and amortization
Retirements/disposals (see Note
24)
At end of year
Net book value

2020
Land,
Buildings and
Improvements

Machinery,
Tools and
Construction
Equipment

Transportation
and Service
Equipment

Furniture,
Fixtures,
and Office
Equipment

Construction
In Progress

Total

=
P1,112,362,394
161,133,863

P
= 6,247,253,593
205,335,849

P
= 1,044,773,924
28,849,888

=
P409,825,302
73,450,676

=
P37,162,723
20,744,315

P
= 8,851,377,936
489,514,591

(11,908,587)
‒
1,261,587,670

(1,019,418,566)
7,290,759
5,440,461,635

(14,488,725)
‒
1,059,135,087

(16,717,828)
‒
466,558,150

‒
(7,290,759)
50,616,279

227,341,628
38,452,824

3,349,096,334
404,270,963

540,170,054
114,850,111

311,444,944
75,007,550

(1,654,298)
264,140,154
=
P997,447,516

(478,623,401)
3,274,743,896
=
P2,165,717,739

(8,257,216)
646,762,949
=
P412,372,138

(12,629,577)
373,822,917
=
P92,735,233

‒
=
P50,616,279

Land,
Buildings and
Improvements

Machinery,
Tools and
Construction
Equipment

Transportation
and Service
Equipment

Furniture,
Fixtures,
and Office
Equipment

Construction
In Progress

Total

=1,062,890,694
P
‒

=5,779,800,849
P
466,483,807

=1,030,450,829
P
‒

P834,616,286
=
(466,483,807)

=89,199,485
P
‒

=8,796,958,143
P
‒

89,199,485
21,052,480
‒
(73,089,242)
37,162,723

‒
‒
‒

(1,062,533,706)
‒
8,278,358,821

4,428,052,960
632,581,448
(501,164,492)
4,559,469,916
P
= 3,718,888,905

2019

Cost
At beginning of year
Effect of reclassification
At beginning of year, after
reclassification
Additions
Retirements/disposals
Reclassifications
At end of year
Accumulated depreciation and
amortization
At beginning of year
Effect of reclassification
At beginning of year, after
reclassification
Depreciation and amortization
Retirements/disposals
At end of year
Net book value

1,062,890,694
21,304,220
(42,306,460)
70,473,940
1,112,362,394

6,246,284,656
190,482,981
(192,129,346)
2,615,302
6,247,253,593

1,030,450,829
44,074,785
(29,751,690)
‒
1,044,773,924

368,132,479
46,623,618
(4,930,795)
‒
409,825,302

201,143,653
‒

2,589,298,771
405,112,230

461,865,973
‒

666,425,250
(405,112,230)

‒
‒

201,143,653
36,613,040
(10,415,065)
227,341,628
=885,020,766
P

2,994,411,001
520,481,340
(165,796,007)
3,349,096,334
=2,898,157,259
P

461,865,973
104,489,827
(26,185,746)
540,170,054
=504,603,870
P

261,313,020
54,927,937
(4,796,013)
311,444,944
=98,380,358
P

‒
‒
‒
‒
=37,162,723
P

8,796,958,143
323,538,084
(269,118,291)
‒
8,851,377,936
3,918,733,647
‒
3,918,733,647
716,512,144
(207,192,831)
4,428,052,960
=4,423,324,976
P

Machinery, tools and construction equipment are directly used in various construction projects of the
Group.
As of December 31, 2020 and 2019, construction in progress mainly pertains to installation of the
Parent Company’s air quality improvement project at its head office.
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- 42 In 2019, the Group reclassified equipment used in construction operations with costs amounting to
=466.5 million and accumulated depreciation amounting to =
P
P405.1 million from Furniture, Fixtures,
and Office Equipment to Machinery, Tools and Construction Equipment. The reclassification has no
impact on the total noncurrent assets, total assets, equity, retained earnings and net income in the
consolidated statements of financial position.
The distribution of the depreciation and amortization expense of the Group’s property and equipment
follows:
Cost of sales and services (Note 21)
Selling and administrative expenses (Note 22)

2020
P483,808,837
=
148,772,611
=632,581,448
P

2019
P588,264,706
=
128,247,438
=716,512,144
P

2018
P581,743,099
=
125,483,193
=707,226,292
P

As at December 31, 2020 and 2019, no property and equipment items were pledged as security.

14. Leases
Group as a lessee
The Group has lease contracts for various items of land, office spaces, and other equipment used in its
operations. Leases of land and office spaces generally have lease terms between 10 and 66 years,
while other equipment generally have lease terms between 1 and 3 years. The Group’s obligations
under its leases are secured by the lessor’s title to the leased assets. There are several lease contracts
that include extension and termination options and variable lease payments, which are further
discussed below.
The Group also has certain leases with lease terms of 12 months or less and leases of office
equipment with low value. The Group applies the ‘short-term lease’ and ‘lease of low-value assets’
recognition exemptions for these leases.
a. Starting January 2007, the Parent Company and EEI-RFI entered into a lease agreement for the
lease of land and improvements. The lease terms are for one year and renewable every year with
5% increase effective January 1, 2014.
b. The Group leases a staff house which it occupies for its operations for a period of two years, both
parties has the option to renew as per agreement.
c. The Group leases a lot and offices which it occupies for its operations for its projects with option
to renew as per agreement. In October 2011, the Group entered into a lease contract covering the
period of October 16, 2011 to October 15, 2014. The contract has a rate of =
P450 per square meter
for the first two years and =
P460 per square meter for the third year.
d. In May 2016, the Group entered into a lease agreement for a period of five (5) years commencing
on July 7, 2016 and expiring on July 6, 2021. The lease is subject to escalation of 10% starting
the second year of lease. In April 2016, the Group renewed the lease for a period of three (3)
years commencing from April 16, 2014 to April 15, 2019. The lease contract has a rate of
=630 per square meter for the first year and subject to 5% yearly increase thereafter.
P
e. In June 2020, the Group entered into a lease of parcel of land for a period of fourteen (14) months
commencing on July 1, 2020 and expiring on August 31, 2021.
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- 43 The carrying amount of right-of-use assets and the movement during the period are as follows:
2020
P
=809,683,974
19,308,810
(133,517,549)
P
=695,475,235

Balances at beginning of the year
Additions during the year
Amortization of right-of-use assets
Balances at end of the year

2019
=546,848,560
P
355,092,188
(92,256,774)
=809,683,974
P

The distribution of the amortization of the Group’s right-of-use assets follow:
2020
P
=1,325,134
71,729,696
60,462,719
P
=133,517,549

Cost of sales (Note 21)
Cost of services (Note 21)
Selling and administrative expenses (Note 22)

2019
4,377,443
33,978,915
53,900,416
=92,256,774
P

The carrying amount of lease liability and the movement during the period are as follows:
2020
P
=654,337,141
21,015,947
50,991,135
(156,778,800)
569,565,423
99,582,705
P
=469,982,718

Balances at beginning of the year
Additions during the year
Interest expense
Payments
Balances at end of the year
Less: current portion
Noncurrent portion

2019
=546,848,560
P
355,092,187
50,446,983
(298,050,589)
654,337,141
95,243,839
=559,093,302
P

The following are the amounts recognized in consolidated statement of income:
Amortization of right-of-use assets
Interest expense on lease liabilities
Expenses relating to short-term leases (included in
cost of services)
Expenses relating to leases of low-value assets
(included in general and administrative
expenses)

2020
P
=133,529,689
50,991,135

2019
=92,256,774
P
50,446,983

500,768,669

526,373,629

13,144,311
P
=698,433,804

6,433,856
=675,511,242
P

15. Investment Properties
The rollforward analyses of this account follow:
2020
Condominium Units
Land
and Parking Slots
Cost
Balances at beginning of year
Disposals
Net book value at end of year

P
=15,231,211
(669,000)
P
=14,562,211

P
=‒
‒
P
=‒

Total
P
=15,231,211
(669,000)
P
=14,562,211
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Condominium Units
Land
and Parking Slots
Cost
Balances at beginning of year
Disposals
Balances at end of year
Accumulated depreciation
Balances at beginning of year
Depreciation (Note 22)
Disposals
Balance at end of year
Net book value

=15,419,211
P
(188,000)
15,231,211
−
‒
‒
‒
=15,231,211
P

Total

P350,000
=
(350,000)
‒

=15,769,211
P
(538,000)
15,231,211

70,000
17,500
(87,500)
‒
=‒
P

70,000
17,500
(87,500)
‒
=15,231,211
P

Land classified as investment properties include parcels of land located in Benguet, Cavite, Nueva
Ecija, Bulacan and memorial lots in Las Piñas with carrying values of =
P6.6 million, =
P0.5 million,
P0.2 million, =
=
P7.0 million and =
P0.2 million, respectively, as of December 31, 2020. Carrying values
of parcels of land located in Benguet, Cavite, Nueva Ecija, Bulacan and memorial lots in Las Piñas
were =
P6.6 million, =
P0.5 million, =
P0.2 million, =
P7.0 million and =
P0.9 million, respectively, as of
December 31, 2019.
As of December 31, 2020, the fair value of the land in Benguet amounted to =
P19.8 million, which was
determined based on valuation performed by an independent SEC accredited appraiser whose report
was dated December 22, 2020. The fair value of the land was determined using the market approach
which is a valuation technique that uses prices and other relevant information generated by market
transactions involving identical or comparable assets and adjusted to reflect differences on size, and
shape (Level 3 – Significant unobservable inputs).
As of December 31, 2020, the fair value of the land in Cavite amounted to =
P1.9 million, which was
determined using the market approach (Level 3 – Significant unobservable inputs).
Rental income derived from the investment properties amounted to P
=1.2 million, P
=0.3 million,
and P
=6.8 million in 2020, 2019 and 2018, respectively (Note 24). Total direct operating expenses
incurred in relation to these investment properties amounted to =
P0.1 million in 2020, =
P0.1 million in
2019 and =
P0.4 million in 2018.
In 2020, the Group sold parcels of land located in Las Pinas City for P
=0.9 million. The Group
recognized a gain of =
P0.2 million in related to the sale.

16. Other Noncurrent Assets
This account consist of:
Deferred input VAT
Interest-bearing trade receivables – net of current
portion (Note 7)
Receivable from EEI-RFI – net of current portion
(Notes 7 and 26)
Deposit for future subscription of shares of stock
Others
Allowance for expected credit loss

2020
P
=150,221,650

2019
=181,103,198
P

2,768,265

51,479,840

‒
‒
8,922,921
161,912,836
(7,406,020)
P
=154,506,816

23,000,000
450,000
8,661,008
264,694,046
(9,695,689)
=254,998,357
P
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- 45 Movement in allowance for expected credit loss on interest-bearing trade receivables for the year
ended December 31:
Balances at beginning of year
Recoveries
Balances at end of year

2020
P
=9,695,689
(2,289,669)
P
=7,406,020

2019
=9,695,689
P
−
=9,695,689
P

Deferred input VAT pertains to unamortized input VAT on the purchase of capital goods exceeding
=
P1.0 million.
Deposit for Future Subscription of Shares of Stock
In November 2018, the Parent Company deposited =
P81.0 million with BiotechJP Corp. in exchange
for 60% ownership in the latter. BiotechJP Corp. is in the business of manufacturing food and
therapeutic food. Management is in the position that Parent Company has not obtained control over
BiotechJP in 2018 because the Parent Company can only exercise its right as a stockholder owning
60% equity interest in BiotechJP upon receipt of the shares of capital stock of the investee.
In August 2019 (acquisition date), the Parent Company reclassified the deposit to investment in
subsidiary upon receipt of stock certificate of BiotechJP. The Parent Company accounted for the
investment as investment in subsidiary with its 60% interest. At date of acquisition, the Group
recognized net assets acquired at fair value of =
P35.5 million. Non-controlling interest in BiotechJP
was also recognized at the proportionate share of its interest in the BiotechJP’s identifiable net assets.
The net assets recognized were based on provisional assessment of their fair value while the Parent
Company sought an independent valuation of net assets of BiotechJP. Also, the Parent Company
attributes the excess of the acquisition cost over the fair value of the net assets acquired amounting to
=45.47 million to goodwill and was recorded at net recoverable amount as at December 31, 2019. In
P
August 2020, the valuation of the net assets of BiotechJP was completed. There were no changes in
the fair values of net assets of BiotechJP based on final valuation except for the identified other
intangible assets amounting to =
P14.2 million which management assessed as not recoverable and
thus, recorded at nil.
In August 2019, the Parent Company reclassified the deposit to investment in subsidiary upon receipt
of stock certificate of BiotechJP.
In 2019, BiotechJP deposited P
=0.5 million with BEO Distribution and Marketing Corporation (BEO
DMC) in exchange for 30% ownership in the latter. BEO DMC is in the business of distributing and
marketing of goods. The deposit was recorded as “Deposit for Future Stock Subscription” pending
receipt of the shares of capital stock of the investee.
In 2020, BiotechJP reclassified the deposit to investment in joint venture upon receipt of stock
certificate of BEO DMC (Note 11).

17. Bank Loans
The Group availed of several unsecured short-term bank loans with a number of local banks. These
loans will mature within one year with annual interest rates ranging from 3.50% - 5.50% and
3.40% - 6.25% in 2020 and 2019, respectively.
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- 46 Movements in this account during the years ended December 31 follow:
Balances at the beginning of year
Availment
Payments
Balances at the end of year

2020
P
=5,905,000,000
11,602,000,000
(12,492,000,000)
P
=5,015,000,000

2019
=6,240,000,000
P
14,075,000,000
(14,410,000,000)
=5,905,000,000
P

Interest expense incurred on these loans amounted to =
P347.1 million, =
P448.9 million and
=220.9 million in 2020, 2019 and 2018, respectively.
P

18. Accounts Payable and Other Current Liabilities
This account consists of:
Accounts payable
Deferred output taxes
Retention payable
Accrued expenses
Withholding taxes and other statutory liabilities
Advances from joint venture partners
Dividends payable
Others

2020
P
=5,568,041,571
426,530,095
396,597,272
166,062,058
44,055,723
32,381,854
‒
108,759,810
P
=6,742,428,383

2019
=5,517,546,977
P
428,330,849
391,283,528
214,683,870
46,473,618
32,381,854
5,999,995
27,927,457
=6,664,628,148
P

2020
P
=26,136,473
9,304,635
130,620,950
P
=166,062,058

2019
=23,142,484
P
18,694,166
172,847,220
=214,683,870
P

Accrued expenses consist of:
Accrued salaries and wages
Accrued interest
Other accrued expenses

Accounts payable are non-interest bearing ang generally settled on 30 to 90 days terms.
Deferred output taxes pertain to sale of services on credit. Once collected, the amount will be
transferred to output VAT payable.
Retention payable are amounts that the Group deducts from its subcontractors’ billings and are
usually paid within 12 months.
Other accrued expenses mainly consist of provisions, accrual for professional fees, outside services,
utilities and other expenses that are expected to be settled within one year. Provisions were provided
for claims by third parties in the ordinary course of business. As allowed by PAS 37, Provisions,
Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets, only a general description is provided as the disclosure
of additional details beyond the present disclosures may prejudice the Group’s position and
negotiation strategies with respect to these matters.
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- 47 Other noncurrent liabilities pertain to noncurrent portion of retention payables that are expected to be
settled beyond one year from the end of reporting period. As of December 31, 2020, and 2019, other
noncurrent liabilities amounted to =
P273.6 million and =
P210.3 million, respectively.

19. Long-term Debt
This account consists of:
Fixed-rate corporate promissory notes
Fixed-rate term loan
Less current portion

2020
P
=5,204,857,924
343,169,401
5,548,027,325
2,302,998,099
P
=3,245,029,226

2019
=2,446,428,571
P
275,357,148
2,721,785,719
1,285,714,285
=1,436,071,434
P

Fixed-rate corporate promissory notes
In 2014, the Parent Company received P
=500.0 million proceeds from the issuance of unsecured fixedrate corporate promissory notes to a local bank that bear annual interest of 5.2%. Subsequently, the
bank reduced the interest rate to 4.8% effective May 26, 2015 until maturity. The promissory notes
mature within seven (7) years from the date of issuance.
On June 15, 2015, the Parent Company received P
=1,000 million proceeds from the issuance of an
unsecured fixed-rate corporate promissory note to a local bank that bears annual interest of 4.8%.
The promissory note matures within seven (7) years from the date of issuance.
On May 23, 2018, the Parent Company received P
=2,000 million proceeds from the issuance of an
unsecured fixed-rate corporate promissory note to a local bank that bears annual interest of 4.8%.
The promissory note matures within five (5) years from the date of issuance.
On November 11, 2019, the Parent Company received =
P909 million proceeds from the issuance of an
unsecured fixed-rate corporate promissory note to a local bank that bears annual interest of 3.9%.
The promissory note matures within three (3) years from the date of issuance.
On October 15, 2020, the Parent Company received P
=3,000 million proceeds from the issuance of an
unsecured fixed-rate corporate promissory note to a local bank that bears annual interest of 3.5%. The
promissory note matures within three (3) years from the date of issuance.
On November 23, 2020, the Parent Company received =
P1,000 million proceeds from the issuance of
an unsecured fixed-rate corporate promissory note to a local bank that bears annual interest of 3.3%.
The promissory note matures within three (3) years from the date of issuance.
The proceeds from the promissory notes were used for general corporate requirements.
Interest expense incurred on these corporate notes amounted to =
P58.5 million, =
P52.6 million and
=62.9 million in 2020, 2019 and 2018, respectively.
P
Fixed-rate term loan
On August 28, 2015, EEI Power availed an unsecured P
=500.0 million long-term loan from a local
bank that bears an annual interest of 4.8%. The loan is payable in equal quarterly installments and
will mature on August 27, 2022.
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- 48 On August 12, 2016, BiotechJP obtained an unsecured five-year long-term loan from Biotech Japan
Corporation that bears an annual interest rate of 0.05%. The loan is payable at maturity date,
including accrued interest.
On October 1, 2018, the BiotechJP obtained an unsecured 4.5 year long-term loan from Biotech Japan
Corporation that bears an annual interest rate of 0.30%. The loan is payable in five equal annual
installments and will mature on March 31, 2021.
In 2019, BiotechJP availed an unsecured =
P47.60 million long-term loan from Biotech Japan
Corporation that bears an annual interest of 0.30%. The loan is payable in equal semi-annual
installments and will mature on September 13, 2030.
On April 24, 2020, BiotechJP availed an unsecured =
P21.8 million long-term loan from a foreign bank
that bears an annual interest of 0.80%. The loan is payable in 18 equal semi-annual installments and
will mature on September 13, 2030.
On September 25, 2020, BiotechJP availed an unsecured =
P92.3 million long-term loan from Biotech
Japan Corporation that bears an annual interest of 3.0%. The loan is payable in equal semi-annual
installments and will mature on March 31, 2030.
Interest expense incurred on these corporate notes amounted to =
P9.6 million, =
P12.3 million and
=15.7 million in 2020, 2019 and 2018, respectively.
P
Movements in the account follow:

Balance at beginning of year
Proceeds
Transaction costs
Payments
Balance at end of year
Less current portion

Promissory Note
=
P2,446,428,571
4,000,000,000
(31,253,912)
(1,185,210,571)
5,229,964,088
2,186,295,526
=
P3,043,668,562

2020
Term Loan
=
P275,357,148
114,134,660
‒
(71,428,571)
318,063,237
116,702,573
=
P201,360,664

Total
P
= 2,721,785,719
4,114,134,660
(31,253,912)
(1,256,639,142)
5,548,027,325
2,302,998,099
P
= 3,245,029,226

Promissory Note
=2,327,380,952
P
909,084,997
‒
(790,037,378)
2,446,428,571
1,214,285,714
=1,232,142,857
P

2019
Term Loan
=267,857,144
P
83,415,000
‒
(75,914,996)
275,357,148
71,428,571
=203,928,577
P

Total
=2,595,238,096
P
992,499,997
‒
(865,952,374)
2,721,785,719
1,285,714,285
=1,436,071,434
P

The aforementioned loans require the Group to maintain certain financial ratios such as debt to equity
ratio, current ratio and debt service coverage ratio calculated based on stipulation with the lender
banks. As of December 31, 2020 and 2019, the Group was in compliance with the loan covenants.

20. Revenue from Contracts with Customers
Set out below is the disaggregation of the Group’s revenue from contracts with customers for the
years ended December 31:
Construction contracts
Manpower services
Merchandise sales
Power generation
Real estate sales
Others

2020
2019
2018
P
=12,940,916,871 =
P21,866,830,755 =
P20,660,734,135
595,986,180
669,811,598
625,826,773
187,975,881
476,827,282
209,574,646
13,991,023
348,840,955
411,113,436
32,735,487
87,899,956
63,237,940
109,713,580
131,666,697
176,933,892
P
=13,881,319,022 P
=23,581,877,243 P
=22,147,420,822
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Infrastructure
Building
Electro-mechanical
Industrial

2020
2019
2018
P
=6,378,382,769 =
P11,344,227,918 P
=10,657,941,730
3,988,256,546
6,986,569,037
6,241,501,648
1,990,184,632
2,685,576,381
2,412,682,797
584,092,924
850,457,419
1,348,607,960
P
=12,940,916,871 P
=21,866,830,755 =
P20,660,734,135

The Group recognized revenue amounting to P
=12.2 billion and =
P16.5 billion in 2020 and 2019,
respectively, from performance obligations partially satisfied in the previous periods.
Performance obligations
Information about the Group’s performance obligations are summarized below:
The transaction price allocated to the remaining performance obligations of the Group (unsatisfied or
partially unsatisfied) in connection with the construction contracts that have an original expected
duration of more than one year (otherwise known as backlogs) as at December 31 are as follows:
Within one year
More than one year

2020
2019
P
=12,653,212,583 P
=8,803,236,672
30,942,788,536 47,698,616,553
P
=43,596,001,119 =
P56,501,853,225

2018
=4,646,334,288
P
2,379,773
=4,648,714,061
P

21. Costs of Sales and Services
This account consists of:
Cost of sales
Cost of services

2020
2019
2018
P
=191,262,219
=341,053,970
P
=212,137,642
P
15,902,404,596 20,259,237,553 19,086,617,664
P
=16,093,666,815 =
P20,600,291,523 =
P19,298,755,306

Cost of Sales
Merchandise sales
Inventories
Personnel expenses
Amortization (Note 14)
Others
Real estate sales (Note 9)

2020

2019

2018

P
=159,529,808
5,957,078
1,325,134
1,984,949
22,465,250
P
=191,262,219

=264,797,031
P
7,547,944
4,377,443
3,417,073
60,914,479
=341,053,970
P

=165,703,232
P
5,171,961
‒
2,940,452
38,321,997
=212,137,642
P
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Personnel expenses
Equipment costs and others
Materials
Depreciation and amortization
(Notes 13 and 14)
Others

2020
P
=3,182,242,114
7,312,953,617
4,837,320,506

2019
=6,911,619,992
P
5,444,529,737
7,247,784,141

2018
=9,229,682,593
P
4,217,851,143
5,017,829,460

555,538,533
622,243,621
581,743,099
14,349,826
33,060,062
39,511,369
P
=15,902,404,596 P
=20,259,237,553 P
=19,086,617,664

In a move to contain the COVID-19 outbreak, the Philippine Government has placed the entire island
of Luzon to enhanced community quarantine until May 15, 2020. Effective May 16, 2020, some
provinces in Luzon was placed under general community quarantine while National Capital Region
(NCR) was placed under modified enhanced community quarantine. During the period of enhanced
community quarantine, all construction activities whether related to private and government projects
were suspended. During the period of suspension of construction activities, the Group continued to
incur costs of =
P1.03 billion which includes continued payment of salaries and wages of its
construction workers at project site. These costs were presented as part of “Personnel Expenses”
under “Cost of Sales and Services” in 2020 consolidated statement of income.
22. Selling and Administrative Expenses
This account consists of:
Personnel expenses
Depreciation and amortization
(Notes 13, 14, 15 and 16)
Taxes and licenses
Provision (recovery) of allowance for
expected credit loss - net
(Notes 6, 7, 8, 10 and 16)
Professional fees
Repairs and maintenance
Travel and transportation
Utilities
Outside services
Training
Rent (Note 14)
Insurance
Advertising
Donations
Food, meals and others
Loss on write-off of receivables

2020
P
=765,341,411

2019
=667,226,964
P

2018
=580,720,680
P

209,235,330
166,994,059

182,165,354
99,465,774

126,035,398
86,142,669

89,338,264
56,188,239
52,396,105
52,156,489
41,231,261
40,065,087
15,969,836
13,144,311
12,835,753
8,588,733
7,568,695
7,378,967
‒

(5,916,596)
59,680,821
54,066,443
68,283,525
36,191,236
39,885,434
27,660,685
6,433,856
8,282,769
5,729,338
9,360,647
27,330,266
‒

1,908,439
66,675,071
33,077,506
58,789,067
37,567,823
49,366,526
36,311,829
72,762,321
7,399,475
4,458,133
8,087,325
22,807,359
323,598,636

(Forward)
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Provision for inventory obsolescence
(Note 9)
Supplies
Management fee
Entertainment, amusement and
recreation
Research and development
Others

2020

2019

2018

P
=13,220,101
3,740,593
3,342,857

=21,809,716
P
10,705,819
3,705,358

=246,949
P
8,217,358
3,654,857

2,641,137
461,887
134,772,395
P
=1,696,611,510

5,846,993
1,317,376
117,419,741
=1,446,651,519
P

6,209,318
−
41,726,991
=1,575,763,730
P

Others pertain to the various administrative expenses that the Group incurs in support of its
day-to-day operations including technical support, painting expenses, and other charges.
The distribution of the depreciation and amortization expense follows:
Property and equipment (Note 13)
Right-of-use asset (Note 14)
Software costs (Note 16)
Investment properties (Note 15)

2020
P
=148,772,611
60,462,719
‒
‒
P
=209,235,330

2019
=128,247,438
P
53,900,416
‒
17,500
=182,165,354
P

2018
=125,483,193
P
‒
205,971
346,234
=126,035,398
P

The distribution of the provision (recovery) of allowance for expected credit loss - net follows:
Cash and cash equivalents (Note 6)
Receivables (Note 7)
Contract assets (Note 8)
Other current assets (Note 10)
Other noncurrent assets (Note 16)

2020
P
=3,007
37,436,624
42,639,672
11,548,630
(2,289,669)
P
=89,338,264

2019
(P
=50)
(1,665,750)
(5,582,898)
1,332,052
‒
(P
=5,916,646)

2018
P1,898
=
16,787,894
(14,654,671)
(226,682)
‒
=1,908,439
P

23. Interest Income
This account consists of:
Cash in banks and cash equivalents
(Note 6)
Receivable from related parties
(Note 26)
Receivable from EEI-RFI
(Notes 26)
Interest-bearing trade receivables
(Note 7)

2020

2019

2018

P
=6,276,562

=4,234,199
P

=3,309,357
P

5,152,791

7,058,655

4,604,357

3,237,599

5,677,703

7,671,131

2,288,438
P
=16,955,390

10,647,486
=27,618,043
P

19,396,680
=34,981,525
P
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This account consists of:
Dividend income (Note 12)
Gains on disposal of:
Property and equipment
Investment properties (Note 15)
Gain on sale of scrap
Rent income (Note 15)
Tax refund/discount
Income from extinguishment of
payables
Others

2020
P
=37,058,954

2019
=53,417,279
P

2018
=606,541
P

7,316,671
204,500
1,786,719
1,152,085
249,490

97,426,071
111,500
5,075,313
2,115,916
4,804,879

75,489
7,923,123
2,731,248
6,796,242
392,721

‒
18,636,961
P
=66,405,380

‒
26,302,785
=189,253,743
P

20,000
10,404,387
=28,949,751
P

In 2020, the Group sold parcels of land located in Las Pinas City for P
=0.9 million. The Group
recognized a gain of =
P0.2 million in related to the sale.
In 2020, the Group also sold various property and equipment for a total proceed of =
P568.7 million.
The Group recognized a gain of =
P7.3 million in relation the sale.
In December 2019, the Group sold a parcel of land located in Laguna for =
P160.0 million. The Group
recognized a gain of =
P97.39 million in relation to the sale.
25. Income Taxes
The components of the Group’s deferred tax assets and liabilities follow:
2020
Deferred tax assets (liabilities) recognized in profit
or loss:
NOLCO
Allowance for expected credit losses
Unamortized past service cost
Unrealized foreign exchange losses
Allowance for inventory obsolescence
Capitalized borrowing cost
Net retirement liabilities
Excess of right-of-use assets over lease
liability – net
Deferred transaction costs
Excess MCIT
Others
Deferred tax assets recognized in other
comprehensive income:
Remeasurement loss on defined benefit plans
Deferred tax assets – net

2019

P
=1,306,298,099
38,980,029
32,159,269
10,581,814
6,562,260
(97,621)
(38,671,768)

P9,550,041
=
13,356,855
30,970,612
9,192,062
6,639,049
(309,587)
(39,860,369)

(33,486,819)
(8,328,003)
2,056,209
693,035
1,316,746,504

(46,604,050)
‒
‒
4,068,899
(12,996,488)

154,399,606
P
=1,471,146,110

129,756,661
=116,760,173
P
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Reconciliation of net deferred tax assets follows:
Balance at beginning of year
Tax income (expense) recognized in:
Other comprehensive income
Profit and loss
Balance at end of year

2020

2019

P
=116,760,173

=70,329,289
P

24,642,945
1,329,742,992
P
=1,471,146,110

69,216,397
(22,785,513)
=116,760,173
P

The Group did not recognize deferred tax assets on the following future deductible differences as
management assessed that it is not probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow all
or part of the deferred tax assets to be utilized.
2020
P
=3,061,690
5,893,111
35,846,562
7,459,325
‒

Allowance for expected credit losses
MCIT
NOLCO
Allowance for inventory obsolescence
Retirement liabilities

2019
=7,270,069
P
5,893,111
19,151,381
5,483,065
60,785

On September 30, 2020, the Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) issued Revenue Regulations (RR) No.
25-2020 implementing Section 4 (bbbb) of “Bayanihan to Recover As One Act” which states that the
NOLCO incurred for taxable years 2020 and 2021 can be carried over and claimed as a deduction
from gross income for the next five (5) consecutive taxable years immediately following the year of
such loss.
As of December 31, 2020, the Group has NOLCO and excess MCIT to which deferred tax assets that
can be claimed as deductions against future taxable income and tax payable, respectively, as follows:
Incurred In
2019
2018

Available until
2022
2021

NOLCO
Amount
Tax Effect
=193,545
P
=58,064
P
35,653,017
10,695,905
=35,846,562
P
=10,753,969
P

Excess MCIT
=2,229,271
P
3,663,840
=5,893,111
P

MCIT
Incurred In
2020

Availment
period
2021-2023

Excess MCIT
=2,056,209
P

Balance
=2,056,209
P

As of December 31, 2020, the Group has incurred NOLCO in taxable year 2020 which can be
claimed as deduction from the regular taxable income for the next five (5) consecutive taxable years
pursuant to the Bayanihan to Recover As One Act, as follows:
Year Incurred Availment period
Amount
2020
2021-2025
=4,322,493,523
P

Applied
=–
P

Expired
=–
P

Balance
=4,322,493,523
P

The Group did not recognize any deferred tax asset in relation to unexpired share options as this has
negative intrinsic value.
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P90.4 million and =
P93.0 million pertaining to the
accumulated fair value gain on equity investments at FVOCI as of December 31, 2020 and 2019,
respectively.
The reconciliation between the statutory and effective income tax rates follows:
Statutory income tax rate
Add (deduct) reconciling items:
Equity in net earnings (losses) of
associates and joint ventures
Income subjected to final taxes at
lower rates
Others
Effective income tax rate

2020
30.0%

2019
30.0%

2018
30.0%

1.68

(3.1)

(4.0)

0.12
6.50
38.3%

(2.2)
(1.8)
22.9%

(0.1)
19.2
45.1%

Republic Act No. 11534 otherwise known as the Corporate Recovery and Tax Incentives for
Enterprises Act or CREATE
President Rodrigo Duterte signed into law on March 26, 2021 the Corporate Recovery and Tax
Incentives for Enterprises (CREATE) Act to attract more investments and maintain fiscal prudence
and stability in the Philippines. Republic Act (RA) 11534 or the CREATE Act introduces reforms to
the corporate income tax and incentives systems. It takes effect 15 days after its complete publication
in the Official Gazette or in a newspaper of general circulation or April 11, 2021.
The following are the key changes to the Philippine tax law pursuant to the CREATE Act which have
an impact on the Group
•

Effective July 1, 2020, regular corporate income tax (RCIT) rate is reduced from 30% to 25% for
domestic and resident foreign corporations. For domestic corporations with net taxable income
not exceeding Php5 million and with total assets not exceeding Php100 million (excluding land
on which the business entity’s office, plant and equipment are situated) during the taxable year,
the RCIT rate is reduced to 20%.

•

Minimum corporate income tax (MCIT) rate reduced from 2% to 1% of gross income effective
July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2023.

•

Imposition of improperly accumulated earnings tax (IAET) is repealed.

As clarified by the Philippine Financial Reporting Standards Council in its Philippine Interpretations
Committee Q&A No. 2020-07, the CREATE Act was not considered substantively enacted as of
December 31, 2020 even though some of the provisions have retroactive effect to July 1, 2020. The
passage of the CREATE Act into law on March 26, 2011 is considered as a non-adjusting subsequent
event. Accordingly, current and deferred taxes as of and for the year ended December 31, 2020
continued to be computed and measured using the applicable income tax rates as of December 31,
2020 (i.e., 30% RCIT / 2% MCIT) for financial reporting purposes.
Applying the provisions of the CREATE Act, the Group would have been subjected to lower regular
corporate income tax rate of 25% effective July 1, 2020. This will result in lower provision for
current income tax for the year ended December 31, 2020 and lower income tax payable as of
December 31, 2020, which will be reflected in the Group’s 2020 annual income tax return but will
only be recognized for financial reporting purposes in its 2021 financial statements. This will result
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the year then ended by =
P245.2 million, respectively. These reductions will be recognized in the 2021
financial statements.

26. Related Party Transactions
(In Thousands of Philippine Peso)
Amount /
Volume
=
P7,163

Rendering of services
Bank deposits

‒
3,946

33,357
1,193,073

Revenue from construction services
Extension of advances

9,534
‒

99,791
24,092

225,921

6,995

Related party
Parent company

Transaction
Rendering of janitorial services

Associate
Entities under the
common control

Other
related parties

2020
Outstanding
Receivable/
(Payable)
=
P8,165

Rendering of janitorial services
Lease of property

(70,918)

−

Sale of property

3,238

38,000

Interest income

5,153

‒

Amount /
Volume
=17,362
P

Outstanding
Receivable/
(Payable)
=7,879
P

(In Thousands of Philippine Peso)
Related party
Parent company
Associate
Entities under the
common control

Transaction
Rendering of janitorial services

Non-interest bearing
Interest bearing;
0.20%
-0.25% per annum
Non-interest bearing
Non-interest bearing
−

Unsecured

Interest bearing, 5% per
annum

Unsecured

2019

Revenue from construction services
Revenue from service contract

506,588
121,055

71,492
10,957

Lease of property
Extension of advances

−
23,952
3,402
(126,417)
1,025,686

Terms
Non-interest bearing
Non-interest bearing
Non-interest bearing
Non-interest bearing
Non-interest bearing
Interest bearing;
0.20%
-0.25% per annum
Non-interest bearing
Non-interest bearing

Interest income
Sale of property

Unsecured,
no impairment

Non-interest bearing

(2,143)
‒
797,451
−
3,605

Rendering of janitorial services
Sale of supplies
Rendering of construction services

Conditions
Unsecured,
no impairment
Unsecured

Unsecured
Unsecured,
no impairment
−

Purchase of management services
Rendering of services
Extension of advances
Availment of advances
Bank deposits

Extension of advances

Other
related parties

Terms
Non-interest bearing

−

47,412

Non-interest bearing

392,037
35
7,058

70,467
−
76,112

−
−
Interest bearing,
5% per annum

−
5,678

−
78,000

(67,541)

−
68

Interest bearing,
5% per annum
Non-interest bearing

Conditions
Unsecured,
no impairment
Unsecured
Unsecured
Unsecured
Unsecured
Unsecured,
no impairment
Unsecured
Unsecured,
no impairment
Unsecured,
no impairment
−
−
Unsecured
Unsecured
Unsecured

a. In 2019, EPC was contracted by RCBC Realty Corporation, for the Supply of Labor, Tools and
Materials and Installation of the Additional Low Voltage Switchgear and Busway System for
Phase 2 Electrical System Upgrade which commence in April 2019 with contract price amounted
to =
P260.39 million. The outstanding trade receivables amounted to nil and =
P10.96 million as of
December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.
b. In 2018, the Parent Company was contracted by Malayan Education Systems, Inc. for the General
Construction Works, Excavation, Structural, Civil, Architectural, MEPF Works and Attendance
of Mapua Makati Building with contract price amounted to =
P891.0 million. The project is 98.9%
and 69.7% completed as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively. The outstanding
receivables amounted to =
P93.4 million and =
P57.9 million, including retention receivables of
=90.81 million and =
P
P50.9 million as of December 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019, respectively.
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- 56 c. In 2017, the Parent Company was contracted by Malayan Colleges Mindanao for the
general construction works of Mapua School in Davao City with contract price amounted to
=1,158.5 million. The project was completed on July 31, 2018. The outstanding receivables
P
amounted to =
P6.4 million and =
P13.6 million as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.
d. In 2013, the Parent Company was contracted by PWEI for the construction of 18 units WTG
foundations, roadways and temporary landing pad intended for the 36MW Nabas Wind Power
Project (NWPP) in Nabas, Aklan for =
P1,100.0 million. The project was completed on
April 30, 2015. The outstanding receivables amounted to nil and =
P76.1 million as of
December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.
e. In 2006, the Parent Company sold parcels of land to EEI-RFI, a trustee of the Parent Company
employees retirement fund (the Fund). The Fund is managed by RCBC Trust and Investment
Division. The parcels of land sold are located in Manggahan, Quezon City and Bauan, Batangas.
The receivables bear interest of 5% per annum in 2020, 2019 and 2018.
Starting January 2007, the Parent Company and EEI-RFI entered into operating lease agreements
for the said land and improvements. The lease terms are for one year and renewable every year
with 5% increase effective January 1, 2014.
In 2013, the receivable from the EEI-RFI amounting to =
P390.0 million was restructured and
reclassified to other noncurrent assets with fixed 5% interest rate per annum. In 2016, the Parent
Company and the Fund agreed to extend the term of the payment until April 30, 2021.
Outstanding receivables amounted to =
P38.0 million and =
P78.0 million as of December 31, 2020
and 2019 respectively (Notes 7 and 16). Interest income earned from receivable from EEI-RFI
amounted to =
P3.2 million, =
P5.7 million and =
P7.7 million for the years ended December 31, 2020,
2019 and 2018, respectively (Note 23).
f.

The Group’s retirement plan assets include investments in equity securities of the following
entities:
2020
P
=19,398,256
160,800
55,794
P
=19,614,850

Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation
House of Investments, Inc.
EEI Corporation

2019
=23,631,350
P
208,000
72,040
=23,911,390
P

Loss arising from investments in the shares of stocks of the aforementioned companies amounted
to =
P3.9 million in 2020. Meanwhile, gain arising from investments in the shares of stocks of the
aforementioned companies amounted to =
P0.01 million and =
P0.5 million in 2019 and 2018,
respectively.
g. The remuneration of members of key management personnel are as follows:
Short-term benefits
Post-employment benefits

2020
P
=281,897,880
26,237,470
P
=308,135,350

2019
=166,655,077
P
50,213,444
=216,868,521
P

2018
=183,387,012
P
12,616,648
=196,003,660
P
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- 57 Outstanding balances at year-end are unsecured and settlement occurs in cash. There have been
no guarantees provided or received for any related party receivables or payables. These mainly
consist of advances and reimbursement of expenses. The Group has not recognized any
impairment on amounts due from related parties for the years ended December 31, 2020 and
2019.
This assessment is undertaken each financial year through a review of the financial position of the
related party and the market in which the related party operates.
Identification, review and approval of related party transactions
Material related party transactions (MRPT) refers to any related party transactions, either
individually, or in aggregate over a twelve (12)–month period with the same related party,
amounting to ten percent (10%) or higher of the Group’s total consolidated assets based on its
latest audited financial statements.
All material related party transactions shall be reviewed by the Group’s Corporate Governance
Committee and approved by the BOD with at least 2/3 votes of BOD, with at least a majority vote
of the independent directors. In case that the vote of a majority of the independent directors is not
secured, the material related party transactions may be ratified by the vote of the stockholders
representing at least 2/3 of the outstanding capital stock.

27. Retirement Benefits
The Group has a funded, noncontributory plan covering substantially all of its employees. The
retirement funds are being administered and managed through EEI Corporation and Subsidiaries
Retirement fund, with Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation (RCBC) as Trustee. The Group,
however, reserves the right to discontinue, suspend or change the rates and amounts of its
contributions at any time on account of business necessity or adverse economic conditions. The latest
actuarial valuation report for the retirement plan was issued on February 8, 2021.
Under the existing regulatory framework, Republic Act 7641 requires a provision for retirement pay
to qualified private sectors employee in the absence of any retirement plan in the entity, provided
however that the employee retirement benefits under any collective bargaining and other agreements
shall not be less than those provided under law. The Law does not require minimum funding of plan.
The following table summarizes the components of retirement expense recognized in the Group’s
consolidated statements of income and the amounts recognized in the Group’s consolidated
statements of financial position for the plan:
The components of retirement expense follow:
Current service cost
Net interest cost
Retirement expense

2020
P
=123,213,155
15,053,328
P
=138,266,483

2019
=82,194,521
P
5,433,253
=87,627,774
P
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- 58 Movements in the present value of defined benefit obligations follow:
Balance at beginning of year
Current service cost
Interest cost
Benefits paid
Remeasurement losses arising from:
Experience adjustments
Changes in financial assumptions
Balance at end of year

2020
P
=1,297,712,780
123,213,155
65,315,061
(59,765,626)
‒
95,115,287
P
=1,521,590,657

2019
=996,414,090
P
82,194,521
73,424,386
(111,429,210)
11,843,106
245,265,887
=1,297,712,780
P

Movements in the fair value of the plan assets follow:
Balance at beginning of year
Interest income included in net interest cost
Remeasurement gain
Contributions
Benefits paid
Balance at end of year

2020
P
=997,855,858
50,261,733
12,972,135
146,509,069
(59,765,626)
P
=1,147,833,169

2019
=922,697,387
P
67,991,133
26,387,574
92,208,974
(111,429,210)
=997,855,858
P

The Group expects to contribute =
P134.5 million to the Fund in 2021.
The retirement assets and liabilities recognized in the consolidated statements of financial position as
of December 31 follow:
Present value of defined benefit obligations
Fair value of plan assets

2020
2019
P
=1,521,590,657 =
P1,297,712,780
(1,147,833,169)
(997,855,858)
P
=373,757,488
=299,856,922
P

Movements in the net retirement liabilities follow:
At January 1
Retirement expense
Remeasurement loss
Contributions
At December 31

2020
P
=299,856,922
138,266,483
82,143,152
(146,509,069)
P
=373,757,488

2019
=73,716,703
P
87,627,774
230,721,419
(92,208,974)
=299,856,922
P

The major categories and fair value of the plan assets are as follows:
2020
Investments in:
Government securities
Equity securities
Debt and other securities
Cash and cash equivalents
Interest and other receivables
Accrued trust fees and other payables

P
=570,922,981
219,055,038
65,680,970
281,734,955
12,688,258
(2,249,033)
P
=1,147,833,169

2019
=627,697,015
P
197,360,781
98,339,407
64,935,780
10,613,853
(1,090,978)
=997,855,858
P
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- 59 The plan assets are being held by the RCBC Trust and Investment Division. The investing decisions
of the plan assets are made by the authorized officers of the Parent Company.
The plan assets consist of the following:
Investment in government securities - includes investment in Philippine Retail Treasury Bonds
(RTBs) and Fixed Rate Treasury Notes (FXTNs).
Investment in equity securities - includes investment in common and preferred shares traded in
the Philippine Stock Exchange.
Investment in debt and other securities - includes investment in long-term debt notes and retail
bonds.
Cash and cash equivalents - include savings and time deposit.
Interest and other receivables - pertain to interest and dividends receivable on the investments in
the fund.
The management performs an Asset-Liability Matching Study (ALM) annually. The overall
investment policy and strategy of the Group’s defined benefit plan is guided by the objective of
achieving an investment return which, together with contributions, ensures that there will be
sufficient assets to pay retirement benefits as they fall due while also mitigating the various risk of
the plans.
Principal actuarial assumptions used to determine defined benefit obligations follow:
Discount rate
Beginning of year
End of year
Salary increases
Beginning of year
End of year

2020

2019

2018

5.02%-5.02%
3.69%-3.78%

7.33%-7.37%
5.02%-5.02%

5.62%-5.64%
7.33%-7.37%

6.61%
6.50%

6.50%
6.61%

6.00%
6.50%

The sensitivity analysis below has been determined based on reasonably possible changes of each
significant assumption on the defined benefit obligation as at the reporting period, assuming all other
assumption were held constant:
2019

2020

Discount rates
Salary increase rates

Increase
(decrease)
+0.5%
-0.5%

Effect on
defined benefit
obligation
(in millions)
(P
=6.98)
7.82

Increase
(decrease)
+0.5%
-0.5%

Effect on
defined benefit
obligation
(in millions)
(P
=62.8)
73.4

+1.0%
-1.0%

15.37
(12.73)

+1.0%
-1.0%

150.2
(115.5)
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Less than one year
More than one to five years
More than five to ten years
More than 10 to 15 years
More than 15 to 20 years
More than 20 years

2020
P
=205,843,704
282,471,492
656,798,471
936,046,217
939,199,550
8,733,366,011

2019
=192,192,282
P
272,620,170
665,213,822
903,186,230
1,014,949,308
9,390,024,204

The average duration of the defined benefit obligation ranges from 19-23 years as of
December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.
28. Stock Option Plan
The Parent Company’s stock option plan, as amended (Amended Plan), had set aside 35 million
common shares for stock options available to regular employees, officers and directors of the Parent
Company and its subsidiaries.
Under the Amended Plan, the option or subscription price must be equal to the book value of the
Parent Company’s common stock but not less than 80% of the average market price quoted in PSE
for five trading days immediately preceding the grant, but in no case less than the par value. The
option or subscription price should be paid over a period of five years in 120 equal semi-monthly
installments. Shares acquired under the Amended Plan are subject to a holding period of one year.
A summary of the plan availments is shown below.

Shares allocated under the Original Stock Option Plan
Shares allocated under the Amended Stock Option Plan
Total shares allocated
Shares subscribed under the Original Stock Option Plan
Shares subscribed under the Amended Stock Option Plan
Total shares subscribed
Shares allocated at end of year

Number of
Shares
19,262,500
15,737,500
35,000,000
19,365,815
10,886,188
30,252,003
4,747,997

The Parent Company opted to avail the exemption in PFRS 1, First-time Adoption of Philippine
Financial Reporting Standards, from applying PFRS 2 upon adoption on January 1, 2005 as it allows
non-adoption of PFRS 2 for equity instruments that were granted on or before November 7, 2002.
Since 2000, there were no shares under the stock option plan that were granted, forfeited, exercised
and expired.
No benefit expense is recognized relative to the shares issued under the stock option plan. When
options are exercised, these are treated as capital stock issuances.
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The Group’s common shares were registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on
August 28, 1997. The total number of shares registered with SEC at that time was 2 billion with
original issue price amounting to =
P1.0 per share. As of December 31, 2020 and 2019, the Group
had 3,119 and 3,123 shareholders on record, respectively.
Capital Management
The primary objective of the Group’s capital management is to ensure that it maintains healthy capital
ratios in order to support its business and maximize shareholder value.
The Group manages its capital structure and makes adjustments to it, in light of changes in economic
conditions. To maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Group may adjust the dividend payment to
shareholders or issue new shares. No changes were made in the objectives, policies or processes for
the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019.
The Group considers total equity as its capital.
The Group monitors capital using a debt-to-equity ratio, which is total liabilities divided by total
equity attributable to equity holders of Parent Company. The Group’s policy is to maintain a
debt-to-equity ratio lower than 4:1 and 3:1 as at December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.
Current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities (a)
Equity (b)
Debt to Equity Ratio (a/b)

2020
2019
P
=14,371,074,997 =
P15,023,449,965
6,119,152,328
4,418,562,862
20,490,227,325 19,442,012,827
6,392,901,268
8,563,994,819
3.20:1
2.27:1

30. Retained Earnings
On July 7, 2019, the Board of Directors of the Parent Company approved the declaration of cash
declaration of cash dividends of =
P0.20 per share or a total of P
=207.26 million. The dividends were
paid on July 22, 2019.
On March 13, 2020, the Board of Directors of the Parent Company approved the declaration of cash
dividends amounting of =
P0.40 per share or for a total of =
P414.51 million. On April 23, 2020, to
ensure the Parent Company’s liquidity which will enable it to deal with the difficulties of the
anticipated recession due to Covid19 pandemic and also ultimately protect the best interest of the
stockholders and the Parent Company’s employees, the Board of Directors cancelled the declaration
of the said cash dividend.
Under the Tax Code of the Philippines, publicly listed companies are allowed to accumulate retained
earnings in excess of capital stock and are exempt from improperly accumulated earnings tax.
The accumulated earnings of subsidiaries, associates and joint venture which are included in the
Group’s retained earnings amounted to P
=1.4 billion and =
P1.03 billion as of December 31, 2020 and
2019, respectively, are not available for dividend declaration. Retained earnings are further restricted
for payment of dividends to the extent of cost of treasury shares and deferred tax assets amounting to
=1,357.6 million and =
P
P57.6 million as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.
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- 62 On June 22, 2018, the BOD of the Parent Company approved the appropriation of retained earnings
of P
=4.0 billion for purchase of property and equipment as business expansion and manpower training
program for the next three to five years. On December 4, 2020, the BOD of the Parent Company
approved the reversal of the said appropriation to make funds available for the Parent Company’s
ongoing projects, particularly in infrastructure.
Retained earnings available for dividend declaration amounted to =
P0.9 billion and =
P1.2 billion as of
December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.
The Group takes into consideration the financing requirements of its construction projects when
deciding the amount to be declared as dividends.
31. Segment Information
For management purposes, the Group is organized into business units based on geographical location,
which comprises of two main groupings as follows:
1. Domestic - all transactions and contracts entered in the Philippines
2. Foreign - all transactions and contracts entered outside the Philippines
EEI Limited - incorporated in British Virgin Islands
Clear Jewel Investments, Ltd. - incorporated in British Virgin Islands
Nimaridge Investments, Limited - incorporated in British Virgin Islands
EEI Corporation (Guam) - incorporated in the United States of America
Al Rushaid Construction Company Limited - incorporated in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Management monitors construction revenue and segment net income for the purpose of making
decision about resources allocation.
Segment reporting is consistent in all periods presented as there are no changes in the structure of the
Group’s internal organization that will cause the composition of its reportable segment to change.
(In Thousands of Philippine Peso)
Domestic

Foreign

2020
Combined

Elimination

Consolidated

Assets
Current assets
Noncurrent assets
Total Assets

=
P15,361,433
14,606,181
=
P29,967,614

=
P5,215,041
1,238,386
=
P6,453,427

=
P20,576,474
15,844,567
=
P36,421,041

(P
=4,638,640)
(4,889,861)
(9,528,501)

=
P15,937,834
10,954,706
=
P26,892,540

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Total Liabilities

=
P14,332,584
6,129,312
=
P20,461,896

=
P2,912,335
1,198,303
=
P4,110,638

=
P17,244,919
7,327,615
=
P24,572,534

(P
=2,871,271)
(1,216,177)
(P
=4,087,448)

=
P14,373,648
6,111,438
=
P20,485,086

=
P14,416,682
(16,574,587)
(1,750,003)
(482,745)
(46,584)

=
P11,093,477
(8,969,819)
(252,016)
(74,663)
‒

=
P25,510,159
(25,544,406)
(2,002,019)
(557,408)
(46,584)

(P
=11,628,840)
9,450,739
305,407
91,165
‒

=
P13,881,319
(16,093,667)
(1,696,612)
(466,243)
(46,584)

966,226
136,627
(3,334,384)
1,093,397
(2,240,989)

14,641
34,730
1,846,350
(201,256)
=
P1,645,094

980,867
171,357
(1,488,034)
892,141
(595,894)

‒
(87,994)
(1,869,523)
393,250
(P
=1,476,273)

980,867
83,363
(3,357,557)
1,285,391
(2,072,166)

Revenue
Direct cost
Selling and administrative expense
Interest expense
Foreign exchange gain (loss)
Share in equity in net earnings (losses)
of associates and joint ventures
Interest and other income – net
Income before tax
Provision for income tax
Net income (loss)
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Domestic

Foreign

2020
Combined

Elimination

Consolidated

=
P766,099
489,515
28,392

=
P‒
‒
‒

=
P766,099
489,515
28,392

=
P‒
‒
(11,437)

=
P766,099
489,515
16,955

1,529,787

1,360,288

2,890,075

Domestic

Foreign

2019
Combined

Elimination

Consolidated

Assets
Current assets
Noncurrent assets
Total Assets

=18,220,222
P
8,534,084
=26,754,306
P

=
P4,651,738
2,687,834
=
P7,339,572

P22,871,960
=
11,221,918
=34,093,878
P

(P
=4,649,238)
(1,397,850)
(6,047,088)

=18,222,722
P
9,824,068
=28,046,790
P

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Total Liabilities

=14,090,327
P
4,418,563
=18,508,890
P

=
P3,747,677
1,239,330
=
P4,987,007

=17,838,004
P
5,657,893
=23,495,897
P

(P
=2,814,554)
(1,239,330)
=(4,053,884)
P

=15,023,450
P
4,418,563
=19,442,013
P

P23,902,509
=
(20,939,081)
(1,445,944)
(572,113)
(35,357)

=
P8,725,885
(7,777,657)
(300,235)
(139,651)
‒

P32,628,394
=
(28,716,738)
(1,746,179)
(711,764)
(35,357)

(P
=9,046,517)
8,116,446
299,527
147,598
‒

P23,581,877
=
(20,600,292)
(1,446,652)
(564,166)
(35,357)

139,760
296,341
1,347,115
(347,483)
=
P999,632

213,087
26,129
747,558
(108,718)
638,840

352,847
322,470
2,093,673
(456,201)
=
P1,637,472

(6,594)
(105,598)
(595,138)
112,994
(P
=482,144)

346,253
216,872
1,498,535
(343,207)
=
P1,155,328

Other disclosures:
Depreciation and amortization
Capital expenditure
Interest income
Investments in associates and
joint ventures

Revenue
Direct cost
Selling and administrative expense
Interest expense
Foreign exchange gain (loss)
Share in equity in net earnings (losses)
of associates and joint ventures
Interest and other income – net
Income before tax
Provision for income tax
Net income (loss)
OOther disclosures:
Depreciation and amortization
Capital expenditure
Interest income
Investments in associates and
joint ventures

Assets
Current assets
Noncurrent assets
Total Assets
Liabilities
Current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Total Liabilities
Revenue
Direct cost
Selling and administrative expenses
Interest expense
Foreign exchange gain (loss)
Share in net income (losses) of associates
and joint ventures
Interest and other income (charges) - net
Income before tax
Provision for income tax
Net income (loss)
Other disclosures:
Depreciation and amortization
Capital expenditures
Interest income
Investments in associates and
joint ventures

P660,497
=
605,954
33,247

P‒
=
‒
3

P660,497
=
605,954
33,250

1,364,098

1,290,434

2,654,532

Domestic

Foreign

2018
Combined

P13,819,692
=
11,004,731
=24,824,423
P

P6,640,599
=
2,346,217
=8,986,816
P

=12,923,268
P
2,229,023
=15,152,291
P
=22,568,908
P
(19,721,810)
(1,249,954)
(302,917)
53,123
163,656
157,283
1,668,289
(434,626)
=1,233,663
P

‒

2,890,075

P‒
=
‒
(5,634)
‒

P660,497
=
605,954
27,616
2,654,532

Elimination

Consolidated

P20,460,291
=
13,350,948
=33,811,239
P

(P
=7,924,593)
(3,432,148)
(P
=11,356,741)

=12,535,698
P
9,918,800
=22,454,498
P

=6,619,193
P
895,281
=7,514,474
P
=7,630,710
P
(7,491,213)
(782,599)
(190,323)
‒

=19,542,461
P
3,124,304
=22,666,765
P
=30,199,618
P
(27,213,023)
(2,032,553)
(493,240)
53,123

(P
=7,028,929)
(895,281)
(P
=7,924,210)
(P
=8,052,197)
7,914,268
456,789
193,720
9

=12,513,532
P
2,229,023
=14,742,555
P
=22,147,421
P
(19,298,755)
(1,575,764)
(299,520)
53,132

‒
49,185
(784,240)
‒
(P
=784,240)

163,656
206,468
884,049
(434,626)
=449,423
P

(290,163)
(142,537)
79,889
(341)
=79,548
P

(126,507)
63,931
963,938
(434,967)
=528,971
P

P707,778
=
621,325
38,634

P−
=
−
−

P707,778
=
621,325
38,634

1,125,257

1,129,457

2,254,714

P−
=
−
(3,657)
−

P707,778
=
621,325
34,977
2,254,714

Notes to operating segments:
a. Intersegment revenue, cost and expenses, assets and liabilities are eliminated on consolidation.
These are accounted for under PFRSs.
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Interest income
Other income

2020
P16,955,390
=
66,405,380
=83,360,770
P

2019
P27,618,043
=
189,253,743
=216,871,786
P

2018
P34,981,525
=
28,949,751
=63,931,276
P

c. The foreign segment above includes the equity in net earnings (losses) from ARCC.
d. In 2020, each of the two customers from the domestic segment contributed revenue that exceeded
10% of the Group’s revenue. Following are the revenue contributed by each of these customers:
=2,668 million and =
P
P2,384 million.
In 2019, each of the two customers from the domestic segment contributed revenue that exceeded
10% of the Group’s revenue. Following are the revenue contributed by each of these customers:
=4,557 million and =
P
P3,144 million.
In 2018, each of the two customers from the domestic segment contributed revenue that exceeded
10% of the Group’s revenue. Following are the revenue contributed by each of these customers:
=10,193 million and =
P
P2,667 million.
32. Earnings per Share
The following table presents information necessary to calculate earnings per share:
2020
Net income (loss) attributable to
equity holders of the Parent
Company
Weighted average number of
common shares
Earnings (loss) per share basic/diluted

2019

2018

(P
=2,046,059,914) P
=1,156,330,474

=532,747,777
P

1,036,281,485

1,036,281,485

1,036,281,485

(P
=1.9744)

=1.1158
P

=0.5141
P

The exercise price of unexercised stock options is still higher than the average market price during the
year making the options anti-dilutive, hence, no diluted earnings per share is calculated.
The weighted average number of common shares is computed as follows:
Number of common shares issued
and outstanding
Less treasury shares

2020

2019

2018

P
=1,036,401,386
119,901
P
=1,036,281,485

1,036,401,386
119,901
1,036,281,485

1,036,401,386
119,901
1,036,281,485
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Changes in the Group’s liabilities arising from financing activities follows:
2020:
January 1,
2020
Bank loans (Note 17)
P
=5,905,000,000
Long-term debt (Note 19)
2,721,785,719
Lease liabilities (Note 14)
654,337,141
P
=9,281,122,860

Net cash flows
(P
=890,000,000)
2,826,241,606
(105,787,665)
P
=1,830,453,941

Non-cash December 31,
movement
2020
P
=‒ P
=5,015,000,000
‒ 5,548,027,325
21,015,947
569,565,423
P
=21,015,947 P
=11,132,592,748

January 1,
2019
=6,240,000,000
P
2,595,238,096
‒

Net cash flows
(P
=335,000,000)
126,547,623
(298,050,589)

Non-cash December 31,
movement
2019
=‒ =
P
P5,905,000,000
‒ 2,721,785,719
952,387,730
654,337,141

‒
=8,835,238,096
P

(207,256,297)
(P
=713,759,263)

=1,159,644,027 P
P
=9,281,122,860

2019:

Bank loans (Note 17)
Long-term debt (Note 19)
Lease liabilities (Note 14)
Cash dividends declared
and paid (Note 30)

207,256,297

‒

34. Financial Instruments
Fair Value Information
Cash and cash equivalents, receivables, deposits, advances to officers and employees, bank loans,
accounts payable and other current liabilities and due to related parties
The carrying amounts of these instruments approximate fair values due to their short-term maturities
and demand feature.
Receivable from EEI RFI
The fair values of the receivable amounting to =
P38.0 million and =
P78.0 million as of
December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively, were estimated as the present value of all future cash
flows discounted using the applicable rates for similar types of loans (Level 2 - significant observable
inputs). Discount rates used in 2020 and 2019 were 1.41% and 3.74%, respectively.
Interest-bearing trade receivables
The fair value of interest-bearing trade receivables amounting to =
P23.2 million and =
P86.7 million as
of December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively, was estimated as the present value of all future cash
flows discounted using the applicable rates for similar types of loans (Level 2 - significant observable
inputs). Discount rate used in 2020 and 2019 was 1.41% and 3.74%, respectively.
Receivable from sale of investment properties
The fair value of the receivable from sale of investment property amounting to =
P21.3 million and
=22.8 million as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively, was estimated as the present value of
P
all future cash flows discounted using the applicable rates for similar types of loans (Level 2 -
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respectively.
Quoted equity investments
Fair values of investments in equity shares listed with Philippine Stock Exchange amounting to
=
P6.6 million and =
P4.8 million as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively, were determined by
reference to the quoted price in the stock exchange at the end of the reporting period
(Level 1 - quoted prices in active market).
Fair values of investments in club/golf shares amounting to =
P16.9 million and =
P18.5 million as of
December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively, were determined by reference to the price of the most
recent transaction at the end of the reporting period (Level 2 - significant observable inputs).
Unquoted equity investments at FVOCI
PGEC
The fair value of the Group’s investment in PGEC is determined by an indepe;ndent third party
professional services firm using the discounted cash flow model. PGEC is a holding company and
has investments in the following subsidiaries, namely, Maibarara Geothermal, Inc. and PetroSolar
Corporation and PetroWind Energy, a joint venture, Inc. as of December 31, 2020. All investees are
engaged in the business of generating power through renewable sources of energy.
The significant unobservable inputs (Level 3) used in the fair value measurement of PGEC are as
follows:
Discount rate: 8.49% - 12.61% (1% decrease in the discount rates could increase the fair value of
the Group’s investment in PGEC by P82.2 million.)
Zero growth rate was used as assumption since the operating life of subsidiaries is limited to 25year projection
Electricity prices used in calculating revenue:
o Maibarara Geothermal, Inc.: Electricity price based on electricity supply agreement with a
customer
o PetroSolar Corporation: Feed-in tariff rate of P9.82 per kWH
o PetroWind Energy, Inc: Feed-in tariff rates of P8.59 per kWH
HEDC
The fair value of the Group’s investment in HEDC is determined using the adjusted net asset
approach wherein the assets of HEDC consisting mainly of parcels of land are adjusted from cost to
their fair value. The valuation was performed by an independent SEC-accredited appraiser as of
December 31, 2020.
The significant unobservable inputs (Level 3) used in the fair value measurement of PGEC are as
follows:
The fair values of the land were determined using the market approach which is a valuation technique
that uses prices and other relevant information generated by market transactions involving identical or
comparable assets and adjusted to reflect differences on size (20%), location (20%) and facilities and
utilities (5%). Significant favorable (unfavorable) adjustments to the aforementioned factors based
on the professional judgment of the independent appraisers would increase (decrease) the fair value of
land. Depending on the status of the development, the value of the land per sqm ranges from =
P460 to
=5,820.
P
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Group’s investment by P
=15.7 million.
Long-term debt
The fair values of the interest-bearing long-term loans amounting to =
P5.41 billion and
=2.62 billion as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively, were estimated as the present value of
P
all future cash flows discounted using the applicable rates for similar types of loans (Level 2 significant observable inputs). Discount rates used in 2020 and 2019 were 3.31% and 3.74%,
respectively.
Long-term retention payable
The fair values of the retention payable (Note 18) amounting to =
P273.6 and P
=210.3 million as of
December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively were estimated as the present value of all future cash
flows discounted using the applicable rates for similar types of loans (Level 2 - significant observable
inputs). Discount rates used in 2020 and 2019 were 1.41% and 3.74%, respectively.
35. Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies
The main purpose of the Group’s financial instruments is to raise finances for the Group’s operations.
The main risks arising from the Group’s financial instruments are credit risk, liquidity risk and
foreign currency risk. The policies for managing these risks are summarized as follows:
Credit Risk
The exposure to credit risk on its receivables relates primarily to the inability of project owners to
fully settle the unpaid balance of receivables and other claims owed to the Group. Credit risk is
managed in accordance with the Group’s credit risk policy which requires the evaluation of the
creditworthiness of the project owners by engaging the service of an accredited third-party credit
analyst.
The Group’s gross maximum exposure to credit risk is equal to the carrying amounts of its
financial assets as of December 31, 2020 and 2019.
The Group generally considers a financial asset in default when contractual payments are 90 days
past due.
For a financial asset that arises from long-term construction contracts, the Group considers the asset
to be in default if contractual payments are not settled within 90 days from the completion of the
construction project. The Group’s normal credit terms for construction projects is within 90 days
based on its historical experience. However, in certain cases, the Group may also consider a financial
asset to be in default when internal or external information indicates that the Group is unlikely to
receive the outstanding contractual amounts in full. A financial asset is written off when there is no
reasonable expectation of recovering the contractual cash flows.
In 2020, the Group has a significant concentration of credit risk from one customer which comprises
33% of the total financial assets. In 2019, the Group has a significant concentration of credit risk
from one customer which comprises 23% of the total financial assets.
Its gross maximum exposure to credit risk is equivalent to the carrying value of its financial assets as
presented in the consolidated statements of financial position.
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operations are retained until receivables are fully collected and the fair values of these properties held
as collateral are sufficient to cover the carrying values of the receivables.
The credit information of the Group’s debt financial assets follows:

Trade receivables
Receivable from sale of
investment properties
Other receivables
Due from related parties
Interest-bearing trade
receivables
Miscellaneous deposits
Receivable from EEI
Retirement Fund, Inc.

Trade receivables
Receivable from sale of
investment properties
Other receivables
Due from related parties
Interest-bearing trade
receivables
Miscellaneous deposits
Receivable from EEI
Retirement Fund, Inc.

2020
Past Due but Not Impaired
30 to <60
60 to <90
days
days
P
= 343,941,192
P
= 98,625,659

>90 days
=
P777,057,101

Impaired
Financial
Assets
=
P35,328,975

Total
=
P3,402,093,122

‒
1,684,372
‒

‒
42,952,584
‒

‒
2,342,035
‒

21,280,648
55,376,761
65,613,972

‒
‒

‒
‒

‒
114,370,736

200,000
3,335,193

20,479,281
117,721,508

‒
P
= 348,396,825

‒
P
= 100,310,031

‒
=
P934,380,421

‒
=
P41,006,203

38,000,000
=
P3,720,565,292

>90 days
=745,111,512
P

Impaired
Financial
Assets
=20,364,075
P

Total
=4,108,740,991
P

Neither
Past Due
nor Impaired
=
P1,293,143,566

<30 days
P
= 853,996,629

21,280,648
3,442,749
65,613,972

‒
499,388
‒

‒
4,455,633
‒

20,279,281
15,579

‒
‒

38,000,000
=
P1,441,775,795

‒
P
= 854,496,017

Neither
Past Due
nor Impaired
=1,785,815,920
P

<30 days
=870,870,584
P

2019
Past Due but Not Impaired
30 to <60
60 to <90
days
days
=327,501,827 P
P
=359,077,073

22,790,885
7,067,471
82,712,340

‒
243,904
‒

‒
314,178
‒

‒
389,199
‒

‒
14,243,374
‒

‒
2,054,213
‒

22,790,885
24,312,339
82,712,340

35,174,525
4,876,749

‒
6,650,647

‒
476,098

‒
4,132,224

‒
89,229,103

‒
3,335,193

35,174,525
108,700,014

78,000,000
=2,016,437,890
P

‒
=877,765,135
P

‒
‒
=328,292,103 P
P
=363,598,496

‒
=848,583,989
P

‒
=25,753,481
P

78,000,000
=4,460,431,094
P

The risk that past due receivables from project owners will not be collected is mitigated by the fact
that the Group can resort to carry out its contractor’s lien over the project with varying degrees of
effectiveness depending on the jurisprudence applicable on or country location of the project.
The tables below summarize the credit quality of the Group’s neither past due nor impaired loans and
receivables.

Trade receivables
Receivable from sale of investment properties
Due from related parties
Interest-bearing trade receivables
Miscellaneous deposits
Receivable from EEI-RFI
Other receivables

Trade and contract assets
Receivable from sale of investment properties
Due from related parties
Interest-bearing trade receivables
Miscellaneous deposits
Receivable from EEI-RFI
Other receivables

2020
Neither Past Due nor Impaired
High Grade
Standard Grade
P
=1,281,255,134
P
=11,888,432
21,280,648
‒
65,613,972
‒
20,479,281
‒
15,579
‒
38,000,000
‒
3,380,742
62,006
P
=1,430,025,356
P
=11,950,438

Total
P
=1,293,143,566
21,280,648
65,613,972
20,479,281
15,579
38,000,000
3,442,749
=
P1,441,975,795

2019
Neither Past Due nor Impaired
High Grade
Standard Grade
=1,675,958,604
P
=109,857,316
P
22,790,885
‒
82,712,340
‒
35,174,525
‒
1,229,178
3,647,571
78,000,000
‒
3,080,513
3,986,958
=1,898,946,045
P
=117,491,845
P

Total
=1,785,815,920
P
22,790,885
82,712,340
35,174,525
4,876,749
78,000,000
7,067,471
=2,016,437,890
P
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and ‘standard grade’. Neither past due nor impaired due from related parties and receivables from
EEI-RFI are normally ‘high grade’ in nature. The Group sets financial assets as ‘high grade’ based
on the Group’s positive collection experience. On the other hand, ‘standard grade’ are those which
have credit history of default in payments.
The Company has the following financial assets that are subject to the expected credit loss model
under PFRS 9:
Cash and cash equivalents;
Trade receivables;
Contract assets
Advances to officers and employees
A summary of Group exposure to credit risk under general and simplified approach as of
December 31, 2020 and 2019, are as follow:
2020
General Approach
Stage 1
Stage 2
Amortized cost
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Contract assets
Advances to officers and
employees
Total gross carrying amounts
Less allowance

Simplified
Approach
=−
P
3,696,351,249
8,628,693,043

=1,325,701,192
P
−
−

P−
=
−
−

P−
=
−
−

58,475,819
1,384,177,011
(32,523)
=1,384,144,488
P

−
−
−
=−
P

−
58,475,819
− 12,383,520,111
−
(134,226,982)
=− =
P
P12,249,293,129

2019
General Approach
Stage 1
Stage 2
Amortized cost
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Contract assets
Advances to officers and
employees
Total gross carrying amounts
Less allowance

Stage 3

Stage 3

Simplified
Approach
=−
P
4,290,739,818
9,986,641,481

=1,156,206,459
P
−
‒

P−
=
−
−

P−
=
−
−

51,264,303
1,207,470,762
(29,516)
=1,207,441,246
P

−
−
‒
=−
P

−
−
− 14,277,381,299
‒
(54,150,776)
=− =
P
P14,223,230,523

Liquidity Risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Group will be unable to meet its payment obligations as they fall
due. The Group seeks to manage its liquidity risk to be able to meet its operating cash flow
requirements, finance capital expenditures and service maturing debts. To cover its short-term and
long-term funding requirements, the Group intends to use internally generated funds and available
short-term and long-term credit facilities. Credit lines are obtained from BOD-designated banks at
amounts based on financial forecasts approved by BOD.
The maturity groupings are based on the remaining period from the end of the reporting period to the
contractual maturity date.
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< 1 year

2020
1 to < 2 years

> 2 years

Total

=
P1,249,822,685

=
P4,313,741,859

=
P184,227,979

=
P524,050,042

P
= 6,271,842,565

‒
‒

5,015,000,000
3,709,340

‒
‒

‒
‒

5,015,000,000
3,709,340

‒
‒
‒
‒
1,249,822,685

2,289,880,262
1,063,784,192
88,407,895
‒
12,774,523,548

1,796,899,021
89,117,343
52,469,620
‒
2,122,713,963

1,461,248,042
33,048,487
425,039,689
‒
2,443,386,260

5,548,027,325
1,185,950,022
565,917,204
‒
18,590,446,456

=
P1,332,363,040

=
P‒

=
P‒

=
P‒

P
= 1,332,363,040

1,583,616,770
51,845,982
65,613,972
3,033,439,764
-1,783,617,079)

1,560,158,100
3,530,780
‒
1,563,688,880
P
= 11,210,834,668

241,210,955
‒
‒
241,210,955
P
= 1,881,503,008

17,107,297
‒
‒
17,107,297
P
= 2,426,278,963

3,402,093,122
55,376,762
65,613,972
4,855,446,896
P
= 13,734,999,560

On demand
Financial Liabilities
Accounts payable and other
current liabilities*
Bank loans
Peso loan
Interest
Long-term debt
Peso loan
Interest
Lease liabilities
Due to related parties

(Forward)
Financial Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Trade receivables
Other receivables
Due from related parties
Liquidity gap (position)

*Excludes statutory liabilities

On demand
Financial Liabilities
Accounts payable and other current
liabilities*
=
P5,196,016,403
Bank loans
Peso loan
45,000,000
Interest
236,980
Long-term debt
Peso loan
19,708,742
Interest
854,631
Lease liabilities
95,243,839
Due to related parties
126,417,175
5,483,477,770
Financial Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
1,156,206,459
Receivables
Trade receivables
2,934,925,631
Other receivables
2,474,488
Due from related parties
82,712,340
4,176,318,918
Liquidity gap (position)
=
P1,307,158,852

2019
1 to < 2 years

> 2 years

=
P973,288,634

=
P261,231,500

=
P444,374,377

=
P6,874,910,914

5,860,000,000
389,716,054

‒
‒

‒
‒

5,905,000,000
389,953,034

1,333,855,886
89,291,686
82,919,470
‒
8,729,071,730

847,091,855
37,445,306
53,642,323
‒
1,199,410,984

521,129,236
10,567,812
422,531,509
‒
1,398,602,934

2,721,785,719
138,159,435
654,337,141
126,417,175
16,810,563,418

‒

‒

‒

1,156,206,459

1,094,824,044
15,071,956
‒
1,109,896,000
=
P7,619,175,730

23,952,528
5,693,642
‒
29,646,170
P
=1,169,764,814

55,038,788
1,072,253
‒
56,111,041
=
P1,342,491,893

4,108,740,991
24,312,339
82,712,340
5,371,972,129
P
=11,438,591,289

< 1 year

Total

*Excludes statutory liabilities

As of December 31, 2020, the Group has available undrawn committed borrowing facilities with local
banks totaling to =
P15.9 billion.
Foreign currency risk
Currency risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate
because of changes in foreign exchange rates. The Group’s currency risk arise mainly from cash and
receivables which are denominated in a currency other than the Group’s functional currency or will
be denominated in such a currency.
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- 71 The following tables demonstrate the sensitivity to a reasonably possible change in the US dollar
(USD), Singapore dollar (SGD), Euro (EUR), Japan yen (YEN) and UK Pound (GBP) currency rates,
with all variables held constant, of the Group’s profit before tax (due to changes in the fair value of
monetary assets and liabilities):

USD
SGD
EUR
YEN
GBP

December 31, 2020
December 31, 2019
Percentage
Effect on profit
Effect on profit Percentage increase/
increase/decrease in
before tax decrease in foreign
before tax
currency
(in PHP)
foreign currency
(in PHP)
+ 3.0%
=6,261,228
P
+ 2.7%
=2,383,953
P
+ 1.5%
9,403
+ 2.0%
13,564
+ 0.5%
1,154
+ 1.5%
73,079
+ 3.7%
60,623
+ 2.1%
1,658,631
+ 4.1%
‒
+ 0.1%
‒

USD
SGD
EUR
YEN
GBP

December 31, 2020
December 31, 2019
Percentage
Effect on profit Percentage increase/
Effect on profit
increase/decrease in
before tax decrease in foreign
before tax
foreign currency
currency
(in PHP)
(in PHP)
- 3.0%
(P
=6,261,228)
- 2.7%
(P
=2,383,953)
- 1.5%
(9,403)
- 2.0%
(13,564)
- 0.5%
(1,154)
- 1.5%
(73,079)
- 3.7%
(60,623)
- 2.1%
(1,658,631)
- 4.1%
‒
- 0.1%
‒

The foreign currency denominated financial assets and financial liabilities in original currencies and
equivalents to the functional and presentation currency are as follows:
2020

Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Financial liabilities
Accounts payable and other
current liabilities

USD1

SGD2

EUR3

YEN4

GBP5

$3,106,230
1,191,113
4,297,343

$17,680

€3,797

¥2,101,739

£−

‒

‒

‒

‒

17,680

5,817

2,103,759

‒

‒

‒
£‒

‒

‒

$4,297,343

$17,680

‒

€5,817

¥2,103,759

Equivalents in
PHP
P
= 151,045,217
57,881,225
208,926,442
‒
P
= 208,926,442

1

Exchange rate used - =
P48.02 to $1
Exchange rate used - =
P36.12 to S$1
3
Exchange rate used - =
P58.69 to €1
4
Exchange rate used - =
P0.46 to ¥1
5
Exchange rate used - =
P64.62 to £1
2

2019

Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Financial liabilities
Accounts payable and other
current liabilities

USD1

SGD2

EUR3

YEN4

GBP5

Equivalents in
PHP

$844,322
1,321,728
2,166,050

S$18,222
−
18,222

€19,803
530
20,333

¥291,383
1,439,193
1,730,576

£−
−
−

=
P15,430,509
67,765,856
83,196,365

419,565
$1,746,485

−
$18,222

106,431
(€86,098)

170,508,916
(¥168,778,340)

−
−

106,216,482
(P
=23,020,117)

1

Exchange rate used - =
P50.74 to $1
Exchange rate used - =
P37.49 to S$1
3
Exchange rate used - =
P56.35 to €1
4
Exchange rate used - =
P0.46 to ¥1
5
Exchange rate used - =
P65.99 to £1
2
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a. Since 2017, ARCC has submitted various claims to Snamprogetti, the main contractor of the RP2
Naphtha and Aromatics Package Project, to recover losses due to the delays, disruptions and
work variations relating to the said project. In January 2019, Snamprogetti paid ARCC
SAR180.0 million to settle the aforementioned claims.
b. In 2019, EPC extended a one-year term loan to PSOC amounting to P
=123.20 million and
purchased additional shares amounting to P
=25.13 million.
c. In 2019, EPC made an additional investment in PGEC amounting to =
P3.2 million.
d. The outbreak of COVID-19 in 2020 disrupted the business of the Group in 2020. This includes
the temporary stoppage of construction activities during the period of enhanced community
quarantine (ECQ) in adherence to Government’s directive and incurrence of additional
construction cost.
On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization has declared COVID-19 outbreak a global
pandemic. In the Philippines, in a move to contain the COVID-19 outbreak, on March 13, 2020,
the Office of the President of the Philippines issued a Memorandum directive to impose stringent
social distancing measures in the National Capital Region effective March 15, 2020. On
March 16, 2020, Presidential Proclamation No. 929 was issued, declaring a State of Calamity
throughout the Philippines for a period of six (6) months and imposed an enhanced community
quarantine throughout the island of Luzon until May 15, 2020. Effective May 16, 2020, some
provinces in Luzon was placed under general community quarantine while National Capital
Region (NCR) was placed under modified enhanced community quarantine. Effective
June 1, 2020, NCR was placed under general community quarantine (GCQ). On August 4, 2020,
the Philippine Government has placed NCR back to modified enhanced community quarantine
(MECQ) until it was placed to general community quarantine starting August 19, 2020 until
August 31, 2020. On September 1, 2020, the Office of the President of the Philippines declared
GCQ until September 30, 2020. The GCQ over NCR and other risk areas was further extended
until January March 29, 2021 while the rest of the country was put under MGCQ. From
March 29, 2021 to April 4, 2021, following spike in the number of new COVID-19 cases, the
Philippine Government has placed NCR back to ECQ and was later extended to April 11, 2021.
From April 12, 2021 to April 30, 2021, NCR is placed under MECQ. The Government has been
easing quarantine measures in key areas in the Philippines. Further, the rollout of the national
vaccination program starting first quarter of 2021 is expected to further improve market activities
in the Philippines.
At the end of 2020, EEI Corporation’s unworked portion of existing contracts stood at
₱60.4 billion, including ARCC’s backlog of ₱17.38 billion. The Company considers this backlog
of projects as healthy and sustainable. EEI expects an overall strong performance in its domestic
operations driven by the current buildings, infrastructure, electromechanical, and industrial
projects in its pipeline as production continues to pick-up. Despite the delays in operations caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic, the backlog was preserved and will be realized as construction
works resume.

*SGVFSM007842*
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
ON SUPPLEMENTARY SCHEDULES

The Board of Directors and the Stockholders
EEI Corporation
No. 12 Manggahan Street
Bagumbayan, Quezon City
We have audited in accordance with Philippine Standards on Auditing (PSAs) the consolidated financial
statements of EEI Corporation and its subsidiaries (the Group) as at December 31, 2020 and 2019 and for
each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2020, included in this Form 17-A and have
issued our report thereon dated April 23, 2021. Our audits were made for the purpose of forming an
opinion on the basic financial statements taken as a whole. The schedules listed in the Index to
Consolidated Financial Statements and Supplementary Schedules are the responsibility of the Group’s
management. These schedules are presented for the purpose of complying with the Revised Securities
Regulation Code Rule 68, and are not part of the basic financial statements. These schedules have been
subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic consolidated financial statements
and, in our opinion, fairly state, in all material respects, the information required to be set forth therein in
relation to the basic consolidated financial statements taken as a whole.
SYCIP GORRES VELAYO & CO.

Wenda Lynn M. Loyola
Partner
CPA Certificate No. 109952
SEC Accreditation No. 1540-AR-1 (Group A),
January 10, 2019, valid until January 9, 2022
Tax Identification No. 242-019-387
BIR Accreditation No. 08-001998-117-2019,
January 28, 2019, valid until January 27, 2022
PTR No. 8534313, January 4, 2021, Makati City
April 23, 2021
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EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION AND DISCLOSURES REQUIRED ON
REVISED SRC RULE NO. 68
DECEMBER 31, 2020
Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) issued the Revised Securities Regulation Code
Rule No. 68 (Revised SRC Rule No. 68) which consolidates the two separate rules and labeled in the
amendment as “Part I” and “Part II”, respectively. It also prescribed the additional information and
schedule requirements for issuers of securities to the public.
Below are the additional information and schedules required by Revised SRC Rule No. 68, that are
relevant to the Group. This information is presented for purposes of filing with the SEC and is not
required part of the basic financial statements.
Schedule A. Financial Assets
The following is the detailed schedule of equity in investments at FVOCI as at
December 31, 2020.

Name of Issuing Entities
Quoted:
Sta. Elena Golf Club Inc.
Philippine Long Distance Telephone Co.
Manila Southwood Golf & Country Club
Valle Verde Country Club
The Orchard Golf and Country Club
Canyon Woods
Royale Tagaytay Country Club
Related Parties:
The Orchard Golf
Sherwoods Hills Golf Club
Fairways & Blue Water Resort Golf
Club Filipino
Forest Hill golf share
Royale NorthWoods
Eagle Ridge Golf & Country Club
PLDT
Unquoted:
Hermosa Ecozone Development Corp (HEDC)
Brightnote Assets Corporation
YGC Corporate Services, Inc.
YGC Corporate Services, Inc.
Tower Club (Philam Properties Corp.)
Architectural Center Club, Inc. (ACCI)
Philippine Contractors Association
Philippine Exporters Trading Corp.
Pilipino Telephone Company
Related Party:
Petro Green Energy Corporation
Total

Number of
Shares

Amount Shown in the
Statement of Financial
Position

2
37,942
2
2
1
1
1

=11,000,000
P
6,550,495
3,000,000
900,000
500,000
70,000
60,000

(P
=1,000,000)
1,623,424
400,000
200,000
-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
925

500,000
250,000
250,000
180,000
180,000
121,856
60,000
10,333

-

1,000,000
11,000,000
12,000
1,389
1
1
10,000
5,000
150

440,750,024
2,657,925
2,509,932
795,515
500,000
32,000
10,000
5,000
675

(111,891,678)
(8,962,844)
-

258,144,888
270,212,312

560,676,479
=
P1,031,570,234

96,513,174
(P
= 24,117,924)

Income earned and accrued from the financial assets amounted to P
=37.1 million in 2020.

Movement Valuation

-2Schedule B. Amounts Receivable from Directors, Officers, Employees, Related Parties
and Principal Stockholders (Other than Related Parties)
As of December 31, 2020, the Group has no advances to employees with balances above =
P1,000,000.
Schedule C. Amounts Receivable from Related Parties which are Eliminated during the Consolidation of
Financial Statements
The following is the schedule of receivables from related parties, which are eliminated in the consolidated
financial statements as at December 31, 2020:

Name and Designation of Debtor
EEI Limited
EEI Power Corporation
Philrock Construction & Services, Inc.
Philmark, Inc.
JP System Asia, Inc.
Equipment Engineers, Inc.
EEI Construction & Marine, Inc.
EEI Realty Corporation
GAIC Manpower Services Inc.
BiotechJP Corporation
LearnJP Corp.
Shinbayanihan
Gulf Asia International Corp.

Balance at
beginning
of year
=799,278,148
P
45,039,740
42,066,501
33,704,595
27,023,125
368,159
115,281
38,072
25,571
23,122
=
P947,682,314

Additions Amounts Collected
(P
=27,577,813)
6,714,194
50,852
2,406,987
13,372,646
12,146,631
6,274,070
1,431,856
81,671
37,051
37,051
2,546,199
=
P17,521,395

(P
=456,399,312)
(6,242,024)
(2,126,980)
(12,581,005)
(11,325,669)
(5,464,901)
(1,352,356)
(2,539,694)
(P
= 498,031,941)

Balance at
end of year
P
=315,301,023
45,511,910
42,117,353
33,704,595
27,303,132
1,159,800
936,243
847,241
105,071
81,671
37,051
37,051
29,627
=
P467,171,768

The amounts of receivables from related parties as shown above are classified under current assets. There
were no amounts written off during the year.
The following is the schedule of payable to related parties, which are eliminated in the interim
condensed consolidated financial statements as at December 31, 2020:

Name and Designation of Creditor
EEI Power Corporation
Bagumbayan Equipment Industrial Products, Inc.
EEI Realty Corporation
GAIC Manpower Services Inc.
JP System Asia, Inc.
Equipment Engineers, Inc.
EEI Subic Corporation
EEI Construction & Marine, Inc.

Balance at
beginning
of year
=
P1,643,054
7,288,464
1,299,688
30,586,101
4,422,331
89,079,662
46,884,474
P
=184,040,473

Additions
=
P2,624,183
15,843,076
7,507,595
42,093,899
163,219,145
190,660,678
P
=432,970,702

Balance at
Amounts end of December
Paid
31, 2020
(P
=2,302,185)
=
P321,998
1,643,054
(20,783,495)
2,348,045
(6,291,907)
2,515,376
(56,150,356)
16,529,644
(89,700,223)
77,941,253
89,079,662
(74,992,829)
162,552,323
(P
= 264,079,820) P
=352,931,355

The amounts of payables to related parties as shown above are classified under current liabilities. There
were no amounts written off during the year.
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Schedule D. Long-term Debt
Below is the schedule of long-term debt of the Group:
Type of Obligation

Amount

Current

=17,857,143
P

=17,857,143
P

=P

214,285,714

142,857,143

71,428,571

333,333,333

333,333,333

-

3,000,000,000

1,000,000,000

2,000,000,000

666,666,666

333,333,333

333,333,333

997,821,232

358,914,575

638,906,657

125,000,000

71,428,571

53,571,429

With Corporate
Guarantee

18,516,000

18,516,000

-

No Collateral

Yen-denominated four and half (4.5)
year term loan, with interest of
0.98% per annum

=6,943,500
P

=6,943,500
P

=P

No Collateral

Yen-denominated four and half (5)
year term loan, with interest of
0.30% per annum.

7,229,551

3,526,351

3,703,200

No Collateral

21,610,350

2,401,150

19,209,200

No Collateral

Yen-denominated ten (10) year term loan,
with interest of 0.30% per annum

46,290,000

4,629,000

41,661,000

Yen-denominated ten (10) year term loan,
with interest of 2.975% per annum

92,473,836

9,258,000

83,251,836

P
=5,548,027,325

P
=2,302,998,099

P
=3,245,029,226

Parent Company
Fixed-rate corporate promissory notes with
effective interest of 4.8000%
per annum for seven (7) years.
Fixed-rate corporate promissory notes with
effective interest of 4.8000%
per annum for seven (7) years.
Fixed-rate corporate promissory notes with
effective interest of 3.6000%
per annum for seven (3) years.
Floating-rate corporate promissory notes with
effective interest of 3.5000%
per annum for seven (3) years.
Floating-rate corporate promissory notes with
effective interest of 4.5000%
per annum for seven (3) years.
Floating-rate corporate promissory notes with
effective interest of 3.25000%
per annum for seven (3) years.
EEI Power
Peso-denominated seven (7) year term loan,
with interest of 5.0526% per annum inclusive
of two-year grace
period on principal
amortization.
BiotechJP
Yen-denominated five (5) year term loan, with
interest of 0.05% per
annum.

USD-denominated, APR 2020 – NOV
2029, with interest of floating rate
plus margin (0.075%)

Noncurrent

Collateral

Clean/No
Collateral

No Collateral
No Collateral

Schedule E. Indebtedness to Related Parties (Long Term Loans from Related Companies)
As at December 31, 2020, the Group has no long-term loans from its associates and entities under
common control.

-4Schedule F. Guarantees of Securities of Other Issuers
The Group did not guarantee any guarantees of securities of other issuing entities by the Group as at
December 31, 2020.
Schedule G. Capital Stock

Title of issue
Common Shares
Preferred Shares

Number of
shares authorized
2,000,000,000
400,000,000

Number of
shares issued
and outstanding
as shown under
related balance
sheet caption
1,036,281,485
–

Number of
shares
reserved for
options,
warrants,
conversion
and other
rights
35,000,000
–

Number of
shares held by
related parties
566,463,646
–

Directors,
Officers and
Employees
3,318,385
–

Others
466,499,454
–

EEI CORPORATION
RECONCILIATION OF RETAINED EARNINGS AVAILABLE FOR DIVIDEND
DECLARATION
As of December 31, 2020

Unappropriated retained earnings, January 1, 2020, as adjusted
Add: Net income actually earned/realized during the period
Add: Net loss during the period closed to Retained Earnings
Equity share in net loss of joint venture - net of tax
Non-actual losses
Depreciation on revaluation increment (after tax)
Adjustment due to deviation from PFRS/GAAP - loss
Loss on fair value adjustment of investment property (after
tax)
Less: Non-actual/ unrealized income net of tax
Unrealized foreign exchange gain - net
Unrealized actuarial gain - net
Fair value adjustment
Adjustment due to deviation from PFRS/GAAP gain
Other unrealized gain or adjustments to the retained earnings
as a result of certain transactions accounted under the
PFRS
Movement in deferred tax asset
Net loss actually earned during the period
Add (Less):
Dividend declarations during the period
Appropriations of retained earnings during the year
Reversals of appropriations
Effects of prior period adjustments

Unappropriated retained earnings available for dividend
distribution, December 31, 2020

P
=1,152,419,310
(3,024,448,037)
(2,942,887)
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
34,296,730
‒
‒
‒
‒
(1,303,757,600)
(4,296,851,794)
‒
‒
4,000,000,000
‒
4,000,000,000

P
=855,567,516

EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
MAP OF RELATIONSHIPS OF THE COMPANIES WITHIN THE GROUP

Group Structure
Below is a map showing the relationship between and among the Group and its ultimate parent company, subsidiaries, and associates as at December 31, 2020:
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT ON
COMPONENTS OF FINANCIAL SOUNDNESS INDICATORS

The Board of Directors and the Stockholders
EEI Corporation
No. 12 Manggahan Street
Bagumbayan, Quezon City
We have audited in accordance with Philippine Standards on Auditing, the consolidated financial
statements of EEI Corporation and its subsidiaries (the Group) as at December 31, 2020 and 2019 and for
each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2020, and have issued our report thereon dated
April 23, 2021. Our audits were made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the basic consolidated
financial statements taken as a whole. The Supplementary Schedule on Financial Soundness Indicators,
including their definitions, formulas, calculation, and their appropriateness or usefulness to the intended
users, are the responsibility of the Group’s management. These financial soundness indicators are not
measures of operating performance defined by Philippine Financial Reporting Standards (PFRS) and may
not be comparable to similarly titled measures presented by other companies. This schedule is presented
for the purpose of complying with the Revised Securities Regulation Code Rule 68 issued by the
Securities and Exchange Commission, and is not a required part of the basic consolidated financial
statements prepared in accordance with PFRS. The components of these financial soundness indicators
have been traced to the Group’s consolidated financial statements as at December 31, 2020 and 2019 and
for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2020 and no material exceptions were noted.
SYCIP GORRES VELAYO & CO.

Wenda Lynn M. Loyola
Partner
CPA Certificate No. 109952
SEC Accreditation No. 1540-AR-1 (Group A),
January 10, 2019, valid until January 9, 2022
Tax Identification No. 242-019-387
BIR Accreditation No. 08-001998-117-2019,
January 28, 2019, valid until January 27, 2022
PTR No. 8534313, January 4, 2021, Makati City
April 23, 2021
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EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
SCHEDULE OF FINANCIAL SOUNDNESS INDICATORS
As At December 31, 2020 and 2019 and for the years then ended

Financial Soundness Indicator
Below are the financial ratios that are relevant to the Group as at December 31, 2020 and 2019 and for
the years then ended.
Ratios
Current ratio

Formula
Current assets
Current liabilities

2020
1.11:1

2019
1.21:1

Net income plus depreciation
Total liabilities

(0.06):1

0.10:1

Total liabilities
Total equity

3.20:1

2.27:1

Total assets
Total equity

4.21:1

3.27:1

EBIT*
Interest expense

(6.24):1

2.66:1

Return on assets

Net income
Average total assets

(8%)

5%

Return on equity

Net income
Average total equity

(28%)

14%

Solvency ratio
Debt - equity ratio
Asset-to-equity ratio
Interest rate coverage ratio

*Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 6th day of October 2021 at Quezon City,
Metro Manila the Statement of Management’s Responsibility for Financial Statements of EEI
Corporation . Affiants exhibited to me the following Identification:
Name
HELEN Y. DEE
ROBERTO JOSE L. CASTILLO
CRIS NOEL E. TORRES

Doc. No. __61_;
Page No. _14__;
Book No. __II__;
Series of 2021.

Identification ID
DL No. N11-75-016658
Passport No. P7670165B
Passport No. P3469281A
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November 6, 2018, valid until November 5, 2021

REPORT ON REVIEW OF UNAUDITED INTERIM CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The Stockholders and the Board of Directors
EEI Corporation
No. 12 Manggahan Street
Bagumbayan, Quezon City
Introduction
We have reviewed the accompanying unaudited interim condensed consolidated financial statements of
EEI Corporation and Subsidiaries as at June 30, 2021, which comprise the unaudited interim consolidated
statement of financial position as at June 30, 2021 and the related unaudited interim consolidated
statements of income, comprehensive income, changes in equity and cash flows for the six-month periods
ended June 30, 2021 and 2020, and a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory
notes. Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of this interim condensed
financial information in accordance with Philippine Accounting Standards (PAS) 34, Interim Financial
Reporting. Our responsibility is to express a conclusion on this interim condensed financial information
based on our review.
Scope of Review
We conducted our review in accordance with Philippine Standard on Review Engagements 2410,
“Review of Interim Financial Information Performed by the Independent Auditor of the Entity”. A
review of interim financial information consists of making inquiries, primarily of persons responsible for
financial and accounting matters, and applying analytical and other review procedures. A review is
substantially less in scope than an audit conducted in accordance with Philippine Standards on Auditing
and consequently does not enable us to obtain assurance that we would become aware of all significant
matters that might be identified in an audit. Accordingly, we do not express an audit opinion.

*SGVFS161077*
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-2Conclusion
Based on our review, nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that the accompanying
unaudited interim condensed consolidated financial statements are not prepared, in all material respects,
in accordance with PAS 34, Interim Financial Reporting.
SYCIP GORRES VELAYO & CO.

Wenda Lynn M. Loyola
Partner
CPA Certificate No. 109952
SEC Accreditation No. 1540-AR-1 (Group A),
January 10, 2019, valid until January 9, 2022
Tax Identification No. 242-019-387
BIR Accreditation No. 08-001998-117-2019,
January 28, 2019, valid until January 27, 2022
PTR No. 8534313, January 4, 2021, Makati City
September 1, 2021
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EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED INTERIM CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF
FINANCIAL POSITION
As of June 30, 2021
(with Comparative Audited Figures as of December 31, 2020)

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents (Note 5)
Receivables - net (Note 6)
Contract assets - net (Note 7)
Inventories (Note 8)
Due from related parties (Note 22)
Other current assets (Note 9)
Total Current Assets
Noncurrent Assets
Investments in associates and joint ventures (Note 10)
Equity investments at fair value through other comprehensive income (FVOCI)
(Note 11)
Investment properties (Note 14)
Property and equipment (Note 12)
Right-of-use assets (Note 13)
Deferred tax assets – net (Note 21)
Contract assets - net of current portion (Note 7)
Other noncurrent assets (Note 15)
Total Noncurrent Assets

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable and other current liabilities (Note 17)
Bank loans (Note 16)
Current portion of long-term debt (Note 18)
Current portion of lease liabilities (Note 13)
Current portion of contract liabilities (Note 7)
Income tax payable
Due to related parties (Note 22)
Total Current Liabilities
Noncurrent Liabilities
Long-term debt - net of current portion (Note 18)
Retirement liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities (Note 21)
Lease liabilities - net of current portion (Note 13)
Contract liabilities- net of current portion (Note 7)
Other noncurrent liabilities (Note 17)
Total Noncurrent Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Equity
Capital Stock - P
=1 par value
Authorized - 2,000,000,000 shares
Issued - 1,036,401,386 shares
Additional paid-in capital
Treasury stock
Other comprehensive income – net
Retained earnings
Non-controlling interests
Total Equity

June 30, 2021
(Unaudited)

December 31, 2020
(Audited)

P
=1,065,259,343
2,501,122,214
9,138,709,203
1,446,762,476
118,449,427
1,026,870,009
15,297,172,672

P1,332,363,040
=
3,614,063,617
7,605,270,420
1,415,137,210
65,613,972
1,905,385,711
15,937,833,970

3,099,166,066

2,890,075,272

1,075,028,287
14,496,211
3,553,440,183
633,168,069
1,286,052,611
988,047,011
935,382,079
11,584,780,517
P
=26,881,953,189

1,031,570,234
14,562,211
3,718,888,905
695,475,235
1,471,146,110
978,481,350
154,506,816
10,954,706,133
=26,892,540,103
P

P
=6,470,739,219
5,767,250,000
2,236,411,390
100,829,660
708,438,764
30,524,899
1,579,864
15,315,773,796

P6,742,428,383
=
5,015,000,000
2,302,998,099
99,582,705
190,194,001
23,444,320
‒
14,373,647,508

3,132,669,566
387,142,067
99,823,187
421,060,704
564,098,936
210,995,786
4,815,790,246
20,131,564,042

3,245,029,226
373,757,488
90,388,276
469,982,718
1,658,679,655
273,600,624
6,111,437,987
20,485,085,495

1,036,401,386
477,037,443
(3,720,790)
441,601,184
4,789,629,415
6,740,948,638
9,440,509
6,750,389,147
P
=26,881,953,189

1,036,401,386
477,037,443
(3,720,790)
422,725,295
4,460,457,934
6,392,901,268
14,553,340
6,407,454,608
=26,892,540,103
P

See accompanying Notes to Interim Condensed Financial Statements.
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EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED INTERIM CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME
For the six-months ended June 30, 2021 and 2020

2021

2020
Quarter

Quarter

Six-months

P
=4,558,562,681
164,694,374
167,776,731
3,939,900
4,894,973,686

P
=7,917,261,713
359,653,708
261,537,439
7,032,922
8,545,485,782

=1,417,283,653
P
151,881,423
18,740,293
–
1,587,905,369

=6,464,578,234
P
420,799,807
88,408,953
3,076,000
6,976,862,994

4,008,675,857
142,437,086
143,057,576
2,228,557
4,296,399,076

6,976,061,434
305,875,688
226,063,817
3,857,025
7,511,857,964

2,442,949,362
133,252,218
15,583,907
–
2,591,785,487

7,081,689,213
359,744,955
80,075,271
1,716,396
7,523,225,835

GROSS PROFIT (LOSS)

598,574,610

1,033,627,818

(1,003,880,118)

(546,362,841)

EQUITY IN NET EARNINGS OF
ASSOCIATES AND JOINT VENTURE
(Note 10)

210,395,602

390,420,086

193,999,352

356,679,518

(354,182,162)

(700,096,564)

(345,912,632)

(697,854,201)

111,771,151
3,456,386
(115,227,537)

247,481,379
(15,565,553)
(231,915,826)

119,510,789
15,594,198
(135,104,987)

249,147,439
14,988,173
(264,135,612)

REVENUES
Construction contracts
Services
Merchandise sales
Real estate sales
COSTS
Construction contracts
Services
Merchandise sales
Real estate sales

SELLING AND ADMINISTRATIVE
EXPENSES (Note 20)
FINANCE COST AND OTHER EXPENSES –
Net
Interest expense (Notes 13, 16 and 18)
Foreign exchange gains losses (gains) – net
INTEREST INCOME
OTHER INCOME – Net (Note 11)
INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE INCOME TAX
PROVISION FOR (BENEFIT FROM)
INCOME TAX
Current
Deferred
NET INCOME (LOSS)
Net income (loss) attributable to:
Equity holders of the Parent Company
Noncontrolling interests
Earnings (Loss) Per Share – Basic and
Diluted (Note 26)

Six-months

2,064,211

3,904,228

3,983,433

8,701,132

24,973,958

30,358,406

4,820,500

10,586,822

366,598,682

526,298,148

(1,282,094,452)

(1,132,385,182)

29,220,547
93,090,878
122,311,425

37,506,234
164,733,264
202,239,498

‒
(434,399,934)
(434,399,934)

‒
(431,826,880)
(431,826,880)

P
=244,287,257

P
=324,058,650

(P
=847,694,518)

(P
=700,558,302)

P
=250,173,847
(5,886,590)
P
=244,287,257

P
=329,171,481
(5,112,831)
P
=324,058,650

(P
= 843,351,644)
(4,342,874)
(P
=847,694,518)

(P
=691,330,353)
(9,227,949)
(P
=700,558,302)

(P
=0.8138)

(P
=0.6671)

P
=0.2414

P
=0.3176

See accompanying Notes to Interim Condensed Financial Statements.
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(8,436,066)
(6,686,406)
3,776,085
(1,586,798)
(12,933,185)

P
=244,287,257

12,018,448

(33,804,261)
(6,686,406)
43,458,053
3,890,055
6,857,441

P
=324,058,650

(P
=895,899,521)

(12,503,440)

‒
(5,647,075)
(35,358,221)
5,303,733
(35,701,563)

(P
=847,694,518)

(P
=654,956,276)
(9,227,949)
(P
=664,184,225)

(P
=664,184,225)

(10,210,849)

‒
(5,647,075)
61,449,413
(9,217,412)
46,584,926

(P
=700,558,302)

Six-months

2,602,952

P
=342,934,539

(P
=891,556,646)
(4,342,875)
(P
=895,899,521)

2020
Quarter

P
=233,957,024

P
=348,047,370
(5,112,831)
P
=342,934,539

Six-months

P
=239,843,614
(5,886,590)
P
=233,957,024

2021
Quarter

EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED INTERIM CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
For the six months ended June 30, 2021 and 2020

CONSOLIDATED NET INCOME (LOSS)
OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS)
Items not to be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods:
Remeasurement losses on retirement liabilities
Share in OCI of an associate (Note 10)
Fair value change on equity investments at FVOCI (Note 11)
Income tax effect relating to items that will not be reclassified to profit or loss
Item to be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods:
Cumulative translation adjustments
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS)
Total comprehensive income (loss) attributable to:
Equity holders of the Parent Company
Non-controlling interests

See accompanying Notes to Interim Condensed Financial Statements.
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EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED INTERIM CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

=
P291,877,965

=
P279,859,517
‒
12,018,448
12,018,448

=
P‒

=
P‒
‒
‒
‒

=
P562,241,532

=
P525,034,702
‒
37,206,830
37,206,830

=
P441,601,184 =
P4,789,629,415

=
P422,725,295 =
P4,460,457,934
‒
329,171,481
18,875,889
‒
18,875,889
329,171,481

=
P‒ =
P6,740,948,638

=
P‒ =
P6,392,901,268
‒
329,171,481
‒
18,875,889
‒
348,047,370

=
P9,440,509 =
P6,750,389,147

=
P14,553,340 =
P6,407,454,608
(5,112,831)
324,058,650
‒
18,875,889
(5,112,831)
342,934,539

‒
‒
‒
‒

=588,825,815
P

536,593,814
‒
52,232,001
52,232,001

Retained Earnings (Note 24)
Subtotal Unappropriated
Appropriated

Subtotal

40,781,916
(9,227,949)
‒
(9,227,949)

Non-controlling
Interests

8,604,776,735
(700,558,302)
36,374,077
(664,184,225)

Total

=31,553,967 P
P
=7,940,592,510

8,563,994,819
(691,330,353)
36,374,077
(654,956,276)

2,506,517,848
(691,330,353)
‒
(691,330,353)

=584,133,009 P
P
=1,815,187,495 P
=4,000,000,000 P
=7,909,038,543

547,758,932
‒
36,374,077
36,374,077

4,000,000,000
‒
‒
‒

Total

(412,518,313)

(P
=3,720,790) (P
=382,168,924)
‒
‒
‒
(30,349,389)
‒
(30,349,389)

=‒
P

Non-controlling
Interests

Additional
Paid-In
Capital

(P
=3,720,790)

321,683,554
‒
(10,210,849)
(10,210,849)

Cumulative
Translation
Adjustments
(Note 10)

=311,472,705
P

Subtotal

=
P477,037,443
‒
‒
‒

Remeasurement
Losses on
Retirement
Liability

(310,518,436)
‒
(5,647,075)
(5,647,075)
(P
=3,720,790) (P
=316,165,511)

Retained Earnings (Note 24)
Subtotal Unappropriated Appropriated

Capital Stock
(Note 23)

=
P477,037,443

Treasury
Stock

For the six-months ended June 30, 2021 and 2020

Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent Company
Other Comprehensive Income - Net of Deferred Tax Effect
Net Unrealized
Gain on
Fair Value
Available for
Reserve of
Sale
Equity
Financial
Investments
Assets
at FVOCI
(Note 11)

=
P1,036,401,386
‒
‒
‒

Additional
Paid-In
Capital

(3,720,790)
‒
‒
‒

Cumulative
Translation
Adjustments
(Note 10)

=
P1,036,401,386

477,037,443
‒
‒
‒

Remeasurement
Losses on
Retirement
Liability

Balances at January 1, 2021
Net income (loss)
Other comprehensive income (loss)
Total comprehensive income (loss)

Capital Stock
(Note 23)

=477,037,443
P

Treasury
Stock

Balances at June 30, 2021

1,036,401,386
‒
‒
‒

Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent Company
Other Comprehensive Income - Net of Deferred Tax Effect
Net Unrealized
Gain on
Fair Value
Available for
Reserve of
Sale
Equity
Financial
Investments
Assets
at FVOCI
(Note 11)

=1,036,401,386
P

Balances at January 1, 2020
Net loss
Other comprehensive income (loss)
Total comprehensive income (loss)
Balances at June 30, 2020
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EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED INTERIM CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
For the six-months ended June 30, 2021 and 2020

June 30, 2021
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Income (loss) before income tax
Adjustments for:
Interest expense
Depreciation and amortization
Movement in retirement assets and liabilities
Gain on sale of property and equipment
Interest income
Unrealized foreign exchange loss (gain) - net
Dividend income (Note 11)
Equity in net earnings of associates
Operating income (loss) before changes in working capital
Decrease (increase) in:
Receivables
Contract assets
Due from related parties
Inventories
Other current assets
Other noncurrent assets
Increase (decrease) in:
Due to related parties
Accounts payable and other current liabilities
Contract liabilities
Net cash generated from (used in) operations
Interest received
Interest paid
Income tax paid
Net cash flows used in operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from disposals of:
Investment properties (Note 14)
Property and equipment (Note 12)
Acquisition of property and equipment (Note 12)
Proceeds from return of investment (Note 10)
Dividends received (Note 11)
Net cash flows provided by investing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Availment of:
Bank loans (Note 16)
Long-term debt, net of transaction cost (Note 18)
Payments of:
Bank loans (Note 16)
Long-term debt (Note 18)
Principal portion of lease liabilities (Note 13)
Net cash flows provided by financing activities
EFFECTS OF EXCHANGE RATE CHANGES ON
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT BEGINNING OF PERIOD
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF PERIOD

P
=526,298,148

June 30, 2020
(P
=1,132,385,182)

247,481,379
321,114,325
4,948,513
(88,919)
(3,904,228)
(15,565,553)
(22,893,051)
(390,420,086)
666,970,528

249,147,439
325,890,754
(4,366,106)
(6,120,382)
(8,701,132)
14,988,173
–
(356,679,518)
(918,225,954)

1,112,826,910
(1,543,004,444)
(52,835,455)
(31,625,267)
81,308,137
16,332,302

287,920,346
(49,614,301)
–
(501,497,728)
(248,214,122)
33,505,654

1,579,864
(332,810,420)
(576,335,956)
(754,593,704)
4,018,721
(238,808,087)
(22,108,648)
(914,491,815)

–
656,757,787
415,314,544
(324,053,774)
10,094,539
(248,993,075)
(34,873,654)
(597,825,964)

66,000
18,120,035
(111,334,571)
190,453,883
22,893,051
120,198,398

739,207
480,000,000
(314,496,788)
194,727,516
–
360,969,935

5,400,000,000
1,533,779,905

3,952,000,000
82,815,389

(4,647,750,000)
(1,722,883,148)
(47,730,042)
515,416,715

(3,065,000,000)
(642,857,143)
(48,594,841)
278,363,405

11,773,005

2,105,026

(267,103,697)

43,612,402

1,332,363,040

1,156,206,459

P
=1,065,259,343

=1,199,818,861
P
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EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO INTERIM CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

1. Corporate Information and Authorization for Issuance of Consolidated Financial Statements
EEI Corporation (the Parent Company) is a stock corporation incorporated on April 17, 1931 under
the laws of the Philippines. On July 15, 1980, the Parent Company’s corporate life was extended for
another fifty years starting April 17, 1981. Its registered office address is No. 12 Manggahan Street,
Bagumbayan, Quezon City.
The Parent Company’s shares of stock are publicly traded at the Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE).
It is a subsidiary of House of Investments, Inc., which is also incorporated in the Philippines. The
ultimate parent company of EEI Corporation is Pan Malayan Management and Investment
Corporation (PMMIC).
The Parent Company is engaged in general contracting and construction equipment rental. The
Parent Company’s subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures are mainly involved in the provision of
manpower services, construction, trading of construction equipment and parts, power generation,
steel fabrication, scaffoldings rental, and real estate.
The unaudited interim condensed consolidated financial statements were approved and authorized for
issue by the Board of Directors on September 1, 2021.
2. Basis of Preparation and Statement of Compliance
The interim condensed consolidated financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis,
except for equity investments at FVOCI which have been measured at fair value. The accompanying
interim condensed consolidated financial statements are presented in Philippine Peso (P
=), which is also
the Parent Company’s functional currency. Except as indicated, all amounts are rounded off to the
nearest Peso.
Statement of Compliance
The interim condensed consolidated financial statements have been prepared in compliance with
Philippine Accounting Standards (PAS 34), Interim Financial Reporting.
The interim condensed consolidated financial statements do not include all the information and
disclosures required in the annual consolidated financial statements and should be read in conjunction
with the Group’s audited consolidated financial statements as at December 31, 2020.
The interim condensed consolidated financial statements of the Group have been prepared for filing
with the SEC and in relation to a planned capital raising activity and for inclusion in an offering
circular.
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-2Basis of Consolidation
The interim condensed consolidated financial statements as of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020
include the Parent Company and the following companies (collectively the Group) that it controls:
Place of Incorporation Nature of Business
British Virgin Islands
Holding company
British Virgin Islands
Holding company
British Virgin Isla ds Holding company
Papua New Guinea
Holding company
United States of America Construction
Philippines
Construction
Philippines
Real estate
Philippines
Construction
Philippines
Trading
Philippines
Rental of scaffolding
and formworks
BiotechJP Corp.
Philippines
Manufacturing food
and therapeutic food
Shinbayanihan Heavy Equipment Corp.
Philippines
Rental of construction
equipment
Learn JP Corp.
Philippines
Service for
improvement in
language proficiency
EEI Power Corporation (EPC)
Philippines
Power generation
Gulf Asia International Corporation (GAIC) Philippines
Manpower services
GAIC Professional Services Inc. (GAPSI)
Philippines
Manpower services
GAIC Manpower Services, Inc. (GAMSI)
Philippines
Manpower services
Bagumbayan Equipment & Industrial
Philippines
Consultancy
Products, Inc.
services
Philmark, Inc
Philippines
Construction
Philrock Construction and Services, Inc.
Philippines
Manpower services
EEI Energy Solutions Corporaton (ESSC)
Philippines
Power generation
Operate digital logistic
EEI Carga Digital Logistic Corporation*
Philippines
platform
EEI Limited (formerly EEI BVI Ltd.)
Clear Jewel Investments, Ltd. (CJIL)
Nimaridge Investments, Limited
EEI (PNG), Ltd
EEI Corporation (Guam), Inc.
EEI Construction and Marine, Inc.
EEI Realty Corporation (EEI Realty)
EEI Subic Corporation
Equipment Engineers, Inc.(EE)
JP Systems Asia Inc. (JPSAI)

Functional
Currency
US Dollar
US Dollar
US Dollar
US Dollar
US Dollar
Philippine Peso
Philippine Peso
Philippine Peso
Philippine Peso
Philippine Peso
Philippine Peso

Percentage of Ownership
June 2021 December 2020
Direct Indirect
Direct
Indirect
100
‒
100
‒
‒
100
‒
100
‒
100
‒
100
−
100
−
100
100
‒
100
‒
100
‒
100
‒
100
‒
100
‒
100
‒
100
‒
100
‒
100
‒
‒

60

‒

60

60

-

60

-

Philippine Peso

40

-

40

-

Philippine Peso

-

60

-

60

Philippine Peso
Philippine Peso
Philippine Peso
Philippine Peso

89
100
‒
‒

11
‒
100
100

89
100
‒
‒

11
‒
100
100

Philippine Peso

100

‒

100

‒

Philippine Peso
Philippine Peso
Philippine Peso

100
100
-

‒
‒
100

100
100
-

‒
‒
100

Philippine Peso

-

100

-

-

*On May 14, 2021, EEI Carga Digital Logistics Corporation was incorporated as a wholly owned subsidiary of EE. EEI Carga’s primary
purpose is to own and operate a digital logistics platform that enables shippers to deliver their products through various transportation
options available in the platform. EEI Carga’s financial year end is December 31.

The Group operation is not affected by seasonality and cyclicality.
3. Changes in Accounting Policies
The accounting policies adopted are consistent with those of the previous financial year, except that the
Group has adopted the following new accounting pronouncements starting January 1, 2021. Adoption
of these pronouncements did not have any significant impact on the Group’s financial statements unless
otherwise indicated.
The Group did not early adopt any other standard, interpretation or amendment that has been issued but
is not yet effective. The adoption of these pronouncements does not have a significant impact on the
Group’s consolidated financial statements unless otherwise indicated.
Effective beginning on or after January 1, 2021
Amendments to PFRS 9, PFRS 7, PFRS 4 and PFRS 16, Interest Rate Benchmark Reform –
Phase 2
The amendments provide the following temporary reliefs which address the financial reporting
effects when an interbank offered rate (IBOR) is replaced with an alternative nearly risk-free
interest rate (RFR):
o Practical expedient for changes in the basis for determining the contractual cash flows as a
result of IBOR reform
o Relief from discontinuing hedging relationships
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Relief from the separately identifiable requirement when an RFR instrument is designated as a
hedge of a risk component

The Group shall also disclose information about:
o The nature and extent of risks to which the entity is exposed arising from financial instruments
subject to IBOR reform, and how the entity manages those risks; and
o Their progress in completing the transition to alternative benchmark rates, and how the entity
is managing that transition
The amendments are effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after January 1, 2021
and apply retrospectively, however, the Group is not required to restate prior periods. The
amendments has no impact to the interim condensed consolidated financial statements of the
Group.

4. Significant Accounting Judgments and Estimates
The preparation of the Group’s consolidated financial statements requires management to make
judgments, estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of revenue, expenses, assets
and liabilities, and the accompanying disclosures.
Except as otherwise stated, the significant accounting policies, judgments, estimates and assumptions
used in the preparation of the interim condensed consolidated financial statements are consistent
with those used in the annual consolidated financial statements as at and for the year ended
December 31, 2020.
Judgments
Provisions and contingencies
The Group is involved in various claims in the ordinary course of business. Management and its legal
counsels believe that the Group has substantial legal and factual bases for its position. The Group’s
management believes that the outcome of these claims will not have a material adverse effect on the
Group’s financial position or operating results. It is possible, however, that future results of
operations could be materially affected by changes in estimates or in the effectiveness of the
strategies relating to these claims (Note 17).
Estimates and Assumptions
The key assumptions concerning the future and other key sources of estimation uncertainty at the
reporting date, that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of
assets and liabilities within the next financial year, are described below. The Group based its
assumptions and estimates on parameters available when the financial statements were prepared.
Existing circumstances and assumptions about future developments, however, may change due to
market changes or circumstances arising that are beyond the control of the Group. Such changes are
reflected in the assumptions when they occur.
Estimating variable considerations arising from change orders and claims
The Group frequently agrees to change orders that modify the scope of its work previously agreed
with customers and regularly submits claims to customers when unanticipated additional costs are
incurred because of delays or changes in scope caused by the customers. PFRS 15 requires the Group
to recognize, as part of its revenue from construction contracts, the estimated amounts the Group
expects to be entitled to and to be received from customers due to these change orders and claims
(otherwise known as variable considerations), provided that it is highly probable that a significant
reversal of the revenue recognized in connection with these variable considerations will not occur in
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-4the future. For these unpriced change orders and claims, the Group uses the “most likely amount”
method to predict the amount to which it will be entitled and expected to be received from the
customers. The Group also updates its estimate of the transaction price to reflect any changes in
circumstances that would result to changes in amount of variable considerations and corresponding
increase or decrease in the contract assets.
The aggregate carrying values of receivables and contract assets arising from construction contracts
amounted to =
P12.6 and =
P12.2 billion as of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively
(Notes 6 and 7).
Fair value measurement of unquoted equity investments at FVOCI
The Group uses valuation techniques such as discounted cash flow approach and adjusted net asset
method to estimate the fair value of investment in PetroGreen Energy Corporation (PGEC) and
Hermosa Ecozone Development Corporation (HEDC), respectively. These valuation techniques
require significant unobservable inputs to calculate the fair value of the Group’s unquoted equity
investments at FVOCI. These inputs include forecast cash flows assumptions, discount rates,
appraised value of real properties, among others. Changes in assumptions relating to these factors
could affect the reported fair value of these unquoted equity financial instruments. For the investment
in PGEC, the effects of COVID-19 were reflected in the discount rate used in the discounted cash
flow and were not accounted for separately. For the investment in HEDC, the valuation made by the
appraisers was based on sales comparison approach. The effects of COVID-19 were reflected in the
selling price of comparable listings of real estate properties and were not accounted for separately.
The fair value of unquoted equity investments amounted to =
P1.1 billion and =
P1.0 billion as of
June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively (Note 11).
Realizability of deferred tax assets
The Group reviews the carrying amounts of deferred taxes of each entity in the Group at each
reporting date and reduces deferred tax assets to the extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient
taxable profit will be available to allow all or part of the deferred tax assets to be utilized.
Deferred tax assets recognized by the Group are disclosed in Note 21 to the consolidated financial
statements.
Classification of creditable withholding tax
The Group classify its creditable withholding tax (CWT) as current when it is expected to be realized
(e.g., will be used as tax credit against income taxes due) for at least twelve months after the reporting
period). The portion of CWT that is expected to be realized after twelve months after the reporting
period is classified as noncurrent. In 2021, the Group classified CWT as non-current as management
assessed that it will not be used as tax credits within the next twelve months.
CWT recognized by the Group are disclosed in Notes 9 and 15 to the consolidated financial
statements.
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-55. Cash and Cash Equivalents
This account consists of:
June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
P
=6,831,712
1,054,833,137
3,594,494
P
=1,065,259,343

Cash on hand
Cash in banks
Cash equivalents

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=6,661,848
P
1,322,276,023
3,425,169
=1,332,363,040
P

Cash in banks earns interest at the respective bank deposit rates. Cash equivalents are made for
varying periods of up to three (3) months depending on the immediate cash requirements of the
Group and earn annual interest at the respective short-term investment rates.
6. Receivables - net
This account consists of:

Trade receivable
Non-interest bearing
Billed receivables
Unbilled receivables
Interest-bearing (Note 28)
Receivable from sale of investment properties
(Note 28)
Receivable from EEI RFI (Note 28)
Other receivables
Less: Allowance for expected credit losses

June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)

December 31,
2020
(Audited)

P
=2,382,298,885
121,309,002
10,752,094

=3,402,093,122
P
159,121,436
20,479,281

20,819,118
‒
46,368,665
2,581,547,764
80,425,550
P
=2,501,122,214

21,280,648
38,000,000
55,376,762
3,696,351,249
82,287,632
=3,614,063,617
P

Movements in the allowance for expected credit losses follow:

Balances at beginning of period
Recovery
Balances at end of period

June 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
Non-interest
bearing Interest-bearing
Other
trade receivables trade receivables
receivables
P
=44,578,717
P
=200,000
P
=37,508,915
(1,862,082)
‒
‒
P
=42,716,635
P
=200,000
P
=37,508,915

Total
P
=82,287,632
(1,862,082)
P
=80,425,550

December 31, 2020 (Audited)

Balances at beginning of period
Provision
Balances at end of period

Non-interest
bearing
trade receivables
=33,078,046
P
11,500,671
=44,578,717
P

Interest-bearing
trade receivables
=200,000
P
‒
=200,000
P

Other
receivables
=11,572,962
P
25,935,953
=37,508,915
P

Total
P44,851,008
=
37,436,624
=82,287,632
P
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-6Trade receivables mainly pertain to amounts arising from construction contracts and are generally on
a 30-day credit term.
Interest-bearing trade receivables
In 2017, certain trade receivables were reclassified as interest-bearing trade receivables after the
Parent Company and the customers agreed to extend the credit terms. These receivables bear interest
of 5% per annum and will be repaid in five (5) years’ time. The noncurrent portion amounted to
=2.8 million as of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020 (Note 15).
P
Receivable from sale of investment properties
On December 11, 2017, the Parent Company sold a parcel of land located in Batangas for
=466.7 million. Both parties agreed the selling price will be settled in eight (8) semi-annual
P
installments and shall bear annual interest rate of 2%.
Receivable from EEI RFI
The Parent Company sold a parcel of land classified as investment property to EEI RFI, a trustee of
the Parent Company’s employee retirement fund in previous years. Both parties agreed the selling
price will be repaid in installments and shall bear annual interest rate of 5%. In 2016, the Parent
Company and EEI RFI agreed to extend the term of the payment of receivables based on scheduled
payments until April 30, 2021. As at June 30, 2021, the related receivable was collected in full.

7. Contract Assets and Liabilities
Contract Assets
The Group presents contract receivable and retentions withheld by customer as contract assets as the
Group’s right for consideration is conditioned on the lapse of the defect and liability period and the
receipt of customer certification that there are no defects on the constructed asset. These are
reclassified as receivables upon the lapse of the defect and liability period and final customer
acceptance.
The Group’s contract assets amounted to =
P10.1 billion and =
P8.6 billion as of June 30, 2021 and
December 31, 2020, respectively. The increase in this account is largely caused by construction
works already performed by the Parent Company and is primarily due to the improvement in the level
of production of the Group for the current periods after COVID-19 restrictions have been lifted and
operating activities have resumed.
Details of the Group’s contract assets as of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020 are shown below:

Contract asset
Less: Allowance for expected credit losses

Contract asset
Less: Allowance for expected credit losses

June 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
Current
Noncurrent
Total
P
=9,173,488,453
P
=1,003,201,058
P
=10,176,689,511
34,779,250
15,154,047
49,933,297
P
=9,138,709,203
P
=988,047,011
P
=10,126,756,214
December 31, 2020 (Audited)
Current
Noncurrent
Total
=7,642,055,723
P
=993,635,397
P
=8,635,691,120
P
36,785,303
15,154,047
51,939,350
=7,605,270,420
P
=978,481,350
P
=8,583,751,770
P
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-7Movement in the allowance for expected credit losses as of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020
follows:

Balances as at January 1
Provision (Note 20)
Balances as at June 30

June 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
Current
Noncurrent
P
=36,785,303
P
=15,154,047
‒
(2,006,053)
P
=34,779,250
P
=15,154,047

Total
P
=51,939,350
(2,006,053)
P
=49,933,297

Balances as at January 1
Provision
Balances as at December 31

December 31, 2020 (Audited)
Current
Noncurrent
=9,072,771
P
=226,907
P
27,712,532
14,927,140
=36,785,303
P
=15,154,047
P

Total
P9,299,678
=
42,639,672
=51,939,350
P

Contract Liabilities
Contract liabilities mainly consist of down payments received in relation to construction contracts
that will be recognized as revenue in the future as the Group satisfies its performance obligations.
The Group’s contract liabilities amounted to P
=1.3 billion and =
P1.8 billion as of June 30, 2021 and
December 31, 2020, respectively, after offsetting with contract asset.

Total contract liabilities
Less current portion

June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
P
=1,272,537,700
708,438,764
P
=564,098,936

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=1,848,873,656
P
190,194,001
=1,658,679,655
P

June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
P
=1,084,207,292

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=1,042,419,432
P

152,859,567
37,072,535
42,584,391
95,366,345
76,729,455
1,488,819,585

151,725,741
36,460,877
42,584,391
115,955,903
72,729,483
1,461,875,827

21,874,203
20,182,906
42,057,109
P
=1,446,762,476

21,874,203
24,864,414
46,738,617
=1,415,137,210
P

8. Inventories
This account consists of:

Construction materials
Real estate:
Land and land development
Subdivision lots and condominium units for sale
Raw land
Merchandise
Spare parts and supplies
Less: Allowance for inventory obsolescence
Construction materials
Merchandise
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-8Construction materials
Construction materials with cost of =
P21.9 million were fully provided with allowance for inventory
obsolescence as of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020. The Group recognized loss on inventory
obsolescence amounting to =
P6.9 million in 2020. In the same year, inventory amounting to
=0.2 million was written-off against allowance for inventory obsolescence as the Group assessed that
P
inventories will not be able to be of use in the future.
Real estate
A summary of the movement in real estate inventories is set out below:

Balances at beginning of the period
Construction/development costs incurred
Cost of real estate sales (Note 19)
Balances at end of the period

June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
P
=230,771,009
5,602,509
(3,857,025)
P
=232,516,493

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=239,537,439
P
13,698,820
(22,465,250)
=230,771,009
P

Merchandise inventories
Merchandise inventory with cost of =
P20.2 million and =
P24.9 million were fully provided with
allowance for inventory as of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively. In 2020, the
Group recognized loss on inventory obsolescence of =
P6.3 million. In 2021, the Group has written off
inventory amounting to =
P4.7 million.
Spare parts and supplies
This pertains to inventory items used in the repair and maintenance of the Group’s property and
equipment.

9. Other Current Assets
This account consists of:

Advances to suppliers and subcontractors
Miscellaneous deposits
Prepaid expenses
Advances to officers and employees
Others
Creditable withholding taxes (CWTs)
Less: Allowance for impairment

June 30,2021
(Unaudited)
P
=746,473,074
119,581,782
77,888,433
51,527,315
47,858,073
–
1,043,328,677
16,458,668
P
=1,026,870,009

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=955,316,362
P
117,721,508
50,138,604
58,475,819
54,580,948
685,611,138
1,921,844,379
16,458,668
=1,905,385,711
P

Miscellaneous deposits mainly represent the Group’s refundable rental, utilities and guarantee
deposits on various machinery and equipment items.
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-9CWTs pertain to unutilized creditable withholding tax which will be used as tax credit against income
taxes due. This will be used as tax credit against income taxes due. The Group determines that taxes
withheld can be recovered in future periods. In 2021, the Group classified CWT as non-current as
management assessed that it will not be used as tax credits within the next twelve months (Note 15).
This is accounted for as noncash operating activity in the 2021 interim consolidated statement of cash
flows.
Movement in allowance for impairment as of December 31, 2020 is shown below:

Balances as at January 1
Provisions for ECL
Balances as at December 31

Miscellaneous
deposits
=3,335,193
P
‒
=3,335,193
P

Advances to
officers
and employees
=29,516
P
‒
=29,516
P

Advances to
suppliers and
subcontractors
=1,545,329
P
11,548,630
=13,093,959
P

Total
P4,910,038
=
11,548,630
=16,458,668
P

There is no provision for ECL in 2021.

10. Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures
The investments relate to the following investee companies:

Place of
incorporation
Associates
Al-Rushaid Construction
Kingdom of Saudi
Company Limited (ARCC)
Arabia
PetroSolar Corporation (PSOC)
Philippines
Joint ventures
PetroWind Energy, Inc. (PWEI)
Philippines
Shinbayanihan Heavy Equipment
Corporation (SHEC)
Philippines
BEO Distribution and Marketing
Corporation (BEO DMC)
Philippines
Shimizu-Fujita-Takenaka-EEI
Joint Venture (SFTE)
Philippines
Acciona-EEI Joint Venture (AE)
Philippines

Nature of business

Percentage of ownership
December 31,
June 30, 2021
2020
(Unaudited)
(Audited)

Construction
Renewable energy

49
44

49
44

Renewable energy

20

20

Equipment rental
Distribution and
Marketing

40

40

30

30

Construction
Construction

5
30

5
30
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ARCC

(21,943,225)
(6,686,406)
(28,629,631)
78,979,913
=
P1,450,436,491

268,810,851
271,641,980
540,452,831

=
P1,050,087,261
(190,453,883)
859,633,378

ARCC

=690,553,362
P
‒
‒
690,553,362

PSOC

(181,079)
−
(181,079)
−
=
P1,170,941,566

393,898,925
86,670,358
480,569,283

=
P690,553,362
‒
690,553,362

PSOC

130,032,138
55,406,206
(20,000,000)
165,438,344

=257,020,000
P
‒
‒
257,020,000

107,379
−
107,379
−
=
P453,259,608

165,438,344
30,693,885
196,132,229

=
P257,020,000
‒
257,020,000

−
−
−
−
=18,751,845
P

(792,550)
(1,255,605)
‒
(2,048,155)

=20,800,000
P
‒
‒
20,800,000

−
−
−
−
=
P18,715,892

(2,048,155)
(35,953)
(2,084,108)

=
P20,800,000
‒
20,800,000

‒
‒
‒
‒
=164,201
P

‒
(285,799)
‒
(285,799)

=‒
P
450,000
‒
450,000

BEO DMC

‒
−
−
−
=
P127,294

(285,799)
(36,907)
(322,706)

450,000
‒
450,000

BEO DMC

‒
‒
‒
‒
=4,198,492
P

‒
4,198,492
‒
4,198,492

=‒
P
‒
‒
‒

SFTE

‒
−
−
−
=
P5,685,215

4,198,492
1,486,723
5,685,215

‒
‒
‒

SFTE

(7,758,642)
(14,258,282)
(22,016,925)
63,168,916
=2,890,075,272
P

(75,854,344)
980,867,002
(75,000,000)
830,012,658

=2,594,419,898
P
450,000
(575,959,275)
2,018,910,623

Total

(22,016,925)
(6,686,406)
(28,703,331)
78,979,913
=
P3,099,166,066

830,012,658
390,420,086
1,220,432,744

=
P2,018,910,623
(190,453,883)
1,828,456,740

Total
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=1,626,046,536
P
‒
(575,959,275)
1,050,087,261

266,935,700
181,963,225
(55,000,000)
393,898,925

−
107,379
107,379
−
=422,565,723
P

June 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
PWEI
SHEC

(472,029,632)
740,840,483
‒
268,810,851

−
(181,079)
(181,079)
−
=1,084,271,208
P

December 31, 2020 (Audited)
PWEI
SHEC

(7,758,643)
(14,184,582)
(21,943,225)
63,168,916
=1,360,123,803
P

Details of the Group’s material investments in associates and joint ventures follow:

Acquisition cost:
Balances as at January 1
Return of investment
Balances as at June 30
Accumulated equity in net earnings (losses):
Balances as at January 1
Equity in net earnings (losses)
Balances as at June 30
Accumulated share in other comprehensive income (loss)
Balances as at January 1
Additions
Balances as at June 30
Equity in cumulative translation adjustments

Acquisition cost:
Balances as at January 1
Additions
Return of investment
Balances as at December 31
Accumulated equity in net earnings (losses):
Balances as at January 1
Equity in net earnings (losses)
Dividends
Balances as at December 31
Accumulated share in other comprehensive income (loss)
Balances as at January 1
Additions
Balances as at December 31
Equity in cumulative translation adjustments

ARCC repaid investment amounting to =
P190.5 million and =
P576.0 million as at June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively. The transaction did not result to a
change in the 49% ownership of EEI Limited over ARCC.
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PSOC
=
P726,992,003
3,568,033,723
=4,295,025,726
P
=
P268,387,574
1,562,385,407
=
P1,830,772,981
=‒
P
=2,464,252,745
P

PSOC
=
P833,589,495
3,549,481,810
=
P4,383,071,305
=
P285,943,667
1,435,896,805
=
P1,721,840,472
=
P‒
=
P2,661,230,833

PWEI
=
P740,415,875
3,502,153,340
=4,242,569,215
P
=
P342,183,100
1,787,557,500
=
P2,129,740,600
=‒
P
=2,112,828,615
P

PWEI
=
P563,829,548
3,686,349,983
=
P4,250,179,531
=
P317,522,252
1,666,359,242
=
P1,983,881,494
=
P‒
=
P2,266,298,037

SHEC
=
P42,381,760
25,546,946
=67,928,706
P
=
P4,409,093
‒
=
P4,409,093
=16,640,000
P
P46,879,613
=

SHEC
=
P44,387,298
24,637,451
=
P69,024,749
=
P5,595,019
‒
=
P5,595,019
=
P16,640,000
=
P46,789,730

BEO DMC
=
P1,537,710
‒
1,537,710
=
P990,374
‒
=
P990,374
=‒
P
=547,336
P

BEO DMC
=
P1,540,764
‒
1,540,764
=
P1,116,450
‒
=
P1,116,450
=
P‒
=
P424,314

SFTE
=
P15,480,975,062
‒
15,480,975,062
=
P15,397,005,225
‒
=
P15,397,005,225
=‒
P
=83,969,837
P

SFTE
=
P16,058,632,875
‒
16,058,632,875
=
P15,944,928,575
‒
=
P15,944,928,575
=
P‒
=
P113,704,300

AE
=
P2,250,009,096
‒
2,250,009,096
=
P2,286,879,636
‒
=
P2,286,879,636
=‒
P
(P
=36,870,540)

AE
=
P2,332,012,641
85,377,292
2,417,389,933
=
P2,406,964,620
‒
=
P2,406,964,620
=
P‒
=
P10,425,313

Below are the summarized financial information relating to the Group’s associates and joint venture:

ARCC
=
P5,595,019,834
1,615,694,007
=
P7,210,713,841
=
P2,981,820,756
1,268,818,614
=
P4,250,639,370
=
P‒
=
P2,960,074,471

June 30, 2021 (Unaudited):
Current assets
Noncurrent assets
Total assets
Current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities
Preferred stock
Net assets of the investee

ARCC
=
P5,216,440,382
1,669,960,034
=6,886,400,416
P
=
P2,912,334,569
1,198,302,984
=
P4,110,637,553
=‒
P
=2,775,762,863
P

December 31, 2020 (Audited):
Current assets
Noncurrent assets
Total assets
Current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities
Preferred stock
Net assets of the investee
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ARCC
=
P4,997,577,293
4,147,094,827
850,482,466

PSOC
=
P433,695,588
125,250,562
308,445,026

PWEI
=
P420,552,402
182,573,222
237,979,180

SHEC
=
P1,754,478
919,861
834,617

BEO DMC
=
P894
‒
894

‒
29,734,460
‒
=
P29,734,460

SFTE
=
P29,734,460
‒
29,734,460

159,852,255
10,953,267
‒
=
P10,953,267

AE
=
P278,447,491
107,641,969
170,805,522

SHEC
=–
P
–
–

123,917
(123,023)
‒
(P
= 123,023)

PWEI
=366,777,343
P
202,522,440
164,254,903

2,452,057
(2,452,057)
‒
(P
=2,452,057)

924,500
(89,883)
‒
(89,883)

PSOC
=400,717,765
P
196,944,277
203,773,488

6,679,561
157,575,342
=157,575,342
P

84,509,755
153,469,425
‒
=
P153,469,425

ARCC
=5,625,670,280
P
4,821,673,844
803,996,436

19,227,258
184,546,230
19,289,754
=165,256,476
P

92,021,451
216,423,575
19,445,489
=
P196,978,086

157,485,149
646,511,287
129,302,259
P517,209,028
=

157,518,228
692,964,238
138,592,848
=
P554,371,390

Below are the summary of statements of comprehensive income (loss) of the Group’s associates and joint venture for the six-months periods ended
June 30, 2021 and 2020:
2021 (Unaudited):
Revenue
Cost
Gross margin
Selling and administrative,
and other expenses
Pre-tax income (loss)
Income tax expense (benefit)
Net income (loss)

2020 (Unaudited):
Revenue
Cost
Gross margin
Selling and administrative, and
other expenses
Pre-tax income (loss)
Income tax expense
Net income (loss)
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- 13 The table below shows the Group’s share in net earnings (loss) of its associates and joint ventures for
the six-month period ended June 30, 2021 and 2020:
2021:
Net income (loss)
Proportionate
ownership in the
associates and
joint venture
Equity in net
earnings (losses)

June 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
PWEI
SHEC
BEO DMC
=
P153,469,425
(P
= 89,883)
(P
= 123,023)

ARCC
=
P554,371,390

PSOC
=
P196,978,086

49%

44%

20%

=
P271,641,980

P
= 86,670,358

P
= 30,693,885

40%
(P
= 35,953)

SFTE
P
= 29,734,460

Total
P
= 934,340,455

30%

5%

‒

(P
= 36,907)

P
= 1,486,723

P
= 390,420,086

2020:
Net income (loss)
Proportionate
ownership in the
associates and joint
venture
Equity in net
earnings (losses)

ARCC
=517,209,028
P

June 30, 2020 (Unaudited)
PSOC
PWEI
SHEC
=165,256,476 P
P
=157,575,342 (P
=2,452,057)

49%

44%

20%

=253,432,424
P

=72,712,849
P

=31,515,068
P

Total
=837,588,789
P

40%
(P
=980,823)

‒
=356,679,518
P

The Group’s share in the net income of ARCC is subject to 20% income tax rate in Saudi Arabia.
Other relevant financial information of PWEI are as follows:

Cash and cash equivalents
Current financial liabilities*
Noncurrent financial liabilities*
Depreciation and amortization
Interest income
Interest expense

June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
P
=260,872,243
293,550,155
1,666,359,242
98,460,474
1,192,119
71,748,362

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=146,374,970
P
235,934,771
1,787,557,500
199,496,579
6,792,292
161,083,658

*Excluding trade and other payables and provisions

Other relevant financial information of SHEC are as follows:

Cash and cash equivalents
Current financial liabilities*
Depreciation and amortization
Interest income

June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
P
=30,976,401
4,613,980
919,861
21,996

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=36,954,405
P
3,756,956
1,457,940
44,801

*Excluding trade and other payables and provisions
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- 14 Other relevant financial information of BEO DMC are as follows:
June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
P
=1,502,748
795,183
894

Cash and cash equivalents
Current financial liabilities *
Interest income

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=1,501,854
P
672,106
1,854

Excluding trade and other payables and provisions

Other relevant financial information of SFTE are as follows:

Cash and cash equivalents
Interest income

June 30,
December 31,
2021
2020
(Unaudited)
(Audited)
P
=12,129,791,480 P
=13,907,484,052
29,736,760
83,969,837

Other relevant financial information of AE are as follows:

Cash and cash equivalents
Current financial liabilities*
Depreciation and amortization

June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
P
=876,058,436
1,969,443,568
4,496,890

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=1,626,763,861
P
605,001,690
508,081

Excluding trade and other payables and provisions
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49%

ARCC
P
=2,960,074,471
=
P1,170,941,566

44%

PSOC
P
=2,661,230,833
=
P453,259,608

20%

PWEI
P
=2,266,298,037

=
P18,715,892

40%

SHEC
P
=46,789,730

=
P127,294

30%

BEO
P
=424,314

5%
P
=5,685,215

SFTE
P
=113,704,300

49%
=1,360,123,803
P

ARCC
=2,775,762,863
P

44%
=1,084,271,208
P

PSOC
=2,464,252,745
P

20%
=422,565,723
P

PWEI
=2,112,828,615
P

40%
=18,751,845
P

SHEC
=46,879,613
P

30%
=164,201
P

BEO
=547,336
P

5%
=4,198,492
P

SFTE
=83,969,837
P

2020

=
P1,450,436,491

2021

The reconciliation of the net assets of the investees to the carrying amounts of the investments recognized in the consolidated financial statements follows:
June 30, 2021 (Unaudited):

Net assets of the investee
Proportionate ownership in the
associate
Carrying value of investment

December 31, 2020 (Audited):

Net assets of the investee
Proportionate ownership in the
associate
Carrying value of investment
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This account consists of:

Quoted equity investments
Unquoted equity investments

June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
P
=25,294,065
1,049,734,222
P
=1,075,028,287

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=23,510,829
P
1,008,059,405
=1,031,570,234
P

The rollforward analyses of equity investments at FVOCI as of June 30, 2021 and December 31
follow:

Beginning of period
Disposals
Fair value changes
End of period

June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
P
=1,031,570,234
−
43,458,053
P
=1,075,028,287

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=1,055,688,160
P
(6,615,933)
(17,501,993)
=1,031,570,234
P

The unquoted equity investments consist of shares of the following companies:

PetroGreen Energy Corporation
Hermosa Ecozone Development Corporation
YGC Corporate Services, Inc.
Brightnote Assets Corporation
Others
At end of period

December 31,
June 30, 2021
2020
(Unaudited)
(Audited)
P
=639,521,555
=560,676,478
P
403,579,764
440,750,024
3,305,447
3,305,447
2,657,925
2,657,925
669,531
669,531
P
=1,049,734,222 =
P1,008,059,405

The Group elected to present the fair value changes of all its equity investments in other
comprehensive income because it does not intend to hold these investments for trading.
PGEC
The fair value of the Group’s investment in PGEC is determined by an independent third-party
professional services firm using the discounted cash flow model as at June 30, 2021 and December
31, 2020. The valuation requires certain assumptions to be made, such as forecast cash flows, the
discount rate, among others.
HEDC
The fair value of the Group’s investment in HEDC is determined using the adjusted net asset
approach wherein the assets of HEDC consisting mainly of parcels of land are adjusted from cost to
their fair value. The valuation was performed by an independent SEC-accredited appraiser as of
December 31, 2020. Management assessed that there is no change in the fair value of parcels of land
as at June 30, 2021.
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- 17 Dividends earned from equity investments at FVOCI amounted to =
P22.9 million for the six-month
period ended June 30, 2021 (nil in 2020).
The Group recorded an adjustment to fair value change on equity investment at FVOCI amounting to
=96.53 million for the six-month period ended June 30, 2020 to reflect the fair value of equity
P
investments at FVOCI as at June 30, 2020. The adjustment was reflected in the June 30, 2020
unaudited interim consolidated statements of comprehensive income and changes in equity. The
adjustment has no impact on the June 30, 2020 unaudited interim consolidated statements of
cashflows and December 31, 2020 consolidated statement of financial position.
Presented below are the movements in fair value of equity investments at FVOCI (net of tax effect):

Beginning of period
Disposal
Fair value changes
End of period

June 30, 2021
(Unaudited)
P
=525,034,702
−
37,206,830
P
=562,241,532

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=536,593,814
P
3,284,067
(14,843,179)
=525,034,702
P

June 30, 2021
(Unaudited)

December 31,
2020
(Audited)

12. Property and Equipment
This account consists of the following:

At Cost
Land, Buildings and Improvements
Machinery, Tools and Construction Equipment
Transportation and Service Equipment
Furniture, Fixtures and Office Equipment
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
Construction in Progress

P
=1,283,001,114 =
P1,261,587,670
5,347,738,540
5,440,461,635
1,024,223,380
1,059,135,087
491,460,951
466,558,150
8,146,423,985
8,227,742,542
(4,636,477,979) (4,559,469,916)
3,509,946,006
3,668,272,626
43,494,177
50,616,279
P
=3,553,440,183 P
=3,718,888,905

Machinery, tools and construction equipment are directly used in various construction projects of the
Group.
Construction in progress mainly pertains to installation of the Parent Company’s air quality
improvement project at its head office.
The Group acquired property and equipment amounting to =
P111.33 million and =
P314.50 million as of
June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively.
In 2021, the Group disposed property and equipment with cost and accumulated depreciation
amounting to =
P213.40 million and =
P195.37 million, respectively with net proceeds of =
P18.12 million.
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- 18 In 2020, the Group disposed property and equipment with cost and accumulated depreciation
amounting to =
P871.95 million and =
P314.70 million, respectively for consideration of P
=600.00 million,
=120.00 million of which paid was paid in 2021.
P
The distribution of the depreciation and amortization expense of the Group’s property and equipment
for the six-month periods ended June 30, 2021 and 2020 follows:

Cost of sales and services (Note 19)
Selling and administrative expenses (Note 20)

2021
(Unaudited)
P
=195,881,469
62,870,707
P
=258,752,176

2020
(Unaudited)
=190,689,188
P
74,964,986
=265,654,174
P

As at June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, no property and equipment items were pledged as
security.

13. Leases
Group as a lessee
The Group has lease contracts for various items of land, office spaces, and other equipment used in its
operations. Leases of land and office spaces generally have lease terms between 10 and 66 years,
while other equipment generally have lease terms between 1 and 3 years. The Group’s obligations
under its leases are secured by the lessor’s title to the leased assets. There are several lease contracts
that include extension and termination options and variable lease payments, which are further
discussed below.
The Group also has certain leases with lease terms of 12 months or less and leases of office
equipment with low value. The Group applies the ‘short-term lease’ and ‘lease of low-value assets’
recognition exemptions for these leases.
a. Starting January 2007, the Parent Company and EEI-RFI entered into a lease agreement for the
lease of land and improvements. The lease terms are for one year and renewable every year with
5% increase effective January 1, 2014.
b. The Group leases a staff house which it occupies for its operations for a period of two years, both
parties has the option to renew as per agreement.
c. The Group leases a lot and offices which it occupies for its operations for its projects with option
to renew as per agreement. In October 2011, the Group entered into a lease contract covering the
period of October 16, 2011 to October 15, 2014. The contract has a rate of =
P450 per square meter
for the first two years and =
P460 per square meter for the third year.
d. In May 2016, the Group entered into a lease agreement for a period of five (5) years commencing
on July 7, 2016 and expiring on July 6, 2021. The lease is subject to escalation of 10% starting
the second year of lease. In April 2016, the Group renewed the lease for a period of three (3)
years commencing from April 16, 2014 to April 15, 2019. The lease contract has a rate of
=630 per square meter for the first year and subject to 5% yearly increase thereafter.
P
e. In June 2020, the Group entered into a lease of parcel of land for a period of fourteen (14) months
commencing on July 1, 2020 and expiring on August 31, 2021.
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- 19 The carrying amount of right-of-use assets and the movement during the period are as follows:

Balances at beginning of the period
Additions during the period
Amortization of right-of-use assets
Balances at end of the period

June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
P
=695,475,235
54,983
(62,362,149)
P
=633,168,069

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=809,683,974
P
19,308,810
(133,517,549)
=695,475,235
P

The distribution of the amortization of the Group’s right-of-use assets for the six-month periods
ended June 30, 2021 and 2020 follow:

Cost of services (Note 19)
Selling and administrative expenses (Note 20)

2021
(Unaudited)
P
=32,929,172
29,432,977
P
=62,362,149

2020
(Unaudited)
=32,368,203
P
27,871,377
=60,239,580
P

The carrying amount of lease liability and the movement during the period are as follows:

Balances at beginning of the period
Additions during the period
Interest expense
Payments
Balances at end of the period
Less: current portion
Noncurrent portion

June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
P
=569,565,423
54,983
22,268,435
(69,998,477)
521,890,364
100,829,660
P
=421,060,704

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=654,337,141
P
21,015,947
50,991,135
(156,778,800)
569,565,423
99,582,705
=469,982,718
P

The following are the amounts recognized in consolidated statement of income for the six-month
periods ended June 30, 2021 and 2020:

Amortization of right-of-use assets
Interest expense on lease liabilities
Expenses relating to short-term leases (included in
cost of services)
Expenses relating to leases of low-value assets
(included in general and administrative
expenses) (Note 20)

2021
(Unaudited)
P
=62,362,149
22,268,435

2020
(Unaudited)
=60,239,580
P
23,496,945

387,786,249

366,345,824

6,327,555
P
=478,744,388

5,037,408
=455,119,757
P
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- 20 14. Investment Properties
The rollforward analyses of this account follow:
June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
Cost
Balances at beginning of period
Disposals
Net book value at end of period

December 31,
2020
(Audited)

P
=14,562,211
(66,000)
P
=14,496,211

=15,231,211
P
(669,000)
=14,562,211
P

Land classified as investment properties include parcels of land located in Benguet, Cavite, Nueva
Ecija, Bulacan and memorial lots in Las Piñas with carrying values of =
P6.6 million, =
P0.5 million,
P0.2 million, =
=
P7.0 million and =
P0.2 million, respectively, as of June 30, 2021. Carrying values of
parcels of land located in Benguet, Cavite, Nueva Ecija, Bulacan and memorial lots in Las Piñas were
P6.6 million, =
=
P0.5 million, =
P0.2 million, =
P7.0 million and =
P0.2 million, respectively, as of December
31, 2020.
As of December 31, 2020, the fair value of the land in Benguet amounted to =
P19.8 million, which was
determined based on valuation performed by an independent SEC accredited appraiser whose report
was dated December 22, 2020. The fair value of the land was determined using the market approach
which is a valuation technique that uses prices and other relevant information generated by market
transactions involving identical or comparable assets and adjusted to reflect differences on size, and
shape (Level 3 – Significant unobservable inputs). As of December 31, 2020, the fair value of the
land in Cavite amounted to =
P1.9 million, which was determined using the market approach (Level 3 –
Significant unobservable inputs). Management assessed that there is no significant change in fair
value of investment properties as at June 30, 2021.
The Group sold parcels of land located in Las Pinas City for =
P0.1 million and =
P0.8 million in June 30,
2021 and 2020, respectively. The Group recognized a gain of =
P0.2 million in 2020 in relation to the
sale (nil in 2021).
15. Other Noncurrent Assets
This account consists of:

CWTs (Note 9)
Deferred input VAT
Interest-bearing trade receivables - net of current
portion (Note 6)
Refundable deposits
Others
Allowance for expected credit loss

June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
P
=797,207,566
132,285,347

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=–
P
150,221,650

2,768,265
2,626,475
6,300,446
941,188,099
(5,806,020)
P
=935,382,079

2,768,265
2,494,246
6,428,675
161,912,836
(7,406,020)
=154,506,816
P
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- 21 Movement in allowance for expected credit loss on interest-bearing trade receivables as of June 30,
2021 and December 31, 2020:

Balances at beginning of period
Recoveries
Balances at end of period

June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
P
=7,406,020
(1,600,000)
P
=5,806,020

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=9,695,689
P
(2,289,669)
=7,406,020
P

Deferred input VAT pertains to unamortized input VAT on the purchase of capital goods exceeding
=
P1.0 million.

16. Bank Loans
The Group availed of several unsecured short-term bank loans with a number of local banks. These
loans will mature within one year with annual interest rates ranging from 2.90% - 4.00% and 3.60% 5.75% as at June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively.
Movements in this account follow:

Balances at the beginning of period
Availment
Payments
Balances at end of period

June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
P
=5,015,000,000
5,400,000,000
(4,647,750,000)
P
=5,767,250,000

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=5,905,000,000
P
11,602,000,000
(12,492,000,000)
=5,015,000,000
P

Interest expense incurred on these loans amounted to =
P157.8 million and =
P166.6 million for the sixmonth periods ended June 30, 2021 and 2020, respectively.

17. Accounts Payable and Other Current Liabilities
This account consists of:

Accounts payable
Retention payable
Deferred output taxes
Accrued expenses
Withholding taxes and other statutory liabilities
Advances from joint venture partners
Others

June 30,
2021
Unaudited
P
=5,398,015,817
411,685,809
283,338,520
186,933,392
58,199,047
32,381,854
100,184,780
P
=6,470,739,219

December 31,
2020
Audited
=5,568,041,571
P
396,597,272
426,530,095
166,062,058
44,055,723
32,381,854
108,759,810
=6,742,428,383
P
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- 22 Accounts payable are non-interest bearing ang generally settled on 30 to 90 days terms.
Retention payable are amounts that the Group deducts from its subcontractors’ billings and are
usually paid within 12 months.
Deferred output taxes pertain to sale of services on credit. Once collected, the amount will be
transferred to output VAT payable.
Accrued expenses mainly consist of accrual for salaries and wages, interest, provisions, accrual for
professional fees, outside services, utilities and other expenses that are expected to be settled within
one year. Provisions were provided for claims by third parties in the ordinary course of business. As
allowed by PAS 37, Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets, only a general
description is provided as the disclosure of additional details beyond the present disclosures may
prejudice the Group’s position and negotiation strategies with respect to these matters.
Other noncurrent liabilities pertain to noncurrent portion of retention payables that are expected to
be settled beyond one year from the end of reporting period. As of June 30, 2021, and
December 31, 2020, other noncurrent liabilities amounted to =
P211.0 million and =
P273.6 million,
respectively.

18. Long-term Debt
This account consists of:

Fixed-rate corporate promissory notes
Fixed-rate term loan
Less current portion

June 30,
2021
(Unaudited)
P
=5,184,675,115
184,405,841
5,369,080,956
2,236,411,390
P
=3,132,669,566

December 31,
2020
(Audited)
=5,204,857,924
P
343,169,401
5,548,027,325
2,302,998,099
=3,245,029,226
P

Fixed-rate corporate promissory notes
On March 22, 2021, the Parent Company received P
=1,500 million proceeds from the issuance of an
unsecured fixed-rate corporate promissory note to a local bank that bears annual interest of 3.3%.
The promissory note matures within three (3) years from the date of issuance.
The proceeds from the promissory notes were used for general corporate requirements.
Interest expense incurred on fixed-rate corporate promissory notes amounted to =
P63.1 million and
=49.4 million for six-months period ended June 30, 2021 and 2020, respectively.
P
Fixed-rate term loan
In 2021, BiotechJP availed an unsecured =
P45.0 million long-term loan from Biotech Japan
Corporation that bears an annual interest of 0.3%. The loan is payable in equal semi-annual
installments and will mature on September 30, 2030.
Interest expense incurred on fixed-rate term loans amounted to =
P4.3 million and =
P9.6 million for the
six-month periods ended June 30, 2021 and 2020, respectively.
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- 23 Movements in long-term debt follow:
June 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
Promissory Note
Term Loan
Total
Balance at beginning of period
5,257,724,097
318,063,237
5,575,787,334
Proceeds
1,500,000,000
45,029,905
1,545,029,905
Payments
(1,544,195,847)
(178,687,301)
(1,722,883,148)
5,213,528,250
184,405,841
5,397,934,091
Less: Transaction costs
Balance at beginning of
period
27,760,009
–
27,760,009
Additions
11,250,000
–
11,250,000
Amortization
(10,156,874)
–
(10,156,874)
Balance at end of period
28,853,135
–
28,853,135
Balance at end of period
5,184,675,115
184,405,841
5,369,080,956
Less current portion
2,184,032,449
52,378,941
2,236,411,390
=
P3,000,642,666
=
P132,026,900
=
P3,132,669,566

December 31, 2020 (Audited)
Promissory Note
Term Loan
Total
=2,446,428,571
P
=275,357,148
P
=2,721,785,719
P
4,000,000,000
114,134,660
4,114,134,660
(1,188,704,474)
(71,428,571)
(1,260,133,045)
5,257,724,097
318,063,237
5,575,787,334

‒
31,253,912
(3,493,903)
27,760,009
5,229,964,088
2,186,295,526
=3,043,668,562
P

‒
‒
‒
‒
318,063,237
116,702,573
=201,360,664
P

‒
31,253,912
(3,493,903)
27,760,009
5,548,027,325
2,302,998,099
=3,245,029,226
P

The aforementioned loans require the Group to maintain certain financial ratios such as debt to equity
ratio, current ratio and debt service coverage ratio calculated based on stipulation with the lender
banks. As of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, the Group was in compliance with the loan
covenants.
19. Costs of Sales and Services
This account consists of the following balances for the six-month periods ended June 30:

Cost of services
Cost of sales

2021
(Unaudited)
P
=7,281,937,122
229,920,842
P
=7,511,857,964

2020
(Unaudited)
=7,441,434,168
P
81,791,667
=7,523,225,835
P

2021
(Unaudited)
P
=3,672,853,195
1,724,117,039
1,651,530,267
228,810,641
4,625,980
P
=7,281,937,122

2020
(Unaudited)
=2,584,508,048
P
2,620,313,804
2,003,932,611
223,054,391
9,625,314
=7,441,434,168
P

2021
(Unaudited)

2020
(Unaudited)

P
=220,016,058
3,895,074
2,152,685
3,857,025
P
=229,920,842

=75,991,840
P
2,624,463
1,458,968
1,716,396
=81,791,667
P

Cost of Services

Personnel expenses
Materials
Equipment costs and others
Depreciation and amortization (Notes 12 and 13)
Others

Cost of Sales

Merchandise sales
Inventories
Personnel expenses
Others
Real estate sales (Note 8)
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- 24 20. Selling and Administrative Expenses
This account consists of the following balances for the six-month periods ending June 30:

Personnel expenses
Depreciation and amortization
Repairs and maintenance
Travel and transportation
Professional fees
Utilities
Outside services
Taxes and licenses
Training
Rent (Note 13)
Insurance
Supplies
Food, meals and others
Advertising
Entertainment, amusement and recreation
Provision (recovery) of allowance for expected
credit loss – net (Notes 6, 7, 9 and 15)
Others

2021
(Unaudited)
P
=391,067,768
92,303,684
33,822,703
26,177,965
20,282,545
19,773,044
19,211,435
12,609,109
8,283,591
6,327,555
5,921,209
2,830,615
1,932,387
1,468,687
592,631

2020
(Unaudited)
=380,710,380
P
102,836,363
19,117,011
26,664,212
30,994,920
20,855,392
16,942,658
14,971,842
14,563,592
5,037,408
4,376,926
1,722,957
7,175,097
3,829,749
1,428,929

(5,468,135)
62,959,771
P
=700,096,564

‒
46,626,765
=697,854,201
P

Others pertain to the various administrative expenses that the Group incurs in support of its
day-to-day operations including technical support, painting expenses, and other charges.
The distribution of the depreciation and amortization expense for the six-month periods ending
June 30 follows:

Property and equipment (Note 12)
Right-of-use asset (Note 13)

2021
(Unaudited)
P
=62,870,707
29,432,977
P
=92,303,684

2020
(Unaudited)
=74,964,986
P
27,871,377
=102,836,363
P

21. Income Taxes
The components of tax expense as reported in profit or loss and other comprehensive income in the
consolidated statements of income and consolidated statements of comprehensive income for the sixmonth periods end June 30 are as follows:

Current
Deferred

2021
(Unaudited)
P
=37,506,234
164,733,264
P
=202,239,498

2020
(Unaudited)
=–
P
(431,826,880)
(P
=431,826,880)
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- 25 Republic Act No. 11534 otherwise known as the Corporate Recovery and Tax Incentives for
Enterprises Act or CREATE
President Rodrigo Duterte signed into law on March 26, 2021 the Corporate Recovery and Tax
Incentives for Enterprises (CREATE) Act to attract more investments and maintain fiscal prudence
and stability in the Philippines. Republic Act (RA) 11534 or the CREATE Act introduces reforms to
the corporate income tax and incentives systems. It takes effect 15 days after its complete publication
in the Official Gazette or in a newspaper of general circulation or April 11, 2021.
The following are the key changes to the Philippine tax law pursuant to the CREATE Act which have
an impact on the Group
•

Effective July 1, 2020, regular corporate income tax (RCIT) rate is reduced from 30% to 25% for
domestic and resident foreign corporations. For domestic corporations with net taxable income
not exceeding Php5 million and with total assets not exceeding Php100 million (excluding land
on which the business entity’s office, plant and equipment are situated) during the taxable year,
the RCIT rate is reduced to 20%.

•

Minimum corporate income tax (MCIT) rate reduced from 2% to 1% of gross income effective
July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2023.

•

Imposition of improperly accumulated earnings tax (IAET) is repealed.

As clarified by the Philippine Financial Reporting Standards Council in its Philippine Interpretations
Committee Q&A No. 2020-07, the CREATE Act was not considered substantively enacted as of
December 31, 2020 even though some of the provisions have retroactive effect to July 1, 2020.
The passage of the CREATE Act into law on March 26, 2011 is considered as a non-adjusting
subsequent event. Accordingly, current and deferred taxes as of and for the year ended
December 31, 2020 continued to be computed and measured using the applicable income tax rates
as of December 31, 2020 (i.e., 30% RCIT / 2% MCIT) for financial reporting purposes.
Applying the provisions of the CREATE Act, the Group would have been subjected to lower
regular corporate income tax rate of 25% effective July 1, 2020. This resulted in lower provision
for current income tax for the year ended December 31, 2020 and lower income tax payable as of
December 31, 2020, which was reflected in the Group’s 2020 annual income tax return but was only
recognized for financial reporting purposes in the Group’s 2021 interim consolidated financial
statements. The adoption of CREATE also resulted in lower deferred tax assets and liabilities as of
December 31, 2020 and provision for deferred tax for the year then which was recognized in the
interim condensed consolidated financial statements.
Deferred tax assets – net amounted to =
P1.29 billion and P
=1.47 billion as at June 30, 2021 and
December 31, 2020, respectively.
The Group also recognized deferred tax liability of =
P99.8 million and =
P90.4 million pertaining to
the accumulated fair value gain on equity investments at FVOCI as of June 30, 2021 and
December 31, 2020, respectively.
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The outstanding balances and transactions with related parties as of June 30, 2021 and December 31,
2020 consist of the following:
(In Thousands of Philippine Peso)
Related party
Parent
company
Associate

Transaction
Rendering of janitorial services
Purchase of management services
Rendering of services
Extension of advances

Entities under
the common
control

Other related
parties

Bank deposits

Amount /
Volume
=
P5,366
(1,071)
‒
−
2,137

Revenue from construction
services
Revenue from service contract

44,842

Rendering of janitorial services

186,876

Revenue from construction
services
Lease of property
Sale of property

Interest income
Extension of advances
Extension of advances
Due from related parties
Due to related parties

10,591

144
(37,232)
342
136
−
−

(In Thousands of Philippine Peso)
Related party
Parent company
Associate
Entities under
the common
control

Transaction
Rendering of janitorial services
Rendering of services

‒

Bank deposits

3,946

Revenue from construction services

9,534

Extension of advances

Other related
parties

Amount /
Volume
=
P7,163

Rendering of janitorial services
Lease of property

‒
225,921
(70,918)

Sale of property

3,238

Interest income
Due from related parties
Due to related parties

5,153

June 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
Outstanding
Receivable/
(Payable)
Terms
=
P11,137
Non-interest
(2,000)
bearing
18,373
Non-interest
bearing
(259)
Non-interest
bearing
804,974
Interest bearing;
0.125%
-0.5625% per
annum
51,024
Non-interest
bearing
20,818
Non-interest
bearing
83,352
Non-interest
bearing
−
Interest bearing,
5% per annum
−
Non-interest
bearing
−
‒
(1,321)
5,587
=
P118,449
(P
= 1,580)

Interest bearing,
5% per annum
‒
‒
‒

December 31, 2020 (Audited)
Outstanding
Receivable/
(Payable)
Terms
=
P8,165
Non-interest
bearing
33,357
Non-interest
bearing
1,193,073
Interest bearing;
0.20%
-0.25% per annum
99,791
Non-interest
bearing
24,092
Non-interest
bearing
6,995
−
−
Non-interest
bearing
38,000 Interest bearing, 5%
per annum
‒
=65,614
P
=
P–

Conditions
Unsecured,
no impairment
Unsecured
Unsecured
Unsecured,
no impairment
Unsecured
Unsecured,
no impairment
Unsecured,
no impairment
Unsecured
Unsecured
Unsecured
‒
‒
‒

Conditions
Unsecured,
no impairment
Unsecured
Unsecured,
no impairment
Unsecured
Unsecured,
no impairment
−
Unsecured
Unsecured
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- 27 a. In 2019, EPC was contracted by RCBC Realty Corporation, for the Supply of Labor, Tools and
Materials and Installation of the Additional Low Voltage Switchgear and Busway System for
Phase 2 Electrical System Upgrade which commenced in April 2019 with contract price
amounting to =
P260.39 million. The outstanding trade receivables amounted to P
=20.82 million
and nil as of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively.
b. In 2018, the Parent Company was contracted by Malayan Education Systems, Inc. for the
General Construction Works, Excavation, Structural, Civil, Architectural, MEPF Works and
Attendance of Mapua Makati Building with contract price amounted to =
P891.0 million.
The project was completed on February 28, 2021. The outstanding receivables amounted to
=49.7 million and =
P
P93.4 million, including retention receivables of =
P49.7 million and
=90.81 million as of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively.
P
c. In 2019, the Parent Company was contracted by Malayan Colleges Laguna for the construction
of Mapua School basketball court with contract price amounting to P
=38.2 million. The project
was completed on July 15, 2020. The outstanding receivables amounted to =
P1.3 million and
=6.4 million as of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively.
P
d. In 2013, the Parent Company was contracted by PWEI for the construction of 18 units WTG
foundations, roadways and temporary landing pad intended for the 36MW Nabas Wind Power
Project (NWPP) in Nabas, Aklan for =
P1,100.0 million. The project was completed on
April 30, 2015. There is no remaining receivables as of June 30, 2021 and =
P31.1 million as of
December 31, 2020.
e. In 2006, the Parent Company sold parcels of land to EEI-RFI, a trustee of the Parent Company
employees retirement fund (the Fund). The Fund is managed by RCBC Trust and Investment
Division. The parcels of land sold are located in Manggahan, Quezon City and Bauan, Batangas.
The receivables bear interest of 5% per annum in 2021, 2020 and 2019.
Starting January 2007, the Parent Company and EEI-RFI entered into operating lease agreements
for the said land and improvements. The lease terms are for one year and renewable every year
with 5% increase effective January 1, 2014.
In 2013, the receivable from the EEI-RFI amounting to =
P390.0 million was restructured and
reclassified to other noncurrent assets with fixed 5% interest rate per annum. In 2016, the Parent
Company and the Fund agreed to extend the term of the payment until April 30, 2021. There are no
remaining receivables as of June 30, 2021 and =
P38.0 million as of December 31, 2020. Interest
income earned from receivable from EEI-RFI amounted to =
P0.3 million and
=3.2 million for the periods ended June 30, 2021, December 31, 2020, respectively.
P
Outstanding balances as at balance sheet date are unsecured and settlement occurs in cash. There
have been no guarantees provided or received for any related party receivables or payables. These
mainly consist of advances and reimbursement of expenses. The Group has not recognized any
impairment on amounts due from related parties for the six months period ended June 30, 2021 and
the year ended December 31, 2020.
This assessment is undertaken each balance sheet date through a review of the financial position of
the related party and the market in which the related party operates.
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- 28 Identification, review and approval of related party transactions
Material related party transactions (MRPT) refers to any related party transactions, either
individually, or in aggregate over a twelve (12)–month period with the same related party, amounting
to ten percent (10%) or higher of the Group’s total consolidated assets based on its latest audited
financial statements.
All material related party transactions shall be reviewed by the Group’s Corporate Governance
Committee and approved by the BOD with at least 2/3 votes of BOD, with at least a majority vote of
the independent directors. In case that the vote of a majority of the independent directors is not
secured, the material related party transactions may be ratified by the vote of the stockholders
representing at least 2/3 of the outstanding capital stock.

23. Capital Stock
The Group’s common shares were registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on
August 28, 1997. The total number of shares registered with SEC at that time was 2 billion with
original issue price amounting to =
P1.0 per share. As of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, the
Group had 3,119 shareholders on record, respectively.
Capital Management
The primary objective of the Group’s capital management is to ensure that it maintains healthy capital
ratios in order to support its business and maximize shareholder value.
The Group manages its capital structure and makes adjustments to it, in light of changes in economic
conditions. To maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Group may adjust the dividend payment to
shareholders or issue new shares. No changes were made in the objectives, policies or processes as of
June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020.
The Group considers total equity as its capital.
The Group monitors capital using a debt-to-equity ratio, which is total liabilities divided by total
equity attributable to equity holders of Parent Company. The Group’s policy is to maintain a
debt-to-equity ratio lower than 4:1 as at June 30, 2020 and December 31, 2020.

Current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities (a)
Equity (b)
Debt to Equity Ratio (a/b)

June 30,
December 31,
2021
2020
(Unaudited)
(Audited)
P
=15,315,773,796 =
P14,373,647,508
4,815,790,246
6,111,437,987
20,131,564,042 20,485,085,495
6,740,948,638
6,392,901,268
2.99:1
3.20:1
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Under the Tax Code of the Philippines, publicly listed companies are allowed to accumulate retained
earnings in excess of capital stock and are exempt from improperly accumulated earnings tax (IAET).
With the enactment of CREATE law, IAET had been repealed starting taxable year 2021.
The accumulated earnings of subsidiaries, associates and joint venture which are included in the
Group’s retained earnings amounted to P
=2.7 billion and =
P2.3 billion as of June 30, 2021 and
December 31, 2020, respectively, are not available for dividend declaration. Retained earnings are
further restricted for payment of dividends to the extent of cost of treasury shares and deferred
tax assets amounting to =
P1,356.1 million and P
=1,474.9 million as of June 30, 2021 and
December 31, 2020, respectively.
Retained earnings available for dividend declaration amounted to =
P0.94 billion and =
P0.86 billion as of
June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively.
The Group takes into consideration the financing requirements of its construction projects when
deciding the amount to be declared as dividends.

25. Segment Information
For management purposes, the Group is organized into business units based on geographical location,
which comprises of two main groupings as follows:
1. Domestic - all transactions and contracts entered in the Philippines
2. Foreign - all transactions and contracts entered outside the Philippines
EEI Limited - incorporated in British Virgin Islands
Clear Jewel Investments, Ltd. - incorporated in British Virgin Islands
Nimaridge Investments, Limited - incorporated in British Virgin Islands
EEI Corporation (Guam) - incorporated in the United States of America
Al Rushaid Construction Company Limited - incorporated in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Management monitors construction revenue and segment net income for the purpose of making
decision about resources allocation.
Segment reporting is consistent in all periods presented as there are no changes in the structure of the
Group’s internal organization that will cause the composition of its reportable segment to change.
(In Thousands of Philippine Peso)
Domestic
Assets
Current assets
Noncurrent assets
Total Assets
Liabilities
Current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Total Liabilities
Revenue
Direct cost
Selling and administrative expense
Interest expense
Foreign exchange gain (loss)

=
P15,260,668
14,260,689
29,521,357
15,073,436
4,243,565
19,317,001
8,630,925
(7,603,500)
(725,839)
(236,479)
15,566

As of June 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
Foreign
Combined
=
P5,601,976
2,710,980
8,312,956

=
P20,862,644
16,971,669
37,834,313

3,123,851
1,268,818
4,392,669
4,971,048
(4,147,095)
(149,262)
(12,399)
‒

18,197,287
5,512,383
23,709,670
13,601,973
(11,750,595)
(875,101)
(248,878)
15,566

Elimination

Consolidated

(P
=5,565,471)
(5,386,889)
(10,952,360)

=
P15,297,173
11,584,780
26,881,953

(2,881,513)
(696,593)
(3,578,106)
(5,056,488)
4,238,737
175,004
1,397
‒

15,315,774
4,815,790
20,131,564
8,545,485
(7,511,858)
(700,097)
(247,481)
15,566

(Forward)
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Domestic
Share in equity in net earnings (losses)
of associates and joint ventures
Interest and other income – net
Income before tax
Provision for income tax
Net income (loss)
Net Income Attributable to:
Equity holders of Parent Company
Noncontrolling interests
Other disclosures:
Depreciation and amortization
Capital expenditure
Interest income
Investments in associates and
joint ventures

=
P118,778
57,075
256,526
(456,896)
(200,370)

=
P271,642
26,531
960,465
(138,593)
821,872

(195,257)
(5,113)

821,872
–

Elimination

Consolidated

=
P390,420
83,606
1,216,991
(595,489)
621,502

=
P‒
(49,343)
(690,693)
393,250
(297,443)

=
P390,420
34,263
526,298
(202,239)
324,059

626,615
(5,113)

(297,443)
–

329,172
(5,113)

321,114
46,946
14,033

‒
‒
‒

321,114
46,946
14,033

‒
‒
(10,130)

321,114
46,946
3,903

=
P1,642,043

=
P1,457,123

=
P3,099,166

=
P‒

3,099,166

Elimination

Consolidated

Domestic
Assets
Current assets
Noncurrent assets
Total Assets
Liabilities
Current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Total Liabilities
Revenue
Direct cost
Selling and administrative expense
Interest expense
Foreign exchange gain (loss)
Share in equity in net earnings (losses)
of associates and joint ventures
Interest and other income – net
Income before tax
Provision for income tax
Net income (loss)
Other disclosures:
Depreciation and amortization
Capital expenditure
Interest income
Investments in associates and
joint ventures

As of June 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
Foreign
Combined

December 31, 2020 (Audited)
Foreign
Combined

P15,361,433
=
14,606,181
=29,967,614
P

P5,215,041
=
1,238,386
=6,453,427
P

P20,576,474
=
15,844,567
=36,421,041
P

(P
=4,638,640)
(4,889,861)
(9,528,501)

P15,937,834
=
10,954,706
=26,892,540
P

=14,332,584
P
6,129,312
=20,461,896
P
=14,416,682
P
(16,574,587)
(1,750,003)
(482,745)
(46,584)

P2,912,335
=
1,198,303
=4,110,638
P
=11,093,477
P
(8,969,819)
(252,016)
(74,663)
‒

=17,244,919
P
7,327,615
=24,572,534
P
=25,510,159
P
(25,544,406)
(2,002,019)
(557,408)
(46,584)

(P
=2,871,271)
(1,216,177)
(P
=4,087,448)
(P
=11,628,840)
9,450,739
305,407
91,165
‒

=14,373,648
P
6,111,438
=20,485,086
P
=13,881,319
P
(16,093,667)
(1,696,612)
(466,243)
(46,584)

966,226
136,627
(3,334,384)
1,093,397
(P
=2,240,987)

14,641
34,730
1,846,350
(201,256)
=1,645,094
P

980,867
171,357
(1,488,034)
892,141
(595,893)

‒
(87,994)
(1,869,523)
393,250
(P
=1,476,273)

980,867
83,363
(3,357,557)
1,285,391
(2,072,166)

P766,099
=
489,515
28,392

P‒
=
‒
‒

P766,099
=
489,515
28,392

=‒
P
‒
(11,437)

P766,099
=
489,515
16,955

=1,529,787
P

=1,360,288
P

=2,890,075
P

=‒
P

=2,890,075
P

Notes to operating segments:
a. Intersegment revenue, cost and expenses, assets and liabilities are eliminated on consolidation.
These are accounted for under PFRSs.
b. Other income for the six-month periods ending June 30 consists of:

Interest income
Other income

2021
(Unaudited)
=3,904,228
P
30,358,406
=34,262,634
P

2020
(Unaudited)
=8,701,132
P
10,586,822
=19,287,954
P

c. The foreign segment above includes the equity in net earnings (losses) from ARCC.
d. As of June 30, 2021, each of the three customers from the domestic segment contributed revenue
that exceeded 10% of the Group’s revenue. Following are the revenue contributed by each of
these customers: =
P1,226 million, =
P929 million and =
P917 million.
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that exceeded 10% of the Group’s revenue. Following are the revenue contributed by each of
these customers: =
P748 million and =
P667 million.

26. Earnings per Share
The following table presents information necessary to calculate earnings per share:
2021
(Unaudited)
Net income (loss) attributable to equity holders of
the Parent Company
Weighted average number of common shares
Earnings (loss) per share - basic/diluted

P
=329,171,481
1,036,281,485
P
=0.3176

2020
(Unaudited)
(P
=691,330,353)
1,036,281,485
(P
=0.6671)

The exercise price of unexercised stock options is still higher than the average market price during the
year making the options anti-dilutive, hence, no diluted earnings per share is calculated.
The weighted average number of common shares is computed as follows:
Number of common shares issued and outstanding
Less: treasury shares

June 30, 2021
1,036,401,386
119,901
1,036,281,485

June 30, 2020
1,036,401,386
119,901
1,036,281,485

27. Changes in Liabilities Arising from Financing Activities
Changes in the Group’s liabilities arising from financing activities for the six-month period ending
June 30 follow:
2021 (Unaudited):

Bank loans (Note 16)
Long-term debt (Note 18)
Lease liabilities (Note 13)

January 1, 2021
=5,015,000,000
P
5,548,027,325
569,565,423
=11,132,592,748
P

Net cash flows
=752,250,000
P
(189,103,243)
(47,730,042)
=515,416,715
P

Non-cash
movement
=–
P
10,156,874
54,983
=10,211,857
P

June 30, 2021
P5,767,250,000
=
5,369,080,956
521,890,364
=11,658,221,320
P

January 1, 2020
=5,905,000,000
P
2,721,785,719
654,337,141
=9,281,122,860
P

Net cash flows
=887,000,000
P
(560,041,754)
(48,594,841)
=278,363,405
P

Non-cash
movement
=–
P
–
21,968,962
=21,968,962
P

June 30, 2020
P6,792,000,000
=
2,161,743,965
627,711,262
=9,581,455,227
P

2020 (Unaudited):

Bank loans (Note 16)
Long-term debt (Note 18)
Lease liabilities (Note 13)
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Fair Value Information
Cash and cash equivalents, receivables, deposits, advances to officers and employees, bank loans,
accounts payable and other current liabilities and due to related parties
The carrying amounts of these instruments approximate fair values due to their short-term maturities
and demand feature.
Receivable from EEI RFI
The fair values of the receivable amounting =
P38.0 million as of December 31, 2020 (nil as at
June 30, 2021) were estimated as the present value of all future cash flows discounted using the
applicable rates for similar types of loans (Level 3 - significant observable inputs). Discount rate
used in 2020 was 1.41%.
Interest-bearing trade receivables
The fair value of interest-bearing trade receivables amounting to =
P10.75 million and =
P20.5 million as
of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively, was estimated as the present value of all
future cash flows discounted using the applicable rates for similar types of loans (Level 3 - significant
observable inputs). Discount rate used in 2021 and 2020 was 1.60% and 1.41%, respectively.
Receivable from sale of investment properties
The fair value of the receivable from sale of investment property amounting to =
P20.8 million and
=21.3 million as of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively, was estimated as the present
P
value of all future cash flows discounted using the applicable rates for similar types of loans (Level 2
- significant observable inputs). Discount rate used in 2021 and 2020 was 1.60% and 1.41%,
respectively.
Quoted equity investments
Fair values of investments in equity shares listed with Philippine Stock Exchange amounting to
=
P6.3 million and =
P6.6 million as of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively, were
determined by reference to the quoted price in the stock exchange at the end of the reporting period
(Level 1 - quoted prices in active market).
Fair values of investments in club/golf shares amounting to =
P19.0 million and =
P16.9 million as of
June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively, were determined by reference to the price of the
most recent transaction at the end of the reporting period (Level 2 - significant observable inputs).
Unquoted equity investments at FVOCI
PGEC
The fair value of the Group’s investment in PGEC is determined using the discounted cash flow
model. PGEC is a holding company and has investments in the following subsidiaries, namely,
Maibarara Geothermal, Inc. and PetroSolar Corporation and PetroWind Energy, Inc. a joint venture,
as of June 30, 2021. All investees are engaged in the business of generating power through
renewable sources of energy.
The significant unobservable inputs (Level 3) used in the fair value measurement of PGEC are as
follows:
Discount rate: 8.49% - 12.61% (1% decrease in the discount rates could increase the fair value of
the Group’s investment in PGEC by P82.2 million.)
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Electricity prices used in calculating revenue:
o Maibarara Geothermal, Inc.: Electricity price based on electricity supply agreement with a
customer
o PetroSolar Corporation: Feed-in tariff rate of P9.82 per kWH
o PetroWind Energy, Inc: Feed-in tariff rates of P8.59 per kWH
HEDC
The fair value of the Group’s investment in HEDC is determined using the adjusted net asset
approach wherein the assets of HEDC consisting mainly of parcels of land are adjusted from cost to
their fair value. The valuation on parcels of land was performed by an independent SEC-accredited
appraiser as of December 31, 2020. Management assessed that there is no change in the fair value of
parcels of land as at June 30, 2021.
The significant unobservable inputs (Level 3) used in the fair value measurement of HEDC are as
follows:
The fair values of the land were determined using the market approach which is a valuation technique
that uses prices and other relevant information generated by market transactions involving identical or
comparable assets and adjusted to reflect differences on size (20%), location (20%) and facilities and
utilities (5%). Significant favorable (unfavorable) adjustments to the aforementioned factors based
on the professional judgment of the independent appraisers would increase (decrease) the fair value of
land. Depending on the status of the development, the value of the land per sqm ranges from =
P460 to
=5,687.
P
A 5% increase (decrease) in the appraised value of the land per sqm could increase (decrease) the
Group’s investment by P
=14.3 million.
Long-term debt
The fair values of the interest-bearing long-term loans amounting to =
P5.40 billion and
=5.41 billion as of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively, were estimated as the present
P
value of all future cash flows discounted using the applicable rates for similar types of loans (Level 3
- significant observable inputs). Discount rates used in 2021 and 2020 were 4.86% and 3.31%,
respectively.
Long-term retention payable
The fair values of the retention payable (Note 17) amounting to =
P211.0 million and =
P273.6 million as
of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively were estimated as the present value of all
future cash flows discounted using the applicable rates for similar types of loans (Level 3 - significant
observable inputs). Discount rates used in 2021 and 2020 were 1.60% and 1.41%, respectively.
29. Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies
The main purpose of the Group’s financial instruments is to raise finances for the Group’s operations.
The main risks arising from the Group’s financial instruments are credit risk, liquidity risk and
foreign currency risk. The policies for managing these risks are summarized as follows:
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The exposure to credit risk on its receivables relates primarily to the inability of project owners to
fully settle the unpaid balance of receivables and other claims owed to the Group. Credit risk is
managed in accordance with the Group’s credit risk policy which requires the evaluation of the
creditworthiness of the project owners by engaging the service of an accredited third-party credit
analyst.
The Group’s gross maximum exposure to credit risk is equal to the carrying amounts of its
financial assets as of June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020.
The Group generally considers a financial asset in default when contractual payments are 90 days
past due.
For a financial asset that arises from long-term construction contracts, the Group considers the asset
to be in default if contractual payments are not settled within 90 days from the completion of the
construction project. The Group’s normal credit terms for construction projects is within 90 days
based on its historical experience. However, in certain cases, the Group may also consider a financial
asset to be in default when internal or external information indicates that the Group is unlikely to
receive the outstanding contractual amounts in full. A financial asset is written off when there is no
reasonable expectation of recovering the contractual cash flows.
In 2021, the Group has a significant concentration of credit risk from one customer which comprises
7% of the total financial assets. In 2020, the Group has a significant concentration of credit risk from
one customer which comprises 33% of the total financial assets
Its gross maximum exposure to credit risk is equivalent to the carrying value of its financial assets as
presented in the consolidated statements of financial position.
Credit risk is managed since the titles of the properties sold by the Group from its real estate
operations are retained until receivables are fully collected and the fair values of these properties held
as collateral are sufficient to cover the carrying values of the receivables.
The credit information of the Group’s debt financial assets follows:
Neither
Past Due
nor Impaired

<30 days

As of June 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
Past Due but Not Impaired
30 to <60
60 to <90
days
days
>90 days

Trade receivables
P
=1,068,815,353 P
=384,709,240 P
=283,285,451
Receivable from sale of
investment properties
20,819,118
‒
‒
Other receivables
3,124,432
653,193
1,852,544
Due from related parties
118,449,427
‒
‒
Interest-bearing trade
Receivables
10,752,094
‒
‒
Miscellaneous deposits
4,764,471
388,438
2,226,580
P
=1,226,724,895 P
=385,750,871 P
=287,364,575

=
P72,518,917

=
P497,169,117

‒
4,172,019
‒

‒
34,016,563
‒

‒
187,840
P
=76,878,776

‒
108,679,260
P
=639,864,940

Impaired
Financial
Assets

Total

P
= 75,800,807 =
P2,382,298,885
‒
2,549,914
‒

20,819,118
46,368,665
118,449,427

‒
10,752,094
3,335,193
119,581,782
P
=81,685,914 P
=2,698,269,971
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Trade receivables
Receivable from sale of
investment properties
Other receivables
Due from related parties
Interest-bearing trade
receivables
Miscellaneous deposits
Receivable from EEI
Retirement Fund, Inc.

December 31, 2020 (Audited)
Past Due but Not Impaired
30 to <60
60 to <90
days
days
>90 days
=343,941,192
P
=98,625,659
P
=777,057,101
P

Neither
Past Due
nor Impaired
=1,293,143,566
P

Impaired
Financial
Assets
=35,328,975
P

<30 days
=853,996,629
P

Total
=3,402,093,122
P

21,280,648
3,442,749
65,613,972

‒
499,388
‒

‒
4,455,633
‒

‒
1,684,372
‒

‒
42,952,584
‒

‒
2,342,035
‒

21,280,648
55,376,761
65,613,972

20,279,281
15,579

‒
‒

‒
‒

‒
‒

‒
114,370,736

200,000
3,335,193

20,479,281
117,721,508

38,000,000
=1,441,775,795
P

‒
=854,496,017
P

‒
=348,396,825
P

‒
=100,310,031
P

‒
=934,380,421
P

‒
=
P41,206,203

38,000,000
=3,720,565,292
P

The risk that past due receivables from project owners will not be collected is mitigated by the fact
that the Group can resort to carry out its contractor’s lien over the project with varying degrees of
effectiveness depending on the jurisprudence applicable on or country location of the project.
The tables below summarize the credit quality of the Group’s neither past due nor impaired loans and
receivables.

Trade receivables
Receivable from sale of investment properties
Due from related parties
Interest-bearing trade receivables
Miscellaneous deposits
Other receivables

Trade receivables
Receivable from sale of investment properties
Due from related parties
Interest-bearing trade receivables
Miscellaneous deposits
Receivable from EEI-RFI
Other receivables

As of June 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
Neither Past Due nor Impaired
High Grade
Standard Grade
P
=1,058,591,552
P
=10,223,801
20,819,118
‒
118,449,427
‒
10,752,094
‒
4,764,471
‒
3,015,645
108,787
P
=1,216,392,307
P
=10,332,588

Total
P
=1,068,815,353
20,819,118
118,449,427
10,752,094
4,764,471
3,124,432
=
P1,226,724,895

As of December 31, 2020 (Audited)
Neither Past Due nor Impaired
High Grade
Standard Grade
=1,281,255,134
P
=11,888,432
P
21,280,648
‒
65,613,972
‒
20,479,281
‒
15,579
‒
38,000,000
‒
3,380,742
62,006
=1,430,025,356
P
=11,950,438
P

Total
=1,293,143,566
P
21,280,648
65,613,972
20,479,281
15,579
38,000,000
3,442,748
=1,441,975,794
P

Neither past due nor impaired trade receivables and other receivables are classified into ‘high grade’
and ‘standard grade’. Neither past due nor impaired due from related parties and receivables from
EEI-RFI are normally ‘high grade’ in nature. The Group sets financial assets as ‘high grade’ based
on the Group’s positive collection experience. On the other hand, ‘standard grade’ are those which
have credit history of default in payments.
The Company has the following financial assets that are subject to the expected credit loss model
under PFRS 9:
Cash and cash equivalents;
Trade receivables;
Contract assets
Advances to officers and employees
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June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020 are as follow:
June 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
General Approach
Stage 1
Stage 2
Amortized cost
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Contract assets
Advances to officers and
employees
Total gross carrying amounts
Less allowance

Simplified
Approach

=1,058,427,631
P
−
−

P−
=
−
−

P−
=
−
−

=−
P
2,581,547,764
10,126,756,214

51,527,315
1,109,954,946
(34,371)
=1,109,920,575
P

−
−
−
=−
P

−
−
−
=−
P

‒
12,708,303,978
(143,258,449)
= 12,565,045,529
P

December 31, 2020 (Audited)
General Approach
Stage 1
Stage 2
Amortized cost
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Contract assets
Advances to officers and
employees
Total gross carrying amounts
Less allowance

Stage 3

Stage 3

Simplified
Approach
=−
P
3,696,351,249
8,628,693,043

=1,325,701,192
P
−
−

P−
=
−
−

P−
=
−
−

58,475,819
1,384,177,011
(32,523)
=1,384,144,488
P

−
−
−
=−
P

−
58,475,819
− 12,383,520,111
−
(134,226,982)
=− =
P
P12,249,293,129

Liquidity Risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Group will be unable to meet its payment obligations as they fall
due. The Group seeks to manage its liquidity risk to be able to meet its operating cash flow
requirements, finance capital expenditures and service maturing debts. To cover its short-term and
long-term funding requirements, the Group intends to use internally generated funds and available
short-term and long-term credit facilities. Credit lines are obtained from BOD-designated banks at
amounts based on financial forecasts approved by BOD.
The maturity groupings are based on the remaining period from the end of the reporting period to the
contractual maturity date.
The tables below summarize the maturity profile of the Group’s financial assets.
On demand
Financial Liabilities
Accounts payable and other
current liabilities*
Bank loans
Peso loan
Interest
Long-term debt
Peso loan
Interest
Lease liabilities
Due to related parties

As of June 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
< 1 year
1 to < 2 years
> 2 years

Total

=
P965,489,548

=
P4,354,055,272

=
P416,002,665

=
P261,087,534

=
P5,996,635,019

‒
‒

5,767,250,000
97,764,065

‒
‒

‒
‒

5,767,250,000
97,764,065

‒
‒
‒
1,579,864
967,069,412

2,244,626,849
43,600,519
78,493,689
‒
12,585,790,394

3,008,040,207
65,465,236
63,453,987
‒
3,552,962,095

116,413,900
8,399,442
379,942,688
‒
765,843,564

5,369,080,956
117,465,197
521,890,364
1,579,864
17,871,665,465

(Forward)
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On demand
Financial Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Trade receivables
Other receivables
Due from related parties
Liquidity gap (position)

=
P1,065,259,343
1,284,285,036
12,913,999
118,449,427
2,480,907,805
(P
= 1,513,838,393)

As of June 30, 2021 (Unaudited)
< 1 year
1 to < 2 years
> 2 years

Total

=
P‒

=
P‒

=
P‒

=
P1,065,259,343

1,037,384,402
22,500,174
‒
1,059,884,576
=
P11,525,905,818

18,766,237
4,490,743
‒
23,256,980
=
P3,529,705,115

41,863,210
6,463,749
‒
48,326,959
=
P717,516,605

2,382,298,885
46,368,665
118,449,427
3,612,376,320
P
= 14,259,289,145

*Excludes statutory liabilities

On demand
Financial Liabilities
Accounts payable and other current
liabilities*
Bank loans
Peso loan
Interest
Long-term debt
Peso loan
Interest
Lease liabilities
Due to related parties

Financial Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Trade receivables
Other receivables
Due from related parties

Total

=
P1,249,822,685

=
P4,313,741,859

=
P184,227,979

=
P524,050,042

=
P6,271,842,565

‒
‒

5,015,000,000
3,709,340

‒
‒

‒
‒

5,015,000,000
3,709,340

‒
‒
‒
‒
1,249,822,685

2,289,880,262
1,063,784,192
88,407,895
‒
12,774,523,548

1,796,899,021
89,117,343
52,469,620
‒
2,122,713,963

1,461,248,042
33,048,487
425,039,689
‒
2,443,386,260

5,548,027,325
1,185,950,022
565,917,204
‒
18,590,446,456

=
P1,332,363,040

=
P‒

=
P‒

=
P‒

=
P1,332,363,040

1,560,158,100
3,530,780
‒
1,563,688,880
= 11,210,834,668
P

241,210,955
‒
‒
241,210,955
= 1,881,503,008
P

17,107,297
‒
‒
17,107,297
= 2,426,278,963
P

3,402,093,122
55,376,762
65,613,972
4,855,446,896
= 13,734,999,560
P

1,583,616,770
51,845,982
65,613,972
3,033,439,764
(P
= 1,783,617,079)

Liquidity gap (position)

As of December 31, 2020 (Audited)
< 1 year
1 to < 2 years
> 2 years

*Excludes statutory liabilities

As of December 31, 2020, the Group has available undrawn committed borrowing facilities with local
banks totaling to =
P15.9 billion.
Foreign currency risk
Currency risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate
because of changes in foreign exchange rates. The Group’s currency risk arise mainly from cash and
receivables which are denominated in a currency other than the Group’s functional currency or will
be denominated in such a currency.
The following tables demonstrate the sensitivity to a reasonably possible change in the US dollar
(USD), Singapore dollar (SGD), Euro (EUR), Japan yen (YEN) and UK Pound (GBP) currency rates,
with all variables held constant, of the Group’s profit before tax (due to changes in the fair value of
monetary assets and liabilities):

USD
SGD
EUR
YEN
GBP

As of June 30, 2021
December 31, 2020
(Unaudited)
(Audited)
Percentage
Effect on profit Percentage increase/
Effect on profit
increase/decrease in
before tax decrease in foreign
before tax
foreign currency
(in PHP)
currency
(in PHP)
+ 5.1%
=3,664,047
P
+ 3.0%
=6,261,228
P
+ 3.7%
23,923
+ 1.5%
9,403
+ 3.0%
12,565
+ 0.5%
1,154
+ 4.3%
58,534
+ 3.7%
60,623
+ 2.3%
‒
+ 4.1%
‒
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USD
SGD
EUR
YEN
GBP

As of June 30, 2021
December 31, 2020
(Unaudited)
(Audited)
Percentage
Effect on profit Percentage increase/
Effect on profit
increase/decrease in
before tax decrease in foreign
before tax
foreign currency
(in PHP)
currency
(in PHP)
- 5.1%
(P
=3,664,047)
- 3.0%
(P
=6,261,228)
- 3.7%
(23,923)
- 1.5%
(9,403)
- 3.0%
(12,565)
- 0.5%
(1,154)
- 4.3%
(58,534)
- 3.7%
(60,623)
- 2.3%
‒
- 4.1%
‒

The foreign currency denominated financial assets and financial liabilities in original currencies and
equivalents to the functional and presentation currency are as follows:
June 30, 2021 (Unaudited)

Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Financial liabilities
Accounts payable and other
current liabilities

USD1

SGD2

EUR3

YEN4

GBP5

Equivalents in
PHP

$1,461,725
252,624
1,714,349

S$17,680
−
17,680

€7,219
−
7,219

¥3,091,183
−
3,091,183

£−
−
−

= 73,370,446
P
12,263,385
85,633,831

248,730
$1,465,619

−
$17,680

−
€7,219

−
¥3,091,183

−
−

12,074,349
=
P73,559,482

1

Exchange rate used - =
P48.54 to $1
Exchange rate used - =
P36.09 to S$1
3
Exchange rate used - =
P57.77 to €1
4
Exchange rate used - =
P0.44 to ¥1
5
Exchange rate used - =
P67.21 to £1
2

December 31, 2020 (Audited)

Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Financial liabilities
Accounts payable and other
current liabilities

USD1

SGD2

EUR3

YEN4

GBP5

$3,106,230
1,191,113
4,297,343

$17,680

€3,797

¥2,101,739

£−

‒

‒

‒

‒

17,680

3,797

2,101,739

‒
‒
£‒

‒

‒

‒

‒

$4,297,343

$17,680

€3,797

¥2,101,759

Equivalents in
PHP
=151,045,217
P
57,881,225
208,926,442
‒
P
=208,926,442

1

Exchange rate used - =
P48.02 to $1
Exchange rate used - =
P36.12 to S$1
3
Exchange rate used - =
P58.69 to €1
4
Exchange rate used - =
P0.46 to ¥1
5
Exchange rate used - =
P65.99 to £1
2

30. Other Matters
Continuing impact of COVID-19
The outbreak of COVID-19 disrupted the business of the Group in 2021 and 2020. This includes the
temporary stoppage of construction activities during the period of enhanced community quarantine
(ECQ) in adherence to Government’s directive and incurrence of additional construction cost.
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- 39 On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization has declared COVID-19 outbreak a global
pandemic. In the Philippines, in a move to contain the COVID-19 outbreak, on March 13, 2020,
the Office of the President of the Philippines issued a Memorandum directive to impose stringent
social distancing measures in the National Capital Region effective March 15, 2020. On
March 16, 2020, Presidential Proclamation No. 929 was issued, declaring a State of Calamity
throughout the Philippines for a period of six (6) months and imposed an enhanced community
quarantine throughout the island of Luzon until May 15, 2020. Effective May 16, 2020, some
provinces in Luzon was placed under general community quarantine while National Capital Region
(NCR) was placed under modified enhanced community quarantine. Effective June 1, 2020, NCR
was placed under general community quarantine (GCQ). On August 4, 2020, the Philippine
Government has placed NCR back to modified enhanced community quarantine (MECQ) until it
was placed to general community quarantine starting August 19, 2020 until August 31, 2020.
On September 1, 2020, the Office of the President of the Philippines declared GCQ until
September 30, 2020. The GCQ over NCR and other risk areas was further extended until
January March 29, 2021 while the rest of the country was put under MGCQ. From March 29, 2021
to April 4, 2021, following spike in the number of new COVID-19 cases, the Philippine Government
has placed NCR back to ECQ and was later extended to April 11, 2021. From April 12, 2021 to
May 14, 2021, NCR is placed under MECQ. From May 15, 2021 to August 5, 2021, NCR is
placed under GCQ. From August 6, 2021 to August 20, 2021, NCR is placed under ECQ.
From August 21, 2021 to August 31, 2021, NCR is placed under MECQ. The Government has been
easing quarantine measures in key areas in the Philippines. Further, the rollout of the national
vaccination program starting first quarter of 2021 is expected to further improve market activities in
the Philippines.
At the end of June 30, 2021, EEI Corporation’s unworked portion of existing contracts stood at
=49.2 billion, including ARCC’s backlog of =
P
P16.29 billion. The Company considers this backlog of
projects as healthy and sustainable. EEI expects an overall strong performance in its domestic
operations driven by the current buildings, infrastructure, electromechanical, and industrial projects in
its pipeline as production continues to pick-up. Despite the delays in operations caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic, the backlog was preserved and will be realized as construction works resume.
Approval of issuance of preferred shares
On July 15, 2021, the BOD of the Company approved the following:
a) Offer of up to four billion pesos of preferred shares of EEI, with over-subscription option of up to
two billion pesos preferred shares, at an offer price of up to Php100 per share.
b) Amendment in 2nd paragraph of Article 7 of the Articles of Incorporation to reflect that all
stockholders shall have no pre-emptive rights with respect to any shares of any other class or
series of the present capital or on future or subsequent increases in capital.
c) Amendment in 4th paragraph of Article 7 of the Articles of Incorporation changing the
characteristic of preferred shares of the Company from non-cumulative to cumulative.
d) Amendment in Article 6 of the Articles of Incorporation increasing the number of board of
directors to eleven (11).
The above were approved by the shareholders through written assent on August 26, 2021.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
ON INTERIM SUPPLEMENTARY SCHEDULES

The Stockholders and the Board of Directors
EEI Corporation
No. 12 Manggahan Street
Bagumbayan, Quezon City
We have reviewed in accordance with Philippine Standard on Review Engagements 2410, Review of
Interim Financial Information Performed by the Independent Auditor of the Entity, the interim condensed
consolidated financial statements of EEI Corporation and its subsidiaries (the “Group”) as at
June 30, 2021 and for the six-month periods ended June 30, 2021 and 2020 and have issued our report
thereon dated September 1, 2021. Our review was made for the purpose of expressing a conclusion on
the interim condensed consolidated financial statements taken as whole. The schedules listed in the Index
to the Interim Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements and Supplementary Schedules are the
responsibility of the Group’s management. These schedules are presented for purposes of complying
with Revised Securities Regulation Code Rule 68, and are not part of the interim condensed consolidated
financial statements. These schedules have been subjected to the procedures applied in the review of the
interim condensed consolidated financial statements and, based on our review, nothing has come to our
attention that causes us to believe that the information required to be set forth therein has not been
prepared, in all material respects, in relation to the interim condensed consolidated financial statements
taken as a whole.
SYCIP GORRES VELAYO & CO.

Wenda Lynn M. Loyola
Partner
CPA Certificate No. 109952
SEC Accreditation No. 1540-AR-1 (Group A),
January 10, 2019, valid until January 9, 2022
Tax Identification No. 242-019-387
BIR Accreditation No. 08-001998-117-2019,
January 28, 2019, valid until January 27, 2022
PTR No. 8534313, January 4, 2021, Makati City
September 1, 2021
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EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION AND DISCLOSURES REQUIRED ON
REVISED SRC RULE NO. 68
JUNE 30, 2021
Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) issued the Revised Securities Regulation Code
Rule No. 68 (Revised SRC Rule No. 68) which consolidates the two separate rules and labeled in the
amendment as “Part I” and “Part II”, respectively. It also prescribed the additional information and
schedule requirements for issuers of securities to the public.
Below are the additional information and schedules required by Revised SRC Rule No. 68, that are
relevant to the Group. This information is presented for purposes of filing with the SEC and is not
required part of the basic financial statements.
Schedule A. Financial Assets
The following is the detailed schedule of equity in investments at FVOCI as at June 30, 2021:

Name of Issuing Entities
Quoted:
Sta. Elena Golf Club Inc.
Philippine Long Distance Telephone Co.
Manila Southwood Golf & Country Club
Valle Verde Country Club
The Orchard Golf and Country Club
Canyon Woods
Royale Tagaytay Country Club
Related Parties:
The Orchard Golf
Sherwoods Hills Golf Club
Fairways & Blue Water Resort Golf
Club Filipino
Forest Hill golf share
Royale NorthWoods
Eagle Ridge Golf & Country Club
PLDT
Unquoted:
Hermosa Ecozone Development Corp (HEDC)
Brightnote Assets Corporation
YGC Corporate Services, Inc.
YGC Corporate Services, Inc.
Tower Club (Philam Properties Corp.)
Architectural Center Club, Inc. (ACCI)
Philippine Contractors Association
Philippine Exporters Trading Corp.
Pilipino Telephone Company
Related Party:
Petro Green Energy Corporation
Total

Number of
Shares

Amount Shown in the
Statement of Financial
Position

Movement Valuation

2
37,942
2
2
1
1
1

=
P 13,000,000
6,333,732
3,000,000
500,000
700,000
70,000
60,000

=
P2,000,000
(216,764)
(200,000)
-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
925

700,000
250,000
250,000
180,000
180,000
121,856
60,000
10,333

200,000
-

1,000,000
1,100,000
12,000
1,389
1
1
10,000
5,000
150

403,579,764
2,657,925
2,509,932
500,000
795,515
32,000
10,000
5,000
675

(37,170,259)
-

205,376,000

639,521,555

78,845,076

207,543,424

=
P1,075,028,287

=
P43,458,053

Income earned and accrued from the financial assets amounted to P
=22.9 million as of June 2021.

-2Schedule B. Amounts Receivable from Directors, Officers, Employees, Related Parties
and Principal Stockholders (Other than Related Parties)
The Group has no advances to officers and employees above =
P1.0 million as at June 30, 2021.
Schedule C. Amounts Receivable from Related Parties which are Eliminated during the Consolidation of
Financial Statements
The following is the schedule of receivables from related parties, which are eliminated in the consolidated
financial statements as at June 30, 2021:

Name and Designation of Debtor
EEI Realty Corp
EEI Power Corp.
Gulf Asia International Corp.
GAIC Manpower Services Inc.
Philrock Construction & Services, Inc.
Philmark, Inc.
Equipment Engineers, Inc.
EEI Construction & Marine, Inc.
Learn JP
JPSAI
Biotech
EEI Energy
EEI Carga
EEI Limited

Balance at
beginning
of year
847,241
45,511,910
29,627
105,071
41,864,355
33,704,595
16,232,679
936,243
37,051
27,303,132
81,671
315,301,023
P
=481,954,598

Additions Amounts Collected
1,476,719
(1,933,170)
3,287,789
(2,802,884)
1,467,832
(1,392,365)
5,575,763
(666,556)
6,950,060
(5,140,440)
3,456,258
(2,805,445)
100,599
30,881,642
(916,348)
6,636,417
(19,693)
24,264
196,233
7,146,665
(190,450,697)
P
=67,200,241
(P
= 206,127,598)

Balance at end of
June 30, 2021
390,790
45,996,815
105,094
5,014,278
41,864,355
33,704,595
18,042,299
1,587,056
137,650
57,268,426
6,698,395
24,264
196,233
131,996,991
P
=343,027,241

There were no amounts written off during the year.
The following is the schedule of payable to related parties, which are eliminated in the interim condensed
consolidated financial statements as at June 30, 2021:

Name and Designation of Creditor
EEI Construction & Marine, Inc.
Equipment Engineers, Inc.
EEI Subic Corporation
Gulf Asia International Corp.
GAIC Manpower Services Inc.
Bagumbayan Equipment Industrial Products, Inc.
JP Asia
EEI Realty Corp.
Biotech JP
EEI Power Corp

Balance at
beginning
of year
162,552,323
78,397,813
89,079,662
2,515,375
1,643,054
16,529,644
4,845,640
321,998
P
=355,885,509

There were no amounts written off during the year.

Additions
13,354,825
67,618,141
57,633
7,409,521
4,741,112
10,071,938
45,570,755
23,299,198
P
= 172,123,123

Amounts
Paid
(51,407,980)
(136,162,835)
(7,409,521)
(7,256,487)
(24,208,339)
(7,825,675)
(23,621,196)
(P
= 257,892,033)

Balance at
end of June 30,
2021
124,499,168
9,853,119
89,137,295
1,643,054
2,393,243
42,590,720
P
=270,116,599
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Schedule D. Long-term Debt
Below is the schedule of long-term debt of the Group as at June 30, 2021:
Type of Obligation
Floating-rate corporate promissory notes with
effective interest of 3.7000%
per annum for seven (3) years.
Floating-rate corporate promissory notes with
effective interest of 3.5000%
per annum for seven (3) years.
Floating-rate corporate promissory notes with
effective interest of 4.5000%
per annum for seven (3) years.
Floating-rate corporate promissory notes with
effective interest of 3.25000%
per annum for seven (3) years.
Floating-rate corporate promissory notes with
effective interest of 3.42000%
per annum for seven (3) years.
BiotechJP
Yen-denominated five (5) year term loan, with
interest of 0.05% per annum.
Yen-denominated four and half (4.5)
year term loan, with interest of
0.98% per annum
Yen-denominated four and half (5)
year term loan, with interest of
0.30% per annum.

Amount

Current

Noncurrent

Collateral

=166,666,666
P

=166,666,666
P

=P

2,525,581,241

1,025,581,241

1,500,000,000

333,333,333

166,666,667

166,666,666

784,093,875

325,117,875

458,976,000

1,375,000,000

500,000,000

875,000,000

17,564,000

17,564,000

-

6,586,500

6,586,500

-

No Collateral

No Collateral

No Collateral

7,785,341

6,028,941

1,756,400

No Collateral

20,740,000

2,440,000

18,300,000

No Collateral

Yen-denominated ten (10) year term loan, with
interest of 0.30% per annum

43,910,000

6,586,500

37,323,500

Yen-denominated ten (10) year term loan, with
interest of 2.975% per annum

87,820,000

13,173,000

74,647,000

P
=5,369,080,956

P
=2,236,411,390

P
=3,132,669,566

USD-denominated, APR 2020 – NOV
2029, with interest of floating rate
plus margin (0.075%)

No Collateral
No Collateral

Schedule E. Indebtedness to Related Parties (Long Term Loans from Related Companies)
As at June 30, 2021, the Group has no long-term loans from its associates and entities under common
control.
Schedule F. Guarantees of Securities of Other Issuers
The Group did not guarantee any guarantees of securities of other issuing entities by the Group as at
June 30, 2021.

-4Schedule G. Capital Stock

Title of issue
Common Shares
Preferred Shares

Number of
shares authorized
2,000,000,000
400,000,000

Number of
shares issued
and outstanding
as shown under
related balance
sheet caption
1,036,281,485
–

Number of
shares
reserved for
options,
warrants,
conversion
and other
rights
35,000,000
–

Number of
shares held by
related parties
573,463,646
–

Directors,
Officers and
Employees
3,319,385
–

Others
459,498,454
–

EEI CORPORATION
RECONCILIATION OF RETAINED EARNINGS AVAILABLE FOR
DIVIDEND DECLARATION
As of June 30, 2021

Unappropriated retained earnings, January 1, 2021, as adjusted
Add: Net income actually earned/realized during the period
Add: Non-actual losses
Depreciation on revaluation increment (after tax)
Adjustment due to deviation from PFRS/GAAP - loss
Loss on fair value adjustment of investment property
(after tax)
Movement in deferred tax asset
Less: Non-actual/ unrealized income net of tax
Net loss during the period closed to Retained Earnings
Equity share in net earnings of joint ventures - net of tax
Unrealized foreign exchange gain - net
Unrealized actuarial gain - net
Fair value adjustment
Adjustment due to deviation from PFRS/GAAP gain
Other unrealized gain or adjustments to the retained earnings
as a result of certain transactions accounted under the
PFRS
Net loss actually earned during the period
Add (Less):
Dividend declarations during the period
Appropriations of retained earnings during the period
Reversals of appropriations
Effects of prior period adjustments

Unappropriated retained earnings available for dividend
distribution, June 30, 2021

P
=855,567,516
‒
‒
‒
‒
157,072,840
‒
(62,385,698)
(1,450,770)
(13,104,430)
‒
‒
‒
‒
80,131,942
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

P
=935,699,458

EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
MAP OF RELATIONSHIPS OF THE COMPANIES WITHIN THE GROUP

Group Structure
Below is a map showing the relationship between and among the Group and its ultimate parent company, subsidiaries, and associates as at June 30, 2021:
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT
ON INTERIM COMPONENTS OF FINANCIAL SOUNDNESS INDICATORS

The Stockholders and the Board of Directors
EEI Corporation
No. 12 Manggahan Street
Bagumbayan, Quezon City
We have reviewed in accordance with Philippine Standard on Review Engagements 2410, Review of
Interim Financial Information Performed by the Independent Auditor of the Entity, the unaudited interim
condensed consolidated financial statements of EEI Corporation and its subsidiaries (the “Group”) as at
June 30, 2021 and for the six-month periods ended June 30, 2021 and 2020, and have issued our report
thereon dated September 1, 2021. Our review was made for the purpose of expressing a conclusion on
the unaudited interim condensed consolidated financial statements taken as whole. The Supplementary
Schedule of Financial Soundness Indicators, including their definitions, formulas, calculation, and their
appropriateness or usefulness to the intended users, are the responsibility of the Group’s management.
These financial soundness indicators are not measures of operating performance defined by Philippine
Financial Reporting Standards (PFRS) and may not be comparable to similarly titled measures presented
by other companies. This schedule is presented for the purpose of complying with the Revised Securities
Regulation Code Rule 68 issued by the Securities and Exchange Commission, and is not a required part
of the basic unaudited interim condensed consolidated financial statements in accordance with PFRS.
The components of these financial soundness indicators have been traced to the Group’s unaudited
interim condensed consolidated financial statements as at June 30, 2021 and for six-month periods ended
June 30, 2021 and 2020 and no material exceptions were noted.
SYCIP GORRES VELAYO & CO.

Wenda Lynn M. Loyola
Partner
CPA Certificate No. 109952
SEC Accreditation No. 1540-AR-1 (Group A),
January 10, 2019, valid until January 9, 2022
Tax Identification No. 242-019-387
BIR Accreditation No. 08-001998-117-2019,
January 28, 2019, valid until January 27, 2022
PTR No. 8534313, January 4, 2021, Makati City
September 1, 2021
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EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
SCHEDULE OF FINANCIAL SOUNDNESS INDICATORS
As At June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020

Financial Soundness Indicator
Below are the financial ratios that are relevant to the Group as at June 30, 2021 and December 31, 2020
and for the periods then ended.
As of June 30,
2021
1.00:1

As of December
31, 2020
1.11:1

Net income plus depreciation
Total liabilities

0.03:1

(0.06):1

Total liabilities
Total equity

2.99:1

3.20:1

Total assets
Total equity

3.99:1

4.21:1

EBIT*
Interest expense

3.11:1

(6.24):1

Return on assets

Net income
Average total assets

1%

(8%)

Return on equity

Net income
Average total equity

5%

(28%)

Ratios
Current ratio
Solvency ratio

Formula
Current assets
Current liabilities

Debt - equity ratio
Asset-to-equity ratio
Interest rate coverage ratio

*Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT)

EEI CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
INDEX TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
AND SUPPLEMENTARY SCHEDULES
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Statements
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SUPPLEMENTARY SCHEDULES
Report of Independent Auditor’s on Supplementary Schedules
Schedules Required under Revised SRC Rule No. 68
A. Financial Assets
B. Amounts Receivable from Directors, Officers, Employees, Related Parties, and
Principal Stockholders (Other than Related Parties)
C. Amounts Receivable from Related Parties which are Eliminated during the
Consolidation of Financial Statements
D. Long-term Debt
E. Indebtedness to Related Parties
F. Guarantees of Securities of Other Issuers
G. Capital Stock
Additional Components
I. Schedule of Reconciliation of Retained Earnings Available for Dividend Declaration
II. Map of the relationships of the Companies within the Group
III. Schedule of Financial Soundness Indicators
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